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THE FORESTRY COMMISSION OF N.S.W.,
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The abovementioned investigations were initiatel at the School of
Forestry, Yale University, Connecticut, U..A., uring a period of four
months from November 193 to February 1940. Despite the wealth of litera
ture available in . .A. on all ~etails of fire control practice and ad-

. ministration, there is no comprehensive publication covering all phases of
the problem. For this reas on, the time spent at Yale School of Fares try
was devot .....d to an assembly and 1'e i w of all available literatur on fire
control in U.S.A.

loth March, 1941.

.S.H.;

SYDNEY,

Submitted herev!ith is a comprehensive report on Forest I' j_re antral
n the United States of Ame'ica ~h~ch has bee prepared folIo Ting inves i
,ations into the sUbject, in U.S . • , from ovember 1939 to May 1940.

The Secretary,
ores try Commission of
~NEY.

I

Under the aerris of t~e United States Forest Service, an additional
period of three months ~as later spent in a necessarily brief inspection
of fire control practice anr1 administration throu~hout the various forest
re ions of U.3.1. Becau e of the need for st dying methods of fi:,e control
un,cer a diversity of clLna ic and forest conditions, t:ri tour of in,-,pec'ti(:'l
involved s me 18,000 miles of travel in the United tates, inclu1in~ sho~t·
journeys made to Eastern Uanada, an to Britis_l Columb a, in order to study
Canadia"l aspects of the fire control probl m.

The results of all investizations made have been summ rized in ine
c:eneral report s11bmitted here'dth. 0 apolo.s is P.l. de for the volume of
material included within the report, as any adeq ate description 0 the
extr mely comprehenuive fire ontrol administration developed in the Uni
ted States must cover a very ide ran' e of subjects. T e standard already
reached by Americans in their fire control or,anisation is so far removed
from any Australian standards that no attem t has been made, in this report,
to apply any American standards to present Australian practice on fire con
trol. In addition, climatic and forest conditions vary just as much rithi~
ustralia as they do in U.S.A., so that any attempted ·eneralizations bet
een the two cou tries would be inaccurate in detail.

It has been considered more advisable to furnish a full report on
present American practice, so that Australian foresters can stUdy any or
all of its many phases, accordine to the climatic con itions, forest types,
r fire problems with which they are concerned.

This report would be quite incomplete if f 11 and :rateful acknowledg
ment was not ma~e to the staff of the Yale chool of Forestry, of the Uni
ted States Forest Se:r:vice, of the Los Aneeles County l' orest Department,
and to numerous State, County and private foresters, for their unfailinr
courtesy and assistance.

The report submitted deals lar ,ely with the activities, standards,
practice etc. of the U.S. Forest Service, as it as scarcely possible, in
the time at my disposal, to make any adequate investi ation of fire contr0l
sta..osrds attained by State, County and o~edmC::~.atJ~::'

Divisional Officer.
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INTRODUCTORY - THE ROLE OF FOREST FmES IN THE MANAGEMENT OF

UNITED STATES. FORESTS.

A. The Influence of Fire on Forests.

The old adage describing, "Fire as, a good servant but a. bad i
master fI is nowhere more applicable than in the ease of forests.
The.constituents of a forest utilise the prooess of photo-,
synthesis to manufacture wood cellulose from carbon diOXide,
water,and solar energy. This-process is an extremely. slow one,
but its steady, maintenance is a major aim of forest management.· :
Forest fires, on the other hand, result in an extremely rapid' ,
reversal of the entire process, plant forms and their woody
cellulose being quickly converted' to oarbon dioxide, moisture
and heat energy.

It must be conceded at the outset that other major factors,
such as exploitation; attack by fungi and/or insects, playa'
large part in the no~l depletion of' the' wood capital in living
forests. Under forest management, however , exploitation usually
has.some correlation with increment, while losses from inseot or
fungal attaok usually prooeed at such a aloVl rate that the natural
eqUilibrium of the living forest is not unduly disturbed•. In ;
the case of the United States it has·been stated (76)" that more
damage'to living forests has occurred from insect attack than
trom fires, but it must be remembered that much insect (and
fungal) attaok is the direct result of minor injury to trees by
fires. If-fire prevention measures in U.S.A. were as poorly
organised.as insect control measures, it is reasonable to assume
that fire damage would soon exceed that shown by insect attack.

'Early training in foreDtry in U.S.A., influenoed as it was
by European sohools of thought and tradition,gave-little serious
attention to the fire .problem. Foresters trained along these
linespften found themselves soon afterwards engaged in work
'almostiwholly oonneoted with fire protection. It is not sur
prising that many of these men developed the impression that
all tireawere detrimental to forest management and, as such,
merited only ruthless suppression. Beoause the injurious .
effeots ot forest fires were so numerous and so apparent,
little thought was given to ~ beneficial result of fireD,

'and the use of fire in sildoultural practice'was consistently,
overlooked.. ~ , ,

Fire proteotion, or. Fire Control, has developed in a
soientific way only during the last two decades. No general'
teohnique has yet been'developed because of the ramifioations
of the subject, and because it is necessary to test. by
experiencemany,theorles and ideas which may later become'
integral,parts of'the Fire Control organisation. It'is
necessary for foresters to recognise tho variety of .factors
which influence both the causes and effeots of forest fires,
while they must also learn to grasp the significance of any
dominating factors. They'must not rely too much on personal
experience: of fire. control and suppression, as few"fires ahow
oomparable'behaviour and there, is always the likelihood ot
haVing to combat-· fires under ,wholly unprediotable' burning
conditions. .
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Above all things, he ,learns in studying the fire problem~
theforeater'must not fail to regard fire in the forest as a
natural'phenomena~ whioh~ if allowed to beoome unoontrolled~
may nullify years of silvioultural praotioe in the spaoe of
as man.y hours.

B. Historioal reoord of forest fires in U.S.A•

(i) Prior to oolonization.-

Definite evidence is available that fires have ooourred
'in Northern Amerioa' for very, manyoenturies. Examinations
made by Sears of the, peat deposits in the Medeoine Bow Moun
tains of V~oming show evidenoeof fires for'lO to 15 oen
turies past.

··Plummer (152) produoes evidenoe of' extensive fires long
before any early, disooveries of the territory nowinoluded in
the United-States. Fire soars on California big-trees are
reported (140) to reveal the ooourrenoe of fires in the years
245, l44l~ 1580 and 1797. There is similar'evidenoe of exten-
sive tires~ in Colorado. during the 17th and 18th oenturies~ and
in Maine (200 square miles) .at the end of the 18th oentury.

Early travellers noted ·that' extensive burning Was praotised
by,the Iridians. Dwight (41) supplied- information of suoh burn
ing and expressed the opinion that it had been in progress for '.
more than 1000 years. Similar aooounts are given by' Peroy (151)
in'1625, and by the Dutchman, de Vries' (40) in 1644.

Conolusive evidenoe of firing many oenturies ag60an also'
be gathered from studies made of the suooessionof various
tree types whioh are now centUries old~_..and of the gradual

. withdrawal of tree species from ~the edge's of the Prairies~ and
'!'rom the Chaparral lands of California•.. .

. Lightning was probably the Callse of many early conflagra-
tions, either durlngdrought years, or under severe burning
oonditions. Fires lighted by: Indians for hUnting game or in

.tribal fighting were probably less serious in extent 'oroharao-
.. ter, as Indian tribes seem inherently afraid of fires. It is

safe to assume that severe fires ooourred in pre-colonization
days at longer intervals than ,at present, while in the absenoe
of the unnatural fuel hazards sinoe 'produoed in£oreats by the
white man -the intensity of fire damage was greatly reduoed
in extent and in area.

(i~) From early settlement to the end of the 19th oentury 

The extensive nature of the forests whioh contronted
early settlers caused an intensifioation of the traditional
use of'fire in the clearing of agrioultural land. Theover-
abundance of timber supplies induced a still more reokl'ess
destruction of, timber lands even when the land itself was
no't required for agriculture. Even during the earliest
settlement, however, there was some attempt to oontrol the
orgy of destruction. The necessity for proteoting forests
from fires was emphasised by state. fire laws passed in
Massachusetts in 1743 and in North Carolina in 1777 (94A).
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In 1788 the state of New York instructed its officials to combat
forest fires, and to summon civilian assistance for the purpose.

The sphere of agricultural activity moved from the timbered
lands of the East to the more sparsely timbered areas of the
middle West, about the middle of the 19th century. There was
a consequent reduction in the general effort to destroy the
Eastern forests, but the,fire situation was scarcely improved.
The ear~y antagonism of Eastern settlers gave way to an: indif
ferenco which allowed destruction by fire to continue unabated
in forest areas. It was during this period that some enormous
fires were reoorded throughout settled areas. Folwei1er and'
Brown (51) and other observers give a chronological list of
these holocausts, as sho\Ton in Table No.1. The records do
not reveal the lOBS of life in all cases, and give no concep·
tion of the tremendous damage which resulted from fires of'
such magnitude. The holocausts of October 1871 undoubtedly
caused some serious· thinking, and were largely responsible
for action by Congress in 1873, when.the Timber Culture Act
was. passed. This Act was directed primarily towards the con
servation of dwindling timber supplies in the now settled
Prairie regions, and was the first public recognition of any
necessity for' safeguarding timber supplies.. Illick (92)

-reports,that shortly aftorwards (1885) several states initiated
active steps towards the conservation of forest lands within

. their boundaries, but. the organisation set up in New York state
.. for this purpose was apparently the only one- to survive. In
-. 1885 the states of, New York and.. Colorado introduced state-wide'

fire warden organisations. In 1898 Pennsylvania state initiated
forest conservation on the'recently acquired watersheds of .
several of its. main rivers," while in the- succeeding year the
state of Minnesota commenced the care' of a forest domain.

\Y.hi1e these early efforts. did not accomplish any material
benefits, they were at least some evidence of a slOWly awaken
"1ng public interest in'forest conservation. This feeling
.became even more~aotive towards the end of the 19th century,
and at. last forced Federal Congress into definite action towards

-the more general conservation of the national resources of the'
country. The support. for forest conservation was perhaps
actuated by the rise in Eastern lumber prices, and bya fear
of future timber famines. The first significant action of the

··new oonservation policy'was taken by Congress in 189~ when the
president was empowered to create.T~ber Reserves from the
remnants of the· Public Domain, (= Federally-owned land) but no.
great progress was made until 1897, when an. administration was
set up to control these Reserves. By the end of the century
nearly 47 ml1~ion aores of reserves had been created, and the
nuc~eusof a Forest Service organisation developed.

(ili) From thebeg1nning of the 20th centurz.

The 20th century was ushered in by several fires o~ his
torical character, the most notab~e of these being the Columbia
fire' (Oregon and Washington) of 1902 which traversed 604,000

, acres and caused 18 deaths; the Adirondack fire (New York) of
1903 which burnt 450,000 acres; the Baudette fire (Ontario
and Minnesota) of 1910 which covered 300,000 acres and caused
'42 deaths; the Great Idaho' fire c (Idaho and Montana) also in
1910 which traversed two million acres and resulted in 85

•••• '.
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TABLE N O. I.

.. ".

, Table giving details 01' fires occurring'in U.S.A. in the
19th Century.

YEAR MONTH NAME OF FmE STATE OR PROVINCE ACREAGE LIVES

-
BURNED LOST

1825 October Miramichi', Maine-New Brunswick 3,000,000 160
1846 Yaquina Oregon 450,000

'1853 May Pontiac Quebec (Canada) 1,600,000
1853 Nestucca, Oregon 320,000e: 1865' Silverton Oregon 1,000,000
1868' September Coos Oregon' 300,000
1868 September st. Helens Oregon 300,000
1871 October Peshtigo· Wisconsin 1,280,000 1500
1871 October Michigan Michigan 2,000,000 138
1876 Big Horn, Wyoming 500,000
188l: September Michigan 'Michigan 1,000,000 138
1894 PhU1ips Wisconsin 100,000 300
1894 September Hinokley Minnesota 160;000, 418

~.

e-
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deaths; and the CJ.o"quet :fire (Minnesota) o:f 1918 which· swept
250,000 acres and caused 438 deaths. ·Such large :fires gradually
decreased in number and in :frequencyo:f occurrence, but even in
recent years there have been several tremendous outbreaks. The
most recent of these were the Matilja Canyon :fire o:f Cali:fornia'

, in.1932 (220,000 acres), the Tillamook Burn of oregon in 1933
(245,000 acres~, t~eSelway :fire of Idaho in 1934 (250,000 acres)

, and a ure-b~n I of the TiJ.lamook area (200,000 acres) in 1939~

( Statistics of forest fires prepared by the U.S. Forest Ser-
, ,vico have been slJmmarised in Table' II. It will be noted that

recent years have shown a marked but steady increase in the
number or fires occurring, but despite such increase there has
been a steady decrease in the percentage of protected area burnt
over. The ~provoment in tire protection is reflected in ,each
ot these trends, improved detection measures are responsible tor
an increased number ot reported fires, while more et:ficient
methods o:f. prevention and suppressionhavo greatly decreased
the-percentage ot protected area burnt over.

From the details already given o:f outstanding fires in; the.
past hundred years it will be noted that the location o:f these
huge outbreaks moved from the' North-East regions to the Lakes
States, and thence to the Western regions. No mention has been
made ot extensive tires in the Southern region and it is per
haps opportune to note at this stage that no forest areas in
U.S.A. have been so consistently and deliberately burned. over
during the past century as those of the Southern states. The

, doubtful distinction o:f having the largest area o:f annual burn,
and the greatest number ot tires per annum still remains with '
the'Southern states. So much has :fire become- a part ot Southern
:forestry, that it is extremely doubtful Whether any scheme for
the total exclusion- of fire from Southern forests can hope to
suc,ceed. It would appear that a very necessary reduction in the,
number and extent of Southern fires can only be ef.fected by
e.f:forts to educate the residents in the intelligent use ot fire,

_and by honest endeavours to sitt the various· claims made by
local inhabitants respecting the advantages of periodic forest

-fires. ' -

C•. The development of organised fire protection•.

The preliminary efforts made by the States in this direction,
together with the. establishment in 1897 .01' an administration to
control the national Timber Reserves, have already been noted.

Federal activity 'in fire protection did not commence in
earnest until the :forestry administration was transferred, in
1905, from the Department of the Interior, and the nucleus of
the eXisting U.S. Forest Service- created under the Department
of Agriculture. The first'tenyoars of the century were notable
for the remarkable increase in the area of National Forests (trom
47 'to 195 Million acres)~. The latter figure is actually,'the
highest acreage ever included within such forests - slight
reductions follOWing in later years as boundaries were ~proved,
and-as agricultural areas were released from forest ,use. The

. conservation-policy of ~leodore Roosevelt and the dYnamic
influence of,Gif1'ord Pinchot, Chief Forester of the United states,
were mainly responsible for' such rapid acquisition of'forest
areas' by the Federal Government •.
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During the 19th century, the Governmentls policy had been
directed towards general national development by the wholesale i
transter 01' the Public Domain'to private' enterprise. The con
servation,era, sponsored'by President Theodore Roosevelt,
reversed the national policy'ot land disposal, and saw the
toundations 01' torest management and protection laid iri the
United states. .

When H~ S. Graves succeeded to the position of Chief
Forester in 1910, active interest in tire protection soon
became the theme 01' his administration. In Graves' own words
(64) 01' 1910 was laid down a basic principle - "The tirst
measure necessary for the successful practice 01' forestry is
protection from forest tires. r1

- This theme was soon developed
and such development can be studied in Forest 'Service Bulletins
(152) and (153) issued in 1912.

The Forest Service soon achieved a marked measure of'
,success in the protection of National Forests from fire, but

only a'limited percentage of the torest area of the nation was
included in these;areas, and burning on privatoand state
forest lands remained'large1y uncontrolled.

The first step taken in the co-ordination of protective
efforts on all types of forest land, Federal,. state or Private,
was the passing of the Weekes Law by Congress in 1911. This
law empowered the Forest Service'to co-operate with the states
in organising and maintaining a system of tire protection on
any private or state lands' "situated on the watershed of
navigable rivers rt. Co-operation Vias not possible unless the
state in question had'provided by-laws for a system or forest
fire protection. During the first year after the passing of
the Weekes Law, co-operation with eleven states had been, ,
initiated and the following expenditures. had been. incurred by
contributing bodies:- Federal Government-$36,692, states
Ai65,975,and Private landowners - »54,790. Co-operative·
efforts were steadily increased,and in 1925 there were 29
states included in the scheme - expenditures on fire protection
from the various sources having increased to 1397,651 by
Federal authorities, and to $1,844,192 by states and private
landowners.

In 1924 the Weekes Law was superseded when Congress passed
the Clarke-McNary Act. The latter Act'removed the limitation
of protection to the forested watersheds of navigable streams,
provided tor co-operation through the States with private
owners of forests, and for joint action with the states in the
establishment of windbreaks, shelter belts, farm WOOdlots,' and
in fnr.m forestry extension generally.

Under the combined provisions of the two above mentioned
laws, the following expenditures were incurred (215) from
March, 1911, to June, 1932, on fire protection and on other
improvements to private and State forest lands:-

Federal Government Expenditure -------,A10,787,197
State Governments and Private Owners - ~36z637,286

. TOTAL ------ ~47,424,483
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The improvement effected can best be summarized with the obser
vation that the area of state and private forost land under
protection increased from approximately 95 million acres in
1915 to 226 million acres in 1931, and to 308 million acres in
1938. As the total area of such lands needing protection was
stated (187) to be 467 million acres in 1938, there is still
room for considerable improvement. Meanwhile the 192 million
acres included within National Forests at the end of 1938 are
entirely under protection --bringing the total area under fire
protection in the United states in 1938 to slightly more than
500 million acres. . '

These achievements have not been brought about without
considerable difficulties, principal among these being the
limited area within state forests and the- consequent indif
ference of many states to the organisation of protective '
schemes. As far back as 1906, Idaho landowners had attempted
to organise the co-operative protection of private forest'
lands and s~ilar efforts were later made in Washington and
Ore-gon. - Difficulties which arose in these' private schemes
owing to the refusal of some landowners to co-operate, were
later solved by several states which passed laws compelling
all landowners within aprotectlve area to make contributions
to the local protective association. '

The provisions of the Clarke-McNary Act have now been
extended to 42 out of 48 states in the union-. Only four of
these states have state Fore_sts exceeding 400,000 acres in
extent and the primary function of most state forestry
administrations is the fire protection of extensive private
forests and of limited areas of state Forests., In_some
instances the state assumes directly responsibility for fire
suppression on'all private forests. Elsewhere this responsi
bility is limited to those areas where landowners co-operate
in meeting the costs of fire protection. In other cases the
state admits no responsibility, but ,provides 'forest owners
with financial assistance where concrete schemes for the pre
vention and suppression of fires have been originated. In.

- all cases, the state acts as an intermediary for the Federal
Government in the financial. assistance provided by the latter
to private ovmers of forests who undertake fire protection
while the state Forester and the Federal Forest Service
jointly develop plans for ,fire protection.
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TAB LEN O. II.

Number of Fires and percentage' of PROTECT~D Are~ Burned Annua11ymu~·s.A1g26-1938·inc.
I

I
,I

-
.-

. 48,11(,
l'IE~fD 'Co,'03

"I "i-~~ 1'15
2 J "2.52, 7q5

•

(1) = lIa tiomi1 'Forests.
(2) =. State and private Larid.

%OF PROTECTED
..

. GROSS AREA PROTECTED AREP.. BURNED J NUMBER OF FIRES .AVERAGE SIZE

YEAR
AREA BURNED OF EACH FIRE

'.

(1 ) . (2 ) TOTAL (1 ) (2 ) TOTAL. (1 ) (2 ) TOTAL (1 ) (2 ) TOTAL (1 ) (2 ) TOTAL

1926 ----- ----- 339,237,910 --- ---- 4,754,580 -- -- 1'40 . -- . --- 33,867 - - 140.
1927 ----- ----- 359,724,000 --- " ---- . , 2,784,450 -- -- , 0.77 -- --- 35,300 - - 79
1928 367,605,460 4,110,690 1'12 '39,260

..
105 '----- ----- --- ---- -- .-- -- --- - -

1929 ----- ----- 395,674,620 --- . ---- 4,876,320 -- -- 1'23 -_. --- '. 44,0?E; - - 110
1930 ----- ""---- . 399,141,870 --- ---- 5,809,320 -- -- 1·46 -- --- 70,832 - - 82
1931 134,609,800 266,173,460 . 400,783,260 550,920 5,885,580 6,436,500 0'41 2·20 1·60 .5715 56,459 62,174 96 104 104
1932 138,524,970 266,722,820 405,247,790 418,600 3,233,610 - :5 ,652,210 0'30 1:°21' 0'90- 4933 55,567 60,500 85 58 60
1933 176,696,120 . 266,259,000 442,955,120 380,230 3,342,690 3,722,920 0·22 1·26 . 0·84 4517 48,770 -53 ,287 84 69 70
1934 182,167,240 282,979,000 465,146,240 658,470 3,514,570 4,173,040 0'36 1°24 0'90 , 8064 61,254 69,318 82 57 60
1935 180,443,270 288,750,920 469,194,190 227,680 2,311,430 2,539,110 0'13 0'80 0·54 7962 54,592 62,554 ; 29 42 41
1936 187,122,400 298,364,660 485,487,060 424,620 3,792,3-10 4,216,930 0'23 1"27 0'87 11144 73,709 84,853 38 51 50
1937 182,872,370 301,911,350 484,783,720 89,770 1,254,120 1,343,890 0'05 0·42 0~28 9468 54,292 63,760 9 23 21
1938 191,860,240 308,458,000 ·500,318,240 315,600 2,623,270 . 2,938,870 0'16 0·85 0·59 9873 76,326. 86,199 32 35 . , 34

..~.
• I;" .
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TAB L E . H O. III.

Summary of the Extent of Fire Occurrence and Dama~e in U.S.A. DUring Recent Years.

.
FOREST AREA PRO T E C T'E D AREA U 1l P·R 0 T E C TED ARE A- .

OWNERSHIP
REQUIRING AREA UNDER .. NUI.1BER ESTI11\TED %OF TOTAl AREA NOT, NUMBER ESTIMATED %OF TOTAL.

OF AREA UNDER AREA
PROTECTIOn PROTECTIon OF FIRES I BURNT DAMAGE AREA BURN'J PROTECTION OF FIRES BURNT DAMAGE 'AREA BURNT

FOREST (acres) . (acres) '. (acres) (acres) (acres)
I"

I

YEAR - 1938 \
Federal 191,860,000 191,860,00C 9,873 315,600 t/. 907,370 0·16 ..----------- -~~.,--:'-- --- .. ------ ----------- -----
state & Private- 467,341,850 308,458,00C 76,326 2,623,270 ' 1/7,179,630 0·85 158,883,850 146,030 30,876,230 ~~8,801,460 19·43

TOTAL 659.202.290 500.318.24C '86,199 ' ~938;870 ,1f8,087,000 0·59 158,883,850 146,030 ' 30,876.230 28.801.460 . 19'43

AVERAGE FOR
5 YEARS: - 1934-3E

'$'1,011,930Federal 184,824,290 184,824,29C 9,301 343,228 0'19 ' ----------- ------.. ---------- ----------- ----
State & Private 486,406,270 296,127,81e 64,033 . .2p99,140 $6,382,306 0~91' 190,278,460 117,608 31,397,025 ;$'31,045,624 16.50

TOTAL 671,230,560 480,952,10C 73,334 Z,042,368 $7,394,236 0·63 190,278,460 117,608 31,397,025 $'31,045,624 .16' 50
-co-
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the work planned for completion under -such programme has been
undertaken since the formation in 1933 of'the Civilian Conser
vation Corps. This organisation had the dual objectives of
placing legions of American youth in employment and of com~

- pleting many pUblic works and improvements to benefit all
spheres of Amerioan national life.

- Figures made available (45) show that for the six year
period ending March 31st 193~soma2,500,Oboyouths,war

. veterans, Indians and others nad been so employed. Among
the major tasks allotted to the Corps was the improvement of
forest areas throughout the oountry, and the following figures
summarise the major achievements towards improving fire pro
tection of both Government and Private Forests:-

9~ Million Man-days' spent on tire-fighting, tire
prevention,. and pre-suppression works.

New Construction -100,000 miles of truck trails or minor roads
" 20,000"" foot, horse, and other trails
It 70,000" II telephone lines
It 62, 300 ~f ~ fire breaks
It· 43,000 bridges
~ 2,700 lookout towers
~ 70 radio stations
It 57 aerodromes

Reduction of fire hazard on approximately 2 million acres
of forest, and along 70,000 ~les of roads.. . .

- Generally speaking the· provision of labour under the C.C.C.
scheme has enabled foresters to achieve: many improvements to the .
fire protection of their areas which would have been denied them
for many years under eXisting or hoped-for expenditure
appropriations.

D. The extent of the fire problem in U.S. forestry.

(i) Number of fires and acreage burned over annuall:v:•.

The extent of the fire problem as it now exists in U.S.A.
is illustrated in Table No. III, which gives particulars of
the number of fires, acreage burned over. etc. during the year
1938, and also for the 5 year period from 1934 to 1938. As
the 5 year period is less dependent on variable conditions of
fire hazard than a.single year - figures from the longer
period only will be quoted hereunder. During such.period
there was an annual average of 190,942 fires, which covered
34,439,393 acres in area, and caused annual damage estimated
atAS38,439,860. The effectiveness of.fire protection on
forests of different ownership is illustrated in Table No.4.
This table 'shows that although the area included under unpro
tected State and Private forests was only 30 per cent of'the
total area of forests in U.S.A. - no less than 62 per cent.
of all fires, 91 per cent of the area burnt, and 80 per cent
of all damage', took place on this unprotected area during the
period 1934-38. These latter figures provide a remarkable
comparison with the percentages given for the National
Forests, which embrace a1most the same total area of forest.
No other figures could more effectively demonstrate the com
parative efficiency of protection measures on National
Forest Areas, and the magnitUde of the problem still existing
on unprotected state and Private forest lands.
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TAB L E H o. 4 •.

Showing variations in rire da~age in U.S. rorests according' to classes or rarest ownership (ror,"tho rive period 1934-38)
" .

AREA OF
P ERCENTAGES

CLASS OF OWNERSHIP
OF TOTAL OF TOTAL· OF TOTALFORESTS OF TOTAL no. AREA DA1.1AGE

(ac) FOREST AREA OF FIRES OF ALL FIRES BY ALL FIRES.
Nn.tiona1 Forests (all protect"ed) 184,824;290 (30%) 5% 1% 3%

State & Private Forests (protected) 296,127,810 (40%) 33% s% 17%

State & Private Forests (unurotected) 190.278.460 (30~) 62~ 91~ 80%

TOT A L 671,230,560 (100% ) 100% 100% 100%
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The major importance of the ~ire problem in the Southern
States can'beat be gauged~when itia revealed that, for the
period 1934-38, 78 per cent of all forest ~ires in U.S.A.,
94 per cent of the area burnt, and·83 per cent of all result
ant damage, took place in the Southern Region of the country~
embracing the states of Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia,
Louisiana, Mississippi, North'and South Carolina, Eastern
Oklahoma, Tennessee and: Texas. The extent of the damage on
Unprotected areaS of state~andPrivate forest land has already
been mentioned, and' on' this class of forest ownership 96 per
cent of all fires, 98 per cent of the area bUrnt and- 96 per
cent of all damage, took place, in the Southern Region. Of
the.grand total of 34,439,393 acres burned over· annually in·
the entire country during the years 1934-38, the huge area of
30,904,814 acres or 90 per cent of the total was actually
burnt annually on the unprotected state and Private forost
lands in the Southern Region. '

Even if one concedes~thefact that 34 per cent of the
entire area of 'United states forests (over 671 million acres)
is looated in the Southern. region, and that 60 per cent of
all unprotected State and Private forests .are also located

. there -the percentage of fires credited to Southern'
regions can only be regarded as out of all proportion.
Chief notoriety'in respect of uncontrolled fires must go to
the Southern States of. Florida, Mississippi, Georgia and
Oklahoma in that order. These four states have a forest
area equal to only 12 per cent of the entire forest area of
the country) but the area burnt annually'within these states
during the rive year period was 72 per cent of the total
area burnt in U.S.A. During the 'years abovementioned, an
average of 55 per oent of the forest area in the State of
Florida was burned' over during each year - surely an unen
viable distinction•

. . . The information 'set out in Table No. III has been
subdivided in Table No. 5 in order to illustrate the com
parative ooourrence of fire damage in the various forest
regions of U.S.A.

The cost of Fire Protection and Estimates of Annual
FIre Damage.

The latest. available figures (185)' and (156) detaililig
expenditure by the U.S•. Forest Service have been condensed,
and' appear in Tables Nos .. 6 and 7. .

Table No. 6 includes total expenditure by the Servioe
not only on National Forests,. but also !nits efforts at
Co-operative Fire Protection withState and Private agencies.
As it does not include expen~itures,by such state and Private
agencies it does not give the full cost of Fire Control
throughout the country. Both Tables Nos. 6' and 7 inolude
expenditure by C.C.C. and other "reliefu labOur, which has
been assessed by Forest Servioe accountants as being equiva
lent to $'1·50 per day per man. Both Tables also. include
"cost adJustments" by the ServicefoXi the maintenance,
depreciation and use of improvements, equipment, tools etc.
in the ,proportion ~or which they are used in Fire Control.
It will be noted from Table No. 7 that the total annual
expenditure per acre on. National Forests exceeded,. during
the financial year 1936-37, thefiguro of 6·853 cents per
acro recommended by the National Plan for American Forestry
(The Copeland Report) - (see Page 7 ) ~
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T AB LEN O. 5.
,

Sho~ing Variationn Between Forest Regions in the Occurrence and Extent of Forest Fires ,(see Table No.4).
I ,
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,FOREST
PRO T E' C T E 'D A R E'A UlTPR o TE C TED A'R E A,

FOREST ,AREA

OWNERSHIP REQUIRING
I

AREA UlIDER HUMBER . AREA ESTIMATED %OF TOTAL AREA lIOT NUMBER AREA IESTIl:IATED ~ OFIDTAL

&. REGIOn PROTECTIon PROTECTION OF FIRES BURNT DAMAGE AREA BURNT P~OTECT'D OF FIRES BURNT DA1.!AGE AREA BllRNT
(acres) (acres) , (acres) acres (acres)

.
ISOUT".dERU-1938 "

Federal 11,043,300 11,043,300 '1,617 38,270 47,330, ,0' 35 ------ --- ------- ----- ---State &. private ,195,175,720 ' 81,627,240 43,804 1,617,480 2,093,200 ,1.98 113,548,480 139;573 (30,241,450 27,769,51C 26· 63
TOTAL ' 206,219,020' 92,670,540 45,421 1.655,750 2.140.530 1· 79 113.548.480 139~573 '30.241 4.5n 2"',"'6~ fill" 26' 63

DO. - 1~')4-atj ..

Federal 7,763,630 ,7,763,050 ,,1,583 47,476 47,654 O· 61 ------ --- ------- ---_ .. ---
state e: Private 209,506,860 72,693,620 34,117 1,540,116 1,936,862 ,2·12 136,813,240 112,833 " ' 30,904,814 29,952,004 22·59

TOTAL 217,270.490 80.457.250 35.700 1.587,592 1.984.516 1·97 136.813.240 112.833 30.904.814 29,952.004 22·59
~~rl'bRN-1938 \

, ,

Federal .4,246,720 4,246,720 188 1,370 3,330 ' 0·03 ------ --- -------- ----- ---
State & Private 106,040,790 ,91,027,390 ' 18,433 319,840 1,192,560 0·35 15,013,400 4,799 432,670 ,783,680 2·88

TOTAL 110.287,510 95.274.110 18,621 321.210 1.195.890 0·34 15.013,400 4,799 432.670 783,680 2·88
Do. - l~;j4-;jt3

Federal 3,693,210 3,693,210 250 3,118 10,344 0·08 ------- --- -------- --- .... ---
State & Private 109,156,020 89,397,420 15,825 357,486 1,090,704 0·40 19,758,600 2,813 ,221,467 435,967 1'12

TOTAL 112,849,230 93.090.630 16,075 360,604 ' 1,101,048 0·39 19.758.600 2.813 221.467 435,967 1'12
IWtlTH <J.!::UTRAL-1 ~;jt3 : ... -,' ..," _. -
Federal 8,701,600 8,701;600 1,181 13,460 20,730 0·15 ------- ---- ------- ------- ---..
state &. Private , 75,390,010 ' 61,040,55p 5,901 271,210 1,104,500 0·44 14,349,460 '1,538 '194,980 238,120 1'36

TOTAL ,84.091.610 69,742,150' '7,082 284;670 1,125,230 0.41 14,349,460 1,538 194,980 238,120 1"36
Do. - 1934-38
Federal 17,470,910 7,470,910 867 32,082 103,538 '0·43 ------- --- ------ ----- --
state & Private 77,002,700 59,020,290 7,005 311,890 1,242,544 0·53 '. 17,982,410 ,1,805 244,720 604,067 1'36

TOTAL 84,473,610 66,491,200 7'~872 343.972 1,346,082 0·52 17,982,410 ' 1,805 244,720 ' 604.067 1"36'
ROCKY liTH" 1938
Federal 118,493,440 118,493,440 3,676 16,600 29,020 0'01 ------- --- . ------ ----- --
State &'Private 38,201,720 23,760,210 1,176 12,230 28,760 0·05 14,441,510 94 4,650 2,800 0·03

TOTAL l56,695,l60 l42.253.650 4.852 28.830 I 57,780 0·02 14,44l,510 I 94 : 4.650 2.800 0-03 '
Do. 1934 - 38 I

Federal 118,079,180 118,079,180 4,136 154,580 383,582 ,0·13 ------- --- ---- ---- --
state & private 38,721,620 23,913,610 1,234 28,840 114,140 0'12 14,808,010 132 ,11,698

., 42,072 0'08
TOTAL 156.800.800 141,992,790 5,370 183.420 497.722 0'13 14,808,010 132 11,698 . 42,072 0·08

P1I.CIPIC - 1938 .
Federal 49,375,180 49,375,180 ,3,211 245,910 806,960 0'50 ------- -- --- --- --
state, & Private ' 52,533,610 52,533,610 7,012 402,510 2,760,610 0'79 1,531,000 26 2,480 7,350 0'16'

TOTAL 101,908,790 100,377.790 10.233 ' 648,410 3,567,570 0·65 1,531.000 26 2,480 7,350 0·16
Do. - 1934-38
Federal 47,817,360 47,817,360 2,465 105,972 466,812 0,22, ----- -- .--- ---- --
state'& private 52,019,070 51,102,870 5,852 4qO,808 1,998,056 a.' 90 916,200 25 14,326 11,514 1'56·

TOTAL 99.836,430 98.920,230 8.317 566,780 2~464,868 O· 57 916.200 25 14,326 11,514 ,1'56
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T:A-B L E NO.6.

Showing Total Expenditure by the-U.S. Forest Servicoon
Fire Control during recent years:-

AMOUNTS EXPENDEDDETAILS OF EXPENDITURE
-(Including: cost adjust-
- . ments for depreciation

etc.)

Fire Equipment
" - Prevention
" Pre-Suppression
" Suppression
" . Co-operation (With

other bodies)

_TOTAL EXP. ON FffiE CONTROL
-n n BY FOREST SERVICE

PROPORTION OF FffiE-CONTROL)
COSTS TO TOTAL EXPElIDI~)

1935/36

/I 446,990
2,164,866
9';280,145
1,771,612

12-4%

1936/37

It 504,565
2,190,379

11,756,465
2,666,080

2,164,051

TAB LEN o. 7._

Showing per~acre Costs .~~ F~r~ Cont~ol Expenditure on
National Forest~; under various headings, during recent
years:-
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From the last· Annual Report of the' Chief' of the Forest
Service (195) 1'igures- are available to show the cost of .fire
protection and-the extent of .fire dRmage on all forests~
Public or Private, during the year 1938/39. These figures
are tabulated hereunder:-

\

\

\

-

.-~

~. 907,370
~7,179,630
$28,801,460

136,888~460

- ,

FEDERAL FORESTS' (PROTECTED)
STATE AND PRIVATE FORESTS (PROTECTED)
STATE AND PRIVATE FORESTS (UNPROTECTED)

TOTAL DAMAGE ESTIMATES -'

Flre~ControlExpenditures under Clarke-McNary Act etc.

Contributed by Federal Government I 1~736,201
fI " state Governments II. 4, 322~ 011

,~I I~ Private owners etc. ,i(t 1,952,341 P8~010,553

Expenditures on National Forests

Fire Suppression J 2~587,04l
Prevention and-Pre-Suppression 14,500,000 ~17,087,041

(estimated) .
C~C.C. expenditures (at valuation) on State and

PrIvate Forests' (approximateIir.: )!l7, 000,000

, TOTAL EXPENDITURES- 'J42, 097,594

ESTIMATES OF_ FIRE DAMAGE (see Table No. 31.

It will be noted from the above figures ,that ,if one
combines the total costs of Fire Control with the total
valuations of damage~ it can be demonstrated that the total
cost of'fires to the 'nation was in the vicinity of 79 million
dollars during 1938/39. At first sight the total figures for
expenditures" seem unduly high in' comparison with those showing'
the damage resulting from fires. Protected areas however,
embrace some· 500 million aores (see' Table No.3) and on such
area the total expenditure and damage amounted to some 50 ,
million dollars. By comparison the damage which resulted on
some 159 million acres of, unprotected forest amounted to
29. million dollars (apprOXimately). The areas under protection
include the most valuable forests so that if they had been left
without protection, it is reasonable to assume that damage to
suoh areas would have approximated at least 100 million dollars
(on· the basisfofthe respective acreage, and of the damage
indicated above for unproteoted areas).

Apart from the value of fire control expenditures in con
serving forest resources it can be said that they are justified
on a broad basis of economy. : It: must be remembered also that
'current. expenditures include the heavy initial costs of many
capital improvements SUCh. as roads, trails, telePhone systems,
lookout stations, which are necessary during the introduction,
of planned Fire Control.

(iii) What'modern fire protection entails.

Although much haa' been done recently to co-ordinate the
whole oomplex subject ofmodernf'ire protection technique and
methods~ it is premature at this stage to prepare an outline
that would include' all the' essentials of protective effort •.

, Any discussion on the soope or modern fire' protection must
therefore remain general until the various aspects are dealt
with indiVidually. The ensuing pages of this report will
deal specifically with the following major phases of fire
control:-



(l~.)

,

(e)

(a)

(b)

(c)

'study of the origin and effects of fires and how far
remedial treatment Is applIcable In an~ 'scheme of
protection.

prel1min~ efforts' at fire control - known as Preven-
tion Acvlties li - includIng a stud~ of forest fuels
and their £riter-relation with fire behaviour, the
lessons .to be gained' from stud~1ng the histor~ of'
past fires, the organisation of educational, co-
operative, and legislative agencies on the side of'
fire protection. ' .

"preparedness Activity" - or the oareful planning and
organIsatIon or detection"transportation and com
munication systems, the-disposal of equipment and
personnel, and the integration of all units so as to
provide the forest with adequate and prompt fire
fighting forces under any conditions 'of risk and
hazard. .

"Suppression Activitz" - the actual suppression policy
. to be adopted in order'to make the best use of the
. man-power planned for the job, and to effect satis- '
factory suppre~sion within ec~nom1c limits.

Economics - the economics of fire protection, as a
whole. and in respect of indiVidual forest areas,
the problem of forest fire, insurance etc.

Foresters must face the inescapable fact that no
matter how intensive their protective efforts, fires will
occurl\ with frequency .f~r many years to come •. In fact, a

. study of recent fire statistics in U.S.A. shows a steady
increase in fire occurrence.

, (d)

e·

.'

This may be due to a variety of reasons, stich as the
more complete record of fire occurrence available with
intensive protection, changes in forest values suoh as the
common disregard for the value of'regrowth once virgin or
mature timber crops are exploited, and the increasing use
of' forests by the gener'alpublic as havens of recreation
slncethe development of motor travol facilities.

Once adequate measures for "Preparednes's" and "Suppres
sion" have been achieved foresters. ma~ be able to reduce the
occurrence of fires by concentrattngefforts.and expenditure
on' the "Pre'vention" phase. Meanwhile a comprehensive stUdy
of every aspect of fire protection and the general co-ordina
tion of all protective effort is required, the financial

'aspect of protection to be constantly-kept 1n mind, if efforts
. are to be concentrated, in the first place, on forests which

warrant most intensive protection•

. .
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CHAPTER I.

CAUSES OF FOREST FmES•.
A. Classification of causative agencies.

It is necessary to have aninttmnte knowledge, of all
causative agencies before any system of planned protection
can be formulated or intelligentlY' applied. The U.S~ Forest
Service has maintained careful records of this'and other'
,branohes of forest fire statistics, and has co-operated
with state and other bodies in obtaining the most complete
information possible in relation to fires on protected areas.
,Little' information is available, however, regarding the
causes of fires on unprotected forest areas. ,

The classification of various fire causes which has
been used for ,many years by the U.S. Forest Service for
fires on protected forest areas is asfollows:-

Caused'directly'or indirectly by lightning.
Fires caused by sparks and oinders from

locomotives, from clearing or maintaining
the right of way,. or from any other
operations incidental to the construction
or operation of railroads.

(iii) Cgmp Fires - Fires resllting from carelessness of
persons camping 'in or travelling
through the forest, such as stockmen,
forest employees, prospeotors, picnic
kers, surveyors, berry-pickers,
hunters, fisherman, etc.

(iv) Smokers -Fires traced to smokers' matches or to burn
ing tObacco, hot ashes etc. ,

(v)" Brush burping _. /my fires used f'or clearing land,
except along railroad rights of way,
or in conjunotion with logging ,opera
tions. Fires caused, by the burning of
rubbish, garbage, stubble or grass
are inoluded herein~ .

(vi) Incendiarz - Fires which, with a reasonable degree of
certainty, are set wilfullJ" in order to
burn forestlands or lands not the pro
perty of the person·involved.

(vii) Lumbering All. fires incidental to sawmilling
. operations such as those caused by saw-

.mill donkey or logging engines. Fires
due to smoking or oamping by employees .
should be listed under "smokers" or '
"Campers" fires.

(Viii) Miscellaneous-Fires Which cannot be properlY' classi
fied under any of·the other standard
headings. '

(!x) Unknown - This heading is used by many state agencies,
and thus. appears in annual statistics of ,
forestf'ires. Its use is not recognised by
the administrative branch or-the Forest Ser
vice - any "doubtful" fires being assigned
to the most likely cause. .
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Excluding lightning fires, and an extremely limited
number of fires caused by spontaneous combustioriand classed
as IlMiscellaneous" it will. be noted from Table No .. ·Sthat· 90
per.cent of all fires are caused either by cnrele-fH3neS$~
thoughtlessness or wilfulness on the part of man. The major
ity of man-caused fires are not. deliberately wilful, in their
intent, but follow c'areless or thoughtless actions which
result in fire occurrence or t'ire spread.

The causes of forest fires ,vary greatly from year to year and
even" betVleen average periods of' 5 years, acc'ording to seasonal
or climatic trends, changes inth~ economic development qf
forests and increasing use of' the 'forests by particular indivi-"
duals. The figures shown in Table No. 8 indicate that the'most
common causes of fire on protected areas in U.S.A. are "
Incendiary Action and the. results of Smoking. Each of these
CaUses is responsible for approximately one-quarter of all
fires on such areas and' each of them shows a regrettable"
tendency to increase. Debris burning is another serious
source of fire origin, while lightning which is not a .
serious general factor throughout the country, is responsible
for more than half the fires on the National Forests. Most
of these forests'.arein. Western areas where lightning' is an
extremely serious factor in causing fires (s~e Tabl~s No. 10
and ll). (' I·'

The stUdy ,of the various causes in relation to the number
of fires occurring is not complete without some reference to".
the area burnt· over by such fires. As will b~ seen. trom Table
No. 9-, Incendiary fires are easily the'most serious in respect
of the extent of fires~ due probably to the fact that they are

/,1-, lighted when conditions for spread of fire are most critical•
. -On Nat'ional Forests, lightning fires show something of the·

same tendency due to difficulties in detecting'suen outbreaks,
many of which occur in inaccessible areas, or which may: not
be visible for some time after actuaJ. lightning "strike".

. '..

V~ile averages'for the whole country, or,for groups of states
are of value' in furnishing general trends, studies' of fire '\
causes should be made' as local as possible., From Table No. 11,
which illustrates the extremes. of fire occurrence by causative
agencies.for various states, it will be noted that there is a
remarkable variation between states in the incidence of fires
from various causes. Further subdivision of this Table 'into '
zones of fire occurrence by various agencies, would shaw still
more remarkable variations.

"The average annual fire loss, from various causes, foX'
'the 5yoar period ending 1938, and on all protected fo~est
areas, is shown in Table'. ~o. 12.

B. The trend shown., by various' sources of fire origin.

It·· haa already been mentioned that fires caused from
smoking and Incendiary action show a tendency to increase, so
that they now constitute the origin of more than half the
fires 'occurring on protected areas of forest. On National
Forests such tendency is not so marked, especially in ,the
case of Smokers' fires, and this may be due to seasonal res
trictions recently imposed by the Forest Service on smoking
within National Forests.

. Lightning fires also show tendency to increase - parti
cularly on National Forests (see Table No.8). This increase
is doubtless due to the better identification of lightning
fires as a result of improved detection, but some of the
increase may be 'due to the increasing number of fire or

. . I
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insect killed "snag" trees in Western forests providing
better cond~tions for eff'ective lightning "str1ke".~

Campers' fires show a small decrease which is under
standable when one considers the better patrol measures now
used on protected forest areas~ and the "fire-proofingrt of
camping sites.

Fires caused by Railroads or from Lumbering,operations
have'shoWn such ,a decline as to be now almost negl~gible'in
importance.

There is.lit~le general change in the percentages of ,
Debris-burning fires - somereduction~in fires from t~is cause
should follow the concentration of protective effort on
sections of forest most liable to damage from this cause.'

.....
...

The reduction 1ri Nation~l Forest fire statlsticsof the'
"Miscellaneous" class of firt") and the virtual elimination of'
!rUnlmown" f'ires has been forced on Forest Service administra
tions in_order to place in correct focus the remaining causes
of' forest fires.' Dnprovod detection measures will in any
case gradually reduce the element, of'doubt in the origin of
any forest fires.

The administrators of Federal and state Forests cnn
claim considerable success in-the1r'endeavours to improve
f'11'e prevention if' they ~ucceed only in holding the number

',and extent- of' man-caused ,fires to existing f'igures. This
reasoning is based on the tremendous increase in the use of
National and state Forests by visitors~ recreationists,
hunters etc. during the summer and autumn months, with a
corresponding increasa in the fire risk despite well directed
prevention measuros.

y:C. Li@tning Fires

As preViously noted, lightning is responsible f'or the
occurrence' of 9 per cent of all fires on protected f'orest

, areas in U_S. A., and f'or 51 per cent of' all fires on
National Forests •.

Lightning fires are largely confined to the' Western
regions of' the country and to the Rocky Mountain area in
particular {see Table'No•. lO),where 66% of' all fires on pro
tected areas are traceable to lightning!5'G A totaJ. of 6,628
lightning fires~ covering an area of,180~142 acres,was the
annual average for the 5 year period ending 1938 (see Table
No. 12).

During.the same period, the following states in the
Rocky Mountain area had the largest. percentages of' fires of
lightning origin - Arizona 81-3% of'.all_f'ires~ New Mexico
68-1%~ Idaho 64~1% and Montana 60-2%. In. addition both.
South Dakota and Colorado traced almost half their fires to
lightning_ In the Pacific Coast area the state of' Oregon
recorded 36·2% or all fires in the same period as due to
lightning_

Other Statesfn which lightning-fires predominate over
all o~her causes~ include Wyoming and utah.

Investigations into the characteristics and results of
lightning rts trlkes" in .forest areas have been made at the
various Western Forest Experiment Stations. .
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T· A B LEU o. 8.

Showing origin of fires by v~rious causative agencies on National Forests and for all areas protected from
fire - expressed as nercentages of the number of fires occurrln~.

-

ALL PROTECTED FORESTS IIi U.S'. (excluding) UATIONAL FORESTS ONLY
(A1aslm)

AUSE OF FIRES - Average for various periods

1921-25 1926-30 1931-35 1934-38 1921-25 1926-30 =\-931-35 1934-38.
Lightning 6-3 9·5 ' 7-2 9-0 42-0 48·4 38· 6 50·7
Railroads 11·1 9·1 4·3 4-3 5-7 4·0 1-9 1·1
Campers {20.0\ 7-9 7-5 6· 0 . ~26- 6} ·9·6 10-0 7-5
Smokers 21-1 24·6 25·0 17-9 23-9 17-6
Debris-burning 16·1 12- 5 12·6 13·6. 3·9 3-5 5-4 5-3
Incendiary 21-4 17-1 25·3 25-4 13-0 10·7 13·7 12-4
Lumbering 5.6 3-9 1· 5 l-S 2-4 ··1· 6 1·4 I-I
Miscellaneous 8·1 9-2 9·5 . S· 3 6-4 4'3 5-1 3·8
Unknown 11-4 9·7 7-5 6.6 ---- ---- ---- 0.5

..

TOT A L 100-0, 100·0 100.0 100-0 100-0 100·0 100·0 100· 0
..

C
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TAB LEU O. 9.

Showing nercentage of area burnt over due to various causative agencies on National Forests and £or all
protected £orest'areas in U.S.A.

ALL PROTECTED FORESTS IN U.S. (e1cludi~) ·NATIONAL FORESTS OULY
Alaska

CAUSE OF FIRES Average £orvarious periods

.
1926-30 1931-35 1934:"38 1931 1931-351938 1934-38 1938

,

.
Lightning 6·2 3·7 6·0 8·3 29·1 30·8 38·8 62·1
Railroads 4·1 2·4 2·9 2·0 0·2 1-5 3-0 1-3
Campers 6·3 6-7 4-3 5-0 4-6 15-0 2-9 0·9
Smokers 16·0 14-8 16-1 21-3· 13-4 17-7 20·4· '7-2
Debris burning 12-5 . 11·9 14·5 12-'7 . 2-4 4-4 8-4 2-2
Incendiary 29-5 36 -0. 36-4 32-2 37-2 24-2 1~-6 17.4
Lumbering . 5·0 ·3-6 3-8 4-1 5-3 2-0 2-0 1-4
Miscellaneous 10-0 13-0 9-2 9-3;~ 7-8 4·4 6·5 6·5Unlmown. .

10-4 7·9 6·8 5-1 ---- ---- 0·4 1·0
I

T O· TAL 100-0 100-0 100-0 100-0 100-0 100-0 100-0 100-0

..

-ro
ro-
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Showing percentaBes of various numbers of fires caused by di~ferent agencies for the 5 year period 1934
to 1938, ~ora11 protected forest areas in U.S.A., and variations shown by various regions.

-
WHOLE OF EASTERN SOUTHERN NORTH CENTRAL ROCKY MTN. PACIFIC

CAUSES
U. S. A. REGIOn REGIOn REGION REGION REGION

Lightning 9·0 0·9 1·2 3·1 65·8 27·6
Ra.i1roads 4·3 8·9 2.4 6·1 --r:9 2:9
Campers 6·0 6.4 5·1 5·4 7·8 8·0
Smokers" 25·0 36·8 19·4 31·3 14·9 27·2
Debris Burning 13·6 I'7:1 11.6 27.5 3.3 9·2
Incendiary 25·4 \. 9·6 42·1 11·9 1·3 12·2
Lumbering -r:a 0·7 2=4 1·2 0·7 2.6
Miscellaneous 8·3 8·6 7·9 11·0 3·1 10·2
Unknovm 6·6 11·0 7·9 2.5 1·2 0·1

T 0 T"A L 100·0 100·0 100·0 100·0 100·0 100·0 -

-ro
~-
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Causes of fires in Selected States expressed in percentnge of the Total number of fires_

AVERAGE FOR 5 YEAR PERIOD - 1934-38

CAUSES
ARIZOUA NEW 'JERSEY WYOMIUG MICHIGAN DELAWARE oKLAHOM.A.. IJAINE GEORGIA

Lightning Sl-3 0-2 42-9 4-2 ---- 1·2 11·7 1·5
RaJ.1roads - 20·6 0·5 .4-3 12-2 0·5 2-6 3-70-5
cam~ers 5-2 o:-a 21-7 6-1 o-a 1-5 14-3 3-0
Smo ers a-6 14-2 ~ 50-3 16-3 7.g 42-9 2-3
£ebri~iBurning 1-2 9-7 2-5 ~ 54-5 1- 10-a 9-lncon ary O-S

..
5-4 0-5 7-3 TI 83-5 5-6 45-1Lumbering -0-3 ---- 1-0 1·0 """"'I'7'3 -4-3 1-3

Miscellaneous 1.-:5 3-1 4-1 8-5 5·7 3-2 7f73 ~
Unkndvln 0-6 I

1.6-=..a 0·5 2-5 ; 5-7 3-5 8-9, ---
TOT AL 100-0 100-0 100·0 100-0 100-0 100-0 100·0 100-0

. ~
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TABLE N O. 12.

•
Summary of Rnnua1 fir~ losses for the 5 year period 1934-38, on various classes of protected foreot1and,

and according to causes of fire origin.

I NUl\ffiER OF FIRES ARE.'\. BURNT OVER (acres)
;

CAUSES
FEDERAL STATE & PRIVATE TOTAL FEDERAL STATE & PRIVATE TOTALFORESTS FORESTS FORESTS FORESTS

Lightning 4,712 1,916 6,628 125,520 54,622 180,142
Railroads 98 3,017 3,115 9,628 77,498 87,126
Campers 701 3,677 4,378 9,404 120,148 129,552
Smokers 1,642 16,708 18,350 65,982 419,814 485,796
Debris burning 494 9 491 9,985 27,208 411,748. 438,956-
Incendiary 1,151 17;444 18;595 57,118 1,045~312 1,102,430
Lumbering 105 1,224 1,329 6,642 108,368 115,010
Miscellaneous 350 5,736 6,086 20,898 256,172 277,070
Unlmovln 48 4,820 4,868 1,450 _ 204,080 205,530

T 0 T A L 9,301 64,033 73,334 323,850 ac. 2,697,762 ac. 3,021,612 ac.
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The data enumerated hereunder summarise the findings of
Morris (136), Gisborne (57 and Show and Kotok (167) at these
Experiment Stations:-

(i) Lightning strike - may occur in such numbers from a
single storm that fire outbreaks result which are far
beyond the capacity of any planned measures for fire
protection. Headley (79) records the occurrence of
at least 153 strikes in 1926 from a single storm on
Kaniksu National'Forest - an area of 600,000 acres.
In the, Pacific North West Region during the 1939 fire
season' one lightning storm which persisted overnight,
caused 822 recorded fires on a total of nineteen
National Forests, including 127 fires on asinglo
Forest.. This happened just, after the Regional per
sonnel on Fire· Control had been increased by 8500
men because of unduly severe fire hazards then operat
ing. In the same season a large storm persisted in
Northern California, for almost three days and caused'

, 320 recorded fires on. five National Forests.

Wet and drystorms- In the Northern Rocky Mountains,
approxiiliately 10 per cent of all storms were accom
panied by no rain, or by so' little as to be classed
as dry storms. 'Dry storms do not necessarily mean
inoreased fire danger as 68, per cent of dry·storms
and 66 per cent of wet storms were classed as harm
less.

'.
(iv)

(v)

Safe storms Gisborne (57) found that' "scudU rain
preceding lightning flashes averaged 12 minutes in
duration, and that "secondary" rain which' followed
the flashes averaged thirty seven minutes. The
heavier these two types of rain the less likelihood
there was of fire occurrenoe.

A small shower of rain after a lightning Uatrike"
does not 'necessarily render conditions at all safe •.
On the oontrary, experienoed observers in California
found that storms which resulted in a rainfall
approximating ten points were 'more dangerous than
dry storms as regards forest fire occurrence, because
of' "delayed action rt spread.

Safe storms may occur when 75 per cent of light
ning' flashes are from "cloud to cloud," but if' more
than 50 per cent of these flashes are from "oloud to
ground" the storm is dangerous.

"Sleepers rt or delayed action storms are very common.
About half the fires caused by lightning are dis
covered within three hOurs, but in cases of delayed

'action as much as'two weeks may elapse before '
"s~eeper" fires are detected.

Occurrence of lightn~ fires - In the Pacific North
West region a surprsingly1arge proportion ocour'
at night - for the period 10 p.m. to 4 a.m., 28% of
all lightning fires ooour 'as compared with 6% for
the same period in the ~orthern Rookies.

storms may be confined to definite zones"but this
cannot always be relied upon. Vlh.ile there, may be
definite areas where storms originate, their probable
.direction can not be anticipated. .
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}{18.ppini of storm 12aths has shown that storms are
uaun 1y dissIpated ar~er travelling less than
aO'miles, although instances of storms travel
ling up to 2aO miles are recorded. Speed of .
travel is usually from 6. to 20 M.P.~: and rarely
exceeds 40 M~P.H•. The usual direction of storms
is from South to North or North East, but in
the Northern Roclcies the direction may be more
Easterly.

(vii) .Effect of·topogra:2hl on storms - There is no apparent·
correlation between altItude and storm occurrence,
but there is some definite relation between storm
frequency_and rough topography in regions of warm
to hot S'lUmller temperatures •. ,

(viii) Fuels - most readily ignited by lightning are duff"
live and dead trees in that order.

~e co~on occUrrence of i~ghtning fires in very in'
accessible mountain areas causes delayed detection, slow
traveLtime and difficult conditions for suppression. For
instance the Cedar Camp- lightning fire on Siskiyou National
F9rest in 193a burned 34,000 acres and had to be fought for
25' consecutive clays in rough topography before it was brought
un~er cont~ol. It, was actun1ly the largest fire on National
For~sts dur,1ng the 193a season.

Show and Kotok (157) emphasise that lightning fires may
be easily controlled the morning after the storm if they can
be reached within that time. Lightning fires have acquired
a reputation for breaking out after they have been apparently
suppressed. This characteristic". however" is due probably to
hurried suppression measures at times when numerous fires
have followed one or two severe lightning storms and where
inef'ficiently trained fire-fighters have had to be pressed
into service.

D•. Man-caused fires.'

As will be seen in Table No. a, man-caused f'ires are
responsible for 91 per cent of all f'orest f'ires in U.S~A. and
f'or 49 per cent of fires occurring on National Forests •

,The States of Arizona, New Mexico, Idaho and Montana,
whe~e 'lightning oocurrence is mos,t pronounced,aro th~ only
territories where man-caused fires are not the most serious
-source 01' forest f'ire occurrence.

Most man-caused fires are not due to wilful burning of
forests or of neighbouring lands. Even in the case of
incendiary fires malice may not be always proved, although
all incendiary fires may be described as wilful.

As the great majority of man-caused fires is due to
either carelessness or thoughtlessness, there would. seem to
be much room for improved methods of educating the general
public towards greater care of their forest areas.. '.

Greeley - former Chief of the U.S. Forest Service has
stated (55) quite recently that:- ' "The big" job of conserva
tion to-day is in the field of public responsibility for
forest fires". That this statement is a true reflection of
the position.is proved by a close analysis ,of fire origin on
protected areas of.forest" which indicates-that some 70 per
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cent o~ all man-caused fires result from the actions of the
'general pUblic~ while only some 30 per cent of these fires
. can be attributed to landowners or lessees in and around
forest boundaries. The present position regarding various
,types of man-caused forest fires,. and their possible diminu-
tion, is as follows:- . '

:'..'.
.•'

•

,

(i) Railroads ~ N~ longer. a.serious source of fire danger
except in certain middle Atlantic states, such as
-New Jersey, where a combination of numerous railroads,
heavy _traffiC, and high fuel hazard is. found. InNew
Jersey 20-6 per cent of al~ fires onpr~tected areas
are· caused by railroads (Table:No_ 11) as against a

.general figure for the whole country of 4-3 percent.
The once frequent origin (ll-~ per cent'in 1921-25)
'9f railroad·fires in U.S.A. has been reduoed by the
screening of: smoke-stacks, olearing of fuels from
the right-Of-way etc. The oharacter of. rue~ us~d,
the density of rail traffio, and the efficient main
tenance ~ spark arresters, ashpans and rights of
w~ are the main factors influenoing the'occurrenoe
of railroad fires. The marked increase in-the use of

, large Diesel engine colllbinations' for drawing express
trains will undoubtedly assist in reducing the fire
hazard.- '

Experience'in California shows that even Diesel
engined locomotives m~ be responsible for forest
fires if adequate precautions are no~-taken for the
screening-of flues. ,If Diesel fUel oil of low vis
cosity is used, such oil is''not properly atomised and
fires may be caused along the railroad right of way.
Some railroad companies are not yet oonvinced of the
economics of systematic hazard reduction along their

.r.ights of way, and many. of them prefer instead to
meet p~ent of bills presented' by the Forest Services
-for the cost of effioient fire prevention- and suppres
sion along such rights' of way. ·Soma oompanies even
arrange'for Forest. Service· employees to. "fireproofu

their'rights of way' at the expense of the company _
ooncerned.

Close scrutiny of railroad fires has indioated
that sparks and oinders from smoke stacks, flues"
grates etc •. are not the only oause of ignition, as
the latter may be caused by a variety of factors
including red hot pieces of brake shoe; passengers·
cigarettes etc .A.care1'ul analysis of railroad fire
origin is important, as foresters must produoe evi- .
dence that fires were the result of the aotual
operation of 10oomotives, cars etc_, before damages
or suppression'costs can be reoovered_ .

.. In the Ro~ky Mountain Region,most Trans-Con
tinental railroad companies have adopted oil burning
locomotives,for the double reason that··th~y are more
efficient to operate, and. oause less fires' along_the'
right of way. .

,At least one Company takes the precaution of
notifying forest officers on the rare oocasions when
they place a coal burning looomotive on.their Rocky
Mountain flrun If. '

..'

'In a~ Californian study of -railroad ftres
GustafJon (69) concluded that the occurrence-of
fires was due to the follOWing causes in order
importance: - Brake Shoes, Engine,: sparks from, , -

~

these
of
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indiscr~inate sanding of engin~s" discarded burning
waste (cinders, coals etc) or fusees, burning of the
Right of way. The dange~ r~om brake shoes was found
to be very real, red hot material "sloughing off tl ·

both shoes andwheels'due to f'ast speeds and heavy
b~aking on down g~ades. Pieces of such mate~ial
two or tbreepounds in \veight 'were found up to 16
feet from the rails.

Campe~s - Fi~es from this source cause 6 per cent of al.l
'outb~eaks on protected areas -·the most severe damage
from campers I fires. being experienced: in Wyoming, where'
21.7 pe~ cent of f~es are so caused. They are also
important in the, States of utah and Colorado. Campers I

fires are due almost entirely to carelessness. Vfuile
educational efforts, personal or group contacts may
assist in the gene~al reduction of their number; the
permit ~stem applied in the case of all pe~sons
desiririg to enter National Forests during the f~e
season, is probably the best insurance from campers
fires. At periods of most severe hazard - permit of
entry may be entirely refused, while at other times
patrols can check up on the movements and carefulness

- of visitors.

For the most part, the' concentration of campers
and picnickers on specially designed and well equipped
camp and picnic grounds has g~eatly assisted in con
trolling the movements of·these visitors, to the extent
that they cnn be kept under ~velllance bY' prevention
o~ suppression patrols. The extent of the facilities
available to visitors on public Forest and Park lands
can best be gauged when one considers that some 50;000
ac~es of' ufireproofed" small camp and picnic' grounds
havobeen.developed on· such lands. The lone camper
with a bent for exploration has .been found to be more
of a fire protection p~oblem than his nume~ous confre~es
who are content to,follow the beaten track.

, .

•

In some cases., as in the' canyons of Southern Cali
fornian forests, it has been. found necessary to develop
numerous camp grounds awaytrom valleY' sites in effo~ts
to move visitors. out of aroas which 'are already noted for
sovore firo'risk.

(iii) Smoke~s -·cause 25 pe~ cent of all r~es'on.p~otected
areas, Michigan, with 50·3 pe~ cent being the most
noto~ious State fo~ smoke~s' f'~es.' F~es trom this
c~use have shown a persistent increase due probably

. to increased use by the public, for rec~eational. pur
poses, of' forest areas, and.to difficulty in prevent
ing the actual occurrence of such f~es. Smokers' f~es
are usually confined to definite areas, or to routes. of
't~avel most commonlY' used.

In,some States foreste~s are now empowered to pro-'
hibit all smolting on forest areas, even in the case of
persons using public roads whichtrave~se f'o~ests,
except at specified "fag stations tl •

Care is necessary in manY' cases to co~rectly define
smoking as the cause of' fires' - some. of' the inc~ease may
be due to a too ~eadY' attempt to classify doubtful fires
under this heading•. Smokers' fires are the chief causes
of fi~o occurrence in 17' states - the preponderance
being most marked among North Eastern'States.
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In Western U.S.A. several states have gone to
the trouble of passing special legis~ation w~ich pro
hibits the throwing of smoking material, matches etc.
from any moving, vehicle (Oars, trai~s etc.)

Stickel' (181)' has studied various firebrands and
'found that cigarettes would on+y ignite duff which had
-an excessively low (6%) moisture content.. Matches, .
however, may actually ignite· duff under fairly safe
conditions, when its moisture content was 17-22 per,
cent. .' ,

,

Debris burning (Brush burning) was. once identified with
the pioneering' of' land for' agriculture, ,', so· that it is
surpJ.'lising to,: find a small, closely settled, State
like Delaware,. with 54-5 per c.ent, .of all its fires on
protected areas due to'this cause, as compared with.a
general figure of 13-6% for the entire country_ Other
states where debris burn~ is a prolific source of
fires are - Missouri' (44%), Indiana (37%) and Minnesota
(35%). Fires originating from this cause are often
most common where the pooreJ.'l types of "marginal"
agJ.'licultural land are found intermixed. with forest
areas•. As wit~ otheD causes 'of fire,the introduction
of a permit· system by some states.... has undoubtedly
been a factor in oontrolling indiscriminate occurJ.'lence
of fire from this cause_ ·In the practice of fire pro
tection, brush-burning' fires are easy to detect". but are
rather difficult to control unless precautions have
been taken as a "prevontionn measure atter a study of

. f?,e hazards has .noted possible danger from this sou~ce_

InCendi~~fires - cause 25·4 per cent or all fires on
protec ed.areas of fore~ - particularly in the
South (see Table No.' 10) where 42 per cent of all '
fires are of !ncendiary origin. The most notorious
State in this respect is Oklahoma (83-5% of all
fires) while~uisiana (5S-5%),Florida (55-4%),
Mississippi (54-2%) are also outstanding. ·Incen
diarism also causes the majority of tires in Georgia,
Arlransas, Kentucky,. Tennessee, ~d,Alabama.

Despite,the excessive tendency towards incen
diarism shown by Southerners, it is probable that
tew ot these tires are due-to any malicious or vin
dictive spirit_ The motive is rather a selfish one,
e.g., the burning of the forests to improve grazing
prospects. The continued practice of burning
Southern Forests, extending as it has for a century
or more, has aroused convictions in the minds of many

· residents that fires also "improve tho forest".
· Checking the incendiarist is thus often a matter of
tact. as well as law enforcement. Much incendiary action
in the South is also said (42) to be traceable to burn
ing by' operators who attempt to safeguard their tur
pentine production, and also to the virtual abandon-

· ment of' much "tax-delinquent ft land by owners who do
not care to persevere with same. Unfortunately this
large extent of such fttax-delinquent ft land, which often
carries forest regrowth, is denied protection under
State co-operative schemes. .

,
Psychological researches into the motives actuat

ing Southern incendiarists indicated that the prob
lem was closely related to both economic and social
conditions among these people, many of whom were
deficient in intellect and in worldly wealth. In
some cases incendiary habits were found' to be nothing
but an outlet for emotion and for repressed excitement
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,in the absence of'any normal outlets such as enter
tainment# sport etc. Although the'incendiarist may~
be a simple minded soul, he ha's su1;ficient cunning to
use elaborate "sets" to avoid his detection. These
1fsets rr may comprise _an . ingenious arrangement of two
boards # matches, black powder, rubber bands and wax}
so arranged that sunlight melted the wax allo~ing one
board holding the matches to rub against· another, board

,holding the sandpaper and powder, th~s ~·turn igniting
a neat pile of shavings and brush some hours after the.
set had been arranged.

" '" '.

In.a (confidential) report to the U.S. Forest Ser
vice, ,the psychologist engaged on the abovementioned
researches in Southern U~S.A. stressed the importance
of alleviating the'recreational and' social needs o~_
incendiarists, followed by, efforts to improve their
economic position and standards of education. The'
investigator claimed, with some apparent jusxifica
tion# that law enforcement among such people succeeds
only if it follows the above steps. To prevent the
destructive ~orest practices which ,are deeply rooted
~n t~~ "culture" ,,-f such people# 'it is n~cessary to
go back_to the source or these practices and divert
them at their,source. I

"

There is likely to be continued difficulty in
reducing fires of incendiary origin, both as regards
their number and the_ extent of their damage to forest
areas. Incendiarists are notoriously difficult to
apprehend# and can rarely be subdued with threats of
law-enforcement or with efforts at education, while
their burning efforts often coincide with the 'worst'
poss~ble fire weather condi~ions, thus resulting in
extensive datlage. The use, of. bloodhounds,. while not
successful in actually apprehending many incendiar-

,ists,has been found a very useful deterrent.

Lumbering fires - once considered a'material source of danger
to forests, are now almost negligible in importance.
The recent expansion of tra~9r and motor-truck use in'
place of steam haUlage in logg.1ng operations, will .
result in still further deoreases in,the damage to I

.forest areas, while lumbermen generally are nOt'1 quite
active in prevonting or combating any fires on or near
their holdings.

Miscellaneous fires - In'several states a large propor
tion of forest fires' is classified under this heading
notably Georgia (25% of all fires on protected areas),
Massachusetts (21%)# Minnesota (20%), Louisiana (19%),
but with better protection and detection methods such
proportions should be greatly reduced.

Unlmo\vn fires - States notorious for being unable to asce~
taln origIn of many of their forest fires are New Jersey
(46%:classed as of ,unknown origin), Rhode Island: (31%),
Florida (27%), Tennessee (20%) and Mississippi (20%).
Until fire control organisations in these states improve
their capacity for determining fire origin# the general
study of· the causes of'fires in these areas will still
be confused, and the material reduction of fire occurr
ence will not be· planned on a-proper basis.
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CHAPTER IJ;.

EFFECT OF FlliES IN THE FOREST.

Harmful Ef'fects.

.•'

(i)

(aL

(b)

Injury to Merchantable Trees.,

Immediate Mortal~. 'Few of the coniferous species. of'
U.S.A. escape ediate death if subjected to sevore
cro\vn fires, especially in the case of, large burns
such as that at Tillamook (Oregon) in 1933. Greeley
(65) and others have indicated that the Tillamook
fire killed standing t~ber'having'avolume of 10,257
~llion super feet, on an area of 244,700 acres. This
volume of t~ber would have supplied material equiva
lent to the total cut of sa'Ym timber in the entire
country during, the preceding year (1932). The loss in'
lumber values was estimated at ~275,000,000, stumpage
values lost being est~ated (70)" at j{20, 000, 000.

Smaller trees under merchantable size are rarely
consumed even by the most severe fires, death being
due to penetration. of heat through the bark to the
c~lbium tissue•. B~er (11) found that a temperature
of 129.20 Fabr. ,(54 Cent. ) was sut'ficient to kill
the cambium of young trees. Complete'killing of the
cambium causes instant death to the trees, ~hereas
partial injury on a section, of the tree's circum
ference causes a fire scar. The cambium is much more
sensitive to fire injury early in the summer when'
growth of the tree is normally at its maximum.: ,
Resistance' of trees to cambium .injury by heat varies
according to the· thickne'ss and texture of ,the barIc.

oHof'mann (86) found that the cambium of 15 year old
Douglas Fir, with bark O· 25 inches thick, was killed
in 11 minutes by applying a heat of 9000 Fabr. to the
outer bark for 11 minutes. On the other hand old
trees of the same species, with bark 4 inches thick,
sustained no injury despite an equivalent application
of heat for a period of four..hours •

Trees which secre~resin 1ri the outer bark or
which commonly exude resin are more liable to
ilmnediate mortality. .

Salvage of timber stands killed outright by fire
is not always possible, except where the fire has been
restricted to a small area. Varying climatic conditions,
the tendency ~f the' species to hold its bark easily .
after death, or ,to be rapidly attacked by insects etc.}
are factors which hasten the detioration of fire killed
timber.

Delayed Mortality. The Lapse. of time before the death
of trees after fire is particularly common when sur£ace
fires have swept an area of forest without leaving much
sign of visible activity. In hardwood sample plots,
Stickel (178) found that fire damage was not readily
apparent until the following growing season, by which
time 47 per cent of the trees (ranging from 2 - lOU
D.B.H.) were found to be dead. In the Lakes States it
was found necessary (213) to wait at least four months
after firing before a reasonably accurate assessment
of' mortality was possible, especially. in the sapling
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SUch tendencies become less marked as'tree height
increases', and as live tree cro\vns become less liable to
damage from' surface fires.

(ii) ~ury to established regrowth.. .'
, ThIs form ot injury to: forests is perhaps more

apparent than any other. As in the case of older
stands the actual injury may take the form of early
or delayed mortality,. while the more fire-resistant
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growth and larger trees- smaller regrowth having been
killed outright. Folweilerand Brown (51) have indicated
that delayed mortality occurs in Douglas' Fir stands, fol
lowing heat injury to the' shallow root system of the tree.

Connaughton (32) found that ,appraisals of fire
damage in the growing season following a 45,000 acre
fire in an Idaho stand of P.ponderosa, revealed extremely
heavy losses in contrast to what appeared to be compara
tively minor damage shortly after the fire.

. Maclay (124) tagged 100 trees damaged on Ol~iC
National Forest in 1927 and found in 1930 that 60p of
,the lightly burned Spruoe and' 83% of the heavily burned
trees. of the same species had died. By oomparison none
of the lightly burned Douglas Fir, and only 32% of those
heavily burned, had died.

A study made of surface fires (160) in the COast
Range areas of the Paoific North West region. showed
that,: in trees of lStr D.B.H., 13% of the Douglas Fir,
71% of Hemlock, 90% of'Spruce and 100% of the Balsam
Fir were killed, by supposedly innocuous surface fires,
after an interval of one year.

Wood (220) records studies made after a 1926 New
Jersey fire in a mixed hardwood stand, whioh showed an
inorease in mortality from 19% in 1930 to 34·3% in 1936.

The influence of delayed mortal~ty in forest stands
is to some extent inter-related with the facilities
created by fire for'subsequent injury by insects or
fungi, such as bark injury, or reduced vitality of the
tree as a result of de.foliation by .fire •.

In California show and Kotok (16'6) also found that
. mortality could be delayed until the effect o.f fires

became cumulative, direot mortality being most frequent
in forests previously injured by fire, the lightest of
surface fires being often a direct menace to the forest.

Loss in Growth. Material los's of increment, more marked
in the case of pole stands than with saw-log stand~may
follow fires which cause defoliation (either partial or
total) of forest stands, but which are not sUfficiently
severe to cause mortality. Data recorded by MacKinney
(123) on Longleaf Pine sapling areas show the loss in
growth follOWing comparative measurements made both on
unburned areas and on other areaS burned over annually.
During 13 years the recorded loss on burned areaS
amounted to 9% of the diameter growth, 19%01' the height
growth and 22% of the volume growth shown by unburned
areas.
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Shmlin develonment 0 Longlea Pine reg neration with
protectio from fire - Kisatchie National ~orest - Lou siana
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types of regrowth may suffer only loss of increment.
The reduced height of the crowns of regrowth' stands
above ground not only renders these crowns more liable
to defoliation, but also facilitates rtcrowningtt of
forest-fires. This is particularly the case in coni
ferous stands where dead branches and dry needles
persisting in the base of the crmvns are a ready
source of fuel to ground fires. Increased suscepti
bility of- regrowth stands to major injury, is also
partly due to the reduced bark thickness of the
trees, enabling the cambium to be more readily
killed by surface fires. The dense nature of cer
tain regrowth, coupled with the presence of slash
still present from previous logging operations,
or'burning, often causes the development of severe
fires in these' areas. The destruction of regrowth
which had established itself after a previous fire
in Douglas Fir types, may cause serious difficulty
in further natural re-stocking (93). In some such
instances Western \Vhite Pine stocks the area after
the first- ..fire, but when the latter is destroyed by
a second fire, further re-stocking was found to be
markedly deficient (110).

In" the Southern Pine region, MaoKinney(122) has
reported a loss of 93% in all reproduction ofP.taeda
by a slow -burning night fire in early winter. An
apparent mortality of 58 per oent seven weeks after
the fire had increased to 93 per cent after another
nineteen weeks had elapsed. Folweiler and· Brown (51)
furnish a table (see Table No. 13) illustrating the
growth of various Southern Pines at Urania on plots,
each 0·25 acres in extent,which had been burned over
annually for 20 years» as compared with that sho'\vn on
unburned plots.

•
•

(iii) to the re eneration of forests.o
e e ec 0 orest res on the'natural

regeneration which may follo'\v these fires :is'. depen
denton the characteristics of the various speoies
likely to regenerate there. Fires cause increased
air and soil temperatures on forest sites, and cause
intensified effects from insolation, frost, evapora
tion and soil desiccation. Other effects increased
by fires are insect and fUngal activ.ity in the upper
soil horizons together with accelerated denudation
and erosion of upper soils.

All of these factors exert some influence on
the regeneration of forest tree species •. Repeated
or severe burning generally reduces the survival
of such regeneration and favours occupancy of·the
site by weed species. A single severe burning may
provide conditions necessary for the regeneration of
a particular species, as recorded by Haig (72) who
noted that seedling regeneration of Western Vfuite
Pine was much greater on heavily burned areas than
on unburned or lightly burned sites. On the other
hand Parkins and \'lhitaker (147) estimate that in the
Western \v.hite Pine forests. of Northern ~daho~· some
25 per cent of cut over land is non-productive due.
to subsequent repeated burning •

. _ . The unfavourable effect of burned areas on re
generation of other species is most'mar~ed during the
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TAB L E II O. 13.

Rate of growth of Southern Pinos on unburned and burnt Sample Plots.

1915 1920(Henvy seed crop) 1935(in 1919) .

I
PLOT

NO. OF AV. AV. NO. OF AV. AV. AV.
-

, NO. OF AV.
TREES D.B.H. HEIGHT TREES D.B.H. lIEIGHT TREES· D.B.H. HEIGHT

,
: UNBURNED -Longleaf' Pine 3,7<;>8 NIL NIL 6,836 NIL' l·lft. 1,668 3.4" 24· 6ft. CN

Loblolly & \ en-Shortleaf 12 NIL NIL 136 nIL 4·2ft. 152 6·l lt 30· 2ft. !

BURNED ANNUALLY
I Longleaf Pin~ 3,240 NIL nIL 6,052 NIL 0·4ft. 1,656 2·3 1t 14·0ft.
i, Loblolly &
I Shortleaf' ·8 NIL NIL ----- nIL NIL ----- lTIL nIL
I.
!

•
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early survival (or 'railure) of ' small seedlings. Isaac \
and Hopkins (94) made studies or Douglas Fir regenera-·
tion on burnt and unburnt areas in Washington, where
burning of slash accumulations usually causes severe
ground fires. The investigators'found that such fires
destroyed th~ duff layer and blackened the mineral
soil, thus greatly increasing the capacity or such
,soil for heat absorption. The additional heat on the
surface or burned soils killed all seedlings, while
those on unburned soils sustained rew losses.

In laboratory tests Fabricius (44) round that
both seedling germination and survival or European
coniferous species (and hardwoods) Was seriously
affected when sowings were made in wood ashes~
Only a very small proportion of the limited number
or seedlings to germinate in ashes survived at all.

Light surface fires,. provided they can be
adequately controlled, may actually· assist the
establishment or regeneration where same is impeded
by accumulated duff or grass layers in such a way
that tree seeds find dirficulty in contacting mineral
soil essential for their germination. Similar light
burning may assist the development or seedling growth
by reducing the stocking of seedlings or by at least
temporarily eliminating strong competition fioom sur
face rooted grass or low brush. Wahlenbers'(217)
states that periodic ·light burning is indicated as a
means of assisting Longleaf Pine seedlings to emerge
from the grass, although one year seedlings have been
killed by creeping fires in light grass cover. On
the other hand it.is generally conceded that fire
protection in the Southern region has materially assis-

·ted in the establishment of extensive areas of P.taeda
regrowth, often on areas which would formerly be classed
as Longleaf Pine types. .

I

Severe burning over large areas, resulting as it
does in destruction of both seed and of seed trees
Causes long delays in their effective re-stocking.
On the Coeur d'Alene National Forest in Idaho,.re
generation has only very recently become evident
following the Great Idaho fire of 1910.

(iv) In ur to forest 00 osition and
A gener p c ure a e nence of fire on

the succession of tree types in American forests is
given by Haig (71) who states that almost every
forest climax of North.America has its fire sub
climax, usually over a considerable area. In the
Northern forests of Spruce-Fir, the fire types are
Jack Pine, Aspen and Birch, while Eastern Vfuite Pine
stands in this region have been greatly reduced in
area by fire. In the Coastal Plain of the South 
fire has'perhaps been beneficial in maintaining a
Pine sub-Climax, at the expense of a Hardwood mix
ture. Further West fire has maintained a prairie
sub-type along the borders of a mesophytic Hardwood
Type. In the far West, such types as Douglas Fir,
Western Vfuite Pine and Lodgepole Pine have been
perpetuated by fire iri more or less pure stands at
the expense of Spruce-Fir, Hemlock and other mixed
Conifer types. In California either Chaparral or
Monterey and Knobcone Pines are poor fire types whioh
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have extended over large forest areas following-repeated
burning. In many other cases, fire has not been succeed
ed by tree species, but has resulted in occupancy of

·forest area by weeds or useless brush.

There are numerous references to the effect of
fire on succession of tree species in various parts of
U.S.A. Lutz·'(llB) and'Harshb~,ger (75) concluded that
fire was chiefly responsible for the dwarf Pitch Pine
(P.rigida) .or ~tPla1ns tt association of New Jersey, where
areas of severe fire hazard are periodically burnt.
Continued fires ltmit the development of the Pines to
dwarf dtmensions and prevent any change in succession.
ParkinS and Vlhitaker (147) point out that two million
acres in PennsylvaniaJformerly carrying good mixed
Hardwoods, have been reduced by continued burning to
poor Aspen and Scrub types.

FOr these Hardwood areas in Pennsylvania. Brouse
(19) stressed, inter alia, the follOWing ecological
relationships:~

(a)

(b) .

(c)

(d)

The normal change· from temporary to cltmax
types takes place naturally unless some
_artificial agency, such as fire, inter
venes.

Frequent fires ·prevent any normal progres
sion to oltmax types.

The vigour of' temporary fire types reaches,
a maximum 5 years after burning.

A single fire will not halt the general
soale of plant .succession but will
result in a fire type that,. with sub
sequent protection of' the area from
fire, will be eliminated wi1b!n 20-25
years. Repeated fires also seriously
retard normal succession of types else-
where. .

'.
"

"

In the-Lake states, fire is responsible for large
areas of Aspen stands on sites capable 'of'supporting
better Hardwoods (212) and also for extensive areas of
Jack Pine (P.banksiana) (112). White Pine (P. strobus)
stands, on areas where they are not climax types, in
the Lake states and lTorth East regions, may have beerfass:fs
ted in their establishment by, fire (28) and (126) Eyre
(43) has reported that Jack Pine requires fire to ensure
its regeneration, as the species ,must-have bare mineral
soil f'or a.seed bed, while the high temperatures of
f'orest fires are necessary to open'the seed cones.

Korstian (104) states 'that the depletion of. Spruce
forests in the Southern Appalachian Region is due chiefly
to fire, following destructive logging•. He-:,states
further that fires must be controlled if-the cut-over
and burnt Spruce arens are to be reforested even
artificially.

Quite a number of foresters and ecologists -
,_notably Chapman (3l), Greene (67) and Harper (74) hold

that the Longleaf Pine Forests of the Southern regions
are oltmax associations resulting from prolonged
periodic burning at 3 - 5 year intervals, and that the
continuance of such burning is essential to the perpe-,
t~ation of the species. At the same time-burning of'
many Longleaf, Pine areas would involve the destruction
of the more vigorous Slash and Loblolly Pines now
present on sucn. areas., .
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Injury to the protective influence of forest cover.
Forest cover shelters tne soil :from extremes of tem

perature, soil moisture and other factors, and generally
provides a'secondary cover of litter on the soil surface.
Evon the lightest of'fires destroys the soil covering of
ritter. The influence of severe burning on deterioration'
of tree cover and on denudation of forest soils is uni- '
versally known' and needs no recapitulation here. Preser
vation of watershed cover is particularly important in the
South West - whe.re large scale irrigation and urban water
projects depend on uninterrupted supplies of water. ' The
general influence of forests in safeguarding watersheds'
has been described by Toumey and Korstian (184), Zon (223) J

Connaughton (33) and Munns and Sims (139).

Lowdermilk (116) found that preservation of the litteI
covel"ing the' soll under vegetative types Vlasmore important
in controlling run-off than was the preservation of actual
canopy. He found also a great increase in run-off on'
burned areas of Chaparral as compared with protected are~.
the rate of erosion being better determined by measuring
soil particles in suspension with the run-Off, than in
actual velocity of streams.

Preservation of litter not only hinders run-Off, but
prevents the forest soil becoming impervious as it does
after fires. MacKinney (121) found that removal of litter
facilitated the freezing of'forest SOils, thus further
increasing the impermeable nature. of burnt over soils.' In

, the Oak forests of the ttlssissippi, Meginnis (131) found
, that run off on repeatedly burnt Scrub Oak forests was

possible after' O· 25 inches of rain, 'whereas O· 77 u of rain
'was necessary to cause any run-off in unburned Oak forests.

Aut~ (9) came to similar conolusions respecting the
water ab~orbing capacity 'of soils when stUdying the burn
ing of forests in the Ozark Uountains. The drying out of
the soil surface in burned areas, prevented rapid absorp~
tion of moisture by the soil, whereas with protoction the
damp layer under forest litter preserved the aoil in a
condition for ready absorption of rainfall, thus checking
run-~ff and increasing percolation.

Run-off in relation to burning'uaaalso studied by
Bennett (15) who reports that in plots prepared in a Post
Oak stand, the unburned plot showed a run-off of 250
gallons of water, as compared with 27pOO gallons on the
burned plot. The loss of sol1 by erosion, per annum, was
q·Ol tons per acre on the protected plot as against 0.15
tons per acre on the burned area.

", Heavy' rains which have followed' burning of the
Chaparral slopes 'in'Southern California have been notable
in causing tremendous' erosion, while'neighbouring areas
which have escaped burning have shown only limited run
off~ Such an instance is 'recorded by Haig (71) as occur
ring on 1st January, 1934, on which date '34 lives were
lost and damage was caused estimated at millions'of"
dollars. FollOWing exceptionally heavy rains, burnt
areas'gave an extremely high run-ofr which carried 0. heavy
load' of eroded debris, while'o.nunburntwatershed receiv
ingalmost as much rain had only a light flow and a minor
silt load.
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Details of the varying run-off on the burnt and unburnt areas
of these watersheds have been furnished by the U_S_ Forest Service,
and are graphically illustrated hereunder:-

WATERSHED (1) (2) (3) . (4 )

IIVerdugo U

l2-5 u33~ Burnt Two Months Before 19·30 320 30,700 "
"San Dimas II -
Unburnt II " " 10-8 16-85 53 56
"Pickens" .

100% Burnt " II II 12·5 ' 0·48 1,000 50,000
"Fern & Bell rt .

Unburnt rt II II 12-4 0·30 25 52-

.
(1) IIRainfall in stormrt
(2) '.'Watershed Area." Square Miles.
(3) rtpeak Run-Off" _ . Cubic Ft. per second_
(4) '.'Eroded Material". Cubic yds per square

.mile of watershed.

A stUdy of these figures makes it more easy to understand Why
such intensive fire protection is planned for the brush covered
slopes of Southern California, where watershed management must
embrace both water conservation and the prevention of erosion_

"Nelson (141) describes how the Henshaw Reservoir. in San Diego
County in Southern California was entirely filled with debris after
a series of fires on its watershed, while the Gibraltar Reservoir
built in 1924 has already lost more than one-third of its capacity
as a result of a few watershed fires.

The importance of maintaining forest cover has been recognised
by such an important body as the Tennessee Valley Authority which
is taking active steps in protecting its areas of watershed forest
from fire _ - .

As described by Parkins and Whitaker (147) the most serious
injury caused by fire to the protective influence of forest cover
in U.S.A. is to be seen on the steeper slopes of the Appalachian
Mountains, "in the Vicinity of Lake Superior and in the New. England
"Uplands II _

(vi) Injury to recreational and scenic values.
The increased use of American forests by city and

country people has already been mentioned, and' fire of
any sort can have no place in the manageI:1ent of areas
which are used for recreational purposes_ Tourist
resorts find that their trade languishes when fires occur
in their vicinity. The State of Florida lost considerable.
tourist traffic in the winter of 1931-32 owing to the
abnormal fires which followed prolonged dry weather in

"that State, making even road travelling by tourists a
very risky proceedure. Visitors to National Forests
have increased in number from 4,600,000 in 1924 to
33,500,000 in 1939 (1?2) and (195), and "in the-latter
year it was estimated that visitors spent t200, 000, 000
at nearby tourist resDrts. The number of visitors to
State and other public forests is much greater owing
to their location near concentrations of population.
After making due allowance for visits made repeatedly
it has been estimated (218) that 30 milxion people
enter National Forests, Parks, Monuments,or other
recreational areas in the State of California each
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year. It is obvious that-protection of forests tram uncon
trolled fires, as well as the restricted use of fire for
management purposes, must be the aim on areas of forest so
popular with the general public. The Forest Service has
endeavoured to assist Visitors, and to control fires, by
providing fully equipped c~ping grounds on National ,
Forests for tourists and in making avail'able "group camps II

for Youth organisations or for persons of limited finan- _
cial means.

~ury to grazing values. _ -
The importance of fire control to the grazing

industry can best be gauged when one considers that some
340iOOO,000 acres of forest land in U.S.A. are used for
grazing purposes. On the comparatively limited- area at
National Forest land the number of stock grazed annually
includes:- 1,300,000 cattle; 5,500,000 sheep; 30,000
horses; 7,000 goats. In the Southern-States it is
estimated that some twelve million cattle and eleven
million hogs roam through pr:1v.ate_ forest land, while little
attempt is made to improve their grazing condition~ except
for indiscriminate burning.

On many Western forests range preservation and manage
ment is at least as important astimher production, and
fire control on such areas aims primarily at the protection
of grass lands. Range research projects include investi
gations into the effect of continued burning on both forage
and soil values of ranges. Aldous (3) describes burning _
experiments made on the fRmoUS Kansas Blue stem pastures
when the soil was moist. It was found that burnings
decreased the yield of forage, failed to control the
spread of weeds and brush,_ reduced soil moisture, stimu
lated early spring growth etc., but caused no decrease in
the organic matter or nitrogen content of the soil._

(viii) to the Naval Stores Industr •
As s indus ry is concen rated in the-South, it

suffers greatly from the widespread burning, common to
Southern forests, which has already been described.
Losses in the Naval Stores region of the South have been
revealed in figures quoted by Wackerman (2l6) and made
available by the National Forest Survey which completed
its field work in the South in 1934. The 'Survey figures
fixed the annual increment for the -naval stores region,
an area of 35 million acres, at 658 million cubic feet
of Pine. The annual cut was calculated at 313 million
cubic feet and the annual losses from various cauoes
(mostly tram fire) at 406 million cubic feet. There is

. thus an annual deficit of 62 million cubic feet, to which
must be added the tremendous annual-loss in young growth
of non-commercial sizes. These figures readily indicate
the danger of fires to the future of the'naval stores
industry (and other wood-using industries) of the South.

There is general agreement that the defoliation,
complete or partial, of Pine stands being managed for
turpentine, results in at least a temporary check to the

, gro\'1th of the tree and to its "gumu productIon. The
Southern Forest Experiment Station. (214) has reported
that the gum yielding capacity of Longleaf Pine, burnt
over in March, declined rapidly until June and recovered

,
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to about normal in the following November. The loss in gum
yield was roughly proportional to the extent o~ the defolia
tion. Even light fires, which cause the min~ of defolia
tion, are said to depress. the yield of gum to some extent,"
but it is generally conceded that defoliation of trees
large anough (9" D.B.H.) to be worked for gum, causes no 
permanent injury to such trees unless bark injuries result.

and activit •
In ur es 0 th s nature y ores fires, are no longer

as serious'a~ they were during the enormous conflagrations
of last century. The most serious deathroll within recent
memory was a total of 438 on the Cloquet tire (Minnesota)
in 1910. Fire protection and suppression measures have
greatly reduced the risk of wholesale losses of both life
and property. In recent years deaths from fires have been
practically confined to the ranks of fire-fighters - the
most serious recent toll being on the Blackvlater Canyon
fire in 1937 when 15 men lost their lives.

_ The Cloquet fire, abovementioned, obliterated a
thriving sawmill town with a population of 12,000 and thus
resulted in losses of timber and property estimated (70)
at ,$30,000,000 but losses of this nature have been mainly
restricted in recent years, to the investments of logging
and lumbering interests which are actually situated Within,
or nearby, the forest boundaries. At least temporary loss
of employment is caused by many such fires - The Tillamook
burn (Oregon) in 1933 caused damage to timber stands that
would have given employment to 14,000 men for a period of
6 years.

~ury to wildlife. .•
The North American forests are noted forthe!r·wild

life, and the preservation of game is important as a con
servation measure and also ~o_ provide sportsmen with
opportunities for hunting, fishing etc. During 1938 over
four million people were hunting and fiShing on National
Forests, while on other forest areas throughout the country
another thirteen million persons were similarly occupied.
On National Forests some 660 wild life sanctuaries covering
over 36 million acres, are rigidly preserved from all hunt
ing. It has been estimated' that almost 75 per cent of the
big game in Western stat~s is dependent on National Forests
for forage during summer seasons. The nUDber of game
present'on all National Forests is estimated to include
nearly two million- big game an1I:lals, some two and a half
million fur-bearers, and indefinite numbers of game birds
such as grouse and turkey, while there are some 70,000
miles of fish carrying streams and hundred of thousands of
lakes and ponds also carrying fish. It is extremely diffi
cult to assess the actual damage to wild life which results
from uncontrolled fires, but it is certain that tremendous
numbers of all kinds of game are obliterated by fire. ' Many
other animals such as those living underground or under
water, may survive the actual flames only to starve sub
sequently in the absence o.f .food supplies. Surviving
animals are usually so ,venk that they .fall easy victims to
their natural predators. Kipp (102) describes the loss of
wildlife after a 120,000 acre .fire in Wisconsin in 1930.
Although many deer survived the actual .flames at least
60% o.f this number had badly burned .feet. Bird losses
were considerably .fewer - in the case or grouse being
estimated at only 25 per cent. Large numbers of .fish gied
owing to increased temperatures and alkaline content or
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the water and the decreased oxygen content of the streams.

Similar losses of fish are recorded by Ludwig (117)
in Pennsylvania after streams had become affected by forest
fires. '

Controlled or nearly" burning may also seriously
threaten the lives or 'food supplies of game - particularly
ground birds and waterfowl. ~ Ii' wild life are valued at
all in a particular area, the effects of any 'burning. should
be fully considered before being adopted as a regular
practice.

Gabrielson (55) describes the effect' of regularly
firing dead grass .on areas adjacent to streams and marshes •
The'burning period usually coincides with the nesting time
for wild fowl - nests may even be a mile from wate~ and

. the fires not only cause loss of life among the birds, but
ruin the nesting seasons •. Gabrielson also stresses the
fact that areas burned over by forest fires are virtually
useless for the upkeep of game for a period of many years
afterwards, particularly in drier regions, owing to the
destruction of natural foods. '

~ury to the phYsical and chemical properties of the soil.

•
•

(a) Physical properties.
In diSCUSSing the effect of fires on the protective
influence of forest cover it has already been shown
that- the water-absorbing. capacity of forest soils .
is decreased by the burning of the litter covering
such soils. The burning 'of this littera~so exposes
the forest·soil to much more severe extremes of tem
perature, and generally decreases its porosity.
Heyward and Tissor (85) showed that the porosity of
soils under unburned Southern forests, as. compared
with those of regularly burned areas, was due to
the existence of five times as much micro fauna in

,the Ao horizon of soils in protected regions.
Repeated burning, on the other hand, may mean the

,virtual destruction of the Ao horizon on soils sub
jected to the practice. Protection from fire, for
a period of' only 10 years, may restore the Ao
horizon to a condition equivalent to that found on
soils protected for very many years. The presence
of a well developed Ao horizon may actually mean
that tree roots are so close to the soil surface as
to be readily damaged if a fierce fire destroys this
horizon.

Heyward (84) made a comprehensive study of
soil temperatures during forest fires in the South
ern Pine region, from which ,he concluded that the
heat generated from the majority of fires was in
sufficient to cause any losses in soil fertility.
The slight increases in temperature on light tex
tured soils, such as those of the South, may
actually benefit plant nutrition. The temperature
experienced.by artificially piling debris, on the
site before burning was only 2740F. at t" depth"
and 1950F. at .~" depth, while the temperature
reqUired to char dry organic matter was 3500 F.

After another study of the effects of fire on
soils of Southern Pine forests - Wahlenberg (217)
states that the exclusion of fire benefited the
soil physically, but that burning at frequent
intervals benefited it chemically.
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Chemical properties~
Opinions dilter somewhat as to the e£fect of burn
ing on the chemical properties of soil~ which is
readily understood when one considers that Soil
Science itself is a new development.

Alway and Rust (4) concluded that .fires in
Minnesota might cause some loss in soil fertility~
due "to destruction of Nitrogen when the forest
litter was burned~ but that there was little change
in the chemic.a! composition or underlying solIs.

In Idaho~ Flint (80) c&Ce to the conclusion
that heavy.burning of forests caused the .forest
soil to become alkaline instead. of acid~ and
resulted in the reduction or loss of many soil
organisms. Heyward (83) .found that frequently'
burned soils sho~ed much higher ignitionloss~
due to the presence of charcoal. They cOntained
more replaceable calcium and (probably) other ash
constituents and are thus less acid than protected
soils. Burned over soils also'contained a higher
percentage o.f total nitrogen. Heyward's general
conclusions were that fires in Southern .forests
do not Cause undue soil degradation, but do not~
on the other hand, materially benefit forest soils.

(xii) .!!!Jury from subsequent attack by .fungi or .insects.

II

"••

(a) Forest .fire in u and fun 1 attack.
The re a ion be ween;f e in ury in U.S.A. and

~attacks to living trees by fungi is best summarised
by Boyce "(17) vlho states" inter alia - "The most
prolific cause of wounds (to trees) is .fire, and
fire scars are responsible for. extensive decay in'
many species". Among concrete examples,. quoted. by
Boyce, of the association between fires and fungi
are the .following:-

. .
The Cytospora Canker (Stereum subpileatum) of

Douglas Fir, Poplars and Willows
If Nectria Canker·of the hardwood species of

Northern U~S.A.
Butt rot (Polyporus schweinitzii) of Douglas Fir,

Eastern.White and Red Pines etc •
rr (Polyporus frondosus) of the Oaks •.
"( " amarus) n Incense Cedar.

All of the above .fungi are' stated to owe their
origin to the fire scars left on the variou~ . .
species mentioned. Boyce state~ also-" .liThe bottom
land Hardwoods o£ the south wou~d be largely ;free
from disease except that ground fires have led to .
heavy losses from decayll. .

- .
Ina more specific instance Boyce (18) stated

that 81 per cent· o.f the total cull volume o£ In
cense Cedar trees studied was caused by dry rot
through .fire-scar infections~

From .forest fire damage studies made in the
North-East, Stickel and Marco (179) estimated that
from 28 to 45 per cent of .fire scarred liVing

.trees became infected with fungi within three years.
after burning.
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The general relation between fire scars and
fUngi expressed by Boyce above, is also echoed by
Hubert (91) who states:-"Fire scars are respons
ible for most of the heart_rot in our standing
timber, ranking higher than any other wound factor" •

. From specific studies -made on various species
the general statements of both Boyce and Hubert
have been borne out by other investigators. MeinickE
(132) found that over 40 per cent of Vfuite Fire cullf
were due to initial fire wounding. Fritz (52) has
blamed fires for more than 90 per cent, of butt rot
in'Redwood, and has indicated the relation between
repeated fires, butt rot, enlarged wounds etc. and
windthrow of Redwoods.

In the hardwood areas of the Atlantic region - 
Hepting and Hedgecock (80) and Hepting (81) examined
2900 merchantable Hardwoods of seedling origin, and
found that 94 per cent of all butt rot was due to
scars. From areas beine logged it was estimated
that 97 per cent of all basal wounds were due to
fire.

Similar damage, on a slightly reduced scale,
has been reported by Lentz from the extensive Hard
wood-aren of the Mississippi Delta.

Forest fire
e a trees in the

forests of U.S.A., are almost invariably assisted
by the presence of fire scars from previous fires.
In his recent pUblication on Forest Entomology,
Graham (63) instances several insects which attack
timber trees through fire scars. Notable among
these are the Golden Buprestid (Buprestis aurulenta)
on Western conifers, the Turpentine Borer (Buprestis
africans) on Southern pines, and the Carpenter Ants
(Campanotus pennsylvanicus) on Western Cedar. .
Graham also asserts that unregulated exploitation
and uncontrolled fires are mainly responsible for
the devastation of the Spruce-Balsam Fir forests of
Eastern U.S.A. and Canada.

;.-.-. ~ .

B.

(i)

Several authors, including Jaenicke (95) and .
Miller and Patterson (133) have described the tem-
porary infestation by the Western Pine beetle' .
(Dendroctonus brevicomis) which:.fo1lows the burning
of Western forests. Jaenicke emphasises the fact
that even carefully controlled light fires may
cause an increase of 1,000 per cent in the nornal
beetle population - especially where some defolia
tion of the pinos has resulted f~om the fires.

Similar attacks by Ambrosia beetles on severe
ly scorched Oak stands in New York state, have been
also recorded by Stickel (177).

Beneficial Effects of Fire.

The use of fires may have compensations.
While uncontrolled fires may have no place in modern

management methods it is obvious that such fires have,
many years ago, resulted in some of'the-forest timber
'stands in U.S.A. (notably the pure stands of Douglas Fir
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and Vfuite Pine in WesternRegions~while repeated burnings
over an indefinite period. have probably been the main
factor in the establishment. of extensive areas of Long
leaf Pine in the South.

The influence of fire in the establishment of Western
White Pine IP.-monticola) types in the North West 'of U.S.A.
is described by Huberman (90) and Larsen (109). The
latter describes the development of a fire succession after
the burning of a climax type consisting of Western Red '
Cedar. ,(Thuya plicata) - Western Hemlock (Tsuga Leterophylla)
and Fir (Abies grandis)~ The first stage in'the succession
is a uf'ire type If comprising Lodge Pole Pine ·(P. murrayana)
and Western Larch (Larix occidentalis). The latter species
are supplanted by Douglas Fir or Western \Vhite Pine unless'
second/burns occur, and continued f'ire protection will
result in a return to the original climax type. With

,repeated burnings, only Lodge pole Pine 'ahd Western Larch
have any chance of succession.

The fUture composition of f'orest stands, even in cases
where the use of fire is necessary to favour the regenera
tion of' more fire resistant types, or to provide seed of a
desired species some contact with the minera~ SOil, will
probably be just as suitably governed by man's use of con
trolled burning, as it has been done in the past by the
uncontrolled fires of nature.

A more clear oonoeption of what oonstitutes ~controlled
burning~seems necessary even among .foresters, particularly
so ·in regions suoh as Southern U.S.A. where total elimina
tion of f'ire from the .forests is at present too much to be
expected from a protection viewpoint, and whero the use of'
a certain -amount of burning may actually be silviculturally
desirable. There is need in the first plaoe to olnrif'y ,
the issue between "Controlled" burning .from a silvicultural'
standpoint, and what has been.defined. (169) as "Light"- ,
burning. The objects of light burning are the periodic
removal of fire hazards, by burning the .forest; at short
intervals, in -f1s afe ll \veather conditions. Since the incep
tion o.f forest.management by public authorities in U.S.A.
there has been a continual oontroversy between foresters
and others ooncerning the use of fire in forest management.
:rn the early part of' this oentury this oontroversy was
centred in Calif'ornia - the foresters seeking to impose the
total exclusion of f'ire from forest areas, and the prota-
'gonists of burning pressing the ola~s of periodic f'ires
as a protective measure. The ultimate Victory of the
foresters in Calif'ornia was due to the f'aot that evidence
accumulated to demonstrate the harmful effects of even
light .fires .. to merchantable and immature timber and to
watershedS.

The scene of the controversy has now moved to the
South where complications exist owing to' the admitted pre
ference of Longleaf pine for light periodio f'ires prior
to, and follOWing, seedling regeneration. With a tre
mendous f'ire risk prevailing in th~ Longleaf region, 'and
the oomparative resistance of larger growth of the species
to fire damage, there is also a very strong argument for
the use of f1light" fires to periodically reduce the fire
hazard.

The respective uses of f11ight" and controlled .fires
require exhaustive study, and some. attempt is made here
under to evaluate the merits and demerits of these for~,
of burning.
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(ii) "Light U fires as a protective measure •
. The protagonists of iightflres' in the Cali£ornia

region made definite claims which were answered by foresters
aftor a Forestry committee had inve~tigated these claims.
Bruce (22) reviewed the arguments of both sides as follows:-

The use of light burning as practised and advocated by
lumberman assumed -

(a) That little or no damage resulted to standing timber
in the forest

(b) Any fire dmriage that did occur was due to the presence
of excessive fuel hazards, and light burning would

. effectively minimise the seriousness of these hazards
(c) That general control of £orest fires was quite impracti~

able without period light burning of the forest at
times when the· least possible damage would ensue.,'

Foresters opposed.the above arguments in the following,
manner -

(a)

(b)

(c)

Light. fires'.inevitably damage the forest and parti-
cularly the regrowth therein '

While accumulations of brush and litter constitute
hazards - temporary accumulations occur only after
logging for a period of 4-5 years - after which
period, decay of litter: etc. will offset its
accretion.

Complete fire protection of forests is practicable,
and has been proven.

After a general review of claims made for light burning,
a Committee of foresters finally came to these conclusions:-

(4)

(2)

(1)

(5)

(6)

Light burning in spring is unsatisfactory. By thet
time forest, :J.itter will· carry a light fire - it is
also'possible for such fire ,to readily constitute'
a real hazard to forest growth

Light burning in summer achieves better'results,
during limited periods of usafe u weathel} but it
is both economically unsound and impracticable on
any large scale. .

Light autumn burning is very patchy' owing to variable
moisture content of the litter, and is generally
useless in the following summer•

The costs of light burning are not commensurate with
the gain derived, irrespective of the season in
which burning takes place.

All burning damages reproduction, and most burning
injures older and mature trees.

Light burning on extensive areas is impracticable
owing to varying fuel conditions, different·
moisture contents of fuels on various slopes etc.

These findings have been supported in numerous state
ments by other foresters - notably by Ayres and Hutchinson
,(10) and Show and Hammatt '(163). While inclined to agree
that light· burning appears' correct in theory these observers

"condemn it as inefficient and uneco~omical in practice~

•

•As light burning has been the practice of individuals,
rather than trained employees, there is'no standard technique
associated with its use. Too often the light fire on the
property of its advocate beco~es an uncontrolled outbreak
on adjoining areas. Those who practice light burning are
too often concerned more with. the continuity of the actual

, I
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burning process than with the severity or the burn or the
dgmage associated therewith. It therefore seems apparent
that any planned use of fire in-Souther~ forests must be
associated with "controlled" rather than "light" fires.

-
Controlled' fires and their uses.

hvidence is accumulatIng that the intelligent and
carerul use.:of fire may have a major place. in modern forest
management - provided. alwa.ys that '(controlled" fires are
used instead of' haphazard "light" burnings. As foresters
gain a mastery over uncontrolled_firos by means of improved
fire protection they are able to take a more dispassionate
view of the uses of.fire in forestry practice.

Considerable research is still necessary, however,
before the extent to which controlled burning is desirable
or practicable can be fUlly ga.uged. Some possible uses of
fire in the forest may nevertheless be enumerated:-

•
••

..
I

(a) To assist silviculturalpractice. .
FIre has long been used as a preliminary step in

artificial reforestation, and increased knowledge
of the silvicultural characteristics of. indigenous
tree species is dictating the use of fire in estab
lishing natural regeneration of at least some
species. Davis (38) has advocated broadcast burn
ing after clear cutting to perpetuate Western \Vhite
Pine at the expense of Western Hemlock. Similar .
treatment is also required to obtain the be~t
possible regeneration of pure Douglas Fir, in what
were previously mixed stands. BroadCast burning
also assists in the regeneration of Northern White
Pine, provided alvlO.ys that subsequent fire pro
tection is effective. Davis and Klehm (37) believe
that controlled burning, 'applied intelligently and
with discretion, has a permanent place in Western
White Pine silviculture.

As previously mentioned, Eyre (43) has suggested
the use of fire as the·best means of regenerating
Jack Pine 'stands in the Lake States in order to
open the seed cones and to provide a mineral soil
seedbed. Similar treatment of Jack Pine has been
recommended by Watson (218). 'In Pine stands in

. California, Show and Kotok (169) suggested the
use of controlled fires in the thinning of dense
regeneration or in the killing of undesirable _
advance regrowth so as to obtain subsequent stock-'
ing by a more favoured species •.

'Although the problem of raW humus as a detri-'
ment to adequate regeneration is not yet a serious
problem in U.S. forests - controlled burning may
later be found necessary in eliminating such humus
and in prOViding improved seed bed conditions.

Burning of this nature during the spring months
has been long advocated by Chapman (29) and (3) for tm

, Longleaf Pine region to remove pine lit"ter, broom- .
sedge grass and vegetation prior to seedfall of the

. the Lenglea!' Pine. Subsequent to establishment of
seedling growth, careful winter burning is also
recommended for seven-or ei~t years to assist the
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Pine seedlings in suppressing the ground vegetation
abovementioned. Other investigators, including
Roberts (155) and Osborne and Harper (145) have
shown that both germination and 'survival of Long
leaf· Pine seedlings have been markedly improved
by the burning of "rough" vegetat ion. .

Widespread use of controlled burning in the
South is not, however, favoured by Howell (89)

· and Mattoon (130) who point out that fire must be
· excluded where there is a.likelihood of Slash'

(P. caribaea), Shortleaf (P. echinata) or hoblolly
(P •. taeda) Pines being regenerated owing to the
sensitiveness of these species to fire.

Other' investigators point out that too rigid
an exclusion of fire from forests of the Southern
.coastal plain may lead to the elimination of Pine
species by the more vigorous Scrub Oak-Hickory
type.

Caution in the silvicultural use of controlled
burning in Southern regions is also urged by
Demmon (39) who' concludes that no single set of
recommendations for controlled burning can be laid
down for any area.

To minimise subsequent damage by fire. ,
As Longleaf Pine seems resistant to damage

from carefully controlled fires, it is possible that
increased. use will be made of controlled burl;ling in.
order to dispose of the accumulated "roughu of groun
vegetation, hazards ,from thinnings etc. as.a means

· of countering more severe damage from the serious
fire risk which normally prevails in the South
during'most of the year. For the present, and
until the full effects of controlled burning are
known, such fires can be regarded as a palliative in
dealing with the serious fire problem which persists
in this Region. .

Controlled burning as a means of checking or
minimising future damage from fire must be carefully
planned to cover "key" parts of the forest, but for
most areas of forest in U.S.A. is confined either
to,roadside or trail edges, green firebreaks etc.,
or to poorer or unmerchantable tree types, cran- ,
berry bogs etc. which border valuable timber stands.
Burning is also limited to those areas where high
risks cannot be effectively minimised by any' other
means - ag. Along the rightS-Of-way of railways.

For slash di~osal.
Burn g of slash usually accomplishes the

double task of improving conditions for natural
regeneration, and of reducing at least temporarily,
the firo hazard on the area to be regenerated.
Slash disposal' is regarded as a strictly local
problem, the technique ~arying with the demand of,
the species in question for a clear mineral soil
seedbed, the necessity for preventing erosion, the
fire hazard prevailing,and the economics of slash
disposal. A stUdy along these lines has been made
in Western Yellow Pine forests by Munger and West
veld (137). Pearson·(l49), who studied the problem
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(d)

(e)
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in the drier P. ponderosa forests of the South
West, favoured piling and burning of slash only on
areas of high hazard) of. high value, or where ,
abundant advance growth was present. On areas of
low hazard, or on sites where erosion is likely,
slash disposal should be restricted to firebrewc
edges. Slash disposal after logging in the South
West, must 'be confined to definite areas to reduce
damage to either fallen seed or seedtrees, whether
such disposal should be in broadcast strips or
blocks, ,or by piling and burning in rows or small
heaps, depends wholly on the local conditions,
season of year etc.

In the Douglas Fir region broadcast burning
is recommended (7) provided the burn is confined
to pre-determined boundaries, and tID~es place just
prior to rain. During burning every care should
be taken to restrict the fire to the area selected,
by lighting in late afternoon, studying weather
and topographical conditions\etc. .

In improving soil conditions.
In discussing the harmful effects of fires on

the physical and chemical properties of forest
soils it has already been noted that periodic burn
ing of ground vegetation, particularly on ,the
porous soils of the Southern region, may improve
rather than injure the chemical properties of
such" soils. This is an interesting departure from
old ideas, but the results obtained by 1nves~igators
must for the present be classed as tentative. As
the technique of soil science improves, and as
prolonged and exhaustive investigations are made
into the effect of burning on forest soils, more
reliable data should be gathered.

In the Southern forests, Heyvtard & Barnette
(82) have indicated that forest soils subjected 'to

many periodic' fires are less acid, have more
replaceable Calcium, and have a higher total
Nitrogen content than soils protected from fires.
\Vhile these conclusions may not be shaken,follow
ing further investigation in the South, they should
not be accepted as universal for all types of
forest and SOil, although somewhat comparable
deductions were made by Alway and Rust (4) on
forest soils in Minnesota.

If further experiments prove that even
periodic burning is the reverse of harmful to
forest soils, .the forester will feel more justi-'
fication in applying controlled burning to forests
for silvicultural purposes, as already discussed.

In Wild-life management. .
While there is general condemnation of the

uncontrolled forest fire by wild-life protection
ists, it has been demonstrated by Stoddard (182)
that controlled burning of game ranges within
forest areas in the South-East is of considerable
benefit to quail and wild turkey. Such burning ,
removes tangled forest litter!, grasses and sedges
and thus assists the birds to scratch for foods"
while it does not harm the forest covor or the
understory of shrubs etc. which is essential for
protection of the game.
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In Range Management.
While uncontrolled fires are as destructive to

forage as they are to timber thero is evidence that
some. controlled burning of grazing areas on forests
may be necossary to preserve forage values. This
burning is directly beneficial in removing accumula
tions of old grass of low forage value and of high
fire hazard. Greene (68) found that during elevl)n,
years of burning on comparable areas of rough
pasture in the south) cattle raised on burned areas
were much superior in condition to those on unburnt
areas while soil samples from' burned areas revealed
mora organic matter and nitrogen. Leopold (113)
was of-the opinion that protection of the Southern
Arizona foothills from fire, coupled with over~
grazing, has led to "brush" tal!ing over grasslands
long used by cattlemen. Pearson (148) has indicated
the decline of grazing values and the increased
stocking of regrowth which has followed fire pro~ ,,'
tection and control of grazing in many Regions,. and
particularly in the South West Region.

In controlling insect or 'fungal attack.
ContrOlled burning Is no\v aocepted as the best

means of reducing the virulence of Brovm spot
Needle Blight (Septoria acicolo.), a fungal infes
tation which affects the grovlth of Longleai' Pine
regrowth by reducing the green leaf surface. Care
fUlly controlled burning, while destroying or
damaging a small proportion of seedlings, will
effectively minimise Blight. infestation for an
ensuing period of two years. Without burning,
defoliation by the Blight may actually check,height
'growth of the regrowth. The use of fire in this
connection is described by Chapman".; (29) and
Siggers (171).

Another use for fire in controlling fungal
pests is mentioned by Munger and Westveld (137)
who describe the burning of Western stre~.
"bottoms u to destroy plants of Ribes, one of the
hosts of ' the dreaded Blister 'Rust •

Graham (63) advocates the use of fire against
the Pine Tube Moth (Eulia pinatubana) in the Lodge
Pole stands of Idaho and Wyoming :by the controlled
burning of infeste~ areas when the insects were
pupating on the forest floor.

In California, similar use of-.fire has been
suggested to control the Western Pine Beetle
(Dendoctronus brevicomis), but results to date
are inconclusive.
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CHAPTER III.

THE STUDY OF FOREST FUELS.

A. Classification of Fuels.

The volume, size and arrangement of forest fuels, coupled
with other factors such as 'aspect, degree of slope, character of
treo vegetation (or Cover-Type as it is known) are relatively
constant factors which affect the fire danger on any particular
area' at a given time. Other factors such as fire risk, "
meteorological conditions etc. are variables which result in
different fire behaviour with certain fuels and topographical
features. ' . ·

Of the relatively constant factors fuels are the most·
important, being the most tangible and most easily tested elements
of fire danger on any area. It is obvious that fires will either
not burn at all or will burn at a slow rate of spread unless fuels
are present in quantity and in a combustible condition. TOpo
graphic features while regarded as relatively constant, really'
influence the combustible condition of fuels either before or
during an actual outbreak. While fue'l can be regarded in itself
as a constant factor, its moisture content is decidedly variable
and needs detailed consideration. .

Almost all vegetable products of the forest serve as forest
fuels - chief among them being humus, litter, peat, ground yege
tation, underscrub, fallen limbs or trees, crowns of felled trees,
and standing trees whether alive or dead.

The volume and character of potential fuels in the forest.
are fairly uniform for long periods of time, but, their' moisture
contents vary both separately and individually in' a short· space
of time. Growth over long periods, exploitation,. damage by
wind, fire or other agency may vary the volume and character of
fuels, but there is little seasonal or daily variation in volume
as compared with moisture content.

The lighter' types of ground fuel in the forest are readily
hygroscopic and because of their wide variation in moisture' con
tent within short periods are the most definite indices of igni
tion and rate of spread of forest fires. In dense coniferous
forests this type of fuel is usually a loosely compacted layer
of dead'needles, twigs, herbs etc. known as the.duff layer. I Its
composition and inflammability vary' according to the species
present. Wright (22~) has pointed out that the inflammability
of Red Pine duff is much greater at a given moisture content
than that of the mixed softwood types (such as Red, White and
Jack Pine in varying proportions) as the heavy dry needles 'of
Red Pine are very loosely arranged, and allow free movement of
air through the duff layer. .!

In hardwood or mixed forests the duff layer is' a mixtUre of.
dry leaves, needles, twigs etc. and the flat leaves become r '.'
definitely compacted during winter months into a·peaty mass,
more especially if the winter is marked by heavy snow.. In .this
way the duff layer in mixed or hardwood forosts retains its
moisture content much longer, and is subjected to less rapid
variations in moisture content than is the Case with ooniferous
duff. In open areas of either Coniferous or Hardwood forest '
there is an accumulation within a single season of dry herbaceous

, .
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~vegetation which~has proved a troublesome'source of surface' fires
in the spring before'new" growth 'commences, and in the late' summer
or autumn when this vegetation is either drought or frost kille~.

.•'

~" :

Duff layers vary in their seasonal inflanimability according ','
to the forest composition. . In hardwood areas, or where the latter
species pr~dominate; the most .serious 'fuel hazard conditions may'
occur in the, spr'ing,or in the autumn" when' meteorological condi
tionsdry the 'duff 'layer to a serious extent in the absence of a
forest canopy. '

In 'coniferous forests:'where . the .amount· of canopy, and duff
varies only slightly with the ·season,'. the actual' moisture content
of the duff,layer'remains a Uniformly satisfactory 'index-or'fire
h~zard'.?onditions, and,a~ ~u~~,h~~_,bee~_widely~v~stig~t~d:,. '. '

The "living trees present, 'on the area. They may be variable
as regards species size etc.' -"", . ,~ ,

Underbrush,-comprfsing the' living plants in'the understory,
and incIuding"small regrowth of the tree' species ~ . 'In the,
case' of 'coniferous regrowth,' 'or during long drOUght periods,
theunderbrlish may be, extremely' infliunmable' and may. then
assist fires'inucrowningn~"'Dead'underbruah,comprising
plants killed by suppression, or by~previous.fires, is a

, serious fire hazard. , .' .
'Ground cover - herbaceous'plan~s," grasses etc •.,_ are usually, <.r

much. more inflammable' in character than the rest of the.
forest species, particularly in the case of annuals and
perennials which"become most inflammable at the height.
'of the fire season. ." ..,. ..... ' - .. ' ..

Forest litter-andUIidecomposed humus,' including' dead organic
material such as leaves, ~twigs~·needles. ~is litter may I

be in the' form of' a definite duff' layer'as' alreadY·described~
and as such is subject to 'sudden changes in moisture con
tent depending on combinations of'atmospheric agencies such
as rain" temperature, relative humidity etc.

-.. . . - .. .-.

(g)

(c)

(e)

(f)

Dead branches, needles" moss etc. on living trees which in
certain forest types constitute a great source of danger.,

"Snagstl,or standing dead' treesdo.f the present crop or.relics
of: previous stands~ They are' usually most'inflammable,
and when in a decayed s1;;ate ',are' capable of's'cattering
ftspottl'fires'ahead 'of-any 'outbreak. They are especially
abundant in' Western" coniferous forests, or in: Eastern .
Hardwood ,forests where the' Che,stnut has bee~,killed by
blight.· .'. : " . "

Slash .;.or logging waste which may have' accumulated in con
s1de~able'quantity. It acts 'both as a ready, source of
IIheavyu'fuel~ and as a serious impediment to -fire fighters.
,Its actual inflrummability ,varies greatly with species,
climate,seas~n, etc., but it is often a serious problem
as a pr~~y fuel on cut-over areas.

In general" the quantity' and 1nflanunability of .forest fuels.'
is reduced 'by maintaining density of tree cover, or, by management
on selection lines. .

,('76 )

(a)

(b)

. .
Accumulations' of' other material such 'as slash, 'dead timber or

limbs add materially 'to' the 'dry fuel-present in forests but"
'large dimension fuels 'of ·this' character are not subject to.-rapid
changes in ~hei~"'IlJ-~~s~e <?on~eI?-t, ~s ,~e the lig~~er fuels.

The total-gmount of fuels present within forests is classified
as .folloVls:-

.

.,'....•.
. .

\

••

I
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B. The 'Influence of Forest Fuels on Fire Behaviour.

(i) Fire occurrence.
It may be argued that the presence or absence of fuels is

fmmaterial if the majority of ~ires are man caused, but it is
important to realise that fires could not progres s through any
forest, irrespective of atmospheric conditions, if suitable
fuels were not present·therein.· Further.more the existence of a
particular type of fuel may in 'itself be one of the principal. .
reasons for the origin of fires, as in the case of loggers burn
ing'slash, or the'burning of either underbrush or ground cover by
adjacent landovlners.

Fires'normally commence in the lighter types of groUnd fuel
such as grass or dead herbaceous growth, duff layers·etc.·· when
these'£uels have a moisture 'content· below a certain percentage
because of certain weather·conditions. nryruels of this' nature
provideconditions'suitable for the occurrence of fires, and the

. planning of' £ire control' must be based' on the extent and character
of these light, hazardous ground' fuels. .

. . -.. . . -. ...

In areas where lightning fires occur frequently the presence
in the forest of" a "large number of snags may not only increase
the number of lightning "strikes"~ but:will provide conditions
sUitable.for the rapid early development of fires of this nature,
even during "\Vetil storm~ •

. The influence of !'ue.l types on fire occurrence" is illustrated
by Abell (l)who records 'the fact'that fire oocUDrencefollowed
definite trends in fuel types ~ approximately one-third of all
£ires occurring on two fuel types, and approximately 80 per cent
occurring on only four types. .

(ii) The rate of fire spread.
This rate is governed by the'character of the fuels,'as'1n

the Case of firo occurrence; and also on the continuity of such
:fuels throughout the -forest. A uniform extent of' light and
inflammable fuels such"s's'groundlitter 9r vegetation, dry moss
or needles'on'the·trees, allows an extremely rapid rate of ·spread•

. Heavy fuels do not cause arast rate of spread exoept in the case
of uncontrolled fires of Unusual severity which create tremendous
heat and draughts, progressively drying all fuels in their
advance. If the continuity of'fuels'is broken as in the case of
firebreaks cleared of all vegetation, roads, fire lines bared to
the mineral soil ·etc. the rate of fire spread is 'abruptly checked"
except in the case of severe fires fed by large quantities of .
heavy fuels. .

.
"spotting II , or the lighting of small fires in advance of the

main outbreak, is also influenced by the character of the fuels
present. The .presence of'numerous'''snagsll in a decayed condition,
will cause severe risk of spotting, and a consequent acceleration
in the rate of spread•

. (iii) Resistance to control."
. Resistance to controL'can be expressed as the severity of .

. the fire, which is more dependent on the density or volume of
available fuels than on' anY,other factor. ' 'The Vlorst possible
conditions are large accumulations of heavy;dry fuels - 'once a

'fire has been provided'with sucbJ'conditions' for its early develop
ment it c~ be a serious menaco to adjoining areas .of forest
having little or no dry fuels.
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For this reason extensive areas carrying heavy slash are
sources of considerable anxiety to 'any forester engaged on"pro
tection work. If a sufficient ,volume of heavy fuels is not
available,' an outbreak may 'never develop beyond the stage of
being a surface fire, and serious damage to old growth may thus,
be avoided.

The extent of the damage from fires is 1nfluencedby'tha
density of the fuels present on the area, even when bUrning con
ditions mitigate against rapid spread.

Under such circumstances fires wlll generate intense heat
by burning for a prolonged period among an accumulation of fuel'
thus greatly increasing' fire damage without necessarily defolia
ting the standing trees.

C. Cover Type and Fuel-Type Mapping.

It has long been the practice of foresters in U.S.A. to pre
pare maps of each forest showing the location of various, types of

,fuels therein 'in relation to the nature of such fuels, the cover
type (a vegetative type) occupying the site; and topographical ..

, aspects which influence fuel inflammability. With all this '
information assembled, and with the evaluation of fire risk. for;
various sections of the forest (based o~ a study of the origin' ,
and'£requency of previous fires) the forester ,can plan his pro
tective efforts so that the worst risk areas are effectively safe
gUarded, and the' expenditure on protection concentrated on sections
of the forest most in need of same. "

Some of the earliest work 'on fuel type mapping WaS that of
Show and Kotok (165) in California. They attempted to correlate
fuel types directly with the cover types present and,concluded
that crown fires-occurred in Chaparral or Brush cover types;
Surface fires in grass, .woodland, P.ponderosa, mixed coniferous
or Douglas Fir types; and Ground fires in the Sugar Pine-Fir or

, pure Fir types., Show and Kotok also prepared a table, showing
the average rate of fire spread in the Northern California region,
based on ~ study ~f past fires in various cover types.

.
Subsequently, Hornby (88), in the Northern,RoclryMountain

Region, did not rely at a~l on Cover 'types when formulating a
scheme for the mapping of fuels. Hornby based his classif.ication

·01' fuels on (a)' Their relative rates of spread,
(b) Ii resIstance to control

under conditions whIch could be expected in forest areas atter
one month of midsummer drought. Hornby's objective Was tO,fix a
figure of so many chains per hour for the spread of fire perimeter
for a certain fuel type. By estimating. the' "resistance to controlU

of the same fuel type he'could then fix another figure for the,
number of chains of fire-line which one man could construct per'
hour in fighting fires in the tyPe. It was then a simple ma1?ter
to ascertain the number of'men required to suppress any fire occurP
ing within the type, in a period of one to three hours. Esttmates
for a period beyond lto 3 hours were not made - as any fire not
suppressed within such 'period would be dependent more on climatic
factors for its SUbsequent spread than on the fuel conditions. \
For both URate of Spread" and "Resistance to Control ll fuel'types
were classified generally as Low, ~edium, High and Extreme •.

'Hornby asserted that the kind, volume, arrangement, continuity
and exposure of ufine" fuels were far more important in classifying

i
" '
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TAB LEN O. 1~.

COVER TYPES AND RATE OF FIRE SPREAD_
FOR NORTHERN CALIFORNIA (165).

•

\

",

COVER TYPE-

Fir (Abies)

Mixed conifers

Sugar Pine-Fir

P. ponderosa

Douglas Fir

Woodland

Brush

Grass

Chaparral

RATE OF FIRE SPREAD
ACRES .~ER HOUR

1·07

3·79

4-33

8·18

8·20

12-58

13-.79

23-73

55-00
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these fuels than was the existing cover type, as he found that
fuel', characteristics within types exerted 3 to 15, times as much
influence on initial rates of fire spread, as did cover type
characteristics. 'Considerable importanoe was attached to the
effect of aspect - fuels on North and East aspects classed as
Medi~ in rate of'spread'would be classed as High if occurring
on West orSouth'aspects.

Although the classifications' adopted ,by Hornby for rate of
spread were admittedly arbitrary - when compared with "going'"

,fires experienced during the 1934 season it was found that the
ratings adopted showed uniformly consistent. trends with actual
fire'behaviour.

"It was stipulated that fuel conditions' which changed con
spicuously be then re-mapped, but as the mapping of fuels for.med
one of the bases>for the entire fire control plan -'it Was
necessary to predict any immediate changes in fuel 'conditions
to ensure future co-ordination of control measures, the planning
of permanent road systems etc.

Considerable attention was paid to the density of timber or
brushcoverjexperimentsat 'Priest River Forest Experiment Station
(Idaho) having'shO\yn that moisture content of fuels was higher,
and wind v,elocities \"lerelower in fully' stocked stands as com-,
pared with clear or partially cut areas. In cle ared areas and
to a less extent in open stands, drying winds have more influence
on forest fuels, while during forest fires wind is able to furnish
increased supplies of oxygen to the flames and 'carry more hot
air tounignited fuels. AlthOUgh ground measurements of wind'
velocity in dense forests show greatly reduced figures as com
pared with open, areas - it must' be remembered that the w,ind
velocity above the tree tops is unchecked so that inflammable
fuels at that lev,el such as moss, dead needles, rotten bark or
wood require mapping as Vlell as ground fuels.

Prevailing wind 'direction must be considered, together,
with aspect, amount of slope, etc., while any marked influenoe
of local topography on wind movement must also be considered
as affecting fuel inflacmability.Aspect is important as
regards the amount of sunlight (and consequent increased tem
peratures) experienced there - steep Northern slopes may actually
receive no sunlight. The effect of shading by mountains etc •
during part of the day must also be assessed. On steep Uorthern '
slopes the effects noted by Bates (12) were that 0001 and moist
conditions at the base of these slopes become progressively
warmer' and drier on the upper parts of the slope.

, Although Hornby (88) found a marked difference in the rate
of fire spread in'various local timber types, this difference
was due almost entirely to the varying density of these types 
or to some speQial characteristic of the timber type which caused
changes in fuel types. Any comparison to be made between the
fuels of various tree. types should naturally be confined to
fully stocked stands above sapling size which are 'free from any
abnormalities such as insect epidemics, burns, logging or wind
throw., Previous fires were not considered to influence rate of
spread unless burning conditions were critical. In considering
snags as potential fuels it is important to note their spacing,
exposure to Wind, fuel around their bases, and the fire fuels
present on the snags themselves~ On cut over areas, rates of
spread were found to coincide more clearly with method and
extent of slash disposal than with timber types. '11' slash is
continuous and is located in an open stand, it provides a
seriOUS .fire hazard.
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In calculatirig'the resistance' of fuels'to'fire control'
Hornby considered both the volume'and type of fuels present,
'and the effect of roots, soil, rocks, slope etc. on the possible
smothering of fuels with soil during average midday'burning con
ditions, and by an efficient force of fire fighte,rs. Not only ,

,was the volume of fuels considered" in relation to practical
difficulties of clearing' fire-lines, but the extent of fuels in
increasing the severity and spread of fires had also to be
remembered. '

Hornby finally listed a classification'of 43 types'oftuel
conditions for the typical conditions, as'discussed above pre
vailing in the Nort~e~nRocky Mounta~~,r~gion.

'The'proceduread~tedby Hornblis now largely fo110wed'in
the various Regions a inlstered by the U.S~ Forest Service ~
detailed instructions '(198) having been Issued by each RegIonal

,Forester regarding the a~s and te?hn~q~~ of Fuel Type Mapping.

An attempt' will be'made' hereunder to summ.arise the various
Regional instructions so issue~~-

Specifications and Instructions for Fuel Type Mapping.

•
".'

(i)

(ii)

(ii1)

Purpose - Fuel type inventories are basic to forest pro~
tection just as timber inventories are basic to forest
management~ "Fuel type maps are one 'of the'basic'sources
of information required in' fire control' planning~ ad- '.
ministration and suppression action etc. 'In' conjunction
with fire'occurrerice'maps, they will determine the placing
of fire 'guards, lookouts etc. and the location of' trans
portation faci1~ties.

Definitions - Rate of spread is measured in terms of chains
of rIre perimeter Increase per hour.

Resistance to control is measured in terms of
,chains of "held ii f'ire line per man hour to the time the fire
is "corralled". .

General saecifications for maps'- Usually one inch scale maps
are use 1'0r 1'1eld mappiiig - the information from such
field maps being' later transferred to Office Maps on a
1!" scale.' In the field, the'mapper'usually carries an up
to'datereforence map showingaJ.l the latest information
regarding'roads, trails, topography~-grazing types, timber
types etc. Persons selected for mapping fuels have an
intimate knowledge of the area'and considerable local
experience in the early suppression of fires, so that they
can readily classify the fuels on any area. Each mapping
unit should comprise an individual forest and each forest
fuel'map should be suitable for reproduction~ 'In Region
No. 4 of the Forest Service it is suggested that tue1s
outside the.forest boundary be also mapped, where practic-
ablo, within a distance ot three miles. '

In Region No. VIrlthis distance is extended to the
limits of the fire suppression action necessary to pro
tect National Forests on average bad days., For high
hazard forests, fuels should be mapped on the basis of
"average bad" summer conditions but in low hazard forests
the most dangerous season should be used as a basis. On
areas where slash is to be disposed of - fuels should be
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mapped as they will appear after such slash disposal.

The'most intensive mapping is done in areas of
highest fire occurrence which have the most dangerous
fuels. In Regions Nos~ I and' IV the .minimum area

. classified as a'Fuel Type is -'Extreme class - 40 acres,
High - 80 acres, Medium - 160 acres, Low - 320 acres.

In Regions V and VI the same unit areas' are used
except that both Medium and Low classes are restricted
to 160 acres. In" Region VIII no types less than 160
acres in extent- are mapped.

Fuel Type Specifications - After considering what·would be
lIaverage bad II summer conditions the fuel types are divid.ed
into 4 arbitrary classes viz:-

Extreme =E or X (In some cases E is used only
in exceptional cases)

High =
Medium =
Low =

H
M
L

The same classifications are'used in gauging both rate of
spread and resistance to'control -'each Fuel type being thus'
classed with two letter.s. For' instance grass areas with high
rates of spread and low resistance to control would be shO"l'm'
as H.L, the olassification for rate of spread" always 'appearing
first. The following factors. are" considered in studying fuels
in the various Regions:-

~-.•"

:.

(a)

(b)

Rate of Spread.- Generally two local types are selected'as
extremes, such as dense Douglas Fir forests on North slopes,
and dry Cheat grass on open hillsides (Region 4) and the
various local types graded between these extre~es.

As previously stated, rate of spread should be based on
"average" bad summer conditions and the fuel type is graded
on these factors:-

1., Volume of fme fuels (In. Region No. VI" the "fineness"
. of fuels is also specified)

2. Arrangement· of fine fuels
. 3. Slope of ground under fuels
4. Degree of fuel' exposure to summer sun and to average

strength prevailing winds .
5. Presence of snags, 'tree moss, dead trees, slash, wind-,

thrown trees etc. that would affect fire spread.

In Region No. I special emphasis is also placed on the
size'of fuels and on their continuity. Mappers have to rate
fuels in teres of a fire' actually occurring within an area,
and not in the case of a fire spreading to the area rrom
elseWhere. .

Resistance to control - In assessing fuels on this basis,
mapping must note an items which may occupy the time of
fire-fighters,.' or may hinder their movements. A standard
"low" local assessment should first be decided on and all
fuel types mapped in comparison with this IIloWIl type~ A
·typical ulowll type is an open stand of'P.ponderosa, with a .
light ground cover of needles or grass, on n slope up to 10%.-.."" .
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A "high" type would be represented by a dense "bug"
leilled Lodge Pole Pine stand on a steep and rocky Southern
slope. Resistance to control is assessed on these main
factors:-

1. Presence of brush, slash, weeds, heavy types of grass,
musk e.g., regrowth, vines, etc., that would slow up the
rate of fire-line construction.

2. Number and size 'of. snags, dead, trees, logs, windfalls
to be cut or felled.

3. Depth of duff, litter, rotten wood before mineral soil
can be exposed.

4. Presence of rocks" roots 'etc. as they affect clearing
a fire line to the mineral soil.

, ~ .'.

5. Slo~e ~s ~t ~fects man-power. and fatigue •

. In,Region No. I, Resistance to Control is assessed
on slightly different ~ases, viz:-

- .'" .

5.

Size of fuel~ (light, medium, or heavy~)
Volume and arrangetlent of fuels (light, medium or.

heavy - down'or' standing) ,
Fuel 'continuity to rirelo.tive extent
Slopennd soil conditions as they affect working

of fire fighters ' . ' '
Size, density, and quantity 'of other material such
, as green brush, roots, reproduction etc. which

affects control work.
. . ..

•

(c)

-(d)

Photographs of fuel types, standardised for a Region are
now commonly supplied for the use of fuel mappers in .
order'to effect visual comparisons with Regional stan
dards.

'Preparation of data on maps varies greAtly between
Regions as indicated by exgmples hereunder:~ ,

Region No. IV. After boundaries of fuel_ types have been'
sketched on the map - 0. set of symbols will'be shown on
'each type, or' on every'square inch of type in ·the fol
'l'owing order:-

The double letters representing Rate of Spread
(first) and Resistance to Control e.g.,

From 0. prepared list of numbers is shmvn the
factor most responsible for rate of spread

, (say grass) or No. 16 - " '
From a prepared list of numbers is shown" the

factor most affecting the resistance to
control (say prush - No. 5)-

H.L
.-.\ ..

S•• 16

R. 5

Region No. VI. Commencement is again made with the double
letters representing Rate of' Spread and Resistance'· to' ,
Control e.g. High and moderate rospectively " ••
Beneath this is' inserted the 'local Type No., (from

"', Forest 'survey Types) e.g.' No. 6-, T.6.
Beneath this 'is'the most important factor'affect-

ing Rate of Spread e.g. Brackenfern -' 'B~ern
Beneath this is the most important factor affect-

ing Resistance to control e.g., Vine Maple- V.M.
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Beneath this is the average prevailing slope per
cent expressed as one'o~ the four'following
classes e.g. Extreme -~75% slope; High 
50-75%; Moderate 25-50%; Low 0-25% - Take for'
example a 50-75% slope .H%

In Region VI the first two symbols' e.g. H.M. may remain
constant while the others are changed by local variations
of,v~getation ~d topography.

Region No. VIII. In Southern forests' there' is' close'
correlation between cover types-of vegetation'and'fuel
types so 'much so that various vegetative'covcrtypes'can
be:. grouped under any 'single combination of Rate 'of Spread
and Resistance to Control. 'Thus both'Shortleaf-LOb10l1y
and Yellow Pine";' Hardwood types are classed as H.M.To
this-is"added any outstanding "i'actor "af'fecting either
Spread or Con~rol (or both) e.g. Heavy Shade to give a
symbol -

'.

'In Re~ion No. I lists have been prepared showing 6
factors cli eily a1'fecting'rate of Spread and seven others·
which mainly affect Resistance to Control. Apart" from the
general indication of' extremes,of Spread and Resistance.
characteristics "of fuels which is shown in all Regions by
variously coloured hatching (described hereunder), the'
mappers: in Region No. I select the dominating' factors which
affect both Spread andResistance~" . Ii' these are' Numbers .
4 and 3 'onthe respectiv~ listso~ .such"factors4-'they'will
be 'superimposed on the hatched areas either as'~ or 4 - 3,
the rate of spread factor appearing either abov~ or in
front of the Resistance to control factor.

'In Region No. II the two major 'letters, such as
H.H., are used to Indicate respective rates of spread and
resistance to control. Ii' local experience indicates that
the fuel type is severe enough, under" average ,bad condi
tions" to cause a crown fire within' an hour of· a fire
starting in Douglas Fir or Ponderosa Pine f8rests - this
is shown 'by an initial 110 11 - e.g. C/IllI.· or-. In
addition" other symbols are added to show'H.H. the number
of the forest type" with a amall letter a"b"c" or d" res-'
pectively the result of cut~over land" unthinned regrowth,
thinned regrowth, or uneven~aged stands. Thus 10. would'
be cut-over Lodge'Pole Pine" 2c would be" thinned Spruce
regrowth etc•. Ib-2b would be 'used to represent mixed
unthinned regrowth of Lodge Pole and' Spruce. Th~ full'
number of symbols to be used might appear on the map as
lb-C

H.li.
Standard Hatching and Oolouring to be used in. all RegionS:-(v)

(i) Rate of Spread - shown by Colours e.g.:-

I BLUE 1 I- GREEN lEXTREME

.

EJ HIGH _I YELLOW [

MEDIUM

LOW
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(ii) Resistance to control - shovm by type or hatchins

SOLID
COLOUR

EXTRENJE MEDIUM

.• HIGH ~ LOW·

(iii)' Sample combinations as illustrations:-

Red
Lines ~(High-rate)

~(or""spread).
" (High resis-

tance)

Yellow~Lines . (Low' rate of
spread) "

(Low resistance)

(Extreme rate of
spread)

(Low' resistance)

,
I, .

Green
Lines" ~( BlueMediUm rate or Lines

ospread) ..
(Medium resis-

tance) .
--As' previously indicated, each of the Regions makes some

r~ference to tree or'ground.vegetation in describing various
fuel types; in some' cases· listing a series of different types
or such vegetation from whicn nUmbers' or symbols can-be:taken
for'illustrationon the: Fuel Type' Map.' Regional Instructions
issued ·to Fuel Mappers also list a complete set.' of fuel types
for the Region vlith illustrating photographs from which mapping
can be e.asi~'Y".cl0ne. _ o _ .

. The follOWing numbers of Fuel Types have been delineated
in each Region:-

Quite apart from the volume;· texture. and arrangement'of
forest fuels it is necessary to study their moisture content 
since.' it is obvious .that the 'inflammability of fuels in the
rorest depends, above' all,' on such moisture content•

.- ..... .. - . -.. -._.

30 Types
32 Types

Types
.48 Types

Region No~ I
Region No~ II
Region No. III
Region ~ro. IV

Region No~ VI 20' Types
Region No~ VII --------
Region No.VIII 10 Types (Based

. . . on cover types)
Region No•. IX 38 Types (Lakes

States Section)
11 Types (Central,

Sl:;ates Section)

D. Factors Governing Fuel Moisture Content and Their Ueasurement.

••
e·

This moisture conteIitis one of the most elusive of all
. conditions of fire hazard to measure representingOasit does the
combined' effect of general' meteorological factors, which are
themselves closely interdependent,"· and the edaphic factors of a
particular site," which are roally the expressions of local climate.
A 1010wledge of the moisture content .of fuels enables the forester
to study present and impending weather conditions ~d so obtain a
precise determination or the extent of the fire hazar~ prevailing,
or likely to occur.

,." .,.
;
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Although for many years U.S. foresters have studied the
correlation between weather data and fire records ~ it is only
during recent years that successful efforts have ,been made ,to
define the factors governing the moisture'content of forest
fuels. ' '

(i) Climatic or meteorological factors.

To appreciate the relationship between major climatic
factorsnnd the varying moisture content of forest fuels - the
duff layer should be regarded, as described'by Stickel (181),
as a tension zone between the moisture vapor of ' the atmosphere
and the water vapor in the soil air. Precipitation alone contri
butes'to the elimination or reduction of water loss'from the duff
layer and is the only clil.natic factor which completely checks
fire danger, if only for a short period. The hygroscopic action
by which duff absorbs moisture from the atmosphere under condi
tions of high humidity, is quite insufficient to render dry
duff safe from ignition_, Both the atmosphere and duff can absorb
la~ge quantities of 'moisture - in the case of the former the air

',temperature controls this, capacity. In tests made by Stickel
(180) it was found that litter and duff from NorthEastern mixed
Hardwood and Coniferous forests were capable of absorbing up to
100 per cent of water, based on their dry weight. There is a '
constant exchange of moisture between the atmosphere and the
dUff in an effort to reach a state of equilibrium, a state which
is reached only when both "are fully saturated or are both Itbone lt

dry. Numerous meteorological factors assist in this exchange
of -moisture, except for rainfall,' most of these factors vlorlc in
their own particular fashion towar~s the dissipation of duff
moisture~ While the general effect of weather factors', on fuels
is Imovm, it is necessary to study individual ,factors to de'ter-'
mine which single factor, or group of them is so intimately
associated with duff moisture content as ,to'be worth measuring
as a guide to forest fire hazard. ,Difficulty 'immediately arises
iri endeavouring to separate the vital weather factor - as each
fa interdepeltdent vlith the' others, and it is diff'icult to gauge
the sale influence of any single factor.. \

Duff layers are used to study the eff~cts of. weather on
fuel moisture content, as it is the duff layer which is most,

"sensitive to rapid weather changes-and which acts as the ,initial
burning agent before fire is carried to the heavier forest
fuels.

(a) Precipitation."
This factor has long been regarded as an indication

of fire danger, particularly so when precipitation,records over
long periods 'showed a cuoulative deficiency. Loveridge (115)
attempted to use cumulative rainfall records to deter.mine a
forest fire hazard on a nationwide basis' and showed that current
records revealed a marked deficiency. Perhaps more important "
than total rainfall is its intensity over a definite period.
Rains extending over long periods are of more value in increas
ing fuel moisture content than those of short duration 
especially so in'the case of light rainfalls. Pearson (149) "
showed that such factors as distribution of rain, character of
succeeding weather; topography, amount and nature of forest
fuels were to be considered as well as'the total precipitation.
A fall of'O·501t of rain.would, under average conditions in the
South-West, minimize fire hazard for a period of approximately
two weeks. In Minnesota, Mitchell (134) noted the seasonal
effectiveness of rainfall, - 0.50" being less effective in
summer than in the spring or autumn due to greater 6vaporation
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and to more interception or summer rain by Hardwood trees in
full lear.

Mitchell,and Richman (135) showed that there were consider
able local variations in the total raIl experienced in Lakes
states regions ror 10 day periods during summer months - such
areas as Northern Wisconsin being more likely to show a dericiency
than other areas.

,In Canada,' Wright (222) round' that light rains'~ 0-12"
ralling over a period greater than 4 hOurs, were much more ,
er£ective than £or periods undor 4 hours, but traces or rain
amounting to less than 0.12 11 were more effective over the
shorter. periocr:--Wright' also noted the~:varied errectiveness of
rain under different types of canopy or or duff' - the nature of
the dufr'varying with exposure'as well as with tree types_,
He also prepared empirical'curves shOWing the efi'ectiveness or
1-20" or rain in varying types of durf, and stressed the
relation between moisture content or du£r and its absorption or
rains- dry duff'being much more absorbent than duff of high
moisture content. 'Stickel (181) stressed the greater value
of frequent light rains 'in the North-East as against short
heavy showers more especially as heavy summer showers are
usually succeeded very quiclCly by dry, warm weatherandl or
bright sunshine.

In },~ontana and Northern Idaho, Larsen and Delavan (108)
estimated that two'inches of rain per month would effectively
preclude the development of,a'fire hazard, but admitted that
such a'rainfall was seldom experienced during summers in that
region.

Stickel (181) stresses the importance of stand density'to
rainfall effectiveness - he found that arter measurable rain,
duff in clearings was hazardous within 20-36 hours while in
mixed Hardwood - Coniferous forest, no hazard is experienced
for a period of 200 hours. '

Ylhile Stickel admitted appreciable interception of rainfall
by fo~est canopy, he suggested that any such loss was more than
offset by the condensation or fogs an~ mists by forest trees,
and the draining' of such condensation' from tree branches or
down their stems_

Gisborne (58) estimated that in the Rocky Mountain region
heavy rain might increase the moisture content or dead branch
Vlood'to 80%, that or small twigs to 100%, and that 'Of durr to
3~0%. '

, The view 'or Larsen and Delavan (108) that two inches or
rain per month is required during the summer to reduce fire
hazard is supported by a similar estimate made' recently by
Lansing (107) for 'New Hampshire~ This investigator also esti-,
mated that 0-60 tl of,rain might cause 'fuel saturation, but this
would be quicltly diminished by subsequent .hot sun and, or dry
winds_ A fall or 0-20 tl - 0·25" or rain may check burning fires
and give purely temporary relief, while 0·10" may be counted on
only as assisting fire suppression. Lansing was another to
stress the danger from cUlmllative deficiencies of rain over a

,'period of twelve months or more unless heavy recent rains had
occurred., He also stressed the value of light and frequent
rains in, conserving £uel moisture. In the Rocky Mountain area
Brown and Da-vis (20) have stressed the importance o£ the
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...
interval since the last'rainfall, especially since falls
exceeding 0.75 11 of rain. They also found that 0·10" of'rain
had little or no effect on burning conditions due to rapid
local evaporation, particularly in heavy fuels... . . .

It is obvious that under an extremely wide range of fuel
and weather'conditions~ there must be marked'differences in
the effect of varying amounts of rainfall on' tho various forest
fuels' available in U.S~ forests while the periods' for which'
such rainfall is effective must likewise show tremendous
differences •

. Investigators agree 'that because rainfall is the source of'
all' moisture to ':rorest f'tielsitis an 'all important :ractor,: par
ticularly because it is easily measured•.

• 4. 4 • ~'. •

The various 'viewpoints ,above-mentioned differ mainly in
laying stresses on local modifications of the general effect of
rainfall and indicate the need for intensifying local research
into weather conditions as they affect local fuels.

.. . . - .

Precipitation from snowfall is an important f'actor .in many
f'orests - marked deficiency in normal snowfall being just as
important as rain~all deficiency.

Heavy snow compresses duff' layers in'coniferous and/or
hardwood forests, ,. thtis materially reducing the: drying eff'ect
of' surilmertemperatures"and wind~' -Snow is also stated to' replenish
andconservesoil'moistureand thus 'furnish additional moisture

.to'theduff'layer; '!riCanada:;'however, Wright (222) claimed to
have' disproved the alleged' 'increase of duff moisture by saturated
underlying soils•. If extremely low'temperatures during early'
winter freeze the soilbefore"O: heavy' snowfall is experienced,
moisture from melting snow may not reach the soil, at all ~ the
soil remaining frozen until'the follOWing ·spring. 'Delayed tha~s
of heavy snow maybe beneficial in delaying the development of
green herbaceous vegetation until the'summer season is well
advanced:' thus temporarily diminishing the fire risl~ in the early
part of the summer.

Measurement of precipitation does not offer serious diffi
culties except where daily or hourly recordings are required and
gauges are unattended•

The standard U.S •. Yleather Bureau rain gauge is a container
about 30 inches high; recordings being made by inserting into
this container a measuring stick 24 inches long, 0-56 inches
wide and 0-1 thick, graduated to give direct readings to the
nearest point of rain. CNring to the high. cost ~11·00 each)
of Weather Bureau gauges, the Forest'Service commonly uses a
cheap (.tl· 25 each) but efficient gauge, 10 inches high, which
gives readings haVing no' significant differenceto'those made
in Weather Bureau gauges. If a recording rain gauge is
required, the mo~t.common type used is a tipping-bucket device
Which makes a recording' each time a "bucket Jl of rain is registered.

.. . . .

Apart from car~ in levelling and exposing rain gauges, it is
suggested by Gisborne (58) that the 'top' of rain gauges should be
3 to 4 feet above ground level to prevent debris from collecting
therein.

In cases of yearlong precipitation measurements careful
recordings of snow fall are made by means of standard snow stalres
and .uboards tI.
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(b) Relative Humiditl.

Humidity has long been regarded- as of major importance in
the development of "fireweather" conditions. MJ pointed out
by Gisborne (58) it ,'is' theoretically incorrect to specie of the
uhumidity of the air" - water vapor ',being only one' of other
gases such as oxygen, hydrogen, etc. which constitute air~ If
the water vapo~ in a cubic foot of air space is increased, 'the
volume of air within that space is 'correspondingly reduced,
Wrovided that air temperature and pressure remain constant.
(itha rise in temperature the water holding capacity of the air
space is increased, with'a corresponding"reduction in moisture
capacity if air temperature is decreased~ Thus the humidity
of 'a given volume of air varies with temperature~even though
air itself does' not actually absorb or lose moisture.

, -
Relative humidity is a measure of the ratio between the

actual quantity of moisture in a unit of air space ,and the maxi
mum quantity which the"same unit of air space could contain at
the existing air'temperature and pressure. Only when Relative
humidity islOO'per cent does evaporation of moisture from forest
fuels cease •. Once these fuels have been'dried 'to' moisture con-

, tents of ten per cent or less, even the finest types of fuel
require' several hours of high relative humidity to absorb any
appreciable'moisturefrom the air, while'heavy fuels like snags
etc~ ,would require from twelve'to twenty-fOur hours to change
materially in moisture content. - Gisborne (58) instances, a
going fire which spread over 54,000 acres on an afternoon when
the relative humidity was 43 ,per cent after an extended period
of 10V/humidities had dried out forest'fUels. He states further
that--low humidity may not necessar:11y produce great fire danger;
and that humidity alone is, not a satisfactory index of inflamma
bility 'in the coniferous for~sts ~f the Rocky Mo~tainregion•.

, Relative'humidities below 15-20 per cent are, however, con
sidered potentially,dangerous by Gisborne~ while a figure of
10 per cent is classed as definitely dangerous. He records
actual'readings of five and six per cent, in the Rocky Mountain
region, and' a figure as low as two per cent in California on'
ten occasions between 1927 and 1933. Even during rainstorms,
humidity readings have been as low as 40 per cent in the Rocky
Mountain region, and ,~8 per cent, in Ca~i~ornia•

In 'Eastern Areas ofU.S~A. a relative humidity less than ;
16 per cent rarely occurs, but in Western regions low humidities
may be both common and prolonged•.

Tables prepared by Folweiler (50) and Stickel (181) on
the relation between fire occurrence and relative humidity in
New Jersey and New York, and by Show and Kotok (170) to show
a relation between fire spread in California and relative'
humidity, are reproduced herein Tables'Nos. 15,16,and 17.
Although these tables are from Widely varying regions, they ,
serve to indicate that relative humidities of 50-55 per cent,
with low wind velocities; r~sult; in limited occurrence and .
spread of fires. Wind velocity 'is important not only in
assisting fire spread, but also in also accelerating the
drying effect of low relative humidities on forest fuels.
In the Pacific north West, Ho1'mann &. Osborne (87) emphasised
the relation between relative humidity and fire hazard - at
60 per cent humidity in that'region they estimated that fires
'\7ould not spread but at 25 per cent humidity, firesV/ould "cro\m. If"
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TAB L E NO. 15.

Influence or Relative Humidity on Forest Fire Occurrence 
Central New Jersey -1926 •.

RELATIVE HUMIDITY
;NUlffiER OF

RELATIVE HUl.IIDITY
(PER CENT) (PER CENT) NUMBER OF

DURING DAY PERIOD FIRES DURING DAY PERIOD FffiES

24 18 38 4
26 15 40 3

. 28 13 42 2
30 11 44 2
32 8 46 1
34 7 48 1
36 5 50 plus 0

T A"B L E NO. 16.

Relationshi Fire Occurrence -

•
•

%RELATIVE HUMIDITY %SURFACE DUFF FIRES OCCURRING

IN OPEN - 2 P.M.
MOISTURE

IN OPEN - 2 P.I.t NUMBER PERCENTAGE
..

21.;.30% 8% 16 17·8%
31.;.40 13 21 23·3
41.;.50 15 15 16·7
51-60' 19 19 21·1
61.;.70 23 8 8·9
71.;.80 . 25 7 7°8
81.;.90 25 3 3·3
91-100 41 1 1°1
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. TAB L E NO. 17.

Influence of Relative' Humidity on~Rate of Spread of Fires 
California Region.

RELATIVE AVERAGE FffiE AREA FOR VAllYING WIND VELOOITY . AVERAGE
HUMIDITY OF ALL
(PER CENL') llINUS-l 111. P.H. 1-20 M.P.H. PLUS-20 M.P.H•. FIRES

20"'25%. 57 acres 314 acres 478 acres 292 acres
26.;.30 80 II 244 II .. --- 218 II.

31"'35 57 II 31 " 663 II 47 "
36"'40 16 " 81 tl 420 II 76 "
41"'45 19 tl 27 " '80 II 21 "
46.;.50 12 " 40 " --- 36 "
51-55 II " 82 " 80 " 78 "

TAB L E NO. 18.

Daily variations in Surface nuffTemperatures- Mixed Forests 
New York state.

SURFACE DUFF TEMPERATURES- SURFACE DUFF TE1~ERATURES -
IN OPEN IN FOREST l

° (Fabr.) o (Fabr.)
DATE

I
8 a.m. 11 a.m. 2 p.m 5 p.m. 8 a.m. 11 a.m. 2 p.m. 5 p.m.

-
8/5/28 39° . 720 85° 75° 39° 61° 66° 60°

21/7/28 54 95 116 95 53 78 68 68.
15/8/?J3 64

I
106 134 110 62 86 76 72

10/9/28 47 . 94 104 73 43 74 76 66

13/5/29 56 84 97 77 48 63 . 60 56
17/6/29 67 96 107 95 59 79 77 70
22/8/29 65 102 123 90 57 77 66 65
27/9/29 58 104 113 73 55 82 79 68
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Jemison' (97) conducted-an' analysis" o£" weather" factors which
influenced,the moisture content o£'light fuels in the Northern
Rocky Mountains over a long period. 'He claimed that the analysis
showed definitely that o£ all weather ,. elements -and related factors
exwmined)relative hucidity and'current'airteDperature had the
most important effect on the moisture'content of surface duff.

'The majority o£ investigators strcss the importance' of .'
relative humidity 'as a practical index of general fuel hazard.
Such importance has hardly been lessened by modern tendencies
to mo.lce direct readings o£ fuel ~oisture content. As well as
meaning the evaporation of moisture from dUff, relative humi
dity serves to regulate such evaporat ion 'whenever a state of'
equilibrium is approached between the water vapor in air space
and that present in, the duff. 'It is important to remember that
due'to the more rapid diffusion of water vapor through gases
as compared' with solids, moisture changes in duff layers
(especially compacted duff) lag behind those of the atmosphere,
particularly with rapid fluctuations "in hUI:lidity. This lag is

" 'more pronoWlced'in the lower layers of the duf£ or in the du££.
layer of densely stocked stands. To some extent the greater
lag in dense 'forests is due to impeded movement 'therein of
drying winds. Cumulative low humidities are most important of'
all as they 'result in-the rapid dissipation'o£ duf£ moisture'

,which accumulated in thelast'rainfall~ Repeated low humidities
during day periods'are not measurably compensated'for'by inter-'
vening high humidities at night. There is a normal daily varia- '
tion in relative h~~dity as,f?l~~ws~-

Midilight 'to 5 a.m. -"High humidity "
5 a.m. 'to l-roon .:. Falling" ,. (Day transition
Noon to'4 p.m. .:. Low humidity, 'phase)
4 p.m. to M~dnight - Rising ", (Night hUmidity

,,'., , ,- phase)
These changes are actuated mainly by the trends o£ temperature
during the periods indicated. In cases where the humidity does .
not rise during the early night phase - extremely low'readings
and seriousfir~ dwmag~ may follow on the ensuing day.

Various experimental studies have been made (58) and (107)
to determine the probable readings of humidity in the early,
afternoon (when'the humidity is usually at its lowest)£rom the
8 a.m. 'readings. The:results 'show that a drop 01',20 to 30 per
cent in'h~idity can be 'anticipated during the period in 'question
on an average summer day.

Because of the importance of recording cumulative low
humidities, measurements of humidity recorded by bygrothermo
graphs are much- more valuable than the usual dry and wet bulb
readings made in the mornings and .J.ate afternoons b'~, psychro
meters. But as the costs o£ these-instruments arej,fi50 and
~7respectively it is obviously impossible to equip all forest
meteorological stations with hygrothermographs. --- ,

There are several types of Psychrometer in use, preference
now being "given -to the Vlhirling Fan type evolved by the Pa.cific
North West'Forest'Experiment'Station. In the latter type a

, small hand-rotated" fan is'used to generato'an air current which
blows on to the' wet bulb'to give comparative dry and\1et',read
ings. 'The latter readings are referred to Paychrometrictables
which give the relative humidity for the'elevationat'which' '
readings are made. The cost of Vlhirling-Fan Psychrometers ~6. 73)
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is slightly lessthon the commonly used Forest 'Service 'Sling type ..
which costst7·25-with,case. In the Sling type the dry ,and wet
bulb thermometers are mountcd together'on a small base .. which is
rotate~ swiftly by hand by, means ~f a short chain and handle.'

It has-been pointed that only clean Vlaterand clean cotton
shou1d'beused in contact with the "wet ll bulb if accurate read-
-ings are ~() be obtairie~., '

The use of Psychrometers 'is not'who1ly confined to weather
recording'stationsas recent use has'beenmadeof these instru
ments. at or near forest fires' to 'furnish readings of relative
humidity to fire suppression crews.

ec) Air temperature.

, In meteorology" "air temperatUro is' probably the most
important of. all weather' elements. ,'Quite apart -.from its thermal
effect on 'terrestrial objects ..~it has an'indirect influence on
almost all other'weather factors. "Temperature determines the
amount of moi~ture which' a given--quantity of air' can hold '- rising
temperatures al10wan'increase in water vapor for a given air
space so that evaporation from fuels is increased and relative
humidity decreased. "With lower temperatures there is an'increase'
in Relative Humidity. For'instance a cubic foot'of'air uta '
temperature' of '60> Fi will hold" 5475 grains of Vlater vapor at
saturation point (100 per, cent ,humidity) .. but'ata temperature
of 900F it will ho1d~.. 790 grains of water vapor. Thus if air
at'60op and 50 'per 'cent 'relative humidity (2872 grains of water
vapor per cubic foot) is heated'to 900 F.. the relative humidity
will ,be reduced to 2,872'X 100 or 19 per cent.

'- --' , 14 .. 790 .
Temperature also plays -a' large part in the' daily variation

of, atmospheric pressure ... and 'the variations in temperature created
between two areas'influence'winddirection ond velocity. Surface
winds commonly blow.from colder to warmer areas .. because the
latter generally have a lower air pressure thon the 'former.
As condensation occurs'when air is'cooled below'saturationpoint
temperature--also'exerts a major influence over precipitation and
cloud for.mation~ It is these ,indirect influences of temperature
on other weather factors that make it important to foresters 
although 'not all of the influences mentioned can be' easily'
measUrod.. or correlated with fire hazard conditions.,

High temperatures .. and particularly direct sunlight ..
exert a marked influence on the temperatures of fuels., As the
inflammability of duff is directly depondent on its moisture
content .. and'the rapidity with which this'can be evaporated ..
the temperature of the duff is an important consideration•
Quite apart .from acceleratingevap~ration .. high duff tempera-
tures are important because' much'less additional heat' is '
necessary to start and maintain combustion. By,reason of its
colour and opaqueness .. duff'reflects very little of ' the
insolation which reaches it~' 'transmits pra~cal1y'none.. and
absorbs nearly the whole 'quantity. This absorption of heat
is particularly marked 'in the thin surface layer of duff when
the latter has a low moisture content. ' ,

The influence of surface duff temperatures on fuel
inflammability is much more marked in clearings' than in dense
forest stands. ~e duff lnyerln the forest never attains the
same temperature as in the open.. while even -the sarne degree
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of duff temperature 'in the forest 'does not produce the same
moisture conditions. The comparative temperatures at different
times on summer days 'are well illustrated by Stickel (al) and
reproduced here in Table No. la~ Stickel mentions the fact
that' surface duff temperatures of7aoF, 'and also a temperature
of'930 F one inch below the duff surface, indicate a serious'
condition of fire hazard in mixed forests in the North-East.

Wright (222) mentions the recording of duff temperatures
as high as l4aoFon areas without any shade, while under
similar conditions in N., Idaho a figure of laloF has been
recorded.

In N. Idaho'- Hayes (77) stresses the effect of insolation
in greatly increasing duff temperatures. For readings·tw~en
throughout August in three 'successive years on cleared'areas in
a mixed forest of conifers, Hayes found that the average maxi
mum duff surface temperatures exceeded the 'mean maximum air
temperatures as'follows:~ On a SoutheEn'aspect by 73·30 F,
on a fully exposedvalley'bottom by 53 F; ona northern aspect
by 36·aoF. Further investigation int~ low moisture contents
of the duff layers showed that' they'could'not be correlated
with the general-factors of air temperature and'relative humi
dity and that both low moisture content and high surface tem-'
peraturen of .duff'were due to direct insolation. On all clear
days during the month of August, -insolation had the effect of
reducing duff moisture content to the same figure each day,
irrespective of air temperatures and/or relative humidity.
While the investigations made wcr~in small clearings'and may
not be generally applied to areas under dense canopy -'the
trends sho\vn indicate the conclusion by Hayes that insolation;
where it was allowed to act on duff surfaces, exerted a drying
influence which dominated all other climatic factors.

In studying duff temperatures, Gast and stickel (56) also
showed that the greater the amount of solar radiation which
came into contact with surface 'duff, the lower was the duff
moisture 'content. ' Most U;S.: investigators have noted-that
high temperatures are associated with the most dangerous fire
weather.' '~ile such high temperatures' are usually 'associated
with strong drying 'V1inds~ 'as in the case' of the Lake states
and--the North West," comparatively 'calm hot weather'is also
very dangerous; particularly-in mountain areas; because of
the strong 'convection currents set up by surface heat and
from outbreaks of fire.

Larsen (Ill) has shorm that the length of-the fire season
in the various altitudinal forest zones of Northern Idaho and
Montana is governed largely by the number of days'having a
mean daily air temperature of over 500 F. Brown and Davis (20)
found in the Rocky Mountain Region that while the influence of
air temperature on fUelmoisturecontent'is theoretically
accounted for by changes in relative humidity and in rates of
fuel~, moisture evaporation; variations in burning conditions
on 312 fires were only explained when'consideration was also
given to air temperature fluctuations. They point out the
great effect of air temperature on relative humidity readings,
and when preparing a correlation of the major weather factors
which influence fire hazard, they'gave a definite proportiQnal
weight to air t~mpera~ure change~. ,

In New Hampshire, Lansing (107) has shown' that one of the
main weather factors preceeding periods 'of major fire occurr
ence, was the occurrence during the previous weele'of mean
daily max~ temperatures, and hours of sunshine, consistently
above average readings. '
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As in the case o£ other £ire weather £actors, investigators
have £ound that temperature readings must either be taken'during
the most severe conditions o£ hazard in early a£ternoon, or some
relation must be ,established between early morning readings and
the probable temperatures later in the day.

Among the points to be watched in obtaining true temperature
recordings 'are:-

in standard Weather Bureau
o£ equally sound desi~,
shelter £acing'North (in

(a) Proper'exposUre o£ thermometers
, shelters or in cheaper shelters
with the door or opening'o£ the
the Northern hemisphere).

(b)' , Correct mounting o£ instruments away rrom walls o£'the
shelter, the minimum thermometer to slope slightly towards
the bulb and the maximum thermometer sloping slightly away
£rom the bulb.

(c) Care£ul readings to be made, the hands o£ the observer to
be l{ept away rrom thermometer bulbs. Checks' to be always
made to ensure'that mercury" columns in the instruments
are 'not broken~- ~The minimum thermometer is read by holding
it vertically upside'down while the maximum thermometer
should'be read only after being lowered gently to a verti-
cal position.' '

For most weather"stations a pair o£ good maximum and minimum
thermometers" is su££icient but i£ automatic recordings are '
required to give a complete log o£ temperature changes either
thermographs or'hygrothermographs must be installed.' I£'the '
latter are used, any readings made during the day £rom thermometers
should be used as checks against the readings shown at such times
on the charts o£ the recording instruments. '

, ,

.:
-

•

, , 'The cost o£ standard' types o£ ma,.."Cimum and 'minimum thermo-
meters is approximately ~3·50 each as against a costo£ ~150 £or
a hygrothermograph.

(d) Wind Movement.,
, '

Wind movement as it a££ects the £nel,moisturecontent, and
the development o£ £ire hazards and £ire outbreaks, needs to be
discussed in detail, both as regards the 'velocity and the
direction o£ winds which occur generally in any region, and
locally in any. part o£ a £orest.

1. Wind' Velocity - High 'wind velocities may be o£ paramount
importance, as instanced by Gisborne (61)' who mentions

, the occurrence o£ a crovna £ire in a very strong 'wind
when the £orest£loor was actually snow-covered, and o£
serious "blo'w-up" days during periods'o£ high humidity.
In the Northern Rocky MountriinRegion, Gisborne rates .
wind (velocity and direction) as almost equal in importance
to £nel moisture content and investigators generally are
now agreed on the importance o£ asses'sing wind action, par
ticularly its velocity. Both the velocity and direction o£
wind are dictated by large scale atmospheric movements o£
air pressure and temperature, but local variations due to
topographical £eatures are o£ almost equal importance when
the e££ects o£ wind on £orest £1re hazard are studied.

Wind velocity is important not only as it af£ects the
drying rate o£ ~orest £nels but also in a£fecting the
rate o£ fire spread. Wind currents carry away the
layer of air in contact with drying fuels beforo this
layer can show any tendency to become sat~ated. By
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introducing a continuous supply o£'non-saturated air to'
the fuels, wind movement greatly ncc'elerates the process
o£ evaporation and the' loss o£ £uel moisture ·content.

-, ,

tfuen'a £orest fire is burning, 'wind currents carry
£ire horizontally to adjoining fuels, introduce necessary
oxygen to the £lames in large quantities, create the
necessary draught £or £ierce burning, and intensi£y the
danger £rom "spot" £ires ahead of the main' £ire. In a
£orest fire under still air conditions V~ight (222)
points out that about 84 percent of the theoretical
heat generated by a forest fire passes off, vertically
by'convection orrad:i1tion without'aiding'the lateral
spread of the fire. The effect of ,wind currents is to
drive at least part of 'this escaping heat horizontally
against adjacent fuels, and thus mwce a-fire less'

.amenable to control. With a plentiful supply of ground
fuels, and the develop:Wlent of crown fires, high winds
caused 'a rapid fire spread in the green foliage of tree
crowns, particularly in coniferous forests. Such foliage
may have a moisture content of 160 per cent-but intense
heat'liberates suf£icient resinous and volatile matter
to overcome the high moisture content and thus allow
burning. .

The effecto£ increased wind velocity is parti-·
cularly serious once fuel moisture content has reached
a hazardous percentage. Even in cases where only the
lighter £uels are in£lammable, strong winds rlill carry
sU£ficient heat to moister heavy fuels, cause their
rapid combustion" and cream uncontrollab'le £ires. 'Under
calm conditions with similar fuel moisture content, fire
spread might be practically impossible.

In California, Show and Kotok (170) estimated
that'''rate of spread, as, governed by wind. velocity, may
be stated to vary as the square, o£ the wind velocity",
and that wind velocity was £ully as important as relative
humidity in governing the rate of fire spread.

To illustrate'this'equation, one man might be able
to corral a'-£ire with-a wind strength'o£ 5 M.P.H. but if
the wind increased only to 15 M.P~H. a gang of 9 men
would be required to corral the srume £ire. The same
investigators also estimated that wind velocity in £ront
of a £orest fire might, be at least 40 per cent'greater .
than that prevailing velocity outside the fire. In the
same region Curry and Fons (35) have 'indicated that the
e£fect of windon the'rate o£ £ire'spread 'on level ground
is likely tobe'n proportional, rather than a logarith
mic relationship, as preViously su~posed.

In the Rocky Mountain Region, Brorffi and Davis (20)
strongly emphasise, the importance ,0£ wind - which they
assert '''had been the universal contributing £actor in
every uncontrollable £ire'that had occurred in the Regionu •

,They state £urther that strong winds account £or nost o£
the freak £ires which at times occur under "otherwise
unburnable conditions fl. Regiona.l evidence also indicated
that there was a big increase in uncontrolled fires
from calm to light Winds, but not a proportional increase
from'the effect of a 15 M.P.H. wind to that of a 25 M.P.H.
wind. Brown and Davis also'emphasises the importance of
gnuging local wind velocity, as well as the general
velocity, for a,certain region.
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topography. Thus on sJ~es exposed to strong winds severe
hazards will be prevalent,. If' wind direction is fairly
constant, the extent of the local illf'luence of wind can
be estimated after due consideration of such topographical
features as aspect slope, direction of valley drainage.,
With variable wind direction the true estimation of the
cumulative local,effect of wind movement becomes extremely
complex.

Table No. 17 shows the effect of general wind velo
city on the rate of spread of Californian fires, and more
information of this natUre could' no doubt be supplied
after due investigation. Bro\vnand Davis (20) assert that
rapid local fluctuations in fire behaviour which resulted
in the disastrous Blacl~1ater Canyon fire in 1937 were
directly related to c~~ging wind velocity.

vVhile the standard 3 or 4 cup anemometer provides
the only means of accurately mcasurin&_windvelocity,
the.cost of these instruments ~75 - ~O)'precludes .
their general use at all forest meteorological stations.
Even'the great majority of Weather Bureau stations are'not
oquipped with wind-recording instruments, and observers
have found it necessary to estimate wind velocities from
an empirical' scale knovm as the; "Beaufort Scale" - see
Table No. 19.' 'Vhe~ forestry investigation into wind move
ment became intensified it soon became apparent that the
Beaufort Scale'was'not descriptive, and that observers
were inclined to over-estimate' actUal volocities'. .A:3 a
result' the Northern'Roclcy 'Mountain Experiment Station
produced their' o\vn wind scale in 1933 (see Table No. 20)
and this has proved so successful, as to become'generally
adopted in.WesternU.S.A. ,and in Eastern ,Canada.

The siu:le'Stationhas'also produced a handy modified
anemometer, of an'inexpensive typo,' costing t3, the revolu..;.
tions of which can'be counted to give wind velocities
up to 30 M.P.H. .

The various classifications of wind velocity used
in the Northern Rocky' Mountain Wind Scale have also been
used by Jemison (98) in evolVing a Wind Scale for use in
Eastern U.S.A. Jemison varied the descriptions in the
Northern Rocky Mountain Scale so that' Eastern observers
could estimate wind velocity'from a study of the effect
of Wind on nearby vegetabion, especially during seasons
when Hardwood species were without leaves (See Table No.' 21)

, .

Foresters interested in measuring wind velocity by
means of instruments have sought to'interest manufacturers
in the design. of cheap but efficient types of anemometer •
The most reliable of these cheaper instruments is the
Stewart' type which uses' a pair of dry cells to provide 'un
electrical contact and a buzzing sound when the arm of
the anemometer revolves sufficiently to record l/60th part
of one mile per hour of wind. By counting the number of
"buzzes ll during a period of one or two minutes the velo
city in Miles per hour can be 'determined. For example if
tllO buzzes" are counted within a tv/o' minute period the
wind velocity is five miles per hour. ,

~le Stewart type, which costs $6.00, is in wide use'
by the Forest Service in many parts of U.S.A. and attempts
are now being made to,produce an inexpensive type of dial
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recording anemometer. Jemison (98) describes an attach
ment that 'can be'fitted to the Stewart instrument to give
a continuous record of wind movement. .

No general agreement has been reached by foresters
in'regard to the height 'above ground at which anemometers
should be expos~d. Many' observers "prefer to record the
lower wind velocities experienced close to ground level
as such wind is in contact with ground fuels~ In some
Regions a standard height of 20 feet is insisted on,
Jemison (98) suggests a height of 8 feet above ground
under'tree canopy in the 'Appalachian R~gi~n, ~hile in
California. the Regional'pra.ctice is to mount anemometers
in the open at 9 feot above g~pund•

II Wind Direction. Direction of wind is important in fire ' ,
weather studies,' as. within' certain'broad'limits it serves
to 'indicate general weather trends. 'This is particularly'
the 'case when a change of wind 'direction is 'usually
associated with a definite chango in relativehucidity or
in wind strength.' The direction of wind may not be
important in all regions of U.S.A. but it is of 'particular
interest in'the Western region. In the Pacific North
West region~ Easterly winds are'dry and hot after blowing'
over the semi~arid areas of'Eastern Oregon ,and Washington.
When ..they occur,' a fire hazard is created which is ori.ly
reli~d when winds veer to the-West'or North~ 'This
relation of wind diroction is'perhaps more pronounced than
an~1here' else in the United States, with the'possible ,
exception of Southern" California. 'In'Eastern U.S.A.
Stickel (181) has prepared a table, reproduced here in
Table No. 22, showing the influence of various winds on
fuel moisture content ,in New York state, North'and lIorth
West winds being' most ~angerous,~n,this,!egion~

Folweiler and Brown (51)· pUblish another table (see
Table No. 23) showing the relative effect of various '
wind directions on'fire weather development in New Jersey'
which shows that North West winds are as dangerous there
as demonstrated by Stickel for New York state. ' .. ... .

In 'California, Munns "(138) 'found 'that winds from a
Northerly direction were conducive to considerable fire
danger, as they were experienced'in the case of 75 per
cent of all fires more than 500 acres in ~xtent and for
93 per cent of all fires o~ more than 1,000 acres.

vVhile foresters can obtain reasonably accurate
Weather Bureau, or local, forecasts of general wind
direction in their locality they have to study the
local influence of marked topographical features on
wind direction. In some cases it is found that a' com
bination,of such local'effects results in sweeping
draughts along narrow valleys, or a local wind current
quite different from the general direction.' 'The regu-'
larity of local wind movement 'also 'needs further study.
In New Hrumpshire, Lansing (107) showed that the move
ment of wind direction on'mountains was more or less
uniform by day and night -'whereas during clear weather
the valleys'showed'anupdrnught during the day and a
down draught at night~. ' '
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TABLE U o. 19.

•

BEAUFORT EXPLAN/"TORY

SCALE TITLES

0 Calm
1 Light air ~

2 Slight breeze
3 Gentle II

4 li:oderato n
5 i;:;lresh It

6 Strong "
7 lHigh wind .
8 Gale
9 Strong 'gale

Beaufort Wind Scale used by U.S. Weather Bureau •
...

SPECIFICP.TIOl1 FOR USE ON LAND

Calm-smoke rises vertically.
Wind direction shown by smoke drift but not by wind vanes
Wind felt on face, leaves rustle, ordinary vane moved by wind
Leaves and small twigs in constant reotion, light flag extended by wind
Wind raises dust and loose paper, small branches are moved '
Small trees in leaf begin to suay, crested wavelets form on inland

, waters
Large branches in, Illotion, whistling of telegraph wires heard, umbrellas

, used with difficulty
V/hole trees in motion, inconvenience felt in walking against wind
~1igs broken off trees, progress generally impeded
Slight structural da~~ge occurs (chimney pots and slates removed on

roofs

H.P.H. TERl:!S USED III

s tarotc)
,_U .S'.. '\TEATHER

B"01iEAU FORECASTS

~l)
1~3 ) LIGHT
4-7 ) -6-12 GENTLE ...:t

13-18 gODERATE ())-
19-24 FRESH

25-31) STROnG
32-38)
39-4~~

GALE .
47-54)
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TAB L E NO. 20.

•
Northern Rocky l~rountain Scale of Wind Veloci t:y.

EFFECT OF \'IIUD
WIlID TERl.IS USED IN

VELOCITY U.S. WEATHER
M.P .H. EUREAUFORECASTS

-1 Calm

"1-3 Very light -~
4-7 Light -,.......

.8-12 Gentle

Smoke rises vertically, no movements of leaves or bushes
Leaves of quaking Aspen in constant motion, small branches of bushes sway, slender branchlets and

twigs of trees move gently, tallgrasses and Vleeds stray and bend with wind, wind vane barely moves

Trees of pole size in the open sway gently, wind felt distinctly on face, loose scraps of paper.move
wind flutters small flag. '.' ".

Trees of pole size in the open sway very noticeably; large branches of trees, .in the open, of pole size
toss, tops of trees in dense stands s~ay, ~ind extends small flag, few crested waves on lakes

Trees of pole size in the open sway violentiy, whole trees in dense stands sway noticeably, dust is
raised on roads.

Branchlets are brol::en from trees, inconvenience felt in walking against wind

Trees are severely damaged by breaking of -tops and Qranches,progress is impeded when walking against
Wind, structural damage, shingles are blovrnoff

13-18
19-24

25-38

Moderate
Fresh

strong
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TABI,E no. 21.

•". ,

Appalachian Mountain Scale of Wind velocity.
, (A guide for estimati~g vind velocities in the Appalachian Mountains during Fall, Winter and

Spring when trees are leafless)

EFFECT OF WIND

Smoke rises vertically, nO,movement of trees, bushes, leaves or grass
Dead leaves on Oal:s rustle, Tallgrasses and weeds sway slightly; Leaves and ~vigs of Laurel move

very gently, Wind vane barely moveD "
Stands of Broom Sedge sway and bend with wind, ~7igs,of hardwood trees and slender switches move

very gently, Small branches of Pines move noticeably, Wind flutters small flag, Wind felt
di stinetly on face "

Dry leaves on ground are blown about, ~"igs of Hardwood trees move. distinctly, Branches of Laurel
shake and toss; Large branches of Pines in the open toss, Wind extends light flag

Tops of large Hardwood trees sway noticeably, Pines in the open sway violently, Dust is raised on
roads

Entire Hardwood trees sway, their tops Whip violently, Small bligs are broken from Pines, Incon-
venience is felt in walking against the wind .

Branches broken from Hardwood Trees, Progress is impeded when walking against the wind

WIND CLASS TERljS USED In .
VELOCITY U. S. WEATEER

In H.P .H. IDREAU FCRECfSTS
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T'A B L E NO. 22•.

'Showing relation between Wind Direction and Average
Surf'ace Duf'f'.. Moisture Content. 'All readings taken

2 p.m. New Y?rk state - 1928-9.

'ORDER OF WIND AVERAGE·MOISTURE WIND ORDER OF
RELATIVE DffiECTIOn PER CENT FREQUENCY WIlID
DRYNESS· OF DUFF SURFACE FREQUEncy

1 N.W. 32!'7% 430 1
2 N. 34- 6 141 5
3 'VI. 37·1 259 2
4 N.E. 37·1 60 8
5 S. 37·7 164 4
6 S.\1. 38·4 232 3
7 CALM 40·1 113 7
8 S.E. 40~7 115 6
9 E. 45.0 17 9

,. TAB L E NO. 23.

Showing relation between Wind Direction and Forest Fire
Weather - New Jersey - 1926.

PREVAILING'WIND DIRECTION NO. OF FmE PER CENT(2 p.m. Readings) DAYS

•
North 13 7%
North-East 11 6

, East· . 1 0.5
South-East 18 9
South' 16 8
South-Wast 30 15
West· 42 22

..~ North West 63 32'.
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.
(e) Atmospheric pressure.

Air pressure is moro o~ a guide to ~ture weather conditions,
than to the current fire hazard, especially in assisting the pre
diction of wind direction and velocity, relative humidity, tem
perature, precipitation etc. Foresters ~ind their own metoorolo
gical record~ngs capable of much ,greater interpretation and sig
nificance if 'such recordings aro'usedin'conjunction with, daily
weather maps showing barometric pressure in 'their region, or
approaching their region. 'While admitting that local i~luences,
particularly in mountain areas;' have an' upsetting' in~luence on ,
the normal development or direction of pressure systems, foresters
often find that there is' a' particular arrangement of these' , "
systems ~or 'their 'own region which moans the development of very
serious fire hazard.

, For instance in New Hampshire, Lansing (106)~ound that on
80 per cent o~ days on which~ires occurred in a'particular forest,
therowas an arrangement o~ pressure systems which placed a .
"High" to the South of the region and a "Low" to the North
resulting in a ~low of warm air fiom South to' North.

- - ... . ... .

Daily-maximum and "minimUm' air pressures were found 'by Stickel
(181) to, occur at about 10 a.m. and 4' p.m. in oach case, being a
few'hours later than the opposite extremes of air 'temperature.
Evaporation was a1so'~otind to varydir~ctlywith barometric
pressure, while relative humidity varied inversely with it.

Up 'to the present, research into'Tire woather has 'been
directed chiefly towards 'allocating values for the major elements
which constitute such weather. Once reasonable certainty exists
as to the 'identity of the most important ~actors, barometric
prossuros"as expressed in daily Weather Bureau maps, will be
of considel"'able importance in'the attempted fOl"ecasting for
local regio~s of the most impo~tant weather trends.

Even now; foresters observing fire weather require baro~
metric readings'- if these are read ~rom self-recording baro~
graphs shOWing the'trends of pressure, and the rapidity' of
pressure changes, these readings' are'ofi.nmediateand pr'actical
importance. As with other instruments o~ a self-rocording nature
the cost of barographs ~65 or more) is an obstacle to their
general use - although mercurial barometers may cost almost, as
much.

'Following barometric readings and other fire weather record
ings, foresters in Vlestern U.S.A. have a great opportunity to
localise the Weather Bureau forecast issued between 6 a.m. and
7 a.m. each morning. As'this general forecast is for a 24 hour
period commencing at 5 p.m. on the same day, 'forest observers
have ample notice of general pres sur0 trends" on which to base
their local review of fire-weather conditions.

(f) Cloudiness •

. The respective amounts of sunshine and ,cloudiness during
or preceding fire weather have recently attracted some
attention from foresters. Even light cloud'layers will modify
air temp'eraturos and'reduce the rate of evaporation shown by
duff layers; but little statistical data is available to'indicate
the extent to which cloudiness' is of 'value. Cloudiness may
improve or hinder visibility fiom lookouts and will thus affect
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fire control practice. During fire weather, cloudiness is of
more importance in conserving fuel moisture content when it
occurs during theday~ Clouds at night tond to,minimise the'
normal reduction 'in air temperature, especially near'the sur
face of the forest floor, .,' whichuilder clear skies may increase
humidity to near saturation' point.,

. The study of clouds has further interest for 'observers 'of
forest'fire,;"weather -'as a knowledge ofcloti.d'types and cloud
movement enables the observer to'predictprobable wind move
ment, precipitation:, humidity etc" '!fobservers 'have high'
peaks of known elevation; or other means of measuring'the height
of the cloud',basesduringthundory \7eather,meteorologists may'
b~ abl~, ~C?"p~e~~~~ the extent and severity of lightning storms.

(g) Evaporation.

,. This' factor is not now' commonly used in studying fuel .
moisture content -,the principal reason being the difficulty
in correlating'the'measured loss from free~water surfaces, in
evaporimeters or'atmometers,with the loss of:duff'moisture in '

" a similar period. This' view has been' expressed by such investi
gators as Show and Kotolt (170) and ~isbor~e '(59).

I

On the other' hand; Sticltel (181) experimented with twin'
atmometers,and found that"for Nevi York' state, 'the hourly rate'
of evaporation from'these'iltmometers'closelyfollowed the loss
of duff moisture content -over 8770 paired' observations •. "Under
Widely differing,conditions inCalifornia,l~s (138) found
that evaporation measurement was the best means'of anticipating
loss in fuel moisture content. '

In Canada; Wright (222) found that, '8, high relationship
existed between duff moisture content and atmometer evaporation
figures -'but'this relationship ceased to be" effective once'
duff fuels reached the inflammable 'stage', (19-23: per cent for mixed
conifers"24-34 per cent in'Red Pine). BelO\v'this stage relative
humidity had to be con~~dered'as w~ll as evaporation rates.

'. Evaporation 'is actually a'reflection'of the combined' effect
of wind movement, air temperature, relative humidity: and solar
radiation. If the particular importance of these fou.rfactors
can be emphasised' independently 'of 'evaporation tests, greater'
precision and accuracy should result from fire weather studies.

In any, case 'the use of ' porous cup atmometers can hardly be.
recommended for field observations except in'the case of a few
experienc~d obse~y'e~s~

(ii) Edaphic factors.

Vfuen discussing climatic factors 'it has been indicated that
there are a number of ,local factors, mainiy topographical, which
have a distinct bearing' on fuel moisture content by either'
retarding or intensifying the general influence'of cltmate~ No
study of fuels or 'of' their moisture content should ignore the
most apparent of these local factors, although it is admitted
that lengthy experience is needed in any particular locality if
a full knowledge is to be obtained of' their ini'luence ..

(a) Elevation.
, ,

This factor is mainly considerod important in its effect on
prevailing temperatures and relative humidity - both of which'
affect 'fuel moisture content to a major extent.. /my great lOcal
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range in elevation undoubtedly introduces more complexities
than ever into the study or ruel moisture content, especially
where topographical reatures are so extensive and variable a~
to arrect the normal movement and development or barometric
pressure systems and to nulliry the value or regional rorecasts~
The very l~ted application or such rorecasts in the rough
topography or 'the Rocky Mountain region was long ago stressed
by Beals (14). ". "

Vfuere marked variations in topography are marked by alter
nating and steep-sided ridges' and valleys, the shading or lower
slopes ,by morning or arternoonshadows may check to an appreci
able extent the loss or ruel moisture on such slopes.

Elevation has a marked errect on relative humidity, readings
or humidity being lower at high elevations ror the same tempera
ture recording, particularly during" daylight hours. , This has
been pointed out by Hayes (77) in N.ldaho, 'and by Bauer' (13) in
Calirornia. "'The1atter'published comparative readings in the"
Chaparral zone in the'Santa Monica'Mountains which showed a
relative humidity shortly berore' noon 'or 45 per cent at an"
elevation or 2,819'feet as against a reading or· 72 per cent at
747 feet elevation. ' '

"

Precipitation also tends to increase with elevation'up to
.what is knmm as a "zone or maximum precipitationll,after which
it tends to decrease. These 'dirferences 'are more marked with
heavy rainrall, and in the local"wet" season. Price and Evans
(154) round that winter precipitation at 8850 reet elevation
in Utah was three' times that at the 5575 "reet level, while the
summer rainrall at the higher level was twice as great as
that at 5575 feet.

In regions where prevailing winds blow fairly cons:bantly,"
increases in elevation are usually associated with increased
exposure to Wind, with consequent increases in rire hazard.
Hayes (77) round that the maximum daily velocity of wind ..
occurred between 2 and 4 p.m., wind velocity being greater at
the higher' elevations both day and night~ :particularly' on
Southern aspects. 'Increased elevation' is usually associated'
with'decreased'temperatures~but several studies have 'recently ,
shown' that it it by no means the case-in every instance. Bates
(12) ro~d that on steep Northern slopes the cool and moist
conditions at the ,base or such slopes became progressively'

,warmer and drier as the slope ,was ascended. ,
, .

In llorthern C'alirornia,'Show (162) roUnd' that comparing
forest' litter at elevations of 4,000, 5,000, 6,000 and 7,000
feet, the litter 'on a Northern aspect was driest at 6,000 reot
and wettest at 4,000 feet.. On a Southern' aspect, 'driest con
ditions were met at 7,000 feet and 'wettest at 6,000 fee,t.
In Northern Idaho, Hayes (77) has carried, out comprehensive.
studies on the inrluence of altitude and aspect on climatic
factors which govern fuel moisture. These studies were made
by comparing records of weather and fuel moisture at a

, valley station (2,300'foet elovation) with those at elevations
of 2,700; 3,800 and 5,500 reet on Northern' and Southern aspects
on each side of the Priest River' valley. All recordings were
made during.the clear and.hot conditions which prevailed 'in
the month of August during 1936,1937' and 1938. One interesting
feature was'that mean temperatures 'of the IIdufr layer" on the
S. slope, at the respective stations, were 1500 , 1640 and 1480 P.
as compared with a mean temperature of l390F. for duff on the

. valley bot~om. On the Northern slope much oOolerdufr tem-

• .. ".
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~howing Number of hours on an average day in August (fron studies in August 1936-38 inc.) in which Forent Fuels ~ere
placed in va.rious I.Ioisture" Content classes. '

FUEL 1.:0I STURE CLASS
I-----------------------;-------,.-----------t ,ORDER OFSI.TUATIOn

AlID
ELEVATION

VERY LOTU
18·6-2~, I

Moisture

LOVI
13·5-18·5%

Moisture

UEDIU11
10-6-13-4%
Moisture

HIGH'
7·5-10-5%
Moisture

.EXTRE!'liE

0-7-4%
Moisture

IlIFL.'\.1'Il.!-

ABILITY

(i) BRANCHYlOOD (': . IIdiarallter) FUELS.

North Asnect
2700' Elevation 0 0 11'* 12:; 0

"
,,,

16~ 7'-·3800' 0 0 0 :z
5500' " 0 0 5 19 0

Valley Bottom (2300' ) 0 1 7 .7~ 8~-
South Asnect

2700' Elevation 0 0 2" . 1"''- 8:ct, . vrZ
3800 ' II 0 0 I 0 7 17·
5500 ' '11 0 0 0 24

.
0

(ii) DUFF LAYER.

North Aspect .
7*,- ,

2700' Elevation 6 4 5 l~-"-
3800' It 0 14 4 3 3
5500' It 1.{-; 8'" , 3 4 7(2300' ) 7tr. 31: 21rValley Bottom '2 n' 3'" 7,.. ~

South Aspect. I
' ,

2700' Elevation 0 7~· 4 4 . 8'~
3800' It 0 r~

2 8 4'-· 9X
5500' It 0 7:},~ 4 3f ~

..' .2 9,

I

L
. ,

- -
... .'

-CD
I ro

:>
7 -
4
6
3

2
;I.
5

.

7
6
4
5

3
1
2
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peratures prevailed throughout than that 'in the valley,"the
respective stations recording'119 0 , 1210 , and 1l10 P. The
general'effect of'elevation and aspect is summarised in
Table No~ 24, where the'respective hazSU'ds experienced at the
various stations are recorded'f'or two types of forest fuels.
From these tables it can be noted'that the three stations
on the 'Southern aspect were all:moreohazardous than the valley
bottom,whi1e theUorthern aspec,t stations vlere generally less
hazardous than the valley. The most striking f'eature is the
respective dryness' of the various elevations on each aspect-
On the southern aspect -the degree of' hazard was in the f'ollow-

, ing order -'Mid slope, Upper Slope, Lower Slope, while on the
Northern aspect there Was little difference between the Mid slope
and Upper slope but the Lower slope showed 'easily the least
hazard. Themainf'eature which emerged from Hayes' study was
his discovery pf'a nocturnal-inversion of temperature in t~e
2300-3800 feet zone, the temperature increasing ,at night from
the valley bottom to the' top of the "inversion layer" at 3S00
feet~ Between 2300 and'3800 feet there existed on practically
every night f'rom July to September during the three consecutive
years 1936-38, an-altitudinal zone where the air at night Was
15-lSoP war.cer than that' either above or below the zone. Not
only'was the temperature greater, but relative humidity was
less,duf'f temperatures higher, and the moisture contents of'
fuels'was lower. This discovery explodes the commonly
accepted theory'thatmountainslopes are 'less hazardousf'rom a'
protection viewpoint, during the night hours, than the valleys
and immediate slopes to the valleys. In Hayes' own words -
liThe level of' highest f'ire danger (Which is at the'lower eleva
tions during the day), 'mounts the slopes af'ter sunset, comes to'
rest during the night-some 700-1000 f'eet above the 'valley f'loor,
return's to' the f'oot of ,the mountairis af'ter sunrise, and by 9 a.m.
is f'airly ~if'orm f'or all 'elevations on both aspects".

(b) Aspect.

~1ing to their' greater exposure to solar radiation, Southern
aspects in U.S.A. are usually marked by lower moisture content
of ground fuels and by more xerophytic types of' tree or ground
vegetation. '

As indicated by Lansing (107), Southern aspects dry out
much'f'aster than those facing North after any appreciable
rainf'all. This has also been de~onstratedbyHayes (77) in
his comprehensive investigation into elevation and aspect modi
f'ications of' the n. Idaho climate, already described. Hayes
f'ound that after any'appreciable rain, the duf'f layer on Northern
aspects remained non-inflammable (When above 10% moisture content)
f'or an average period of'l·6days,'as compared with 0·8, days on
Southern aspects, and 0-9 days in the valley, bottom - these
figures being for small clearings in the forest.

The mean temperature of the duf'f' surf'ace during the month
of August was found by Hayes to'vary from an average f'or
several elevations of 1170 P on a Northern aspect, to l390 F in '
the valley bottom, and to 1540 P f'or the same elevations on the'
Southern aspect. ,\Vhile these variations might not be so marked
under f'orest canopy, they at least indicate the wide influence
of aspect on drying conditions. Another interesting result'
ob~ained by Hayes was an indication that the comparatively
cooler and moister conditions in evidence on Northern aspects
became less marked as elevation increased. In fact, day-time

. temperatures at tho 5500 feet level were 0·7oP cooler on the
Southern aspect than they were on the opposite side of the
valley at the sam~ elevation, while at lower levels of 3S00
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feet 2700 feet, the Northern aspect was found cooler by l-loF
and 4-30 F respectively_

Aspect must also 'be considered in reference to local pre
vailing winds, or to the'most dangerous \'Iindsoccurring dUring
the fire season_' As shown on Tables Nos~' 22 and'23 the most
serious winds experienced during 'the summer ,in the ITorth:Eastern
region are'those'from the'North~ North West and West. A:J shown
on Table'lto. 22 such-winds greatly influence fuel moisture con
tent, and it is reasonable to'assumethat steep slopes exposed
to such winds would show an accelerated loss of fuel ~oisture.

" It is difficult', to generalise" on the influence of aspoct
throughout thecountry~except'toobservethat it is most
important to study local aspects ii" a'detailed knowledge of
forest fuels and their moisture content is to be obtained., . ..-.. .

In Northern Idaho and'Montana, Larsen and Delavan (lOS)
have'indicated the effectof'topography in checking extensive
outbreclrs 'of fire where the general trend of aspect 1s at
right angles to prevailing ,Westerly summer winds. '. On the
other hand, the incidence of main topographical features
parallel to such winds in'Central Idaho intensifies their
drying influence on forest fuels' and also the "fanning" effect
of wind on the rate of fire spread.. . .

(c) . Slope.

The greater the amount of slope, 'the greater influence
will convectional and general winds exert in the drying of
forest fuels and in assisting the rate' of fi~e spread_ 'steep
slopes-also directly influence the -degree of exposure ,to
solar radiation --as an illustration it might be found that
a,precipitous'slope might receive no direct sunlight during
midsummer, 'and 1!light yet be'exposed to' strong-prevailing winds •

. Other steep slopes-might receive the full force of both sun
light and'wind velocity.

Generally speaking, it has been found that, steepness of
slope intensifies, the influence 'of aspect, particularly where
prevailing winds combine with aspect in either building up or
mitigating conditions of hazard among forest fuels •

In fire protection'studies, the steepness of slopes has
so far been considered more in respect'of its influence on
rate of $pread'of fires. Fires rapidly become'uncontrollable
on'''up-slopes'', and the fatigue of f'ire fightersis'greatly
increased among steep' slo'pes. Even steep ,"down-slopes II' may
be troublesome 'owing' to the need for trenching, fire lines to
catch live embers.or burning debris which rolla down these'
slopes. '

(d) Vegetative cover.

All investigators agree that the density and general
effectiveness of the cover provided by trees and'other vege
tation greatly influences the effect of general climate and
of local topography on the moisture content of fuels. The
nature of the forest' cover type has a primary influence ,in
determining the nature of f'uels and their exposure~. Thus
Stickel (18l) found in the· North East that coniferous and
mixed types 'of forests produced a loosely compacted duff

',layer, while hardwood areas yielded a layered type of litter
that retained it~ ~~is~ure,toamuch greater extent.

Stickel also points out that the end of the spring fire
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season and the beginning of a similar season in the autumn
. are determined largely by the respective _appearance and dis
appearance of hardwood foliage~ The ameliorative influence
of hardwood" canopy" on fuel moisture conte-nt is so marked as
to confino the North";Eastern-fire season in Hardwood forests
to the--sprin~-and auturm-months when the deciduous trees are
not "in leaf'. The effect of various Cover Types elsewhere
on the rate 6f sproad of fire is graphically illustratod in
Table No. 14•

Elsewhere Simson (173) found marked differences in the
duff moisture content and relative humidity prevailing in
clear-cut lands and mature forests in the Douglas Fir cover
type of the Facific Northwest. The moisture content of litter
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on cutover'lands wns very low (13-25 per cent) in the early
summer, but after early summer rain, ~resh herbage grently
increased this moisture content and little hazard was
experienced throughout the summer." On the other hand the
moisture content of duf~ under mature ~orest was high (200
per cent) in the early summer, (end o~ April) but ,then
decreased rapidly to reach 35'per'cent at the end.o~ June
and 23 per cent ~n mid-August.

In Idaho," Gisborne (62) made tests of the degree o~
in~lwnmability (as expressed by duff moisture content)
experienced on three"sites situated'within a circle less
than a mile in diameter, and classified as:-

l~ Moist site on a fully tUtbered -N. W." 'rispec't
2~ Medium " n II partially cut over 'knoll" ,
3. Dry II II II <?lear cut full exposed ~lat.

" 'As shown in Table No~ 27 the £Ullytimbered urea showed
the loV/ost in:t'lammab"ility. . " , "

At the same Experiment Station,Jemison (99) compared
similar ef~ects o~ varied meteorological conditions and o~
du~~moisture ,percentages experienced under' (1)' Dense
virgin timber (mixed coni~ers); (2) Under'approxir.lately
hal~ the' original canopy and' (3) In the' open with only
scattered regrowth. The comparative results obtained by
Jemison are illustrated in Table No~ 28 and are su~ficiently
comprehensive and consistent to be regarded as noteworthy
illustrations of the effect o~ forest. cover.

(e) Soil moisture.

This '~actor was long thought', to directly in~luence the
moisture content of duff but close investigations made
recontly in Canada by \1right (222) showed that even in the
case o~ soils where the moisture contentwas'arti~icially
maintained at 5 and 40'per 'cent respectively, the'difference
in readings of d~~, moisture'content'on the respective sites
was only 1 or'2 per 'cent. In tho'forest, Vlright'~ound a
variation in soil moisture ranging ~om 3 to 23 per cent
with little change in duff moisture content. Stickel '(lSI)
obtained a significant ,correlation between du~f moisture
and the moisture content 'of mineral soils in New York state
beneath' a 12 11 layel' of organic material. Both 'Wright' and "
Stickel, however, determined the effect of soil moisture on
'~he daytime moisture content of duff. Hayes (77) points out'
that the Influence of soil moisture on that of the duff layer
is mainly fel~ during the night andmay'assist in reducing
duff hazard in' cases such as were found to exist in Idaho,.
Where the conditions of'firehazard increased at night on
the middle slopes of a valley. '

E. Methods for Measuring Fuel Moisture Content.
, '

Research workers' studying summer weather, and its influence
on the moisture content of forest fuels, agree that nocombina
tion of meteorological or'edaph:l.c indices can be used 'to deter
mine the exact moisture content'of'forest fuels at any time.
Even the lightest types of ,fuel, such as' surface 'duff or dry
grass, only ~ollow the trends o~ climatic and,topographical
factors as regards their moisture content. For instance,

•
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,

Showing the relation be~~een Cover Types (and their crown'density) and Duff ~oisture Content for 2 p.m. readings
tak~n daily during fire season - June 6 to September 22, 1927.

STATION IN OPEN STATION IN THE FOREST
TOTAL

COVER TYPE LOCATION no. OF DUFF "DAYS AVERAGE -DUFF DAYS AVER.lI.GE
liOISTURE RELATIVE MOISTURE RELATIVE

DAYS HUHIDITY HUHIDITY..-.
% No. % ~ % No. % % co

~-
White Pine~Hemlock

12 ·fat 850' elevation Petersham, Mass •. 109 15 or less 74 67·9 52 15 or less 14 39
~tlxed Hardwoods and Conifers

at 1800' elevation Cranberry Lak~ u. York 109 do. 49 45·0 55 "do. 0 C --
Young mixed stand of Red

Spruce, Balsam Fir and
Cedar" Elk Lake, u. York 109 do •. 38 34;9 57 do. 0 . C --\

Second growth Red Spruce and
Balsam Fir Smyrna Mills," Maine 109 do. 35 32·1 41 do. 7 6·~ 40
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.

•
Shouing Relation between imnortant Weather elements and Fire Hazard develonment in Open and Under Forest - New

Yorl{ Sta.te-1926-29. '

HAZARD COUMEUCES III ELEMEnTAL DIFFERENTIAL
.

PRODUCED BY INFLUENCEWEATHER ELEMEnT
OPEN AT FOREST AT OF FOREST CANOPY·

Air Temperature 68°F SeldoD Dufficiently high ---
Duff Temperature 78°F· It It· II ---
Soil Temperature 64°F " " It ---
Relative Humidity 62% 26% 36
Depression of dew-point 140 P . 340 P 20,
Hours since last measurable rain 35 195 160
Evaporation rate per hour 1·25 c.c. 2·23 c.c. 0·98

-Q)
co
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Showing nercentages of time, from June 12 to August 30, on which various degrees of inflamnability occurred in
u. Idaho.

-0:>
~
"-"

EXTREHE EXTRE1IE .
EXTREI-m EXTREME HIGH HIGH

I 1'!FLAM~.!ABILITY EXTRE!',~ & HIGH MEDIUM MEDIU1.1 llIL ,
HIGH &. & LOW &l':iEDIUM LOW VERY LOW

,

Dry site - Clear cut, .exposed flat 76 83 86 89 93 . 7

Medium II - partially cut over knoll 57 74 79 83 85 15 ,.

Hoist " - Fully timbered N.W. slope 5 43 59 68. 75 25 .

~

A V ERA GE 46 67 .75 80 84 16
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•
Showing average readin~s of weather etc_ and fuel moisture for variable stoclcing of forest_ . Priest River Forest

Experiment Station - N_ Idaho_
(Readings taken during JUly & August -1931,32, & 33)

FULLY 'TIMBERED HALF':'TIMBERED CLEAR-CUT
FACTOR MEASURED AREA AREA AREA

Maximum Air Temperature 79- SOp 81··7oP 84-10p
Soil Temperature at 12" Depth, 51- 40p 53· 9°F 59- 60p
~~ximum Surface Duff Temperature 77-00p 9l-60F °126- 9 F,
Relative humidity - 4.30-p.m. 35' 8%

c/ft.
29-0~ 27'3%

per c/ftAbsolute " _ 11 3'343 grains per 2-886 grains 2-817 grains
Wind Movement during day 3.8 miles 18·8 miles 32.6 miles
Evaporation rate (1931 & 1932 only) 40'0 grams 77· 0 grams 163'0 grams
Duff moisture content 18·8%. 16 -5% . 8·2%.
2 11 Branchwood moisture content 11.1% g- 5% 6'4~ "
Highest duf£ temperature measured 94°F 1220 p 1580 p
LO\'lest " " " 8. sOp ·8·00p 3'50F
Lowest 2 11 Branchwood moisture content measured 7·5%. 7'/0 '3· 5%
Average %of days with duff moisture be10w" 10% 8-1~ 32-3% 88.7% .

.

..-.
to
o-

•
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temporary increases in relative humidity of the'air do not"
greatly affect the summer loss of fuel moisture, as it requires
either 100 per cent humidity or" rainfall to check the evapora
tion of wet fuels. Once dried to a moisture content of 10 per
cent (oven dry weight basis) light fuels will remain almost
equally dangerous despite any teoporary increase" in relative
humidity. Fuels of varying' dimensions and de~sity require
various periods "to become dangerous after being wet, thus pre
venting any simple correlation between Relative Humidity and
Fuel Moisture Content, whil~ different fuels lag-f~r' varying
periods behind major weather "changes. " In"a"denseforest stand
such fuels as duff, branchwood,' windfalls ~ . snags "etc •. may each
act independently as regards rate of drying and absorption of
moisture under identical conditions of weather, topography and
canopy.

The determination 'of duff moisture content has been usually
'attempted, as 'it-is realised that· this fuel is most susceptible
to'clilnatic fluctuations for any given locality. Methods .
attempted include:-

. - ~ . .

(i) Direct measurement of Duff Moisture Content.

•

Ca)

(b)

Sampling method~"" -
. This method as suggested by Show (162) 'consisted

of selectin~ a representative sample, of duff, weighing'
the- sample, dryingit"in an oven to eliniinate moisture,
re-weighing to" ascertain-the oven-dry weight 'of the
sample,'and'finally computiIig"the'moisture content of
the sampleon'an"oven-dry weight basis~ .The method
hl:ld the "follo\~ing s~rious disndvantages:-'

1. It. was extremely slow, requiring several days for
each moisture determination
2. . It required sensitive and expensive apparatus for
both drying and weighing .
3. It was extremely difficult, if at all possible,
to select. one truly representative sample of duff.

The wire basket method.'
Simson (174) used a wire basket of one cubic

foot capacity, suspended 4i-feet above ground, in _,
which to-place samples 'of such fuels a.d dried bracken
fern etc. and sUbject them to atmospheric drying.. .
By twcing daily moisture determinations of the fuel
suspended in the-basket he obtained'a very close
correlation between ·their daily moisture content and
relative humid~ty readings •

. Nichols (142) used "a siniilar basket placed in
direct contact with the ground, in which to place
samples of duff from. a layer 1" thick on the forest
floor.

As pointed out by Stickel (18l)'both these
methods are open to considerable criticism, in that
the fuels were subjected to an unnatural intensified
influence"of all drying factors. The methods ignored
the correlation which is thought to exist between the
drYness of the surface duff and the moisture present
lower dO\nl in the duff and in the soil itself. In
Nichols' method.the use of duff to a depth of 1 inch,
would give higher average moisture content than that
of -surface duff.

(c) The breaking' test method.
McCarthy (120) aevised a simple and empirical
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method for determining the moisture content of dead'
hardwood leaves by the degree 'of cracking 'and break
ing exhibited by them. Hefound'that'Oak'leaves
with 20-40 per cent moistUre content 'cracked when'
creased but did not break; with 14 to 20 per cent

,moisture'the leaves'cracked if folded 'more than 'a
right angle" 'but did not break freely" especially
at 'the veins; with 10'to 14 ,per cent moisture they
broke entirely if'bent at a right angle; and with
10 per cent moisture they broke but did not crumble
if crushed,in the hand.

~ ,

,. Stickel' (181) used this method on dead Yel~ow
Birch and Sugar Maple leaves and obtained practically
identical results. 'Burning tests' also made with'
leaves 'of various Hardwoods showed that leaves could
not ,bo:'readily"lgnited with' a match when' 'containing
more than; 40' per c'ent 'moisture. Ignition with a
match was possible with'moisture'rangineCfrom 20 to
40 per cent" and was easy with moisture contents of
less than 20 per cent.

The duff h grOlneter ~ ,,' , ..' , . ,
.Thls1n~trument was invented by the U.S. Forests

Products Laborntoryand'was developed with the co
operation of the Northern Ro~cy Mountain Experiment
Station" Priest River,',' Idaho. In brief it consists
of a piece of rattan' about 12 inches' long and a'
sonsitivedial-gauge.-- These are housed'in suitable
frames consisting of a slender; perforated metal
tube for the rattan~ in'which the'rattnnexpands
and contracts with changes 'in dUff moisture content"
and a heavier' metal" case for the dial:':'gauge;" One'
end of the ""rattan is' attached to the spike 'point of '
the duff'hygrometer and the'other to one end of the
dial-gauge 'spindle~" The opposite end' of the dial
gauge spindle,is hooked into a wire spring" which
in ~rn" is fastened securely to the housing of the
hygrometer.' In this way tho contraction and expan
sion of the rattan caused by the decrease or
increase.of"the water vapor in'the interstices' of
the duff layer,,'areconfined to a single horizontal,
plane" and such motion is transferred directly to
the dial gauge.

rn the field, the spike end of the instrument
is thrust horizontally 'through the duff layer at '
the depth for which measurements of moisture content
are required" usually just under the duff surface.
The dial-end of the instrument should be slightly
higher than the spike end (to 'prevent water,from
entering the dial-gauge) and the spike end should
be carefully covered with duff of the desired depth
for its entire length.

It is admitted thnt carefully calibrated duff
hygrometers do not give satisfactory readings when
~els' are above 30 percent moisture content" due'
to fibre saturation of'the ~attan at this percent
age. But as few forest fuels are inflammable at'
this percentage, the instrument provided a valuable
meas~e for low percentages of fuel moisture content.
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Use of the instrument in the forest had the distinct
advantage of enabling observers.to gauge duff mois
ture content ~ithout introducing-unnatural changes
in the duff layer. 'The instrUment responded rapidly

.to'-fluctuations of duff moisture content, particularly
the downward tre~s, arid has been widely used by all
regional observers of fire hazard through?ut U.~.A.

Each instrument is carefully calibrated before
each fire season 'in laboratory-tests~ These tests
JU'e 'sUIrJ.1i1arised in a "calibration curve" ofduffmois
turecontent~ and the dial gauge of ,the instrument"
is then adjustedto'give readings which will corres
pond with the curve. -In the' field, ,readings of the
hygrometer al'e made in'conjunction with those of
meteorological instruments, and have been found to
give quite a"good indication of the fluctuations '
experienced in the moisture, content of duff fuels.

One of the most serious disadvantages'ofDuff"
hygrometers is'the-great care necessary each season
in their calibration. This work is not. only tedious,
but requires the employment of skilled laboratory , "
workers on an extensive 'scale. Another serious draw
back is that few observers can be relied upon to

- place the hygrometers in the duff" in the 'correct .
fashion, 'to'ensure'that the spikes of the instruments

'are effectively covered 'to the "right depth. Experi
enced'meteorologists have found that it"was'easier
to cover the" spike with a double'layer of hessian, ,
to· ensure 'a continuance of comparable readings among
a number of observers •. The hessian layer gave a
covering equivalent to that used'if the hygrometer
was carefully placed within the upper half inch of
the duff layer. •

Yet another disadvantage·of the duff hygrometer
as a standard gauge of fuel moisture content is the
fact that it was of limited use in hardwood'or mixed
forests o,rl1ng to the absenoe of a "bed 1/ of needle
litter.

Despite the extensive 'use of duff.hygrometers
throughout U~S.A~ during the last few years) it now
seems inevitable that they will be 'generally replaced
by other (indirect) methods which 'permit "a greater
standardisation'in actual readings at a single
weather station, or between various 'stations. These
indirect methods involve the exposure of wooden,
sticks~ changes in'the weight of these' sticks being"
used to 'indicate actual changes in the moisture con
tent of local fuels.

Danger Rating of Duff Fuels.

Investigators nevertheless agree that ' the deter
mination of'duff moisture content by means of the duff
hygrometer 'has enabled thenl to define the inflammability
of various fuels at various'moisture contents. The .

, greatest advance in determining such inflammability has
been made by Gisborne (58) and'Stickel (181).' Despite
the fact that these investigators were working on
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TAB L E NO. 29. •

Gisborne 's (.58) Hazard Table based on Percentages of Duff
Moisture Content.

INFLAlnuffiILITY RATING

Nil .
Very:Low
Low - Camp fires become dangerous
lJedium - Matches" "
High - "always. II •

Extreme - All sources of ignition dangerous

TAB L E NO. 30.

MOISTURE CONTElJT
OF SURFACE DUFF

+ 25%
19 - 25%
14 .;. 18% .
11 .;. 13%

8 10%
2 - 7%

. .
Stickel's (l8l) Hazard Table based on Surface Duff Moisture

Content and Ignition Tests
of Fuels.

INFL~£ABILITY MOISTURE CONTENT
RATING OF SURFACE DUFF EFFECTIVE FIRE BRANDS

GENERALLY SAFE
VERY LOW .

LOW
MEDIUl.!
HIGH

EXTREJ.'[E

30% or :More
23-29%

17.;.22%
11-16%

6-10%

. Below 6%

None - generally safe from all
Crump Fires - duff at edges of
fires will smoulder but not
spread much
Matches and Camp Fires
Pipe heels, matches and cacp fires
Locomotive sparks, pipe heels,
matches and camp fires
Cigarettes; locomotive sparks,
pipe heels, matchesnnd cOlnp fires
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entirely di~~erent ~uel types and on opposite sides
o~ the American continent~ the ltzones o~ inflammability"
which they'de~ined are remarkably consistent as 'will
be seen ~rom reference to Tables ,Nos. 29 and 30.

_ ••_ - •• • - 0.-

Experience in several regions in U.S.A., particUlarly those
Western areas of forest carrying a large volume of heavy
inflammable fuels,' 'demanded that some measurement be" made of the
fluctuating moisture' content of "such "heavy fuels."" Attempts were
~irst madeto"merisure'the"moisture content o~ 'selected pieces of
branchwood, but"it'was soon found that differences'betvreen'
sample pieces" such as bark thickness~ "straightness, .cracks,
knots etc. gave results of little comparative'value.

-, "Following thepoor"re'sults "obtairied it was' decided to use
selected pieces' of 'clear lumber~- of uniform density· rind ',moisture
content~, as ltIndicator lt or ltHazard II Sticks, in efforts to"
demonstrate the varying "moisture' "contents of heavier· forest fuels.
Different forest Ree;ions 'developed different" types "'of these,
sticks'iil efforts "to "approximate the heavy fuels in their
locality." As "described by Matthews (129) the use of branchwood
in 'the Pacific North'West was followed by "the use of wooden (Dou~
Fir) 'cylinders" having 'a" diametcr range 'from -B- an inch to 4 inches.
In 1931 the use "of cylinders was abandoned in favour of" square'
sticks, the "latter being easier-to manufacture on an extensive
scale~ In the 'Northern Rocky Mountain Region Gisborne" (58) and
others also developed the use of single cylinders of wood, half
an inch and two inches in diameter respectively., '

To conform with modern tendencies towards standardization
of fire weather recor~ing, all Forest Service weather stations

. in Western U.S.A., together with many other protective agencies
such as the National Park SerVice, State Forest Departments etc.
are now adopting "the use "of half 'inch diameter wooden cylinders.
Three of these cylinders, made from selected sapwood of Pinus
ponderosa,are matched and joined together by wooden dowels to '
form a set of sticks. The. length of the three sticks 'is
'approx~ately 18 inches, this length being gradUally reduced in
preparation of 'the sticks until the 'exact weight of the set of
sticks, on an oven dry weight basis, is 100 grams." In the field
each set of sticks is supported on a braclcet of No. ·9 galvanised
wire in a horizontal position'usually 10 inches above ground
level in an.unshaded position. A bed of pine needles approximate
ly ~vo inches thick and at least four feot square "is pl~ced "
underneath the" sticks to preverit undue radiation of heat, from. '
the soil'surface.' Care is taleen to. orientate the sticlcs' in a
North-South direction,undone-end of the sticks is tabbed to
ensure that this end faces North each day and that daily
exposure is thus·uniform.

'¥hen sticks of this'type were first used they were weighed
at each reading and the actual ,weight recorded was referred' to
a conversion table which in" turn indicated the moisture content
of the sticks. ,This procedure introduced the chance of a

•

.:

(ii)

" "" Sticleel illustrated his various ltzones It by indica
ting their inflammability to'such common agencies as
matches, locomotive sparks, camp ~ires etc. on the
basis of actual ignition tests.

Indirect Methods.
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mathematical error, which was, however eliminated when Byram at
the Appalachian 'Forest Experiment Station developed his "Fuel,
Moisture Scale It.

This scale 'as described by Byram (26) consists of a brass
plate mounted on three angle bracket supports" and a beam pointer
which rests on bearings fastened to the brass plate.' The brass
plate is graduated'in'such a manner that'when the set of sticks
is hung on the" loop'marked 100 on' the' beam arm, the pointer
indicates directly the" per cent moisture' content, of the, set of
sticks. The 'scale 'is'calibrated 'to measure 'most accUrately'
when the moisture content'of'sticks' is lowest,'imd costs approxi
mately'~~It-is'mostimportant that the sticks be 'handled 'with
care and that 'they be'kept'quito free' of oil, paint; d~rt or
grease. 'It is preferable 'to use a new set' of 'sticks for' 'each'
fire season owing' to t:q.e·' effects of .cumulri.tive leaching and to
changes inhygroscopicity'of various sticks 'after a season's'
use. '~ving to the care taken in manUfacturing the sticks to
a definite 'weight 'of 100 grams'it is not necessary for them to
be calibrated prior to use in the field. '

~. _ _ •.•" _ _ r _ • _ ••••• _. __ • _.' ... • • _. .• , '. ' •

It is 'hoped'before'very'long to have 'all stations'recording
fuel moisture content in Western U.S.A. equipped with the ByrDlll
"Fuel Moisture Scale" as well' as the standard "sets"'of 100 gram
sticks. ' This will mean that well"over 1;000 'stations will be
recording fuel'moisture content ona comparable basis and in a
uniform manner.

Measurement of the moisture content of'the sticl<:s 'is usually
made late in 'the afternoon'ut which'time readings normally'
represent 'the'daily minimum.. ' In some 'cases' as in 'California,'
further"readlngs are made 'in the morning and at ml,dday in con
juncti~n with other fire w~athe~ ,obse~yati?ns•.

In Eastern U.S.A. where forests are'mainly of a hardwood
type (puro or mixed)' Jemison' (98) has 'evolved the :use 'of Hazard
Sticks made from flat slats of Basswood 'similar to those used in
Venetian blinds. 'Use'ofthese :sticks'is advocated'owing to the
more rapid fluctuation' of their' moistul'e content follo\'l1ng atmos
pheric changes. Unlike the exposure of the wooden cylinders in
West'ern'regions'in unshaded positions '- the flat sticks used in

,the East'are exposed under the average forest canopy for, the
locality. 'This is done because changes in 'the canopy of hard~
wood ,forests, have a direct bearing on the moisture ,content of
the forest floor. In these forests the ground fUels are at
their driest during the'spring'and late autumn when hardwood
trees are 'without leaves. 'By comparison, the swmner'~onditions
in these 'stands are much'safer, beca,use the full canopy of the
hardwoods Iconserves the moisture ~ontent of the ground fuels.

Still further 'improvements in'the technique of determining
fuel moisture content are to be expected. In order to assess
the cumulative drying effect which occurs during the dry summer
months in'Western coniferous forests, attempts have been made to
show the gradual loss of moisture from the outer sections of '
logs 2 or 3 feet in diameter. ,This involves the use of electri
cal (Blinker) Meters' and is not a'suitable method for use in
hundreds of field 'stations. It may, however, indicate the
effect of a continueddrought'period on the fire'haztlrd,'this
effect not being fully demonstrated by half inch diameter '
cylinders, which are likely to show a uniformly low moisture
content throughout such period.
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other eff'orts'made to improve the measurement of f'uel'
moisture content include-the development of' recording instru
ments such as the "anemo-hygrographll at the Northern Rocky
Mountain Experiment· Station,' Priest River, 'Idaho. -This
ingenious instrument makes 'a continuous measurement of the
fuel moisture percentages "of both duff'and the half inch
sticks, as well as recording the wind velocity registered. by
a standard :3 cup anemometer.

F. Preparation,of Fire Danger Meters.

(i) The development of' fire danger rating methods •

.. Forest administrators must appraise' correctly" from' day to
,day the probability of fires starting, and the prospects of any

such fires becoming uncontrollable~ 'if'fire protection'planning
is to combine eff'iciency withecononry~ While the prevalence

or"activity of fire causing"agents is an extremely elusive
factor to predict, it can be determined, at least within
reasonable limits of probability,- once certain conditions of
fire hazard are 'knownto 'exist~ The appraisal of' existing fire
hazard is chiefly concerned with: - '

1. The amount and character of forest ftiels - This factor is
the most tangible and most easIly tested element "of fire
hazard and once it can be accurately assessed, the relative
danger of various combinations of-fuels"can be easily'
determined; provided they have been accurately mapped, as
already discussed.' '

2. The state of burning conditions - An elusive factor to
assess correctly as It InVOlves the multiple effect of
climatic" and edaphic factors on-theiIiflammability of
fuels, . and" on the rate of' fire'spread, as discussed in
previous pages.

Research into the state of' burning conditions has
proceeded under three main headings:-

Investigating the relation between weather and site
factors,and the forest fire hazard
Determining'current conditions of forest fire" hazard
by meteorological 'recordings.
Applying fire~weather data and weather f'orecasts to
fire control plans~

The effect of various weather 'and site factors on f'uel
infl~abilityhas already been discussed, but the use of
such data in estimating f'ire hazard for"a forest area is
difficult for several reasons. Firstly; weather is the net
result of numerous inter-related f'orces; none of which pro
vides an ini'allible index of the others. Secondly, current
f'ire hazard is' just as much the result of' past weather f'actors
as of' those prevailing at any t'ime. ,Finally, weather con
ditions are usually"i~,a constant, state of ~lux•.

. So'f'ar investigators have not agreed as to which weather
element, or combination'of such elements, is most indicative

, of fire hazard. Vfuile admitting that any controlling element
of weather might vary between dif'feront climatic and f'uel
types, a closer apprOXimation of ideas on the subject of the
most indicative weather element appears possible. Recent
investigations into the determination of f'uel moisture content
by comparatively simple methods, as already described; should
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assist research workers inspecii'ying thos~ factors which
chiefly influence.such moisture,conten~•.....

Determination, of fuel moisture content is not however the
whole story~ as the'drynessof forest fuels, is mainly the
result· of pasp weather conditions in any given fuol type and
topography. oresters are realising more and more that they
need'accurate-local'weather 'forecasts, before the'measurement• of fuel moisture contentcan'be used to give an up to the .
minute rating of fire'hazard. 'The development of fire danger
rating has been sponsored by H. T.· Gisborne' of .the Northern
Rocky Mountain Forest Experiment'Station~ many of the research
men associated with him at the St'ation having since' assisted
in the formulation of danger ratingschemesin'other'forest
regions•. As previously mentioned,and as pointed out by the
Californian Fire Danger Rating Committee (207), the rating
o~ forest fire danger embrace~:-

(a) Recognition of those factors which influence fire danger
(b) Measurement of such factors
(c) Practical combination of these measurements so as to

indicate the class of fire 'control organisation
required under any condition of danger.

While most' danger rating schemes consider' the' same con-·
tributing factors) they differ' to a'great'extent between various
forest regions •. This ,difference 'is due to local'variation in
the importance of any factor" or to variation in the measure-'
ment of factors, but the 'main reason is that fire danger rating
is esse~tially ~mpiric~•...

Fire danger rating'has'be~ome such'an invaluablo aid in
fire control practice that· administrators are continually
pressing for improvement in local rating schemes.

." . .. . .

Actually the 'standard'of rating schemes is already high
especially when one considers that these schemes have only
been in general' operation during the past few years. 'They
have mainly been concerned in assessing the'probabilities of
fire behaviour for a given area of forest rather than for.
i~dividual cover or fuel types.

It has been stressed (192) at a recent conference of "
Fire Control specialists that further progress in fire danger
rating requires fundamental 1010wledge of the physics and
chemistry of combustion, 'of the' effects of ' fire itself on
convection currents and on other ,meteorological'elements,~
of the effect" of topographic types on wind currents;'and the
influence of certain weather elements on fuel moisture and
fuel condition. . The same conference stressed the uses of
fuel moisture content and current weather conditions as the .
bases of rating schemes, and the need for. incorporating these
factors into a nationally applicable index' of fire hazard.

~ - .. . .

The first'attempt made to evolve such a national index
was that of Loveridge (115) 'who attempted to utilise trends
of precipitation as a basis.

In the following pages a review will be made of the
various fire. danger rating schemes evolved in the principal
forest regions of y.S.A.
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(ii) Typcs of fire danger meters.

,(a) Stickel's Hazard Tables - (Region No'. 7)

These tables'were devised'in-193l by Stickel (181) f'or
use in New York State. This investigator first plotted all
factors af'f'ecting fire weather hazardtin accordance with the
practice used by othersibut soon found this method had cer
tain inherent wealmesses which could only be ovorcome by ,
statistical analyses of all the', data" available ~' .'Analyses'

" were directed at any pair 'of variables which were apparent
£'rom graphical presentation of 'the 'data, and it· was found that
the'followingfactors,' in order~importance, showed the highest
degree of statistical associatIon with fuel (duff) moisture "
content:- '

1. Evaporation per ,hour - Alienation Index O~730
2~ Duff"Temperature .:. " ,II 0.779
3~' Hours since last measurable I'a ini'all .:. " ,II 0·815
4~ Air temperature ' ,

" fI 0·830-
5. Depression of deVl-po~nt .:. " fI 0'837
6. Relative Humidity " II 0·846

The differences between the 'various"alienation'indices were
not large' but were nevertheless significant.· 'For 'instance 'when
relative humidity WaS used to' estimate duff 'moisture 'content;'"
84' 6% of the, variability in such moisture content could be. cor- .

. related with elements other than relative humidity.
. . . . - . - '" . . - .". - ..- .

'When the some factorswero also' .subject' to' statistical" :
analyses according to varlclUs tiDies during the day, the relation
between them remained approximately the same.

" . . .-

Since the water'vapor -in tho atmosphere and that ,in the
duff layer is in closest equilibrium during 'early' afternoon," ....
which is also 'tho peak of daily fire hazard,'-2·p.ni. vias .selected'
as the best hour for meteorological recordings. .

In a multiple correlation of the various factors indicated
above, evaporation rate per hour took into account the influence,

- of such psychromo~ric factors as time' since last rain, air tem
perature 1 solar radiation. and-duff temperature. The results of
Stickel's multiple correlations are. best presented in the form'
of alinement.charts, which when translated on'to cardboard slides
present a compact and' easily manipulated means of expressing
tho'complex relation-between weather and hazard. Separate'
alinement· charts were 'actually 'prepared' to' sho,t.. i~lammability
from l~_ ~.m.,', 2 ,l?~. '~~d 5 :r.. m•..I'ec~~~~~s •. _ ,

(b) Northern Rocky Mountain Fire Danger Meter - Region No. I.

As developed' and described' by Gisborne (58)' this Meter
was developed, after a close study'of local conditions,
by a system of woightingand integrating measurements 'of seven
main factors which were selected:as sisnificant in their"
influence on current fire·hazard.· By testing th.e we1ghts given
to these factors during three-consecutive fire seasons on

, thirteen' National' f'orosts in the region~ 'tho correct' contribution
,of each of the seven factors was eventually 'assessed. The
assessments 'of the various factors were then embodied on a
pocket cardboard device,·whichhas two slides which can be set
to show the fire danger resulting from measurements of each of
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Season of year, and section of the summer period,as ~fecting
hours ot: sunshine I' herbaceous' vegetation etc., '
Liehtning occurrence within past two days- lightning
causes 72 per cent'of all fires in the region
Land clearing f'ires in progress on'nearby properties
Visibility distance- for distances of one, :four, eight~ or
more than eight'miles - additional detection to bepro~
vided~or if poor visibility coincides with severe con-
ditions '" ' :
Relative humidity
Fuel moisture'- as measured with duff hygrometer and/or
half' inch hazard sticks
Wind velocity - during the afternoon in accordance with
the Regional Scale (see Table No. 20).

2.

Each of these ratings signifies 'specIfic rates of ~ire
spread which warrant the specific control measures illustrated
in Table No. 31. '

7. '

1.

3~
4.

5~
6.

The fire danger meter developed-by Gisborne is now used
at the 150 Fire weather recording stations of theU~S. Forest
Service in the' Northern 'Rocky Mountain Region (Region 'I. ).,'"
The'various factors'which'are integrated into the meter in order
to'rate the ~ire danger at each station are measured late' in
each 'afternoon during the 'fire season. Each station forwards
to the forest. headquarters details of all the weather recordings
made, together with the assessed fire danger 'rating.' ,The '
weather information is forwarded to the regional Weather Bureau
officer responsible ~orfire weather forecasting in order to
assist this officer in the'preparation of a series of local
forecasts'for each station. The assessed fire danger ratings
are collected by administrative 'officers at forest headquarters
in order to 'indicate what action is necessary to keep the fire
control plans for the forest abreast of local burning conditions.

It is also the practice in the Region for administrative
officers in charge o~ a'f6rest,or of'a Ranger District therein,
to keep a "Fire Danger Chart" posted. On this chart the daily
fluctuations of the most important fire danger factors,and of
the daily~ire danger rating; can be studied. 'From'the'chart
officers can be v/arned of. any trend or "build-up" of 'factors'
which may result in'the approach of critical'conditions. 'The
charts have also proved of practical use in providing com
parable'information for ,the use of inspecting officers and for
later compilations.,

One of the Fire Danger Metors used in Region I is appended
on Page. ~28 for, illustration purposes.

(c) Central Rocky Mountain firo danger Meter - Region No. II.

As indicated by' Brovm and'Davis (20) a meter of this 'type,
to automatically correlate burning conditions and f'ire risk,
is of particular value in the 'Central Roclty Mountain region
where local conditions suqh as various combinations of fuel ,

The allocation of various weights to these ~actors, and
the use of the sliding scales of the meter to record their.'
measurement, gives direct'readings of fire danger as classi
fied in seven different numerical ratings.. . . -
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T.I'..BLE N O. 31.

Shoi'Tine the association between various ro.tinp;s of Fire Danp,er fn the Northern Rocky Jo:~ountain Region and nrobabl.E!
fire behaviour, n~~sar~ admin~strative action etc.

"

:5'IRE
DA1'~GER

RATJHG
PROBADI~ FIRE BEHAVIOUR 1\ DlTJElfTR/\T:rVE ACTION NECESSARY

-I-'
o
I-'-

.'

Any probability of continuance rrarrants placing of
~I average sep.son" protective orgnnis[>. tion

No men specially detailed for fire control

Man positions coverin~ special hazards such as
dangerous slash (or brush) disposal operations.
Man key lookout stations following l:i.ffltning
storms in ~Tune
Man key detection positions. Coramence ~lacing
"minimum" prot~ctlve orcanisation.

After 1 day finish placinc: full "averarrell organisa tion:J.
After 2 consecutive days COr.1J"!1ence filling t1first over
load" posl tions. f.fter about 7 cons ecutive days com-
nlete the "first ovel"~oadu ,
1\.fter 1 day complete first overload". After 2 con-
secutiva days conm'lerice filling '1 second overload". After
4 day:J complete "second overload"
If occurring or predictable mobilise sup~lenental over
head and tp.J~e other actlon specified by'-hthird emergency:,
call ll in the overload plan.

CLASS IV

CLASS III I

CL4SS I

CLAS~ II

-----'--1-1 u_ ---------.----.-~-----.----.~-,----.•. - .'------------------------------
;

Brush burning and other fires do not spread enough to
re~uire any trenching
No fire s~read under dense timber or on North slopes.
On open areas and on South slopes fires spread slowly
during the heat of the day

Fires spread sloWly and hold overnight on North
slopes and under dense timber, make short runs in
the open and throug~ slash. Running Crown fires
are very rare except with fresh and strong winds
Fires crown in single trees and 8roups but do not
~~ke long runs in full timber on North slopes.
Occasional Crown runs on South slopes and ~lats with

t"," :noderstely fresh winds -
CLASS V Occasional runs in dense t:i.mber on North slopes but

~, seldom cr03sin~ pronounced topo~raphic divides.
! ,Fast spread certain on South slopes, cut over areas,r and on heavily fuelled old burns

\

Cf.J1 SS VI RiC runs comr.1·jn on all exposures wi tl;in a single
" drainage but only occasionally crossint:- pronounced
:. tOPoP.'ranhic divides or be.rriers
'.'; .. CLl\SS VII Explosive condri ti.ons, wi th fires spreading at rntes

up to 1500 or,2000,acres per hour including densely
(' . tlrrlbere¢l Nortl slopes during afternoons and ~venings.
t. TODo~ranhic a d other usual bo.rrierG sucr as Jriyers

.~~K.~~.;~"~.,.~~tr"~...·~-:{~;.t,,;i_~.....~-:~_a:p_~_ea....C_~{l,:.:.,~..:.~~~~~~.~~.~::...,f~~~.,~~~;S:·r~ ,i:::F~~::'~:;(~;~
-~..-- . . ~~~/. ~---~
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topography, lightning risk, intense local human l'lisks render;' '1
ordinary personal. judgment of the fire hazard wholly unreliable.4 ~ .J

{
Fire danger meters from four various Regions were tested L .i

against the meteorological records for the actual burning period~ .. 'f'
of 312 major outbreclts of fire dating back to 1920. This examina-~ ,
tion showed wide varia.tions due to the arbitrary.weights given ;. 1
to changes in "fire risk ll and in atmospheric visJ.bility, and to .;'i
the attempts made to correlate these tV/o factors. ~ .•~' J

The 312 fires selected were in the nature of catastrophes ~.', .1~
so that they furnished good examples of the "build-Up" of. : ,
sevore burning conditions. The worst of such burning condi- i
tions revealed in the study showed:- ·Air Tempel"'ature 92Op, .:,.:\,\--,
Relative Humidity 5 per cent; Wind Velocity 25 H.P.H., Fuel
Moisture Content probably below 5 per cent. These conditions
caused a fire to spread 8,000 acres in a few hours. In rating
various burning conditions on an arbitrary percentage classi
fication, the severe conditions enumerated above were assessed· ~
at 97 per cent only, as even more severe conditions are 1
possible. The arbitrary division into danger ratings vias . \'
defined sO as ·to narrow the classifications as extreme condi- .~.':':./
tions were approached.-

, ~.,

The first major contributing factors considered were Wind
Velocity, Relative Humidity, and Elapsed Time since last rain•. l
As the study progressed it was found necessary to include otherp'
factors and to make progressive adjustments in the weighted ~~
values given to each until there were no apparent inconsis- ;
tencies remaining. Fuel Moisture content of Hazard Sticks alsol
replaced Elapsed Time since the previous rain, as a determiningl
factor - these moisture percentages being combined with those .
of relative humidity in the proportion of 4 to 1. This com
posite factor was found to follo\"1 very closely the actual --------y~
moisture content trends of the important lighter forest fuels.
The factors Which were finally adopted as being indicative of
prevailing fire hazards in Region II are classified hereunder
in order of their importance:-

".

(1)

,tJ
(2)
(3 )

(4 )

b (5 )1-

Wind Velocity - from 0 to 35 miles per hour which was
foun~ to be the universal contributing factor in every
uncontrollable fire experienced in the Region.
Air Temperature -.from 560 F upwards

·The combination of Atmos heric and Fuel Moisture based
on actual percentage readings of Relative Humidity
and of Hazard Sticlr moisture content, twice as lilUcll
weight being given to the latter percentage.
Cumulative effects - being the cumulative s1m. of the
percentages expressed by Factors (1), (2),· and (3) since
the last general rain or since thaWing of the last snow
cover.
Vegetat}~n hazard - from Factors (1) to (4) above a
deduction is made When "annual ll vegetation in the
forest is green or partly so.

I

'1

The vro~ious percentages assigned to the factors enumerated
above have been carefully assessed and are shown on boards for
ready reference as illustrated in Table No. 32. To facilitate
reference to these boards the graduations thereon are plainly
coloured. The various classes of Fire Danger Day, namely
Extreme, High, Moderate, Lo....' and Dormant are derived from th~ ..
graduations assigned to the various factors already enumera.tl

!
I ~
I. . .,.'~ 7"·
\ - ........- •...--.-......."...........__ ~fj'lif....,......__• __....;:;..iJt-""_~;_:~....;-~_•. ~~~"-'~:4~" ,a;,,:_.;"~2~.~ ~·:..;:.>:..:7·~L::,.:,,~,:.tZi ..
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Wind Velocity
Air Temperature
Relative Humidity
Fuel 1.10isture Sticks
Cumulative Effects

Total
Less Deduction for "Annuals"

Class of Fire Danger Day

,~, for example,' on tnenext day the total percentages
of Wind Velocity, Temperature, Relative Humidity and Fuel '
Uoisture was 59% giving 0. cumulative effect for that day of
6%, !lu;'theprevious day's cumulative effect of 6%, or 0. '
toto. 0 12%. Readings would then be reco~ded as follows:-

I '

- 27%. on Scale
= 6%
D 8%
- 18%
= 9~
- 68~
- 10,- ~ =Moderate

For example, on the first 'day 'after"a'precipitation of 0·25"
or more, Class of Fire Danger Day ~s determined as follows:-

. Ylind Velocity .:. 9 M.P.H.: 26%
Temperature . .:.' 79? = 8%.
Relative Humidity .~ 33%' :: 8~
Fuel Moisture of Sticks- 7·5% =16%.
Cumula.~ive Effect - 6% . =~

~t~. 6~ :
Deduction for "annuals being green' 10 "

Cl~ss, of Fir~ D~ger.. Day .. : 5"4%'""- Moderate

, ,

This method of Rating. Fire Danger'has the' great advantage
over certain others in that it gives due weight to the cumula
tive drying effect over any protracted period since measurable
precipitation.

'To compute Fi~e.Danger, meteorological'readings are made·'
at most stations' at 8 ri.m~; 10 a.m., 1 p.m., 3 p.m.; and' 5 p.m.
¥fuere'it is' not possible to tw~e all these readings, those at
8 a'om. and 3 p.m. 'are insisted upon. After' continuous rea.dings
for some time, the 8 a.m. reading becomes quite a good indica-
tor for 'the rest of the" day~" The 3 p.m. readings are necessary,
however, as they alone are'used in computing the daily fire
danger for record purposes.

~.'..:~'

Special sheets are used for the daily recording, at the
times abovementioned, of the various" factors which are the
busis of Fire Danger rating.' The computed rating for each/
day is charted at each recording station, a corresponding
entry being made on the chart for each day to show the number
of fires of various sizes occurring in the locality. Record
ing stations are 'so located 'as'tobe typical of the 'greatest
area'of forest having a relatively high fire danger, areas
of purely:local'climatebeing largely ignored. The occurrence
of high danger ratings' over a large part of any National
Forest, 'or of extreme ratings at any individual recording
station, is immediately telegraphed to the Regional Office,
of the Forest Service.

The Central Rocky Mountain Dnnger Rating Method' has been
adapted for use ,in the adjoining South Western Region of the
U.S. Forest Service.

(d) The California (Region 5) Method of Fire Danger Ratins.

In California, fire control speciali~ts are interested
mainly in the ignition conditions for fires) and in their
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Some soven classes of fire control organisation are used
in applying the' 'fluctuations of .the Fire Load Index to
administrative action. These organisation classes are as
follo~a:- .

,.

........"1

j

,.~J

..~.-----------:

"No Fire Danger" - F~re control staff confined to
yearlong personnel:
"Skeleton" - Fire organisation includes yearlong ,
personnel, ,some key lookouts,' and some dispatchers ..

The Sprend Index'~ was "derived from" extensive "tests and
shOWS the relatIve rate 'of' spread~'under"various conditions
of 'fuel m~::J,.sture-and wind velocity"for an average (10 per
cent) slope, in a certain fuel' type. '

, '

The 'Ignition Index has been derived from e~tensivo fire,
research and has been found to consist of two main
variab'res e.g., Fuel'Moisture content of half-inch"

. sticks and Wind Volocity. The experience of previous
fire seasons indicates tho number of fires to be expected
from a'given amount of risk; and for normal weather con
ditions, 'and the abovemeritioned'variab1es indicate a '

, proportionately greater or lower·haz·ard. No calculation
can, of course be made for-any' incendiary .fire which may
be' started -especially sovlhen" such fires' are usun.11y
started under the \Vorst conditions' of hazard. . .

" II

(c)

(b)

(a)

Class I

In comp1Iing".fire weather data, readings are made 'of
various 'meteorological and other' instruments at 8 a.m.,
12 noon, and 4.30 p~m~ but only the latter observation is'
used in the ~ompil~tion of firo danger ind~ces or ratings.

A summary 'of the late afternoon observations is' forwarded
from the forest headquarters each evening toone of the three
special fire weather'forecasters in the Region who'later in
the evening ( 8.30 p.m.) broadcasts his forecasts to the
different parts of his territory.

The Lightnin~IndeXiS derived from a special lightning
meter Whichs based on statistical' averages of some
10,000 lightning firos.'As it includes' some" theoretical
assumptions; it is 'not intended tovrho1ly supplant'"
individual'judgment'inrespect of probable lightning
occurrence. The lightning meter is used to convert the
local fire weather"forecast into an index of the probable
numb~~,o.~. ~~ghtn1ng fires •.

The'integration of the Ignition Index with the Lightning
Index gives an estirnate of the probable number of fires, ,while
the Rate of Spread Index"gives a." separate' estimate" of their
probable ,size." By" adding the" Lightning" Index to "tho "Ignition
Index and" by multiplying the'result by the Rate of Spread
Index ,;. an' estimate is' obtilined of the' total amount of',fire' .
perimeter which may develop. This latter estimate is referred
to as the Fire "Load Indox. To obtain an accurate 'Fire Load'
Index itis'riecessary to'restrictthe range of'such Index to

, a comparatively limited area -owing' to varying climatic and
fuel types." Individual jUdgment is' permitted to amend the
Fire Load 'Index in such cases as"arise when the condition of
,annual vegetation is of impor,tance 'in "classifying fuel .
conditions, or when local'dif.ficulties"are experienced in
securing average visibili~y from loC?lwut towers.

,rate of spread under any set of weather conditions. It is als.o
considered that there isnoY{ sui'ficient Imowledgeto enable
indices to be derived so as to show the relative. number" of
fires to b~ ~xpecteq and' their relative rates of spread.
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CLASS V

CLASS IV

CLASS ,VI

CLASS III 'Subnormai" - The organisation is' increased to allow
the ,employment' of, from'50'to 75 per 'cent of, the '"
normal sucmer'force'- o.g. key lookouts, key guards,
suppression foremen.' " '
"Normal II ~ The full regular fire soason orgnriisation
is employed ~ , , " ' , '
"First Emergency" - Additional guards and' lookouts
posted where' necessary while initial supp~ession
crews 'are strengthened. ' " , ' ,,', "
"Second' Emergency~I"- All' forces available on the
administrative unit are assigned'to Fire Control

CLASS VII lIFull'Emergency" - All faoilities available on tho'
- forest are sUPI?~emented bY,1?-elp from other forests.,

(e) The Pacific North West (Region No. S) Fire Danger Rating
Methods.,

I '

I'
I '

In this case actual'use was made' of' the Ignition 'and'Ra~e
of Spread Indices developed 'in California, these two indices
being'multiplied together'to'give a "Burning'Index" for'use
in Region'S (the States of Oregon and Washington).' 'This'latter
Burning Index was divided into'percentagesfor simplifying its
use, and the se percentage's VlOre' 'grouped ,into ten different "
classes.' These classes are ,then used\7i th'''assessments of both
Visibility' and the' activity 'of fire starting agencies, to"
arrive' at 'whlit . is called the "Class of Day Index" for Adminis
trative action.

The "Burning Index" values express the basic physical
relationship ,of weather factorstofire'behaviour under an
assumption' that all' other, faotors 'are con,stant ~ 'As 1n
Cal'lfornia., 'easily recognisable "local differences 'in fuel;

, topography etc. are'usedas a correction fa~torbefore'apply
ing Burning Index values to administrative action plans.

. . .. ~ - .. _. _.

The inclusion of-estimates of fire danger (visibility and
degree of rislt)in methods of fire danger rating is peculiar
to the Pacific North' West Region and requires'considerab1e
jUdgment on the part of the District Ranger,'or'his assistant.
It also necessitates tho provision of a large number'of
stations to record'fire 'weather~.observations,if the groat
variation'in topography, fuel typos, visibility distance,
fire risk, is to be effectively minimised. 'It is not therefore
surprising to find some 550 firo'weather stations in use
throughout the Region, or an average of five or six stations
within eaoh administrative unit (Ranger District). Each .
Ranger District is divided into zones in which Fuel" Moisture
content fluctuates more or" less uniformly (based' on past
records 'and on :fuel type'maps)~ and efforts 'are made to make
fire w~ather stations representative of these zones.

,a.,'•
(1' )

In Region No.4 'all'1'orest weather stations on high
hazard'forests are 'equipped with -'psychrometer (or hygro
thermograph) ii" vlooden cylinder Hazard Sticks i Wind gauge
and R~in: gauge. ",

"In the Region any de1'iciency 01', relative humidity,
occurring'either generally or over ,a 'definite period 01' time,
is used to determine the relative seriousness of the forest
1'ire hazard. 'Use 'o1"humidity tables VIas 1'irst concentrated
at the "base station" at Boise, Idaho. For this station a
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IIbase humidity"'of'2l per cent \"las' fixed, and once seven'days
had' elapsed 'which showedsh,ade temperatures of 83 degrees or
more 'at 6 ·p.m~;" a daily' record of 'htiIilidity 'readings was"com
menced, all' ,stich 'hUmidity' readings being also recorded" at' "
6 p~m; 'This record of humidity readings is then 'carried 'on
throughout the fire season, and afterwro~ds,·until all danger
has subsided. V'fuenthe humidity on' any'days' is higher·than
the "base huinidity" of 21'per cent'- a plus sign is recorded
for the excesspercentago.,'Minus signs are ~similarly regis":'
tered whEm humidity falls belovi, the "base" of 21, per' cent ..

, If at anytime the cumulative ~ecordsho\"ls a plus sign,
follovled by' a single' day with a' minus sign .;.' a new set of ...
cumulative values starts "from zero.' When'plotted on curves,
any minus value "",,rill'be shown' as beginnirig at zero 'if it .
follows a period of plus'values'.' The procedure adopted is
best illustrated in Table No. 33.

I,

Daily cumulative values are plotted for each forest,once
"base humidity" for' each weather station has been fixed by'
correlating daily humidity readings with those'at the "Base"
station at Boise. . These ,. "basehumidities" range' 1'01' the,
various regional stations range from'~he 21 per cent at .
Boise up to 36 per cent at several locations, . and' down to
19 at one station. ' '

60
minus

120 I

121· "minus ~
180 I

I

181 or lessII

"
II

"II

II

II

11II

IIII

II

.:.All ' periods shovling -excess .humidity "
':'Cumulative deficiency of humidity from 0 to minus

" "" II II minus 61 to

V

IV

II

"

The use of hazard sticks, "'lind and raingaugos is build
ing up meteorological records so that· a check' ,on "cumulative
humidity" 'as a hazard index' will be available.

For each station "cumulative huinidities II are' classed
into the following Fire .~~zar~ Periods. _

,PERIOD I
II II
" III

Information'from past records (37 years at' Boise) shows·the
average number of, days for \"/hich each "period ll usually lasts.
Definite ad.I:1inistrative action is assigned to each "Period",
and 'as the daily' records 'show a more serious "period ',' approach
ing, preparations can be made for suitable administrative action
to be taken. Past records show' that the chariceof a Period IV
occurring are:only about once in three yesrs, and· Period V about
twice in every nine years, 'but all administrative action is
ready for their occurrence. . '

• •
. Once the daily humidity readings sho\1 an ac.cumulated
excess '01' 100 or more after September 1st the fire season is
.usually counted as, being ended.

eumulative'humidity~isused chiefly as .8. guide' to definite
administrative action; such' actionhavfugalreadybeen planned in
accordance With,such varying local factors as:- : (il) Areaseen
by detection'units; (b) ,.Firooccurrence; (6) Values at stake;
(d) " Fuo1 types; , (e) .. Resis taneo to control'; (f) Available ,
reserve:3' '01' man-p6wer~ . For Humidity Period II the number of
fire guards' on duty is' 'approximately '70% more than for Period I,
while the number.'offire guards' employed for Period IV is ·nearly
five times 'as many as for Period I •

•
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TAB LEN O. 33. .

Showing Cumulative Humidity Record - Boise, Idaho
(Base Humidity a 21 per cent)

6 P.M. HffiHDITY DIFFERENCE FROM CffimLATIVE
DATE READING ·BASE (21 per cent) HUlHDITY

June 21 16 . .:.5 .:.5
~

22 18 .:.3 '-8
23 19 -2 -10
24 25 +4 -6
25 30 -t9 +3
26 35 . +14 +17.
27 18 ..:.3 I -3
28 13 .. . -8 .:.11
29 10 -11 .:.22
30 30 +9 -13

July 1 35 0 -t14 +1
2 27 +6 +7
3 14 ''';'7 '-7
4 10 '.:..-11 -18
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.'

(g) Appalachian Forest Fire Danger Rating Scheme (Region No. '7)

As explained by Jomison '(98) the'scheme evolved' at the,
Appalachian Forest Experiment Station,' North Carolina" stresses
only a limited number o.f .factors viz. - Fuel Moisture'Content-,
Wind Velocity, Season o.f Year, Condition of vegetation" and
Precipitation Interval.

In,tho mountains of the'Eastorn region, .fluctuations in'
fire hazard are mostly rapid, 'and they occur frequently. Short'
periods, or'single days, of 'severe' hazard are often interspersed
with wet days or with ,unsettled weather of low hazard.

. . . . ·.4· ..

1.

2. '

3.

4.

, 5.

Fuel Moisture Content - as preViously explained '(in'discuss
ing fuel moisture determination) the method 'adopted is to
expose thin flat strips'of Basswood to' natural ,conditions
o.f .forest cover. For instance if surface hardwood litter
is to be measured for its moisture content tho sticks
are exposed to natUral shade in such a stand~ Ifdead
grass' fuel in an flold fiold"'is to be rated the sticks are
exposed there in the open. The lowest afternoon reading
is recorded." " I " ,

Senson of Year - Reflects the offect of solar radiation both'
as regards angle of the sun1srays 'and tho nUmber of hours
of' possible sunlight. Comparatively.'safe'Uorth aspects are
much less so under the drying influence of the mid-summer
suorner sun."" - ' "
Wind velocity - Largely controls the rate of spread and is
of paramount importance once fuels are inflammable. Measure
ments are made either with standard anemometers or with
buzzer type instruments.' .
Condition of vesetation - as 'reflected by the stage'of dry
ness roached in the case of gras~weeds" shrubs etc. during
the summer, hardwood leaves in the autumn etc.
Preci1itation interval'~ since'the'last'.fall of 0·50 inches
of ra n. As the tuel hazard sticks'abovementioned are
calibrated to rocord only moisture changes in surface o.f '
fuels'they do not indicate any drying out of deep litter.'
For this re~son the precipitation interval since the last
effective rainfall is included. .

I ~

, It has been i'ound necessary to establish a network of
stations'torecord the above factors which is fully represen
tative of geographical and topographical variations in any ,
single forest. The number'ofstations is controlled accord~
ing to available personnel~' location' of past fires, compact
ness of a forest unit; variations in topography, cover or
fuel types etc.

Daily recordings are made at 7 a.m.; I p.m.; and 4 p.m. 
except in the case of precipitation which is measured only"
at 7 a.m. and 4 p.m. when it occurs near one of these times.
After integration of measurements, and the most satisfactory
weighting of the various factors; a fire danger'meter has
been propared in the 'standard "pocket" type - e.g. a Cardboard

,envelope with "slide.rule" insertions to record any combina- '
tion of assessed factors, and i'or' summing up these assessments
to place the existing fire danger into one of five numerical
classos~ (Class I represents ,"no danger"). "Classes" of fire'
dangor are'determined and charted daily so that either 'adminis
trative action in fire suppression, or forecasting of further
local' hazards in the immediate future, is facilitated. It has
also been .found useful .for recording statiorts to measure "visi
bility range" so that additional detection may be arranged when
poor visibility is combined with condltionso.f serious hazard.
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~ling to the varying conditions' of hazard experienced in
, truly mountainous areas of South 'Eastern'U.S.A. and in the

Coastal Plairi along'the'Atlantic Coast it has'been found
necessary'to use separate meters 'for each of these localities.
'Vhile there is practically no difference in the factors used
to prepare ~ach of,these'two meters, different weights are
given to the various factors in each case, based on their
importance in the locality. . ,

,A specimen of the Fire Danger ,Meter prepared'for,use in
,the Easte~~,Mountains of U.S.A." is appended on Page 329.

A Tentative Fire Danger Meter for the ,Southern (Longleaf
~lasW Pine 1jpe (Region No.7). _

, In' this Pine Type, fire danger -chimges rapidly, and fre':',
quently, 'and the 'tire "season" if 'itc'an be 'called such~ occurs
at intervals throughout the'year, interspersedonlyw'ith wet"
or unsettled 1I'IOather~" Changes 'in fire danger in this'timber '.

, type' are -, directly associated with' choilges 'in the '''burning con
dition" of the herbaceous undergrowth. 'In preparing a tenta
tive fire danger for the type, actual rates 'of fire spread in
the'type were used., ~he most important 'factors having a bear
ing on the 'rate "of spread were found'to'be wind'velocity and
fuel moisture' content~ -, In the absence' of any' adequate basis
for defining the, limits of' the" danger' class'es, these classes
Vlere 'equally divided in: accordance with the 'rate or"spread
index, but experience may indicate the necessity for some

, revision of these divisions •

. : - -·To ·'measure .fuel" moisture eas1-1y· and accurately I flat
strips' or Basswood'are used as' indicator' sticIts (as used in
the Appalachian Fire Danger Rating Method.)

_ It is hoped to prove that a definite percentage of the
total number of fires may be expected to occur within various'

, danger ,classes and that the average potential size of such
fires may be estim~ted so that acortain strength or sllPpression
forces will be required for a certain danger class. The evolu
tion of this meter has been explained in detail by Bickford
and Bruce (16).

A movable slide rUle; 'set for a certain condition of
herbaceous vegetation (e.g. green, drying or dry) is used to
indicate tho danger'class, "and 'the rate of spread index,'for'
any readings made, of wind v~l?city., ~d fuel moisture content.

, The new fire danger meter is now, being extensively
tested in the field, and,untilthe conclusion of such tests
no instructions or plans have been 'laid down for adminis
trative action based on the different danger classes.

, , ,

.i
(i) Fire Danger Meters used in the North Contral Region (Region

No.9) •

In this Region two separate'meters are used - one Imown
as the "Lakes' States Meter" being 'utllised' in the --rorests' of
Michigan, Wisconsin and Milinesota, while the "Centra.l States
Meter ll is used in Missouri, Illinois, Ind~ana'~~ Ohio.

Both of these meters "are based on days elapsed since rain,
current relative humidity, current Wind_velocity, pr.evailing
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(b)
(c)

(d)
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conditions or vegetation etc;, butth~'L~~es'States Meter also
speciries the amount or the last rain." "These'ractors are sub
sequently combined with fuel' moisture content, . (rrom readings
made or durr hygrometer or haIr inch diameter sticks),and .
visibility distance,_ to determ~~.~h~. fI010.ss or F~r~ l?ang~rll.

, .,

, Each rire "danger station m~{es daily ob~ervil.tions . (at .
8 a.m.,' 12 noon and 5 p.m.) or Precipitation, "Relative 'Humi
dity, Wind Velocity and Direction, Fuel Moisture, Sky.con~ .
ditions, and Visibility.' Each observer reports:to the forest
headquarters' arter 8 a.m. readings each morning, givingror
his locality: - . '.' _'"

The previousday1s rire danger rating.. ..:. the' worst
ratingcalculated-~omthe three observations made
each day , , ,,'
Precipitation ror- the 24 hours'ended 8' a.m.
Current (8· a·.m'-)· readings' or"fuel moisture content,
visibility, ,relative humidity "rind wind movement

,The'number or"rires and area burnt ror the pre-
. ceeding '24 hours. .

The rorest headquarters arranges ror telegraphic·trans
mission by' code" or these' rire '\7eather'data'to "one or the' two
special rire weather 'r6recasters'assigned' to'such'work by ,
the U.S~ Weather Bureau~and berore-lO'a~m. the same morning'
each rorest'receives back a detailed local rire weather roro-
cast ror that day. ' . '

The Hazard Indicator'sticks ,isedore haIr inch or two .
inch diameter sticks or cleti.r Northern' White" Pine ,~·the smaller,
size being joined-in 0: set or rive ' to give an' oven' dry weight·
or"exactly' 100' grams while the larger sticIts are in pair:s hav
ing a net dry weight" or 400 grams.

Visibility is measured only rrom'lookout towers' while
reports on the condition or (herbaceous) vegetation are based
on determinations by the District Ranger whether it is green,
curing or dead •

. - . - . .. . ..-

'A,tentative classiricat~onor' Fire Danger ror Region 9,
interpreted into terms or Fire 'Behaviour and essential organisa~
tion changes, is shown in Table No. 34. . ,,', '

(iii) The use. or Fire DanBer Meters in Fire Control Planning.

The main objective or rire-dangerrating is to gauge ,the
existing or impending danger'rrom'rires to' any rorest area~
given any set or local conditions •. " If' danger is .accurately
gauged, administrative orricers can plan and adjust their~rire
control organisation to meet the rluctuating rire load, so

,as to make the best use or funds available ror fire protection.
,Orricerscan also classiry rorest units on the basis or total
,rire danger, thus'ensuring:the'most errective allocation or
available funds to"those forests or other units most urgently
demanding protection~ At the outbreillt of rire, experienced
orficer~·can"calculate:the size or the' suppression job and
can place most errectively heavy rein£orcements which have
been planned ror extreme conditions or danger•. During the
fire season) a knowledge or 'existing and impending rire danger
also facilitates'the working or the permit system ror brush
burning, smoking, camping etc. and dictates the placing or
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'T A B L E N o. 34.

REGIOn no. 9 - FIRE DANGER RATING.

Showing classification of fire danger, probable.fire behaviour, and the necess~rY'administrativeaction.

FIRE DANGER
CLl\SSIFICATIOU .1

PROBABLE. FIRE BEHAVIOUR ADlIINISTRATIVE ACTIOn REQUIRED

CLASS III
(Low Danger

CLASS IV
(Moderate)

CLASS.I
(No danger)

CLASS V
(High Danger) .

-,
f-I
f-Iro

Lookouts needed for areas of special danger. ~uch '-
as slash areas, land clearing operations i'ntensively
used recreation areas etc. " ,
Men needed on primary lookouts. Regular prot~~tion
force should be within call

No men specifically needed on fire control 'except
for mop up of any smouldering fires :

,'Men needed on secondary ·lookou.ts v{hen visi'1?ility' .
is lbw~ Regular protection force should be
available for immediate action on fires as reported
Secondary force should be within call
Regular and secondary protection force should be
available for imnediate action 'on fires a~ reported.
Reserve force should be available if needed. ,
Men needed at emergency stations. Entire protection
force ready for immediate action, additional over
head required if conditions remain bad. Volunteers
or supplemental help may be needed .
Emergency conditions prevailing. Maximum effort
called for. .

Fire vTill not start from a ma.tch or spread beyond
the heat of a campfire or burning brush pile. Fires
in peat, rotten logs and snags will continue to

. smoulder' .,
" IFires will start from an open flame and ,from un

danger) trenched camp and brush pile fir.es but spread
slouly and tend to go out themselves '
Fires will start from a ,lighted match and will
spread (rapidly in dead grass, more slowly-in
heavier fuels) unti~_extingqished
Fires start· readily from a match, burn briskly
and tend to spread r~pidly as they increase in
size., Peat fires tend to develop into surface
fires at the hi~er wind velocities. .
Fires start readily from a match or glowing
cinders, spread rapidly and tend to crown in
young growth '.
Fires will start from a cigarette butt or sparks,
spread rapidly and tend to 'crown generally. spot
fires common

CLASS VII Explosive Conditions. Fires start readily from
(Extreme Danger) sparks, burn fiercely, crown and spot generally

and are all but controllable.

CLASS 31I
(Very high)

CLASS II
(very loW'

•
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Iobile Fire- leather Forecast i Unit used y Fire Heat er
s ecialists of U.S. Weat er Bureau in close proximity
to major 0 tbre cs of ire- Vestern Regions - .S. .



regular or additional patrols and detection units. Detailed
discussion of the use of fire danger meters arid fire weather
data generally can be best summarised as follows:- , :

(1) Tonnticipate critical fire danger occurrence
(2) To rate current danger dependably
(3) To gauge the severity of the current fire season

, , .

,
(1)

(113)

To antici!i:l.te critical'fire"dnnger'occurrence.
This real y menns the preparatIon :of effectIve local'
forecasts for 24 or 36 hour "periods" by the 'correlation'
orlocn! "firo':'\'ieather" records with the regional fore
casts or fire',Yeather' furnished by the U.S.' Weather
Bureau~ ,As far" back as "1928; definite 'fire':'Yleather
units of the Weather Bureau'organisation had been
established f~rtise by various forest regions at the
followingcentres:-

California
Orogon'
Washington'
Montana, N.Idaho
Southern 'Idaho' .,
Minnesota, Wisconsin,)
Michigan' '),
HeVi England, New York

San' Francisco
Portland
Seattle
Spokane,
Boise
Duluth

Boston

Meteorologists --at each centre' super'vise the
collection of fire weather recordings from each weather
station in the forests, and endeavour' to improve'the
detail "and' accuracy of .all local forecasts,' throughout,
their region. 'For'a'number of years efforts were made
to transmit fire weather reports from major fire out
breo.lts, and it was finlillyfound advi.sable to adopt
a mobile 'forecasting and weather recording unit in the
form of ,a truck specially' equippe~ with necessary"meteoro
logical instruments, radio (two-way) equipment etc. So
successful was this truck in actua+service that seven
special trucks of this,'nature, with·tl"ained staffs are
now o.vailable. Three of these are located in various
parts of California, the others being situated in the
states of Oreg~n, Washington'- and Montana.

In the Western regions the greatest" amount of stUdy
has been "given to, the accurate local prediction of the' .
occurrence, and fire rislt characteristics, "of lightning
storms. It has also been found possible to determine
after intensive·local study of cloud heights, the"direc
tion travelled by storms and the, number of fires possible
at various elevations. . ,

, Vfuile 'the progress made in bringing fire-weather
service by the Weather Bureau to the foresters, in the
form of accuro.te forecasts either once or twice a day) is
a tremendous advance, there" remains the necessity for
rendering these forcastsmore effectively local~ With
tho continued development of fire dangormeters, it
should become progressively easier for foresters·to pro
vide themselves with accurate local forecasts based on
their own recordings and on the daily forecasts from the
Weather Bureau. It has been thought advisable in most

, ,
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Regions ror forest ,officers to transmit'their ,local weather
data to Regional or Ranger' headquarters" so that local
forecasts for every unit: can be prepared at' such head
quarters by an experienced'officer, who correlates
Weather Bureau rorecasts with the detailed local record-
ings supplied to him. .

As rire danger meters become even more ~eliable" '
and ofricers more experienced in their use" it will pro
bably'be found more advantageous ror each orricer to
sum up ror himself'the local ,conditions likely to exist
in the near future. ' ' '

Whatever tho 'local means adopted to produce'
accurate forecasts of 10cal'burning conditions" such
forecasts will ensure' the maintenance 'of' fire' control
organisiltion-at'a standard conmensuratewith predict
able'conditions" and will' obviate that element of~
surprise which'has too often resulted in fires becoming
uncontrollable. '

Anticipation of danger'has been found particularly
useful in:- . '

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Locating patrols at danger 10ints" manning detection
units" and holding reserve abour forces in readi
ness'when hazardous conditions are predicted. ' .
Control of the issue of ormits"(and of thocondi
tions of issue for brush- urn ng adjacent to '
forests" camping or 'smoking within forests,etc.
At times of exceptional hazard~ foresters have
concrete data on 'which they can' logically base'
their refusal' to issue permits or'toeven allow,
visitors to' enter rorests" in place of 'the "
unsatisfactory method' of fixing calender dates
for the control 6f permit' issues.' ,
Employment' of "l{ey'" protection men" on other
remunerative work during safe periods in cases
Where these men are retained throughout ,the fire
season
Control of the reinforcement action necessary in'
the case of fire outbrew{s to ensure the effective
"corralling" of'such fire in 'the shortest pos'sible
tilile., Similarly,,' with the conditions of hazard
SUddenly reduced 'or "blanketed" entirely by
imminent rain" preparations can be,commenced for
the withdrawal of heavy, and costly reinforcements
from fires.

To rate current danger dependablz
While the results obtained in'determining "anti-

,cipated,fire'danger" may not always prove satisfactory;
fire danger rating schemes should at least allow obser
vers to accurately gauge the' current danger" either "
daily" or: at any time throughout the day, when thought
necessary. The 'objectives ,set'down for anticipation or
fire danger and its 'administrative application are still
aimed at" and it should be'possible'to approach these
objectives more closely once a knowledge of existing
danger is available.

~

If regional or othor'pro~ect~ve organisa~ions
were set in motion according to the date of the earliest

"
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"probable :fire occurrence" the expense involved would be
unwarranted in most seasons. Similarly i:f. a CO:tmllenCe
ment were made in accordance with a calendar date, the
start would be :found to be either too early or too late
:for e:f:fective functioning. Care:fulassessment and rating
o:f :fire danger is the only justi:fication :for maintaining

: protective organisations at either low or high strength.
The personal judgment o:f the local of:ficer may be either
good or bad ~fire danger rating seeks to standardise)or
to eliminate~this personal judgment. ~1e ~ating of' :firo
danger into defined.classes, each of which. involves de
finite administration action, is also a material advance
on past methods of assessing danger according to the
lurid nature of adjectival descriptions.

In a review of fires in Southern States, Bicl~ord
and Bru~e (16) state clearly that many large fires were
not controlled,while still small,through failure to
recognise current f'ire danger. \Vhile ability to recog
nise dangerous .fire conditions will not prevent f'ires
from starting or spreading, of'ficers are in a much
better position to tw~e effective prevention and sup
pression action once they have a sound estimation of'
current fire danger•. The ultimate size of·any fi~e
indicates not only the seriousness of burning condi
tions, but also the promptness and efficacy of' preven
tion, detection and suppression measures. Many f'ires
which' have been controlled during extremely hazardous
conditions wore potentially larger f'ires than many .
that IIgot awayll during less severe conditions. Apart
f'rom any other consideration of its usefulness, 'fire .
danger rating demonstrates its eff'iciency by reducing
the number or fires either under manned or over-manned.

To gauge the severity of individual :fire seasons
'Statistics showing the annual OCCUl'rence of :fires,

areas burned over, causes of f'ire, have little significance
unless they can be de:finitely correlated with an index of
the fire danger conditions eXisting :for·that particular .
year. Comparisons need to' be made between the f'ire
danger o:f vOl'ious seasons, or that eXisting in various
regions, be:fore any assessment'can be made o:f the :follow
ing :factors:-

,

(3)

•
(a)

(b)

(b)

The comparative severity of the current or nast fire
season.

" II e:f:ficiency of f'ire control organisa-
tions in any forest or administrative unit. The
objective of ef:ficient fire control organisation is
t~ :follow the narrow path between acceptable expendi
ture and the too, ris~ exposureo:f th~ forest to undue
risk. The extent of unjustifiable expenditure,and
unnecessary 10sses~can only be "assessefr when per
:formance of' the fire control organisation is checked
with the seasonal or periodic occurrence of specified
fire danger.
The need·f'or increased allocations of' expenditure
for the protection of any indiVidual forest unit.
Definite def'iciencies can only be revealed where
the existence of' certain classes of rire danger has
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a·
e·

proved too much for efficiently conducted orga
nisations and has thus fUrnished indisputable .
justification for increased expenditure alloca
tions.

Consideration of these aspects postulates tho effi
cient keeping of' daily weather records in order that·
periodic or seasonal trends can be identified' at any
time, and any further emphasis made on any factor, so as.
to improve either fire control organis~tion or to modify
the system of 'rating fire danger. Fire danger meters,'as
they exist to':'day,couldnot have been evolved without
accumulated records of past· fire vieather and "of "fire
behaviour under any'sot"ofweather or burning conditions.
The extension of necessary local studios into the effect
of edaphic factors is only 'possible once" comprehensive
past records havefailed"to account" for tho" behaviour
of fires. In stressing the need for comprehensive
records of fire weather "it: should perhap~ be stipulated
that all "the significant daily variables of fire danger
should be recorded;. and such' recordings should be fully
representative of'local'cover types, "fUel types, topo
graphical divisions etc.' If a full series of record-
ing stations cannot bo manned, greatest weight should be
given·to those 'stations Which may be counted as truly
representative. .

".'

Gisborne(58) givos a useful method for" determining
the average fire danger for a season by enumerating the
number of days.for \'I11ich each class of danger ·existed,
viz:- .

(1) Class of Danger - (2) No. of days - (1) multiplie~ by (2)
such danger

existed
I NIL O.
II NIL 0
III 10 30
IV 16· 64

I
V 29 145 . I

VI 7 42 I
I

VII 0 0 I

-
62 281- -

The trends of Fire Dang'er Rating Methods.

'The average Class of Danger for the Season is thus
4· 5 - Previous averages (for several seasons) may.
be 5·5 so that the current season Was below aver-e· 281 ~

62
age.

(iv)

The future trend of Fire Danger" Rating metl).ods Was
discussed (192) at a recent meeting of Fire Control
specialists,' at· which meeting it was agreed in the first.
instance that "administrative practices have already . .
overhauled and surpassed the original objectives of
'any or all existing systems' of dange'r measurer:.ent ". It
was further agreed. that the diagram shown hereunder was
a logical representation of the conditions that should
be measured and of the indices or ratings which should
be produced:-
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Fuel Condition (Moisture content"and/or greenness) plus
weather

; Relative Danger Index

Relative Danger Index
plus' Risk and Visi
bility
• Preparedness Index

-Fire BehaviourlRating
. plus Travel time, 'Soil

or Rocl~ype, ratigue
element etc. 12

Fire Desoatcher.' S
Meter

Relative anger Index
plus Fuel Type (Fuel
size, volwne - and,
arrange~ent, plus
topographic slope and
aspect)
; Fire Behaviour~Rat-

~

Fire Behaviour Rat
ing plus Weather
Forecast =
Fireline Meter

I

It was admitted that no Forest Service Region has yet
advanced beyond the preparation of Preparedness and (very
general) Fire Behaviour· J.leters, while no Region has yet
evolved a separate Fire Behaviour IJetel" ror each of its
distinct cover or fuel types.

The recommendations of this Coomittee (192) are
worthy of repetition:-

1. lilt is of first priority' that fuel moisture (01"' condi
tion), and weather be recognised as the basic elements
that should be incorporated)as soon as possible,into
a nationally appliCable scale of relative danger.

2. That the ultimate objective of rire danger rating
development should tend towards a system 'based on
universal principles susceptible of national appli
cation.

3. That the fire research 'project leader should follow
the concept that the same basic measurements of fuel
and weather conditions will serve all administrative
uses, both locally and nationally, through the appli
cation of fire control managem~ntdevices.
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4. That the irr~ediate job is to correlate obtainable fire
danger measurements to 'suit the needs of the fire control
executive. In general, these needs are the correlation
of fire behaviour basic elements to assist the executive
in handling those prevention, pre-suppression and sup
pr~ssion activities thatvary'with the variable factors
of fire danger. Specifically, the administrator wants
measurements'which he can use as a guide to determine,
for example: -'

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

ffuen to close specific areas to entry or to smoking,
or to take other"preventive steps, because of high
ignition and spread danger . . ...
When'arid to what degree more lookouts are justified,
because of ignition' and spread alone, because of '.'
reduced visibility 'alone; or because of combinations
of ignition,' spread' and visibility.' . --
Vfuen and to what degree more 'smoke chasers and/or'
contact men are justified, by increases"in presence
of causative agencies; by increased" danger "of "igni
tion alone, by increased rate of spread alone, and,
by any combination of these three ,."
Vfuen and to what degree speed and strength of .
attack should be' changed by the 'fire despatcher,..
because of rate of spread alone, because of resis~
tance to control alone and because of any combina-
tion of these .' .
When the' "fir.e boss" should' change tactics and/or
strategy, because of any combination of probable
rate of spread and resistance to control resulting
from size of fire; position of fire front, With
respect to topography and fuels, 'eXisting and
probable rates of spread." '
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CHAPTER IV.

THE STUDY OF FffiE HISTORY.

A. The location, origin and time of occurrence of past fires

The importance of studying the nature and extent of forest .
fuels, together with'weather and other conditions which influence
their'inflammability, has already been discussed in detail. '
It has also been shown- (see Table Uo~ 8) that the great majo~ity
of fires originating'on protected forest areas are the result .
of man I s carelessness or wilfulness ~.' When administrative officers
have commenced the preparation of local fire'planning, 'they have
found that an urgent necessity exists'for detailed records of
past fires on a particular forest or administrative unit. Such
records have been, found even more useful and illuminating when
it has been found possible'to correlate them with fire weather
records for a corresponding period and for 'corresponding days.
Administrators in U.S.A. have long realised that fire control
planning and expenditure must be concentrated on' areas'of "
greatest hazard and/or of greatest economic 1mportance~They
also 'have realised that such planning is imposSible -without
analyses of fire history,'for individual-forest units, which
reveal the sources of past fires, the responsible agency,
and the predominance of 'any period' or time in their occurrence.
With this information available, officers have been-able to
allocate expenditure to the best advantage; and to seek the
elimination or reduction of the most serious fire risks and
fire hazards~' -Without· this i~formation, other'officers have
found their-suppression efforts to be very largely wasted
effort, particularly during the-critical periods'which occur
occasionally to test all efforts at fire control.

-Systematic fire planning includes 'the lOCation and manning
of detection-,und suppression units -,and the keynote' of such
planning is the speed and-efficiency'of initial'attack on all
fires. Only when administrators have a full 1010wledge of past
and probable fire risks can they'most effectively "route" their
transportation systems, and'locate their labour forces and
equipment to the best advantage.

, .

It has already .been shown that lightning fires are a
serious risk only in Western Regions so that foresters in
the East no longor.plan intensive protection from such fires.
On- the other hand Western foresters realise the necessity
for closely following the path taken by severe storms, and
for distributing detection'and suppression forces throughout
areas 6f probable "strike". Smokers and campers have also '
been indicated as serious fire risks throughout the country
(see Table No. 10) so that'nation-wide efforts to cope with
such risks are being taken. The systematic patrol of travel
routes and camping sites, -the "fire";'proofing" of such areas,
the check up on all forest visitors, followed by insistence
on permits' to enter, or even total exclusion from the forest,
are some of the steps taken to minimise the fires caused'
from these 'agencies. The details of such preventive effort
will be found,in later pages. In cases where debris burning
is proved from past experience to be'a serious and prolific
source of fire risk, effective "fire-proofing" of 'adjacent
forest land, and intensified patrols in the ~icinity, have
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. '

been adopted as counter-measures. Vfuere legal facilities
exist for the limitation of debris burning to those 'times
approved, under a permit system, by forest officers, still
more progress against this type of fire origin has been made.

Apart from acquiring detailed knowledge of fire origin,
, foresters have -also 'found it necessary to study the season

of the year or the'time of day when-local fires can be
expected to be-most serious. 'Even the general trend'of the
u.s. fire season is lacking-iIi'uniformity.'In the-Southern
areas fires are 'more -numerous, if not"actually more-severe
during the 'winter months' from December 'to March. - In the
mixed and/or hardwood forests of the North East the most
serious hazard exists during the late spring,' before the
forest floor is shaded-by the nevl-season's canopy~The

-fire season in the' North East-continues'throughout the'
'summer, but--is -usually tempered by frequent' summer rains or
generallyfavourable'weather~--Anotherminor peak of the
season "may- occur-during--theautumn,when the freshly cast
hard\100d leaves' are' in their-most inflammable stage. In
Western'regions, -severe fires' are~almost wholly'confined'to
the peak of-the summer, but in-studying past fire seasons,

'which show variations in the length of this summer- fire'
period~ forestershave'been able 'to avoid being token by'
surprise, during recent years;when inflammable conditions
SUddenly-return after the supposed t1dying.:.out" of all fire
hazards. - In'caseswhere foresters have found that the'
most severe risks coincide with the' periods of worst hazard,
they have 'profited from past 'experience in planning for
heavy reinforcement of all suppression action. -

, " ,

The actual day or time of the day when fires originate
is a more elusive factor to'determine from any study of '
fire history~ Weekend fires, occurring just after meal periods
have been' found" a -very -cotmlon source of fire origin on areas
open for recreational-use, calling for intensification of
patrol activity at 'such times. Railroad fires have, in
some cases, been'found"to"originate'at regular times or on
regular days, according to the passage of heavy freight trains.
Incendi~y fires have been found to follow the logical
period for their occurrence - the advent of "worst possible"
burning conditions.

Foresters agree that'even the comprehensive records kept
during recentyears'may not' be sUfficient for future studies
of "the-fire problem~ Such,records include extremely detailed
reports on fire" outbreaks, lightning occurrence, reviews of
seasonal or large outbreaks~'fireweather data etc., in '
tabulated form~ , Other important records include charts of
weather trends, fuel'iriflammability, classification of fire

,"hazard and annual or periodic maps showing the occurrence'
and intensity of alloutbrew{s.

B. The possible elimination or reduction of causative agencies

Effective elimination or reduction of these agencies will
not only relieve the pressure on fire control organisations
but should effect major economies in expenditure on protection.
Until very recently'most attention, in the problem of fire
control, had been given'to the organisation and improvement,
of suppression efforts - comparatively little planning or
expenditure having'been concentrated on the prevention phase
of fire protection. Now that foresters have been able to 
reach a certain standard of efficiency in suppression wor~,

they are turning to the prevention field with hopes of
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similar success•. They have found already that anything con
structive in the way'of fire prevention can only'be accom
plished by efforts to el~inatethe underlying causes of' the'
numerous fires for which man is responsible.netailed'efforts
now being made to 'overcome ignorance with education, apathy
with co-operation, and negligence with law enforcement will

, be discussed in later pages; together with the code;of res
trictions imposed on the movements" arid actions of forest·
visitors during the'fireseason"peak~ These latter restric
tions include the compulsory registration of all'visitors,
the necessity for them to carry fire tools and to report
to fire guards, "and even total prohibition of ,entry to
,forests during per~odsof extreme fire' hazard. Smoking
while travelling thrOU~l forests or other-infl~~able areas
may also be forbidden' -'Forest"Service'employees'settins a
good' example in this respect by refraining "from smoking"
except at per.manentforest stations or fireproofed camp
grounds throughout ,.the fire season. .

Comprehensive'instructionsare issued by Regional Forest,;.
ers to their staffs explaining the benefits resulting from
tactful efforts to obtain co-operation 'and assistancein'fire;'
prevention from visitors to the forest; or from adjoining
residents orlandholders~ 'Irithe"first place,"officers and
employees must maintain a" satisfactory. standard· in their ".
personal appearance and attire~ They must treat all visitors
or neighbours w~th tact and courtesy,' and avoid all appear
ance of officiousness, 'without tolerating lawlessness.
Realising that" forest'visito~s have a right to the recrea
tional use of these areas," any errors or. neglect on the part
of visitors must be explained tactfully iri order to develop .
and cultivate the hoped-for co-operation of all forest users~
filien hazard conditions necessitate the imposition of'restric
tions or of prohibition to entry, °evenmoretact' is required
in,explaining the necessity for .such restrictions by"demon
strating boards or charts which show the nbuild~upll of
severe current hazards. "

It is admitted by administrators that while the origin
of man-caused fires can still be traced to such divergent
motives as maliciousness and '''pUre cussedness fl there is a

.great' deal of ignorance;'uprithy,negligence and prejudice
to' be ovorcome or brol:en dO\m before any success can be
claimed.

A more direct effort at eliminating fire origin is
the contacting of railroad offi~ials, followed by persistent
efforts to obtain written co~operative agreements with such "
railroads in fire protection of rights of way and other rail
road property~ Considerable success has attended efforts to
obtain ,the co-operation of ,lumbermen and" of organisations
representing forest-industry employees, in the reduction or
"elimination of fires.

On those areas where debris burning is to be feared,
responsible officers personally inspect those properties
1mown to present serious risks •. Even if" efforts made to
enlist tho landol"lners r co-operation, or attempts to warn
11im of the hazards prevailing, are unsuccessful,the officer
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at least succeeds in estimating'the extent of the risk pre
sented by anyfira originating there. In districts repeat
edly exposed to danger fr.om incendiary actions it, has beel?
found advantageous to delegate a smallforce'of forestry or
police officers to the task of' apprehending tho" "fire-bugs~',
and of securing their conviction. In such districts7ithas
been found that a limited number of convictions can be
counted on as a deterrent to future incendiarism, especiall~
if such convictions are made sufficiently severe, and are
given adequate publicity in the right quarter. The intro
duction and--maintenanceof bloodhounds in those districts
noted' for 'past incendiarism has also proved an"effect~ve
deterrent; not so much .from actual'activities of the dogs,
but in implanting a genuine fear in the minds of would-bo
incendiarists.- . .. - - .

c. The reduction of major {ire hazards'.

It has already beonindicatcd that all 'dead (and living)
~aterial within a growing' forest can be classified as fuel
for forest fires.' Attempts'to reduce 'the "volume of dead
material must be concentrated on'the"principal sources 'of"
such fuels - logging slash,snags, insect-killed trees etc.
The strong, advocacy in southern regions for the periodic .

'burning of the forest in order to keep all fuel to'a mini
mum, may succeed to'some extent ,if it can be proved that
~uch work Can be done "efficiently, 'effectivelY7and economi~ •
cally .from a protection, standpoint. The general experience
has been, however~ that even the burning or removal of '
localised accumulations' of danger,'litter is' an expensive'
procedure which does not always attain its objective~ In
fact there "is a strong school of opinion to support" ;the
theory that money spent" in'reduction of slashjor C?ther'
hazards,could be more efficiently spent'by-leaving these
hazards in'situ, and intensifying general,protection from
fire, for a period of several years, over the area in '
question.

The active steps taken to reduco or eliminate existing
fire hazards, after their annual location by "hazard surveysll,
are as follows:-

(i) Disposal of slash.- The nature ,and extent 'of slash
accumulations varies tremend~usly~ith species, locality,
silvicultural practice (if any)" amount of cull present on
any logging area, intensity of logging practice and utiliza-
tion etc. The problem reaches its most acute form in the '
Pacific North-West, ,and in one ,state, at least (Montana)

. special state laws have been enacted to deal ~ith the problem.
Under these laws, Federal and state foresters, Vlorl:ing in
co-operation, direct the disposal'of slash on private ,lands,
timber sales areas within,or adjacent to,areas ~r reserved"
forest 70r to areas subject to fire protection. Land-owners
or logging operators may be required to spend,15 cents per
1,000 super feet of logged timber o'n slash disposal on any .
area being logged. 'In the case of sales on National Forest
lands in North-Western regions, operators may be required to
pay an additional stumpage of up to 30 cents per 1,000 board
feet ~ this money being then spent in top disposal on the .
sale area. Foresters discuss disposal pl~s with the land-
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owner 'or operator, "follo\'iI' up'" any 'proposed action along these
lines, and exercise full supervision over actual burning
operations to ensure' safe' and"efficient methods. Despite the
nature of the advice, or of instructions,. given ,himbt '
forest officers, the responsibility for any escape of top
disposal fires remains with the operator. Refusal or neglect
to execute top disposal on logged areas often renders the
operator also liable to penalty under state Laws.

. -. . . - ..

In several other states, local laws'enforce the disposal
of all slash along highways or'railroads, and in strips along
property'boundaries~ In the NorthWest region, lumbermen have'
become more interested in the-subject of slash'disposal since
they have obtained a better conception. of' the fire protection
problem. They are now most active'in,formulating theoest .
methods for slash disposal or for' the most efficientprotec
tion of areas carrying extensive'accumulationscof slash. Slash
disposal may proceed in a variety of waysviz:~

. . . .. ~ . '. . ~.. -' . '. - - ."

(a)

(b)

(c)

I
(d)

e
(e)

. Piling and' burning ~ including'well stacked piles of
IIgreenll tops which are burnt, after drying, ili safe
weather":' such as '.early winter when the intervening
ground is too damp to" carry a fire. The' method· is
costly and is rarely justified for this reason.

, _.

Swamperburning - tops being bur~t'or scorched as~logging
proceeds, either before or af'teractual logextraction~
The method is even more' expensive than piling and burn":'
ing and is obviously impossible during the fire season•

.-. "'.

Broadcast burning-This is a cheap method (1-2 cents
per 1,000 super leet of logs cut)"butitsnpplication
is limited to small areas of clear. cutting, .owing' to
the injury inevitable to trees standing in the slash
and to the grent risk of.a widespread fire developing.
The method is' advocated particularly'in the Western
\Vhite Pine type'both to reduce slash, unmerchantable
old growth etc., and also'to perpetuate the White Pine
type. The usual precautions"must betaken to prevent
spread of'the burn -:oneof the latest suggestions
being initial centre~firing of·the area, with'sub":'
sequent lighting near the edges, to utilise a strong
centre draught as a deterrent against spread•.. "spot
burning", or the burning of only the dense slash' ,
ac.cumulations, is sometimes used as an alternative.

. .
Lopping with or without Scattering - Allows'easier
construction of fire lines and may assist more rapid
decay, being used in the case of selective logging,
or other partial cuttings, or in cases where any
burning is impracticable.

Partial Disposal·- as suggested (137) for the P. ponderQsa
stands in Eastern Oregon consists of piline and burning
"gridiron" 'strips of slash; with additional strips
cleared' along roads, camps, railways, etc - supplemented
by intensive fire protection of' the areas for some 15'
ye~s subsequently"; the total cost being'estimated at
22 cents per l~OOO super feet of' logs cut, or' only
half the estimated cost of piling and burning.
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. In'a later discussion of' slash disposal for-the same
species, in'the South West 'region, Pearson &'McIntyre (150)
did riot favour" any standard metho.d, -owing to variable con
ditions of stocking~ fire hazard etc. 'Vfuere qerious fire
hazards were thought to exist",: 'they" filvoured piling and'
burning -elsewhere less expensive methods of" scattering
or lopping were suggested ~ decision as to methods etc.
being entirely a local one •

. M. illustration of "the effectiveness of state legal
provisions for top disposal is that made in 1931 by Viis':"
consin state.', It v'His realised' that total disposal would'
be 'too heavy a burden for "loggers, but'the latter were
required.to twce the following action:-

. - . _. .

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Disposal" of all 'slash under'4 inches diameter vlithin
50' feet of .roads' or railways,
Disposal of all slash etc. on strips'50 feet wide
(along logging roads 'etc.) so that no area of slash
would exceed 640 'acres " , , .
Disposal 'on strips 66 feat wide along'adjacentpro-"
pertyboundaries if the latter areas carry valuable
forest growth ". --,
All slash under' 4 .. inches diameter to be' burnt or
removed unless'special'permission for lopping or
scattering is obtained. . " .,," , . ','
Cloaring all hardwood slash within'110 yards and"
conifero~~ sl~sh ~i~h~n 220 y~ds of any building.

" I

-
All disposal to be completed within a year otherwise

it will be 'done by local authorities and costs charged to
the operator.

(ii) Precautions in respect of other hazards -'

(a) 'Snags ~ require elimination"where fire risk is unduly'
high~ 'Foresters agree that a single burn on an area of
green forest produces a large number of snags, especially
in the case of mature'stands.A 'succession of f'orest fires
is required to eliminate snags from any area,'by which time
the area will bebeyond're~stockingwith adequate.regrowth.
It is therefore.necessary to'fell snags, 'if' not .. on the
entire area, at least in close proximity to roads, trails;
firebre~cs etc. 'on which safe suppressionef'fortis'based.
Felling may also be concentrated along such topographical
features as well' defined ridges; large streams etc~ which'
offer some assistance "in fire" control. Action in this con
nection is largely confined ·to the hazardous areas of the '
North West rogiori and the Pacific Coast; where the'size and
number of' snags .on a particular area often presents a', .
serious problem. Despite. the high cost of their removal,
many foresters insist on the elimination of snags as being
the most economical practice in'the'long run. The recent
introduction of power saws f'or tree-felling has considerably
cheapened previous 'high costs of the work. As outlined by
Ferguson (47) the snag-felling law enforced in' the State of
Oregon requires felling of "all snags in green timber"~ After
exploitation of merchantable timber on any area snags more
than 25 feet highand'16 D~B~H" must be felled; provided
that the number per acre so felled need not exceed the
average number per acre present in surrounding old growth
stands.
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'Concentration 'of snag-felling is also practised on
areas subject "to'severe'periodic lightning risks, owing
to the propensity of lightning for rapid spread of fire
after "strikes"" among snags. ' Lightning m~y s tril~e an
equivalent number of green'trees, but the effects "of,
the latter "strikes" are not usually felt so' seriously.

(b) Industrial hazards - Industries within forests which
are normally associated with fire risk'include sa\v.mills,
quarries, naval stores, mines or even petrol filling
stations on roads ~ Foresters usually carry out accurate
surveys of all'fire"risks associated with such enterprises,
and proffer advice and instructions'as'to protection measures
necessary under Federal'and state la~s.' Sri.feburning methods
are demonstrated,'if necessary'by forest employees', ,arid 
manag'ers "are' given' a ,clear understanding of the 'risks and
penalties ,associated' with indiscriminate burning. The
co-operation'of managers and of all 'employees' is also'sought

, in the careful use of fire at camps, power plants etc ~ and
in the local laws which specify'the fire-proofing-of all
building and/or industrial sites in forest or protected
areas.

Savlmills and 'naval stores 'operators in forest 'areas are
usually subj ect to' specific 'restriction in',or .. total prohi...;' '
bition 'of, the use of, fire under 'the salesagreoment clauses "
of state firo laws 'etc. 'Naval stores' operators usually take
steps" to protect their ,own 'field of operations 'by burping
of surrounding" areas." Provided such work' is done when •
approved" by foresters, and in", the manner prescribed by
regulation or permit system, "the operator may actuillly be
assisting in the 'general reduction or fire hazards .·I.!ill's
are req'\lired to'cloar all'inflammable material within'a
radius of 100 feet' or more" of, mill, or other 'bUildings, and
must also post 0. watchman when slab or sawdust fires are
burning, and the mill plant is not in operation~ Vfuere
mills have occasion 'to use firo'as ,0. precautionary measure,
burning must bo done under special permit or'not at all.
In North Western areas logging operations' may be shut do\m
completely when severe hazards exist, while lumbermen may
even arrange to start field,operations at davffi during the
summer and complete the day1s work prior to tho dangerous
afternoon period•. Spark arresters of an approved type are
standard for all locomotives or other ongines generating
steam power ~hich are used in or near prot~cted aro~s.

pOorest .. officers ta.l{6 the initi'ative in constantly
inspecting' all industrial risks, insisting, on all due pre-

'cautions required by permits," regulations and laws.
Breaches of regulations on National Fore~t areas involve
cancellation of operating permits or agreements; and lia
bility ror all damagoand suppression costs.\Vhere tho '
industrial concerns are operating on other landsjforesters
will lay information regarding neglect of or non~co~pliance
with regulations, with the state authorities responsible
for law enforcement.

(c) Railroad rightsof'way - Foresters make themselves
well acquainted with risks and hazards eXisting along rail
road,rights or way both before and during the fire season.
Railroad companies cannot usually be compelled to executo
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prevention measures under state fire legislation, but foresters
usually contact the'responsible local o1'ficio.l, and fU!nish '
him with estimated 'costs' of fuel and hazard reduction, point
ing out that the' cost of the work,may'be lower'than future,
claims for damages to protected areas, fire suppression costs
etc. 'Vlhere re~l dangerexists'and fires occur.from the

• operation of railroads - 'bbth patrols "and suppression' forces
are concentrated in the vicinity 'and prompt claims submitted'
to the railroad company for damages and costs of suppression.

'\Vhere railroads co-operate 'with forestcrsin fire protection
measures they'may furnish valuable assistance 'in: the form' of
labourforces"suppression equipment and transportation of
emergency forces. ~

. '

'The efficient operation ,of spark arrestors, and ash pans,
,together with the 'dumping of hot ashes only on "safe spots"
is mandatory in most regions, and the careful observance of
these regulations 'is generally facilitated: by' approaching
engine crews through-local railroad'officials. On certain
national Forest areas, railroad companies arrange \'Jith forest
offiGers for the elimination 'of hazards along their right of
way to be executed by forestry employees at the expense of
the companie~.

(d) Power line rights "of Vlay - In ,certain areas power lines
constitute a 1'ar more serious fire' risk than railroads due'
to insufficient clearance 'of high voltage lines above vege
tation, damaged insulators 'or poles; infrarnmnble material
along rights of way. Agreements with operators of power
lines usually insist on remedial measures for the above
mentioned defects. Not only must 'rights of way be kept'
clear, and the line' itself maint'ained in safe condition,
but it is also stipulated that a circle of 10 feet radius

'be kept clear around poles 'or towers carryingup'to 11,000
volts and a circle of 20'feet radius in the case of poles
carrying higher voltages.

Foresters usually inspect all rights of way and~ as in'
the case" of railroads, .present a." statement 'and' estimates of
of necessary' maintenance and' improvement work to the '
engineer in- charge~'Such inspection is followed up'to
ensure that'necessary action has been taken' - if not,the
operating company is liable to claims for damages for non~
compliance,. or ~or any resul~B?t cost.s or damage. .

(e) Hazards resultin
, As prev OUB y exp a ned, toresters endeavour 0 we come

visitors of all kinds to forest areas,and to tactfully'
explain and insist on the need for certain definite pre~
cautions against the neglected or careless use of fires.
They also seek to' obtain registration 'of all visitors to
forest areas during periods of hazard, even when conditions
prevailing do not'di~tate the issue of permits governing the
movements or actions of 'such visitors. '

Detailed attention is given to various classes of
visitors, as follows:-
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1. Smokers - During severe hazard conditions, smoking may be
forbidden,except in fireproofed camp' or, building' areas, or
at specially' designated ", "fag stations f1, under' National' '
Forest regulation,s or state Fire lQ.\"ls;'whicheverarea is
concerned. 'Forest officers areresponsible for reducing
smokers' fires to the'best'of'their ability by means"of
persuasion,"exercise of authority etc. Their personal'
habits in smoking must conform with the general regula
tions prevailing for' the district~' All Forest "Service
cars and trucks, or vehicles 'operated'by'Service employees,
must be equipped with suitable ash~trays. Oil companies
issue warning' f1 s tickers" to 'be placed" on the' windscreens
of cars; while the companies also'instruct attendants at
their service stations to clean out the"ash-trays of cars
while they are clea.ningwindscreens etc~ Certain States,
e.g., Washington, have enacted laws"which inflict severe
penalties (t250 fino "or'90'days" imprisonment) on'any" ,
person found 'gUilty of throwing 'away any lighted'or'burn
ing"material during the ,closed season in any protected
area.

:.

•.~.

2.

3.

Campers -' Major forest camps ",and other intensively used
Hecreation' Areas "are' "fireproofed fl for'an effective'radius
01'500 feet; or more) around these "sites, prior to' each'
fire"season.. Minor' picnic spots, or camp sites used by
other travellers~'are surrounded by a clean firelineup
to 6 feet wide, and all debris inside-this'line'is kept
in check by spring burning' or suriJmer' collection. ' '. Largely
as a result ofC.C.C.activities, thousands of-improved
recreation' areas' are now'available for' public use on
National Forests, or' Pa.rl~s~ and'in' other' tourist regions.'
On these "improved areas, campfire permits are' not required,
and during severe fire 'vieather ~ "camping eIsewhere, on the ' ,
forest may be 'forbidden. In any case, camping on other'
areas is subject to the issue of special annual permits,
which specify the conditions under which the "permit is
issued~ and"under which fires may be lighted. Permits
also indicate "tho ,locationof high hazard 'areas, closed
areas; tolephone numbers to call for the reporting' of "
fires~ and are issued'either by forest officers~ or'by"
specially selected co-operating ,individuals or agencies.

, ,

Persons found building fires without permits, or
neglecting all'reasonable 'precaut~ons, are not ~t first'
SUbjected to law 'enforcement, efforts being first made to
seek their co-operation by explaining the nature of pre
cautionary measures, the technique' of building and
extinguishing comp fires etc., and'by cautioning the
culprits against further violation of regulations.

Hunters and fishermen ~'J..n endeavour is made to, ensure the
registration of all hunters and fishermen on their entrance
to forests or protected areas, even 'at times when' such,
registration is not prescribed as "mandatory. Foresters
may further their contacts with sportsmen by arranging for
the "policing"'of those hunters and sportsmen who are
authorized by the state laws"or by the regulations of '
the Department of'Agriculture,or the Director of Emergency
Conservation Work~' Sportsmen are welcomed to protected
areas with'the usual tactful approach,rind are given advice
regarding game or, fish movet1ents.' They are'also issued'
with camp fire permits~ilfterthe'necessity"forsuch per
mits "has been" explained'.·' Their movements within forest
areas are kept ,under surveillance,' owing to the high risk
usually associated with their presence in inaccessible

,areas. ,Vfuen ,individual fi~ld contacts are impossible,

'.'

'--
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literature regarding "local- 'sportin[( conditions ~- "fire
prevention measureiJ e-tc'." may be'" left in their auto';'"
mobiles' or arrangements may be made' for "pep_up" ta.lks
to sporting -clubs' prior -to ~ -- or during -fire seasons.
By recording the presence and behaviour'-of various
sportsmen-or .sportingoodies," thanks may- pe extended
by foresters for precautions taken, . and the visitors
may be communicated with by -letter prior to the follow~
ing summer, and invited to return.

4. Motorists-'During conditions of fire hazard all motorists
travelling-through" National-forest areas are" stopped at
special' checking stations;by,neatly"dressed and intelligent
guards, for registration, and- 0.1"0 -'advised" to equip their"
car with a shovel, -an axe: and a gallon canteen of water. '
Restrictions on smoking and use of cttmpfiros are explained
to them and their co-operation is sought. Movemonts of
all motorists are checked either by patrols, -or by other'
checking stations "some distance away. During severe con-"
ditions 'of ha'zo.rd, 'the::carryirig'of fire tools is made com
pulsory,'and .driving on foro'st roads or highways may be .
either restricted-to safe and well"patrolled routes;" or
prohibited'altogether~ The need "for such restrictions
has of course to be tactfully explained.

.. . . , .- .. _.. .. - - . .. . '.-

Prior' to" tpe- opening of each 'fire season~'-district
officers may arrnngefor the" effective fire-proofing of
roadside strips for amiriimum distance 'of 15 feet from
each' water table~ -this work being" followed by maintenance
of 'strips" in "clean" condition throughout the' fire season.
Maintenance' or construction "employees working on roads
must-also arrange-for the removal of debris from these
strips, burning "not being allowed during.the fire-season
except 'at night~ or under special conditions approved by
the local Forester. In" California," State highway authori
ties' arrange'for~hesprayingof roadside edges with fuel
oil while the' grass etc; is still green~ In a very short
period the sprayed strip of "grass is dead and can be burnt
before other' grass on the road dries off.

- . . ., - . . ,

5. Hikers and Horseback riders - Control of these visitors' is
practised In the same way as with motorists,and the same
restrictions are applied except in the mutter of carrying
tools. As this-class of forest visitor is more mobile in
his movements; "additional -care is necessary to ensure
effective contact and patrol of these movements. The
co-operation of" t1dudetland other rancheS" supplying horses
is always sought; and"visitors to such ranches or to trail

"comps are a.sked to co-operate,· and are provided with
"literature.' '"

In the case, of large parties onorgunised suCmor
tours-the"Forest Service or other Governmental- agency
may not only prepare special camps', but also provides u'
guide or party escort· for the-double purpose of intens i
tying interest in forest areas and of preventing any .
careless use of fire.

•

6. Casual or transient visitors _. This class usually includes
berry piCkers, "sInull time li salesmen, picnickers and others,

" whose movements are uncertain even in their own minds, and
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who constitute 'a serious problem~orpatrols'and checking
stations~ especially when they ~ail to confine themselves
to 'main routes:of "travel or to camping"sites.' As pre
viously mentioned,' special'provision in the-matter o~
camping sites is made ~or'thisclasso~ peoplo;but it
has been dif~icult to control their move~ents or habits
even by careful contacts.

There has 'been greater 'justification' for restricting
the move~e~ts of this type o~ visit~r, 'during severe con
ditions,than in hampering the 'movements of others 'genuinely
interested in the recreational values of the ~orest.·

(r) Hnzards ~rom construction and 'other cri.rilps'.' - Rigid control
of campfIre and smoker risk in labour camps, or. in working .
gangs, is mandatoryonall'Natiorinl Forest land 'during the
fire se'ason. Forest Service employees, C.C~ C~cnmps; and'
other agencies 'are placed under definite restrictions-regard~'
ing camp and lunch ~ires, smolting 'orilyat II~ag stations II etc.,
while ~ireproo~ingaroundbuildings, camp sites etc. is also
compulsory.

E..'"{plosives 'may be entirely borred, 'or their ·use restricted
to electric detonators instead of caps and fusefi.' 'Burning of
debris involved' in the construction of highways,' railways,
power'lines 'etc~ 'must either cease'during the sUI:inier,or be
done under the supervision of ~orestof~icers during night
hours in ~avourable weather; , Co-operative ef~orts' f/ith the
local engineer or camp'of~icer must include the use o~ all
labour ~orces for, prompt: reporting and for 'suppression work
in the,vicinityo~"the camps, while'anadequate supp11 o~'
,~ire tools,·pumpersetc. r.mst'be"kept on' hand. Motor trucks
working wi~hin'protected areas must always De equipped'with
an axe 'and shovel"~-othcr trucks' carrying explosives

i
gasoline

etc. must also-c~a'chemical~ire,extinguisher'o~1 2 quarts
capacity. -Welding or other' similar jobs, must not be "done in
protected' areas'in'the abserice 'o~~ire extinguishers, knap-
sack sprays etc;;-the latter' equipment being also compulsory
in all camp or other buildings. Building ~lues are checked
to 'make sure they are not defective, while approve~ spark
arresters are required on all bUildings, tractors etc.,. , ,

The ~ield operations and" camps" of 'construction jobs are
subject to .continualinspection by patrolmen and'other forest
o~~icers to ensure that all precautionary and co~operative
action is being taken on the lines indicated above.

'(g) Debris burning - The location o~ each ~arm or habitation;
within the boundaries of protected areas, whore careless burn
ing o~ debris or brush constitutes a' serious ~ire risk is
shown on risk and hazard maps,~ter risk surveys are made
prior to the ~ir'e season -in question. Property owners -are
contacted by forest o~ficers with a view to co-operation,
owners being simultaneously vlarned, or instructed, regarding
prevailing or expected fire hazards. Protection'o~ owners'
properties ~om'~ireis promised i~ they ~ill co-operate by
reducing hazards oround buildings or common boundaries'or
by being careful in the disposal o~ ashes, garbage etc.'
Foresters usually insist' that any burning be done before, .

, or after the ~i,re season, or at least during sa~e weather,
and'then'only under'burning'perIilit and in compliance with all
precautionary and restrictive conditions of such permit.
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Intelligent and tactful approaches to neighbors, made by
foresters interested in"the control of "debris burning operations,
supported by co:-operative assistance to these lando"wners, has

. often. resulted in close futureco~operationby the latter"in
district f"ire 'protection problems. 'Quite often, "adjoining""
landowners act as reliable "aeents in the reporting and'suppress
ing of forest fires 'which' o~cur bear their boundaries - this"""
for~.of co-operation being greatly desired by forest officers.

, "

(h) Incendiar~ hazards ~ Incendiarism is always ashiftinsrisk,
and can rarely~e defined into anticipated zones of occurrence. "
In some cases repeated personal contacts with persons residing
within or near forest boundaries have lessened incendiary
efforts, but any material reduction in this class of fire
hazard can only be effected when special officers or police I

are delegated for intensive investigation of all fires which
are suspected as incendiary efforts. Vfuen a case has been
formulated against any indiVidual, criminal or other legal'
action is promptly taken and severe penalties pressed'for -;
the legal approach being sometimes facilitated by pre-
season contacts with'"local justices and" other law enforce
ment officials ~ Even" in' cases where material dar.lQ.ge does not
result, heavy penalties are sought as a deterrent and demons-
tration to other residents in the Vicinity. '

. . ~ .

In zones, where' incendiary fires' occur," no local labour is
employed on fire fighting and no'locar"supplies of stores, "
pack-horsesetc~" are' obtained - the:reasons .for "such action
being openly stated to responsible citizens~storekeepers
etc. in the hope of using them to brewr down local hostility
to fire control.

"Presentation of"the'situation"to local business men "or
civic leaders may often cause 0. revulsion of ' local feeling
against a minority of persistent "fire-bugs"," and at least
assists in the future apprehension of law-breclrers.. '

(i) Grazing and other forest permittees - In cases where
reasonable, ,If not conclusive, evidence exists that a grazing
permittee, or his employee, has caused fires on the. permit
area either carelessly or wilfully, or has failed to twre
suppression action as prescribed under the" conditions of the,',"
permit, immediate steps'are tclren for the cancellation of the
permit and/or of ""grazing preference". This cancellation may,
in serious cases, be extended to all grazing areas in the "
district so that the former permittee is unable to"obtain any
consideration in' future allotment of grazing areas. In Region

"No.5, the minL'11um requirements of grazing"permits in respect
of fire control include" the provision of tools 'at camps,
notifications to foresters re location of cnops,restriction
of smoking and of using unprotected camp fires, proper

"instructions to employees re care'of fires, reporting and
suppressing all fires in the vicinity of the permit area etc.
Holders of special permits for summer residences are bound by
conditions of their permit which force them to tclre prescribed
action under Forest regulations) or other local fire ordinances)
tO,prevent spread of fire from buildings, accUDlulation of
hazards around residences etc.

If inspections by foresters, and instructions issued
regardins necessary precautions are ignored," 'prompt legal
action is twren and publicity is given to any convictions
made.
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CHAPTER V.

EDUCATIONAL EFFORT.

The growing importance of fire prevention activities
has already been stressed, and considerations of the

, ,importance' of educational effort immediately arise.' Educa
tion'must'not' be confined 'to anyelass of' people; or' to'
any particular generation," othervlise the much-desired 'cunni.
lative improvement from any campaign will not materialise.
It is obviously useless to 'improve adult appreciation of
the' fire problem, while' "the .younger' generation is allowed .
no chance'of acquiring a "forest conscience". As an illus
tration of the success which attends' patient and planned. '
educational'effort, Folweiler and Bro....m (51) -cite the' .
results 'obtained on the Ozark National Forest' since-'1923~" .
The 'introduction of fire "protection to a 'region where 'woods
burning had developed into 0..' routine, . aroused a strong -,
resentment among theinhabi~ants.· Gradually this" feeling
of hostility has 1:;>eenbrokendown,' and' although"passive ' .
resistance to fire protection 'still persists, forest officers
are no longer regarded·tisinterlopers, and fire'occurrence
has'd\'lindled. - Table:No.35·shoV1S this reduction in the'
occurrence of man-caused·fires;and""althbughmuch.'of this.
reduction may be due to 'more rictive patrol and other' '
measures, the real"improvement lies in the changing attitude
of local residents. '

.- .. -

It is almost impossible- to approach ediicationBJ.' projects,
With. the idea of dealing"with individuals, owing' to' the' "
e normityof' such 0.. ta.sk. It becomes necessary to 'formulate
a progrmmne that will achieve results' by making contact,
with groups "representative'of influential public opinion,or
with classes of people "in a receptive frame of mind.S~hool
children fall naturally into the latter classifi~ation;

A. Juvenile Education.
, ,

Many foresters interested in prevention work are con
vinced that money expended on such work is productive of
much better 'results if concentrated in schools. Discussion
of fire origin has shown that most fires are due to the ., ,
degree of carelessness, 'malice or prejUdice which is ingrained
in the adUlt population.' Even' if patient and time-consuming
efforts are made to counter these origins of fire) the best'
that can be '-expected is slight improvement' over long periods •.
Meanwhile another generation or, t'170 grov!s'uP to furnish a
further field of patient endeavour. ',Scnool children are
admittedly receptive, to ini'luenceswhlchwill have a fut~e
effect on their' character and habits. ' 'Even if'- children can
not be made to grasp the 'ethics and economics of the entire
protective problem'-a foundation of appreciation and care
of forest areas can generally be'established in juvenile:
minds, so that future attempts at their education and co
operation will be greatlyfacilita.ted~ Another fa.ctor
greatly in favour of schools work in prevention efforts' is
the organised group discipline of, schools, which exerts'a

, forward movement despite the inherent objections of certain
, students. Attendance' at schools of the, great majority of

'children is another favourable feature' and it can at least
be said that'facilities exist atschbols for enlisting co
operation among almost all of the' coming generation.
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" TAB L E NO. 35.

Showing reduction in the occurrence of Man-caused Fires
Ozark National Porest.

DEPARTURE FROM NUMBER OF FIRES
YEAR GROSS AREA PROTEarED NORUAL OF AN- PER

NUAL RAINFALL "100,000 ACRES

1923 530,000 acres +11: 5" 44

1926 530,000 II + O~ 9 II 21

1929 634,000 " -2-2 11 19
" .

1932 634,000 II + 2.8" 21..

1935 886,000 " +8·7" 13 ,

.
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, Forest' officers 'in various'regions either attend schools
to give illustrated' or special talks or they'enlist the aid
of the teaching staff. Once thelatter'areconvinced of the
importance of fire protection, and-are supplied with 'basic
information or literature on the subject, they usually co
operate, in working the subject 'into teaching programmes.
Only those 'foresters who have 'a bent f'or attracting the

, sympathetic 'attention"of' juvenile audiences attempt the,
special task of schools talks, as educational work'of any
nature requiros special presentation 'to be effective." It
is just as important f'or youthful minds to realise' the
importance of forest 'and othernatural'resources" as 'it is'
f'or them to learn systems ofaovernment, particularly in.
regions 'like tho 'South or North West where the practice' of
forestry is integrated into the entire' economic s.truc~ure.

Some states have made progressive moves in placing
conservation of resources on school curricula; but 'owing
to the lack of experience 1 or interest;on the part of teach
ing staffs~little 'benefit has 'accrued. 'State forestry
organisations are anxious to assist"inschools1work', but
are rarely able tofinunce any comprehensiveprogrrummes,
while foresters can'rurelyagree, over 'the essentials of
any educational project. As education in U.S~A. is '
essentially u' State; or County,' ,function," it obviqusly requires
strong inspiration and financial' assistance from local aov-' . '
ernments bef'ore material-progress cunbe made. No real bene
fits can be anticipated unless a sustained eff'ort', is' made,
as any education' is only temporary in its effect 'if, attempted
only at certain periods; 'It is' admitted that many States have
been'hardpress~d in'their efforts to organise fire suppression,
and that they have overcome many dif'ficulties in achieving
material progress along 'these lines~ Various States~ are'
gradually realising the 'wisdom of spreading their ef'forts'atid
expenditure on protection, by closer attention to -educational
problems. In the absence of educational ef'fort much adminis~
trative energy must necessarily be wasted; and at least a
proportion'of' annual expenditure will be mis-directed year
after year. Efforts at education have perhaps' achieved 'greater
success in those States which do not have extensive'areas'of
State ,forest, and"where the local government has'not a'heavy

, administrative task in organising suppression measures.

School educational ef'f'orts are either:- (i) Direct and
(ii) Indirect.

(i) Direct'Methods - Fire prevention 'is the only topic dis;'
cussed, the case f'or protection being put forward in'as
attractive'a way as possible, While effort is concen
trated on a group of students intelligent enough to
realise tlH~ logic attempted.

Methods of this kind are particularly useful among
seniorstuden~s of.highschools, when these students are
conwencing to take an intelligent interest in senoral
problems. '

It has been proved a successful approach at Voca
tional Agricultural schools, due mainly to the f'ollowing
factors:-
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1. The education and experience of teachers giyes them
a" sympathetic interest in the subject
2. Students are from agricultural areas and'understand
a few of the elenentary concepts of forestry. Their
response" is more certninifsuch aspects as the impor
timce of farm woodlot protection aro stressed
3. The infornation" imparted to them will" probably be"
put to practical test-after their-departure from college,
particularly in regions where there' is close geographical
association between" forms and forests, or where farm
forestry may "be a profitable investment.

" "

The method hits" also "wide scope "among such seni
educational groups as Boy' Scout organisations. "The

" latter are more highly developed in urbanareas~ but
even there they are attracted to the enjoynent and bene
fits 6f outdoor" life. Boy Scout and s irlilar orgnnisa-'
tions; may infact~ well prove to be the urban counter
part of agricultural colleges in" so for as they foster
'juvenile.~nterest in forest p~otection. .

The general success of direct education on fire
protection" in" schools hinges largely on the 1000wledge
of the responsible teachers. 'Without" such knovlledge,
teachers cannot be expected to approach the subject with
either the 'interest or"enthusiasr.i which is'so ne~essary
to"success. The expression so often used - "Educate the
educators to achieve educationllappears particularly
suitable in respect of "fire protection, and efforts in'
this direction are already being made.

-Between 1926 and 1928, the U.S. -Forest Service
co-operated' with the" States of Oregon and Washington
in producing Fire Preventi9n ~andbooks suitable for
local schools, and also'publishing-similar"literature"
for a wider circulation. The Forest-Service of the State
of Florida has more recently (1934) published' literature
for use in b~t~ Agr~cultural and High Sc~ools.

(ii) Indirect Uethods. - These methods make an indirect"
approach to the subject of-protection by embodying the
latter discussion in talks, moving pictures etc. which
foster the."human interest'" spirit. In discussing or '
portraying the beauties of the 'forest; or the glory'-

.. of its recreational facilities, apt reference is made .
to the need for general support in the tremendous prob
lem of protection. Many foresters insist thnteduca
tional efforts should first-endeavour to capture the
interest of children or of "students, especially when so

. many of them are entirely ignorant of the need for
forests and have no conception' of what is entailed in
their management or protection. As indirect methods' seek
onlyto'mrute an impression on basically~ignorantminds,
it follows that ,the application of these methods should
be so timed -as to create more ,than momentary" interest - _.
in forest protection. The use' of" these methods involves
more difficulties than a direct approach, -as the speaker
or lecturer must ma.ke'O,-tactf1il-ripproach to the task "of
IIputting-over ll certain points, at the same time malting
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his talk or lecture both amusing and interesting. Perhaps
the best approach to the sUbject was made some years-ago'
(1928) when, the American' Forestry Associati'on(s "Southern
Educational Forestry Project" commenced' a three year' cam
paign in Southern-States~- The aim of'the project was to'
localise protection education in a Region where indiscri
minate burning' of' forests has al\"lays been prevalent, ,
efforts being concentrated in the'most notorious 'states
in this r~spect,Y;z~,G~org~~, ~~?ri~a and Ui~sissippi.

Visual-education lind'personalcontncts were aimed
at through the m~dium,~~~- '

1; Travelling motor trucks as mobile propaganda. units
2. Educational exhibits at fairs and other public

gatherings '" "., ' ,
3. Enlisting local co~operation through the'leaders of

each rural' community. '

Newspapers 'were provided with news items'concerning
fire protection; and'regarding'the movements'ofthe
publicity'trucks. Essay 'contests for special prizes on
the' effecns of'forest fires were held 'in schools. Co
operative'pledges for 'future 'fire prevention were'
obtained' from' adult members' of audiences. "Pictorial'
leaflets; ,prepared in an 'attractive "manner, were'dis
tributed," together' with rulers carrying fire slogans,
for use by children.

Communities were placarded and bombarded with posters
and leaflets. Motion'pictures; however,' proved -the 'great
drawcard~' particularly when Departmental'films' of an
educational type, 'which had little action' or hutlor' and
abundant moralizing, 'were' replaced by specially pro
ducedfilms. The latter were noted for local 'color and
contained' the right mixtureofro:rn.ance, drama,' humor and
educational feilturesto be appealing and entertaining to
all types of audiences.

,The Project undoubtedly stimulated much local interest
in forestry; the extent'of whichwasextre:rn.ely difficult
to 'gauge, but'which'undoubtedlystrengthened the state
forestry. administrations in their efforts to obtain public
support. 'P~oneer educational efforts of this nature can
not be ,expected' to achieve I lasting results, unless there
are numerous'locnl'organisations to 'follow up the primary
interest created, 'and to maintain public interest and
foster enthusiasm.

B. Adult Education.

~~tensive efforts to educate adults are not highly
regarded by foresters, 'as they are too often an insult
to the intelligent man, who is the object of the methods,

, and they generally fail to interest the ignorant types.
Local foresters have a true appreciation of the origin
of fires, and the personsmninly responsible 'for them,
and they prefer the mora direct methods of contacting
responsible parties or persons. ' Some of ,the' contacts
made with visitors, sportsmen, employees etc. in forest
ar~as have already been described - general instructions
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regarding the making of necessary contacts, and the approach
necessary to successful'effort7 nro issued by all Regional
foresters t? l?cal officers, fireguards,patrols etc.

All Forest Service employees are expected to" consider
themselves agents of goodwill for the service they represent,
and for the advancement of protection. ,Every contact made
with outsiders, whether casual"or deliberate, is oxpected '
to leavo the'impression with such'persons that their assis:
tance and co-operation" "inforost "protection" is" being" sought.
Local administrators are in frequent touch 'with "those per
sons" responsible" for" local risks~ Forest visitors"and
others rimy be rated" as low fire risks "individually, but

'owing"to their" numbors they constitute" a high collective
risk-"as figuros-showing'general'origi'ri. of fires have' ,",
already "demonstrated. ' Proper 'approach to personal contacts
has proved that uninstructed people can be made to discard
neglectful'or careless"habits and become interested in fire
protection'-" "If these persons can "be--moved even "further in
their interest to the "stage when they"feol"personally res
ponsible for 'protection, or become activo allies of forest
serviceemployees,rea~"s~cces~,can,be claimed.

"Such results can"orily bo achieved by "what is really
salesmanship on the part of the forester or ranger. "" Rangers"
with likeable' personality'and a 'capacity for triendlyinter~st
in the' other fellow; secure a reciprocal interest,'by" the
visitor in'tho offic'orls "worries --about fire 'protection; ,
Those "officers who can secure the goodwill "6f" visitors, with
out any display of 'partiality or'abjectness,may really count
on the assistance of 'these "visitors. "Business 'men can be ",

"~'". interested in tho economics of fire protection, "recreation
istsU "can be-approached through their attacbIilent to"a
"living landscape"; and'sportsmen can'beconvinced of'the "
fact'that gome conservation"and fire protection go hand in
hand~ 'Evon incendiaristsare in' some instances reached by,"
indicating to-them the" provisions 'and penalties'of the law.
While'officers do not hope to reach all"forest visitors, the
effort'is worthwhile' if the methods" adopted' are sound and" a'
cumulative interest is maintained among those actually:cbntac-.
ted. It has never' been the policy of the"U.S~ Forest Service
to impose its comprehensive protection regulations and acti
vities on local residents or visitors without giving "the
other fellow" 8,'chance"to'learn what the aims of the Sorvice
aro. . Only by such means can the' apathy and" antagonism of '
outsiders, at first "aroused owing to seeming 'interference
with" local customs or beliefs; be overcome:to any great"
extent. Foresters' agree that such "an approach to an already
difficult administrative problem makes heavy demnnds on
their" tact,' courtesy and good nature, "but they aro unanimous
in stressing'the need for such methods, and the achievements
which are slOWly resulting from them. "

The approach to" adult edUCation by means of contacts is
usually made as follows:-

" ,

(i) Casual contacts - These are.frequently made by officers'
during the course of their dut~es,particularlyduring
tho fire season.when augmented'staffs,of selected guards
and patrolmen are constantly moving through these sections
of the forest where they will' probably contact visitors,

"
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sportsmen, employees etc. No opportunity is lost for
enlarging on the need for public ,assistance, and the
value of such assistance; but officers are warned
against being over-zealous, and'thus becoming a nuis
ance instead of an acquaintance.

(ii) , Snecific'contacts- These contacts are usually the most
productive - foresters direct their efforts at particu
lar persons' or agencies, according 'to a well prepared' "
plan, and concentrate their endeavours until some success

,has been achieved. ' Neighbouring settlers are morevalu~
able as potential co-operators than'transient motorists,
while construction managers' or 'community leaders are far
more important than ·therankand file. Officers find'
that the quickost'results are achieved by selected con-
tacts of key'individuals~ although 'no opportunity is ,
lost to enlist the aid of others, or to continue general
propaganda.

(a) Individual'contacts with settlers, permittees; visi
tors, logging superintendents etc. are best ,made at the
centre'of activities of the particular individual." Thus
settlers 'are intervie\"led' in their' own homes, , and 'forest
permittees on' their 'orm' areaS. Other important contacts
with individuals'are'thooe'made with Federal, State,
County or l1unicipal officials who'are ina'position to
use the influence of their" official positions'for'the'
advancement of fire'protection.' 'Theso'individuals include
local justices' and prosecuting"attorneys; superintendents
of State'or Town'fire departments; law 'enforcement, high
way, school and other officials~' other" "key individuals"
\70rth noting' for special contacts are .influential local
residents, , scoutmasters; "newspapermen, 'hot'el and resort :1
owners ormo.nagers~ private owners of timberland or 'of
adjacent valuable property.

Mention has already been'made of steps taken to
register all forest visitors; issue them wit~ necessary
permits 'during the fire" senson, 'or even bar their entry
to forest areas; by meonsof checking stations on forest
roads or highways which traverse protected areas~ At
these checldngstations men specially selected for their.
intelligence' and personality, and correctly attired; ob
tain information from tourists regarding their identity
arid movements, and issue necessary warnings'or advice'
concerning restrictions imposed. These men are specially
instructed to cause the least possible interference with
the travelling public, commensurate with the fire hazards
prevailing. Checking stations are made attractive in
appearance and are located in pleasant surroundings, where

'.,the stopping of car traffic causes least inconvenience to
drivers. Elsewhere'oh'the forest other individual contacts

'are sought: by patro1l.'1en, who r:iay or may not combine the
duties of camp custodians.

(b) . Group contacts -'Numerous organisations exist in both
rural and urban areas, which are potential allies in the
'cause of fire protection provided ,the right approach is
made. Foresters first approach the leader.s of such organi
sations~ stating the 'aims of fire'protection and pointing
out how their particular organisation could, assist in a
certain direction. Once these leaders can be induced to

.~.. "........
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to take a definite stand, . and to acquire a· special interest
in the forester's problem, 'it is usually an'easy matter to
convince· ·the members that they can be of materia.l assistance.
Efforts·are not made to secure'the interest of'individual'
members; but· rather to foster pO\'lerful and organised good
will groups who have the means in their power to increase,
public interest and' support in fire protection efforts.'
IJany of the,organisations'are only'too willing to demon
strate'their interest 'in public affairs; ·while many of
them" are found to' 'welcome' a new incentive or interest~ .
Among the many local or community associations and groups
which are regularly contacted are:-

. .. ~

1. Sportsmen etc •. - Hunters or'fishermen's clubs, Hikers'
clubs,' Motoring associations arid clubs'

2. Social'service etc.'- Churches, Women's guilds, Youth
Movements" Boy Scout movement"

3. Organised group~ -Men's clubs, Rotary Club branches,
Men t s or Women f s Service Clubs '

4. Conventions'or'unions - Teachers' or Farmers' conven-
tions, Labour'Unions . '

5. Business men- Chambers of Cornrilerce,CommercialTra
vellers, Hotel and Resort 'managers or associations~
Lumber~e~'s or~~isation~~

(c) Letter'campaigns'~ A successful practice adopted by'
many district officers, 'prior to the'opening of each fire
season," is the 'sending"of special letters to 'n carefully
selected list of tldesirable contacts "residing 'in'and .
around 4 the'district in'question. 'Many of these'individuals
cannot be easily: contacted .'in-person, but their assistance)
or'co~operation;maybe,earnestly ·desired. In simple, . ,

'direct'fushion'the forester makes a'statement of fire pro
tection aims as they affect,or are of interest to, the '
recipient of 'the letter~ It is ·also explained in tact
ful language~ how'assistance is particularly desired from
the'recipient in respect"of his' o\m habits or actions, or
those of his family or· employees. .Letters have to be
in~ividual in their approach and in their message, as
any ~eeling by the recipients that'they are'stereotyped
or mass produced has' to be·strictly avoided.· If thought
advisable, 'letters are 'flavoured with the right mixture
of flattery or gravity; and in every Case they must carry
a topical and local message in' a readily appreciated way. '
In some cases it is thought advisable to have letters for-'
warded from superior' officers such as Forest Supervisors,
in the hope'· of impressing an individual most susceptible
to unconscious flattery - but usually the letters are of a
tlman-to-man tl type. ,.

Some foresters forward letters'of thanks to' forest·
visitors who have sho\1n exemplary conduct in their move
ments through protccted areas - using the addresses ob
tained when suchvisitors'registered at checking stations~
The pleasant surprise which suc~,letters bring to the
recipients often extends the measure 'of co-operation
evinced by them on future visits to the ,forests, and
assists in spreading the'goodwill efforts of foresters

. to the visitor's friends.
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C. General efforts at Education.

Vlhile foresters usually maintain that greatest progress
and most lasting benefit is obtained fro~ contact methods of
adult education, they admit that well conceived and original'
publicity of a general nature-will also 'achieve some results.
These publicity efforts are usually concentrated in the' form
of (i) Posters and Signs, (ii) 'Press and Radio messages,
(iii) Fire Prevention Exhibits.

(i) The use of Posters and Sig~.

Permanent wooden sign~ usually serve, __ a: double purpose
in providing tourists or travellers with informatibn regard
ing their location, routes "of travel, mileages etc. as well
as carrying a topical message on the subject of fire pro-"

'tection. Considerable ingenuity and artistry has been'dis
played in producing "rustic signs which have an original and
pleasing appearance~andyet harmonise perfectly with a
charming forest scene or background•

. - - . .

Posters are'supplied in a'diversity of designs and carry
a: variety of messages. 'Small posters, 12" X l5"'and'15" X '
18" are most commonly used; the 'larger type of Forest Service
poster measuring 44" X 17".' The small posters are mounted" on
cardboard and are neatly displayed on 'standard types of sign
board. The' large poster is mounted on one of two standard
designs of rustic bulletin board.

Extreme'care is taken to'ensure thatposters'are'not
only placed'where theywill'be'seen,'but thatthey'will carry
a message suitable to that particular area, or'to the 'class
of person likely to visit such area. The indiscriminate plac-
ing of'posters, or their too'frequent scattering around the
Forest, is carefully avoided.

Mos't of the posters' carry messages of a seasonal type or
of a temporary nature, so that even greater care is necessary
in their location, and in ensuring that they are always topi-,
cal by the' prompt replacement" of out-moded types. ' .The general
pl:"actice ad0p'ted in poster display may ~e ~ummed~uI> as follows:-

1. Posters attract attention and convey information in simple,
direct terms, or in brie~ phrases which c~not be misu~d~r
stood.

2. Posters should conform to existing risks~ local-hazards,'
and correct season of the year, if they are to convey any
message at all.' - ,

3. They should be promptly removed when no longer applicable;
owing to changed hazards,' or to varied classes of restric
tions.· . " ' "

4. The, number of posters used should be confined to the:abso
lute minimum necessary to state the facts - they must not
appear' with monotonous frequency~ ., . , .

5. Large print and plain messages are necessary if fleeting
motorists or others are to 'catch messages. Thus only the
large size poste~ is used on highways.

Warning posters, such as those informing motorists that
th~y are required'to carry fire·tools or'have camP-fire'permits,
are carefully placed near to\VllS; service stations, turn-offs,
from highways etc. where motorists cannot fail to read the
notification contained on the'poster before they actually reach
the for'est.

"
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Along main forest roads or highways, additional care is
tween that posters or signs dO'not mar the landscape, 'and that
they are strategically placed 'at right'angles to the line of
vision on straight roads, or on the outside 'tangents of curves.
They are not placed outside actual curves unless the 'latter are
safe at speods of 40 IiI. P.H. 'or more. Posters' are also placed
at forks leading, off highways, but'in such a position as to'
be easily seen without marring either the landscape or direc
tional boards. Along side roads and trails within forest '- '
boundaries, posters ,are confined largely to intersections 'or
to special areas under notifiable restrictions, so'that the
forest landscape is not repeatedly'dotted with signs~ All
fire posters and signs erected 'specially for the purpose are
withdrarm after each fire season') especially in regions \"lhere
the fire 'hazard' 'exists only-during the 'sl.inlLler. steps are taken
to ensure that all necessary posting is -completed vlell in' ad- '

,vance of the following fireseo.son, if at 'all possible a change
is alvlays made in the sign erected'i:mnually, or for shorter
periods, at any particular location. '

,Foresters maintain records'of the location of al~ posters,
and such location is shown by'special SYmbols on large,scale
~aps resorvedfor the purpose. Requisitions 'for new display
boards are'usually accompanied by illustrations ,of the general
layout of posters.' As the policy of renewing 'styles rind types
of poster each year is" followed by the Forest Service,' officers
requisition annually for their estimated requirements ruaong'
the many different types available.

Postmasters are authorised to allow the-erection of fire
'display posters in Post Office' lobbies, the posters so dis
played'being of-topical interest, and are frequently replaced
if no longer applicable, or if at all unsightly.

Other, posters are displayed on those private lands which
are 'under co-operative protection agreements, while "general
message"'types of posters are also shown at hotels, resorts,
camps, 'tourist 'areas, 'service stations' etc., with the aim of
attracting interest in forest protection.

- . . . _. . ..

(ii) Press and radio publicity.

It has 'been found that newspapers and broadcasting stations
are only too ready to utilise news' items concerning fire occur-'
rence or hazard, and also the notifications of "seasonal' restric
tions~ Officers are specially allocated to the task of provid-'
ing news items that are truly descriptive of fire outbreaks, or I

which plainly state the need for care, and the reason for any
restrictions imposed'on forest visitors. These officers also
contribute a carefully planned series of longer newspaper ar
ticles for publication)either before or during the fire'season,
these articles being made ll.s'informative as possible in a
popular fashion.

All of tho above efforts are strictly local in their use,'
and application - if any nation-wide presentation of the situa
tion is thought necessary, 'it is usually handled through Service
headqual~ters as Washington.

Any successful efforts at law enforcement following
incendiary fires are given the most intensive publicity in
local circles, not vlith the intention of. further injuring the
culprit, but in order to exhibit the result of his action to
others who may feel disposed to incendiarism.

I
"-.f
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All news items are checked for accuracy, and are supplied'
in such a'manner that there is no'.poasibility of the inaccura
cies and exaggerations cor.~on to those fire reports usually
furnished by reporters or by radio announcers. ·Vfuere posaible l
officers· arrange for newspapers andradio'statlons to obtain .
prompt 'and exclusive 'versions 'of the events of the fire seasonl '
particularly' in"the' case of going fires l so that there ia no
uncertainty or conflicting'data conveyed to the general public
from irresponsiblo sources.

(iii) Other forms of publicity.

1. Miscellaneous ~rinted matter l on the relation of 'various ,
types of foros use to the problem of protectionl is dis
tributed to those individuals whom it particularly con
cerns l · when permits are issued'on contacts made. 'This
literature takes'the form of prcvention'pamphlets l map'
folders l circular'letters of various typcs, strip mapsl
cards of introduction, or identity. cards. This material
is also exhibited atschools l hotels,acrvice' stations l
forest headquarters etc. 1 'while arrangements are some
times made' for· its"distribution by state' authorities
when 'motor; fish or game licenses etc. are being·11lailed~
Every officer-has a small supply'of ouch literature, to
gether'witha sumrunry of,local 'forest·statistics l for
distribution as the ,opportunity or occasion arises.

. . ~ -. . ~. - _. .. . . -

I.-

2. Fire Prevention' Exhibits' - at district fairs 6r' conven
tions, or in store 1o'lindows· nre"often arranged, when 0. .
suitable nrrangcnent 'of material can be displayed with a
prospect of attracting interest. Literaturois alao
available at these exhibits~ which are distinct from
general forestry exhibits in being quite local in their
"set-up" and appeal.

~inor exhibits are also arranged at those lookout
towers which· posses's a "tourist ", attraction for visitors
the lookout operator ,being instructed to'demonstrate the'
detection 'phase 'of fire "protection provided that the' pub
lic will not' in.terfere with his Vlork during periods of 0

special hazard.
, .

3. "ShOVl-boats II - These are por,table'motion picture units'
mounted on suitable trucks 'which visit rural areas in arid'
around forest boundaries to'show films of a special IIsemi
entertainment" ,value. The greatest success is achieved
in f1baclmoods II centres where entertainments of any sort..
are not' plentifUl, and where films of the type specified
hold the interest of' th,e' audience.· The use of films as
an educational measure in larger to\7nS has not achieved
~y great succe~s.

4. Illustrated lectures - Lectures are given to clubs l conven
tions, or meetings,of yout~ o~ganis~tion~, and the use of
slides undoubtedly increases interest in any such lectures.
'Lantern slides also furnish a valuable media for holding
the attention of children during lectures given at ,schools
by teachers and visitors., Collections of suitable slides ~
are available from Forest Service headquarters, but forest
ers are urged to mwee good photographs' of local forest
scenes or forest fires to further interest in any particu
lar region. ' Such photographs can be used 1'or exhibition at
forest headquarters, exhibits etc., or incorporated in
literature which describes local forest conditions.
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CHAPTER VI
I

ORGANISATION OF CO-OPERATIVE AGENCIES.·

A. Forest ownershin 'as it affects co-operation.

Theiatest figures available (193) which sun~arise the
position regarding ownership'of forest lands in U.S~A., are
summarised ,in Tables Nos. 36, and 37.

It will 'be noted, 'at once' that 69 per cQntof a, tot,al area
o~ 630 IJillion acr~s ot.' forQst land, and' 74 p,er cent of 'the '
area of 462 Million acres cl~ssed as capable ,Ofprocll1.cing
tiIi1ber, i~ 'und~r private o"mership~ " O~ ,the remaining 'are€ts
v!hicn 'ar..e und"er'Public ownership, approximately _t",o-th~rds
arc included with~nNattona1Forests, leaving other areas
whi~h are held under no less ,than six different titletts-.~----~
This multiplicity'of,ownership'renders any broad system of
~~nagementextremelydifficult, 'especially when'the objects
of management, 'are so variable, and these difficulties 'are
echoed whe~ a'uniform system of forest'fire protection'is
attempted~' Multiple' ownership would be a serious enough',
obstacle to. fire protection were all forests under various
titles segregated, but when most types of Public forest ovmer-

,ship ,are found intermingled in a single County with areas of
fbrest belonging to'a host of privateovmers, the difficulties

: , 'b'ecome even more stupendous. . The" situation is by' no means
. eased'when onefinds'the enactment and enforcement of fire

legislation;'and:the administration'of forest fire protection,
, :in the .. hands of State' organisations.,' Yfuile protection of

, '" f9res!;s. h~simproved under' these latter organisations, there
is, ,a .notable lack of uniformity in the ,nature' and the vigour
of their efforts~ It is not difficult 'to imagine the con
flicting opinions between public agencies concerning their'
individual interests; responsibility, authority etc. in for
mulating and executing any planned fire protection, but when
there are numerous~priyate owners, manY,of whom are loth to

·co-op·crate· at all" or to a.varying extent, the real extent of
the difficulti~s which may, occur can'be reaailyunderstood.

. . '., Tho above-mentioned proportion (74 per cent) of the to~al
area of productive forest land which 'is held by private,owners,
'carries approximately 60 per cent of the remaining yield of
saw~timber in U.S.A. These private areas include the more
easily logged and accessible forest areas which will thus
always remain the principal potential sources of timber
supplies. Another impor,tant reason for conserving these pri,;.
vate areas of forest, is'that they embrace approximately two
thirds of the~465 million acres of forest areas which have a
protective influence·on,watersheds. '

So~e"cons'1deration of the' above factors - indicates the
need for a, strong policy of co-ordination between various'
classes of -ownership before protect~on can be really effi-,
cient. It is significant that real progress 'in protection,
has'only been achieved since the provisions of the Weekes
Law, ana the Clarke-McNary Act, prOVided a means of co-opera
tion bet\veep. Federal~ 'State' and private owners of, forest,
and facilitated the 'provision of necessary finance. This
has already been 'discussed to some extent, 'together 'with

.. the groat assistance rendered since 1933 by the C. C. C. and '.
similar youth or relief organisations, but the task is by
no' means completed.

,
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A glance at Tables No. 26 and 27 shows that 423 million,
acres"of'the'totalareil. of 462 million acres classified as
Productive forest l~d" is owned 'by "private individuals' or - is
included"within National Forests,'but only 26 percent of such
area is under any form' of forest management.' It' seems safe'
to assert'that systematic'fire protection of these '''commercial''
or productive forest lands has much progress to mw{e, when
even broad bases of forest management are in such a minority.

. .-.. . - -. -. .. -

From apl"actical viewpoint, it' is admitted that 'the"
degree'of co';'operation'possible in, fire 'protection is largely
governed" by provision of financial assistance~'If regulation
of the private ovmeris' necessary in the' national interest,
it 'follo\'1s thri.t'financl'al'tissistance"to private 'owners is'
a quid pro'quo"of such 'regulation; and an incentive to'such
owners in'overcoming inherent difficulties or" handicaps in '
theirreri.dyco-operation. "-Prior to the passing of the" Clarke
McNary Act of 1924','when protection'was still 'more" preached
than practised; there' had been a' strong feeling that co~' ,,'
operation would 'achieve little success and that'some form of
pUblic'regulation of private forest 'land was essential.'" The
passing, of the subj ect Act,' v/hich '"has' been described (193)'
as the Uagna Charta.' of' PublicAid~ meant that a trial was to
be given,to co-operative efforts as fol~ovls:-

(a) By the Federal Government directly, or through the states
Cb) By the states themselves ~ .", ,- "" ' -, , ,
Cc) By smaller political or geographical subdivisions.

B. Co~operation by U.S. Forest Service with other Federal
Agencies.

. ' •...

Ca) Inter-regional co-operation.

'Vhere the"boundaries of Forest Regions pass through
forested'areas;'itisnecessriry to haveco~operative'agree
ments between these administrative divisions," so' that there
is no cause for misapprehension or mishap in'the case'of
fires which threaten the forests of one or both Regions.

'Arrangements are made, in'localities like the-- Rocky
Mountain Regions~ 'to prepare for" any such eventua~ies.
These arrangements' goso far' as to be" formulated into'
written agreements, between any two Regions, concerning
tho following:-

1., 'Technical eRe ional boundaries aredisre arded, 'when any
p anned,improve~on s such as cODmunicating or transporta
tion systems are being considered;' so that completed
works will be equally useful to both Regions, and so
that duplication of effort and cost is avoided.

2. Similar action is taken in the development of Fire Control
Plans - the aim being to p~Qvide a service to both Regions
that will be 'theinost'efficient and most economical.
In this'connection'detection unit location, exchange of
"snoke-chasers" etc. is arranged for in a plan clearly
understood by both parties. '

3. It is the policy of either 'Region to attack a fire on the
other side of its boundary, if such an attack will control
the outbreak. 'If not, an a.ttack'shouldstill be made, but
re-inforcements should be requested from'the o~her Region,
or taken to the fire by the first Region; '\"lhichever appears
to be the most effe,ctive in the circumstances. Officers
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TAB LEN O. '36.

•
Showing the ownershio of Forest Land in U.S.A. (exclusive of Alaska)

C01:I1'i'ERCIAL FOREST UON-CO!Jil':IERCIAL
. LAUD (Suitable or available TOTAL

·for timber production) FOREST LAND
OWNERSHIP CLASS

AREA % AREA % AREA %(Millions of acres) \Mil1ions of acres) (Millions of acres

-PRIVATE OWNERSHIP I-'
~
~

FARM WOODLANDS 138-8 30·1 46·7 27-7 185-5 29 ·4 -
INDUSTRIAL' 202-1 43 -8 46 ·2 27-4 248·3 39 ·4

TOTAL 340-9 73 ·9 92·9 55 -I 433 ·8 68·8
,

I

PUBLIC OWNERSHIP - -
CQ£,!EUIITTY FORESTS 7 -I .1·5 0·7 0-4 7.8 1.3

.STATE FORESTS 16 -9 3-7 2'1 1- 3 19-0 3·C
INDIAN RESERVATION FORESTS 6-4 . 1·4 &6 3·3 12- 0 1· 9
NATIONAL PARKS & MONUMEnTS --- --- &5 3·9 6-5 1· 0
PUBLIC DOMAIIl 4·7 . 1 ·0 19-3 11- 5 '24·0 3-8·
NATIONAL FORESTS 81·5 17.6 40 ·5 24·0 122·0 19·4 - .

OTHER FEDERAL FORESTS 4.2 0·9 0-8 0- 5 5·0 0- 8

TOTAL 120·8 26.1 75-5 44- 9 196· 3 - 3i· 2

GRAND TOTAL 461-7 100-0 -168-4 100·0 630-1 100-0
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NO. 37.-

e-

-

~hO"'ling extent of fore~t nmna~ement on Private and national Forests of U.S.A. ("Commercial" Forest Land only) •

.
!

- - PRIVATE FORESTS
nATIOHAL .. _TOTALS OF

EXTEIH OF FOREST UAHAGEHEUT IIlDUSTRIALLY- OY!llED FARM FORESTS VARIOUS OWHERSHIP
FORESTS FORESTS

l

,

-AREA- crt AREA tff- AREA -% AREA %. I~ 10

(millions of acres (millions 01' (million~ of (millions of
acres) _ acres) acres)

Under intensive Sustd. Yield llanagt 3·9 -1·9 1·6 1·2 3·4 4·2 8·9 2~1
\I extensive II \I II 7·5 3·7 9·7 7·0 33·3 40-8 50·5 11-9
\I II . managt. (not on a

sustd. yield basis) "17·2 8·5 30-0 21-6 3·5 4-3 50-7 12'0
Additional forest - partially pro-

ductive &-2. under forest protec-
tion_ No 3 assurance of future .
management 136·8 67-7 76-2 54-8 35·9 44·0 248-9 58·9

Poor and (not restocked) forest 36.7 18-2 21-5 15-4 5-4 6·7 63-6 15-1

TOT A L 202·1 100-0 139-0 rtoo-O 81-5 100·0 422-6 100-0
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TAB L E 11 o. 38.

Showing classification of area included within National Forest boundaries in U.S.A. (including Puerto Rico' and Alaska).

(ALL FI GIJRES In IHLLIons OF ACRES).

134·0 l\I.ac.
41.0 It

Area of productive forest under management
II II " II not II II

41 1J.ac.
.46·7 If.ac.

- 87·7 1!..ac.
- 46·3 II

- TOTAL

227 M.ac.

'.
'. TOTAL

boundaries.

175·0 l.i.ac.
52 U.ac.

-~
~
0)'------------ .......

<.
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·T A B LEN o. 39.

Showingclrissification'of' "Commercial'"Forest land in
,U.S.A. (excluding Alaska) according to existing timber stands.

1. AREA- /

Areas of old 'growth saw-timber ;. 101 Million acres
" II second II II II ;. 112 " It

It carrying cordwood " ;. 101 " It

It II f'air to satisfactory regrowth ;. 71 II It

II where regrowth is noor or absent 77 II "• ==
TOT A L 462 l.1illion acres

I,

2. VOLUME

•
• 0

Standing volume of' old growth saw-timber ;.
It II II second II It II

Total volume of Saw-Timber

Estimated Total volume of all stands

1267 Billion super feet
497 It II II

1764 Billion super feet

519 Billion cubic feet
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in charge of suppression in another Region should remain in
charge until a local officer is available to t~ce over.
Officers and employees who have to proceed to another Region
are always relieved and sent back to their mID territory at
the first opportunity.

4. District officers make sure that lee om loyoes and, thcI:1s01ves ar'l
'sufficiently familiar with areas in ad acent Regions,
and with all fire control plans for that locality, by
exchnnge of plans)and of visits) each Spring. In Region
No. 4 - ,conferences between Supervisors and Rangers of
various Regions are held every 2 to 4 years.

5.'Vhole hearted co-operation is required from both Re§ions 
any local differences "in" policy, in 'hppropriateness of
action' or in results obtained, being referred to the main
Regional Officers.

(b) Intor-Forest Co-operation.

In this Case the action_ tween, before and during the fire
season, between'adjoining or' adjacent'Hational Forests' is even
more inter-dependent than that described between Regions~
Additional arrangements 'are made for the calling for help by'
ono Forest if men and equipment on other areas can be spared.
Vfuen help is requested, the fullest possible information is
given concerning the location and seriousness of the fire,
the action taken and proposed for its ',suppression,and the
staff already employed~ If necessary,'guides are made'
available to fresh forces from other forests, these forces to
be answerable to the officer in" charge of the home forces but
to be released at the earliest opportunity.

, There is a daily interchange, by telephone or telegr~,
of advices concerning fire weather, and/or hazard cond~tions,
prevailing on any pair or group of forests situated in close
proximity to each other. This is particularly the Case where
one forest serves as a base for fire-weather investigations,
or has better facilities for recording hazard fluctuations
than is the case with other forests in the neighborhood.

Agreement'on the exchange of'advice also assists in
warnings given, or plottings made, of ,the direction and
severity or lightning storms in Western Regions.

(c) Co-operation between Forest Service and Indian Service.

. In Western Regions the'existence of Indian Reservations
and of National Forests in close proximity renders co-operation
necessary between'the'Forest Service and the forestry officials
of the Indian Service.

A co-operative agreement which has existed since 1913
between the Department of Agriculture (Forest Service) and the
Secretary of Interior (Indian Service) includes the following
provisions:- -

1. Detailed co-operation in fire protection will be \'lorl::ed
out, preferably through conference, between employees of
the Indian Service and Forest Supervisors of the' Forest
Service.

2. Field officers will remain under the jurisdiction of
their respective Services.
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3. The primary control by lookouts for a given area of timber
land, or brushlnnd will be worked out by the Indian Service
and Forest Service as far as possible without regard to
boundary lines and departmental jurisdiction.

4. Primary (permanent) lookouts maintained by the Indian Ser-'
vice will be furnished by the Forest Service with fire con
trol maps of adjacent National Forest areas, and lookouts,
maintained by the Forest Service will likewise be supplied
with maps of adjacent areas of Indian Reservations~ . All

,lookout stations will be furnished with necessary equip
ment as'agreed'on between the two Services.
Local employees of 'the Indian Service and Forest Supervisors
will exchange fire control plans and'maps for adjacent
areas under, their respective control. ,
Patrol ,services 'will be organised and maintained separately
by each Service, but patrol routes will be so arranged as
to provide the most efficient patrol without unnecessary
duplication. ,
~1herever practicable; telephone communication will be
established and maintained between National Forests and
Indian Reservations.
Fires discovered by, Forest Service officers on'an Indian
Reservation will be reported;as promptly as National
Forest fires, to the'Indian Superintendent or nearest forest
officer of -the Indian Service.' Forest officers of the
Indian Service will act similarly in'the event of discov-
el"ing fires on Nat ional Forest areas. " " ,

9. Any officer of the Forest Service will tclte suppression
action against fires discovered, on Indian Reservations;'
until relieved by an officer of the Indian Service, pro
vided such fires' are 'within reasonable distance of Nation
al Forest'boundaries, and endanger such National forests,
and, also provided that the action taken \1ill not -expose
to danger other areas under the control of the Forest Ser
vice officer.' Reciprocal action'of this kind will be
taken by Indian Service, officers.

10. National Forest officers will render assistance in fire
suppression to Indian Service officers/on being so re~
quested)provided such action will not endanger areas of
National Forest. Indian 'Service officers will'reciprocate
in the event of their requiring reinforcements.

11. If National Forest officers cannot communicate with Indian
Service officers before any outbreak of fire discovered by
the former on Indian Reservations is, liable' to' assume serious
proportions, the National Forest officers will take charge
of the fire' and employ all necessary assistance in its
suppression.' The salaries of regular Forest Service
employees engaged on such' fires shall'not be considered,
but the Forest Service will meet the cost of other
necessary labour and seek re-imbursement of such amount
from the Indian Service, provided that no claim for costs
shall exceed~500. A similar procedure will follow in
the case of National Forest fires suppressed by the Indian
Service under s~ilar circumstances.

On the basis of the general agreement described above,
local officers of each Service vlOrk out the best practical
methods ,of close co-operation prior to each fire season.
Particular attention is paid to the interchange of fire con~
trol plans, and the utilisation of employees or equipment from
the opposite Service in the event of serious emergency. '
Written agreements are draiffi up each season to ensure successful
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co-~peration - copies of theessentiul parts of such agreements
being forwarded to local rangers etc. of each Service. Local
officers of each Service also confer whenqostshave been incurred
by one Service on areas administered by the other, in order
that unanimity may be reached regarding the responsibility for
such costs. 0 • 0

oAs the Forest Service has officers specialliy delegated to
the systematic training of lookouts, guards etc., arrangements
are often made for such officers to be utilised in the training
of Indian Service employees engagedoin similar protection duties.

o • 0

(d) Co-operation with the U.S. National Park Service.

Vfuile there is no general agreement drawn upobetween the
two Services, local Forest Serviceoofficers prepareov~itten
agreements with the Superintendents of National Parks in the
Vicinity of National Forests. Such agreements maycoverOa
period of years, mutually agreed upon, °but are subject to '
financial appropriations, or to review, prior to any parti~o
cular oo firoe season. 0 0 0

A complete exchange of Services in fire control is pro_ o
vided for in agreements, no charge beingOmade when any parti-
cular Service renders'assistance in detection or t1 smoke- .
chasing" to the other •. -Heavier costs of fire 0 suppression are
either reimbursed, or paidodirect; by the Service on-whose area
the- fire in question has occurred.-· '°Prelhlinary arrangements' ,
made in agreements, also prevent any misunderstandings regard- 0

ingthe supervision of fire-fighting- - the ultimate supervision
of all fires resting with the officers on whose territory it
is being attacked.

(e) With General Land Office.

The General Land Office has under its control the area of
unallotted "Public Domainll.owned by the Federal Government, and
its field officers have standing instructions to watch for 0

fires on Domain and other areas, and report them to the res
ponsible authorities. They °are also instructed to respond 0

promptly when called to fire duty by Forest officers, provided
that suchocalls are to be made only in real emergencies and
that men are to be relieved as soon as possible. The Forest
Service may request such assistance on its own areas, and in
such cases will meet all costs except the salaries etc. of
per.manent Land Office employees. Forest Service officers are

o

empowered to initiate suppression action in the case ~f fires
occurring on Public ,Domain lands wh~ch threaten National
Forests. 0

In some instances, as in the case of Region No. I in
1938, the ,U.S. Forest Service is allotted special funds for
,the fire protection of forested areas of Public Domain within,
or immediately adjacent to, the boundaries of National Forests
or of forest protective associations. Many of such lands are
to be found in Western regions, and they are not ordinarily
under any organised fire protection. . If the funds allotted
for the purpose are insufficient for the prevention, pre
suppression or suppression ot these fires, the work is continued
if necessary. and the costs charged to Forestry funds.
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Vfue~e special allocations of this nature are not made,
, Forest officers incur only such expense on Public Domain areas

as is necessary to prevent damage to National Forests.

filien Survey crews'engaged by the Land Office are working
in any National Forest, or adjoining area, they are given a
clear understanding of their responsibilities in'preventing
fires and in reporting ,':ffiY,~eto~t~dC?utbreaks immediately.

(f) With the U.S. Biological Survey.

Officers or hunters employed"by the Biological Survey
on or near National' Forests or 'protected areas' co':'operate in
the detection, reporting and suppression of forest fires.
Quite a numberof'hunters are employed in the elimination'of
predatory animals, and at the sugg'estion of the Survey ad
ministrators these men will\"lork in close association with
forest officers on fire protection measures.

Hunters are instructed to take the follOWing action:-

1. ExtingUish neglected camp fires or other small out
brew{s.' If fires'get beyond their control, they
\"Iill notify Forest officers and continue to .render
assistance. " " '"

2. Report all visible fires where same "are belDved to
be on or near National For~st lands.

In cases whero hunters spend' less than 8 hours on fire
suppression their regular salary will still be paid by the '
Survey Office, but when they spend 8 hours or more,on fight~
ing fires which, threaten National Forests, their' salm'y pay
ments for such period will'be made by the U.S. Forest Service
in accordance with the usual rates of pay for, fire-fighters.

Hunters are also advised to make efforts to identify the
person or agency responsible for any particular outbrewr, and,
to generally assist foresters in "any law enforcement or
admonitory action tween.

Inspectors employed to supervise hunters, or the hunters
themselves, advise forest'officers of their intend~d move
ments on National Forest areas, and arrangements are then
made for the most effective means of conveying :messages con
cerning fire occurrence or spread.

" ,

(g) With the Federal Bureau of Public Roads •

Because of past confusion and misunderstandings - Regional
officers, usually state, very clearly, the policy governing the
use of road construction or engineering crews in fire protec
tio~ The following general agreement has been reached between,
the Forest Service and the Bureau concerning reporting and
suppression of fires etc:-

1. Responsibility for action - All agents, employees and con-
" tractors of the Bureau must talm immediate action by every

means in their power towards the suppression of any fires
for Which they are responsible, 'within, 'partly wi thin,
or threatening National Forosts. All Sucll'fires must also

.be reported immediately to Forest officers. Contructors
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must suppress all fires in nccordance with the "forest
f'ire" provisions of' their contracts with the Bureau
(through the Secretary of'. Agriculture). Salaries or

wages of' Bureau employees engaged in :fire' fightmg" .
~ except in the case of fires caused by contractors, are

paid by the Bureau up to the time that the .Fore~t Ser
vice tcltes charge of the fire. Expenses incurred by
the. Bureau in employing extra labor, or in purchasing
supplies and equipment· expressly for tho purpose of.
fighting fires,. whether employees of the Bureau are
responsible or not f'or the fires, ~ paid f'rom the fire
suppression appropriation of the Forest Service.

Fires within, partly within,or threatening a'Natipnal
Forest and on, or reasonably adjacent to, the rights of
ways of Forest Highways, and f'or which the ~ents, .
employees or contractors of the Bureau are not respon
sible, Will, nevortheless be reported immedTafely to
the nearest laiown Forest of'ficer. Such of'ficer, on
receiving notification, will proceed to twce charge of
the fire, but until his arrival all such fires will be
handled b! the available forces of the Bureau.

Calling out of labour crews - In the absence of' other
SUfficient or available help, crews and employees of.
the Bureau within National Forests may be called on by
Forest officers to assist in suppressing fires regardless
of their origin, and when so called on must promptly
comply, as in the case of fires for which the Bureau is
responsible, until other suitable fire fighting forces
are available~ . All expenses in such cases are handled
as in Paragraph 1 above.

Forest officers may call on road crews only as
emergency help in the follOWing circumstances:-

In each· of these circumstances the Forest off'icer's
jUdgment will govern necessary action, he should care
f'ully consider other practicable sources of help and
also arrange for the earliest possible release of road
labour forces. There should be no opportunity given f'or
criticism that Forest officers neglected the rights of .
contractors or road engineers, and/orhrumpered the pro
gress of road construction. For this reason local
Foresters and Engineers usually arrange for pre-season
discussions on mutual dif'ficulties Which may occur, and
reach agreement on definite courses to be taken in
emergency action. Local staffs of each administration
are given.a clear understanding of' the procedure pre
scribed for each season.

The above arrangements apply to roads being con
structed by.day labour or contract under the supervision
of the Bureau of Public Roads, and not to new roads or
maintenance ,work under the direction-or supervision of
the Forest Service.

.•~

(a)

(b)

(c)

Yfuen the fire can be reached faster by the
road crew than by any other adequate force.
\~4'hen the delay incidental to securing other
fire fighters 'would necessitate heavier .
expenditure

. When n'o other forces are available.
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.3. The Forest Service must rurnish worning signs'ror all road
workers' camps on orneor National Forests, these signs,to
be posted by. Bureau orricers. In large camps a special
appointment as Fire OIlier or Bureau labor f'orces is made.
\1hen and where possible telephone systems used by the Forest

.Service are temporarily connected to road camps.

4. During the dangerous fire season, f'rom May 15 to October 31
in the Western states, and elsewhere as designated by ,
Regional Foresters, all employees, agents or contractors
of' the Bureau shall secure brush burning permits rrom the
nearest Forest Of'ficer before burning brush in connection
with Forest Highway oper,ations., The i'ollovring special
arrangements are also made respecting slash or brush dis
posal on the roads abovementioned:-

(a)

(i)

(ii)

(i) .

The contractor must communicate-with the responsible
Forest orricer bef'ore lighting f'ires.
The contractor must abide by any rules or'instruc
tions prescribed by rorest oi'ricers regarding the
time and place' or any burning.

The above conditions or contract still hold, irres- .
pective or the existence 'or application or any State f'ire
laws requiring the issue or brush burni~g permits.

(ii)

:(iii)

Special Requirements re EqUiikent etc - Local Forest
officers are ,empowered to t e action with the Bureau
engineer to ensure provision ror:-

An approved type'of portable power pump, where water
supplies are available and where hazard conditions
necessitate such equipment, to be maintained.
Aspeciried number or men to be present at all burn
ing operations.
A specified number or tools, the quantity and loca
tion of' whioh are to be determined by Forest orf'icersj
are' to be provided ror rire suppression at all tfmes.
All burning to be executed strictly in accordance with
rorest orricers l instructions., These are specially
issued in writing ror each occasion and are presented
by the Engineer to any contractor employed. ,The
instructions cover'the time, place and method of' brush
,disposal, man-power and equipment requirements etc.'
In cases or in seasons where State rire laws do not
require the issue or Brush-Burning permits, the instruc
tions of' the rorest orf'icer still hold authority ror
burning on or near National Forests.

(b) Contract clauses .:. Standard' road contracts between the
Bureau and its contractors include these specif'ic con

. ditions regarding brush burning in rorest areas:-

, . (iv)

•
• '

(0) ,Erfective brush disposal - Forest orf'ioers are to work
out adequate plans for debris disposal on all road
projects, and must use their judgment in not insisting
on urinecessarilyharsh restrictions which would hamper
'progress in, or greatly increase the costs or road
construction. .

(d) Patrolmen - During or arter brush burning, patrols
deemed necessary by the Forest ofricer are provided
and paid ror by the Bureau, and work under the For
esterls instructions. Foresters must ensure the
provision or ad~quate patrols, and should f'ully
inf'orm the Bureau Engineer as to the extent or
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necessary patrols, the cost of which should be esti
mated so that Regional foresters can advise the
Bureau of the financial provision necessary.

(h) With the U.S. Post Office Department.

The extent of the co-operative assistance rendered
by the U.S. Post Office Department is best explained by
quoting the following instructions which appeared in the
Official ~ostal Guide in,September, 1938:-

1. In accordance with the request of the Secretary of
Agriculture,. this Department has arranged'a plan of
co-operation with the State and National Forest offi
cers whereby rural and "star-route" carriers (of mail)
shall report forest fires discovered by them along
their route to persons designated by the State and
National authorities to receive such intelligence •.

2. Co-operation with State officers shall be given in
all States which have established by law a system of
forest fire protection.

3. Co-operation will be £urnished National Forest officers
in all States containing National forests. .

4. The State and National.forest authorities will inform
postmasters as to whom the discovery of fires should
be reported, and each rural carrier should bo directed
to co-operate to the fullest extent with such authori
ties in the manner agreed upon, namely, that the carr
ier shall report a fire to the nearest state Fire War
den or National Forest officer on his route, or, if
no. such warden o~ officer lives on the route, to arrange
through some responsible citizen to have him notified
by telephone, if possible. "Star-route" contractors
and carriers are included in the plan of co-operation
and should be requested to report the discovery of'
fires in the same manner as will be done by the rural
carriers.

5. Postmasters in or near National Forests are also di
rected to-report fires to the nearest Forest Officers.

Both state Fire Wardens and Forest Service officers
make necessary pre-season contacts with local postal em
ployees to ensure the fullest possible co-operation along
the lines indicated in the above agreement.

(i) With other Federal Departments of Agencies.

(a) Following representations made to the Departments of
Commerce, Navy and War, respectively, these Departments
have promised to mwce\aeroplanes available for (limited)
scouting activity during periods of serious emergency.
As the Forest Service mw{e its ovr.n plans for charter-
ing commercial transport. or passenger planes as the
occasion arises, limited use is made of the above
mentioned Departmental planes, but facilities exist
for their requisition when the forest officer experi
ences unusual difficulties.

(b) Army Co-operation in so far as it affects the co-opera
tion required from C.C.C. Camp labour forces is always
arranged for as detailed in a later discussion of C.C.C.
activity.
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(c) Soil Conservation Service - Co-operation with this Ser
vice is also usually in respect of the most suitable dis
position or regimentation of C.O.O. forces under its con
trol, so that such forces will be available °in emergency
and whore possible, to Forest officers. Any such agree
ments reached are made fully reciprocal.

I

•

(d) 'u.S. Weather Bureau - As already mentioned in discussing
fire-weather research, Fore'st' off'icers assist the Weather
Bureau in gathering basic weather data f'or use in improv
ing and localising f'orecasting services. Officers of the
Weather Bureau furnish special local forecasts to'Forest
Officers when so requested. ,Emergency plans may also cover
the use to be made of special or mobile forecasting units,
such as those used in Western 'areas on actual fires, orin
centres of most severe hazard.

•
."

(e) Canadian Agreement - In Region No. I ~hich impinges on the
Canada-U.S.A. boundary line for a considerable distance of
forested area, a gentlemen's agreement exists with the
Canadian authorities bY,means of which lookout service is
exchanged, "smoke-chasers" work freely across the border
from either ,side, and either party crosses the border to
suppress threatening fires. No charge is made for lookout
or smoke-chasing services but 're-imbursement is made to
either party for actual costs of' fire suppression services"
rendered on its behalf. One lookout structure 'administered
by the U.S. Forest Service is actually situated on the
Oanadian side of the border, but it still flies the U.S.
flag.

O. Co-operation by U.S. Forest Service with State Agencies -

In previous Chapters it has been shown that co~operation
by the Federal Government with State organisations on the sub
ject of forest fire protection dates from the enactment by Con-·
gress of the Weekes Law of 1911) and the Clarke-McNary Act of
1924, particularly the latter Act"which laid down the follow
ing broad principles f'or Federal aid:-

1. Assistance given only to those States which legislate
a protective system.

2. Assistance, not to exceed the sum of State and accre
dited private expenditures.

3. Assistance to be rendered through appropriate State
officials.

It is also understood 'that financial provisions made by
the 'Federal Government are to be expended on capital improve
ments, prevention of fires etc., and are not to be used to meet
sua1ression costs. The Chief of the U.S. Forest service has
In cated (195) that during the financial ,year 1938-39, 40 out
of 48 States co-operated, under the provisions of the Olarke
McNary Act, with the Federal Government in protectingapproxi~
mately 308 Million acres.

The cost of such protection was contributed as fo110ws:-

Federal Government ~ 1,736,201 - (21·7 per cent)-State Governments 11 4,322,011 - (53·9 II II~-Accredited private expenditure -~ 1,952,341 - (24·4 II "-
TOTAL t¢ 8,010,553-
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. Previous expenditures of a similar nature have been .
mentioned in an earlier discussion of the history of organi-
sed fire protection in U.S.A. (Part C of Introduction). It
will be noted that during 1938-39, contributions were not
made in strict accordance with the proportions fixed by the
Clarke-McNary Act (e.g. 25~'each by Federal Government and'
Private forest owners, and 50 per cent by the state Governments.)
The apparent deficiency on the part of the Federal Government
is, h01l7ever, more than compensated for by a contribution of .
approximately ,$17,000,000 per annun during the last six years
for fire control improvements effected in forest areas by

. theC. C. C. (and similar) organisations. Estimates made (193)
of the cost of extending fire protection to an area of approxi-·
mately 162 million acres' still lacking protection,' involve a
further. expenditure of ,$18,500,'000 'in contrast to the above-
mentioned current expenditure. .

It is recommended by the Forest Service (193) that early
protection of this additional area can only be achieved by
increasing the Federal appropriation to approximately half the
total roquirements, or about nine million dollars per annum.
Increases are also recommended in Weather Bureau appropriations,
to maintain fire-weather research at a satisfactory standard of
efficiency and usefulness.

The whole question of Federal assistance in fire protec
tion, and in forest management generally, was raised in Con
gress on March 14, 1938 by President Roosevelt, and a Joint
Congressional Committee was appointed to study the entire
forest problem in the United States. This Committee has not
yet coopleted its investigations, the results of· which will
probably be a revievt by Congress of the entire situation, with
particular reference to the amount of financial. assistance or
regulation required to ensure conservation of the nation's
forest lands •.

. In view' of the small area of forest in state ownership
(approx. 17 Million acres, see Table No. 36,) the progress
achieved by the states in organising fire protection within
their boundaries must be generally commended. Of their total
area of forest land the states actively manage approx. 11 .
million acres as State Forests or Parks, this latter area
being protected from fire, while approximately 50 per' cent
of same has been intensively developed for recreation pur
poses. It thus becomes obvious·that State forest land is
not of great value from a timber production standpoint, and
that any material returns obtained therefroI:l will be those .
from recreational use. C.C.C. and 'other emergency laborforoes
have greatly assisted in the management and protection of
State A:t'eas.

The forestry:activities of various States have been
summarised (193) as follows:-

1. Timber Management - principally in Connecticut, Penn
sylvania,. New Jersey, Vermont, A:t'izona, New Mexico and
m~. (

2~ Planting activitz mainly concentrated in New York, Penn
sylvania, Connecticuti Ne\'1 Hampshire, Miohigan, Wisconsin,
Minnesota, and Washington•.

3.- Recreation developed mainly in New York, Pennsylvania,
IndIana, donnecticut, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Ohio
and Vermont.

4. Wildlife cared for chiefly .in Michigan, New York, Penn
sylvania and Indiana.

F.. Aegulsatlon - Although the 40 States contributing to the
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Clarke-McNary co-operative scheme have large areas or state
Fores,ts 01' Parks, approximately 90 pel' cent or such areas is
concentrated in ten States - viz -. Ne\v York, Pennsylvania,.
Minnesota, Michigan" Montana, Idaho, Washington, New Mexico,
Wisconsin and Massachusetts. In these ten States the areas.
have been acquired either by State purchase, rrom Federal
Grants 01' Grant Areas combined with the acquisition or tnx
delinquent land.

The 'Southern region, 'which has at. least one-third of
the total rorest area in U.S., has only 3 per cent ,of the
State Forests or Parks.

The U.S. Forest Service has at its Washington headquarters
a division kno\vnas the Branch or State and Private Co-operation,
among the activities of which are included the relations with
State rorestry administrations under the provisions of the Clarke
McNary 'and' other Federal Acts which relate to State rorestry.
The relations between this Branch or the Forest Service naturally
vary to a great extent owing to the difrerent types or State
administration set up., Some fifteen, State organisations runction
in full control or all fire protection within their boundaries,
while' in other cases the States administer only a small area or
forest, and may be active either in an educational, preventive
or law-enrorcement,capacity~ The only States wlthoutany local
rorestry administrations are those of the Central Plains Region
where forests are practically non-existent. .

, "

The Federal Government, through:the Forest SerVice, is con
stantly endeavouring to extend the scope and activities of State'
rorestry, and is, mal~ilig.special efforts to galvanise the Southern
States into a realisation of what prnctical,rorestry means to the

, economic welfare or thntregion. ,As preViously mentioned, the
dirriculty lies ,in convincing Southerners that rire protection or
rorests is either necessary or pr~cticable, or both.

In a concise. review of the activities or State forestry
administrations in rorest fire control Allen (3A) has enumera
ted the achievements or the undermentioned States:-

'.

...

1.

2.

'4.

5.

6.

Arkansas - Co-operative fire control extends over 11,250,000
acres of forest within seventeen protection units, each in
charge or a district forester who is required to have a
technical forestry training. ' ,
California - The main duty ,or the well organised State _
Division or Forestry isrire control on 32,000,000 acres of
land, half or which is, timber and watershed land. A full
time labour fbrce of 100 men is maintained but the regular
rorce during the fire season exceeds ,500 in number, exclud
ing C.C.C.:'labour which is also available in emergency.
Florida - has 3,300,000 acres or private forest land pro
tected by State forestry authorities under rinancial agree
ments made with lando\vners on a co-operative basis.
Georgia - The State Division or Forestry protects some
4,000,000 acres or private forest land by arrangement with
the ovmers, who contribute an assessed (VOluntary) payment
rOI' such protection.
Indiana - A co-operative fire control system organised by
the State Division of Forestry (Conservation Department)
and utilising some 25 towers, 75 fire wardens and 750
fireguards.
Kentucky ~ Fire control on private lands is supervised by
the state Division or For'estry through rive rire-protection
associations, covoring,one million acres within 14 counties.
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. A compulsory paYment of one cent per acre' per annum by
private timberland owners is required, where adequate
fire control is initiated by the Division.

7. Louisiana - Timberland owners, by co-operation with the
state Division of Forestry, contribute two cents per acre
per annum for fire control on about one-third of the whole
area needing protection (2,500,000 acres). On the remain
ing area of 7,500,000 acres protection is financed directly
by the· State and Federal Governments.

8 •. Maine - The Forest Commissioner, who is answerable direct
to the Governor, has charge of forest fire control within
the State, protection being financed by a special t~~.
Protected areas include some 15,000,000 acres.

9•. Minnesota - The Division of Forestry is one of seven divi-
sIons in the State Department of Conservation and its .
Director supervises fire control on some 20,000,000 acres
offorests~.peat land tracts etc. Fire protection is the
paramoUnt activity of the Division.

10. Mississippi - In 1936 the State Forest Servico had almost
4,500,000 acres of forest land 'under fire protection and
the acreage burned over is being· steadily reduced•

. 1:1. Montana - Fire control is the main actiVity of the State
. Forester. The compulsory "fire patrol" laws of the State
require private o\mers to protect their timberlands and
co-operative fire protection associations are most active
on these private lands. Further improvements in.State fire
laws are expected to give 100 per cent fire protection to
all private forest lands.

1& North Carolina.- The Division of Forestry (one of six Divi
sIons of the state Department of Conservation and Develop- .
ment) protected some 13,675,000 acres of forest land in
1937, this area representing some 67 per cent of the area·
needing fire protection. Some 58 Counties and 53 large
ovmers of timberlands co-operated financially in the same year
and a force of over 1,000 forest. wardens, under fairly ade-
quate overhead, was· maintained. ' ,

l~ New York - State Forestry Authorities exercise forest fire
control on some 17,000,000 acres of forest inclUding a con
siderable area· of State Forests.

14. Ohio - Under the Forestry Division, some 1,250,000 acres of
land, approximately one mi~lion acres of which are forested,
is receiving organised .fire protection. .

15.0klahoma - The. Division of Forestry, under the Oklahoma
Planning and Resources Board, protects .1,400,000 acres of
privately owned commercial timber land under co-operative
agreement.

l~ ore~on - The State Forester has little State owned forest
Ian to administer but his·organisation. is particularly
active in fire control. Vigorous educational actiVity is
sustained with a lecture force and equip~ent adapted to
putting on a progrronme "in any place at any time". oregon
is one of the fivo Western States requiring forest fire
patrol of its timberland' ovmers) and the State Forester'con-
trols the use of fire and power driven machinery on lands .
bordering State Forests. He may require the closing dO\7n
of logging operations during periods of high hazard. In
general, the fire prevention provisions of the state laws are
unusually strong. ,

l~pennsllvania _. In this, State, one of the first to inaugurate
a rea forestry progr~~e)rire control is handled by a well
organised fire warden force under district foresters - co
operating with organised private owners.
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Rhode Island - In this tiny State each tovm is empowered
to appoint a .fire warden and is .required to share hal.f
the expense o.f .fire control within its territory•
South Carolina - More than 4 1 2001 000 acres o.f the timbered
area within the State were. under co-operative .fire control.
in 1932. Some 50 lookout towers in the coastal counties

.are manned on a f1 subsistence .farmfl -basis. The to\verman
has to be a good iarmer and 11ves.on a ten acre .farm ad
joining the tower 1 being paid _.from .t180 to JS240 per annum.
.for their lookout duties.. .
Tennessee - The Division or Forestry in the State Depart
ment 01' Conservation protects more than 61 5001 000 acres
o.f '.forest .from fire with a well organised system o.f ,
district l deputy and local .forest .fire wardens, the·
suppression starfs numbering in all more than ~,OQO men.
Texas -The DiviSbn of Forest Protection in the' Texas
Forest Service is maintained at Lu.fkin and supervises
the protection of 11,000,000 acres o.f forestland., 90 per
cent of this area is under patrol and the balance is inclu
ded within protection units in Which the forest owners 'con
tribute ha1.f the protection costs. An educational progr~e
is conducted throughout the area by two motorised motion
picture units using locally produced .films.
Virijinia - Forest Fire Control organisations are maintained.
in 7 of the 100 counties- within ,the State. Each ~ounty
organisation is in charge of a chief .fire warden, who has
local wardens under his supervision. The total forest
area under protection is approximately 10,620,000 acres,
while some 980,000 acres of non-.forest and abandoned
farm lands must also be protected. The extensive .fire
control organisation deve!oped by States despite the limi
ted area of State-owned forests is welL exemplified in
Virginia, where there are only State .forests having. a
total area o.f 988 acres! .
Washington - The State Forester has extensive powers under
the state .fire laws and has .full power to close dovm log
ging operations during hazardous conditions. Only 0·16 per
cent o.f the 12,000,000 acres of State and privately owned
lands under co-operative fire protection was burned over
during 1937. .
West Virginia - The Division of Forestry, under the State
Conservation Commission, undertakes to protect from .fire
some 7,300,000 acres of private .forest land within 37
Counties. To do this, the Division co~operates closely
with two organised protection associations o.f private
landowners, employs .five district .foresters permanently,
and during periods o.f .fire hazard operates a ground ,force
of more than 200 rangers, wardens and lookout men•.
Wisconsin - The Chie.fForest fire Warden of the State
has an extensive .field .force engaged in supervising .fire
control over more than 12,500,000 acres o.f ,forest in
eleven districts.

It is obviously impossible in these pages to traverse
the relationships existing between' allo,f the 40 States co
operating and the Forest Service, but an indication will be
given to the. types of c.o-operation existing in various Forest
Service Regions, each of which is a sel,f-contained adminis-

_trative unit:-
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REGION NO. I.

This Region embraces only the state of Montana, and the
Northern part of Idoho state. The State of Washington adjoins
the Western boundary of one (Kaniksu) National Forest within
the Region.

1. State of Idaho - By agreement with the State, the State
Forester contracts with the Forest Service for fire control
within regularly created Forest Protection Districts, in
which are ,located all the National Forests in N. Idaho.
The "local Forest Supervisor is appointed Fire Warden of'
the Forest Protection District. ' The State Forester deposits
each year in the Co-operative Work Fund an amount suffi
cient to cover the agreed costs'of fire control on all State
Lands within each F.P. District. Further, he makes an ad- '
vance deposit to'cover the part of the cost of fire control

. on private lands within the,various districts. Sums col-
lected through State fire protection assessments on land
owners are ultimately paid to the Forest Service when the
private lands are within a F.p. District controlled by the
Forest Service. .

National Forests within these same Districts follow
a rather complex procedure in connection with collection
of fUnds under the State agreement.
(i) All National Forests must certify to the State 'Forester,

as at September 1st, of each year, giving particulars
of all privately o\vned lands which should be placedon
the County assessment rolls for collection of protec
tion assessments under State Law. These particulars
must be submitted in duplicate pn special forms pro
cured.from the State Forester. Any necessary revis
ions of a previous year's list will be made annually
by the Forest Supervisor.

(ii) Foresters must closely examine the record of exemptions
made by the State Protection Board, and keep their
Uland lists ll corrected accordingly. They must also
cheCK lists-of State 'owned land, and report any nec-
essary corrections therein. .

Many Counties wit~in the 'State of Idaho (and other states in
the Region) have acquired lands within or near NatIonal
Forests and this land requires listing for fire protection
with a qualified agency. Forest Service officers, after
consultation with hea~3 of protection agencies, decide
which-lands should be· listed with the Forest Service for
protection. In such cases forest officers will list the
lands in question, compute fire control assessments, and
advise County officials.,

Similar efforts are being made to list for protection
-by a responsible age~cy, hazardous areas of County-owned
rights of way, which traversed private lands within
National Forest boundaries.

2. State of Montana - An agreement exists with the State of
Montana similar to that. described for N. Idaho. Under the
terms of this agreement, the State Forester deposits
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each year in the Co-operative Work Fund an~amount covering
the annual costs of fire control on all state lands listed
with the Forest Service. It is the responsibility of
Forest Supervisors to secure from the State Forester, a
record of all lands within or adjacent to the National
Forest under their control, that are classified by the
State as ~orest lands. Fires occurring on any non-listed
State areas of forest land will be suppressed as usual,
and a claim submitted to the state Forester for the entire
amount, reports giving de,tails of such fires, costs etc.
to be also forwarded to the.Regional Forester.

SuperVisors must also fo~vard to the. Regional Office
an annual statement covering the individual fire reports
for each fire that occurred on State lands listed with
the Forest Service for the pUrposes of protection.

Each Supervisor has a district map charted to show
(each fire season):-

Boundaries of Territory for which the Forest Service
has undertaken protection.
Boundaries of Territory for which the Forest Service
has undertaken the responsibility of issuing burning
permits.
Boundaries of territory for which the Forest Service
has undertaken the supervision of slasn' disposal.

These boundaries may vary from year to year, and the
different territories enum~rated above will also be
variable. in any single year. Burning permits may be con
trolled over a wide area, while the responsibility for
protection, and/or slash disposal, may be confined to an
area' only several miles outside National Forest boundaries.. .

The Forest Service also seeks to include. landowners,
miners etc. situated within or adjacent·to National Forest
boundaries, in'co-operative protection agreements - but
this will be discussed later.

3. State of'Washington - Although the State of Washington
touches only the Western part of one National Forest in
Region N~. I,an agreement has been reached between the
Regional Forester an~ the State,· whereby the Forest Ser
vic~ assumes control of protection s~rvico on State
ovmed or private lands. As in the case of other States,
Forest Supervisors are appqinted state fire wardens in
charge of fire control on all territory, within designated
Qoundaries, in the vicinity of National Forests •

REGION NO. II.

In this Region the state of Colorado embraces most of
the National Forests, with several such for~sts in \vyoming,
and a few in the States of South Dakota and Nebraska.

In the State of Colorado a long standing agreement, first
promulgated. in 1912, exists between the Forest Service, and
the State Forester of the State Board of Agriculture. The
full conditions of this agroement are given hereunder:-

1. "The agreement in no way ~ntends .. to restrict the officers
of the state, or of the Forest Servi~eJ in, 'or relieve
thernof, the performance of any of their duties imposed
on them by law, with respect to the prevention and ex
tinguishment of forest fires.
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2. This agreement relates to.all lands within the State of
Colorado, including lands held in private ovrnership,
lands ovmed by ~he State, and lands of the United States,
both reserved and unreserved.
The use of the term "fire warden".. throughout this agree
ment is for the sake of convenience in designating the
officers of the State, and includes County Sheriffs,
under-Sheriffs and deputies, and all other State and "
County officers whose duty it is under the laws of the
state of Colorado to prevent and extinguish forest fires.
Vfuenever any fire warden discovers a forest fire, he
shall if possible proceed at once t6 extinguish it, and
shall thereafter,. as soon as possible, report the occur
rence of the fire to the nearest officer of the Forest
Service and to the State Forester. If, however, he is
unable to control the fire without assistance, he shall
~~ediately report the fact to the neare~t officer of
the Forest Service, and to the. County Sheriff. In like
manner any officer of the Forest Service discovering a
fire outside of National Forest land shall extinguish
it, if possible, and thereafte~, as soon as possible,
report the occurrence of the fire to the County sheriff.
If' he be unable, however, to control the fire without
assistance, he shall immediately report the fact to
the sheriff of·the County where the fire occurs.

5. \Vhenever a forest fire is discovered by a fire warden
upon National Forest land, the extingUishment of such
fire shall be in charge of the fire warden until an
officer of the Forest Service arrives. Vfuereupon the
said Forest Officer shall assume charge, and may call
on the Fire Warden for assistance, and in such case the
fire warden shall render all assistance possible to
the said officer of the Forest Service, and a like pro
cedure shall be followed where the fire is upon lands
other than National Forest land and threatens National
~orest land. The officers of the Forest Service shall
deter.mine whether or not the fire threatens N.F. land •.

6. All forest fires upon lands other than N.F. land shall
be in charge of the fire wardens except as provided in
the preceding paragraph. Houever, whenever a"fire is
discovered by a Forest Officer on lands other than
N.F. lands which does not threaten N.F. land, he shall
aSsume charge of such fire until the arrival of the
fire warden, Whereupon-the said warden shall assume charge,
and thereafter the Forest Officer shall render no fUrther
assistance unless in his opinion, his assistance is'
necessary. \Vhenever such fires are discovered by a fire
warden, the officers of the Forest Seryice shall upon
request of the fire warden render assistance whenover the
performance o~ their ~fficial duties.will permit. Pro
vided that, whenever such assistance is rendered by .
Forest officers, the expenses exclusive of salary, incurred
by them shall be defrayed.by the county or counties in
which the fire is located. -

7. \~enever fire wardens aid or assist in the extinguishnent
of fires upon a N.F.,they shall be pai~ directly by the
Forest Service at the rate of not less than 35 cents per
hOur, except the county sheriff who shall be paid at the
rate of 50 cents per hour, for such time as they may be
engaged in fighting said fires.
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8. \Vhenever fire wardens aid or assist the officers of the
Forest Service in the control or extinguishment of fires
upon land other than N.F. lands, and which threaten N.F.
lands, they shall be paid by the Forest Service at the rates
prescribed in the preceding paragraph, unless the fire is
located on the unreserved public domain and arrangements
can be made with the U.S. General Land Office to defray
the expenses, or unless such fire is located on State or
private lands and arrangements can be made with the proper
officials of the State or of the county or counties within
which the fire is located, or the private o\vner or owners
of said lands, to defray the expenses or any part thereof.

9. Vfuenever a fire on N.F. land or threatening N.F. land,
is discovered by a fire warden)he shall, before incurring
any expense to be paid by the U.S. for the purpose of
extinguishing the fire, report the fire to a properly
authorised forest officer, who will authorise such expendi
ture as is necessary to control the fire;. not exceeding,
however, the amount which may be available from any
appropriation, then subsisting, made by Congress for that
purpose. .

10. It is further agreed and·understood that for the purpose
of this agreement, all Forest officers who have been,
or who may hereafter be, appointed fire wardens by the
Governor of the State of Colorado, as provided' for in
the Laws of 1909, Section I, Page 394, shall be considered
officers of the Forest Service and not officers of 'the
S~ate of Colorado, and all provisions of this agreement
applying to other Forest off'icers shall apply equally to
them.

11. It is further understood and agreed that the responsibility
of the respective parties hereto shall not in an~1ise
be extended beyond the express or necessarily implied
provisions of the laws of the State of Colorado and of'
the u.s.A., and the respective rules and regulations
made pursuant thereto. This agreement shall be and
remain in effect until the 30th day of June 1913, and in
the event that adequate authority is conferred, and suffi
cient appropriation is made available by Congress, shall
be automatically renewed f'or the period of each fiscal
year thereafter, unless sooner revoked by either party
upon thirty (30) days notice in writing to the other" •

All forest officers are conversant with this agreement
and have standing instructions to see that its provisions are
followed.

In the cases of Counties which do not assume liability and
costs, and it is necessary for the Forest Service to fight
fires on State lands, the Regional Forester will endeavour to
obtain reimbursement of costs (except Forest officers' salaries)
from the State Board of Land Commissioner of Colorado. Com
plete fire report forms of such outbrewrs, together with a
brief report of the circumstances, are forwarded by officers
to the Regional Forester for this purpose.

The control of' fires on private and State lands which
do not threaten N.F. lands, rests exclusively with the
Sheriff'. Under Article 6.; of the above agreement, forest
officers must render all-possible assistance when the per
formance of official duties will· permit. ,Authority for
allOWing any claims against the County for fire suppression
costs rests with the County Commissioners, and in some cases
claims made by the Forest'Service f'or expenditures incurred
for fires on private and State owned lands have been dis-
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allowed by the Comnissioners. Before incurring any such
expenditure, it is thus necessary to obtain approval from
the Sheriff, whose duty it i~ to suppress fires. Fires
threatening N.F. lands are controlled by Forest Service
employees without any delay.

County Commissioners cannot contract, in advance, :to
authorise fire suppression on the part of persons other
than duly constituted County officers such as the Sheriff.·
It is necessary to keep these local Oounty officers inter
ested, so that if fires occur on lands where the Forest Ser
vice has no authority to expend fuUds, the County Commission
ers will authorise or instruct the Sheriff to twte the neces
sary suppression action.

Wyoming and South Dakota - Neither of these States has laws
authorising County Commissioners to expend money on fire
suppression.

REGION NO. V.

This Region, except for a small section of the State of
Nevada, is wholly situated within the State of California,
a situation which has lead to extremely close co-operation
between the Forest Service and-the state Division of Forestry,
Department of Natural Resources, California.

An agreement has existed since 1932 between the respective
organisations, which inter alia, provides as follows:- .

1. Reimbursement from the State of Forest Fire funds expended.

For State fires not threatening National Forest areas 
reimbursement will only be made when the Forest Service .
takes suppression action on such fires in conformity with
the local fire plan and-local agreement between the two
organisations, or upon special request of a State officer.
Joint fires along National Forest boundaries - Each agency
pays its own costs of suppression, but where this is not
equitable or practicable, an adjustment is made on the
ground, . on as fair a basis as possible considering the·
relative areas burned, relative value at.stwte, and the
special agreements in the fire plan,'or in those entered
into during the .course of the fire. If the adjustment
cannot be handled by having each agency pay.the.determined
share of the cost directly, the adjustment claim is filed
promptly with the agency concerned•

To obtain re-imbursements in (a) or (b) above, Forest
Supervisors submit claims, in triplicate to the State Forester
with substantiating evidence of payment by the Forest Service.
Claims for purchase of equipment are not included except for
tools used and worn out on the fire. All claims should first
be discussed with the state Ranger in order to reach agreement
on details.

2. APEointment of State Voluntary Fire Wardens.

The State Forester governs all such appointments in
accordance with a policy of:- .
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(c)

(e)

(d)

Holding appointments to a mini1l1UIl1 .
Appointing either men for a year-long term or members
of short-term forces required to enforce state fire
laws .
Primary (pe~anent) lookouts, emergency guards, persons
not employed by.the Forest services, supervisors of
C.C.C. work not directly concerned. with fire duty or
law enforcement are not recommended for'appointment
as Wardens. ---
The appointment records of all Wardens are held in Super
visors' offices while they remain current. Uen appointed
for the duration of the year hold their badges of office .
and their status while employed by the Forest Service,
but badges of short-term wardens are handed in to the
Supervisor after each fire season is completed. In case
of other Forest service employees replacing wardens, the
number of the badge to be transferred is reported to the
state Forester. Badges must not be issued or transferred
unti~ written appointment or authority for any individual
is re'ceived from the State Forester. In cases of "year-

. long" Wardens transferred by the Forest Service to. other
parts of the region, efforts are made for them to continue
as Wardens in their new location. Any wardens who are
transferred to other Regions do not, however, retain
authority as Wardens ..
Before December 15 of each year a list is submitted for
each National Forest to the State Forester, showing the
number of voluntary firo wardens appointed, transferred,
canoelled etc. during the firo season. .

3. Co-operative Fire Plans with state Rangers.

(a)
(b)

•

.. These are dra\Vll up and put into service before each fire
seaSon - and provide for:-

.~

e·

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

(j)

(k)

(1)

Determination of boundaries of areas to be protected
="protection boundarylt
Determination of co-operative fire collection boundary
which conforms as closely as possible to the 'protection
boundary" in (a) above
Assistance to the Forest Service for State fires not
threatening National Forest zones of responsibl~ity
Assistance to the Forest Service for fires along any
'protection boundaryll
PaYment of fire suppression costs by the State as out
lined in (1) above
Determining the distance from National Forests to which

. the Forest Service will despatch "second line of defence
crews" for the suppres~.1on of State fires. .
Best means of despatcnIng suppression labour forces to
fires, and the responsibility for such despatch
Definition of responsibility in the case of the first
forestry officer arriving at a fire
Supply by the Forest Service of tools and equipment
with all labour forces, and the release at the earliest
opportunity from State fires of all Forest Service
employees tools etc.
The handling of fires classed as joint State and Forest
Service fires~
The most efficient use of C.C.C. or other emergency
labour crews.
The replacement or reconditioning of equipment used by
the Forest Service on State fires.

. ,,
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state of. California - Fish and Game Commission.

The Forest Service has a separate agreement with the
Fish and Game Commission, Department of Natural Resources
of California,' respecting fire. protection; the principal
clauses of which are:- -

1. Deputies of the Division of Fish and Game will pay strict
attention to the enforcement of State fire legislation;
familiarize themselves with and obey the regulations
governing the use of the National Forests,· and by personal
actions and attitude assist in creating the right public
reaction and sentiment tovmrds these laws and regulations •

2. On reque'st from the Regional Forester tha:t any Deputy of the
. Division of Fish and Game be appointed a State fire warden,
the Fish and Game Commission will forward this request to
the state Forester of California, accompanied by a recom
mendation that such appointment be made. The Fish and Game
Commission will instruct all its De'puties who rec'eive such
appointments as wardens, to co-operate fully with the Forest
Service in the prevention and suppression of forest fires.
When such Deputies are actually engaged in the work of
suppressing or preventing fires the State Fish and Game
Commission will pay their salaries and the Forest Service
their expepses. The calls made for the services of SUCh,
men will be limited to cases of actual emergency.

California State Highway Patrol - Since 1935,District Irispec
tors,' Captains and Traffic offIcers of the California Highway
Patrol have been instructed,by their Chief, to seek to pre-
vent fires and -to co-operate fully in work of this nature.
Officers are particularly instructed to enforce state regula
tions which forbid the throwing of burning materials from moving
vehicles, also the use of motors and trucks, without spark
arresters, near grain or grass.

Counties - 'California State.

Forest Service Supervisors also enter into c.o-operativo
agreement with those Counties of the state of California .
which maintain forestry departments. Such agreements are
broadly on the same basis as State agreements, but are much
more local in their application. The most intensive instance
of co-operation with Counties is to be found in Southern Cali
fornia where the extremely efficient Forestry administration
of Los Angeles County and local U.S. Forest Service officers
maintain an intensive protection over the Chaparral covered
mountains overlooking Los Angeles and its environs •.

REGION NO. VI.

In the Pacific North West Region,the U.S. Forest Service
co-operates actively with the States of Oregon and Wash~ngton)
both of which States levy t~~es on all forest land where the
ovmer lives more than a mile distant. For convenience, the
U.S. Forest Service protects some 8 Million acres of State
and Private forest land, in addition to its 0\1n protection
area of 22 Million acres, receiving from the States of Oregon
or Washington the sum of 2~ cents per acre per annum for all
state and Private land so protected. On some 600,000 acres of
forest land owned by the Northern Pacific Railroad Co., the
U.S. Forest Service is responsible for fire pr~tection, receiv
ing an annual return of 4 cents per acre for such protection.
The above per acre protection charges are hardly sufficient
in average seasons, average annual appropriations by the U.S.
Forest Service in Region No.·VI for·Prevention and Pre-
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Suppression being l~ cents per acre,while Suppression costs
range from 3 to 5i cents per acre per annum depending on
the season experienced.

REGION NO. VII.

This Region embraces no less than thirteen States in
the North East of U.S.A. in which there is a marked diversity
of forest ovmership and where there are perhaps more indi
vidual classifications of ownership 'than in other· Forest
Region. Co-operative agreements between the Forest Service
and various public agencies' canthus only be described in
very general terms •

Forest Service officers are instructed to establish
close working relationships between fire control organisa
tions on National Forests and those organisations of public
agencies which are also concerned with forest fire control.
Such agencies may include State, County, Town or Municipal
organisations. Prior to each Spring fire season,the Super
visor of each National Forest in the Region confers with the

. State forester, or head of the state Fire Control forces,
·and enters into v~itten agreements concerning co-operative
prevention, detection, reporting and suppression methods.
Such agreements are circulated to local representatives of
State ,organisations, district (Forest- Service) Rangers etc.
District Rangers, in their turn, contact local State, County,
To\vn or }~icipal officers involved and perfect local co
operative understandings, if necessary through supplementary
written agreements.

These special contacts are repeated prior to the dangerous
Autumn fire season., Forest Service officers are instructed to
attend meetings of State For~st Fire control organisations and
officials of. such organisations are invited to group meetings
of Forest Service offi6ers~ Forest Service officers also
invite .State,.'County arid other' fire control: personnel to

,special tours of inspection which demonstrate National Forest
Fire control organisation, standards, equipment and methods
etc. - .

- ,

REGION-NO. IX. (Lake States Region)
',: "'~

I' . •

In this Region,it is made clear that the U.S. Forest
Service is obliged to co~operate fully with State, County
and 1~icipal·organisati6ns concerned with conservation, and
also to exercise leadership and initiative :wherever necessary.
Forest Supervisors are expected to maintain 'close contact and
co-operation with Sta~e officials in those 'States having an
active administration concerned with fire control. If there
is any lik~l1hood of a misunderstanding regarding fire control
on adjoining areas under the control of either,~ederal or
State administrati?n - 'written- agreements are executed prior to 
each fire season detailing the responsibilities· and duties which,
it is mutually agreed, shall be accepted. by either organisation.
Such written agreements include the following main points:- .

1. Each agreement is to be illustrated by a,map showing clearly
the area which each agency. agrees to protect. Agreements

. may provide that either agency Will, under certain circum
stances take initial action over its protection boundary
on land controlled by the other agency.
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2. The 'agreement must show clearly the towers or other pro
tection points to be manned by each agency, and the approxi
mate period or such manning. Each agency must notiry the
other when signiricant changes take place in their organisa
tion and manning.

3. Action which either agency agrees to take in the case or
rires outside its own boundaries, but within the juris
diction or the other agency, must be clearly derined •
Similar derinitions are made regarding action to be
ro11owed when rires cross the boundary between areas
under dirrerent jurisdiction.

4•. Agreements must be clear as to which rires will be inclu
oded in the annual statistics or each agency, at the same
time ensuring that no rire will escape recording.

5. Agreements should indicate clearly the responsibility ror
payment or hired rire righters and ror rented equipment
on fires in which both agencies are involved. '.

6. The responsibility or each agency over the enforcement of
fire laws, issue of burning permits, ma1n~enance of tele-
phones etc. is clearly set forth. .

All such agreements are submitted to the Regional Forester
both berore and after their execution. Exchange or visits bet
ween State and Federal officers at fire control meetings of.
either administration is actively advocated and practised.
U.S. Forest Service orficers also assist the States of Michigan
Minnesota and Wisconsin in furnishing prompt reports or any
detected breaches or state laws governing the use of ineffi
cient .spark arresters, grates etc. which are usually respon
sible for the occurrence of railroad fires.

In cases where state and Federal protection units adjoin,
it is. usual for each agency to agree on taking initial action
on rires within a strip one mile wide outsido 'its protection
boundary.. and i7ithin the protection unit of the other agency.

D. Co-operative use of the C.C.C. and other "Relief" labour •.

(1) Co-operation with the~m[.

The Army authorities control C.C.C. camps and the working
conditions, commissariat etc~ of the camp occupants. No formal
agreement exists·between the Forest Service and the Army (or
its District Commanders) respecting the responsibility to be
assumed by the Army in the use of C.C.C. forces' for rire sup
pression. In some Regions, Army District Commanders prepare
annual fire plans for .their C. C. C. District, which set forth
the lines of action to be followed for assistance in fire sup
pression. Forest Service officers seek the co-operation of
Army Commanders, even in the absence of any Army fire plan,
to ensure efficient organisation when C.C.C. men are to be
used on fires,a~cording to varying local conditions.

,

Details of the occasions for which C.C.C. labor is to be
employed on fires, the conditions of working, and the organisa
tion'of definite fire crews of varying labour strength and
equipment standard will be discussed later in describing the .
use of labour forces of all types.

. 'Detailed arrangements of a local nature are necessary in
respect of messing arrangements for all C.C.C. labour called
out on fire duty from their usual camps. Such arrangements
include provision for:-
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1. Maintenance of prepared lunches of s~ficient quantity,
or of lunch supplies to avoid delays, during periods of
fire hazard

2. Ration units prepared for a certain number of men, to be
ready for instant conveyance with the addition of some
perishable items .

3. Follow-up with field kitchens, bedding etc. when C.C.C.
men are required to be absent from their usual camp more
than 12 to 16 hours

4.. Establishment of a special C.C.C. - lffire camptt in cases
when men will·be absent from their usual camps for a con
siderable time and will·travel long distances.

5•.Company:Co:r.nnanders.to also have sole charge of messing
arrangements .on~fires where both C.C.C. and other labour
is engaged.', After such fires the Commander itemises those
meals partaken by Forest Service officers and employees
and the Forest Service arranges payment for these meals
at ~ indicated' cost, which is based on the allowance
of ~ daily rations allowed to Army offic'ers' for C.C.C.
lab~ etc. engaged on fires. If the, actual rood' costs
exceed this augmented' daily ration, increased costs are
reported to the War Department which Department will pro
bably meet the increase - if not, it will be paid from
Forest Funds. The Forest Service officers usually check
rood prices and' the number of meals ror which payment is
claimed.

In some cases the Army appoints a. Company Commander, on or
near a National Forest, as a special Fire Officer, to supervise
immediate dispatch to fires of men, field kitchens, cooks,
blankets, ambulance, medical ofricer or supplies etc. in cases
where C.C.C. men f'rom several camps are sent to a single fire.
He also maintains a record showing location or all C.C.C.
details, arrival and departure of men and equipment etc., and
is in charge or all supplies to·C.C.C •. field forces. In Region
No. I,this orficer is Immvn as a Fire Marshal, and has additional
duties throughout the firo seaSon such as supervision or all pre
cautions against fire in Camps or on C.C.C. worlcs, authority to
proceed a.s law enrorcement ofricer, training or labour in rire
suppression methods etc. . .

(ii) Co-operation with Public Agencies employing C.C.C. Labour.

United states agencies in this category include the Soil
Conservation Service, National Park Service, Bureau or Reclama
tion, U.S. Division or Grazing, Indian Service, Biological Sur
vey etc., while state administrations such as those supervising
Forests, Parks etc., are also included.

Pre-season co-operative agreements are prepared, following
consultation between Forest. Service officers. and those represen
tingone or more or the agencies mentioned, which make provision
for:-

1. Services to erfect an interchange or maps showing protected
areas, location of C.C.C. camps within or adjacent to such
areas,- with information as to officers in charge or various
areas or labour rorces

,2. Each co-operating Service to report the discovery or rires,
and their location, to the authority responsible for their
suppression
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3. Superintendents of,C.C.C. Camps situated on areas controlled
by either Service, are authorised and obliged to dispatch
fire crews.promptly, when called on by responsible officers
of either Service, to assist in suppressIng fires in (or
threatening) areas administered by the other co-operating

. Service in those cases where fires ,occur within a reasonable
distance from the Camp. (This distance does not exceed
50 miles except in speCial or severe circumstances).

4. Each C.C.C. camp will furnish its O\TIl transportation, equip.
ment, tools, food supplies etc. unless other arrangements
are more ,expe .dient.· No charge is made by any Service for
the use of any C.C.C. equipment, tools or supplies, or for '
repairs. or replacement of damaged, destroyed or lost equip-
ment etc.' used by C.C.C. Labour forces. ,

5. A reasonable reserve of man-power and equipment must be re
tained at all Camps in Case of any threat to the security
of the areas where such Camps are located.

6.; Each Service is in charge of fire suppression within its
territory unless some other arrangement is necessary, and is
mutually agreed upon. .

7. Any Service despatching labour forces to the territory of
another Service will also despatch "crew bosses" and other
supervisory staffs for such forces, ,to work under the local
"Fire-BOSS". '

a.Initial attacks on fires are made by the first crew arriving 
if the co-operating agency crew arrives first, the officer
in charge of such crew will remain in charge'of the fire '
until the arrival of an officer responsible for the terri
tory in which the fire has occurred, a.f'ter which time the
latter officer will direct the use or withdrawal of the
co-operative force.

E. Co-operation by Forest Services with Private persons and
. AgencIes. . '

The necessity for such co-operation can best be indicated
by the fact that owners of "small" forests are more than four
million in number. The participation of landowners, or other
private agencies, in plans for co-operative fire protection
naturally varies according to the control exercised, or fire
legislation enacted, by State organisations charged with fire
control responsibilities and activities. As already mentioned,
the Federal Government assists private owners financially
only through such State organisations, so that general co
operation in any district is usually effected by the three
parties concerned - Federal, State and Private. Local co
operation between Forest Service officers, and private indi
viduals or agencies, is, however, frequently effected to the
mutual advantage of both parties.

It has been thought advisable to discuss the co-operation
with,private individuals etc., according to the practice within

.,several Regions of the Forest Service administration, owing to
differences in principle, or in detail, which are found between
such Regions.

REGION NO•. I.

All possible efforts' ar'e made to enlist the general co
operation of 'forest users, local residents and others, so that
the interest of these persons will cause them to act promptl~
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and without any instructions,when they detect fires. From the
most outstanding co-operators, men are chosen at strategic
points to act as voluntary fire w'ardens, or as "per diem fire·
guards," because of the respect and confidence in which they
are' held by other local residents.

In cases where land owners are not in a position to protect
their holdings from fire, persistent effort is made to secure the
o'\mer f s permission to have such land fllisted fI for inclusion in
protected.areas, at a small charge for such protection. , Com
plete records are kept posted to show the ownership of all pri~
vate lands within National Forest boundaries, and extending out
side such territory for distances with Uprotection limits" of any
National Forest. Apart from contacts made with all resident
lando'\mers to secure the Ulistingfl of their land, all non-resi
dent owners of more than 150 acres of land, on or near National
Forests, are requested to pay their pro~rata share of fire con
trol costs to the Forest Service, 'except in the following Cases:-

1. \Vhen private landis within areas for which protective
Associations have already contr~cted protection, in which
case the Association will seek collection of costs

2. Vfuere the State Law in Idaho provides that habitation,
within certain limits, shall be considered adequate pro-
tection. ' ,

3. Areas of special hazard, which cannot be expected to par
ticipate in fire protection plans at the usual rates of
contribution•. These would include:-

Areas logged, or those vfuere logging railroads operate,
throughout the fire season.
Areas within a radius of 20 chains of a savnnill.

fI of undisposed slash, or of improperly disposed
slash of high hazard.

If necessary, tracts less than '150 acres in extent may also
be admitted. -

All co-operators of this nature are listed in proper records
each year to avoid confusion as a result of changing ownership, .
,transfer of local 'forest officers etc. Local foresters handle
the entire supervision of small agreements covering areas up to
5,000 acres~ For larger areas, and for co-operation with State
or Federal agencies, Railway companies etc.,. all agreements are
handled by the Regional Forester.

Reimbursements to'co-operators. - RepaYment to co-operators of
costs of ~ightfrig ~ires may legally include such items as state
Industrial Accident Insurance, Social Security, State and Federal
Unemployment Compensation,. where these are added to ,vages paid and
have not been mentioned specifically in agreements. Co-operators
may also be compensated for the loss of time by teams etc~ when
labour forces have been called to fires and the forest officer
doing so has promised the compensation claimed for. In cases
such as timber-sales etc. where the co-operator is required to
assist in suppression to a certain extent as fixed by agreement -
he can only be paid for any services in excess of contract '
s tipulations.

Exch e of co-o eration with residents _. In regard ~o the supply
o . men, 00 s, ranspor a on etc., or for assistance in detec
t~on, by anY,residents, the cost of such services rendered may be
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accepted by Forest officers in lieu of ordinary payments, on a
per acre basis, by such residents for the cost of protection.
CN/ners of areas less than. 160 acres in extent who ,are unable
to pay protection costs, may be employed, if suitable, at .
ordinary rates ,of "pay" to "work out" these costs.

, .
Flat rate agreements - As fixed costs for suppression of fires
may not be adequate in years of serious hazard; officers' do not
bind the Forest Service for the suppression of extensive areas
at these fixed costs. In the Western part of the Region an area
of only 1500 acres, at fixed costs, may be accepted from a
single owner. In the Eastern section of the Region, up to
3000 acres may be accepted from one o\vner.

Larger areas are accepted, in each instance, only on the
condition that payments made are'for estimated prevention and
pre-suppression costs. The owner or company undertakes to
also pay suppression costs, which are determined by the per
centage ratio which areas burnt on lands listed by the owner
under the agreement, bear to all areas of National Forest, or
other protected lands burned during the fire season.

The formB used in soliciting theco~operationof land
owners, and in preparation of agreements with both small and
large lando'wners are reproduced in Appendix "e". '. ' .
Nothing contained in the.~agreements effected with both small
or large lando\vners prevents the Forest Service from claiming
the costs of fire suppression and/or damage on National Forests
resultine from outbreaks of fire for Which any individual co
operator is responsible •.

Timber Protective Associations.
,

These Associations are co-operative organisations which set
out to pool the resources of,adjacent owners of timber lands in
the protection of such areas. Adjacent lando\vners who mayor
may not possess timbered lands are also inviteQ to join the
Associations on a co-operative basis, annual assessments being
made of the per acre payments to' be made by all contributing
members.

Within Region NO. I there are five well organised and well
equipp'ed Associations of this t:ype, the Supervisor of the neigh
boring'National Forests working in'close co-operation ~ith these
organisations and preparing, before each fire season, carefully
checked,agreements providing for active liaison between the
Forest Service and the Associations. The lines of these agree
ments follow those, already described, between the Forest Ser
vice and various public agencies, and are maintained at a cer
tain standard of uniformity, commensurate with local conditions
prevailing.

Maps showing protection areas, information conce~ning dis
position of labour forces, equipment, areas of severe hazard,
patrol arrangements etc. are all interchanged between local
officers prior to each fire season. The usual arrangements
are also made for reciprocal 'action in detecting, reporting and
suppressing fires on all protected areas - whether 'same are
handled by Associations or by the Forest Service. Mutual agree
ment is reached prior to each season regarding any areas of
National Forest to be handled by Protective Associations, and
vice versa. '
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The Forest ·Service advises the Association concerned,
at the end o~ each year, of all fires which occurred) in whole
or part, on "deadhead" (non-contributing) lands, state lands
etc. within.the area.allocated to tho Service ~or protection.
Associations advise the Forest Service as soon as any fires
occur on National Forest lands under Association protection.

Efforts are·made by both the Forest Service and the
Associations to collect protection payments in respect of
"dead head" under their respective charge, in order that pro
rata allocations of seasonal suppression costs can be reduced
or corrected.

. .
The success of at least one successful Association, the

Southern Idaho Protective Association, has been outlined (6).
This body was organised in 1908 under a "Gentleman I s Agree
ment U and in 1938 embraced territory amounting to approxi~
mately It million:· acres of cut-over, brush and timber lands
in Southern Idaho. O~ this area approximately 600,000 acres
provide regular annual payments ~rom per acre assessments.
The state of'. Idaho and one large Lumber Company together
contribute abou~ 40 per cent o~ the total protection ~d_
During 193'7 members and subscribers contributed some,$l'7,000,
non-members t840, ana the Federal Government (Clarke-McNary
Act)-~4600. The value o~ equipment, cars,. truckS, telephone
systems, building,s, lookouts etc. ovmed by the Association
is estimated at .$50,000. .' '..

The success obtained by this Company in its protective
e~~orts is best gauged from the ~a6t that the area burned over
between 1914 and 193'7 amounted to only 109,155 acres, or 4548
acres per annum, these ~igures being all the more impressive
in view o~ the hazards prevailing. The Association also spends
money on control o~ insect attacks, several separate instances
o~ '7hich have occurred.

The area o~ cut-over lands within the Association territory
shows a steady increase viz. - 1·5% in 1914, 9·3% in 1920 and
49-2% in 193'7, which immediately raises doubts whether the
organisation can continue much longer, or like similar associa
tions elseWhere, fade out o~ existence when o\vners re~use pay
ment ~or cut-over areas.

Northern Paci~ic Railwa - (The only company with which
definite agreements are current. Two co-operative agreements
exist with this Co~pany, one of which de~ines action regarding
prevention and suppression o~ ~ires along railroad rights of
way operated by the Company, vihile the other agreement details
the terms under which the Forest Service undertwres protection
of lands ovmed by the Company_

(a) Right of ,vay Agreement.
This provides that the Company take all steps to extinguish

fires on or near its rights of way in localities where any ~ire
. might reasonably be expected to endanger National Forest lands •.

The Company is required to take active steps ~or preventing
~ire occurrence by removal of hazards (burning grass etc.) prior
to or during ~ire seasons, and active steps in this direction
are usually taken ~ollowing discussions between Company
o~~icials and. Forest O~~icers. The onus o~ placing e~fectivo
patrols, and reporting fire outbreaks, is accepted by the Forest
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.Service, while officers make certain that the steps taken by
the Company are both active and safe. Suppression costs which
exceed wages of rangers, or those of patrols who are employed
along or near the rights of way, will be claimed from the'
Company by the Forest Service, through the Regional Forester.
Any costs so claimed may include those of temporary labour,
supplies, transportation etc., together with salaries and
expenses of forest officers.

(b)' Land-owner agreement.
. Under this agreement the Company mak~s assessed payments

to the Co-operative Work Fund for the seasonal protection of
those of its lands which are listed with the Forest S~rvicefor
·fire control, and not included Within areas controlled by Pro
tective Associations~ Payments, which do not include any costs
of suppression, are in accordance .with uni't""tper acre) rate~
fixed for each part of the Region by the Forost Service.

Calculation of suppression 'costs' is ~ade, as previously
described, on a pro-rata basis depending on the area actually'
burnt on Company lands~ as compared to total areas' of listed
protected territory which are also burnt. Suppression costs
include all labour so engaged (inclUding officers' salaries),
together with costs of supplies. etc., but do not include'
costs of regular patrols, which are already met from "preven
tion U contributions.

Speeder ASreements. '., . .
Theseagreem~nts which oper~te between·the Forest Service

of Region No. I and sevoralRailway co~panies within such
Region, allow the Forest. Service (special approved officers
of such Service) to'operate petrol driven "speeders" for
emergency',' transport on railway tracks in cases of' fire etc •

.These· "sp'eeders" are'-c)\med by the Forest Service, but special
arrangements are necessary with the Railroad companies to
ensure .they are operated,ln a safe manner, only by those ,
persons specially approved by the. Service and by the C~mpanies.

REGION NO. II.

Efforts are made by Forest officers to effect co-operative
agreements with resident or non-resident ovmers of private land
within or near National Forests which prOVide for annual pay-

, ments based on the assessed fire protection cost of the National
Forest concerned. In consideration for such payments the Forest
Service assumes responsibility for both fire prevention and
suppression on private l~ds. ----

. The interminglirig of private lands within and surrounding
National Forests .of the Region, makes it important that such
lands be protected, and forest officers are instructed to make
every effort to ensure that private ormers pay for protection
benefits. Co-operation is rarely sought for areas of land less
than 160 acres, but at the same time the Forest Service does
not assume the protection of unlimited areas of private land
which are beyond the capacity of eXisting administrative

.forces •.

Efforts are being made to enlist as co-operators, without
Charge, private owners who have limited financial means, but
who' are vlilling and trustworthy enough to act as "firemen" on
a voluntary basis, or, in the case of larger owners, maintain
equipment and man-power for any emergency calls.

As already noted in Region No. I,:the Forest Service does
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not include in financial co-operative protective sche~es,; areas
of land where exceptional hazards prevail owing to industrial
operations such-as sav~illing, mining etc. In such cases the
following areas are excluded:-

(a) Logging or Sa\~illing:-

1. A strip 100 feet wide on either side.of main spur
lines of logging railroads.

2. Within the limits of logging camps and up to 200
feet from any buildings.

3~ Within any current cutting area or any area proposed
for.cutting during-the fire season•

4. Within a radius of 20· chains of any sawmill.·

(b) Mining operations:-

1. Within the limits of any mining camp (not prospector's
camps) and up to 200 feet from any bui'IdIngs. .

2. Areas within 20 chains of "lOod or coal-using power
plants such as hoisting-plants, smelters, dredges,
concentration mills etc.- !

Any other special hazards ~n privately owned areas should
be excluded in special clause~· of any agreements made for ~uch
areas.

Responsibility of co-operators f~r any fires caused on their
areas by them,or with their 10l0wledge, is not affected by agree
ments reached with them., . The-. Forest· Service claims the recovery
of suppression and damage costs- of such fires, and takes all
possible action against the-landowner in regard to law enforce-
ment. -

Rates per acre for suppression vary from 0·5 to 0·75 cents on
the Rocky Mountain areas to one cent per acre in Southern Colora
do and Northern 'vyoming, and 2·25 cents per acre in Southern
V~oming and 5 cents in the drier regions of South Dakota~

All payments are made one year in advance to a "Forest
Service Co-operative Fund" regardless of the National Forest
area for which they are collected. The Regional Forester allots
necessary funds for payment of "protection guards ff from this
Fund, allotments conforming as nearly as possible.to actual
receipts from various areas.

Co-operators r Record--- this is kept by means of a card index 
system which enables instant reference to a particular co
operator, his address, the ranger district, legal description
of land included in agreement, total acreage involved etc.
also being shown on the card. Particulars of annual payments,
changes of o\voership etc. are also posted on individual cards.

Voluntary Co-operators. - Strong efforts are made by forest
officers throughout Region No. II to enlist for each fire
season the aid of settlers, ranch-ovmers, or others having a
permanentlocation,-who can be relied upon to report all fires
visible from their homes, camps etc.. The areas covered by such
voluntary detectors are charted on the ground and shown by dis
tinguishing legend on special "Co-operative detection" maps.

- This map~ illustrates the extent of the IIDetection by Co-operators"
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in graphic fashion and indicates readily the need for further
volunteers in' any particular region. This system is extended,
to some extent, by equipping voluntary detectors for the
suppression of any fires within their detection sector, on the
understanding that they will be employed as temporary "per
diem guards" on such fires. The location of this·type_of
volunteer is shown on special "First Attack by Co-operators"
lmps, which show the location of all co-operative suppression
facilities. .

. Special attention is paid to keeping up to date the maps
showing possibilities of Detection and/or Suppression by
co-operators - it being necessary to personally interview all
listed co-operators before the current season's maps are
charted - only those co-operators having a per.manent location
during the sumcer being considered. In cases where co-operators
on detection also take initial suppression action, the location
of suitable tools, equipment, telephones etc. in relation to
such co-operators is most important.

Once each year, preferably in the Spring, efforts are made
to arrange meetings of forest fire wardens and local co-operators
in order to discuss both the local fire plans and also the latest
technique in fire control. Despite the extensive use made of
the C.C.C. organisation in fire control, special stress is laid
on the necessity for retaining the interest and co-operation
of all local ·individuals who may be expected to be of assistance
in.any emergency.

While fire wardens have power to supervise suppression crevls,
and may incur obligations for labor, transportation, supplies
etc. - voluntary co-operators act-mainly as trustworthy indi
vlduals, willing and able to assist in local fire control as the
need arises. It goes without saying that special care is
necessary in selecting both wardens and co-operators, and also
in maintaining their interest in the job. Both wardens and
co-operators are paid at an hourly rate for time spent on fire
control.

Such"organisations as Chambers of Cormnerce," the American
Legion (Returned. Soldiers etc.) Employment agencies, mining or
industrial companies etc. are also co-opted to assist in fire
control - usually through the leadership of some principal
of such organisation.

REGION NO. III.

All possible effort is directed (203) towards obtaining
the maximum possible co-operation, both financial and in terms
of labour, from private landovmers within and adjacent to the

.boundaries of National Forests in Region No. III.

All oivners of unoccupied land are listed in efforts to
secure annual payments from them, ranging from lit to 2ft cents
per acre, for both pre-Suppression and Suppression Costs. Vfuen
fires occur on non-listed' lands, an endeavour is made to collect
suppression costs from t~e owner ~hereof.

Co-operative arrangements with landoimers may not be. on
a financial basis, but may include the provision by the owner
of such services as detection, initial suppression, furnishing
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men, tools, transportation etc.. Incases wbere owners of
areas less than 160 acres cannot finance assessments for fire
control, they are given employment with the Forest Service on
available or suitable forest work in return for the' fire pro
tection ~forded to their properties.

The Service may refuse to enter agreements with owners,
at flat rates per acre for both -Pre-Suppression and SUppression
costs,in those cases where hazards are greater than those on
adjacent National Forest lands.

Written Agreements similar to those used in Region No. I
are used in Region No. III between the Forest Service and co-

.operating landowners. .

REGION NO. VI.

In this Region it has already been mentioned that the States
collect taxes for the fire protection of unoccupied forest land.
In some cases the state finds it expedient to arrange for the
protection of private land to be handled by local Protective
Associations - these associations to.receive fees for such work
from the protection taxes levied by the State. The importance
of Fire Protection Associations in the Region can best be
gauged from the fact that some 15 of these organisations are
actively operating in the State of Oregon,. while in'Washington
State one l~~ge Protective Association protects approximately
five million acres of all private forest land West of the Cascade
Mountains. The fire season strength of labour forces employed by
both Protective Associations and the State averages about 600 men,
but reserve equipment is available for several thousands of
emergency labour forces.

REGION NO. VII.

Local forest officers are instructed to assist State, County
and To\Ton officials in organising the co-operation of private indi
viduals. Special agreements are made with.private timberland
owners within or near the fire boundaries of National Forest, which
provide for the extension of Forest Service protection measures .
to include their lands, on a co~operative basis, in accordance with
the local standards of. such protection measures •

The local officer of the Forest Service also organises special
crews of reliable local residents, under the direction of National
Forest Fire Wardens or Voluntary Deputy Forest Guards, for in
corporation into·the labour forces of his fh'e con~rol organisa
tion (on a payment basis) •

National Forest Fire Wrirdens are selected from a few core-
. fUlly selected local men, fitted by their location, ability,
position 'in the community; and their willingness to be active in
detection, prevention 'and reporting of fires. They must also
be Willing to assume the definite responsibility or organising
and maintaining a reliable suppression force, in readiness to
serve on call, or on the Warden's initiative, when fire threatens
any National Forest. A special list of such Wardens in prepared,
giving their names, addresses, telephone numbers etc. and also
the fire unit or units on VlhichthejVlill function. Each Forest
Supervisor 'issues proper credentials, in the form of a letter or
card, to each Warden appointed by the Forest Service.
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Miscellaneous Co-operative Labour- Each Forest Service Ranger,
after consultation with local state, County or Town officials,
propares pre-season lists showing the sources and amount ,of
co-operative labour available, including organised labour crews,
and also miscellaneous man-power, available during the ensuing
season for suppression duty. Advance arrangements are made in

.writing to show territories served,. methods and terms of hire,
transportation planning etc. to obviate delays when emergency,
calls are made. All such arrangements will be listed in local
and Regional Fire Plans.

F. General Co-operation between all Agencies •

In discussing various co-operative efforts, attempted and
achieved, between Federal, State or Public, and Private agencies
etc. in various Forest Regions, tho emphasis laid on close
local contact and co-operation between all'parties will have.
been noted. The general lines to be adopted so as to achieve
the closest measure of co-operation between all agencies are
laid down by a Forest Protection Board comprising the following
members:-

II

IIn

II

-
II Agri-

"

"
II

-
II

'.

II

II

Chief of'the Forest Service, Department of Agriculture 
Chairman Ex-officio
Chief of the Weather Bureau, ,
Director of the National Park Service, Department of the
Interior.
Commissioner of Indian Affairs,
Interior 
Commissioner of the·General Land Office, II

Interior 
" .Chief of the Bureau of Biological Survey, II

culture
Head of the Office of Forest Pathology, Bureau of Plant.In
dustry, Department of Agriculture.

The

••

~e above Board formulates general policies and plans for
. the protection of the forests of the country, especially for
the prevention and suppression of forest fires, embracing measures
for the co-operation of Federal, State and private agencies in
the execution of plans etc. '

The Board is authorised to consult with appropriate State
and private agencies, to invite authorised representatives of
such agencies to attend the sessions of the Board and to present
their views on matters under consideration.

State and Private agencies may also be invited to assist
in the protection of Feder'al Forests in order to reduce fire
hazards in state or privately-owned reserves adjacent thereto.
Without prior sanction of the Chief Executive of the Board, the
United states will not be bound by any formal agreement requir
ing it to assume responsibility for the protection of state or
Private forest reserves, beyond that incidental to a reasonable
protection of Federally-owned Reserves.

The objective is to secure, from each O\7ner of cut-over
or timber lands, his annual share, on a pro rata'basis, of the
cost of fire control. Four main problems are involved:-

1. Securing deposits from small o\voers, on a flat rate per
acre basIs, for fire prevention, pre-suppression,and sup
pression costs and services, or on the basis of .advance



Illustrations of the steps twren'by various Regions, in
these directions, have already been described.

To ensure that officers of.the Forest Service have no mis-'
conceptions as to the necessity for securing all possible co
operation with state, Private or other agencies, covering Regu
lations (Nos. A-II and 12 F.S.) appear in the U.S. Forest
Service Manual and read, as follows:-

Re~lation - A.ll - "All forest officers will co-operate with
'sta e ofricials, in so far as is practicable, to enforce state'
Fire, Game and Health Laws.' They are authorised to accept
appointments,without compensation, as deputy state fire wardens,
game wardens, and/or health officers,· whenever, in the judgment
of the Chief of the 'Forest Service, the performance of the
duties required by these officers will not interfere with their
duties as Federal forest officers tl •

•

2.

3.

4.
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,payment for prevention and pre-suppression, with fire
suppression service on the same basis as with larger
mmers.
Securing'from large o\vners advance deposits to 'cover cost

, or prevention and pre-suppression, with agreement that
cost of suppression will be tlpro-ratedtl on the basis of
acreage burned or a "per centage of ,the total unit" basis.
secu~ agreements with Associations, for the protection
or t~ er or cut-over lands which are intermingled with or
adjacent to National Forest lands.
Co-operation with other Government Bureaus, with the Stat~s,
or with corporations such as railroads etc. ,

•
(e

Regulation - A.12 - tiThe Forest Service shall, whenever possible,
and is hereby authorised to, enter into such agreements ~ith pri
vate O\7ners of timber, with railroads, and with other indus
trial conc~rns operating in or near the National Forests, as
will result in mutual benefit in the prevention and suppression
of forest fires, provided that the service required of each .
party by such agreement shall be in proportion to the benefits
conferred tl • . '

.
The above regulations are the basis of all co-operative

action tWren by Forest Service officers towards achieving the
degree of agreement between all forest owning agencies which is
sought by the Federal Forest Protection Board.

t· •
I
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CHAPTER VII.

FOREST FIRE LEGISLATION AND ITS EIWORC~iffil~.

A. Federal Regulations on National Forest Lands.

(i) Forest Service Regulations.

The authority ~or seeking ~le conviction o~ a person, or
persons, responsible ~or ~ires on National Forest lands is.
usually derived ~rom special Regulations dravr.n up by the Forest
Service, through the Department o~ Agriculture. The violation
o~ any such rogulation pertaining to ~orest ~ires is knovr.n as
a fire trespass, and action against any violator may be taken
in a Federal Court, irrespective of the existence or absence o~
any state ~ire legislation pertaining to ~orest areas~ \7.hether
the prosecution of violators of Federal regulations is conduc
ted in Federal or State courts of law depends on the merits of

-the case and on local support. state laws may also be used ~or
any action proposed nhen'the court and the public is considered
sympathetic, or 'State officials willing to co-operate, while it
may be preferable to expedite court action by prosecuting in
a state court under State laws, although the offence was com
mitted on Federal land. ~ state laws are inadequate, or if
local support and/or co-operation is meagre, it is preferable
to tw{e the case to a Federal Court. '

The Federal Government offers rewards to those persons
who give material assistance in the conviction of incendiarists,
or of persons careless in the use of fire, on National Forest
'lands. '

, .
The ~ll extent of the Forest Service regulations prohi

biting the use of ~ire, lighting of fires etc., is set out
hereunder (Regulations T. 1 and T. 2 - Section, GA - A3, o~
the National Forest Manual). The regulations apply only,to
National Forest lands and have no application to areas of
private land· within or near National,Forest boundaries.
Several o~ these regulation~dealwith restrictions on visi
tors to National Forest areas such as prohibition o~ entry,
or o~ smoking, possession of camp-fire'permits etc. on "areas
of high hazard". Proclamations restricting public use of
National Forests are technically in ~orce throughout the
entire fire season of any individual Region, but actual
enforcement of regulations is not 'proceeded with unless the
local forest officer has made public any such intentions by
means of notices in newspapers, in the restricted areas, or
in other conspicuous places. Such notices give'details of
the periods and areas for "which various types of restriction,
or any single restriction,. will operate. '

Forest officers do not insist on such restrictions unless
they are clearly warranted by the severity of local hazards,
notice of restriction being given'as far as possible in ad
vance, except in cases where large outbrellirs of fire early in
a season force suddon restrictions. Local officers are r

specially instructed to ensure that restrictions operating
in adjoining or adjacent areas of National Forest are uniform
in character and severity unless marked local differences in

, hazard persbt (as with isolated occurrence of heavy "wet"
thunderstorms). Conditions must be unusually severe before
either total closure to entrY,or restriction of smoking to
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defined,' areas, .or throughout National forests, is brought into
operation.' Smoking can rarely be restricted or prohibited in
the case of persons travelling along Public Highways, but
Federal or state laws,prohibiting the throwing or dropping
of,burning materials from moving vehicles can be applied in
the event of any such careless action along Highways. Pro
hibition of entry to National forest areas cannot be applied
in the case of persons travelling on state or County Highways
which traverse such forests.

Prosecution of minor offences, such as repeated failure
by 0. motorist to carry fire tools, is rarely insisted on unless
the offender is entirely unreasonable or defiant. Offences
against the smoking regulations are, however, classed as serious,
and criminal prosecution is insisted on whenever there is
a probability of successfUl conviction in Federal Courts.

(ii) Other Federal Regulations:-

Other provisions of Federal forest fire laws which oay be
used in law enforcement actions etc. include the following:-

1. Section 106, Title 18, United states Code:- "Vlhoever shall
unlawfully set on fire, or cause to' be set, on fire,' any
timber, underbrush or grass upon the public dooain, or,
shall leave or suffer fire to burn unattended, near any
timber or other inflammable material, shall be fined not
more than t5, 000, or imprisoned not more than :two years,
or both".

2. Section.lO?, Title 18, United states Code:- "Whoever shall
build a fire in' or near any forest, timber, or other
inflammable material upon the public domain••••••• without
the consent of, the United states, shall before leaving said
fire, totally extinguish the samej and whoever shall fail
to do so shall be fined not 'more than~l,OOO or imprisoned
not more than one yea:r, or both".

(iii) Powers of arrest •.
All Forest' Service employees of a permanent character,

and also specified temporary employees, have power to make
arrests for any violations of Laws andlor Regulations which
relate to National Forests. Arrested persons are tffi~en before'
the nearest United states Commissioner, and a written cri
minal complaint is filed with such Commission charging the
offender with the violation made. Only those employees haVing
personal knowledge of the facts may swear to a complaint.
The Commissioner either liberates.the offender for want of
sufficient evidence, or holds him for trial in a Federal Court.

Offenders may also be arrested by authorised forest officers,
or deputy U.S. Marshals, on the issue of a warrant by a Com- .
missioner after a written criminal complaint is sworn against
the offender by a Forest Service employee having full personal
knowledge of any violations.,

Any assistance required by local officers in the prose
cution of offenders, either before or during their actual trial,
may be sought through the Regional Forester, to whom all
arrests or charges made are reported.
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u.s. Forest· Service Regulations governing use of fires etc.
on National Forest areas.

flFire Trespass fl.

Under Re~lation Tl of the U.S. Forest Service the fol
lowing acts are prohibited.on lands of the United States
within National Forests:-

A. Setting on fire or.causing to be set on fire any timber
brush, or grass, except as authorised by a fores~ officer.

B. Building a camp fire in leaves,: rotten wood, or other
places where it is likely to spread, or against large or
hollow logs or stumps, where it is difficult to extinguish
completely.

c. Building a camp fire in a dangerous place, or during windy
weather,. without confining it to holes or cleared spaces
from which all vegetable matter has' been removod.

·D. Leaving a camp fire without completely extinguishing it.
E. .Building a camp fire. on those portions of any National

Forest which have, with the approval of the Regional ,
Forester, been designated by the respective Supervisors
thereof, without first obtaining a per~it from a'forest
officer.

F. using steam engines or steam locomotives in operations on
National Forest ~ands under any timber-sale contract, or
under any permit, unless they are equipped with such spark
arresters as shall be approved by the Forest Supervisor,
or unless oil is used exclusively for fUel.

G. Disturbing, molesting, interfering with by intimidation,
threats, assault, or othe~vlse, any person engaged in the
protection and preservation of a National Forest.

H. Smoking during periods of fire danger, publicly announced
by the ReglonaI:Forester, upon such areas as may be de
s ignated by him, which may include roads and trails and
improved camping grounds, but shall not include improved
places of habitation. .

I. Going or being on those portions of the National Forest
which may be designated by the Regional Forester as areas
of fire hazard, except with permit issued by the local .
forest officer, but no permit shall be required of any
actual settler going to or from his home.

K.·. Using an automobile not prOVided with exhaust and muffler
equipment in efficient condition on any road over lands of the
United States, within National Forests, or any road acquired
or maintained by the Secretary of Agr.iculture for the pro
tection and administration of the National Forests, which
shall have been posted by the Secretary'of Agriculture
as closed to such automobiles.

L. Carrying a firearm, except by authorised Federal or. State
officers, upon any portion of any National Forest designa
ted by the Regional Forester in. time of fire or other .
eme~gency. .

1t.- .The throwing or placing of a burning cigarette, match,
'; ~pipe heel, firecracker,' or any ignited su~stance in any

place where it may start a fi~e; and the discharging of '
. any kind of firevlorks on any portion of a' National Forest

closed by order of the Regional Forester to the discharging
of fireworks. .....

N. GOi~ or being on those portions of the' National Forests
wh~hmay be designated by the RegIonal Forester as .ar.eaS
of fire hazard, unless registered previously to entering

" 1
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upon such areas, at points designated by the local forest'
officer, but such registration shall not be required of
any actual settler going to or from his home.

o. Going or being upon any portion of a National Forest de
signated by the Regional Forester as an area o£ £ire
hazard, without being equipped with fire-fighting tools,
such as axes, shovels, and similar implements of the kind
and number prescribed by the Regional Forester, when means
of conveyance, such as an automobile or pack outfit, are
available for carrying such tools. In the ,case of a camp
ir~ party, the person in charge will beheld responsible
for any violation hereof.

P. Having in,possession, or firing or causinp, to be fired,
any tracer bullet or tracer charge onto or across such
lands. ,

REWARDS.

"These rev/ards will be paid to the person or persons
giving the information leading to such arrests and convic
tions, upon presentation to the Department of Agriculture of
satisfactory documentary evidence thereof, subject to the
necessary appropriation, as aforesaid, ~r otherwise, as may
be provided by law.

Applications for reward, made in pursuance of this notice
should be forwarded to the Chief or the Forest Service, Washington
D.Cr but a claim will not be ente~tained unless presented within
three months from the date of conviction of an offender.

• '

the
the

1.

2.

3.

4.

Regulation T2 - Hereafter, provided Congress shall make
necessary appropriation or authorise the payment thereof,
Department or Agriculture will pay the follOWing rewards:-

Not exceedingJ500, and not less than $100, for intormation
leading to the arrest and conviction or any person on the
charge of wilfully or maliciously setting on fire, or
causing to be set on rire, any tirnber,underbrush or grass
upon the lands of the United states within or near a
National Forest.
Not exceeding t300, and not less than~25, for information
leading to the arrest and conviction of any person on the
charge of building a fire on lands of the United States
within or near a National Forestj in or near any forest
timber or other inflammable material, and leaving said fire
before the same has been totally extinguished.
All officers and employees of the Department of Agriculture
are barred from receiving reward for information leading
to the arrest and conviction of any person or persons
committing either of the above offences.
The Department of Agriculture reserves the right to
refuse payment of any claim for reward when, in its
opinion, there has been collusion, or improper methods
have been used to secure the arrest and conviction there
under, and to allow only one reward where several persons
have been convicted of the same offence or where one per
son has been convicted of several offenses, unless the
circumstances entitle the claimant to a reward on each
·such conviction•

------~--------------
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. In order that all claimants ~or ,reward may have an oppor
tunity to present'their claims within the prescribed limit l

the Department will not tw{e action ~or three months ~om
. date o~ conviction o~ an o~~ender."

(iv) Federal Regulations governing Forest Permittees.

(a) Grazing permittees - Apart ~om being required to conform
with local practice regarding use o~ debris-burning l camp
fire or smokers I permits l as in the case o~ all other ~orest
visitors and users l those persons holding grazing permits on
National Forest lands l are specially bound by ~ire control
clauses which they undertake to observe l along with other con-

.' ditions of their permits.

These special clauses are:-

. 1. "I also hereby bind myself l and r:ry employees l engaged in
,the caring for the animals while on the forest l indepen
dently and voluntarily to do all in our power to pre
vent and suppross forest fires on my allotment, or in
its vicinitYI and to report promptly to the local Forest.

·of~icers all fires which I or my employees discover but
which we cannot suppress through our own e~~orts.

Unless prevented by circumstances over which I have
no control l I agree to place at the disposal of any .
authorised ~orest of~icer mysel~, employees I and trans
portation facilities ~or fighting forest ~1res~ Payment
for such nervices shall be at l the current rates of

. pay prevailing withinsald National Forest for similar
servicos l unless I or my employees are directly or
indirectly responsible for the origin of the fire l in
which event no paYment will be made for services so
rendered." (~rom - Application for Grazing Permit 
U.S. Forest·Service Form No. 879).

2. "During the period covered by this permit l the permittee
.binds h~self and his employees while on, or in the vici
nity of 'the Natio~l Forest l to extinguish all ~ires.
started by him or them. He will further do all in his
power l independently, to prevent and suppress forest
fires'on his range allotment I or in its vicinity, and
will require his employees to do likewise. Unless pre
vented by circumstances over which he has no control,
the permittee agrees to place himself l his employees l

and his transportation facilities,at the disposal of
any authorised forest o~ficer for fighting forest ~ires.
PaYment ~or such services shall be at the current rates
of pay prevailing with said' National Forest ~or similar
services. ~I however, the Forest Supervisor holds the
permittee or his employees directly or indirectly res
ponsible for the origin of the fire l no payment shall be
made for the services so rendered." - (From - Grazing
Permit - U.S. Forest Service Form No. 656.)

In cases where forest officers have definite or convin
cing evidence that grazing permittees or their employees have
deliberately caused the lighting o~ fires in or near their
permit areas, the Grazing Permit is cancelled immediately
and the ~ormer holder is also struck off the "Preference
List" o~ those who desire to hold National Forest Gl"'azing
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Permits He is also debarred from the issue o£ grazing permits
on other National Forests.

(b) Operators under Timber Sales Permits and Agreements.

The required co-operation between ,these operators and
Forest o££icers has already been discussed in dealing with
prevention and pre-suppression action such as top disposal,
taking precautions in respect o£ hazards existing, mal::ing
available labour and equipment £or fire suppression etc.

Sales agreements now provide for the suspension of
logging operations during times o£ special danger, for the
use of oil burning machinery, £or fire-proofing around steam
machinery, for the e£fectiveclearing o£ all mil~ sites, ,
engine settings, logging railroad rights of way etc., and
for maintenance of fire righting equipment., Numerous con
ditions governing the care to be ,taken by all timber sales
operators and,their employees etc. are found in Timber Sales
agreements, the essential features o£ which are tabulated
hereunder:-'

•
•

1. ,

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7. '

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

smoking - prohibited in £orest during periods specified
by Forest o££icers, except,at camps or designated Itfag_
stations It ~
Fire tools in boxes - are compulsory when five or'more
men are employed in the forest, unless modi£ied by a
Forest of£icer.
Fire tools in'woods - as laid down in standard conditions
o£ agreements.
Fire tools 'on steam'machinery -'as laid down in standard
conditions of agreements. '
Pumps and hose - required on or near stearn,machinery
operating in forests, if so instructed
Portable pumps and hose - required if more than 20 men
are worlring in forest, areas where water is available,
unless waived by Regional Forester in les3 hazardous'
forest types
Puops and hose - to be.stationed at all sm7.mills cutting
over 20,000 super feet a day, in positions where fir~s
may escape to £orest areas
MOVing patrol - to be stationed on sales area unless
waived by Regional Forester
Moving patrol - to follow locomotives using wood or coal
unless waived by Regional Forester
Emergency control of working, or complete closure, as
required by Forest Supervisor.,on sales areas "lhere steam-
using equipment is in operation.' .
Oil burning machinery in forest areas is stipulated 
unless waived by Regional Forester .
Coal or wood burning machinery is allowed only with
approval of Regional Forester and then only if ade
quately fire-proofed from surrounding forest
Spark arresters o£ approved types are mandatory on all
steam-using machinery, unless specially exempted on cer-
tain locomotives. '
A tank 'car of 5~000 gallons capacity, with pump and
1,000 feet of l'tt" hose, nozzle etc. is required (e.g.
RegionV) on broad gauge logging railways,' or a 3,000
gallon car with similar equipment, on narrow gauge
lines, where stipulated by the Regional Forester.
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Purchasers of Government timber are required to do all
in their power to prevent and suppress forest fires on
their sale area, and in the vicinity of same, and

'must place their employees at the disposal of any
autho~ised forest officer for fire suppression duty.
'If employed outside the sale area, on fires not origina
ting, therein, forces used in fire suppression will be
re-imbursed (e .g. Region No.5). 0

Visitors' nermits.
*

•
•

•

After even partial closure of forests, or restriction of
movement by visitors, to National Forests has,been considered
necessary; visitors'entering the forests do sO'only under
special permit.

TyPical of the permit issued is the one copied below from
Region No. IV of the Forest Service:-

••••••••••••••••• National Forest Entrance Permit.

l.tt' •••••••••••••••••••••••• , of' .•••.••.•.............•• OIld party

consisting of•••••••••persons, mode of conveyance •••••••• ~ •••• ,

auto licence number ••
o

•••••••••••• ':.' state of•••••••••• , ••••••• , is

hereby granted permission to enter and be upon•••••••••••••••••••

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •within •• ' ' Nat ional 'Fores t

during the period••••••••••••••••• ,to••••••••••••• '••••••• for the

pUI'pose of · " ' .

This permit is granted pursuant to the order of the

Regional Forester, U.S. Forest Service, dated••••••••••• ~ •• 19 •• ,

and is subject to the 'following restrictions:-

(ENTER RESTRICTIOlJS INCLUDED IU ORDER)- Ce.g. Camp fires limited
~o cooking only).

It. is understood and agreed by the'permittee that in con
, sideration of the issue of this permit, he will pay the cost
,of extinguishing any fire which he or DIly member of his party
'may st~t, and will pay .for any damage' done to the property of
~he United States by any such fire •

Failure to comply with the terms of this permit will
render the permit null and void and will make the permittee
liable 'to action under the Federal or State Law.

Permit Issued ••••••-•••••••••• 19 ••

Sie;nature of Permittee •••••• •'••••••••••••••

" n Forester O.fficer••••••••••••• ,Title •••••••

TERMS OF PERMIT.

If smoking and the building of camp fires is permissible
under the Regional Forester's order, the following rules will
be observed and are made a part of this permit:-
1. Build no fire larger than necessary for ordinary camping

_p~rposes. 0
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2. Build no ~iros except in places ~rom which'all inflammable
material (refuse , grass , brush, 'roots, rubbish, needles,
leaves) do\T.n to mineral soil has been removed.

3~ start no camp fire until there has been cleared an area
large enough to insure that neither the fire nor any
spark from it will ignite any inflammable material out
side the cleared area.

4. Do1not leave , even for a short period of time , any fire
without extinguishing it.

5. If enough water is not handy for thoroughly quenching
the fire , place the fire in a hole dug in mineral soil
and 'smother it with mineral soil before leaving. In
windy weather dig a hole in mineral soil, and build a
fire in, and confine fire in, that hole. Stir fire
thoroughly in applying water.

6. Restrictions on Smoking ~ Smoking is permitted:-
(a) Vfuile travelling on roads , provided matches and

tobacco are entirely extinguished before being
discarded

(b) In camps and at places of human habitation. _
(c) At any other place free from i~lammable material,

provided the smoker absolutely stops travelling
while smoking, and entirely extinguishes his to
bacco before resuming travel.'

Smoking is prohibited elsewhere , or under any other con-
ditions, on National Forest lands. .

7. Have in your possession a shovel, an axe of at least
2 pounds weight, and a water receptacle of 1 gallon or
greater capacity. These are necessary in order to be
able to comply with the above requirements.

B. State Fire laws.

Law enforcement is perhaps the most important part which
States may play in forest fire protection - some foresters
assert that State activity might profitably be confined to
this task alone. The greater percentage of forested land
within State boundaries is privately owned, - in so~e States
by thousands of small owners. Legislation. is sought in some
States to assist private owners of forest in the protection
of their areas while in other States (as in the South) there
has long been strong prejudice against any extension of
State powers for forest fire protection. There is thus a'
tremendous difference in the powers possessed by various
States under local legislation, and in the'strength of the
organisations responsible for enforcement of such legisla
tion. It is significant that in Western regions, where the
coincidence'of severe hazards and weather conditions has
brought a general appreciation of the seriousness of the
forest fire problem, the State laws governing fire protection
are most stringent. In sections of the North-East , where
a concentration of dense population enhances the recreational
values of-forest lands , several States (such as New York)
also possess wide powers and are active in their. enforcement.
Rarely, if ever, do States possess the sweeping powers con
ferred'on the U.S. Forest Service in National Forest areas
by means of the Federal Regulations already listed. Owing
to the resistance naturally to be expected from landovmers,
it is doubtful whether any State could hope to possess equal
powers over what are predominantly private areas of forest
and other lands. Practically all States now possess legis
lation co~erring power on state or other local authorities
in reference to:-
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(a) The wilful or, careless use of fire during certain seasons
(b) Min1lnising risks from industrial operations
(c) Reduction or elimination of hazards
(d) Regulation of brus~ burning by means of permit
(e) Allotment of powers to local public authorities, such as .

Count~es etc., willing to assist in active fire protection

(1)
(ii)
(1ii)

(iv)
(v)

Restrictions directed towards the ' Prevention of Fires
Provi~ions for the disposal of brush or logging debris

II " minimis ing risl{s from railroads or
stationary engines
Systems of fire control within the States
Liability for fire damage and penalties for violat1ng
fire.laws.

This broad latter classification will be used in attempt
ing to summarise the position regarding the extent of State
powers in fire control. \Vhile it is impossible in these pages
to describe the whole scope of State logislation - the main
offences covered by such legislation, and some typical examples
of modern State legislation, will be mentioned. '

(i) Restrictions directed towards the revention,of forest,
res.

Kinney {lOll has pointed out that prohibition of the
lighting of f1res in the open, at least during part o~ the
year, has been in force since earl~ colonial days in at
,least'nine States. In other States the only insistence
by the law in regard to such fires was a notification in
advance to adjoining landowners. More recent legislation

: in practically all States now prohibits the malicious or
careless use of fire in the open, during periods prescribed
by the State adoinistration; .and in some cases offences on
private or ·public lands are specifically mentioned. Thero
has also been a decided tendency to make laws more com
prehensive in their application, and more specific ,in regard
to various types of offence, while penalties for violation
havo been strengthened to a'marked extent. Wilful lighting
of fires is even classed as '0. felony in so~e States (e.g •
Nevada, Wisconsin, California and New Jersey etc.) while
.penalties for incendiarism are now generally severe. !.Iuch
of the recent extension and strengthening of state fire
legislation has resulted from the impetus given to state
forestry by the Clarko-McNary Act, and from the insistence
by Federal authorities that financial assistance 'would not
be extended to any state that did not possess adequate
legislation of this nature.

• '

•••• (a) Setting of fires in the open:- ..
1. Careless or negligent use of. fire.

Anyone guilty of negligence or carelessness in setting
or allowing a fire to spread, without twring steps to
extinguish it, or who leaves such a fire unattended or
fails to. assist in itssupprossion, is liable to a fine·
up to ilOO, or imprisonment up to 30 days, or both. .
(States of Colorado (1937) and South Dakota (1937».
Penalties for a. similar offence in the State of Cali
fornia are a fine up to $500 or up to six months
imprisonment, or both. Anyone who discovers such a.
fire burning and fails to give warninB of same, ex
tinguish or assist in suppressing such firo, is liable
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(b) Closed seasons and burning permits - ,
Most o~ those states which have made it a practice to

close certain periods o~ the ',year to the lighting of fires,
have allowed burning during such periods' under special per
mits issued by state officials, fire wardens etc. In, some'
States the issue of permits is also required dUring these
periods .~or lighting camp~~ires. '

to a similar penalty (states o~ Colorado and South Dllicota)
In the states o~ I:1innesota and Michigan it is unlawful
to light ~ires on or dangerously near ~orest or grass land,
leave them unquenched, or to use other than incombustible
gun wads, I carry a naked torch ~ire 'brand, exposed "_ light
in.or dangerously near to ~orest lands causing a risk o~
accidental ~ire.

2. Wilful or malicious use of ~ire. .,
Anyone wilfully or maliciously causing the burning

of fodder or grain (in crops or stacks), fencing, build
ings, or timbered areas, which is the property of another,
and which is valued at more than~35, shall be imprisoned
for a term of I to 3 yea.rs: ,

. If the damage caused is· less than ,$35 the penalty may
be a fine of from 5 to 100 doIIars, or imprisonment up to
30 days. (State of Nebraska - (1922). In the State of

. Indiana any malicious or wanton use of fire is punishable
by fines of ~rom$5 to $50 and/or imprisonment up to 30
days. lIore than ~25 'Worth o~ damage by ~ s imilar wil~ul
or malicious burning in the state o~ Cali~ornia is
classed as a felony - punishable by imprisonment ~or
periods ranging ~om 1 to 10 years,.

"If any person shall maliciously set fire to, or cause
to be set on fire, directly or indirectly, in person or by
agent, any woodlot or forest; or wildland, property,
material, or vegetation being or growing thereon, such
person shall be guilty of a ~elony, and upon conviction
shall be sentenced to pay a fine not exceeding jS5, 000,.
or·be imprisoned in a penitentiary for a period not
exceeding ten years".- (State of New Jersey). ' •

The variation in State laws is well exemplified
when one compares the heavy penalties quoted above for
incondiarism (Nebraska and New Jersey), with those
imposed ~or an identical o~fence in Louisiana. In this
latter State incendiarists may only be fined fromt25
to ~200, or imprisoned from 10 days to tb..ree months, or
both.

.'

•
•

/

1. Period covered by closed seasons.
In Eastern areas where conditions of fire hazard

exist at dif~erent seasons during any calendar year two
closed seasons may be designated - e.g. -' March 15 
June 1 and September 15 ~ November 15 (Connecticut)
April 1 - May 20 and September 10 - November 10 (Penn
sylvania),: April 1 - June 15 and October 15 - December 1
(North Carolina) •. Elsewhere in the East .. a ' single
season ,exists e.g. March 1 - November 30 (Ohio) March 1 - .
December 1 '(Massachusetts), April 1 - November 1 (New
Hampshire), April 1 ~ December 1 (Rhode Island). In
Western areas, the closed season is mninly confined to
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the latter part o£ the yeare~g. July 1 - October 1 (Idaho)
May 15 - December 31 (Oregon), April 15 - October· 15 (Wash
ington), April 15 - December 1 (Southern Cali£ornia) or
May' 1 - October 31 (Northern California). In the states
o£ New York, New Jersey and Minriesota there is· no "open"
season at all,· while in Georgia tbe'state Director.o£
Forestry may £1x de£inite periods not exceeding 30 days
in any single year in which woods burning may be allowed
(127). In Illinois Wisconsin and utah, local authorities
may designate any·part o£ the year as a closed season,
according to prevailing hazards. In Oklahoma no burning
o£ any kind is permissible without sanction £rom local
authoritieo, .while in Connecticut where the "openl~ season
extends £rom June 2 - September 14 (see above) burning at .
any time dUl'ing this open season is still restricted to
the prior issue o£ permits £rom State authorities.
In Michigan, Wisconoin, Minnesota burning permits,
together with e££icient £irebreaks, are required £or all

. burning in the open at any time when the ground is .£2!
snow-covered, while there.is total restriction o£ all
burning,by proclamation o£ the Governor,when special
hazards prevail o\'ling to drought etc. .

2. Conditions i~osed on burning under permit etc.
. In Connecticut and Massachusetts, burning o£ hazards

along railroads,or o£ domestic· or agricultural re£use, is
permitted at a distance o£ 200 feet from £orest land. In
Rhode Island this distance is reduced to' 100 feet, while.
in Indiana permits are only required £or burning within
40 chains o£ £orest land. In oregon, permits may not be
required'£or £ires care£ully set under strict control,
but the escape o£ any such fire is a violation o£ state:
laws. The law in Washington which requires such condi
tions £or burning permits as .the £elling o£ all :IIsnags ",
is also typical o£ that in other States where many pre
cautions are insisted on to prevent the spread o£ £ires
to adjoining territory.

A typical set of conditions governing burning. under
permit is that included in Cali£ornia '(1931) legislation
which provides that the burning of inflammable cover,
blasting, setting of fireworks either on the permittee's
land or on other areas, is £orbidden between April 15 .
and December 1, without a permit issued by the state
Forester or his agent. The burning of small.piles of
debris on rocks, in yards or gardens etc., when 100 feet
£ro~ any t~ber, brush or inflammable cover, is not
forbidden but at least one adult person must remain in
attendance at all times on such burning. (Redwood logging
areas and municipalities are exempted from the above con
ditions - fire being an integral part of Redwood logging
ope~ations). -

. (c) ishin
r e ma or ty o£ e S a es ns s on proper extinguishing

of camp fires - the offence of leaving such fires unguarded or
improperly extinguished being either specified in particular .
clauses o£ the State fire laws, or included in general clauses
covering any lighting of fires in the open. In most States
the emphasis on care to be taken with camp fires is not con
£ined to the closed season of the year. During the closed .
season, the use of camp fires ~n any area' is usually governed

"
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by strict conditions of the camp fire permits issued by U.S.
Forest Service officers l local State l County foresters or other
specified officials.

. The following example is quoted of general control over
camp fire lighting:-

"Any person who shall build a camp fire in any woods l or any
prairie l or on other grounds in this'State l shall l before or
at the time of breaking and leaving such campI totally extin
guish such campfire; and I upon failure to do SOl such person
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanour l and upon conviction
thereof I shall be punished by n fine l not exceeding .tlOOI or
by imprisonment not exceeding one month, or by both••••• (state
of Colorado, 1921).

Similar offences are punishable elsewhere as ~ollows:
Upto~500 'or up to 6 months imprisonmentl or both (California),
Fines ranging from~5 to tlOO and/or imprisonme~t for up to
three months (Illinois). .

(d) - Suspension of the hunting season.

Locnl officials may suspend all hunting during'specially
proclaimed periods of severe firehnzard l the carrying of
firearms during such period constituting an offence in forested
areas included in the proclamation. Some examples are the
States of Connecticut l Maine l Massachusetts, New Hampshire,
Vermont I Oregonl Washington and New York (part area).

In the State of Illinois it is a punishable offence to
set fire to any peat l grass l brush or other inflammable·
material to assist in huntinSI or to hunt 'around or near a
fire set for that purpose. .

(e) Setting of fires by co~bustible gun-wads, dropping of
matches or other burning materials.

Anyone offending in the above capacitYI who causes fires
by the dropping'of burning wadS, matches, cigars I cigarettes,
tobacco or other materials in forest l brush or prairie lands
is liable to penalties in quite a number of States. Recent
improvements have been effected to such laws in a number·of
Western states such as California I Wyoming I South Dakota,
Montana and Idaho lone example of which is quoted below:-

"Any person who shall drop or thro....r from any vehicle or
other means of transportation, any burning. match, cigarette,
cigar, ashes of pipe, or other burning substance of any kind,
shall be guilty of a misdemeanour l and ~on conviction shall
be punished by a fine of not more than~501 or by imprisonment
••••••••• not more. than 30 daysl or. by both" ••·••• (South Dakotal
1937) •

The law governing a similar offence in V~oming (1937) is
almost identical l but does not include "dropping" of burning
materials.

In South Dakota, Nevada, \Vyoming l Indiana and Wisconsin
and in the North Western States of Idaho Oregon and Washington
the throwing etc.·of burning materials of this nature is an
offence whether fires are actually caused from such nction or
not. In Wisconsin offenders who throw or deposit any lighted
cigar or cigarette, or empty any unlighted pipe, on any public
highway or parm1ay, are liable to the following penalties:-

(i) Fine of tlO and/or imprisonment of lO'days where damage
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. resulting is less thant25
(ii)Fineof $100 and/or imprisonment of 6 months ~here drunage

resulting is more thanfl25

(f) Other restrictions on use of fire in open areas.

Special measures to prevent the setting of fires along
high~ays or to facilitate the use of highways as fire lines l

have been adopted in California l Nevada l Connecticut, Kansas I

Nebraska l I::1innesota l New Jersey I North and South· Dakota. In
Nebraska, road overseers are required to have four furrows
ploughed on each side of public or main roads l not less than
half a chain from the centre of roads I and the intervening .
space between ploughing and roadway burned before the end of
July each year. (Nebraska l 1922). Minnesota has recently
(127) provided for the clearing of all inflammable debris
within 200 feet of either side of its public roads.

Several States l such as Minnesota and Indiana I have
recently made provision for the closing during emergency

. periods, by State authorities l of all roads (except State
Highways) within State lands and/or forests. Minnesota also
insists on provision of fire lines for the protection of·
cities or townships exposed to forest fire danger. New
Hampshire has authority to resume land required for lookout
purposes.

A number of States such as Washington, Georgia and utah
have power to declare uncontrolled fires found burning to be
a public nuisance l the person responsible for their lighting,
or the lando~mer on whose land they are burning, to be res
ponsible for Qxtinguishing them or for paying suppression
costs. .

The lighting .01' fires on lands o\7ned by other persons is
also forbidden l particularly in cases (California and Oregon)
where the owner of the land has given public notice that he
forbids the use or lighting of fires. Such offence involves
a penal 'bJ of up to .3500 fine, or imprisonment up to six months
(or both), in the State of California. . ..

(ii) Provisions for the disposal of slash or logging debris •

(a) Slash from logging operations -

Legislation insisting on intensive disposal operations
among logging slash is' enforced by the States of New York,
Minnesota, Washington and Idaho. In the latter State, regu
lations which insist on disposal of logging slash, include a
provision that land ormers must spend 15 cents per acre for
every thousand super feot of logs obtained from such acre, as
already described: in "Slash Disposal ll •

All logging operators in the state of lUnnesota must
_inform state Forestry officials who 'i's responsible for dis
posal of slash. The actual disposal is then subject to the
direction of state forestry officials and if not proceeded
With, such work is done by the State administration at the
expense of the landowner. Disposal of slash at the expense
of lando\v.ners is also specified under Wisconsin .State Fire
Laws.
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(b) Slash and debris along highwaIs, railroads -

Proper disposal of all logging slash is required, where same
is adjacent to highways, railroads, watersheds, other property
etc. in various States e.g. Connecticut (Highways), Massachu
setts, Minnesota, Michigan, and Wisconsin (Highways, Railroads
in forest areas), New Hampshire (Railroads), Maine and New York
(Highways and Railroads), North Carolina (City water supply'
areas) Pennsylvania (Railroads, Oil or Gas wells). As already
described for Minnesota, the disposal of all debris fron road
construction must be properly attended to along such roads -
these conditions also applying in the States of Maine, Oregon,.
Washington and California. 'Similar conditions re disposal of
trconstruction debris tr are also provided, in the State of Indiana
and elsewhere, where.roads, telegraph or power lines etc~ are
constructed through forested ~'eas. In the State of Illinois,
failure to dispose'of inflammable material along railroad'
rights of way is punishable by the payment for all dnmages and
costs resulting from such neglect - the fact that any fire was
communicated fron an engine being accepted as prima facie evi
dence ,of neglect.

(c) Treatment of Slash as a nuisance:-

The States of California, New Jersey, OhiO, Oregon and
Washington provide that any area of slash not disposed of may
be declared a public nuisance, the areas in question may be .

·either patrolled, or slash thereon disposed of, at the expense
of the ovmer or person responsible.

(iii) Provisions for minimising risks frotl engines etc.

State laws have for many years aimed at minimising the
number and extent of fires from moving and stationary engines

. using steam and burning either wood or coal. Many earlier
laws made railroads responsible for fires occurring along their
rights of way, irrespective of any proved evidence of neg
ligence. The main efforts made to minimise risks from rail
road (and other) fires havo been as follows:-

(a) Spark arresters - The'use of such arresters, of an
approved type, is mandatory on locomotives (excepting electric

. or oil-burning types) operated through areas of grass or timber
lands; at least during the fire season,in at least half of the
States of the Union. The majority of these States also insist
on similar precautions with stationary steam engines etc. used
in logging, portable srov.mills etc. Boats using wood fuel
are even required to be so equipped in the State of Michigan •

(b) Maintenance of locotlotives etc. - While most of the
States which insist on spark arresters also require every
engine to be equipped with proper fireboxes and ashpans(to
prevent escape of burning ashes or cinders) only a compara-
tive few States insist on inspecting other mechanical appli
ances of engines etc. In the latter States, engines or boilers
may be condemned by local officials as unfit for'use in forest
areas unless all fire-prevent ibn appliances are present and
in' good working order. Finding engines etc. in such a condi
tion usually results in a fine for the owners thereof.
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(c>, Deposition of live coals or ashes -~The usual practice of
depositing live coals and ashes along railroad tracks from
moving engines is expressly forbidden, under penalty, in many
Northern states. Operators of locomotives must confine such
deposits to special f1 s afe" pits or other 'sectionsof the right
of way, and provision for such safe areas must also be made.
In California and Michigan dumping of coals etc. from threshing
machines etc., is al~o forbidden.

(d) Clearing of hazards from rights of way - The majority of
states insist on the clearing of all "hazards resulting from con-.
struction' of railroads, highways etc., as already mentioned.
\ihere specific reference is made to railroads,hazards must be
regularly eliminated (either once or twice annUally). Along
lengths of railroad where local officials declare that hazardous

. conditions prevail, certain states provide for the removal of
hazards' by the state, or by adjoining lando\vners, at the o\vner's
cost, if the 'latter neglects such removal. In Missouri, adjoin
ing landovmers. are empowered to collect ,double costs for such
work. A minimum Vlidth of 50 feet oli each side of the .centre
of the right of way must be cleared in llichigan•

.
(e) Construction and maintenance of firebreaks.- In a number
of states, almost all of whIch are in the RockY Mountain Region,
railroad companies are authorised or compelled by state laws to
protect areas of forest from specified hazards by the construc
tion and maintenance Of approved firebrewts. In other states
in the North East" a similar precaution is insiste~on,while
~ailroa~ 'companies are empo~ered to enter private lands for
this purpose (under the supervision of state officials)'•

. ' .
(f) , Patrolling rights of way, - Provision for such patrol~,
during or after traffic in dangerous seasons, is also made by
a number of North Eastern, and other states. The effectiveness
of these patrols is demonstrated by recent laws passed in the
State of Washington (127) which relaxed provision for spark
arresters etc. on railroad and logging locomotives,and sub
stituted compulsory patrols behind trains along defined lengths
of hazardous rights of'way. In the States' of Michigan and Wis
cons in, train crews are required,under penalty of state Fire
laws) tO,report all untended fires along rights of way in wood
land areas to the nearest telegraph station or railroad section
crew •.

In Wisconsin and Minnesota, the state Forestry Adminis
trations may order any Railroad company to institute moving
patrols behind all trains even when state patrols are opera
ting. ·If the Company fails to provide patrols when so ordered 
the state will provide them at the expense of the Company.

(g) Control of loa i 0 erations. - In Northern Pacific states
(e.g. Oregon and Washington state forestry officials may close
down all logging in times of serious danger -.such as persis-
tent relative humidities'of less than 30 per cent. At other
,times logging companies are required to fireproof sites of
logging engines or other serious risks, and to have man-power
etc. available at any time for use on fire suppression. Simi
lar legislation in the State of California prescribes clearing
around (100 feet) all logging equipment, the fitting of special
pumps and hose to all steam using equipment in forest areas,
and the supply of fire fighting tools to all forest sites Where
engines of any type (petrol, stemm, electric etc.) are in use.
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(iv) Systems of fire control within States.

The varying powers possessed by different States, and the
wide divergence in the actual organisations charged with law
enforcement among various States, has already been mentioned.
It is only possible to give here some examples of the varia
tions existing between States.

In 1936 those State Forest Services which had direct con
trol of all fire' protection (and suppression) activities ~hrough
out their territory included the following:- Maine, Vermont,
Massachusetts, Rhode Island,Corinecticut, NeVi Jersey, Pennsyl
vania, Delaware,. llaryland (North Eastern Region); Michigan,
Wisconsin and Minnesota (Lake 'States Region) and Washington,
Oregon and California (Western Region).

In other states, local forestry organisations may not
~ctually exist, but organised fire protection is directed by .
other state officials such as the state Board of Land Commis
sioners (Idaho and Colorado), or by the appointment of special
State officers as' Fire Wardens with power to twce necessary
action (North Dakota and utah). In quite a number of other
states a responsible officer of the state at least possesses
adequate powers in respect of law enforcement, e.g. in Texas
the state Forester - II.. shall enforce all lavls pertaining
to the protection of forest and woodlands, and prosecute any
violation of such laws ll •••••••••••

In the TIestern states particularlY,there is a close
liaison betvmen state officials and U•.S. Forest Service officel~s,
and' also with such volunteer or organised bodies as the Timber
Protective Associations' of the North West region. Forest Ser
vice officers and employees are enrolled as State Fire TIardens
(eX-Officio in the state of l!ontana) or are asked to a.ssist, in

.genoral law enforcement. The States protect areas not readily
protected by the Forest Service, or assist Timber Protective
Associations to do so. They also endeavour to bring their .
legislation into some degree of conformity with Federal
Regulations so that offencos occurring onany,lands will be
equally punishable.

In some Western States such as California, State powers
in fire protection are deiegated, where desirable, to Counties
which possess adequate fire protection ordinances. This enables
close supervision of local problems nnd spurs the interest of'
local officials and inhabitants in law enforcemont and other
phases of protection. County control is also exercised in
such states as Alabama, Colorado, Delaware, North and South
Ca2~olina, Virginia etc. - the cost of such county or tovmship
control being porne either by the State or by the local bodies,
or by a sharing of expenses.

In States where public forests are not greatly in evidence,
such as Indiana, Utah, Ohio etc., the cost of fire control is
met entirely from local funds, and until recent revisions due
to the Clarlw-lI!cNary Act, was entirely vlithout State supervision,
although State laws were used in enforcement cases. .

The majority of Stutes possess powers to calIon all per
sons when suppression forces are required, while mnny other
States insist that landovmers either 'contribute their share
of protection costs or become l~esponsible for f1compulsory
patrol" of their properties.
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Able bodied adult persons 'who-are called upon by res
p~nsiQle officials to assist in fire suppression, and who,
refuse to render such assistance,are guilty of punishable
breaches in the state Fire Laws of California, Nevada, etc.

In s~me cases state laws prescribe that persons called
. to assist in fire suppression shall be paid a specified hourly
rate for such services e.g. (Michigan, 1I1innesotn)or'shill be '
insured under Industrial Insurance Acts (Nevada).

In the state of Minnesota responsible state officers may
also commandeer automobiles, tools, appliances etc., to assist
in extinguishing fires, while in Ohio railroad employees
(on permanent ways) are required to attend and extinguish all
fires in the vicinity for which the railroad is responsibie.• (v) Liability for fire damage and penalties for violating

fire laws.

•

Apart from action tw~enby states against violators of
state laws, County ordinances' etc., persons guilty of these
offences are, in most cases"liable to civil action from land
owners, the state etc., for damage caused by them. In assessing
damages, the cost of suppressing fires mayor may not be inclu
ded,with damages to standing timber, to the protective influence
of forest etc., which are usually allowed under state common
law. More recent legislation has aimed at the possibility of
the states or individuals recovering from persons responsible
for breaches, of the law, both suppression costs and damage
estimates. Persons responsible for damaging fire warning
notices, fire tools or equipment have more recently become.
liable. to c~mviction e.g., Michigan, Ohio, Wisconsin - in the
latter state the penalties for such offence are fines from
,$25 to tlOO and/or imprisonment for from 10 to 90 days. In
the state' of South Dro~ota anyone found guilty of breaking,
removing or interfering with fire tools, equipment etc. owned
by'Forest Services is liable to a fine of from~lOO to,$500
and/or imprisonment for from 30 days to 6 months.

In some States (as in Washington) ormers of ,land who
neglect to provide adequate protection to their forest areas
may be required to pay 'a certain sum (up to 5 cents per acre
in Washington) to the State authorities, for providing necessary
protection through public or co-operative organisations.

All offences against State laws are heard in State Courts 
County Courts being used for the hearing of offences against
County ordinances.

In more than half the total number of States, specially
, appointed officers, such as foresters, game or fire wardens,
sheriffs or other judicial officers, are empowered to arrest
any persons detected in any violation of State laws and to
proceed against such persons before state magistrates etc.
In the State of Vlisconsin,' any such law action is limited to
those 'cases where damage resulted from tho fire in question.

I Persons assisting to secure convictions by giving infor
mation to law officers, may receive a moiety of the fines
collected (50 per cent in the State of Alab~)•.

Fines collected from breaches of State Fire laws are
usually paid into general State funds although laws in somo
states specify their use for school purposes (e.g. Colorado,
Oklahoma) •
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To illustrate the scope o~ the Fire Legislation now in
existence in the state of california a sumoary is given of
the most important items included iii such legislation by .
quoting various major offences against the state LawsJmost '
of which offences are punishable by fines up to M500 and/or
imprisonment up to six mon~hs:-

2.

3.

1.

7.

6.

9.

5.

Backfires - Setting or causing backfires to be set except
under supervision or permission of a State or Federal

, Officer unless it can be proved t~at such action was
required to save life or valuable'property.
Burnin~ Materials - (a) Throwing or placing lighted
cigare te, cigar, ashes, or other flaming or glowing
substance or thing, which might cause fire, in any place
where such substance may directly or indirectly start a'
fire.

(b) Throwing any lighted tobacco,
ashes, or any flaming substance vlhich .may cause a fire, £'rom
a moving vehicle. .
Burning permits - Burning inflammable cover, blasting,
setting off fireworks either on own land or on another IS,
between April 15 and ,December l,without permit issued by
the State Forester 'or his agent. Burnings~ll piles on
rocks, in yards, gardens etc~, 100 feet from any timber,
brush or inflammable cover not forbidden but at· least
one adult person must be in attendance at all times.

4. ' Carnp Fire Permits - Maintaining or using camp 'fires on
priv~te land not his O\vn, without permit from owner or
from Forest Service (for adjacent area of· National Forest)
between May 1 and October '31 or April 15 '- December 1
(depending on locality in Northern or Southern California
respectively). ,
Camp Fires - Leaving a camp fire, started 'or attended by
him, burning or unextinguished without some person in
attendance, or allowirig , such fire to spread, unless the
said campfire is confined in a stove, drum or other non
inflammable container so that it cannot escape. Fires
in permanent and occupied dwellings are not affected.
'Clearing around log$ing efuipment -Using any WOOd, or
coal, burning steam opera ed donlwy or stationary ,

'engine between 1my 1 and October 31 in any forest or
brush covered land without first clearing away all
inflammable material, inclUding snags, within. a radius
of 100 feet; unless fire prevention measures approved
by the State Forester are adopted such as clearing 25
feet around loaders (with all rotten wood covered with
dirt to 50 feet).
Escaping'fires - Allowing fires to escape to'lands of
others without exercising due diligence to control them
(does not apply within municipalities).
Firefi~ters - Refusal to obey summons by state Fire War
den, 0' all able bodied ma~es, for assistance in fire
suppression.
Fire tools, hose, p~p etc. on Logging Equipment -'
(a) Between May 1 and October 31 all gasoline, steam or

electrically driven donl(eys or stationary engines
operating in any woods operation, without a box of
special fire tools available for a gang of 10 men,
inclUding at least 5 shovels and 2 axes. One box,
for two such engines within 300 feet of, each other,
is satisfactory.

8.

•
•
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Qperating a steam driven d~nkey'or stationary engine,
locomotive,or loader} during the same period without
an ,adequate £orce water punp (or water supply under a
pressure equivalent to a pump) and not less than 200
£eet o£ 1 inch (minimum) hose., (One installation will
be,ordinarily su££icient £or two engines customarily
working within 100 £eet o£ each other).

,: .;toO.. Fire Trespas s - Building £ires on any land owned by another
person where signs £orbidding trespass are displayed at
intervals o£ not over one-third o£ a mile apart on the
exterior boundaries o£ such 'land, and at all trails or
roads entering such property, without £irst obtaining the
written permission of the o\vner, his agent or lawful
possessor •

11. Fireworks - Setting 01'£ £ireworks on his own or another
person's land, in any in£lammable c9ver, without a neces
sary permit, between April 15 and November 30. (Not
applicable' to municipalities).

12. Burning permits - Setting on £ire, or causing to be set
on fIre, inflammable-cover on lands not his orm, contain-

'ing inflammable vegetation, without permission o£ the
O\vner, between April 15 and November 30, or May 1 and
October 31, deponding on locality. (Not applicable to
municipalities).

13. Refusing aid - Refusing' or £ailingto render assistance
in f'ire suppression at the summonso£ the State Forester
or his agent, unless prevented from doing so by sickness
or other physical disability.

14. Setting fires to Structures and Materials - Wilfully or
maIiciously setting rire to bridges valued at more than
A50 or to tents, fences, lwriber etc. valued at more than
$25. ' ,

15. Incendiarism - settirig or allowing, or causing, fires to
be set on' lands belonging to another person, or allowing
fires to escape to the property of another person, wil
fully or negligently is classes as a FELONY.

16. Shovel and Axe - Going or being on National Forest lands,
designated as being hazardous, in automobiles or with
pack stocle,' without a shovel (at' least 36 inches long,
blade 8 inches wide) and axe (at least 26 inches long
with a 2 lb. head). '

17. Smoking - On areas of National Forest, designated as
being hazardous, during dangerous periods. .

18. Spark Arresters - (a) Using any donkey engine, logging
locomotive, or any other engine or boiler, in or near
any forest, brush, grass,-or stubble, unless proved
af£irmatively that such had adequate devices to prevent
£ires escaping from its smokestacks, ash pans, fire boxes,
or other parts, or that every reasonableprecuutiori had
been twten to prevent £ires there£rom. '

, (b) Qperating a gasoline driven tractor·
or harvesting machine, oil burning engine, automobile
tractor etc. in harvesting or moving grain or hay, or mov
ing said machine in or near grain or grass lands, unless
equipped with an effective spark-arresting device.

c. Law Enforcement.

In view of the large percentage of man-caused £ires on
all types of Oforest, and in all Regions, forest of£icers .have
general instructions that investigation into every man-caused
fire will be carried out until it can be definitely decided
wheth~r or not a case exists against any person or persons.

'I ,~
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AIl such investigations are in·the hands' of local officers,
detailed instructions being issued to Forest Service officers
and employees in the form of "Lav! ~forcement Handbooks II for
each individual Region. Each.of these handbooks gives detailed
instructions in respect of investigation and prosecution pro
cedure, as well as a summary. of all Federal state or County
fire legislation, together with its application at various
specified times, or in certain areas within the Region.

Forest officers also millee pre-season contac~s with those
Federal or state officials who are concerned with the prosecu
tion or hearing of any charges. \7hich may be brought to the
Courts. By'means ,of these contacts, court officials are
given an understanding of the seriousness of the fire problem,
and the nature·and'extent of the efforts being made to reduce
both careless and wilful use of fire. Vfuile these contacts
are not intended to implant prejudice in the minds or jUdicial
or other officers, it is at least represented to these officers
that the interests of the State,or the nation, are seriously
threatened by indiscriminate burning, and that progress is
necessary in checking either deliberate or unintentional
breaches of the law.

Prior to actual charges being heard in court, further
contacts are made with prosecuting counsel, essential wit
nesses etc., to ensure that full co-operation and agreement
exists on the forthcoming charges.

Pre-season contacts made by Forest Service officers with
State or Co-operative Protection organisations also determine
the respectivo territory in which each organisation will be
responsible fo~ law-enforcement •

.Ca) Investigational Work.

At times of serious hazard, even in the absence of any
'fire outbreaks, all officers and employees patrolling or
stationed in or near forest areas maintain a close watch
on the movements of all persons seen in theforost. If any
suspicion attaches to such movements, notes are made of actual
times and of the observations made. Local officers of the
Forest Service often list possible incendiarists on apecial
"suspect lists," and'tho movements of any such suspects are
quietly observed and noted in \1riting. FollOWing fire out
bremes, investigations proceed at the earliest possible
moment consistent with progress in suppression, oneobser
vant employee or officer b~ine often delegated to the task
while suppression proceeds •

, .
Officers are specially instructed regarding the neces

sityof approaching 'any inquiry' with an open mind, and not
mllieing pre-determined conclusions on Which any clues avail~
able are '!hung ll • Clues such as tracks (of feet or tyres),
camp fire _or lunch remains, gun shells or other IIpersonal II
litter may prove valuable, if definitely associated with a
particular person or with a time approximating that of'the
outbreak. As the onus of proving any charge,rests definitely
with forest officers, they are also instructed to treat each
individual clue as only one linle in a possible chain of eVi~
dence. For this reason every care has to be taken, to pre
serve tracks or other material clues from interferenc~ in
some cases possible fingerprints being watched for.
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\Vhile hurried investigations are usually not thorough,
the rapid ~pllowine up o~ clues is o~ten essential in such
cases as horse tracks, possible association o~ 0. certain
motorist with a neglected camp-~ire etc. All persons whose
statements may assist in building up a case are required by
0~~i6ers to ~nish written statements, or conversations·
with them are recorded in the diaries of o~~icers.· Clues of
a portable nature are care~ully preserved, and are given. 
private or hidden identi~icationmarks ~or possible re~erence
in courts. .

All o~~icers are urged to use tact and diplomacy in
law enforcement work o~ all kinds, particularly as many ~ires
are started unintentionally, but cOUl~tesy does not allow
o~~icers to .swerve ~rom any course of duty demanded by breaches
o~ the law. If of~enders are not treated as criminals, but
as "sinners ", there is more chance o~ an ultimate improvement
in their careless habits.

\7here investigations reveal that a definite case exists
~or a breach of the law, prompt arrests or hearings of
charges are usually most important i~ the action tcl~en is .
to servo as an e~~ective deterrent to the person responsible,
or to others, in times of severe ~ire hazard.

(b) Powers o~ Arrest.

Although varying somewhat in di~~erent States, the various
powers.possessed by o~~icers may be summarised as ~ollows:-

1. Federal or State forest officers or any parsons specially
designated- as National Forest or state Fire Wardens (in
some cases also state Game Wardens) have power to arrest
any person without warrant for ~ violation o~ Federal regu
lations, State fire laws, County ordinances etc., committed
in their presence or under their observation.

2. Federal Regulations - Any Forest Service officerer desig-.
nated employ.ee may arrest, upon warrant, any person charged
in a proper 'complaint with violating Federal laws or regu
lations concernIng National Forests. Forest officers
usually prefer these arrests to be made by properly con
stituted "Peace O~~icers" of the law, or U.S. Marshals,o\7ing
to the greater respect usually held locally for the powers
of the latter· officers. If necessary they either accompany
such o~ficer on his mission, or (in· some cases) ef~ect .
arrests themselves.

3. state ~ire laws - After being charged in a sworn complaint,
any violator of State ~ire laws may be arrested, upon warrant,
by state Foresters, Game and/or Fire Wardens, state ~olice
etc., or by U.S. FOl"est Service of~icers and employees who
have been appointed State Fire Wardens.

In some States (e.g. South Dakota) such Forest Service
st~~ are ex-of~icio State wardens. Recent legislation in
a number of States (e.g. Ohio, Nichigan) provides that any .
Forest of~icers and/or State Fire wardens ·may arrest viola
tors o~ State Fire laws without warrant and take them before
a magistrate for the purpose of laying.a definite charge.

4. County ~ire ordinances etc. - Authority for arrest even with
warrants, is usually confined to special appointees (County
or State o~ficials, or Forest Service o~~icers specially
designated ~or the purpose). .
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Arrest is not usually insisted on except in the case of
flagrant and studied breaches of the law which are clearly
proven, and which have caused either serious risk or severe
actual daoage. Arrest would also be necessary in the case of
any sub-normal person acting in a crazy and hazardous fashion
in the forest.

(c)· Prosecutions in Courts.

It has already been mentioned that offences under Federal
regulations are usually dealt with in Federal courts of law,

. but on occasions when prompt action is as important as the'
severity of penalties, Federal officers may use the state
Courts for prosecuting violations under state laws. All
forest officers are instructed not to proceed with prosecutions
unless there is a reasonable chance of conviction, and unless '
senior forest officers decide that the investigation.made has
been sUfficiently thorough. Doubtful cases ,are not abandoned
before trial unless on the advice of state cr' Federal Attorneys.

Co~rt actions are taken in two distinct ways:-

1. Criminal Action - in which the penalties of the law are
involted,i'or any violations of either Federal, state· or
County fire legislation. .

2. Civil Action - in which action is tcl{en to recover, from
persons responsiqle for fires, either costs of suppressing
such fire, costs of removing designated hazards which are
neglected by lando\vners, or an amount sufficient to cover
direct and indirect damages to forest ro~eas. In severe
cases of fire, claims are made for both suppression costs
and damage 'estimates.

In most cases of law violation, the causative agent is both
criminally and civilly liable but prosecutions of both kinds are
not pr'oceeded with, unless neither action in itsel1' will provide
an adequate'penalty for the offence committed. 'Criminal actions
invariably proceed civil actions, mainly: on the score of urgency
where both are to be proceeded with. In ~ases of law violation,
where negligence has caused small fires at 'limited cost and
damage, criminal action is ordinarily sufficient.

In other 'instances, civil action may be taken in the absence
of any criminal action as in the case of railroads causing fires .
when not criminally liable under state of Federal law, but where
the origin of ,the fire can be proved and where heavy suppression
cost and damage has resulted herefrom.' . .

, ' '

It is the usual proceedure of the U.S. Forest Service to
settle civil actions out of court (by payment to the Seryice of
suppression costs and/or damages), but to prosecute all criminal
actions where law violations are considered proved, and the
,offence is considered serious.

1. Criminal actions - as previously stated these are usually
heard in Federal courts for violations of Federal regula~ions,
and in State or County courts when breaches of State or County
legislation are involved. In the case of the ~orest Service,
flagrant breaches of Federal regulations are usually reserved
~or Fede~al courts owing to the more adequate penalties usually
ohtainable there. All'prosec~tions are listed at the earliest
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possible date to demonstrate both guilt and penalty to others
while the fire season still prevails.

The, Federal regulations listed above which are used by
the Forest Service for law enforcement on National Forests,
have all the'power of Federal laws in Court hearings. Action
for similar offences in State Courts, and the penalties for
such offences, depend on the provisions made in State legis
lation. In only a few States, such as California, do the
provisions of State fire laws prescribe a variety of offences
(and heavy penalties for same ) comparable with those listed
in the Forest Service Regulations •.

In Federal courts, criminal actions brought by the Forest
Service are usually conducted by a qua~ied Federal Attorney
who receives support in Court fron senior local forest officers
who are experienced with court procedure. In State Courts it
is not usually necessary to have so much assistance in prosecu-
ting a case. .

Vfuile Forest Service officers are not encouraged to pro- ,
secute doubtful cases; it is true that even unsuccessful cases
may possess a tangible prevention value. Cases lost throUgh
some missing links in a chain of evidence, or through a legal
technicality, may tacitly establish in the ninds of public
spirited sections of the co~~ity the guilt of the defendant,
and may win public support for this and future instances of
law enforcement. '

2. Civil actions - These nay till~e several forms depending on.
the particular breach of law, the severity of the Violation,
or the damage resulting therefrom etc. The main civil actions
brOUght are:- .

(1) . Vfuere Federal or State authorities (or Timber Protective
Associations) t~{e, action against a landowner for not con
tributing "protection assessments" made on his ~ands, or,
having themselves removed any serious hazards on any par
ticular land, seek to recover the costs of such work from
the landowner in quest.ion. .

(1)> Vfuere the Federal or State authorities (or Timber Protec
tive Associations) ~eek to recover from any landowner
the costs incurred by them'in suppressing a fire on.pri-,
vate lands. .

(iii) Actionable Cases against a landowner or other per'son~
causing fires which have resulted in damage to forest areaS
owned or protected by Federal or State authorities etc.

In severe cases of this nature claims are made both for
costs of suppression and for the damage caused to the timbered
areas.

The U.S. Forest Service is usually concerned with actions
included under (ii) and (iii) ~ any such actions being t~{en to
Federal Courts, if necessary. As previously stated it is the
policy of the Service to settle civil Cases' out of court when
and where possible; the decision to settle such Cases resting with
various officers according to the total amount involved, and
claimed,for suppression costs and/or property dgmage, as for
example:~ .' . .

Actions involving a total amount of not more than~300 might be
settled by the Forest SuperVisor .
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Actions involving n total amount of not more than t3000 might be
settled by the Regional Forester . .

" involving a total amount of not more than ):1sooo might be
. settled by the Chief of the Forest Service

All claims for costs and damages for s~ exceeding tSOOOare
referred to the Secretary' of Agriculture for determination,
settlement, or the institution of a suit to recover the amount
involved. . .

wbere Court action is decided on in any of the above cases,
due.to the circumstances surrounding the actual firedamagedn.,
all information bearing on the case is submitted to the Secret
ary of Agriculture, and thence to the U.S. Department of Justice
to initiate action in Federal Courts.

It. is the standard practice of the Forest Service to suppress
all fires on private lands which may constitute a present or
possible threat to National Forest. As soon as possible after
wards, claims are submitted to the landowner for reimbursement
of such costs,' even in cases where there is no definite breach.
of the law, or of written co-operative agreements, and where only
a moral obligation thus exists on tho part of the landowner to
meet any suppression costs. Whether the obligation is a moral
or legal one, officers dO.not present written cla~ns to land
ovmers when the sum involved does not exceed tlO, but seok to
recover this amount by telephonic conversation or by personal
~nterview on a friendly basis.

The lengthy procoedure involved in' assessing fire damages,
details of suppression costs etc., for inclusion in claimn made
in major .civil actions vlill be smnmarised, very briefly, here
under:-

Assessments of dama~es and suunression costs:-

The principle behind.all claims submitted by the Forest
Service in Civil 'actions brought by them, is to place the
U.S. Government in the same position, financially, after the
fire as it was beforehand, but certain theoretical considera
tions of damage such as soil damage, loss of solI rent etc.
are usually ignored' for-practical purposes of Court proceeduro.
F~r the same reason existing stumpages are used in 'claims
instead of problematical future figures, while increased possi
bilities of insect and fungal attack to forests are also ignored.
The main elements of da.L'lage which are assessed are (a) Loss
of standing timber etc. (b) Possibility of securing natural ..
reproduction in areas of Merchantable Timber or of Protection
Forest, and (c) Other forms of damage.

1.· Merchantable timber.

(i) Vfuen the entire stand is killed and is unmerchantable.
Damage is assessed at the full stumpages obtainable

for all products obtainable on the area - the quantities
of various products being estimated in accordance with
usual' proceedure prior to sales. If the stand is 'so
,inaccessible as to be unmarketable at the ti~e of burning,
the minilmtm stumpage rates for the forest will be used.

If the severity of tho fire precludes the natural
production of any conmercial species, the cost of artifi
cially establishing thes'e species, based on costs of such
operations elseWhere, must also be incl~ded in the claim.
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. (ii) Villere the stand is killed, but where some salvage is
possiblo within a certain period. _
In such cases the timber is advertised ror sale with

out nnming a minimtun price I and ir sold l the da."'O.age is
represented by the appraised value or the s~and berore the
fire l less the value of salvage sales. If no sale is made
the full appraised value is claimedl in accordance with
minimum stumpages rixed for various timber types. For
instance in the Central Roclry 1buntain Region the following
minimum stumpages (per 1000 super teet measurement) have
been rL~ed (202) for various timber types:- Ponderosa Pine 
t3~751 Lodge Pole l· Limber l White Bark and Bristlecone Pine 
$3· 50; Etigelmann and Blue Sl?ruce or Douglas Fir -113· 50;
Alpine Fir and White Fir - ~1·50; Aspen .--111·00. VJhile in.
this case it is usually not necessary to submit costs of
artificial re-stoclringl- these should be included in the.
claim if natural regeneration is impossible.

(iii) \Vhere part -of the stand (single trees or Brouns) is
not killed, and left undamaged.

In this case the damage is represented by subtracting
the newly appraised sale value of undamaged merchantable
timber from the appraised value of the entire stand before,
the fire. Increased logging costs of the und~aged trees l .
due to fire debris l are not tween into consideration except
on extensive burns.

2. . Unmerchantable timber.

(i) Naturally established stands - In the absence of tables
showing the current value of young stands of various timber
types such as those prepared (202) for the Central Roclry
Mountain Regionlthe value of these stands is assessed by

. determining the annual per acre costs of protecting such
stands, and compounding these costs at 3 per cent compound
interest for a period represented by the age of the stand,
plus a regeneration period (of 2-10 yenrs-). . This latter
method-is based on the principle that the Government is at
least entitled to the cost of protecting the stand until
the age when it was destroyed l even though such costs had
not been incurred for the full period. In cases where per
acre charges of protecting similar stands have been deter
mined.for use in co-operative protection agreements l .these
are utilised to fix the protection costs, per acre, in the
claim. Costs or artificial regeneration necessary to ensure
future re-stocking, may also be included.

(ii) Artificially established stands - In these cases the
actual establishment costs l plus a per acre charge for
annual protectionl are each' compounded at 3% compound interest
to determine the value of the destroyed stand. '

3. Merchantable and unmerchantable timbel" on the same area.-

(i)" \~ere the unmerchantable crop is a more or less even
aged understory of the merchantable stand.

The value of each crop is assessed separatelYI as
determined-above for each type, and.the total values 'are
used in the claim where the uncerchantable crop would
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ordinarily have been used to restock the area. If the
younger crop would have been of little use for restoclcing
before the fire, it should be disregarded in the calcula
tions. If natural ~eproduction is unobtainable after the
fire, cost of (artificial) replacement'is added to the
claim.

,
(ii) \Vhere unmerchantable and merchantable crops occur

irregularly. over the area, e.g. in selection forests!..
The value of the merchantable timber is fixed as

already outlined. . The value of unmerchantable timber is
then assessed either by ascertaining its average age and
applying a protection value (compounded) for such age, or
by diViding the young groy/th into various age classes and
applying (compounded) protection values to each of these
ages. Cost of replacing reproduction is also considered if
necessary.

4. Protection forests.

•
•

Although the replacement cos'ts of such a stand represent
its present value for protection purposes it is usual to assess
such yalues, for fire damage purposes, on the basis of the
number of years necessary to protect the area until a new stand
can afford the same degree of protection, including any extra
time necessary to actually establish regeneration. A per·acre
charge for protection is then compounded at 3 per cent for
the total period involved.

5. Other forms, of damage to forests.

Chief of these is damage to forage, calculated on the
present value of grazing rents on this or adjoining areas of

'similar carrying capacity, for the period necessary before
forage will be restored to its condition before the fire. No
claims are made for forage which was inaccessible or not in
demand. .

Loss of such improvements as cabins, barns, telephone lines
etc. are also included in claims,' based on their origin~l or
replacement costs, less depreciation charges •

Costs of suppression.

Complete tabUlation of all costs incurred on·a particul~
fire takes considerable time,so'that several approximations are
used, e.g. the cost of fUrnishing meals to fire-fighters. In
stead of determining' actual costs, a figure is used which is
representative of similar district costs under similar condi- ,
tions. The labour charges for C.C.C. employees are not included
in full, owing to questionable efficiency - ~ average figure
of $1·50 per day being used. In the case of other C.C.C.
charges such as food supplies, paYment of overhead salaries
and expenses, actual costs are included in claims made. .

Costs of tools damaged, lost, or burnt during fires is
not claimed for owing to the uncertainty of proving the extent
of losses actually due to fire. Supply of equipment to any
f'ir,e is. charged f.or, at least on a hire basis. Among charges
which may be included in suppression cost claims are:-
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(i)

(ii)

(iii)
(iv)

(v)
(vi)

(vii)

(viij)

(ix)
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Wages - o£ temporary labour, £ire £ighters, £oremen,
guards, cooks, time-keepers, etc., llS paid by Forest
Service.
Meals - £urnished to above sta£f'by the Forest'Service
(at an average price £or a certain nunber of neaIs).
Wa~es - of pernanent £oremen (Forest Service)
Sa aries, lodgings, meals, subsistence expenses o£
Forest Service officers engaged at fire
Labour, costs for C.C.C. employees (at~1·50 per diem)
Meals - actual cost of meals supplied by C.C.C. staffs
t~ their employees. '
Salaries and expenses o£ C.C.C. "overhead", C.C.C.
transport charges.
Transportation costs £or fire fighters, Forest Service
officers,equlpment, food supplies etc.
Hire char§es for use of cars, equipment, horses etc.,
freight c arges etc.
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CHAPTER VIII.

DETECTION' SYSTEMS.

A. Development o~ detection systems.

The necessity ~or all possible speed in attacking ~ires
applies just as much to ~orests as it does to cities. Realising
the ~act that speedy attack could not be organised without ade
quate means o~ ~ire detection, .~oresters in U.S.A. have long
concentrated on e~~orts to improve detection system3, and so
obtain the most complete "coverage fl possible over forest areas
cqnsistent with the cost o~ constructing and maintaining look
out systems or o~ employing patrols. As pointed out by Show
and Kotok (168), early e~~orts to provide' lookouts aimed at
selecting a number o~ sites giving a wide range o~ vision, but
having little re~erence to the locationo~ ~ire hazards, ~re
quoncy o~ ~ire occurrence, or to the protection o~ valuable
cover types. ' The first permanent or flprimary" lookouts were
supplemented as thought necessary, or.as ~inance permitted,
in e~~orts to extend the total area o~ "covoragefl on an aroa
o~forest, but little systematic, extension resulted, mainly
because o~ the errors made in selecting original lookouts.
In many cases, both flPrimary" and "Secondary" lookouts were
supplemented.by supplying telephones to approved'volunteer de~
tectors living in or near the ~orest, who reported 'such fires
as came within' their ~ield o~ vision. The original seloction
o~ twenty high pewes as lookout stations on two National Forests
in Cali~ornia meant that each o~ these stations had to flcover"
an area o~ approximately 44,500 acres, or ~our times the area.
prescribed under modern detection planning. Studies made (168)
o~ the effectiveness o~ these pem{s ~or lookouts showed that on
65 per cent of the fl seen ureafl there was only low risk o~ ~ire
occurrence, while o~ the remaining area·o~ high risk only hal~
was visible.

In modern detection planning it is axio~atic that there .
should be direct visibility ~rom lookouts to 65-70 per cent o~

. those areas classed as flhigh risks fI - which usually means that
80-90 per cent o~ normal ~ire occurrence is adequately ~overed~
Any increase in these percentages o~ seen area is 'impossible
unless there is a·tremendous increase infthe number o~ lookouts •
For instance, Hornby (88) estimated that 50 planned locations
~or fllookout firemen" would give e~fective "coverage" over ffi-80
per cent o~ an areao~ one million acres o~ typical mountain
~orest, but some 500 o~ these stations would be required to pro
vide. anything like 100 per cent "coverage." It is generally
agreed that once the "seen arean~or all lookouts is approximately
80 per cent, most o~ the seen area ~ro~.any new lookout, however
Fell·pl~ed, is merely overlap of existing seen area.

The genoral advance in fire control planning has meant
the laying o~ more emphasis than ever on:- .

(a) Fuel types and their relation to burning conditions
(b) ~~equency o~ fire occurrence, by de~ined zones
(c) ~he'relative values at stake in various ,sections of

, the 1'orest.

Not only are these ~actors important in themselves, but
studied co-ordination o~ these and other major in~luences has
enabled investigators, and practical a~inistrators, to con
centrate protective e~~ort where it will yield the most e~~ec
tive results, within limits of economy, and at the same time
give adequate protection under the most critical conditions.
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~ As detection is basic to all suppression effort, it
naturally follows that the location of lookout stations must
be carefully planned. Modern fire control planning insists
that areas of high risk must be reached by supp~ession forces
within a prescribed period following the actual outbreak of .
fire. This period might be as short as lti minutes) and is·
divided into certain limits of time for discovery. of fires,
"get-away" of fire fighters, and' travel time to the fire. Such
a system obviously demands that all areas of high risk be
actually (not theoretically) visible from lookouts so that
all outbreaks of tire thereon can be seen and reported within
~ space of a.few minutes.

Different opinions still exist among experienced investi
gators as to the form that lookout systems should take, but .

. there is certainly agreement on the need for planning the loca
tion of lookout stations. ,Hornby (88) in what is perhaps the
most original and comprehensive approach to the planning of
fire-control, has strongly favoured the use of a large nUDber
of "lookout-firemanII, as compared with 0. fevl primary loolrouts,
for.the Northern Rocky Mountain Region. On the other hand;
Show and Kotok (168) were equally definite that the results
obtainable from intensive patrols, even when materially assis
ted by volunteer detectors, fell far short of those to be
expected from a carefully planned selection of primary lookout

. stations.. .

Throughoutnost of U.S.A. primary lookouts are predominant
'in detection systems. Even in Region No. I, where the value
of lookout-firemen is so greatly stressed, 'some primary loolmuts
are still used as basic points for detection. '

Supplementary detection' efforts such as those by 100kout
firemen;" patrols, volunteers, are secondary both in the field
of detection, and in their use by foresters. They are there
fore generally referred as "Secondary Lookouts" to distinguish
them from primary lookouts, .the latter being on towers or on
other structures, permanently manned by selected staffs, whiCh
maintain a continuous watch throughout all periods of fire
risk. The high standard of efficiency in detection which is
demanded by modern and planned .fire control cannot be achieved
solely by the correct location of a certain number of lookout
stations. Other improvements in "spotting" fires have followed
intensive studies made of factors.affecting visibility, the
most suitable types of permanent structure in which to house
lookouts, and the most efficient equipment necessary to assist
them in improving the speed and accUracy of detection. (The
term IIlookout" is used in pre.sent u. S. fire weather parlance to
describe the employee engaged on detection, vlhile "lookout
station" or "tovler ll usually describes the structure in vThich.
he works, and lives).

B. Primary Lookouts.

This tern describes tho stationing Of detectors in special
types of lookout structure (cabins or towers of various types)
throughout the fire season. Except.where cabin space is limi
ted owing.to the extreme height necessary for effective vision,
the lookouts are required to use their cabin for liVing as
well as for observing,' so that detection continues at least
to some extent while they are awake, and they are available by
telephone or radio at all hours of'the'day and night. Effect
ive detection from lookout structures is possible only after
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their location has been determined by £ire control planning 
as already explained. Provided this planning has been well
done, a system o£'lookouts is the best means o£ continually
obserVing £ire occurrence. Permanent lookouts have additional
advantages over.patrols etc. in that they are also available
to report the behaviour o£ going fires, and the progress o£
suppression efforts,where the latter come within their £ield
o£ vision. On areas where climatic conditions at the lookout
site are typical of, or are cOJ:lparable with, those prevailing
in nearby forest types the recording o£ all meteorological
£igures, fuel moisture percentages etc. is another duty that
can be easily performed by lookouts.' :

The great advantage claimed £or primary lookouts over all'
other types o£ detection is that they o££er permanent facilities,
for reporting)within a prescribed period oftimeJ~-firesWhich
occur in areas definitely knO\~ and specially charted for obser
vation.

Planning of lookout location also considers the e£fective
ness of primary detection units under varying conditions of .
visibility or burning conditions. If it is not possible to
station additional primary lookouts during the "average Vlorst"
burning conditions, the permanent system of primary lookouts is
reinforced by temporary detection stations in the form of
either secondary lookouts or patrol-foremen, or of men acting
in both capacities.

Research into conditions affecting visibility o£ lookouts
has shown that original claL~s that detection of fires was'
certain over great distances have had to be modified. Provided
that planned loca.tion of lookouts considers the varying visi
bility to be expected during various types of fire weather, the
supplementing o£ primary lookouts will guarantee detection over
all areas during any class o£ visibility, thus removing one of
the main Causes for criticis.ing primar.y 10~kouts.

Show and Kotok (168) record the. results 'possible with an
adequately planned system of primary lookouts covering an area
of 137,000 acres of high risk in California. The system was
designed to cover 86 per cent of an area of 38,388 acres of
"high risl~n, 73 per· cent of 3ij022 acres of "medium" risk and

'. 53 per cent of 57,261 acres o£ "low risk" or an average cover
of 68 per cent of a.ll risk areas. Before the system waS
installed, the three areas ·of varying risk had only 13,23, and
53 per cent o£ cover respectively. The discovery of fires
during 1926-29 by the old system of lookouts Vias only 19·5 per
cent of the total £ire occurrence over the unit, but this
discovery was improved during lre 0 and 1931, under the newly
planned system, to 56 e 3 per cent'of all £ires occurring. Show
and Kotok stress the £act that a planned system of primary

_lookouts may at first seem expensive, but the cost ~~justi
£ied in cases such 'as this, where detection by selected look
out stations far exceeded that furnished by intensive patrols
and also by the ready co-operation of volunteer observers.

,
In cases where primary lookouts are effectively "covering"

a large area within a comparatively short radius, they ..have
additional advantages in that t~ey can observe the tendency
of any "going" £ire to "spot" smaller £ires ahead of the bUl"n,
and can.report such facts to.either headquarters or £ield
staf£s supervising suppression ef£ort.s. .A!ter suppress.!on
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. has been completed" primary lookouts are also able tOr.J.a.intain
a watch ~or some days to ensure that no ~resh outbrew~s of the
same fire tw~e place.

. In some Western regions it is emphasised that,lookouts
are notably superior in detecting lightning ~1res" as they are .
in position, ready to note likely fire occurrence and meet
the possibility of such fire occurrence much'better than the
more indefinite task of awaiting ~n-caused fires. In this
connection it is admitted (168) that look-out ~iremen are
of perhaps greater value in lightning risk areas at higher
elevations" where efforts to extend the "coverage" of pl"imary
lookouts over areas of normnlly limited risk would be decidedly
more e;~pensive.

(i) Selection of sites.

A pre1imiriary reconnaissance usually locates possible sites
for primary lookouts which have either an effective "coverage"
over local areas 'of severe risk,or an extensive coverage over_
large areas of variable risk. As previously noted, modern ~ire
planning determines a maximum period (known as "Elapsed Time")"
between outbreruc of fires and arrival of suppression forces •.
All detection forces are located so as to furnish prompt reports
on all outbreru~s" and even in cases where primary lookouts,
lookout ~iremen" patrols and co-operative observers are all
used in the detection of fires" care is tcl~en to ensure that
primary lookouts serve as the basis of all detection plans.
Once primary lookouts are covering areas of highest risk"
secondary lookouts can be arranged ~or other areas invisible
~om primary lookouts (although within their range of vision),
and for other ~orest areas of lower risk" so that all detection
will con~Ol"m to the standards laid down for "elapsed time".
Dl Region No. VII of the' Forest Service for instance" detection
employees are required to furnish an accurate description of
the location (within 20 chains) of any fire occurring on the
"seen area", within ten miles o~ their lool~out station, within
two minutes of the time of discovery. The insistence placed

,on such a ~hort period for reporting fires is necessary if
the fixed period of 15 minutes of uelapsed time" is to be
adhered to.

Permanent and primary lookouts are thore~ore only con
structed where special maps showing the "seen area" from each
prospective site" and the·extent of such. "seen area" for various
typos of ~ire l'isk" have demonstrated .their exact location and
the necessary height of tho structure.

One illustration of the c~e t~~en in selecting sitos ~or
primary lookouts can be quoted here. The Black Hills National
Forest in South Dru~ota comprises mainly a dry cover type of
P. ponderosa, the ~orest orea being under intensive timber
managemcnt,and subject to periodical conditions of extremely
high hazard. Following Q..':.tensive reconnaissances, "seen areo.!'
was ~~pped from no less than ninety-two possible lookout sites
before the eXisting ten lookout stations were finally selected
as giving the maximum possible "coverage".· The height of
structures depends on the' conformation of topography, presence
o~ adjacent timber stands etc.,. as they affect the area to bo
seen from any particular point. Show and others (164) give a
simple method ~or determining tho necessary height 'of a tower
in cases where a peak does not, in itsel~, give e~~ective cover,
to many aroas at lower elevations. High towers are avoided as
much as possible" owing to the policy of housing lookout~ in
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their cabins, and the greater difficulties (and costs) of
building the standard type (14 1 x 14') of cabin on tul1·to\'lers •.....

During the reconnaissance of possible sites, notes are
made concerning such local factors as present or potential
routes of access to the site, nearest water supplies, difficu1
ties~in anchoring or erecting a tower, cost of removing obvious
obstacles to vision such as large rocks or trees.

The final determination of particular sites thus necessi
tates consideration of:-

1.

e 2.

3.
4.

5.

The part that will be played by any particular site in
either improving or maintaining standards of detection so
as to conform with "elapsed time" standnrds~
The extent of "seen area" visible from a lookout structure
of a certain (limited) hei$ht with particular reference to
areas of highest risk and/or hazard.
Ease of construction, ·as determined by local factors. .
Existing routes of access or the cost of necessary access,
connection to communication systems etc.
proximity to water supplies - important during emergency
periods when transport of water is unreliable, but the
lookout cannot·be spared f~rom the cabin for long periods.

The factors governing the number of primary lookouts to
be erected on a particul~' area of forest include the fol10wing:-

2.

1.

3.

4.

5.

Intensity of management and protection plans - which deter
mines the percentage of various classes of risk which detec
tion units will attempt to cover.
The extent of seen area possible from vaL'ious sites suitable
1'or primary lookouts. J•.f such sites are. not readily avail-
able, or if local conditions of topography necessitate the
construction of a large number of primary lookouts, at a
cost·out of all p;.oportion to the danger prevai1ine; or values
at stw~e, it may be necessary to abandon primary lookouts in
favour of lookout-fireman, detection patrols etc.
The value of nevI or additional itimary lookouts in improving
detection to standards more in eeping with the fire plans
laid down for a forest area, and ensuring the detection of
all fires from a certain site' within a prescribed period of
time.
The range of effective visibility in any single sector of
the forest, as ai'fected by seasonal or daily variations, or
by local complications such as the occurrence of defined
smolw belts from ~ndustrial sources, or of persistent fog
belts.
Practical or economic difficulties in the construction of.
a partiCUlar structure, owing to difficulties in access in

. tower erection, excessive. height required etc.

(ii) Adequacy of lookout coverage.

•
'e··

Of .·the factors which govern the selection of original or
add~tional lookout stations, consideration of the seen area
visible .from a station (of a 'cortain height above ground level)
is classed as the most impo.rtant, once it has been. decided to
plan protection.for,any··forest and to apply standards, such as
."elapsed time", to such planned protection. Selected sites
for lookout stations give the observer direct visibility over
a maximum area'of risk within a workable radius (less than
15 miles.) As previously noted, it is rarely possible for suCh
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.
3. Seen-Area mapping - is possible by a variety of methods:-

direct visibility to exceed 70 per cent of the total area,
theoretically within the range of observers, in mountainous
topography. The methods used in California and elsewhere to
determine the adequacy of lookout coverage are explained in
full by Show and 'others (164), Shank (158) and Abell :and
Beeman (2) and will be only briefly summarised here:-"

On graph paper the contour points along each of these
lines are plotted so that the topographical profile along
the lines is revealed.' Lines are then drrovn, on the pro
file, from the proposed observation point to show what
areas will be visible from such point, the extent of such
areas being then shovm, in COlour, on the contour map.
'By repeating these profiles every 3-7 degrees around the
proposed observation point, "seen area" can gradually be
built up on the contour map for the whole theoretical
range of vision.

A number of ingenious methods, such as "profiling
,boards", adapted slide rules etc. have been used to
facilitate the actual method of profiling - the method
described above being admittedly laborious.

(b) Photographic method -using a special photo transit camera,
which produces a complete panorama, from any suggested

Profiling method - this can actually be done in the office
without any rererence to the field provided accurate
contour maps (100 intervals) are available on 80 chain
or 160 chain scales. Lines are draym on the map radia
ting from the proposed lookout station, for the distances
commonly used for detection (up to 15 miles in California).

(a)

1. Fire Occurrence Maps:-

From records of past fires, the location of both man
caused and lightning fires is carefully plotted on special
topographic' or "drainage It maps, which also sho'V'{ the lOcation
of forest roads, boundaries. These past fires are charted
until defined zones of occurrence for each type of fire
origin can be traced in various parts of the forest, such as
campers or smokers' fires along routes of travel, trends
shovm by lightning stor.m routes etc. The zones arc charted
on final maps to show definite areas in proportion to the
intensity of actual fire occurrence - thus a zone where fires
occurred repeatedly each year would occupy a larger area
than one where only occasional outbreaks had been re,corded.
For each zone a figure is ,then obtained to show the number of
fires occurring (during a 10 year period) per thousand acres,
and zones are then listed according to whether they have had
O·S to 1, 1·1 to 3, 3·1 to 5, 5·1 to 10, and more than 10
fires per 1,000 acres. Areas showing less than O·S per 1,000
acres are not inclUded, as they are not truly representative of
any risk trends.

2. Reconnaissance of the fire control unit is then made to
loc.ate probable sites for lookout stations, particularly those'
which overlook the most serious zones of occurronce. Assis
tance'in locating possible sites is obtained from contour
maps, or from information obtained from local rangers. As
0. rule, about five times the number of lookout stations
ultimately required, is selected for review •

.'

•
,.
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lookout station a~ter 'taking three 1260 exposures
(30 overlap on each side of each exposure). This
camera is capable of exact levelling and orientation,
and records photographically on each print the azimuth and
vertical angle graduations in degrees, while index pointers
establish a horizontal line across the prints.

While excellent "seen-areal! maps can be developed
. ~rom panorar.m.s, it was found that the application of the
meth~d was rather limited in Cali~ornian topography.

(c) Relief Model method -requires accurate relief models
or the entire area, pre~erably on an 80 chain scale •
If such profiles are available, they ca~ at least be
used to save considerable time. in weeding out possible
lookout stations. ~ling to the cost of preparing such
models (60 square miles on 80 chain scale - t1500) their
use is limited to those ~ew instances when they are already
available. '

The "seen-area I! maps prepared by either o~ the above
methods show by various colors the areas directly visible
from each proposed site. These maps are transferred'to trans-
parent paper, and placed over the "~ire occurrence" maps '
described above. The "visible ~ire":;occurrence" areas (seen ,
area from each site falling in each ~ireoccurrence'zone)
are obtained by planimeter, and the various areas are weighted
(by the average nUl:lber of fires per 1000 acr.es) for each zone.
Thus Class I - (0·8 to 1·0 fires' per 1000 acres) might be
weighted ,by 0.25, Class. II (1·1 - 3·0 ~ires per 1000 acres) by
2; Class III (3·1 - 5·0 ~ires per 1000 acres) by 4; Class IV
(5·1 - 10·0 ~ires) by 7; and Class V (more than ~O ~ires per
1000 acres) by 12. '

•
•

(d)

4.

Field sketchin~ method - This is the standard methqd used
in most Regions, itsmain advantages being accuracy and
economy, and the opportunity it also offers for studying
on the ground the necessary features which are beine
sought for various lookout points. Where heavy timber
stands or topographical features (flat topped ridges)
preclude sketching prior to any tower erection, profil
ing or other methods are ,necessary. Trained (and
experienced) men are used, necessary instruments includ-'
ing alidade, Abney level, 50 feet tape, binoculars etc.
The mapper selects a sector of 20-30 degrees mapping
with the direction of the sun's rays (instead o~ into
the sun) and working outward ~rom the observation point,
using prominent ridges or other ~eatures as the bases of
his mapping. Accurate base maps for working are of
course essential, experienced men can achieve good
results from good topographical maps, but contour maps
are usually necessary to give the best results.

Selection o~ sites.

The Yveighted acreage of each I~visible ~ire"occurrence"
area' is then divided by 1000 to givea~igure repres~nting
the relative value o~ lookout, points. VJhen No. 1 1001:out .
station has been selected, the tracing showing its seen area

. is kept pinned dorm on the lI~ire occurrence II map so as to
eliminate such seen area~rom consideration, while other
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'stations are selected by repeating' the method - (the arens
oeen from No.1 station being given"no weighting, when select
ing No.2 station). A point will be finally reached when
additional lookout stations will contribute so little extra'
"coverage II of a forest that their COt:lstruction' is undesirable.
In California,construction Was not considered justified unless
a s"ite shows "coverage" of at least 25,000 acres of risk
areas.

A final. plan is ultimately prepared to show:-

Fire control plans are then based on this and other infor
mation (such as routes of transportation, areas of hazard etc.)
Such fire control planning may reveal that a particular zone of
fire occurrence (such as a valley highway), or a limited orea
of valuable forest wllere severe hazards prevail, are not covered
by any of the lookout stations selected. In such cases primary
loolrouts, are supplemented by patrols or lookout-firemen which'
will specifically cover these limited areas at minimum cost.

In normal planning, primary lookouts will provide necessary
cover of risk areas during normal fire weather, secondary look
outs ,not being used, except in critical fire weather. During
short periods of very high hazard, or low visibility, (or both)
it may even be necessary to" establish a third system of lIemer
gency lookouts II •

(iii) Factors influencing the efficiency of lookout stations.'

Efforts made to determine the effective radius of lookout
stations have been largely unsuccessful owing to the many fac
tors which influence visibility. The hunan factor also contri
butes to the variation shown in performance of lookout stations,
but efforts at training suitable employees, the supply of modern
equipment, ,and careful checks made of the activity of lookouts,
have largely eliminated'the lluman factor. ~lis factor cannot of
course be entirely eliminated, even over-keenness and zeal on
the part of a lookout under trying conditions may tire him Dlld .
result in errors and/or ornmissions on his part. Factors influenc
ing visibility have occupied the attention, of many invostigators,
and several trends have been revealed, as discussed hereunder.
McArdle (119) found that the folloVling factors were most impor
tant in the North Uestern Regions:-

1. Bo.ckgr01md - Dark backgrounds such as dense stands, or
shaded ~lopes, offer much better Visibility than such
light coloured backgrounds as dry ,grass, dead timber,
eroded cliffs etc.

2. Size of" mr..ol::o columns - Small chanGes in the size of
smoke columns do not greatly affect visibility, as even
small IItest smokes" could be seen for fourteen miles
under average conditions. (IITest smokes" are usually pro
vided by special smoke "candles" vlhich provide smoke
equal to that of average forest_litter burning on an area
twelve foot square). '

3. Sunshine - On cloudy days, except when low ~rivlng clouds
cause obscurities, contrasts ,between topography and general
visibility are usually much better than when sunshine is
experienced. ~e many minor effects of sunshine (shadows,
glare etc.) are also eliminated on cloudy days.

e,

•
e,

(a)
(b)
(c)

All observation points accepted as lookout stations)
Areas blind to all such stations) (ShoYln by cOlors}

" visible from one, two, or more than two lookouts '
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Shadows cast by early or late sun cause complications
when smoke is rising in" these shadows. ~Y.hile visibility may
not be greatly affected for smoke from shadows when the
observer is looking aVlayfrom the sun, it may be most diffi
cult in the case of smoke rising in shadows between the ob
server and the sun.

It Was found that smoke rising from unshaded areas could
,actually be seen better when facing a slanting sun than when
looking away from the sun in that position. In practice how
ever, this may not be borne out, owing to the distaste of
lookouts for looking into the sun's glare, even when special
glasses to eliminate glare are supplied. Solid objects such
as trees, houses etc. cannot, however, be seen be seen better
when facing the sun so that an observer lnay see smoke without
being able to define its position except by azimuth reading.

4. Atmospheric obscurity - Small increases in atmospheric
obscurity due to haze, dust smoke etc. cause marked decreases
in Visibility. During continuous conditions of'severe fire
weather, this obscurity shows a great cumulative increase due
to haze, .smoke etc. Purely local factors such as the inci
dence of fog belts, or the drifting of industrial smoke,may
also complicate vision, but these local factors are much less
liable to variation than are daily or seasonal changes in
'obscurity, while it is usually possible to assess the effect
of these local factors to a great extent.

The conclusions reached by McArdle have also been expressed
by other investigators such as Show and Kotok (168)" and Hornby
(88). The latter points out that although visibility was better
in Idaho when facing a low sun, the same was not the case once
this low sun was hidden by cloud. In the latter case, the
greatest vision towards the sun might be 10 miles, while a dis- .
tance of 15 miles could be covered a~a{ from the sun. If atmos
pheric obscurity was marked, these d~s ances might be reduced
to 3·5 and 10 miles respectively. Hornby also points out that
greatly reduced visibility caused by topographic shadows between
the observer and sun in late afternoon was particularly serious,
as 32 per cent of daily fires started ~n this period (3.30-7.30p.~)
Additional factors found by Hornby to affect Visibility included
height and density of the canopy, air circulation, humidity,
fuel type. Smoke was found to rise faster on the more open stands'
on Southern aspects as compared with the denser and taller stands
on Northern aspects.

The limit of effective vision under fair to good conditions
is generally accepted to be 15 miles, and primary lookouts should
not be expected to give adequate detection beyond this distance.
As explained by Hornby (88) this distance would be reduced to
8 miles .under "average" burning conditions in Northern Idaho, or"
to six miles in the case of "maximum" burning conditions, necessi
tating reinforcement of primary lookouts by manning secondary or
emergency stations. In summarising visibility factors, Hawley (76)
states that 6-10 miles is the maximum distance for good cover
under "avel'age" conditions, although under most favourable con
ditions an extension up to 15 miles might be relied upon.

This is borne out by the experience of the'various adminis
trative Regions of the U.S. Forest Service, and some notes on the
visibility relied upon in certain of these Regions will be of
interest:-

(a) Southern Region - In this Region lookout stations may be
manned throughout the year except during unsettled weather.
On 50 per cent of the days when towers are manned, visi
bility up to 20 miles can be relied upon, but during severe

" '.
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~ire weather this distance may be reduced to even one or
two miles. .

(b) South Western Region - In the. clear dry air o~ Arizona and
New Mexico visibility is usually so good that accurate de
tection o~ ~ires is not unusual ~or distances up to 20
miles. In the case o~ very broken topography there is o~
course great variation in the amount o~ "seen area" covered
by any lookout despite this clear visibility.
Central Roclg Mountain Region - Here the visibility is also
extremely good, perhaps exceeding twenty,miles, but this
~igure is reduced to ~i~teen miles: when "seen area" is being
mapped) in order to select the,most suitable lookout sites.
Inter-Mountain Region -. Visibility o~ ~om fifteen to,
twenty miles can usually be relied upon - the only exceptions
being on a limited nunber o~ days.
Northern Rocky Mountain Region - In this Region "normal"
visibility, on Which );l'ire Oontrol Planning is based, is.,
eight miles. \Vhen this Visibility drops to less than ~ive
miles, lookouts are t~{en of~ their towers and are used
instead as moving patrols J except in cases where they can
"cover" sufficient areas of high risk within this distance
.of ~ive miles ~ ,

During recent years particular attention has been given to
the possibility of improving visibility by equipping lookouts
with such instruments as binoculars and "haze-meters". Reliable
binoculars are now standard equipment for' lookouts, and it is
n.ow intended to use "haze-meters" wherever they are required.
The "haze-meter" is an ingenious ,and simple device invented by
G.M. Byram; of the Appalachian Forest Experiment Station. As
explained (25) by Byrom, the spacing of lookout towers is based
on aver~e visibility, but day by day fluctuations in visibility
at each ookout site are at least partly responsible ~or deter
mining the number, kind and distribution of detectors. The
most important factor af~ecting the visibility o~ "small smokes"
is atmospheric haze. Byram maintains that the visual range o~ ,
a small smoke is so closely related to haze, and to atmospheric
transparency, that a measurement of haze can be directly trans
lated into the distance which such small smoke can be detected
by a lookout. 'Vhile the effect of hazo in decreasing air trans
parency is the same in ~lat or rolling country as it is in
mountainous regions, it is much more easy to measure in mountain
areas. In tne~latter ~egions, lookouts may use surrounding ridges
as convenient targets for the estimation or measurement o~ visi
bility, but this is not possible in ~lat or undUlating topography.
Byram has contributed. materially to the efficiency of detection
systems by devising two types o~ haze meter - one being used in
mountain areas1and the other in ~lat or rolling country. Both
meters provide ascienti~ic basis for the measurement o~ air .
transparenc~ and eliminate ~ormer guesses by lookouts as to the
prevailing visi?ility r~ge ~rom their station. .

. In an interesting 'study o~ the ~luctuations of visibility
in Eastern U.S.A., Jemison (96) was of the opinion that while
the ef~ects of hour of day, season, or year on visibility could
be definitely measured 7the most important differenc~s apparent
were those between one forest and another 'in any forested terri
tory in Eastern U.S.A.

For this reason it is difficult to adopt any average visi
bility distance in determining the location o~ lookouts on any
single Eastern ~orest.
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Competent investigators agree that succ~ssfUl detection by
any lookout ~epends mainly on:-

The great importance 'of correctly measuring visibility dis-
tance is best illustrated as follows:- . .

If visibility distance is 12 miles the lookout has theoretical
vision over a circle having an area of 452 square miles.
If this distance is reduced to 9 miles, the area of the circle
is reduced to 255 square miles.
If the distance is only .6 miles, the area of the circle is
only 113 square miles.

Personal factors -

Physical factors -

(a)

(b)

(a)

(b)

(c)

such as the eyesight, experience or alert-·
ness of the employee acting as lookout.
such as atmospheric haze, size of smoke,
sunshine, backgrounds etc.

These investigators also agree that, without aid, the human
eye (even in the case of the'mostexpert lookout) cannot recog
nise those slight differences in atmospheric conditions which
.cause great changes in visibility distance.

•

••

If, for example, ~even lookouts are sufficient for effective
"cover" of a forest when visibility is twelve miles, .it would
be necessary to have twenty seven lookouts to afford'?lmilar
"cover" to· the area when .visibility vms reduced to' six miles.
It will be appreciated that accurate measurement of Visibility
by means of a "haze meter" will assist in eliminating errors
in the staffing of lookout stations.

(iv) Standard tynes of lookout structure.

As previously mentioned, lookouts are housed'bn the job",
whenever possible, by fitting up their cabin as a combined living
room and observation point. For dual purpose use Qf this nature
a standard cabin measuring 14 feet square has been evolved for
use on varying tower heights. Such heights are ·usually less

. than 50 feet, although designs are available for using these
large cabins on towers up to 120 feet in height.· \Vhere the
topographical features surrounding timber stand etc., require
the use of towers more than 50fbetinheight, a standard type
of cabin, 7 feet square, is often used on a tower of the
necessary height. In the latter case the lookout has separate
living quarters erected as near as possible to the base of
the tower; in the Southern Region he may also be allotted suffi
cient ground for cultivation purpos~s to assist in his subsistence.

. .
The designs now available in the two cabin sizes represent

the result of 20 years evolution by the Forest Service, tile
main requirements being, as .. stressed by Show and others (164):-

1. The mo..."Cinrum aLlount of unobstructed view from inside the
cabin

2. ~ne mo..."Cimum ossible use of combined living and working
quarters to secure the most cant nuous and dependa e
detection service. .

3. To provide comfort, convenience and protection for the
observer.

The cabin, when erected, is usually aligned to the cardinal
points of the compass. Plate glass is used in. 0.11 doors and
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'windows on all sides of the structur~wide panes of such glass,
47" hlgh, commencing at a level of 28~ inches from the c-abin '
floor,being specified. ·The obstructions offered to the view
by corner posts, window frames etc. are restricted to a max~
of 8 inches. Lower edges of all panes of glass aroset an
inch "out of plUlY'.b" to avoid reflections. A "cat-vllllk" with
hand rail is constructed outside the larger sized cabin for
observation pUrposes. to permit frequent window washing, and
to reduce the effect on the observer of close confinement inside
the cabin.

, .

Tight metal covered hinged shutters, opening upwards and
outwards,' are used to provide complete protection to windm-.rs
when the cabin is vacant. ~hen these shutters are open, they
function as awnings; being effectively supported either by

_'wooden braces or by fastening 'them with large :wing.-nuts to
e:~tensions of the rafters. When so secured, the shutters
are not affected by wind,and reduce the glare or heat of the
sun inside the cabin.

The general design of the cabin, which is a four panel,
hip roof (shingled) structure, is formulated in order to with
stand unusual wind stresses, extremes of temperature etc.
Following several fatalities in to~ers, rather elaborate pro- '
tection against, lightning is also designed, with special ground
ing of all reetal furnishings, accessories etc., so that heavy
voltages can be safely carried off. Details' of lightning pro
tection are given in a special publication (191) issued by the,
U.S. Forest Service. Interiors are painted in a special neutral
or dull finish to reduce glare as much as. ~ossible. .

I

Considerable thought has been given to the provision of
built-in cabinets, careful arrangement of furnishings, working
equipment, accessories etc., to provide the most efficient use
of space consistent with neatness and convenience.

The cost of all materials for a 14 feet cabin is estimated
by Show and others (164) at approximatelY.$450. This would be
increased to approximately $1670 when erected on low foundations
after alloWing costs of construction,transport of materials,
provision of water supply. etc. On a 30 feet tower the total
COst of a complete structure would be approximately $2700.
Materials for an 80 feet steel tower (inside stairway) are
estimated to cost $1000, ",lith an extra ,$2000 for' construction
costs. .

As pointed out recently by Jones (100) the majority of
towers erected prior t.o 1933" on the basis of plans and speci
fications, and tenders for construction, were of steel. The
development of connectors for timber structures about the same
date, did not at first assist the use of timber in tower.con
struction, as pre-fabricated wood, cut-to required tower sizes,

, could not be produced to offer a true standard of comparison
with steel products. The experimental erection of several
"timber-connector" towers was long delayed owing to defective
pre-fabrication, and any tenders called for were still limited'
to the use of steel. The timber industry eventually improved
its pre-fabrication during the large programnill of tower con
struction (over 2000 towers) undert~ren by the C.C.C. The
preparation of suitable designs for timber towers was mean
while entrusted to the North Pacific Region of the Forest Ser
vice, and after it was indicated that pre-fabricated timber
could complete with steel as a material, at least on the Pacific
Coast, 135 wooden towers were constructed. The heights of
steel towers previously used in tendering, were altered to
conform with those of timber 'designs for comparative purposes •

.. '
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Designs now available for use 'by the Forest Service include
the following heights (the height quoted being from the top of
the tower tlfooting tl to the level of the cabin floor):-

ea) 14 Feet Cabins -

(i) Steel - 30 1 , 41 13", 54 1 , 67 1, 83 11-?a- tl , 10014-?J1l, 120 feet
(ii) tiood - 301,411,.541,651,831,100, 117.feet •

(b) 7'Feet Cabins -

(i) Steel - 30 1, 41 13", 54 1, 67 16", 82 16", 99 16 tl , 120 feet
(ii) Wood - 30 1 , 40, 52 1 66 1, 82 1, 99 1 , 119 feet~

Standard cabins,of wood construction, are used irrespective
o~ the material used in the tower. In cases;where 7 feet cabins
are to be used, the cost of srume is usually included in tenders
for tower construction, but 14 feet cabins are USUally erected.
by Forest Service employees, or by sepm~ate tender, after towers
have been constructed.

It is now the policy of the Forest Service· to invite tenders
for either wood or steel towers on a strictly competitive
economic basis, and ignoring any advantages or disadvantages of
the respective materials. If separate tenders are invited for
purchase of materials, freight charges must be considered, after
tenders have been based on F.O.B. costs at nearest railhead.
Freight charges are appreciably greater in the case of timber (as
discussed below). .

If true comparisons between the respective materials are
desired, ·it is considered by Jones (100) that the following.
factors must be considered:-

1. Fire ha~ard is a disadvantage of timber, although the use
of fireproofing liquids on to·wer timbers, or the "fire
proofing tl of the tower site should mitigate its effect.

2. Depreciation is not considered to differ greatly in respect
of the two materials. Pending definite proof of any such
differences, the same "life tl has been adopted for each
material for accounting purposes.
Comparative maintenance costs over definite periods are
not yet;· available.
Comoarative costs of erection are being kept - cost of

- wooden towers has been increased unduly in the past owing
to faulty'pre-fabrication, but improvements in this direc
tion have lately been effected.
Cost of lightning protection is admittedly greater for a
tfii1ber tower.
Transport costs of materials from nearest rail' to tower site
are much greater in the case of timber owing to its greater
weight. ·This factor is increasingly important where ,sitos
are inaccessible,and "pricking" of materials by horses etc.
is necessary. In tho.case of.steel and wooden towers for
7 1 cabins, 99 16 11 and 99 1 high respectively, the weight.
of steel tower, materials is estimated at 18,200 pounds while
wooden materials (Douglas Fir) would apprOXimate 27,000
pounds in weight. If Southern Pine were used, the estiw~ted
weight of wooden material is 31,000 Ibs. To these figures
must be added tho weight of cement, sand, gravel, water etc.
to be transported for tower foundations. If road haulage
·is possible, differences in total transport costs can be
arrived at by using tlton-mile" avorages.
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Despite the strons arguments £or the use of wooden materials
by any forestry admin1stration, and notvlithstanding the continual
improvements both in pre-fabrication standards and in,timber
connector design, very £ew £ire control £ire officers favour the
use of wooden towers. As a result,towerconstruc~ion in U.S.A.
is almost wholly confined to the use of steel. Towers located
a't points of tourist "interest, or situated on peaks or ridges
SUbject to excessive wind velocitY,may be of solid masonry con
struction, or of special and ornamental timber designs.

Surroundings of lookout stations.

, Many of these stations occupy positions of great scenic
attractiveness, wIlile they are ,usually accessible by roads, or
at least by trails. They are therefore a source of interest to
many visitors, and the Forest' Service encourage this interest
in fire protection,provided that the attention of the lookout
is not unduly distracted during periods of hazard. ,A visitors'
register is available for signature by those persons visiting
lookout towers.

Ar'ransements are made by special "Recreational Planners II
to improve the 'immediate surroundings of lookout stations, and
to, carry out 1I1andscaping ll at least to conform vii th the general
aesthetics Of-any particular site. Planting of shrubs, layout
of paths, steps, parking spaces etc., and the general neatness
and design' of necessary buildings is executed to carefully pre
pared individual plans which aim at harmony with natural surroun
dings, and y~t avoid all semblance of ostentation. Cabin
interiors have to be kept in a thoroughly neat condition by the
lookout, notvlithstanding the £act that they are commonly used as
liying quarters by the individual concerned.

, ,

(v) ,Standard types of equipment for lookouts.

Although.some minor variations are necessary under local
conditions, the equiPment in use on all lookout stations of
modern type is practically uniform - including the following:-

1., IIFire £inders II, o£" the Osborne, Bosworth or' Koch Type

These have been evolved in various Regions to overcome the
obvious dif£iculty of using a fixed map in a cabin where it
was sometimes necessary to sight IIthrough" such building obstruc
tions as window sashes, corner posts etc. _ Firefinders of the
type mentioned have the lookout map mounted on a circular metal
disc, the rim of which is graduated to azimuth. The alidade is
mounted to rotate around the rim of the disc - Between the sights
is a graduated steel tape which provides readings of distance
from the centre o~ the disc (the lookout site), to the £ire out
break. The entire'mounting o£ the map'disc and alidade can be
moved (in two directions) to sight past any obstructions in the
exterior of the cabin, and at the sace time, preserve an accurate
orientation of the map.

(a) Osborne Fire £inder - developed in the Pacific N.W. Region 
This instrument provides for the exact levelling of the
entire mounting,and provides vertical angle readings as ,
well as those of azimuth. Vertical angle readings are use
£Ul in cases where de£inite landmarks or cross-bearings are
lacking, and where there is 0. continuous timber canopy vis~';
ible, as £rom a high lookout overlooking a flat terrain.
The Osborne instrument is standard equipment for lookout
statio~s in'many Regions. '
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Bosworth fire finder - developed in the Northern Rocl~
Mountain region,is similar to the Osborne instrument in
its use, but 'is of simpler construction. It has nO'pro
vision for mea~uring vertical angles, but this can be
provided for,if necessary,by using a simple type of
pendulum vertical-angle reader. The Bosworth instrunent
has the advantage of a fixed base mounted on a specially
designed metal stand, and this also reduces the cost of
the instrument as compared with the Osborne type.

2. Lookout Man-
e

Maps on a scale of 160 chains are used except in the case
of a restricted coverage, when an 80 chain scale may be sub
stituted. The ~~ps show either contours or topographical fea
tures, and are the mo.st accurate available. Supplementary maps
of surrounding forest areas, on a much larger scale, and con
taining more detailed information,are also available for refer
ence. These latter maps show azimuth circles for the various'
primary lookouts on the area. Each map used on a firefinder is
mounted at forest headquarters to ensure aCCUl"ate "centering"
of the map, and to prevent any distortions on'its sur~ace. In
such cases the back of the map is coated with shellac, which
is allowed to "set-II for a few seconds before placing the centre
of map on the disc_or board, and then allowing the map to
settle in a level position by its own weight. Before the map
is finally "set" in position by, the drying shellac, the edges'
are temporarily.lifted and the surface is smoothed do\vu,begin
ning at the centre. After successful mounting,the map surface

. is given a coat of shellac, followed by a coat of either clear
"Valspar:') varnish, or a new type of "liquid cellophane".

. ,

3. Telephone - a desk (one-piece) telephone is'necessary to
enable the observer to make notes while using the instrument.
An extra long cord is also a great advantage in allowing him
to spe o.l~ \"lhile looking through any of the windo\"ls.

Radio may be used in emergency or to supplement telephones 
or to relay messages from fire suppression crews to headquarters
via the lookout r S. telephone. Telephones are, hOYlevor, standard
equipment for 'practically all primary lookout stations throughout
U.S.A. Elaborate lightning switches are provided for all tele
phones, in keeping \"~ith other efforts to reduce the risk fron
this sour ce to observers or others in the cabin,' vlhile all
observers :have telephone repair equipment, in the use of \1hich
they are specially trainQd.

4. Binoculars - are now used almost universally, not to replace
ocular observations, but to confirm the existence or location of
any indistinct snokes seen with the nalted eye. As noted by
McArdle (119) small test'smokesvisible at 14 miles fron,the
naked eye, should be seen at 21, 24 and 26 miles, with 4, 6,
and 8 powered (magnified) binoculars respectively. Binoculars
are also valuable in the close watching of risk zones where
the lookout has direct vision within fairly close range of. such
zones (such as a road where smokers r fires may originate)
Experience has shown that magnifications of 6 t07 diameters
are the most practical for use as lookout binoculars. Greater

"magnifications restrict the view, and .give an unsteady iInage
unless the observer rests his arm. Binoculars used have the
objectives widely spaced, good definition over a wide field,
with both interocular and individual eyepiece adjustments for
f~cussing.

,
"

, 1
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5. Sunglasses - of properly constructed type with ground lenses
in aober, green, or dark neutral colors are in general use.
Exhaustive tests· made in the Lake states Region have shown that
the reduction in glare,und the prevention of eye strain and

.headaches on bright days by means of sun glasses, greatly increases
the efficiency of lookouts. As the object in using such glasses
is to avoid eye strain cheap glasses nay not have the desired
effect, although they achieve the required shielding of the eyos
from strong ultra-viol~t light rays.

6. Flashlights - electric flashlights of a battery type are
often provided for map reading when the observer is sighting
night fires (with the cabin in darkness) •

7. Panoramic Photographs - These are used in several Western
Regions and have been found invaluable in providing a permanent
and accurately orientated view from a lookout site. The pictures
included in the panorama are talcen by a special transit co.r:1era .
which has a levelling head, a full azimuth circle and vernier, an
open sight alidade etc. It is also equipped with a solar attach
ment which enables the operator to obtain a true meridian and
precise orientation from any "set up".

Negatives cover ·an arc of· l26·:degrees - three arcs being
used to form a complete panorama using 3 degrees overlap on each
side of the negatives. All negatives are precisely graduated
in azimuth along their top margins, and their sides are accurately
marked with a level line, with vertical. angle readings, in
degrees, above and below the level line. Once a lookout fur-

. nishes .readings of azimuth and vertical angle for any fire out
break - anyone equipped wilha photographic panorama from the
1001cout site can determine in a fevl seconds the exact location
of the fire,especially by applying a magnifying glass to the
photograph. The use of panoramas greatly assists lookouts to
become readily acquainted 'iiith their seen area, and. is _ parti
cularly useful (With vertical angle readings) in locating fires
detected after dark by their glo\7•
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"One-man outf'it,1I of suppression tools and equipment
"Three day pack" of emergency rations
~~e and shovel for general use
Water bucket, brooms etc. for cleaning purposes
Petrol burning lantern and spare mantles'
Telephone repair equipment inclUding fuses, batteries,
lightning arresters etc.
Various hand tools
A variety of kitchenware and a cooking stove
Bed and bedding, alarm clocle etc. '

•

e,

••c.

(vi) Lookout station personnel. '

The care given to the selection of particularly suitable
lookout sites, and to equipping lookout stations wit~ modern
apparatus, cannot achieve the best results unless lookouts are
selected from the most competent and reliable men available; and
unless these men are thoroughly trained in the duties expected
of them. The main difficulty in obtaining men of suitable dis
position and· qualifications is that the employment off'ered to
these men is purely seasonal, while the summer season is the
most active in other phases of rural employment. It may thus
be necessary to train new men as lookouts for each succeeding
y~ar, the general intelligence of the men available being often
limited.

1. Qualifications sought in lookout men.

As defined by Show and others (164) those qualifications
mostly demanded are:-

A. Inherent - Good Eyesight
, Good health and ability to live at, a high eleva
tion without any dis~omfort.
Ability to live alon~for long periods without
evincing discontent, including'cooking ability,
general standard of cleanliness etc.
Capacity for continuous effort without undue
,stimulus or supervision. '
Ability to describe in plain language those
events occurring, even at times of mental
excitement etc. o

B. Acquired aptitUde or 10l0wledge such as ability to:-
Use all instruments supplied,to the station.
Record notes, observations etc. on the forms
supplied to him.
Correlate maps with visible topography and 0.

knowledge of surrounding terrain etc. Recog
nise forest cover types, and virgin forests,
cut-over areas, brush etc •
Distinguish reportable fires from dust clOUds,
eroded hillsides etc.
Judge the size of any fire, character of fuel
(color and character of smoke), rate of spread
(angle, volume and movement of sooke), no.ture
of fire (crown, surface etc.») whether fire has
ceased spreading etc. ' ,

2. Selection of suitable men -

This can usually be done by systematic elimination along
the following lines:- .

A. Eyesight tests and Physical Examination - Ordinary and
special eye sight tests are applied to all Candidates,
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weeding out those with poor vision when defects cannot be
remedied by fitting glasses. \Yhen the health of any .
individuals is classed as doubtful,it is usually tested
by medical inspection.

B. Examination of the history and previous occupations of
applicants decides whether they are able to live and work
alone without supervision, and '\"Tithout becoming disconten
ted. Ability to cook, mwre notes, or oral descriptions,
is usually ascertained from simple tests.

C; Individuals who survive tests as described are usually
given rUdimentary training as lookouts before being ~ested
by examination to select the necessary number for employment,
and for further intensive trainine in the duties demanded of
them.

3. Duties of lookouts at "nriInary" stations.

Detection duties involve regular hours of duty during day
light hours, and special observations at night when so required
(lightning storms or going fires). The observer must maintain
constant observations ,so that any part of his field of vision
will be seen at least once every 15 minutes, particular ~fforts
being concentrated on zones of high risk. Detectionrequirements
are:-

.A. Reporting neW' fires -'Prompt recognition of smoke, and a
quick report to headquarters, giving azimuth readings, pro
bable distance and location. As the smoke develops further
reports are necessary concerning size of.fire, rate of spread,

. fuels, slope,or other topographical description of .the fire
location, and of the direction it is twring. If anything'
bearing on the cause of fire is .evident, it is also reported
at once, together with advice as to whether the fire is
located in a IIseen" or blind area.

B. - Reporting progress of fires - Continual reports, are furnished
on the development, direction, spread etc. of fire, any vis
ible evidence of the arrival or effect of suppression crews,
notes of any sections of fire under control, or those where
the fire is still developing, 01" causing Uspot II fires, changes
in the direction of wind,or of that taken by the fire etc.

, Intensive' checking after lightning storms,' after a fire has'
been "corralled" etc., to'ensure. that no outbreaks escape
unnoticed in the localities concerned. .
Meteorological measurements to be made each day in accordance
with the equipment supplied, with special recordings of humi
dity, wind direction and velocity etc., while there are fires
in the observer's territory. Visibility tests are made con
stantly each day. '
Keeping a comnlete log of all daily duties, with actual
occurrence' or rires, lightning storms, false alarms etc.
Maintenance of all eguipment in clean and working order,
with necessary repairs at once to interrupted telephone
services. All prescribed caution to be taken in the case
of lightning storms.

G. Provisions and water supplies are carefUlly organised - '
,daily water supplies aro procured during IIs afe" conditions'
in the early morning e.g. Before 8 ac.

H. All visitors to the station are welcomed and asked to sign
the visitors' book, the observer 's duties being explained
and demonstrated, except when the lookout is constantly
occupied during severo hazard conditions.
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J. The lookout maintains the station and himselr in a-clean
and orderly condition.

C. Secondary lookouts.

It has already been noted that primary lookouts are rarely
planned to 'cover their entire rield or vision, and that 30 to
40 per cent or such field must be covered by secondary lookouts
during periods of severe risk, at least on those areas of
greater value7 0r of higher risk. ~le various types of secondary
lookouts used are as shorffi hereunder:-

(i) Detection by lookout-firemen•

In most forest regions in U.S.A. the use'of lookout firemen
is confined solely to supplementary efforts at assisting primary
lookouts, as in areas of high risl{ or hazard not directly vis-
ible from one of a system of such lookout stations. In the
Northern Rocky Mountain and North Pacific Regions; however, the
greater part of detection effort is in the hands of lookout
firemen, following the system prescribed by Hornby (BB) in his
exhaustive stUdy of the fire situation in the rorests of that
Region. Hornby stressed the great value of lookout-fil~emenor
"smokechasers" in rough topography, where they constituted a
much less expensive and much mora elastic systenl of detection.
Their efforts could, for instance, be intensified under condi-
tions of risk)or on hazard areas) approaching the maximum in
severity, where every minute counts, and v/hero 100 men are
little more use·than one man once ~ediate suppression is
neglected. Hornby planned the location of his smoke-chasers so that
several men from adjacent "spotting ll stations v"ould within a fevl
minutes IIjump" simultaneously on each fire that occurred, vlith
reinforcements areountine to twenty men scheduled to arrive within
30'min~tos. It was argued'that this dual purpose staff enabled
useful suppression forces to be kept away from high peaks or
valley bottoms, as vIas the case with men engaged either on
primary lookout duty or on valley' patrols, and greatly facili-
tated the "routing" of a net\'1orl~ of forest roads along mountain
slope~ at various levels. It was admitted by Hornby that much
of the success claimed for his smokechasers was impossible of
achievement without such net\"lork of forest roads. In Region no.
I of the Forest Service (Northern Rocky Mountain) it is stated
(200) that 60 per cent of all fires are handled by lookout-firer.~n,
each of such fires being a potential disaster under the local con
ditions p;r-evailing •. The efficiency of the system was further
demonstrated during the 1939 fire season in Region No. I. During
.the season some 2000 fires occurred in the Regional territory
protected by the U.S. Forest Service,and over 97 per cent of
these' fires were controlled.by one-man units, the size of each
fire being usually less than ten acre~.

In reviewing the possibilities of various types of detection
in California Show and Kotok (16B) admitted that lookout-firemen
gave more detection for a given expenditure, and provided a means
of accurately and quickly locating each fire. They considered
horlever, that the time saved in detection 'ltlaS scarcely offset by
the delay in getting adequate suppression forces to an outbreak.
They also criticised a method which left possibilities of all
detection points being rendered vacant within any sector 'of the
forest, because of the outbreak of one or more fires.

The lookout-fireman method is agreed to be of particular
value in "Chasing" lightning stol~ms in rough topography, especially
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.-
in areas where the method is £ar cheaper than primary lookouts,
owing to the limited risks obtaining there in the abs~nce of
storms. •

The use of a smoke chaser system, as pointed out by Fol
weiler and Brown (51) is based on the assumption that one man
can take successful initial action against any fire which com
mences in his territory. Hornby estimated for instance, that
only 60 smokechasers were required (with adequate roading) £or
a million acres of £orest under m~~~ burning conditions.

(li) Detection by patrols -'

The use of patrols naturally varies tremendously with topo
graphic conditions and with means of' travel available to, or
possible with; such patrols. It is agreed by most foresters that
the use of patrols should be mainly con£ined to limited zones o£
concentrated £ire risk which can be thus kept under continuous
observation. In such cases patrols may be operating either in
zones not visible from primary lookouts,or they may be concentra
ted on· those sections of "seen area" where past and present indi
cations point to an unduly high fire risk. nley may also have
considerable value in combining prevention,detection,and suppres
sion duties along routes or in areas frequented by £orest visi
tors. In the latter case the forest patrolman acts as both
"policeman" and "fireman"; :. Over a large area of forest it is
agreed that an adequate system of patrols would be. more costly,

'and probably less effective, than a co-ordinated system ~f pri
mary and secondary lookouts. Patrols sometimes have a particular
value .in "blind" areas a£ter lightning storms, where £ires nor
mally spread so. slowly that moderate delays in detection may .
not be critical. The value of patrols becomes more ~nhancod as
decreasing visibility lowers the effectiveness of primary look-

.outs. Under such circumstances intensified patrols may act as
roving detection and suppression crews, reaching their highest
efficiency when such patrols are motorised,and are equipped with
two-wny radio equipment •

. (iii) Detection by outsiders

The value of outsiders, or persons not employed by a forest
service, in.reporting £ires,can be considerable during early
efforts at £orest protection. For instance, Show and Kotok (168)
describe the results achieved by various forms of detection, for
the National Forests of Northern California, £rom 1921 to 1930.'
Of 5994 man-caused fires during the periodJ 48 percent were
reported by outsiders, 36 per cent by 10okouts7 and 18 per cent
by other forest e~loyees. Lightning fires showed somewhat
dif£erent trends,and of the 4623 fires reported £rom this cnuse,
28 per cent were detected by outsiders, 55 per cent by lookouts
and 17 per cent by other officers. 'The preponderance.of man
caused fires reported by outsiders, as against the smaller per
centage of lightning fires,is understandable, as outsiders are
often in the best position to report £ires caused ·from lumber
ing operations, campers, s:r.lolt:ers, railways etc. The main assis
tance rendered by outsiders, to the Forest Service, comes from:-

(a)

(b)

(c)

National Forest Permittees - such as logging or grazing per
mittees, road or other' construction camps, viho are obliged
to report and figh~ fires,and thus have an interest in their
suppression.
Ranches in or near National Forest boundaries - Service from
this source is often unreliable, 'as oymers and employees are
usually busy during the si.unJ:ler :r.lonths, and give only inci-
dental attention to'fire detection. . .
Tradesmen - such as stol~ekeepers, garagemen etc. are often
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willing to assist, but are rarely 'in a position to give
systematic attention to the job.
Travelling public - may report a number of fires, but
miss almost as many, especially when travelling fast
along highways. It has been found that occasional, slo~er
moving patrols along a certain length of road,actually
detect more fires than do a large number of motorists.

. Business travellers - such as traffic patrols, mailmen,
comnmrcial travellers who are on f~iliar routes of travel,
are much more efficient detectors .than the general public.
Their co-operation is usually sought, and suitable expres
sions of thanks made for any services rendered.

Despite the number of potential co-operators now travelling
in or living near forests, a large number of fires can, and do,
occur in the absence of detectors. Similarly, the provision of
forest telephones to various centres of co-operation can scarcely
be" carried out on a sufficient scale. Volunteer detection can
thus only become useful as an adjunct to regular methods 'by
forest employees, except in occasional instances when a useful
co-operator may be found to cover a small but vaJ.uable area
shown as "blind ll on the seen area maps of all existing lookout
stations... It is suggested by Show and Kotok that in some
instances, volunteer efforts may act as a useful competitive
spur to the vigilance of the regular lookout system.

(iv) Detection by aeroplanes.

Many claims have been made for the use of aeroplanes as
a means of patrolling forests for detection'purposes but experi
ence with aircraft shows that their use is extremely limited.
In some regions' the assistance of commercial aircraft using
defined routes over forest areas,and transmittins radio, was
sought; but it was found that such aircraft could not give the
definite information and intensivo service hoped'for. It has
also been found that aircraft requisitioned in extreme urgency
from the defence services were'of little use owing to bad

"flying. conditions, and because of the pilot's unfamiliarity with
the terrain. It is admitted that aeroplanes can detect fires
over a tremendous range of territory within a short period,but

,what is required in modern'detection is accurate information con
cerning a restricted area•

The only use claimed for air patrols in modern detection
'is for special investigation of phe results of lightning storms
in areas"remote from patrols or lookout services, o~ from
usual means of communication. They may be also used, on
occasion, when Visibility' is poor, and when lookout services
cannot adequately IIcover I the results of lightning stor:t:"'.B •

The real use of aircraft in modern fire protection i~ in
transportation rather than observation, as will be discussed
later, but in the Californian and Northern Rocky Mountain
Regions, the Forest Service personnel use contract aeroplanes,
in emergency, for:- "

1. Scouting specific areas of less than'200,OOO acres follow
ing electrical storms, the area quoted being the maximum
which aircraft can effectively cover in a single flight.

. 2. Preliminary examination of large fires to determine their
location and suggested suppression moasures, .to locate
the exact limits of a fire which has overcome suppression
efforts, or to confirm othervlise inadequate reports of fire
outbreak.

-I
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3. Patrol duty £or detection during periorno£ low visibility
and high risk.

It is stressed, however, that even the above use o£ air
cra£t £or detection on de£ined areas is o£ limited use, and
needs to be supplemented by ground patrols be£ore the necessary
details can be £urnished. This is true even when observers in
patrolling aircra£t t~ce photographs o£ any £ires seen,and these
photographs are developed in special "darkrooms" in the aero
plane while the machine is still scouting. In the latter case,
two way radio ·conversation with local or Regional £ire control
personnel is used to transmit in£ormation conveyed by photo
graphs £ollowing their development in the plano •

-.
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CHAPTER IX.

TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS.

A. Roads.

(i) The imnortance o~ a planned road system.

In discussing the planningo~ detection systems it has been
mentioned that all modern e~~orts at fire control planning aim
to'get at least a small suppres~ion force to any outbrewr of
~ire in the absolute minimum of time, a certain period lrnown (
as "elapsed time" being ~ixed ~or each forest which denotes the
time to be taken,between the discovery 'of a fire and the arrival
of the first suppression forces. As noted by Gisborne(60) and

, others) it is now standard practice ,in the U.S. Forest Service
to correlate both the proposed routes and standards of ~orest
roads, with the requirements of:-

1. Fire Control planning
I 2~ Utilization and removal of products
3. Recreation needs
4. Administration
5. Assisting development o~ communities within or

near rorest boundaries •

.. Not only does ~ire control planning aim to get an initial
suppression force to any part of the forest within a prescribed
period, but modern objectives in fire suppression aim at com-,
plete control of'any outbreak before 10 a.m. on the ~ollowing
day. The latter policy obviously demands the arrival of large
suppression crews ~om outside the forest (towns etc.) within
a minimum ot time. .

It thus ~ollows that the road system o~ any·~orest under
protection must be suitable ~or the ~ast transport o~ heavy
vehicles) at least to various parts of the ~orest, with parti
cul~ planning necessary ~or those areas o~ exceptionally high
risk.

Initial suppression by lookout-firemen, or by small sup
pression crews held in readiness at key locations, demands a
network o~ minor roads, none o~ which need be "trunk" roadS,
but these minor roads must be based on a system o~ "key" trunlr
roads be~ore their construction is possible. As the, main roads
are required ~or the conveyancc of large reinforcenents from
outside tho forest, they must be designed to bring men from a
certain tovm or locality to the worst areas o~ risk in tho
~orest in the shortes.t possible space of time. Main roads must
thus be of a sU~ficiently high standard to ~acilitate the fast
movement o~ heavy vehicles, especially in those cases where it
is necessary to overcome such handicaps as long distanco ~rom
labour bases.

On the basis o~ these main roads, spur and link roads aro
then designed and constructed ~or the distribution of reinforce
ments to any part of the forest, and.~lso to ,allow rapid move
ment throughout the forest by initial suppression ~orces stationed
at secondary l'ookouts, or at oth~r centres.'

Planning o~ the whole or any part of the road system is
done conjointly with the planning of detection. If adequate
detection can be provided for any forest, at a low cost) so that
all ~ires can be detected promptly, and thus suppressed by one
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or two men, an extensive system o~ main roads is obviously not
necessary ~or fire control purposes. On the other hand,
where topographical or other ~eatures prevent adequate detection.
"cove1"age" o~ any large percentage o~ a ~orest area at reasonable
cost, it is usually necessary to develop an intensive system of
major and minor roads, so as to ensure the speedy arrival of
suppression forces at ~ires which cannot be detected promptly.
General considerations o~ how to give the most e~~ective pro
tection by detection and transportation. planning must of course.
consider other factors, such as f~occurrence in various zones,
the behaviour of fires according to the rate of spread in various
fuel. and cover types" topography etc. ~le latter factors govern
the actual time available for suppression.action once a fire
occurs, and consideration of such factors serves a useful pur
pose in relaxing or intensifying local plans for urgent detec
tion and suppression measures. They do not however affect
the general principle of co-ordinating detection and transpor
tation measures in efforts to maintain or improve the period
allotted to a particular ~orest as "elapsed time". Speed .
of initial attack depends essentially on a ,.close _integration
o~ detection and transportation planning, whereas strength o~
ultimate attack is largely dependent on ~ire behaviour.

As stressed by Hornby (88), planned road systems are parti
cularly important whero a large ~ount o~ detection is handled
by "lookout-firemen". mproved and planned road systems, as
against haphazard road construction and trail trav~lling, enable
a great reduction in the number of lookout-~iremen required.
For instance, Hornby estimated that to adequately ','cover" s
million aC1"OS o~ ~orest, vlllere fevl or no roads existed"
would require 145 sI:lokechasers ~or average·burning conditions,
and more than 200 under maximum conditions of hazard. On simi
lar areas of forest where hishways and other speed roads formed
the basis of a planned network o~ roads,the number of sDoke-

. chasers necessary for the conditions described above would be
only 30 and eo respectively. The close co-ordination of detec
tion and transportation needs is thus essential if initial
attack on fires is, to be developed in the most economical way,
without any decrease in its speed and certainty.

Fire control planning goes further than a deI:land ~or,
or a knowledge of, detailed road systems. It requires definite
information concerning "travel time ll along any particular route
through the forest, based on the standard of various roads, vary
ing gradients, curvature etc. The recording of these travel times
over all roads in the forest postulates that roads must be oain
tained in good order so that these standard "travel times" may'
always be adhered to. .

An adequate and planned road system also 'assists actual
suppression work to a great extent by providing a network o~
ready-I:lade and trafficable fire lines,and by assisting in the
transport of still further reinforceI:lents, food supplies,
equipment etc.', and may also greatly assist in the use of
water on a particular ~ire. ~nese latter considerations become
increasingly important in the case of a fire on which it is
necessary to have large numbers ~f men working and camping.

Efforts to extend road construction to conforI:l with the
avowed policy of improving all practical efforts at ~ire control'
planning have been greatly assisted by the activities of the
C.C.C. During a period of slightly more than six years, ending
30/e/39,the C.C.C. had constructed ~or the U.S. Forest Service
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some 77,000 miles of highways and truck roads, some 7600 miles
of foot trails) and some 6500 miles of animal trails. In addi
tion,approximately 30,500 vehicular bridges and 6000 trail
bridges were constructed during the same period. This large
construction progrrunme'naturally aroused the fears and cri
ticisIlllJ of conservation-rn.inded ,'persons, and of some f'oresters'.
r~arshall (128) expressed the opinion that provision of' t~uck
trails had no great influence on the problem of getting men' -' ___
to f'ires during times of' severe hazard, particularly when
single-track types of' trail were relied upon. He also asser
ted that the trails allowed a great increase in the number of'·
careless visitors to the f'orest, and that rislt conditions were
accentuated owin8 to the drying out of £'uels along the sides
of'trails. It is pointed out by'Folweiler and Brown (51) that
the, provision of' truck trails has increased the risk of f':tre
occurrence in the North Western regions, owing to the number of'
persons 'who seek to enter f'orest areas at the height of' su.mmer
to gather blueberries, or f'or other reasons. In answer to the
above' observations; other foresters point out that the forests
are, and should be, available'f'or use by the.public at all'
ordinary times - the movements of' visitors .'along trails, or

- an~1here in the f'orest, being. easily controlled in times of
severe f'ire hazard by applying the permit system of entry to
forests, or even by total prohibition of' entry. In an adequate
def'ence of' the policy of building truck and other trails in
the Pacif'ic North West Region, Buck (24) pointed out that
the Forest Service had designed about 21,000 miles of'truck
roads for that Region (of which only 75 per cent had so far
been completed.) He pointed out that many of these truck
trails were the only means by which suppression f'orces could
be twten to nUmerous lightning fires,.and while hazards f'rom
human travel may have been increased, such hazards. were con
centrated along defined routes which could be adequately safe
guarded. l.i:eeting: the argument that roads increased human' .
travel and decreased the animal arid game population, Buck
pointed out that if' roads and trails could preserve f'orests
£'rom large fires, game animals would thereby be preserved.

·He stunI:1aris.ed the whole situation with the phrase - "Shall
we have protected forests' with roads, or unprotected forests
without roads?"

(ii) Types of' road in use •

Some National forests" and· other i'orests of 'varying ovmer
ship, are fortunate. in being served by either Federal or State
hi8hways, but the great bulk of roads constructed on i'orest
are.as are what is known as "Truck Trails ", to avoid any con-
fusion with pUblic roads.. , "..

The U.S. Forest Service policy in respect of Forest .Truck
Trails is,expressed (189) as rollows:-

Transportation plans are designed to cover the needs of':-

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fire Detection and Suppression, as determined by
"elapsed time"
Forest administration, development and utilisation
in all phases .
Public use of' the Forests, and f'or public travel
within or across the Forests
Development and utilisation' of' resources on which
communities in or near the Forests depend.
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, Construction of roads aims at a standard that will ensure
adequate service for future as' well as present needs, with the
object of eliminat:lng heavy expenditure on "road improvement".
It also a~~ nt'reducing construction difficulties, so that
maintenance 'costs will be kept to a min~. The main factors
consid~red in designing routes and standards of truck-trails
are their alignment, grade, 'width, surface, bridges ..etc. If
fire protection is the paramount consideration,the location
and standards adopted are based on a system which, for the
least annual cost per unit of area, will allow all designated

,areas to be reached in a prescribed period.

Truck-trails are classified as follo\'1s:-

.' (a) LoVI Service - constructed to allow average road speeds of
15 M.P.H. or'less.

(b) Medium II " " allow average road speeds of
16-25 U.P.H.

(c) High " " " allow average road'speeds of
more than 25 M.P.H.

,.

(a) "Low Service" Truck Trails - are constructed prmarily for
protection purposes (e.g. to lookout stations) where public
travel is negligible, and where slow speeds meet 'all needs.
These 'trails often depart from standard road engineering

,practice in having many changes in grade (instead of a sus
,tained grade), and having short lengths of ~aximum grades where
same will avoid costly construction, and will not affect the
prospective use of the road. Low, Service Truck trails are
,single 'track in width (10-12 feet wide if unsurfaced,or 13 to
15 wide if surfaced, the width depending on the cross section
of the road). '

Good alignment of these routes is rarely attempted ,while
excessive IIcut and fill" is also avoided. Curves have a mini
mum radius of 40 feet, although 25 feet may be permitted on
occasions where vehicles no larger than 30 cwt. trucks will
be used.

Grades do not ordinarily exceed 15 per cent fo~ eleva
tion~ up to 3000 feet, 13 per, cent from 3000-6000 feet, 'and,
11 per cent beyond 6000 feet elevation. Variation with ele
vation is considered necessary, as motors are estimated "to lose

. ' 3·5 per cent of their power for every 1000 feet~UJo in eleva
tion. Vfuere protection is the ~ain purpose of low service
routes - the grades quoted above may be increased by 5 per
cent for\distances not exceeding 500 feet, and tho use of these
ttp~tch grades II is separated by distances of at least 500 feet
of ordinary max~ grades.

, '

Maintenance of such routes is considered necessary only,
once a year (during the spring)

...- ;,,:. ; .. --.. '
; .. ..
,..." - ...............
~ ... ....

(b) "Medium Service" Truck Trails
25 miles per hour •

for speed of from 16 to

The main purposes of such construction are:-

1. Assisting fire prote'ction where distance of travel,
heavy loads) and, high fire risk)require a moderately
fast transportation of men and equipment.

. 2. Facilitating administration by connecting head
quartel"s 'lii1th ranger stations or other key locations,
or providing limes in the main transportation' system
of the forest

3. For ?auling moderate quantities of timber or other
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products, livestock etc.
4. To serve local community or industrial interests,

recreation areaS etc.

Medium Service routes are,usually single track (10-12
or '13-15 feet wide) but ~ay include lengths of double track
(17 to 19 feet wide) - heavy side cutting and filling are
avoided as ~uch as possible, while alignnent bears a strict
relation to construction costs. Curves have a radius of not
less than 50 feet. For protection purposes only, grades of
medium service routes may be increased by 5 'per cent, and for
general public travel by 2 per cent, on the smoe conditions
outlined above for low service routes (distances less than 500
feet ei;;c.) The r.1oximum Grades to be used ordinarily are: - .
11 percent to 3000 ft. elevation, 10 per cent for ,3000-6000
feet elevation,and 9 per cent above 6000 feet.

Ilmintenance of these routes is planned-at least twice a
year, in the spring to place the ro~te in trafficable condition,
and in the autumn to ensure that proper drainage is, operating
before winter precipitation commences. .

(c) Hiah Service Truck Trails - for ~peeds of ~ore than 25
miles per hour.

I These nre designed for:-

1. Routes of the highest ir.1portance in the protection
system, particularly from the viewpoint of speed of
travel.

2. General tourist travel or traffic of ~ther kinds
through a forest area. ' .

3. The,backbone or main.arteries of the entire road
and trail system for the Forest •

•

~.

•

~is typo of trail is largely (if not entirely) double track
in width - 17 to 19 feet wide if unsurfaced, and 20 to 22 feet
wide if surfaced (Width depending on type of cross-section).
Tney nl'Q .usually constructed to give the best possible aligrunent,
without incurring particularly heavy'construction costs, so as
to improve road speeds. Any necessary curves are "eased" 'as
much as possible, in order that road speeds may be maintained,
and the minimum curvature permitted on bends is a radius of 80
feet. Ij~~tmum grades permitted are 8 per cent up to 3000 feet
elevation, 7 per cent from 3000 to 6000 feet, and 6 per cent
above 6000 feet elevation. \Vhere high service routes are used
primarily for public travel, the above grades may be increased
over a m~~imum distance of 500 feet, and at intervals o~ not
less than 500 feet, by 2 per cent, provided no ,such increase.is

.made on a curve of less than 100 feet radius.
, ,

Routes constructed to these specifications a~e intended to be
constantly maintained in good condition.

B. Trails.

Despite the fact that many roads (Truck-trails) have been
constructed in areas VUlere foot or horse trails onco provided
the sole means of transport, trail construction is still highly
~portant, particularly in mountain areas where road construction
is difficult from the engineering and econo~ic standpoint. As
an example, Buck (24) points out that in the Pac ific NOl,th-\1est
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Region,trannportution planning for the Region included the
construction of only 20,825 milen of truck trails as against
35,284 miles of othel'" trails. He points out also, .that almost
85 per cent of tlIDse latter trails had been constructed lead
ing up slopes fronl main valleys, or following strategic
ridges, in rugged and mountainous areas. .

Trails have their place in transportation planning, at
least as a subsidiary to road systems. In e::tremely rough
topography, or on areas where the fh'e hazard is rarely
serious. and values at stake not great, they may even consti
tute the main means of access. As explained in the U.S.
Forest Service Trail I:!anual (188) trail gl"ades are coni'ined
to 15 per cent or less, except for short.·distances. Trails
to be used by pack-ho~ses. to any extent are less steep than
foot trails, and solid "treads II up to 24 inches' 'wide must
also be provide~. Various types -of trail in usc are:-

1. Way Trails - built primar~ly for foot travel, but can be
negotiated if necessary by a loaded pack-animal.

2. Secondary Trails - built to a better standard than way
trails, primal"ily for use by pack-animals 'and saddle
horses.

3. Primary Trails - are frequently used by pack and saddle
anionls and may not necessarily be used solely for fire
protection purposes.

Recreational use of forest areaS has greatly increased
t~le demand for, and use of, all types of trail. IJany people
prefer trail travel'to touring on highways, at least for holi
day or novelty purposes. It lnus·t be streased, however, that
therr.ajority of trails on National Forest .Ureas are constructed
solely, or primarily, as a means of providing access for fire

. protection purposes to inaccesaibleareas. Both construction
and maintenance of trails has becn greatly improved in stand
ards, and as-regards costs, by ~he recent use of miniature
"angle dozer lt types of tractor. Such tractors are also use~ .
ful along these trails during suppression action, .especioJ.ly
if drawing a small two-wheeled trailer with rear castor-wheel
carrying supplies, tools., \"lllter etc.

On State and other public forests - the use of trails. is
largely coincident vlith recreation, particularly in the I'forth
Eastern Region where a high concentration of population demands
the maximum in recreation from forest areas. The most famous
of Illany trails in the North-Eastern region is the Appalachian
Trail. As described by. Avery (9A), the' Appalachian Trail
extends from Katahdin in Central Mo.inta distance of some 2050
miles Southwards through l!ational and state Forests, state
Parks, Private property etc'., to !'.'It. Oglethorpe in Central
Georgia, traversing fourteen States on route. Another famous
trail (used mainly for recreation) is the "Pacific Crest Trail"
in Western U.S.A. As mentioned by Foote (51A) this trail extends
some 2300 miles fronl the Canadian to the Mexican borders along
the· crests of the Cascade, Sierra, Nevada and Desert Mountains.
All except 175 miles ,of this distance. is vlithin the boundaries
of' t~venty National FOl"'ests and five National Parks.

C. Railroads.,

It can be generally stated. that railroads are used f'or
transportation mainly' in ~he North Western Region, 1n areas
inaccessible 'to other main routes of transportation,and where
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the size or the timber logged demands the heaviest means or
transport.

Agreements between Federal and State Foresters and rail
road companies provide for:-

Similar provision is made, on a much more limited scale,
for distribution of suppression crews along the routes twten
by logging railroads in otherwise inaccessible areas in the,
North West. The compulsory and voluntary precautions t.nken
by lumberoen in the operation of logging railroads, and~log
ging operations generall~have, however" greatly reduced the
necessary for using this means or transport.

Railroads are freely used for the Regional distribution
of large stoc~s of fire equipment kept at central warehouses
for use,on any occasion,on any forest requiring same. The
two oain warehouses in Region No. I (Missouri and Spokane) for
instance, carry complete stocks of equipment, tools, food and.
c~ping supplies etc. for 12000 men, in 25 man and 50 man
units, ready for instant shipoent.· In addition, large stocks
of one man and 15 man outfits, assembled plow and pump units,
telephone and radio kits etc. are kept at these warehouses for
immediate despatch by railroad (and by motor trucks and aircraft).

•

,(a)

(b) ..

(c)

The use of detection patrols for following rail traffic
during severe conditions.
The use of "speeders" by rorest officers investigating
rires along_railroads rights of way, or rires which are
approaching such rights of way. .
Emergency tr'ansportation or suppression crews to any
position along railroad tracks, i~cluding the provision
or special tarut cars of water, portable and other types
of pumping equipment etc.

.'
•

D. Firebreaks.

Firebreclcs are not strictly a means of transportation,
in that they are not constructed primarily to provide it, as
is the case with roads or trails. Firebrernts are constructed
primarily to impede the progress of fires in locations where
natural barriers are not available for the purpose, and where
access by roads or trails is insufficient for actual suppression
of rires. Despite the large programme or road and trail con
struction being undertillten, the use of firebrewts is increasing
greatly, particularly in the Southern, L~tes States and Cali
fornian regions.

As at 30/6/39 C.C;C. employees had constructed some 54,000
miles of firebreaks for the U.S. Forest Service as against
77,000 miles of ~oads and 14,000 miles of trails.

ExclUding natural firebrewts such as extensivo bodies of
water, bare rocky ridges, strips of hardwood rorest etc., and
what can be described as secondary fir,ebreaks (roads, trails,
cleared strips along property boundaries or for power lines,
telephones etc), firebrew{s can be classified according to the
~onstruction' and maintenance methods adopted. viz:-

1. Cultivated firebrewcs - in which cleared strips are cleaned
of vegetation mainly by annual or period ploughing. Old types
of agricultural ploughs have been replaced in most instances by
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heavy tractor-drawn disc typos of special 'design, which ,plough .
strips 8 to 12 feet wide for an initial cost as low as ~1·50
per mi1e,with maintenance costs fromtO·75 per mile. These
types of breaks are largely used in the Southern and Lake
States, for protecting units of variable size. Their use will
probably be extended in these regions as equipment design for
their economical' maintenance (and construction) is further
improved.. 'In New England States, vlide cultivated strips. (to
50 feet in Width) are used to some extent along railroad rights
of way, with narrower strips cultivated along property boundaries,
particularly where coniferous planting or regrowth is situated.

. '

. The use of graders for '''scraping'' of firebreaks in pre
.ference to maintenance by ploughing has not increased as much
as ,would have-been thougbtpracticable.

2. Burned firebreaks - this system ~t first replaced the old
method of protecting trees in the turpentining areas of the
South, by means of which' individual trees were raked'around
prior to light burning of' the forest. Narrow strips ·viere
ploughed on each side of a break of variable width (3 to
100 feet) and the intervening space 'was burned, whenever
possible, during "safe" conditions ~ Orling to difficulties
experienced in obtaining sufficient suitable time for burning,
and' in the ,escape of fires from burning operations, this form
of firebreak maintenance has been largely superseded in the
South by increasing the width of ploughed strips (in sone
instances to the entire break width) despite the costs of
such ploughing.

Elsewhere in U.S.A., burned brecl:s are usodto a limited
extent (e.g. State of Now Jersey) for strips up to 100 feet
wide along road edges, ownership boundaries etc., in forest

. areas. After brush is cut,tre.esllropruned etc. on the strips
to be burned. . -

3. Shaded Firebreclm - Tho influence of dense forest canopy on
the moisture content of ground and other'fUels is well knovm, .

. and fire fighters often find that suppression efforts are much
simpler in dense stands where there is no accunulation of dry
fuels. "Most of the firebrewrs under construction, or recently
constructed in U.S.A., attempt to preserve as much living tree
cover as possib1e)removing on1y.dead trees or ground fuels,
brush, undergrowth etc., and th~nning out dense reproduction,
without creating conditions for an increase in the growth of
annuals etc. Shaded breclrs along which hardwood, species occur,
either in pure or mixed stands, are the most successful, but
their use is by no means confined to hardwoods. Strips up
to 8 feet wide.may be scraped to the mineral soil along shaded
breaks, in order to improve either access or the effectiveness
of the break. '

, Apart from their increased use on National Forests,
brecl:s of this type have been successfully used along State
Forest boundaries (e.g. Connecticut) or roadsides (New Jersey).

4. Grassed firebrecl:s - these ar~ modifications of ploughed'
breaks, grasses 01' special types' that remain green during the ,
summer are SO\1n on firebreaks, in order to reduce maintenance
(ploughing) costs, or are encouraged to spread on breaks by the
judicious clearing of tree cover. "Carpet grass II is used on
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moister sites (e.g. in. Southern states) and "Centipede grass"
under drier conditions. The success of grassed firebrew{s is
essentially dependent on the amount of grazing Which can be
maintained along the breaks, so that the grass is always kept
cropped. Although they have been experimented with in South
Eastern areas, they may not be successful there owing to the
nubber of fires occurring in February (and other· winter months),
when thegrrisses mentioned are in a dry and inflammable state.

5. Motorwats - this type of brewe, in which two ploughed, or
graded, s.tr~ps up to 8 feet wide are separated by a truck trail
~2 feet in width,is used mainly in the Lake States region for
protecting areas of valuable regrowth or of plantations. It

. serves the useful dual purpose of acc~ss and protection.

6. Hand cleared-breillcs - while mostfirebrew:s are actually
clem~cd, in the first instance, by hand, there'are certain
sections of brewcs which must be maintained by hand owing to
their being remote or inaccessible to mechanical maintenance.
The maintenance 'lilOrIc done by hand IDRy,even include baring a
strip of mineral soil. This type of: firebreak in avoided wher
ever possible, but is still to be found along ridges etc. in
mountainous areas, notably along the steep and inac~essible
ridges in the "Chaparral ll covered mountains of Southern Cali
fornia. In the latter locality'effective mld economical main-

. tenance of the brealm is a serious problem. .

It is difficult to classify any appreciable length of
firebrea1c under anyone of the above headings, as it will be
usually found that a single brea1c combines twq or more of the
features mentioned. Breaks may be constructed either with'
or without overhead shadine, and they may have a ploughed or
cultivated strip, and also be burned at intervals. A certain
brewe may also include a trafficable truck trail, at least for
part of its length, and a foot trail along other sections. .

Generally~ 'spewcing, firebreaks are most effective When
following contour lines, particularly so if such contolw lines
mark the division bet\"leen cover (fuel) types, as in the Case of
grass or brush types on the lower slopes of mountains. Their
actual location; however, includes consideration of such local
factors .as the amount of slope, exposure to'wind, aspect, ground
cover types, slash. Their planning follows· that already mentioned
for detection and road systems, viz. the best balance between
risk, hazard·, and economics •. Construction is not noy,r undertaken
unless maintenance can also be handled in adequat~ fashion. The
intensity of a firebreok system naturally depends to a large
extent on risl::s and/or hazards prevailing. On plantation areas,
or in turpentine regions in the South, a unit of 40 .acres or
less may be isolated by firebreillcs, but the area of such pro
tection units is usually much larger, and may be even more
than 640 aCl~es.

Recent efforts have been made' to further reduce the cost
.of firebrewc maintenance by spreadine toxic chemicals along
strips where deep rooted perennials and heavier growth have
been removed in construction operations. Bruce (23) found
that powered arsenic trioxide (AS2 03), spread at the rate
of 16 lbs per acre of cleared strip, was effectivQ for several
years in preventing growth of herbaceous vegetation, especially
on absorbent sandy soils. An equal application of sodium
chlorate (in dry or dissolved form) was equally effective
against deeper rooted perennials. The use of these chemicals
would greatly reduce existing maintenance costs, especially
tho~e of hand maintenance, if their effectiveness could be
extended up to 10 years, but this has yet to be proven. It

,
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is £Urther stated by Bruce that the white arsenic ~ouder abovo
mentioned has little, if any, taste or odor and is thus not
fatal to stocle, as is sodium arsenite. Crude petroleum oils
of a low volatile nature have also been round efficient and
inexpensive in preventing the development of herbaceous growth.

The Ponderosa Way -

~.

~•.
No reference to firebreak construction in U.S.A. would be

complete without mention of the Ponderosa Way - which extends
a distance of some 650 miles along the TIestern slope of
the Sierra Nevada Range in Western U.S.A. This breille was con-

'structed in an effort to control the spread of fires from ·the
grass and chaparral types of the valleys and lower slopes into
the Pinus ponderosa forests at higher elevations.' The grass
and chaparral areas are responsible for many f1brushburningfl
and other fires, and s~h outbreaks were most.dangerous in_
sweeping uphill at a fast rate of spread. By constructing
this enormous firebreak,such fires could be stopped automati
cally or by back-firing, together with other action taken by
suppression crews. As far as'possible the. break has been con
structed under forest canopy as a f1 shaded break". Its width
varies from 200 feet along contours to 150 feet on rounded
ridges,and 50 feet on sharI> ridges. Loca.tion of the break was
designed to make fullest possible use of existing roads,or of
other possible road or truck trail routes. As a resultJapproxi
mately 25 per cent of the entire length is traversed by good
roads, while truck trails follow the .remaining distance except
where they are deviated by impossible grades. The break is
kept··as close as possible to the lower edge of the forest type,

. and all ground fuels are removed from the 'above-mentioned
widths, to give the greatest possible assistance to firo-fighters. I
As far. as is possible with varying gradients, the roads and truck
trails follow the centre of the cleared strip.

E. Air Services.

•••
It is becoming increasingly evident that aeroplanes con

stitute a valuable means of transporting officers~ men,and
supplies to fires which occur in mountainous or inaccessible
areas. In many cases the use of aircraft for such purposes
is more efficient and economical than other menns of transpor.t.
Considerable attention is therefore being given to the construc
tion of regular and emergency landing grounds within National
Forests. So:rr.e 70 landing fields are already available at the
Supervisor's headquarters,or elsewhere1 0n-the principal "fire
.forests" in Wostern Regions, while lookout stations and other
aids ~o.aerial navigation are' being specially marlced for the
purpose. Supplies of magnesium flares, .and special types of
.shields for reflecting such flares on t~ landing grounds, are
even available for emergency night landings. The use of air
craft has been confined almost entir~ly to Western Regions,
having been evolved there largely owing to difficulties in
other forms of transport, but if aeroplanes can be used in the
extremely difficult summer flying conditions of mountainous
regions, they should eventually find a place in the rap:1d trans-

. port of men and equipment in the'extensive forests of the South.
The main uses to which aircraft transportation is now put are
as follows:- .

1. Transporting ~toverhead" staff from Regional headquarters,

j
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or £rom other areas o£ low £ire hazard, to the outbre~cs
o£ large £ires 7 in order to assist or relieve the local
staff. .

2. Transport of tools supplies, equipment and/or £irefighters
to inaccessib~e areas, having regULar o~ emergency landing
grounds, during severe fires. '

3. Transport of tools, food supplies and equipment, to the
vicinity of large fires in inaccessible country for drop
ping by parachutes of various patterns. '

In describing the results obtained on Idaho 'National' Forest
in using "loose packs ll for dropping supplies of tools, equipment
and rations, Shank (157) expressed the opinion that the method
was not only feasible "under practically all conditions f1, but
for at least 50 per cent of the forest was the cheapest ,means
of transport. Uernstedt and Mays (219) havo described the
success achieved in dropping supplies from planes by using
hessian parachutes, even such items as eggs, batteries, and com
plete radio sets being landed. safely from heights up to 1000
feet. They also describe the transport of food and equipment
to two actual fires in the Pacific North West region, when
1800 ,pounds of material was dropped at each fire instead of by
tedious animal and ffback" packs, that would require at least
10-12 hours in transit •. The most notable use of aircraft
mentioned was at the Sununit fire on Wallowa' National Forest in
August, 1937, when no less than 120,000 lbs of supplies were 
t~ceri to the 400 men and 50 pack horses used on the fire, in
141 flights made over an airline distance of 28 miles. Every
conceivable type o£ equipment and food supplies was included
in. the "dropped II materials, inclUding such items as eggs,
fresh fruits, vegetables, ·telephones, headlights, petrol and
kerosene lanterns, radios, ..lmapsack pumps, £irst aid Idts,
5 gallon cans' o£ petrol, small stoves etc. Bales of hay were
dropped in sacks without parachutes. Losses, e~perienced .
amounted to only 6 per cent, which figure would probably have
been exceeded if packing by animals" or on £oot, had been
resorted to. The weight of bundles dropped with each 7' x 7'
parachute varied £rom 20 lbs. in the case of the most breakable
articles (eggs, radios, etc.) to 70 lbs. for dry foods, meat.
etc.

The use made of aeroplanes to date has not justified the
general purchase of machines by the Forest ServiceJbut arrange
ments are made £or the contract hiring of suitable machines £rom
private operators in "keyll towns.adjacent to forests. For,
example in Region I (Northern Rocky Mountains) arrangements are
made to hire various types of aircraft, when considered
necessary, from a number of operators at the follOWing rates o£
hire:-

• 12 Passenger or 4000 lbs of freight - /!3 0 per hour
10 II 11 3000 Ibs of £reight _ ~50 " ",
10 II 11 2000 Ibs of freight - $34.50 per hour or to.55-

per mile '
6 " " 1000 Ibs o£ freight - $25·00 to $32.80 per hour

- (type commonly used)
5 II " 900 lbs of freight - j{20·00 per hour '
2 " II 500 Ibs of freisht _ $20.00 fI "

During the 1938 fire'season)it was estimated (78) that
some 112 tons of supplies and equipment were dropped by para
chute from planes hired by the' Forest Service)apart from other
supplies etc; delivered to landing fields. '
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(Photo by U.S. Forest Service - 'ire Equin
l.1ent handbook.)
Portable po\Jer DUll er, in s ecial )arachute
~Qck, ready ior aer_ul dellvery .

,orest SerVlce).

Parach te I'cel of' eql i len read"' for ( 1'0 )pinp; t
lorc-.ct fOre Call) - Idaho Hational ·'orest - IdaLo.
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The dropping of supplies by parachute is now far beyond the
exper~ental stages)and is becoming standm'd practice in Western
Regions.' For instance, durinG the 1939 fire season, some 100
tons of supplies were dropped fron contract planes in Region No.
5 (California), while some 125 tono were dropped in Region No.
1 Northern Rocky Mountains). Most of these supplies were dropped
at "fire Ca.I;1pS l~ but efforto are now being nade to deliver vvater and
equipment direct to men Y/orldng on fires.

In a Californian review (205) of U.S. Forest ,Service
practice in the aerial delivery of supplies,attention is drawn
to the various nethods of delivery used,such as the "Tight Pack"
of the North Pacific Region. In California,a modifi~ation of
the latter method is used, and close attention is being paid
to increasine the efficiency of aerial deliveries. For instance,
special packaging of most goods for dropping was discontinued,
only special items requiring individual treatment and protection•

. The material used 'in parachutes in California is 10 or 12
ounce hessian (burlap) to which is attached at the corners (with
a square lanot and half hitch) a braided linen shroud 'line eleven
feet long. The method.of folding is important, not so much to
ensure opening, but because there is a definite relationship
between the method 01' folding a parachute and the speed "lith which
it ,"till open. For cargo dropping a quick opening is desired;so
as to reduce the shocle on the parachute and also on the lashing
ropes of the load, and also to alloTIdropping at 1'airly low
elevations Vii thout mishap. As the shock load developed when a para
chute opens is appro::::.lmately six tir.J.es t.he \'/eight of the load -
a quick opening 'also helps to reduce the shock load.

4~ter extensive tests 01' the size and grade of hessian sheets 
12 oz. material,9 £eet square,has been adopted as stand~d in
California, this s~eet being capable of lowering a load 01' 120l~s.
at a dropping rate~not more than 40 1'eet per second. In dropping
supplies, aircraft 1'ly at elevations 01' less than 1000 1'eet
above ground to secure a reasonable degree of accuracy. Costs 01'
dropping supplies,in California 1'orests,from aircraft are esti
mated to be sL~ ·cents per pound. This figure is twice that of
pack delivery by horses, mules, or burros, combined vlith truck
haulage, but no true comparison exists owing to the accelerated
delivery of supplies by aircraft.

Oldel' types 01' 'aircl'aft, \"/hich have 10'"1 landing_and stalling
speeds, are greatly pre1'erred,owing to the small size of landing
fields in and around.forest areas.

In Region Nos. 1 and 4 adr.J.inistrators favour the use of
reject lU'my and Navy parachutes, constructed of best quality
silk, for the dropping of supplies. They use the argument
that the use of these parachutes cheapens delivery as loads of
180 Ibs. can be dropped without dif1'iculty and d~~ge - thus
reducing the cost of the total load dropped during a sinGle
flight.

Experimental effort is now directed towards the-dropping of
trained parachutists close to small 1'ires in rough topography.
As prescribed by U.S. Aviation Authorities for premeditated
jumps, theso men carry twin parachutes while their equipment also
includes fire proo1' suits, 1'ire fighting tools, three days'
rations, ropes 1'or usc in case 01' tree-top landings etc. Now
that the idea. is passing quickly out 01' the experimental stage
it opens up new possibilities 1'or the early control of lightning
or other fires which occur in, extremely inaccessible country.
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CHAPTER X.

C 0 II II U N I CAT ION S.

The planning of systems of conmlunication is just as
important as those planned for detection and transportation,
and has been attempted on much the same l10es l viz.) a study of
areas served by existing and proposed communication systems.
In some cases this planning has meant the reconstruction of
entire telephonic systernEwithin forests l in order that com
plete communication services would be provided without undue
overloading of telephonic channels.

As all telegraph and telephone services in U.S.A. are
controlled by private companies, the services operating in
many areas of forest have remained undeveloped l except where
the Federal or state Forest 'Services have either provided their
ovm systoms l or have extended the use of those available from
outside centres. Because,of~F c9mparatively simple opera
tion, and because of t.bcir proved service, telephone systems still
remain the principal means of coomunication in forest areas l

although the development of the more elastic and mobile radio
equipment is becoming increasingly important and interesting to
foresters. '

For the present l radio is definitely acting as a supple
mentary service to telephones, but the use of both systems is
being integrated, just as much as the whole system of co~~i
cations is integrated into protection planning. Various details
concerning eac~ of them, must, however, be considered separately.

A. Telephone System.

Until comparatively recent times, almost the entire tele
phone, system of the U.S. Forest Service comprised "grounded"
lines (single circuit), extending ove~ somo thousands of miles.
Planning of additional systems (Which often meant the re
planning of an entire forest system) and the construction. on
other forests of entirely new systems, has recently seen a
great increase in the number of "metallic circuits" in usc.
The increase in the use'of telephones can best be gauged when
one considers that approximately 60,'000 mil~s of telephone
system were constructed on National Forests by C.C.C. enrollees
between 1933 and 1939.

(i) Grounded lines. - the limitations of grounded lines are freely
admitted in the U.S. Forest Service Telephone Handboolc '(196).
On lines not exceeding 50 miles in length a total of 10 to 20'
stand82'd instruments, extension bells l repeating coils etc. is
all that can be safely carried after allOWing for the use'of a
fe"ll portable or temporary sots over the circuit during the, fire
season.

On lines exceeding 50 miles, from 8 to 12 instruments is
the limit, depending on the extra length of line beyond 50
miles. A "grounded line" on poles might carry a few more
instruments owing to reduced leakage. Temporary instruments
not in service are temporarily disconnected to improvo the
remaining 'service. The length of serviceable grounded lines.
may extend from 40 to 50 miles in dense forests, or over high
ridges,up to 75 miles in more open country of undulating charac
ter.
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Except for greater interference fron any other ground line;
power,or telegraph lines etc., clo~e to a grounded circuit,it
should be possible to talk and ring as far on such circuit as on
a metallic circuit. Three to four inch staples are most· used
for attaching lines to trees, hooks, pins,and wire rings being
also used to some· extent.

The "hangersJl or wires by which the split reel insulators
used· are connected to the tree staples, vary in strength accor
ding to local conditions. They are made weclcer where windfall
is a serious trouble, and are strongest in locations where lines
have to withstand strong winds or heavy snowfall. Even the
strongest "hangers" are,· h0l1ever, designed to give way before
the line could be broken. Construction.and location of grounded
lines includes the followingconsidel'ations:-

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
(e)

They must be protected, as far as possible, from high
winds, falling timber, deep snow, land or snow slides,
other ground lines,or electric power lines.
They should be in plain view of minor roads and trails,
unless very material savings can be effected in leaving
curving roads to construct straight lengths of tele-

.phone l~ne. .
Wire should be. located so that it will not fallon to
a road (exceptions are made in the case of foot trails)
Lines should avoid crossing railways and main highways.
The use of poles to be avoided where possible.

\

Spans used for ground lines on trees range from 135-150
feet in fairly open country,or 100-125 feet in timber, hangers
being attached to insulators at heights of from 15 to 18 feet
so that the average minimum clearance of the line will be 12
feet. It may be necessary to double the abovo heights above
ground for telephone lines which traverse areas SUbject to
very deep snow. .

'If portable telephones are used they are disconnected,as
soon as possible at'ter ringing off;owing to their "grounding"
effect.

For use on fire protection,grounded lines have the advantage
over metallic circuits in being cheaper to construct (almost
no clearing or pole erection costs) and much more reliable
(they can be 10locked to the ground without serious injury and
still give service).

(ii) Metallic circuits.

These circuits are being increasingly used on those
parts of the U.S. Forest Service telephone system which carry
the heaviest loads, in order that ground line networks need not
be restricted. A full network of grounded lines has its limi
tations as described above, especially when more than 50 miles
of such lines are in use on on~ circuit. The provision of
additional primary lookouts has had the effect of overloading
many grounded line circuits, as it is rilmost universal policy
that primary lookouts oe connected to· forest headquarters by
telephone. As a result,there has been increasing use of metallic
circuits in the following forms, for at least a proportion of
Forest Service networks:-

(a) Use of commercial Telephone Companies I poles.

I
• I

I

I
• I
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(b) Installation o£ double Metallic Circuits.
(c) fI fI triple rt ".

(d) ~ '! "Phantom" circuits - 'e.g. Vlhere,two'
metallic circuits that aro well balanced (each wire
o£ same material, size and resistance etc.) are on
the same poles, the use of two repeating coils allows
provision of a third circuit without any additional
wires being necessary.

As described by'Brown and Funke (2l),other improvements
now being ef£ected in Forest Service telephone systems include
the £ollowing:-

1. Elimination of tho, static interference COmD10n to overcrowded
groUllded lines, or to lines being ~xtended, by greater use
of. transposed metallic circuits or~the remova+ of grounded
lines £rom sources of inter£erence.

2. "Re-routing" of a certain percentage of grounded lines away
'from roads having high aesthetic values,or to reduce wire
r.rl.leaee appreciably. The original idea of having lines
within view of roads or trails to facilitate their inspec
tion and maintenance, no longer holds good in the ~ases.ot
most forest roads.' :

3. Effecting good connections to co-operators, volunteer
detectors etc., many of whom were in danger 'of being crowded
off tho circuits after years of service.

4. Better types of switchboard and general consolidation of
01'fice telephonp systems at Forest headquarters, in order
to roduce "loads fl. '

5. Greater use 'of Commercial Companies I 'circuits ,Where linking
. with these circuits will reduce the length of Forest Service
circuits and provide more efficient general working.

6. Adequate provision to be made for:-
(a) Present and1uture requirements within any individual

forest . ,"' "
(b) Good servfce botvlOen' adjoining forests) or between any

single forest and circuits installed by State 'forestry
organisations, co-operative agencies etc. .

In the construction of both grounded and metallic lines,
12 gauge;copper covered steel wire is now generally preferred
to the 9 gauge galvanised iron wire £ormerly used exclusively,
Although the breaking strain of both vlires is approximately
the same - the, copper covered wire has a weight of only 96
Ibs. per mile as against 314 lbs per mile for the galvansied
,wire.

·For long spans etc.) other gauges of copper covered steel
wire are used as follows:-

(a) 10ga~e - £or spans between 250 and 500 feet long
(b) 8 If " " III 500 and 1000 II "

(c) 6 ~, " " more, .than 1000 feet long, or £or use
on grounded.lines of very'heavy loading•.

: On heavy 'duty or long metallic lines, or for contact with ;'
telephone company linos, 10 gauge solid copper wire is now being
used exclusively.

\Y.hile the U.S. Forest Service has been obliged,in many
localities, to create its own telephone system for connection
to commercial lines~ no atten~t is made to avoid the use of
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commercial lines. On the contrary, some forest officers would
prefer to hand over.to commercial companies at least part of
their forest net'Worl~ in order to obtain a better service. In
addition the cost of telephone calls through a commercial net
uork is probably less than the maintenance of forest systens of
telephone. Co-operation with commercial companies may in some
cases reach the stage uhen all commercial lines are cleared for
use by Forest Services during peak periods of emergency. For
short distances of line carrying continually heavy traffic, the
U.S. Forest Service arranges for the Cot~ercial conpanies to
provide automatic "teletype". \~'hore the U. S. Forest Service
telephone circuit is the only one available to local people,
the latter are allowed connection to such .circuit,provided that
the Forest Serviqe has prior use over all lines during the fire
season. The Forest Service uses portable telephones in emer
gency, on both its ovm .lin~s and those ovmed by commercial com
panies. In the latter case Companies grant permission only on
general agreement that the use of portable phones will be con
fined to periods of emergency•.

A recent development in the· Intermountain Region of the
U. S.· Forest Service has been a "telephone amplifier" based on
the use of a "vacuum valve". This ingenious device facilitates
long distance.conversation_over heavily loaded or noisy land
lines. At tre present stage of development,two aLlplifiers
are used at each "talking station ll, but it is hoped to so
improve the instrument that it can be used satisfactorily at one
end of the line only.

B. .Radio eqUipment.

Vfuile radio coomunication may not supersede telephone
systems, at least for some considerable period,it has beco~
definitely established as a dependable means of coomunication
for fire control purposes. even though still supplementary to
telephone systems. Reliable telephonic communications already
exist from most forest headquarters to Regional offices, or to
headquarters on adjoining 'forests. Radio is usually most use
ful in improving communication within a single forest or ranger
district, the better the telephone system within this area, the
more efficient is the auxiliary service ren~ered by radio. As
noted by Oettmeier (144) both one-way and two-way (uuplex)
con~unication, have a place in fire protection. One-way com
nmnication for small portable sets is perhaps ·the most effi- .
cient oVling to ..the time saved in "setting-up fI equipment, greater
"portability" of leits etc. T"v70-way types of radio are of great.:.
est use in rough and inaccessible areas, where considerable
transmission of information tcl~es place once a radio kit is
"set-up". T\vo \'my types are' definitely :the most useful in
sets designed mainly for mobile use in cars and trucks, air-:
craft etc., or for semi-portable types of radio.

The main uses of radio eguipment, in present methods of
fire control, are:-

1. Communication with forest headquarters from secondary look
outs, in isolated or inaccessible areas, not served by
telephones.

2. For maintaining contact with crews held in readiness for
suppression duty, but employed on other duties, pending
emergency culls, out of reach of telephone facilities.

3. Co~ication between forest head uarters, and camps or
wOI,'k ng crews a going fires.

•
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Where men are engaged on large or dangerous fires
several ~iles from a telephone syste~, the use of radio
is almost general in order to keep headquarters informed
of the fire situation and to advise suppression crews
of reinforcement'action, forwarding of supplies, equip-
ment etc. as requested by them. .

4. Direct communication between aeroplanes scouting a parti
cular fire, and suppression crews engaged on such fire,
or proceeding towards it. Such communication has only .
recently been developed to give two-way conversation.

5. ~70 way communication between moving patrols in cars or
trucks, and forest headquarters,in reporting the outbrewr
or progress of a fire. S~ilar communication is also
available for use by mobile'fire weather recording and
forecasting stations mounted on special trucks, which
proceed as close as possible to actual fires •

6. For communication between different crews working on a
large fire.

7. To supplement or replace telephone systems when the latter.
are overloaded or interrupted during severe fire conditions,
or are-handicapped by slow exchange services, poor instal-
lation etc. .

8. For connection between points '\7h~re topographic barriers
render telephone connection impracticable or too costly,
or between points where the small amount of communication
does not justify telephone line construetion.

It is admitted by its most enthusiastic advocates that
use of radio presents certain difficulties such as:-

(a)

(b)

(c)

Requiring some proficiency or expert knowledge on the part
of ~perators.
Variable performance due to severe weather. conditions in
the summer, or to variations in topography or types of' set
in use.
Limitation of use because of restrictions imposed on the
use of' radio - frequencies by authorities controlling same,
or even total "banning of radio vlhen found to be eliminating
telephone calls.

• -

,
Larger types of set (or those with the greatest range) used

by the U.S. Forest Service are lrno\vn as high frequency kits
(R.F.) and are capable of operation on radio-frequencies from
2000 to 20,000 Kilocycles, the Forest Service usually operating
in the vicinity of 3000 K.G.

The more restricted types of set knO\vn as ultra-high
frequency (U.R.F.) give their best performance only When com
munication stations have an uninterrupted.and unscreened airline
between them,and are operated on any freq~ency between 30,000
to 50,000 Kilocycles •

As described bY,the U~S. Forest Service (194) and else
where, the main types of radio kit now in their use may be
summarised as shmvn in _Table No. 40•.

The most intensive use of radio by the U.S. Forest Service
is in Region No.1 (Northern Rocky Mountain Region)' where a
large central receiv~ng and transmitting station at Missoula,
Montana, operates a 24 hour service.during the fire season with
a range of 200 miles or more. This station is equipped with a
"remote control" device which enables radio calls to be switched
over to the telephone circuit which connects the Station to
the Regional Office. Lookouts or other operators of radio,and

. !
I

I
I
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Showing types of radio sets in use by U.S. Forest Service.
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TRANS~ITS RECEIVES WEIGHT

(IN

MORSE SPEECH MORSE SPEECH FOUNDS)

~fORKING
RANGE

IN
MILES

APPROX.
cosrr IV'"J..f\IN USES REWJARKS

H.F. TYPES.

r---...
------4----4-----l~--__t_---_+_----+_-----------4----..........J~---------~1__-------------- __ N
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-..l
'-../

II pI!

P.F.

P.F. (ki t
box)

S. P .F •

I.

M.•

IT.R.F. TYPES.

T.

s.

s.v.
A.

U.

x

x

x

x

x

--

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
X

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

X

X

9

15

35

58
(24 bs ..
with
dry
cell"s)

120

125

50-lOa

8

18~

40

200

20

10 (SPEECH)
20 (MORSE)

15 (SPEECH)
25 (CODE)

25 or more

50

100 (Visible)

50 (visible)

80 (visible)

4 50

jt375

i50

Smokechasers' kit

Smoke chasers or
stand-by suppres
sion crevt!'s

Firemen

!
Any field use
where Uportabili
tylf is not highly
important .

For mobile use in
cars or tl1 ucks

At headquarters

For nstand-b~7u _se
or between visible
lookouts
Smoke-chase:t's,
scouts,suppression
crews
Scouts and suppres
sion crews
Aircraft and cars
(two-way use)
Headquarters

Extremely portable mIt
limited in range - uses
dry cells.
Wiaer use than Type P. 
often carried on motor
tr~cks - uses dry cells.

By using heavy batteries
gives the P.F. much wider
range
preferable to P. & P,F.
types except as regards
Upoptabilitylt and requires
less operating skill ~ uses
small d~y cells or heavy
batteries
Operates on 6 volt batteries
or 110 volt A-C. current 
gives good two way communi
cation.
Uses A.C. current.

Has ~vo way operation - ses
heavy type batteries

Very portable and-easily set
u • One way only - Uses dry
cells
Two way operation - uses
medium or heavy batteries.
Uses either 6 volt or
aircraft storage batter"es.
Simple in operation - uses
A.C. current - two way com
munication with T,S, S.V •._
and A kits of the D.H.F.
pattern.
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even o~~icers using radio ~rom moving cars and trucks, can thus
carryon two way conversation with administrative officers at a
Regional Of~ice telephone. Several types of set are used in
the ~ield in,Region No. 1 - the most ~avoured being the S.P.F.
type, which has been used on a'range up to 200 miles. In the
Region,radio transnission' seriously competes with telephones as
a means of communication - for instance every forest in the
Region collects and transmits to Missoula by radio, its daily
recordings of firo weath~r observations etc.

In Region No.5 (California) each forest subject to severe
fire risk has its own radio station at forest headquarters, manned
during each fire season by a competent (temporary) operator.
In this Region tho High Frequency S.P.F. sets are popular in
rougher terrain, but th~ Ultra High Frequency types - S, T, and
U are increasing in. use, orring to their freedom from intel"ference
during thunderstorms,and because of loss interference caused on
wave lengths. It is of course necessary for these sets to be
operating within visual.range of each other, but difficulties

. involved in communicating between two such sets in ~ough topo
graphy are often overcome by relaying messages through a lookout
station, on a peal: or :l~"idge \"li thin visual range. In Region No.
5, radio truclcs aro available' at central locations for I:1oving to
fire outbrecl{s,where they maintain two way co~~unication between
fire headquarters and the nearest administrative office.

In Region No. 4 (Internountain), radio communication is freely
used - a twenty-four hour service being maintained at forest head
quarters once fire danger becomes appreciable. Labour forces in
the forest,availa~le for suppression dutY,are eqUipped with radio'
unless telephonic connection with existing circuits is much
cheaper, Cl:lergency lookouts being equipped vlith radio-, under
sil:1ilnr circumstances.

In Region No. 6 (Pacific North West) - the use of radio at
lookout stations is practically confined to those secondary'
stations manned only during emergency conditions. Only two per
cent of the lookout stations nornally manned are equipped with
radio. Communications is centred at a Central Station at
portland, Oregon, which is linked by automatic teletype trans
mission of messages to the Regional Forest Office in the s~e
city. All radio development work for the U.S. Forest Service
is also centred at the above radio station, - the various types
of sets now in use by the Forest Service haVing been designed
.and tested at Portland. The manufacture of these sets for
nornal administrative requirements is, ho~ever, handled by pri
vate firms, SUbject to specifications' prepared by the Radio
Laboratory at Portland. .

Fire control offieers in tho Region. use medium high fre
quency sets in their cars, but are considering a change to ultra
high frequency types of mobile set owing to the greater working
range ,(up to 100 miles) of tho latter.

In general use of radio within or between Regions, it is
~~ossible to list call signs for all transnittine and receiv
ing stations. It has boen found more sllnple to nUL~ber each type
of set serially and use the serial nwr~er when calling another
station, so that an example of a call' would be - ~'SPF 139 calling
I.I 39".

Tne SP~ set is so suitable for goneral forestry use that
its design has been made available to the British Columbia Forest
Service - sets for use by the latter service being manufactured
in Canada by the Canadian l::arconi Co.
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CHAPTER XI.

TOOLS, EQUIPI.ffiHT, AIID SUPPLIES.

A. Tools.

The inportance of the time clement is ,still stressed in
respect of tools, equipment and other supplies. Tools nre of
greatest assistance to suppression creus when they are:-

Supplies of tools are organised in strict nccordancewith
the above considerations, and pnrticular care is taken that
sufficient tools of the right type are so located as to meet
any emergency. Their distribution is governed by source and
"accessibility" of labour forces, by available i:1eans and routes
of transportation, so that tools are always within reach of
any.labour force engaged. As is usual with any fire control
planning, some .reference to the fire history of the forest will
indicate the major needs as regards number and types of tools
required, and their most effective distribution. All Regions
emphasise the need for having sufficient fire tools with.all
labour forces to be used on a fire, so that the tools go with
the men, both in the case of forest'labour)and also of emer-
gency labour forces. . . .

(i) Assembly and distribution of tools.

(a) Snecial tool outfits for fire use.
It is the policy in a.ll U. S. li'orest Sel"vice regions to

segregate fire tools from those in use on other work. They
are specially branded and marked, and are assembled in units
of definite size for the use of 1, 5, 6, 10, 15, 25 and 50
men crews. They are "cached" on forest areas in specially
designed waterproof tool boxes, which are marked to distin
gUish their use, and with their total Yl6ight shorm. The
metal parts of all fire tools are branded "F.S." and their

. handles are coated with red paint for a distance 'of six
inches from the metal head, blade, etc. Other tools and
equipment such as water bags, buckets, beds, tents, Imap
sacks etc. are marked with the Forest, Service shield, or
the letters U.S.F.S.are stencilled in letters at least one
inch high. Tool boxes are designed to house tools free from
any vlea.ther effects (such as rusting) in the :most compact
manner, and without any injury to the cutting edges of tools.
Lists of all tools within any box are displayed on the under
side of the lid, with special forms for entering any removal
of tools from the box. All tools are kept in good working
order by sharpening, greasing, testing handles for tightness,
and prompt replacements are made before the fire season of
any tUlsatisfactory tools. Rust development during storage is
prevented by coating metal surfaces with liquid petroleum.

(b) Distribution of Tools.
As a general rule, the man power available, existing trans

portation~ facilities, and the relative fire hazard existing,
govern the distribution of fire tool uni~s of varying size.
The early policy of IIfield co.ches" of tools at various loca
tions throughout the.forest, is not now greatly favoured owing

-e'}

•
•

(a)
(b)

(c)

Available for instant use.
In sufficient, nUl:1bcr and of the right type for the con

ditions prevailing on a particular fire.
In first class uorking condition. .
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to improved transportation facilities, and the close relation
planned between such facilities and labour forces. The ~odern
tendency is to have tool kits of various sizes assembled, mainly
in· special boxes and ready.for immediate use, at places where
labour forces are employed on other work, in C~lPS, or in other
locations,where the tools can be picked up at the same t~e as
labour forces.

1. Forest officers' tool kit - It is mandatory for all officers
travelling in forest areas to carry a suitable tool-kit
comprising axe and shovel (or combination tool), water con
tainer (1 gallon), one day's rations, and (in some Resions)
a portable telephone. Officers and employees using saddle
horses are not required to carry tools, bu~ if a pack horse
is used an axe and shovel are usually obligatory.

2. Field caches of tools - o.s previously noted, these o.re now
usually located in close o.ssociation with labour forces,
o.lthough the need for other caches ready for "pick-up" at
strategic locations has not entirely disappeared. The size
of tool kits (for 1,3,5, 6,10,15 ,or more men)·and their
DUli{e up, varies to some extent with local conditions of
hazards. Fuel types and other influences,such as rocky
terrain, cause variations in the proportion of cutting tools
to digging tools, types of digging tools etc. Field caches
of tools'are,however, made up in various'standard units of
limited size, such as 5, 6, or 10 man outfits. In Region
No. I,tool kits for small numbers of men (5,.10 and 15) are
now being converted to "back po.cks" for conveyance in light
v/eight packs. In the Southern Region heavier kits such as
those for 12 man outfits are assembled in bundles, rather
tho.n boxes,for the sake of lightness.

3. Headquarters co.che~ are maintained at the headquarters of
Rangers or of the Supervisor on any individual forest, and
include small outfits such as. those mentioned for field
caches, o.nd larger outfits in 15, 25 (or more) man kits,
for emergency use when reinforcements are called in, or to
supplement the equipment of labour forces already suffi
cient to cope with an outbrew{. ~7enty-five mo.n caches
usually consist of tools for initial atto.ck, supplementary
tools and equipment for the srone crew, and all cronp eqUip
ment cooking gear etc. for their camp if staying overnight
on the fire. Caches at headquarters are specially housed,
if necessary in separate bUildings, and their location
plainly marked (and unlocked) so tho.t no delo.ys will occur
wh~n reserve supplies of tools are culled for. On the
Angeles National Forest in Southern California, SUbject to
intensive protection because of watershed values, reserve
equipment for 1500 men is available for emergency issue
at the equipment depot for the forest •

4. Crew caches - are maintained at C.C.C. or other labour
camps, where more than 20 men are employed, in the form
of 20 nmn kits ready for immediate transport in tool
boxes, crates etc. For smaller camps, 10 man kits are
usuo.lly employed, exc'ept in the case of temporary camps
of less, than 10 mcn,where no arrangements are made for
special kits if suitable tools for use in fire suppression
are available at short call. Crew caches must 'be in posi
tion for loading and despatch within a period of two to
three minutes. .

5. Regional headquarters - As in the case of Western Regions,
the Regional headquarters arrange for the storing in Service
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."warehouses" of extensive ,supplies of tools and all other
.equipment, mainly in large units such aj 25 or 50 nan,out
fits. As already noted, the two'RegionAwarehousos in
Region No. I carry stocles of reserve tools etc. sufficient
for 12,000 men 1 and ready for any possible emergency.
Sinilarly large stocks are held at centrally located ware
houses' in other Regions in Western U.S.A. such as the ware
house at Los Angeles for Southern California, 'which holds
tools and equipment for some 3,000 fire fighters.' In the
Lake States Region,a centrally located warehouse at Duluth
serves four national forests in the Region) and carries
reservo stocks of equipnent for 4000 fire fighters •. Fire
control officers point out that supplies from warehouses
can be rushed by motor, truck or by aeroplanes to any part
of the territory they serve within a feil hours - this ..
period being much shorter than the ti~me necessary to enrol
strone forces of emergency labour) and to transport such
labour to large fires.

Types of hand operated tools.

It is to be expected that variations between fuel condi
tions, topography, method of attack, means of access, presence
of water supplies etc. between various forest regions in U.S.A.
result in considerable variation in the types of'fire-fightirig
tools in such regions. Within the administrative Regions of
the U. S. Forest Sel'vice there is comparative uniformity res
pecting types of tools, but no great uniformity exists between
such Regions. Each individual'Region leans to a particular
assembly of tools as can be seen in the 5 and 10 man outfits
enumerated in Table No. 41. I.!ost of the fire suppression in
U.S.A. is still done with dirt) and there is little general use
of water excepting for "mop_up" purposes. In the Southern
States, with comparatively level topography, and'·lightground
fuels, water can be easily transported in large quantities for
use in direct attack on fires. In the Rocky lIountain Regions ~
difficulties ~f access and rough topography limit the use of
water to portable types of pumps, and most reliance is placed
on axes, shovels, savlS, and several types of axe mattock) for
clearing fire lines in the indirect attacks usually made on
fires. In Eastern coniferous 'and mixed forests the use of
rakes, with hand (knapsack) pumps, axes and shovels etc. is
mainly relied upon. The most co~non types of hand tools used
throughout U.S.A. are as follows, (all cutting tools being
fitted with sheaths, for transport but not during winter
.storage):- ' - .

Axes - 3* Ibs. - double bitted - Western pattern.
Shovels : Long handled (detachable handles for use in
snaIl packs) or D. handled.
Axe-mattock - types of tool such as the pulaslci, or Kock.
Saws-crosscut - 4i or5~feet long (for felling snags) 
Old fire hose used as sheath. Swedish bow saws are now
coming into great favour for snaller sized material.
L~ws - Electric Torches and/or Petrol (Coleman) or
Kerosene lanterns, and spare batteries bulbs, mantles
etc. . .
Knapsack pumps with 5 gallon metal or canvas containers -

. for direct attack orlfmopping up II.

Felling wedges - l~ or 4 lbs. each (5'to 10 lbs. each on
the Pacific Coast).
Felling hammer - steel'- 4' lbs head.,
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(m)
(n)
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(p)

(q)
(r)

. (s)
(t)
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Files - SfI - 10fl or 12" for use with o.,..-'ws or saws.
First aid.ldts - inclUding dressines for burns, smoke
injury to eyes, cuts etc. . .
Rmees - using either replaceable V cutting blades from
mOv1ing machines (Rich Tool), or heavy tines (Council rnl=cs),
or a double edged flat blade.
Mattocks - 3-4 lbs., for digging.
Buckets - or canteens, holding 1 gallon or 6 quarts etc.
Hand sharpening stones for ~~es etc.
Water bags - 2 to 2~ gallon canvas type.
Milk Cans or 5 gallon "fish punniers" for carting drink
ing vlater.
Brush hooks - short type of siclde blade.
Hoes - D. type flat hoe.
Peavy or Cant Hoole.
Telephone repair kits, including 2 portable field phones,
3:miles of spare wire etc. for connecting the fire crump to
the nearest telephone circuit.

•
•

Notes on special types of hand tools and equipment.

(a) . Axe Mattock .types - The most important of these is the
Pulaslci Tool, a lightweight (3~ lbs.) axe - mattock, well
balro1cEdto allow effective cutting with either blade.

(b) Rakes - A commonly used rake is the Asphalt -type 16"
long with. 10 tines, the end of the rake being connected to the
wooden handle by a square steel shank 10 inches 10UG,und a
steel ferrule and rivet. The McLeod tool is a combiried rake
and hoe for heavy duty worle. It comprises a flat steel blade
to which a steel ferrule is welded in the centre to tw{e a
four foot wooden handle. One edge of the blade is sharpened
for cutting grass, roots etc. while the other edge is used to
form six stout prongs. Both-edges are approxiw~tely ten
inches long. The Kortick Tool is practically the SaIne as the
McLeod, and has a demountable blade which is not generally-
favoured for rough usage. The Rich Tool consists of 4 V shaped
mowing machine teeth riveted to a piece of one inch angle iron
"\"lhich in turn is w~lded to an f1eye" suitable for an ordinary hoe'
handle. This tool has been found very suitable for chopping
and r~{ing in light brush, grass and duff. The cutting teeth
are replaceable if broken or \'lorn.

(<?) Knapsaclc Pumps we1"e first evolved ~ canvas materiol, which
is still quite popular for ease in pack~ng etc. but is gradually
losing ground in favour of the more durable five gallon containers~
of metal construction. ----.
(d) Lanterns, lacps etc. - Powerful electric torches, using dry

'cells, are used to a great extent, especially for small tool kits
spare batteries being v~apped individually to prevent leweage.
Coleman type petrol lanterns give lights suitable for three to
five men ,"lorking together, While f1forced draught fl kerosene· lan
terns are also in use, but are not so highly thought of•. For
larger' concentrations of men nCarbic Flare fI lamps (Marshall
Wells Co~any, Spokane, Washington) are used. They are said to
produce S,OOO candle power at a.cost of 5 cents, per hour •. A
fully charged, "2 burner n light costs approx. $SO,and burns for
12 hours without refillirig, single "burner"'lamps cost approx.
,$55 and burn for 6 hours. Refuelling is by "carbic cakes II

weighing 2· 5 lbs. each - a drwn of 40 cwces (107lbs.) costing
approximately J9. .

'".
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Owing to the amount of suppression "v70rk done at night
repeated efforts have been made to evolve a·better lighting
system for fire fighters. One development reported (103) is
the use of an old car headlight l and 6 volt - 25 watt globe l

with a 6 volt 13 plate storage batterYI the light being moun
ted on a ~etal (collapsible) tripod with 44'inch legs. The
battery and its wooden case weigh 40 lbs. 1 and the light and
tripod an additional 9 pounds. A fully charged battery is .
said to provide a diffused beam of light l a distance of 300
feet l for n total period of 21 hours. For camp or other use l

a string of 5· lamps can be used for a period of 9 hours on a
charged battery, or a car or truck can be used, with engine
running,to generate light indefinitely•

. Such lights are useful on large fires and their use will
probably be more generally developed •. Not only can firefighters
see where they are working (and walking), but wisps of s~oke can
be'detected in smouldering ground fuels which would otherwise be
indistinguishable.

Efforts to evolve a one-man electric lantern suitable for
use by any employee ,while working have at least been partially
solved with a new type of electrm headlight. It comprises an
elastic headband to which is fastened a light weight headlrump
and bright reflector. This headlamp is connected to a brass
battery case,which clips on·to·the .eoployeets belt, and which
holds two pairs of flashlight batteries and a spare li§ht·bulb.
'I'h~ top of the battery case is fitted vlith a "compound. switch
which provides a circuit between either pair of batteries and
the.headlomp. By alternating the load on each pair of batteries,
through the switch, the operator is provided with a three foot
beam of light at a distance of five fect l ' for a continuous'
period up to seven hours. The-weight of the entire unit is 13
ounces, and the batteries .can be renewed at any time.

Other emergency lights used include the 75,000 to 801 000
crindle power magnesium flares used (with special reflectors) for
emergency night landings of' aircraft engaged on scouting, trans
portation etc. at large fires. TvIO flares, which burn for
several minutes l are used for each landing, and are stored at
aerodromes' ready for use.

(e) Backfiring equipment has been de\teloped in various forms,
but no completely satisfactory type of pressure torch has yet
been evolved to enable the rapid firing of lengths of fire line
established, or firebrewcs, ronds etc. 1 used for fire suppres
sion. Petrol or kerosene burning pressure torches (Hauclc type)
using a blow lamp type of burner, and hand pump, from a baclc
pack of 1· 5 to tvlO gallons of fuel have not proved highly suc
cessful after extended trials l owing to frequent clogging of
the "generator rr. A new type of flame thrower using knapsack
pumps and tanks,and kerosene, diesel oil etc. as fuel,has been
more successful,especially in damp conditions (53),but it is
generally considered too dangerous to use owing to difficulty
in preventing leakages of fuel. Small rrfusees" or special COr:l

pounds of inflammable materials, in a compact and and light
. 'form,'and self igniting,provide a hot flame for approximately

ten minutes and are used in many localities. Their great ad
vantage is their very portable nature and efforts are now being
made to have longer burning fusees made.

The most successful torch yet devised is the.Propane or
Butane Torch which is becoming popular in most Regions. The
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Propane or Butane used as fuel is in liquid (compressed) £orm, '
and is stored, .under', prossure 'in large cylinders o£ 45 or 90
pounds capacity. \'Jhen reloased it is highly, in£lammable above

. ,·a temperature o£ 400 Fohr. Care is necessary in handling the
liquid during £illing etc. o£ the torch owing to its blister-
ing e££ect. One £illing o£ a torch is usually su££icient £or
about £our "hours burning - a strong and hot £lame being pro-
vided £or that p~riod. This torch is easily the most suitable
type £or 9aclcfiring under damp or cold conditions as at night~
Owing to ·,the in£lanunablo nature o£ the fuel it was thought to
be too dangerous £or general use, but ordinary care is suffi
cient in handling both the tool -and the small cylinder of gas
(9~ lbs. weight) carried by the operator. '

In some districts the old type of J shaped pipe l{erosene' '-"""\- '
"torph", with cotton wick, is still used under good burning \
conditions, but no replacements are made of this type.

.....-.-

For rapid backfiring on a large scale under unfavourable'
conditions the Californian Region is developing a portable
power-driven £lame throTIer unit weighing approximately 70 Ibs.
and costing approximately $100. It can be carried along fire
lines and trails by, two men, or can be loaded on a truck for
roadside worlr. The unit is pO\"lered by a ;} H.P.' "Vlisconsin".
Air cooled engine arid a small geared pump, and is operated.by
diesel fuel oil. In the same Region,a knapsack flame throTIer
operating under pressure from an interior cylinder pressure
pump, and trigger release nozzle, is also being developed.

(iii) Types of power operated tools.

..
, I

;.

Ca) Plough Units are important for fire suppression purposes
in many forest areas. ,As trenching to mineral soil is the main
activity in suppression work in U.S.A., ploughs that will assist;
in, or complete trenching operations,may do the work of up to ,
10 or 50 men respectively. In many western forests several--ploug ~
with su~table horses are always on hand to assist suppression : \ 1
crews, both horses and plough being transported as near as pos- .; i
sible to any outbrqclr .in special typea of hired trucks or trailersi
In some cases co-operating settlers arrange to provide horses at '
the fire line. The use of ploughs is advocated when more than "
50 men are engaged on a fire in topography ,fuels etc. suitable
for the working of ploughs. Especially populal~ are the lighter
types of reversible hill-side plough such as the McCormick- ,
Deering no. 209 or the Oliver No. 155, "lhich weigh approximately: "
l301bs. each,and assist fire line construction by breaking the; (
sod. Each of these ploughs is readily collapsible for pack trans~
port- in inaccessible country. . ;'1

; .., .
.. For completing fire lines under more £avourable worlcing con:'!

ditions, tractor dravm ploughs such as the Killifer No •. 77 are l
often used, after both plough and 'tractor have reached the fire:
by motor truck. A special type of tractor-drawn plough develope
in the Pacific NorthTIest Region (5) has a double mouldboard to
turn the sods in altornate directions, so producing 'a 'gutter II

type of fireline. Much lighter than the Killifer type, this
plough can be easily handled b1 a 35 H.P. tractor in difficult
country. Vfuen not ploughing, the two mouldboards are raised
clear of tho ground, and the plough can then be drawn along on
its two wheels. In Southern Forests, where heavy herbaceous
ground cover is encountered during construction or nlaintenance~

.-,

\
I
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howin di stribu.tion of tools in aSf'embled uni ts for ~ire "'uppression in vr.rious el1:~ 0 1 •

5 '.:AN KTT 10 l' _N KIT 25 !IAN ~ITS

ITE I :·~o. 2/Ren-ion No.1 e·ion . egion 0.4- 'qe ion r 0.1 fie -).011. No.2 eD'ion To.4 Sup;.~e s ted for er~ion No.1 e ion No.4 le ion No.6
(For Bac¥ p. cks ). or ack Pac.~s ) General e

.. es - itted - 3 2 1b2

(s: e 1 1 3 2 3 2 12
8- (:'ateI') 1 1 1 5 1 6 rN'
II - 5 II (KnEt.sack type) 1 1 1 4 2 6 lJ\

l.JI

Buckets - ti or canv 6 -..,/

au t 1 2 3 I
Canvas for ~ack·np.: 5 cs. cs. 4 pcs
Com as . ox poc.u.et 1 1-

- tin - driru-i g 5 Ie
nteen - 1 ~uart 1 2 2 3 4

1 g Ion 2 2
Electric Torches 2 5 4 10 24 12 25 4

II spare a-\--terie 12 _0 4 20 .in 50~Q

II II b'.lbs 5 1 24 25
Files, II 10", or 1 11 2 1 2 4 r) 2 6 6 2, (.:..

Fh' t 10. Kits 1 1 2 2 J. 4 1 1 L1. 1
Fusees (for b c . iring) 6 6 6 12
Ker ene lanterns 1 1 4 4

11 S pnly - 1 al. 1 1 4 4
laps 1 2

I' attocks di rr
.ng 1 2-

;luslin -12 1 x .111 (marl~ers
for aeroplanes) 1 1
'PulasIri ToolR (sneathed) 3 3 6 1 5 7 16 12
Pum s for Knapsacks 1 2 1 1 2
Pack Frames 5 5 10 9 2 1 25
ation - 1 i-an da~r 7 5 14 10 20 25

S .fS - 4*' long - Shea bed
.. h nd ed . 1 2

S VI - 5~I long - Sbeathed
an ndled. 1 1 1 4 1 3

S_ove1s 3 4 3 6 8 5 5 16 10 12
Saw - ':;auge and i'ililg
0 tfit 1
Spoons (dessert) 5 0
Stone axe "'a!' enin 1 1 2 1 1 8
Timebooks etc, 1 1 1 1 J. 1 1 1
_owe1s and es of :::oap 5 10 25
I a.ges - 2.:'-1 s. fe ling 1 2 2 6

. adio or Po _e T lephone 1
_indstone 1 1

F1i - ,airs
morch of' ac --\.,' ~~ 1-'.vr c ( ju table 0 1
Hammer 2?, or 4 1 .

II 4lb. or 8 b. 4: 3
C..n. ook -
P dloc {: 1
C 1er's Outfit l~Hoes 2Pet 01 L9.n erns

I .
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(Photo by U.S. Forest Serv ce).

Suecial "Brush Buster II Tl"actor for i'J.re 1 ne construct ion mounted for
transport on ti )T)1no--tYDe semi-trailer truck - P c i ic Forth' lest
Re~ion - U.S. Forest Service •
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of firelines, a heavy "Hester II P.lough using 3 01'" 5 large discs,
makes an initial cut of 3 or 6 feet (according to the number
of discs used), or an effective ploughed line of 5 or 10 feet.
As the 'weight of this plough is stated (114) to be approximately
2500·lbs., it requires a po~orful tractor for effective working.

·A smaller type of Hester.plough, also used in Southern Regions,
weighs only 1100 lbs. and is thus more adapted for general use.
Tho Florida state Forestry Department has developed (186) an
even more massive type of disc plough which weighs 3600 lbs
and ploughs. out a fireline 6 feet ,vlide .and 8 inches deep when
drawn by a suitable ~O H.P.) tractor. A light type of 6 disc
plough knO\7n as the "Athens", and drD..,m by ,two hoI's es, is' als0
used in liGht ground. cover in the Southern Region. The Hichigan
State Forest .Service has developed a strong t~~e 'of mouldboard,
plough, weighing about 600 lbs., '\"/hich cuts a fil~eline approxi
mately 40 inches wide behind a 20-30 H.P. tractor. In tho Lllice
States Region; a stump jump type of· plough swivel-mounted in
front of a heavy t1~actor) and knovln as the "lfLesaba" plough, has
proved very useful. In open grass types of the Central Roclry
I...!ountain Region it has even been found possible to use' a
specially light man-drawn plough in gently undulating topography.
From the above notes it will be seen that there is little effort
at standardisation of ploughs - each Region endeavouring to evolve
the lightest type of machine that will provide a satisfactory
fire line in the ground cover peculiar to that Region.'

(b) Trailbuilder T11actors - Tractors by themselves were first
used in 1'i1"e-11no construction some 15 years ago nhen they hauled
logs or crude scrapers along cleared strips to form rough lines
in the'mineral soil. As noted by Hanson (73), new types of
powerfulh trailbuilders and bulldozen tractors will construct
fire lines at a qual~ter of the cost of hand WOI'l::, including costs
of tractol~ hil~e etc., and the tracto1~ firolines vTill be ·r.luch more
efficient in thoir construction. These machines are capable of
working up and down slopes not exceeding p5 per cent and a2~O
extremely mobile, provided their ,transport to going fires cnn be

. arranged. They arc nO"l vlidely used in 'most Regions of U.S. A.
and arrangements are made for their ready transport on large
motor trucks' of the seni-trailer type; In some cases, the trailer
tilts on to the ground at one end so as to 0.1'10\7 the tractor to
climb on to the platform. They a2'e all the more useful when
equipped as ''brush 'busters" - that is when the front blade is
either fixed or adjusted into a V shape) so as to throw debris
to each side of the constructed line. The heaviest types of .
caterpillar-tread tractor are usually favoured, and one has only
to see one of these machines forming a line in heavy logging
debris to 'realise their capabilities. In actual use) a heavy
machine may be used to "bust II a line '\'lhile another smaller bull
dozer follows) in tandem,to scrape this ,line to mineral~soil•

The increasing use of bulldozer tractors in fire line con
struction at outbreclcs of fire can best be gauged from the
experience of Region Ho. 5 (California') during the 1939 season.
In that season, tractors of this type constructed some 200
l~iles of' fireline, or 25 per eent of, all tireline constructed
at firos within tile Region. During conditions of severe hazard,
fire control officers know' the location' of' all such machines
working in and around their forest and are able to utilise the.
nearest machines at short notice, if necessary by moans of
prior agrE,}ement regarding hire etc.
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(Photo by U.S. Forest Service).

"Bosworth Trencher II cons tl'Uctine fire line
show inr use b t 0 Men (one hauling) -
.£ lcolet Nat ional Forest -' Wisconsin .
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(Photo by U.S. Forest Service).

Rear Vi w of :~niature Trail Tractor - showin limi ed
\lidth of llachine (36 inches) and special built-in later
pumn at rear - Portland ~ Oregon.

(Photo by U.S. Forest Serv~ce).

Showi l.iniature Trail Tractor enga·ed in Trail Construction 
Pacific North liest Re8'~Oll - U•• ii'ore'st Service.
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The Pacific North Uest Region has developed in its 0\1n

workshops 0. baby bulldozer suitable for the construction and
maintenance of foot or animal trails, up to' 42" wide, and which
yan be used for fire line construction or for,hauling·oquip- _
ment, tools, supplies etc.j along such trails in country other
wise inaccessible to mechanical units. It is also equipped
with a power driven water pump for fire-fighting.

Apart from their assistanco to suppression crows in the
snigging of logs or heavy debris from firolines, pushing do\T.n
sangs, stumps, and impeding trees~ hauling water etc. in steep
topography, opening trails for trucks etc., tractors are now
becoming even more useful with the fitting to them, of large
water tanks over their engines. Power pumps cormected to such
tanks enable tractors to make even direct attacks on fires.

(c) Bosworth Trencher - This is a "home-made" typo of miniature
rotary hoe constructed from miscellaneous parts to:provide a '
machine weighing less than 100 Ibs. which can be used to form
a clean fire line. The. framework of tubular steel,leaning on a
single frontwheel,supports an air cooled 4 H.P., outboard motor
which is used (with a strong "fan" belt drive) to drive a'multi
tined rotating wheel. The tines rotate by centrifugal action and
not by direct or rigid drive, this factor being most important
as the tines are likely to strike stones etc. when baring a fire
line to mineral soil. Such fireline must first be cleared and
grubbedJafter which the Bosworth Trencher is propelled along the
line - one man pulling the machine with a rope while another
supports it by tvio handles so that the rotating tines are kept
in contact \'lith the soil over unevon surfaces. .

The main difficulty to date with this machine has been the
use of a high speed lightweight motor for a fluctuating load -
the engine being thus. subject to racing, overheating etc. Efforts
at improving the machine are mainly directed towards the use of
a more suitable engine therein. Provided a line is suitably
cleared, two men can clean a narrow firo1ine (to 12" vlldo) at
normal walking speeds.

(d) Rowland Trencher - This is a new commercial product on the
,'same principle as the Bosworth - supported by two wheels instead

of by the single frontwhee1-. of the Bosworth. It has yet to
be extensively triod online construction. .

(e) Power Saws. O\ving to the large nunber of burning or "snag"
trees to be felled along or near firelines - fire control officers
in Western Regions'have been handicapped in their progress with
hand tools. Power driven chain saws of a properly designed type,
and weighing 85 Ibs.,have the great advantage of being readily

.portab1e and equally suitable for felling and cross-cutting.

Several working improvements such as narrower kerfs, better'
balanced engines, a "foo1proof ll oiling system for 'an engine
working at· all angles from the, vertical, have been made to a
proprietary design of Power Saw. The recent use of rillcers on
the cutt~~g blade has effected even more improvement in its
worldng.

(f) Power grinders - for grinding axes, mattocks, shovels,
brush hooks, Pulaski and other tools, are used on.1arge fires
where more than 50 men are engaged with tools. They consist
of three grinding Wheels mounted on a suitable frame, driven
by means of a V type link belt) and a 1 H.P. air cooled petrol
engine. .The total boxed weight of the unit is only 225 1bs.



(Photo by U.S. Forest ervice).

Utiljty nr ck and Trailer u ed for tr n port of po~t ble Punp (in box in truc ) and
1500 ft. of bose (carried in trailer) - ~a7tooth :ution 1 Porest - Ida o.



(Photos by U.S. Fa est Service).
.arsh Bu~,y - 4 "heel dr ve 1armon arrin
for se as t {tr ck (Tank -4 v5 lIons) •
orest.

ton ord develo ed
Florida Pat ion 1

(Photo U.S. Fa e t Service).

Marnon arrin!!ton 4 fueel Drive on "Cab-over E -nell
2 ton Pard Chassis, - de1yeloped as
c nncity _ ..:<lorida Wationul li'orest. anlt Truck OJ: 485 gal.
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(i) Motor Trans10rt - Transport actively used on £ire pro
tection duty inc udes:-

,

• '

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Government cars - These are.used by U.S. Forest Service
officers during the course of their administrative duties
and are always kept in readiness for £ire dutYI assisting
also in general transportation plans following fire out
brewrs. Forest Service cars used by fire control officers
are usually equipped with radio l and also with sirens ~or
facilitating their rapid movement in traffic. If extra

, cars owned by the Administration are available,they
are usually allotted to ten:vorary lIf'ireguards fI who are
mostly patrolling road routes l or to loolrout-firemen likely

"to need cars to any great extent.
Private cars - as owned by temporary employees such as
1'ireguards l lookout-firemen etc. are used ,,[hen necessary
by these employees. Provided.the vehicles are kept in a
safe conditio~ in sound mechanical'order l and are ready,for
any emergencYI agreements are entered into with the employees
f'or the use of' their cars at locally f'ixed mileage rates.
Similar arrangements f'or hire of cars etc. may be made vl1th
voluntary co-operators I fire wardens etc,., who use their
vehicles in suppressing fires, or in calling reinforcements
etc.
Rented or hired cars - where Government vehicles aro not
available l and temporary employees do not possess cars l any
urgent requirement f'or a car is met by renting suitable
types from used or hire car f'irw~,or from private persons,
'subject to written terms and agreements respecting their
use at certain hire rates.
Other Government cars - not usually engaged on fire contrOl,
but on other work such as land acquisition l survey·etc. f'or
the Forest Service, are requisitioned l by previous agreement I

in times of emergency'such as severe outbreill~s of fire.
Forest Service Trucks - are usually of two types:- ,
1. Utility ~Tucks - or lIpick Ups" of 10 to 15 CVlt. capacitYI
are used on most National Forests.where a sufficient road
system'oporates l for distribution of fire tools and equip
ment l telephone maintenance, or for any emergency fire duty.
They may in some cases be fitted with small powel" pumps
for using water ori fires along or near roads •.
2. Heavy Trucks -'Efforts are made to equip all accessible
Ranger districts on National Forests with at least one
heavior type of truck, of 35 cwt. to 2 tons capacity. This
vehicle is used as a general purpose truck, but its main
use is in fire protection,and during fire weather all such.
vehicles are at defined stations fully serviced, and fully
loaded. Fire equipment carried on these' trucks usually .
includes prepared tool ou~fits for 10 to.25 men l power pumps
and 2,000 feet o~ pump hose, tarpaulin, mess kits, one.emer
gency meal ration, two portable telephones and' emergency
'li7ire (or radio equipment or both). All the above items are
specially packed for truck transport, '7hile a, "10 man II or
larger crew is assigned for travel with the truck. In some.

, cases special "fire-bodies" designed to house all necessary
f'ire equipment are used to replace standard bodies during
the fire season. A novel tyPe of' heavy truck is used in
the Southern Region~ a Ford Truck Chassis being fitted with
oversize tyres and wheels and a special Four \Vheel Drive.
It can negotiate swampy and sandy country with ease and is
therefore Im0\7n as the "lJarsh Buggyll. A modi£ied trailer
type plough may be dravm by the lIBuggy" to construct fire
lines.



,
1I1ron orse" used to transport firefi hters on
mountain trails - U•• 'or' st 'ervice. V"ol'tllern
Roch.-:v Ilountain Reo-ion.

t

( hoto by Ruth brose - Co tesy U.S. Forest Service).

Trail of p ck m les en r lte to lar e fire. Snecial

U. S. or st Sel'vice tl flo t tr of J: eo nt de ign iI front
of otho vehicles - Jo th rn Roo' Lo1. nt. in .errion.
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(g)

(h)
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Trucks owned by other Government agencies which are located
'in or near forest areas during fire seasons~are usually
available f'or immediate requisition, with or without'nen
and ,equipment etc., depending on agreements previously,

,reached, and subjoct to'inter-depa~tmentalre~imburse~ents.
C.C.C. camps etc. - The great majority of' the large number
01' trucks operated by tho Federal and state Forest Services
are located at C.C.C. camps in and around f'orest areas.
At each Camp there may be up to eight or nine Forest Service
Trucks, and three or f'our Army trucks. As there may be up to
three or fOUl'" C.C.C., camps located on a single National 'Forest
there is usually ample' truck transport available on these
areas. At the Camps,ArnrJ Trucks .usually arrange f'or trans- '
port of' f'ood supplies; mess equipment etc., while trucks owned
or hired by the Forest Services usually attend to the con
veyance of men, tools and equipment. On trucks operated by
C.C.C. trainees the speed governors usually fitted arer.arely
removed even· during periods of severe hazard.
Hired trucks - All .f'orest officers are instructed to estimate
their pe~t transport requirements f'or any fire season, and to
enter' into pre-season contracts for the' hire of any vehicles
necessary to complete transportation plans. A condition of
all such agroemonts is that vehicles are to' be ready f,or
action within an absolute minimum (stated) period of time,
and that operators of ' trucks "assume all ordinary risks."

(~)

(ii)

Tractors may be u.sed and hired, 'with or without such equip
ment as ploughs, trail builder, "brush-bustel"'U attachments,
etc. where Government machines ar~Lnot available and where
the use of such machines offers.aryopportunity to speed or
improve firo suppression effort (as already described).,

Animal Transport.

.,

Pre-season arrangements are made, in the. more mountainous
regions" for the contract hire of necessary saddle'and pack-horses
at such times as they may be required during the fire 'season.
Special-rates of hire are paid for 'any stock so used. Horses may
also be furnished, to a limited extent, by co-operating settl~rs or.
ranchers as Pal... t of their voluntary agreements with Forest Services.
Temporary employees on guard duty, who are paid for the regular
use of their horses, are required to have these animals. saddled)'
ready for instant use)when serious fire conditions force them to
Its tand-by" for instructions. "

In Region No. I 0. special Remount·popot is located in a
central position and is used to distribute both pack m1d saddle
110rses, to large outbreill{s of fire, by means of railroads, Service
owned or hired horso floats etc. Stocle are only distributed to
those FOl"'ests v/llero suitable local arrangements cannot be made for
use or hire of horses.

The stock maintained ut the Remount Depot is used on other
duties in forest areas outside the fire season, so that pack
horsos, especially, 'li/ill not be intractable when roquired for
emergency use at fires. . .

Mules are used to some extent to replace pack horses, parti
cularly when the latter are not available on suitable terms.
They are most sure footed on narrow trails,but' are always liable
to display their innate stubbornness.
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(Photo - .S. Forest Service).

Old tyue roll{ Truc develoued in Soutlern ReFion
'equipped \lith 2 I?;al. tanIr, Hercules 6A Pur and
no~er t~{e-o~f. ote hea font b per bar nd
.;X essive "overhaJ['I at rear. - Chocta latchee
lationul 10rc8t - ~~orl a.

(Photo - U.S. ~erviee) •

Close UP of Choet watchee National Forest Tan Truck
hmling 0 tside t p or ~ill n (en v s) lmapsaek

sura, s - barrel usen to earry drinkin vater etc.



(Photo - U.S. Forest Service).

Rear vie~ of Choctavatchee ational Forest Tank Truck
sh~/in~ llve reel, shut-ofl t, De 0 nozzle used on
hose. - ... lorid •

(Photo U.S. Forest Service).

ChoctaTIatchee National orest Tanl Truck
p.r1.o~Ia~~ usin) wate.l. on uirect suppl'ession _
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.
(iii) Other means of transport.

This heading includes many different fOl'ms of transport,
including the us~ of aircraft in all forDS of transport (labour
forces, tools, supplies etc.) the conveyance of heavy bull-dozers
or other heavy tractors on tipping or rigid "semi-trailers ll , as
already mentioned •

Free use is also made of trailers for the transport o~ one
or two horses, such trailers being equipped with a single axle,
balloon tyres,and specially designed bodies, which give the
animals soooth riding and good protection from Wind, dust,
gravel, etc. .In the Northern Rocky Hountain Region, specially
constructed horse floats are used by the U.S. Forest Service
for the l"npid transport to fires of saddle and pack horses,
mules etc. In the same Region a special type of power drivon
scooter kno,'m as the "Iron Horse ll has been designed and con
structed for the .purpose of trnnsportinfj a looltout fireoan or
othel' forest employee along narrOYf foot or anil":lal trails in
rough topograpl1Y. ~le speed of the oachine is ·~ioited to three.
or four miles per hour, but this speed is not greatly curtailed
when carrying a fully equipped fire fighter alonG a trail having
a gradient of up to 35 per cent •. Use of the machine is thus
ouch faster than ordinary walking up such gradients, while the
ridel" retains his energy for suppression Vlork. T'.ae "Iron Horse ll

vleighs only 145 pounds
1

and costs apprOXimately $170! 00. Although
it is an interesting and useful development for mountain trails,
the machine h~s yet to be thoroughly' tested by general. use.

(iv) Water Using Equipment.

Despite constant efforts made to improvo methods of firo
suppression in U.S.A., the free use of wator in fire fighting
is by no means general. The bulk of tho water delivered to fire-

"lines is used not in attacking fires, but in IImop-upll work. Y/hile
the developr.1ent of vlater using equipment has ..been quite recent,
material progress has alroady boen made. The rapidity of such
progress a~ost prevents any adequate portrayal of the types of
equipment developed, difficulty also being experienced because
of the wide variation in equipr.1ent used in different Regions.

The principal types of water equipment to be briefly dis
cussed hOl"eunder nre Tank Trucks of various .capacity~ and design,
Hose and other equipment,nl1d Portable PUL!pers.

(a) Tacit Trucks.

Since the construction of roading syste~ in forest areas,
the use of· special trucks for the transport of vlater to fires 1 and
for. pumping water on to the outbreillcs,has been rapidly developed.
Such development has been most marked in tho Californian Region,

'\"lhere high risks an~ extrel:1C hazards l:1ake early control of fire's
imperative. The progress made in the Californian Region can best
be gauged from the fact that during the 1939 fire season in that
Region, "tankel"s II were used successfully on 25 per cent of all
fire outbreaks within the Region. In meeting criticism that
tank trucks are valueless for fires not accessible from roads,
Californian foresters point out the experience of the Angeles
National. Forest during tho same season, when 93 per cent of all
outbreaks occurred within 300.feet of roads in the forest. In
Southern California, in particular, the extreme need for safo-



•
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Shmving mO'\.~l1tin, of suall 'water p

( 01" fan lJelt ri e) on ti1it. tr c1::s
us' ng ~ tel" .i'OJ' ire s p e io.
South rn He ;'ion - 1 • ~ .A .

Uti1it truc used on ire sunnression e~11 ned
,lith '00\.01' take-ali' and Hercules t. e

1"1 er opeJ.'atinp- hose lrom his position in cab _
Olustee S etion - <lori a Natio al Forest _
...I'lorlda.
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guarding watel~sheds, and the value of forests for recreation
purposes, has forced foresters to utilise modern tanI:: trucks.
The protection problem in parts of Southern California is ren
dered still more acute because of the infiltration of resi
dential developreent to forest areas.

Any fire i'ighting' organisation which has to rely on the
use of·tank trucks (instead'of unrestricted access to water
mains) for the suppression of structural or vegetation fires
must necessm'ily be most efficient in the application of a
restricted volume of water to a large fire. For this reason,
the organisation perfected by the Los Angeles County Forester
to protect an extremely hazardous type of brush forest,and also
a goo·d· deal of valuable building development, is worthy of par
ticulro~ stUdy. While ~uch of the success of the Los Angeles
County authorities is due to efficiency of organisation, the
design of suitable equipment such as tank trucks is a material
factor. .

utility Trucks (IIPicks UpSIl) are scarcely s~itable as . lit anker II

equipment although com~only used with pumps and small water taru{s
for speedy initial attack by patrols, smoke-chasers etc. Both
10 cwt. and 15 cwt. chassis are used, springs being usually
strengthened to meet the increased weight of water, tools, etc.
It is admitted' by forest enginee.rs, however, that .the inertia
effect of ,a water load in a moving vehicle is·a severe strain on
any lightweight chassis. 'Water tanks fitted to these trucks are
either 60 or 80 gallons in size (occasionally up to 100 gallons),
and are rectangular in shape, a good size for a 60 gallon taru{
being 58",long, 20" wide and 12u deep. The best location for'
such tanks is across the tray·il11.mediately behind the cab. Tan~s
are constructed'of suitable (e.g. 14 gauge) galvanised iron or
liGht sheet steel, and are adequately baffled against water surge.
In many utility trucks small vmter pumps are bolted to the cyl
inder head of the ongine,and ro'e driven through'anaLL~iliary
pulley by a lengthened V type fan belt. The most suitable light
weight 'pumps for an assembly of this nature are the "Edwards II .

. (Hodel 20) or the "Panama". .

Despite the free use of 'this type of pump equipment, it is
stated (186) that fan belt driven pumps give relatively poor per~
formance for the following main reasol"'..s:-

1. Their capacity and pressure range requires several horse
, power of the engine load to yield maximum performance.

Wnile a pressur~ regulator is installed in the pumps to
. obviate their overloading, operators usually alter this
adjustment to attempt greater performance, and thus wear
out fan belts in very short time.

2. The fan and generator of ,any petrol engine are in them
selves a load of several horse power, so that the. extra
load imposed' by the pump is quite appreciable. Apart
from additional strain on the engine, the load is really
too much for any fan belt.

3. Changes in engine design and mountings which occur between
various models of any Single make of truck,make it diffi
cult to standardise mounting of the pumps on cylinder heads.

It is generally considered that the Panama or Edwards Pumps
would be much more efficient if mounted directly under the cab
of a utility truck in which position they could be driven direct
ly from a power truce off, by means of a heavy V belt. This would
enable the ptu1!pS to <:perate at low engine speeds, thus obviating.
the present necessity for speeding up a 40-80 H.P. engine to
carry a pump load of from 5 to 10 horse power.



(Photo - orestry Department),

Utilit Truck used or initial fire sunnression by Los

An eles Count, l<orcstry Denartl;lent. Rear iew s10win
,- ec "'. 'U.lar 1nter tan}::: (beLind cab) - 11 e hose reel,
~oo s, ~OO.l box uLC.
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(Photo - courte y Los AnFeles C unty Forestry Den 'tment.

Ut1lity uc equinued with small water tank, no,er dri en
PUM etc.) used bv natrols for initial fire sup ression 
Los Anrreles COllilty Forestry Depart ent •
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A f'an belt drive Edwards l.1odel 20 Pump mounted on a Fro"go
14 cwt. utility Truck f'or the use of' the British Columbia Forest
Service (Canada) pumps water f'rom a 75 gallon tank, (o~ f'rom.a
roaiside stream), at a pressuro up to 100 pounds per· square .
inch. ·Once this pressuro is exceeded (as in the case of' kiru{od
hose or shutting off'·the nozzle) a rollef' valve opens and
returns water to the tam{. The best results obtained f'rom the
outf'it are with the use of' 100' f'eet of' ~II rubber garden hose)
on a "live" reel, at a worlcing pressure of' -70 Ibs; the taru{
lasting 13_minutes under such conditions., Fairly' good results
are also obtaiIied f'rom the use of' 500 f'eet of' l~ I linen hose .
with a nozzle less than ~." in size.

Vfuen power t~{e off' pumps are used on utility trucks,one
of' the nost popular pumps f'or the purpose is the Hercules 3A'
Roller Type. It is of' course necessary f'or the truck to .
have a f'our f'orward speed transmission bef'ore a power tmce-of'f"
can be used on the gear box housing. The usual type of' such
t~~e-of'f' is tho Spicer Standard (or Spicer Model 821 XX -
Ratio 1'0 to.l·68), connected to pump (located either in front
of or behind the cab), by a one inch diameter shaf't and two
Spicer universal joints. utility trucks of' this t~e ~erated
by the Los Angeles County Forester curry. tames of' from?5 to
100 gallons capacity, with rotary gear type pumps capable of'
delivering up to 30 gallons per minute through 200 feet of
one inch diameter rubber hose mounted on a live reel. 'A
heavier (Hercules 6A) type of pump operated with a 60 gallon
tank on the Chippewa National Forest· (Region No.9) is stated·
(210) to develop up to 300 Ibs. working pressure, and can
operate at pump speeds up to 1200 R.P.M..Delivery can be
made. through 400 f'eet of -frll rubber garden ho'se and/or 600
feet of li" linen hose, using a standard screw type nozzle
on the garden. hose, or a-;" tip nozzle on the linen hose. By
using the garden hose·at-25 Ibs. \"lorking pressure the 60.gallon
tank can be utilised for more than 15 minutes, this period
being reduced to 10 minutes if' the linen hose (andt" nozzle)
is used at a working pressure of 50 lbs. per square inch. .

Although classed as a 15 cwt. (International) utility
Truck - the Chippewa vehicle has the following weights:-

•
Vleight of truck unladen

" " " plus all equipment
II " " "" "- -.

Maximum.gross limit for chassis
and 4 men

- 3760
- 5549

. - 6149
6377

Ibs.
II

"Ibs.

Medium Sized Trucks.

Hany tyPes and .models of such trucks have been' evo;Lved
in various Regionl:! to carry tanks of from 100 to 300 gallons
capacity, and to use pumps of various types drivon by powor
take-offs •. During recent years most trucks :of this naturo
have b~en designed to carry a water load of approximately
300 gallons; while the Hercules 6A Roller Type pump has been
most generally used. Recent designs have also endeavoured to
preserve a satisfactory power-weight ratio by limiting the
"payload" of' t1.le vehicle to a figure well within the capacity
of the chassis. .

Experience in operating trucks on av~rage f'orest' roads
has indicated the necessity 'for limiting the wheel buse, and
also the "overhang" at the rear of' the vehicles. For the
latter reasons, designers have \"mlcoI:1ed the. recent nanufacture
of "cab over engine" types of Itr to 2 Ton trucks in the low

.price field. Fitted \7ith dual rear \"/hoels, these chassis also
have very little l'ero" "overhang". A modern tanIc truck has
~ecently beon designed and constructed on this type of qhassis by



•

(P"boto b, TT ~ ore C1 t ':srv'i e)
1940 ! odel T n r Tl'UC (!=lR al ca 8 c t 1on n "Ca -0 e Enp: ne" tJPe of. chas is.· Note
",ell ball'lnced loa n 134 l11ee1 base - f us 1 nanel bodY'\1or lr - Califo nl Rerl n - . S. FO'6 st

C'erv·ce.
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engineers' of the California Region, and will probably be placed
in general use by the U.S. Forest Service. Particular atten
tion has been given to the louering of the centre of gravity
in the superstructure, and this, combined with the short (134")
wheelbase of the vehicle; .should greatly i:mprove the road-holding
capac i ty of the trucl::s.

Some details of the construction of this truck will be
summarised hereunder:-

Tanl:: ot 290 gallons' capacity, having a flat rectangular shape
'IQ'2'TT long, 44 11 wide and 15 11 deep,· specially designed to fit
close to the chassis in the centre of the vehicle. Construc
tion is of 16 gauge galvanised "sheet metal", and the tanle is
:t:1olU1ted on 0. rigid 5 Pl~1' ,base board one· inch thick. By using
a series of two-way baffles the tank is divided into twelve
compartments,of equal size,to minimise surge.

Power take off of a heavy duty type is connected to the pump,
through a needle point universal joint, by a special type of
slip joint drive shaft. Standard types of pm1er take off are
designed mainly for the currying of heavy loads at low speeds)
but by using "filler blocIes", direct transmission of power from
the gear box·has been IIs tepped up" to obviate speeding of the
engine to obtain a satisfactory p~p speed.

Pur.ro - a T\70 stage Centrifugal Byron-Ja.clcson pUtlp haVing a
greater capacity than the Hercules 6A Roller ~JPe, and fitted
for 1~1I delivery pipes; is used. .All electric primel', controlled
by a dashboard pump, is fitted to the pump, together with 0.

hand operated type of pr~mer.

Hose - Both one inch diameter lli9~ pressure rubber hose (1500
feet), and standard l·~-" din.notor linen hose, al~e carried on the
truck. The rubbel~ 'hose is loosely coiled in a centre IIhose
basket II above tho vlater tunlc v/hilo the linen hose is housed in
tV/O sL:.aller "baskets II on each s ide of the tanl::. Pipe rollers
are fitted around the tops of oach basket to assist in the
vlithdro.v1al of the hose.•

Crew-~vo men are carried in the driVing seat, with four more on
a transverse seat i~ediately behind the cab. Apart from hose
and pumping.equipmont,the truck cro~ries a full kit of fire
fighting tools for. the six men concerned - also two knapsack
sprays attached to the real' of the vehicle.

The gross' (laden) weight or the truclc is 11,000 Ibs. v/hich
approaches the limit for a chassis of this capacity. " While no
performance data are available for the tl~uck, its con~truction
has e:mbodied bany improvements necessary to previous :models, so
that performance should be reliable.

Large Size Trucks.'

Tho une of tank trucIcs larger in capacity than 300 gallons
is confined to State and County Forest Fire Depar~ents - notably
those in Western Regions. A brief summary will be given here of
types of such trucks now placed in use by various Departments:-

Los Angeles COlU1ty Forestry·Department - This Depa.rtment has
pionoel~ed the use of heavier types of tanIc truclc equipment. As
described by Davis (36), the latest typen of s¥ch equipment are
of 600 and 2500 gallons capacity. The for:t:1er is built on 0.

chassis of 180 11 wheel base yl1th a V 12 cylinder, 185Bl~ake Horse
Power eneine. The unladen weight of the trucIc is 13,700 Ibs.
and the weiGht when fully equipped is 20,685 Ibs. With a full



•
(Photo by U.S. Forest Serv·ce).

Sho in'" type of live hose reel
used b U.S. Forest Service a
.fire trucks •

(Photo by U.S. Forest Service).

Showing nozzles, valves etc. used on hoses ~ith

portable pUI:lpers, bmk trucks etc., bv U. S. 1"01"
est Service - (1) S ~inl~inp' check and bleeder
valve, (2 Pressure-relief check valve (3) liz
lIT couDlinp' with l,r take-off (4) Sianese conb'ol
valve (5) Screw tip nozzle with extra tip carriers
(6) one inch shut-off nozzle with tip (7) arden-
hose nozzle.

•
•

3 4 6 7
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load,tho truck can attain a speed or 50 to 60 miles per hour,
or.' can negotiate a 30 per cent grade, \7ith compUl~.l1tive ease.

- It is ritted with a two stage centrifugal pur.p-nn aUXiliary
rotary gear type pump being also fitted to continue discharge
of water when the truck is moving. Hose equipment includes
two reels,each carrying 300 feci; of one inch rubber lined linen
hose, vlith a further 400 feet of this hose and 1000 feet or l~n
hose of similar type. The 2500 gallon truck is built on a
heavier chassis, with a 240 B.H.P. engine,227 ineh Wheelbase,
tandem rear Wheels, air brclces etc. ~le vehicle has a weight
of 28,000 Ibs. unladen and 52,000 Ibs. when laden and equipped.
It carries a rour stage centrifugal pump (with a ma..··dmun capa
city of 900 gallons per minute), and 1000 feet of 2~ inch, 1400
reet of l~ inch, and 200 feet of one inch fire hose, together
with special "fog ll nozzles for econo:r.1Y in vlater consumption.

Oregon state De nrtment of Forestr~ - As described by·
Ferguson 46 ,the OreGon lTuck is constructed on a 3 Ton
G.M.C. Chassis 01'.160" wheelbase. The chassis is equipped
with dual transmission (10 forward speeds and 2 in reverse), .
hydraulic booster brakes, and dual rear wheels. The body is
.built around a tank or 525 gallons capacity which is placed.
immediately behind the cab)nnd resting directly on the chassis,
so as to lower the centre or gravity. An Edwards gear type
pump (which can be used with saltwater) is driven by a power
take off situated just behind and below the cab, and operated
rrom a clutch control in the cab. The pump unit operates from
a 2 inch intal(e,.o.nd supplies triO l-E inch delivery outlets, one
located at the pump and the other at the rear of the truck.
The naximur:l capacity or the pump is. 140 gallons per minute,
delivered either rrom the taruc or from a roadside water supply.
The truck contains a number of lockers and boxes for housing
rire tools and equipment, inclUding 2500 feet of hose and two
portable power pumping units (weighing 70 lbs. each). If
necessary, these portable pumpers can be used to fill the tank
truck from a water supply some distance from the roadside. It
is stated that the truck carries hand tools, and other equipment,
for the use of 50 fire-fighters. ..

Californian state De artment or ForestI' ~lis Department
uses qu e a var' e y of ve ic es - he mos modern and massive
of which is a semi-trailer type of 2500 gallons capacity with
very detailed equipment, inclUding an electric generating plant
to supply the truclc, and to light powerful searchlight eqUipment.

Special Equipment for use on Taru( Trucks.

Power Take Off.

As outlined by Funke (54)7 standard types of power take
off on a truck transmission are not altogether suitable for
use 'with '"later pumps. They are designed to take heavy loads
at a low speed e.g. truck hoists. The use of low-powered
water pumps with standard tclce-offs, meant that the engine
had to turn at speeds l~to 2 times as great, to give a satis
factory pump speed on a direct drive. In this way the truck
engine would be developing 30 to 40 H.P.· to actuate a pump
with a load of not Eore than 5 H.P. - an unsatisfactory pro
cedure from the viewpoint of economy and operation. By
arrangement with pump manufacturers, standard take-offs have
been .fitted with suitable "p illow'blocks ll to provide approxi
mately double the pump speed for a eiven.transmission drive.
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This special take-off is a heavy duty type,with ball bear
ing mountings l connected by a standard drive shaft of the slip
joint type l and by two oil tight universal joints l to the water
pump. For standard makes of truck, the special type of take
off gave the following ratios:-

,. luum OF TRUOK ENGINE SPEED POVmR TAKE-OFF SPEED

Ford

Chevrolet

800
900

1000
800
900

1000

R.P.M.
"
"
II

"
II

1130 R. P .l.!.'
1275 1.1

1415 ~I
945 II

1050 II

1170 "

Auxiliary Oooling System.

As explained by Oakes (143)1 an au.."Ciliary cooling system
is necessary to prevent overheating of tanl~ truck engines. when
travelling to fires, 01" when ptrnping, water on to on outbreak.
The method described supplements the engine cooling system by
the circulation of water from the truck storage tank,thr6ugh
the cylinder head and radiator of the engine, and the return of
such water to the tank by means of a standard type of 6 Volt
electric fuel pump. This pump is bolted to the dashboard
inside the bonnet at a point low enough,.for 'w~ter to reach it
by gravitation from the storage tank, through t-" copper tubing.

, The pump is controlled by a push button switch_on the dashboard
of the cab, connected to the ordinary wiring system of the
engine. Flexible met·al tubing connects the pump outlet to the
drain plug of the radiator, with a ball bearing check valvo
betYJeen the end of the tubing and the dl"ain cockl to prevent
water draining from the radiator to 'an enpty storage tame.
Copper tubing (£-11) connects the radiator overflow to the
storage taru~. As standard types of fuel pump are not designed
to ptrnp water, the flat steel valve springs of the ptrnpS must
be replaced by coiled brass (or flat brass) valvo springs.
Costing only about t15 to install tho pump is capable of ' •
delivering 15 gallons of water per hour to the radiator.

, .
In the California Regionl aUXiliary radiator supplies are

furnished to the latest types of tank truck by circulating 'water
through a pump mounted in front of the.engine) and driven by a '
eranl:::shaft extension.

In other Regions var,ious aUXiliary cooling systems are
used) including one method Whereby the ordinary fuel pump of
the engine i~ used to circulate water l while the petrol feed
is maintained through a vacuum tame installation.

Hose.-
Perhaps the most suitable hose for use on tank trucks' is

a single jacket cotton rubber-lined hose one inch in diameter.
The great advantage of the rubber lining is the decrease in
frictional resistance l but this type of hose is much heavier
and has greater bulk than ordinary.linen hose. After 'use it
must be carefUlly dried before being stored in a cool l dry I

and airy location. Linen hose l either single or double
cotton jacl::et, and from l~ to 2~ inches in diameter l is also
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used freely. A nii1dew-proof or "Pacto1ized" type of linen·
hose is also used,but· must be carefully dried and stored to.
obviate detioration. - .

On smaller t·ank trucks, a ,"Live Hose Reel" is of great
value in allowing the use of pumped water without removing tho
hose from the reel. Such reels aro specially constructed to
operate at high pump pressures,and may carry from 100 to 500
feet of high pressure delivery hose. The reel is 'fitted ~ith
tight packing glands and spring cushioned cross bars on which
the hos~ is 'rolled. This spring-cushioning allows for the

,hose expansion to be 'taken up by the cross bars as water passes
through the reeled hose.

,Nozzles.

t~ch research,has been carried out in endeavoul's to evolve
suitable nozzles suitable for the efficient but careful use of
water. Perhaps the most advanced nozzle is the fog producing
type,which is stated (36) to increase the efficiency of water
twenty five times over. Shut off types of nozzle, used in con
junction with Siamese couplings ffild gate valves on the hose
line, permit of great savings in water use, the hose line
operator shutting off the water supply at the nozzle while
water is returned to the stora~e troli{. The di~eter of nozzle
tips varies considerably fron a to~ inch, but in most cases mini
mum sizes only aro used on fire outbrew:s.

(b) "Slip-on" Tank Eguipment.

Such equip:r:1ent includes a variety of tanks which are slipped
on to trucks of ordinary body types. In some cases they are
merely used as an auxiliary to tank truck supplies, or are
operated·in conjunction with a portable power plinp, also on
the trUCk, to' assist 'in fire suppression. ~ving to the high
cost of tankers, engineers have attempted to design efficient
"slip on" pur.lper units which could be easily moved on· to any
stando.rd_ truck. Such a unit allo\"/s a truclc to be used for
gen~ral. forest work throughout the 'year, and'then adapted for
suppression .vmrlc during the fire season. The r.1ost modern
unit of this natUl~e has been recently evolved in the Californian
Region by U.S. Forest Service engineers. . .

It comprisos a flat rectangular type of tank 84" long,
46" wide and 12" deep of 195 gallons capacity, and constructed
of,.18 gauge galvap.ised "medilin steel" 'with all' joints riveted
and soldered. ~70 way baffles divide tho tank into twelve
divisions of equal capacity, while it is mounted on a water
proofed plywood base board half an inch thick, and a reinforced
1~ inch angle iron frame. ~le iron frame is carried on eight
solid steol castors, four in~hes iri.diar.1oter with plain pin
bearings. Above the centre, of the tonk is a ''hose basket If, with
wire mesh sides and an open top. The rods forming the top of
the hose basket are covered with pipe rollers to facilitate
the \'Jithdrawal of hose from the basket. The space on each side
of the hose baslt:et is used to form seats fOl' fire fighters.

Another tank used, which does not provide this seat space,
is of 238· gallons capacitY,and measures 72" deep, 42 11 wide
and 17" deep.

Securely fastened to the angle iron frame of the tank
assembly is a neatly designed pump unit, including a two stage
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centrifugal,pump - directly connected to a 4 H.P. l~del A.K.
"Wisconsin" single cylinder air cooled petrol engine. ,The
pump is prim,od by a Bilge Type Hand Pump, while the engine
is started with a rope starter.

(c) Power Pwnncrs.

~nese extremely compact lightweight units have been
designed for the supply of Im'6e supplies of vater to forest
fires from streanw, lrures etc. The aim throughout their

,design and construction has been to reduce weight as much as
possible,so that the units can be transported by "back packing"
or even by aircraft parachute. A variety of these pumpers is
~vailable for use by foresters) the most cOlllmonly used·being
the "Pacific Marine" Type "V", the "Edwards" Hodel 85, and
1;;he ','Paramount Cub II. , The cost of these units approxir.mtes
~400Jand their average capabilities are from 35 gallons (or
nore) per minute at 200 Ibs. pressure,to 65 gallons per minute
at 100 Ibs. preS'SUI1 0. In each case the engine is. a high
speed type with a Inaximum speed of 4000 R.P.N. or more. In'
British Columbia a modern type of small unit known as the
Parrumoilllt Cub is made locally, and shows considerable promise.
Vfuile power-pumpers usually approximate 70.1bs in weight,the
total weight of each unit,equipped with hose, fuel tanks, and
other fittings; ranges from 100 to 140 Ibs~ Up to 2000 feet
of l~!" linen hose is used with these pumping units the nozzles
for such hose being fitted with \"lorkins tip~ from~' to ~" in
dia~eter. Without enumerating the variousr~kes of.punper ,
available, some discussion of the various types indicate's the
variety of punp designs incorporated therein:'-

(a)

(b)'

(c)

Rotary Gear !Y~ - delivers water at high pressure, against
fairly high operating heads,with smooth efficiency. The
r.luin disadvantage is that any silt, sond or other sedir.lent
in the water used,soon grinds out the rotors of the pump
and greatly reduces its efficiency. Its use is thus
largely limited to clean vlater.

Centrifugal ~pe - these high speed, high pressure ptunps
are comparable in efficiency to geared rotary types,and
do not suffer any serious dam~e when water contains con
siderable sediment. The usual disadvatanges of centri
fugal type pumps (difficult prlining, gl~eater bulk and
i'leight) have recently.been.overCOl:1e in a Canadian built
unit which incorporates self-priming, reulti-stage type of
centrifugal pump, and ligh~ness in weight.

Piston T~ne - These pumps are s~ple and dependable
mechanically, ar~ have large ~ater capacities. 'Their main
.disadvantage is low pressure delivery and greater weight,
thus restricting their use to roadsides etc.

The most common makes of pumper used by foresters require
the services of an experienced operator,while the machines
r.1Ust be used in strict accordance with the manufacturers f "'lOrk
ing instructions. Special cards are used to enter up all
details of thepumpfs \"lorking.

(v) The une of chemicals.

lInny investisations have been made to determine whether
chemicals could be used to replace water, or to improve its
efficiency, in fire suppression. Chemicals may be theoreti
cally applied to forest fires in n. numbel~' of fOl~ms, such as:-

...
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(2~8 )

Liquids - Single constituent liquids (such as undiluted
Carbon tetrachloride) or the solution.of vnl~ious chemicals
in vlater.
Gases - such as Carbon dioxide, vnlich m'e uoed in chemical
extinguishers, and which prevent cOl::lbustion by replacing
the oxygen in the atmosphere \"lith the gas used. ,On forest
fires, or other fires burning in the open, conditions are
not the s::lL1e, as burning fuels can draYl on .abundant
supplies of oxygen from the surro~~ding at~osphere by
means of wind currents, or draughts, despite applications
of "blanlceting" types of gas. .
Solids - of certain kinds e;:ert a smothering effect on
fires by liberating gases TIhich retm'd combustion, by
excludine air from fuels in the case of v:ll~ious inert
materials, or by effecting a decrease in temperature and/or
an increaso in humidity of the ground fuels. Typical .
eXQL~ples are the bicarbonates (Which release Carbon dioxide),
and several heat-resistant compounds in dust form.
Forums - owing to a large increase in volume over their
original chemical solutions foams, offer theoretical
advantages uhich have been exploited on oil fires, where
they exert a blanlceting action, and are more effective
than water because of their great volur.m.

• '

.-

In theory, a chemical or a chemical solution is required
that will lower the tempel;ature of ground fuels and will prevent
loss or. moisture thererroLl, that \'Jill isolate ·these fuels rrom
o::ygen, and will exel~t a toxic influence on the general groYlth
of all light ground fuels. .

The most successrul results were rirst obtained with
Calcium chloride in a 25 per cent solution with water, when
applied either berore, or during, an outbrewc of fire. 'This
solution exerted a derinitely retarding effect, except when
applied to the edge of a fire under conditions of high tem
perature and 10\'1 humidity. If' applied early in the fire
season as a potential retardant; it was found that the advent
of heavy rain might largely eliminate any permanent effects of
the application. ~lightly weaker solutions (20 per cent), of
~~onium sulphate gave slightly' better results (221), but this
substance costs approximately .$40 per ton, as against ;125 per
ton for Calcium chloride. The application of either or these
substances in powder form was of little value •

The u.S. Forests Products Laboratory (183) have made exten
sive tests on the retardant properties of vm~ious chemicals.
Laboratory tests showed that Phosphoric Acid or its ~onium
salts were twice as efrective as pure wate~ for both extinc
tion of flame and reduction of glow in wooden ruels. Extinc
tion of rlame was not important by itself in the still air or
the laboratory, but rate of glow extinction TIas considered
inportant, as, vlith ony high Ylind velocities, glO\'l is easily con
verted to flame. Potas~ium acetate, carbonate, and bicarbonate
shOTIed greatest ability to reduce rlaoes, but mononmmonium
phosphate \'las superior in i,ts reduction of glow in the i'looden
fuels used in the laboratory.

In field tests, made with the same cher;licals, it V1I1S round
that the "rlame-reduction" types such as Potassium carbonate
and bicarbonate were efrective, to some extent, only on the
lighter ground :fuels such as dry grass, loose leaves etc.
On the other hand the "glow-e:::tinction" chemicals lilw ~,Iono
~monium phosphate were superior on glOWing fuels such us
t\'Jigs etc., and were markedly superior to TIater' on all fuels
e:::cept rotten wood. The tests made \"lith mono-ammonium sul
phate TIere in concentrations of 2'5 to 10 per cent TIith water.
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Field tests to determine whether pre-application of these
chemicals v/ould retard a fire after- 'npplicatian ofwater had
evaporated, showed that Phosphoric acid and its ~onium salts
were easily the nost effective in this respect, and actually
stopped small ground fires •

Fire fo~~ \'lere also IT~de from mixing sodium'bicarbonate,
aluminium sulphate, and a stabiliseI' or "bubble former" such
as extract of liquorice. root - and bringing this mixture into
contact \'lith \'later. Such foams are greatly ll~proved if the
mixture is "loaded" \'/i th a fire retm"'dant chemical like otmlonium
sulphate before contact .with the v/ater, in which case they are
estimated to be eight times as effective as ordinary water in
forest fire suppression. In the tests made, foams were found
to be particularly effective on logs, branches, rotten wood
etc., but only if a continuous layer of foam could be applied.
Fo~s lose a great deal of their effectiveness if applied to
ground fuels in green slash, bracken, etc., \'lhere the foam could
not mmeo real contact \'lith infl~able materials.

'Any determination of the most suitable type of chemical
is not the whole story, as the superiority of any given chemi
cal and/or its oolution in water) is not a constant but varies ,
v/ith: - '

For all the tests rr~de)it \'las considered that mono-ammonium
phospllate was easily the most practical and promising chemical
for forest fire suppression, but tho use of this or any other
chemical was not considered worth \'lhilo incases where abundant
wat-er supplies v/ere available. In cases Where such flater supplie's
were meagre or uncertain, as is often the case during prolonged
conditions of severe hazard, it was thought that the use of the
nost suitable chemicals might mako all the difference between
success and failure of initial attack on fires.

Ina summary (192) of e;~tensive field tests made with nono
arnoonium phosphate, it is pointed out,that such tests aFe as .yet
inconclusive, but further experiments are warranted. An impor
tant objection to the use of this partiCUlar. chemical was its
corrosive effect on tanks, containers etc. For this reason it
could not be used in a ready-mixed solution, and the period .of
four to five minutes required to nix a solution on arrival at
a fire was thus a dangerous delay. In sone cases sodium dich
ronate has been added to mixed solutions in order to minimise
corrosion in containers. .

.'
•

(a)

(b)
(c)

The rate of application, in relation to the size and
severity of the fire •
Prevailing wind velocity.
The nature and arrangement of ground fuels.

, .

Dependent on the conditions prevailing, the amount of
chemical solution required may range from o.ppro;:imately the
same amount of water, to only a small fraction of the amount
of water required to extinguish a fire.

'. C ~ YSupplies.

(i) Food Supplies~

, The use of men on large scale fires demands that they be
in the best physical condition, and forest officers usually
undertclce the feeding of all men employed on suppression duties.
This is true of all fires handled by the U.S.Forest Service, .
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f'ood being supplied either as emergency rations or, in cooked
f'orm wherever possible. In the case of' C.C.C. enrollees,
however, practically all comnissariat arrangements at f'orest
f'ires are in the hands of the Arr;ry authorities who control'
these camps.

Employees or off'icers of' the Forest Service carry one
day's emergency rations, in compact f'orm, while travelling or
patrolling on f'orest' areas during times of' hazard•. As an
example the one-nan day ration used in the Pacif'ic North
West Region contains the f'ollowing (tinned) goods:- 12 pz •

. Roast Beef', 2 oz. Cof'f'~ 5~ oz. Corn Beef' Hash, 8 oz. Grape
Fruit, 3~ oz. Cheese, 1 lb. Brorm bread (also tinned), 9 oz •
Baked Beans, 8 Cubes Sugar plus' a nail and piece of wire f'or
impr~vising a cof'fee pot out of one of the tins. The arrange
ments made f'or the supply of rations to suppression crews vary
between diff'erent adr.linistrative Regions, but in each case it
is the .responsibility of the local of'ficer to mill{e catering ,
arrangements that will function in any emergency. Where
suppression crews are called out'ur~ently to f'ires, they ore
issued with standard prepared lunches, which are suitable f'or
use at anytime during a single season. They may be also
(or alternatively) issued with similar f'oods prepared as
rations for one or more days.

Subsequent arrangemonts vary to a great extent as regards
the source of' supplies f'or feeding established camps or work
ing gangs of' fire fighters. These supplies may be obtained, at
the shortest possible notice, by lodging orders with local
storekeepers for certain lists of goods f'01" varying numbers
of f'ire f~ghters. In such cases the storekeeper has been
f'u.rnished VIith ration lists before the fire season cOrn.t:1ences,
and undertrnces to have all goods ready, so as to complete the
list required within a space of minutes af'ter receiving any
orde1". Those storelceepors closest to forest areas Vip-O have
the required stocks of necessro"y f'oods are selected when pre
season arranger.lents are made.

In other Regions a certain proportion. of' imperishable
and/or packaged goods is leept available for insturit usc, and
local arrangements made f'or the necessary supply of"large
orders in the event of major outbreaksoccur1....ing. In cases
where local purGhases are ef'fected, none are actually made in
those centres where any individual or group is suspected of'
incendiary action. .

In cases where large suppressipn crews are proceeding to
f'ires without any issue of' prepared rations, telephonic arrange
ments are made f'or them to be suitably f'ed at any suitable
refres~~ent room etc. wpich they may be passing en route to
the' firo, to Save time at the firo when'they actually arrive
there.

In tho case' of' large scalo supplies, \7hero cool::s are
appointed to provide an abundance of' appetising food to fire
f'ichters, fresh vegetables, f'ruit, meat, bread etc. ro'e used
as f'ar as possible cor:un.ensurate with transport facilities and
the source of' such supplies. '

On the other hand, suppression crews being fed at fires
in Rocky lr.ountain reGions are usually supplied f'rom carefully
prepared lists and "paCkS" of' f'ood,designed to prOVide a
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tfbc.lanced ration" \"lith an abnolute ninir,um of vleight. This
course has been necessary owing to tho large amount of trans
po:::'t by pack-uninals, or by tho l:1en thenmelves, "inseparable
fron firen in comparatively inaccessible areas. ~lese ration
lists of goods may even provide sufficient supplies to be
back paciced for distancen up to, or.e::cceeding, 5 r..l1en, and
sufficient to feed 25 men for as Ions as five days, .(see
Table No. 42). For initial supplies to firefighters,there are
standard packs of rations 1'01'" a, number of dayn for Bongs of,
say ten men, (see To.ble No. 43). Supplies. of these specially
selected foods are nore e:cpensive owing to handlinG and pacl:::
ins costs, and special rocipen are issued (199) and (201) in
."Fire Car.lP or Lool:out" Cook Books to utiliso then to the bent
advantage. In Region .No ~ I, special bo:::ed lunches for 30 men
are I::ept on hand' for use at any time during ·the 'season, 'Ilhile
other specially prepUl"'od packs include:-

One man rations for 30, 45, 60, 75, 100 and 120 dayn (for
uso by one to three nen on·fires).
One day rations in si11[;le units for ~ach man (as quoted
above). .
Air delivery units - 30 men's rationn for one day,. in
four npecially propared packages.

, Preparation of these special "pacIcs" of food is' done at
the tvlO vlarehounos in Region No. I, small Units such as boxed
one-man lunchen, or supplies of one day rations

f
beinG distri

buted before the season cOl:ll:lenCen, other "packs I being din
tributed by rail, truck or aircraft as required.in emergency.
Arranger.tents are also !:'lade to supply the adjoining Region
No. IV TIith similar nupplies.

Officers are inntructed to use ordinary local supplies
and sourcen of food as far as transport conditions will alloTI,
o\'ling to the greater cost of tb,o prepared packs. In Region
NO •. I,it is. generally thought donirable to arrange for guards,
and other employoen engaged for the duration of the seanon,
to be fed at ranger stations, or other centres, vlhere their ·
duties pel"'lllit .such a courso of action. If stationed by them
selven and· away from their homes, it is also thOUGht desirable
for them to be supplied with the balanced rations, rather than
provide their own food. A charge is of course made for all
meals or r~tions supplied in this ~~nner.

. .
The I:1aking up of individual' lunches is stronGly advocated

, in the case of men going to, or vlOrl:::ing on, fires. In this
waY,men do not gather together in a single position at a fir~
but eat their lunches without moving from their individual
section of the fire lino •

(ii) Camping l.!aterials.

Cooking utensils, and all other items neces'sary for the
naintenance of large numbers of men at fires, unually forn an
integral part of tool assomblien. In this TIay, the despatch
of lUl"'ge gangs of r.~n to any individual fire meann that auto
matic provision in made for these nen to remain at the fire .
for an indefinite period once tents, mattresses etc. are fUr
nished fron the nearost warehouse.

For instance, the Fire,Camp Outfits used for a 251.Ian Crew
in the North Went Regions conprise. these four carefully paclcod
pnckages:-
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. .
Fire Crew Ration Lists - used in the Intermountain Region (Region No.4) - U. S. Forest Service.

, .

FOR.PACKING EORE THAll 5 HILES . ALOllG ROADS,. OR LESS . THAN A 5 lUIEPACK .,

"

ARTICLE UNIT THREE DAYS . FIVE DAYS THREE DAYS FIVE DAYS

, I
.5 MEN 10 IolElI 25 I.!EIT 5 l.lEN 10 I.IBN 25 MElT 5 MEN 10'UEN 25 IJEU 5 rJEH 10 1:IEN 25 I.!EU .

Ment - Fresh Ibo. - - ' - - - - - 60 150 50 100 250
Ham Cured II - '10 ,25. - 16 40 - 12, 30 - ,20 50 r-..

11 Canned II 12 12 25 20 20 40 16 16 30 24 24 50 N
-4

Bacon II '4 8 21 7 14 '30 5.; 10 25 8 16 40 N
....."

Eggs . Dozen 6, 15 30 10 . .20 45 6 15 ' 30 10 . 20' 45
Bread lbs. ' ' 12 24 . 60 20 40 100 14 ' 27 45 24 " 48 120
Biscuits (Crackers) II· 8 16 40 13 25 65 8 : 16 40. 13 25 65
Flour " 12' 24 60 20 40 98 12 24 60 20 ' 40 98.
Yeast with Flour Yeast foam 1 1 2 1 2 3 1 1 2 1 2 3,
Baking -Powder' . - . lbs. .l.. I' l'

'f '" 2" 2- 1 1 1- '>1 2""- ;:r ~2

·grease)
, 2, : 8 2

Lard (used with bacon II, 1 ,2 5 2 4 10 1 2 5 2 4 10
Sue;ar II 6 12 30 10 20 50 6 12 30 10 20 50
Cane Syrup Quart 1 2 3 1 3 5 " 1 2 3 2 4' 10
Ground Coffee Ibs. ' 3 6 ' 15 5 10 20 4: 8 16 6 . 12 24
Tea " ~ A J._ , -1 1 ,.. )~ '1 1- ..,

1- ·2- ';;j '~.".I -:. 2 1: :1 2

Cocoa " ',L 1 . 2 1 2 1 2~..,,-
!(

1 2~L
"2 ~A- '2" ~ ~

'" ...
1.!i1k ,- Cans 10 20 48 20 ' 36 72 12 24 60 20 40 72
Butter 1bs. 2 4 10 3 6 15 3 6 15 5, 10 25
Beans (dried) " 3 6 15 .' 5 10 25 3 6 .15 5 10 25
Cheese (American) II 2 4 .10 4 8 20 2 4 10 4 8 20
Rice " - 3 6 3 '6 12 - 3, 6 - . 6 12
Potatoes " 8 15 37 12 25 62 15 30 75 25 50 100
'Onions (dry) " 1 2 5 2 4 '10 .2 3 8 2 5 12 .
Macaroni' " - 2* 5 2 'J. ,5 10 . 2~ 5 2"- 5 10. "2 -.- ;.;

Pancake Flour " 5 10 - .10 10 - 5 10 ' - 5 10 - ,

Cereals, Oatmeal etc. II' 3 6 15 '9 9 18 4 ~ 18 9 9 18,
Jam No.2 Tins 3 6 '12 4 8 - 24 3 '.6 12 4 ·8 24
Vegetables canned (Corn,
Peas, Carroto, Spinach II • '9' . 18 36 12 24 48 6 12 24 8· 16 36.
etc.)

"

Fresh ve.getab1es 1bs. - - - 3 5 12 3 6 12 5 10 25
Flour II - 9 18 - 18 27 9 18 18 ' 27- _.

.: ~,

Fresh ~ cured meat is used e.g. If 75 per cent of fresh meat shown is used, then 25 per cent of cured meat will be needed.
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TAB LEn o. 43.

•

10 Man Fire Crew Ration List used in Central Rocky Mountain Region, Region Uo. 2 U.s. Forest Service.

DAYS..
ARTICLE . UNIT I r I.. .1 i 2 3 4 5

Fresh Heat (Instead of canned or cured meat) Ibs. 20 I 40 '60 80 100
Canned or Cured meat (instead of fresh meat) II 12 ·24 36 44 52
Fresh Meat (Used with canned and cured meat) ·11 10 20 30 : 40 50
Canned or Cured meat (Used with fresh ~eat) " 6 12 18 .2!3 26
Eggs dozen 2 4 6 8 10 .
Bl"ead lb. loaves 9 18 27 36 45
Crackers (Biscuits) Ibs. 6 12 18 24 30
Flour II 8 16 24 32 40
Baking pm"/der (i.f f10ul" is' used)' II .l. ) ... ·1 1 '12 2
Lard " 1 2 3 4 5
Sugar It 4 8 12 16 20'
Syrup' qual"ts 1 1 2 2 3 ......

ro
Coffee 1bs. 2 4 6 8 10 -..J
Tea tr . :I, 1 1 1"- 113-

~
'2 " -Tinned Uilk ~

large tins 3 6 9 12 . 15
Butter Ibs. 1 2 3 4 5
Dried Fl"uits II 2 2 3 3 3
Canned II quarts 3 6 9 12 .15
Rice 1bs. 2 4 6 8 10.
Beans II 3 6 9 12 15
Potatoes II 10 20 30 40 50
Onions It 1 2 3 4 5

. Ton:ntoes, canned large cans .3 6; ·9 12 15
r.:acaroni 1bs. 1 2 3 4 5
Cheese (American) It 2 J. 6 8 10
Erbwul"st or Bologna u 1,. i" .1 1 1:'1,.r '>~ .

1}~Flcldes Quarts 1 1 11-~rS 2 ~~Salt. lbs. 1 1 1 2 2Pepper oz. 2 0 4 4 4.~

Cinnnnon II 2 r) 2 ..,
2,~ ...

Laundry Soap Bars 1 2 3 4 4
I,~n tches Boxes 2 2 3 4' 4Paper Bags (for lunches) Number 12 24 36 48. 60

---.
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1~ss Boiler (and cooking utensils) - TIeighing :116 Ibs.
Hess Box (cooking and eating) II 60 lbs.
Headlights and Hiscellaneous Toole Box - ~ 142 Ibs.
Tool bundle (caop tools) ~ 136 lbs.

All packages (and equipment tlierein) used for camp out
fits are specially designed so that no useless or weighty
materials o~ utensils are transported. Cooking utensils are

. designed to fit together,und to pack smaller items, for instance
a large mess boiler of square shape carries quite a variety of
equipment to a fire. Where special "packs II are prepared for air
delivery, back-packing etc., such items as ,plates, cups, spoons
etc. are of compisition paper, and these'are discarded after
being once used •

, All metal utensils are carefully cleaned and stored during
the ",inter period, the larger Regional \7arehouses having special
facilities for washing in caustic soda'. During storage, these
n~tal utensils are coated with a colorless and tasteless mineral
oil,TIhich prevents rust developlnent,and yet allows use of the
utensil at a later date without washing.

Large fire camps are laid out according to prepared designs,
with the dual object of prevcnting confusion and of providing .
the greatest possible cor.tfort for employees •. Such camps arc
under the special care of "Camp Bosses 11, 'who supervise cooking,
supply anddelivery of tools, supply and equipment, and sanita
tion etc.

l.:en suitable as camp cooks are employed on other prot~ction
duty, or are,requisitioned locally as the occasion arises, in
accordance with pre-seaSon arrangements. Despite the fact that
fire camps arc located in forest areas, wood burning stoves for
camp use are not popular, as they are heavy to transport and
require the er.:rployment of valuable labour for wood-cutting.
SP9cial lightweight stoves burning either fuel oil,or natural
(Petroleum) gas,are used instead. '

The provision of camp lighting by means of flares, electric
headlights (from storage batteries),petrol lanterns,is also
provided for, as camp activity,including cooking, is usually
continued throughout the night.

Tents are used only on lro~ge fires, or where cli~~tic
conditions at high elevation mllire them necessary. Special types
of light kapol: ground mattresses are freely used, these being
carefully stored, with blankets etc., during winter months.

At larger fires in many Regions, a variety of goods required
by firefighters is leept on hand and supplied to men at cost
price, the value of such goods obtained by any employee beiUS
deducted from his pay. Among the items, stocked are tObacco,
cigarettes, socks, gloves, laces, nails or soles for boots,
shirts, trousers, etc.
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CHAPTER XII.

PER SON N E L.
>,;.

Careful orGanis~tion of Detection, Transportation, Com
r.unications, Supply of Tools and Equipment is so much wasted
effort unless associated \'lith considered plans for the selec
tion and placing of adequate sUPPI'easion rorces, and for

, all necessary reinforcements of labour, under any conceivable
conditions of fire hazard. It has already been explained that
'it ~ould be quite i~possible, fron many standpoints, to main
tain throughout the year, or even throughout the fire season,
the large labour forces necessary at times 'of :tlost serious
emergency. Uith so much thought given to the need for a fast

. and efficient initial attack on' all fires, and for intensive
activity on ,'fire pl"eventio'n, it 'follons that considerable care
is necessary in' selecting those. key members of the protection
forces '-/ho are retained for the whole of each fire season.

- 'Un:£:,ortunately,. it is rarely possible for forest officers to
'giye 't,hese ,lIkey tt men year long employment on the forest, rlhile
thei:r . services, are usually sought early in the SunE.el', when
rural and a~ricultural activity is at its peclc, -and all reliable
reen in. any' coUntry qistrict are being sought for other occupa
tions. ~e planning of adequate reinforcen~nts is not so much
a select~on of suitable men, but is carefully planned staff
work on- the. part of forest officel"s to make the best use of
those ava~lable in the locality, or from the nearest available
source of labour forces., ,

A~ded to ,the above considerations, is the need for nclcing
the greatest possible usc of those labour forces employed by
other agencies in or near forest areas, utilisation of volun
,teer or available assistance from landovmers, or other co
,operat6r~, and of the man power employed by forestpernittees,
which is ,at the disposal of forest officers in an emergency.. ,

A. ,Forest Officers - U.S. Forest Service.

(i) Supervisors' - who ro'e in charge of each National Forest.
An extremely heavy responoibility rests on the shoulders

of these', men during times of severe hazard, and also at other
periods during the year when they are making careful plans for
any eventuality. During the greator part of the fire season
they ro"e.required to be in the field, checldne up on all
details of ~repa~odness,and onall~plans made'for emergencies,
at the same timo closely follOWing the vagm"ies of weather and
hazar~ conditions, so that no fire will· catch their organisa-
tion'o unprepared. During severe conditions, such as prolonged
periods of hazaI'd, or extensive fire occurronce, they have the
additional task of rallying their forces and of maintaining the
norale of all their .subordinates. On large fires, the, Supervisor
is perhaps.the only person qualified to direct~l action on the.
job, or to take charge of headquarters organisation as "dispatcher~I'
~hen one considers that the average size of the unit tinder the
care of aSupcr~isor is approximately a million acres,it will be
understood that his task is no .sinecUl"e.

,(ii) Assistant Sunervisor - may act in such capacity only as a
fire executive. HO sharos the duties, if not the responsibility,
of his superior, and his main task is to relieve the. latter by
,tillci~g over office duty while the Supervisor is in the field,or

r)
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vice versa. He must, above all,; be thoroughly conversant with
all details of fire control organisation and practice, and have
the technical skill .and experience to renedy any defect apparent
in'the organisation. He, is actually a "Fire Assistant" to the
Supervisor, and on most National Forests there is at least one
Fire Control specialist on the staff available for such duty •

(iii) District Rangers - in charge of 200,000 to 300,000 acres
of forest. ~ne direct burden of all detailed fire control falls
on these officers, owing to the intimate lcnowledge they are
expected to have of their forest area, and of all necessary fire
protection plans and action therein. In the event of larGe
fires, the district ranger often takes charge as "fire boss"

. owing to his local Imo'\"lledge and experience, unless ·relieved by
a superior officer at times when additional and extenqive ad
r.J.nistrative action is called for. All ol"'ders regarding men,
supplies, equipment etc., for going fires are issued by him,
or require his endorsement. All training of temporary employees,
po~ential suppression crews etc. is his responsibility.

(iv) Actin~ Ranger - is selected,from Forest foremen within a
Ranger u~str~c~)as the man most suitable to relieve, or assist,
the Ranger during the fire season. During critical fire situa
tions, the number of qualified and trained. forest officers who
are thoroughly competont fire oxecutives)is all 'too few, and
Acting Rangers are expected to overcome such deficiency by
applying their extensive practical Imo\'lledge of the fire prob
lem. They are particularly useful in Rocl~ ~ountain aroas,where
the s~er season is the only time available to District Rangers
.to carry. out field \'lork in connection vlith their ordinary ad
ministrative duties, and they cannot therefore be spared' for
suppression work.

B.· Permanent emnloyeos - U.S. Forest Service.

It is not every National Forest that employs. permanent
employees as 'classified hereunder, but forest officers always
llope for general forestry activity on their particular'ureri:to be
speeded up, so that a selection of "keylt employees can be given
all-the-year employment. Only in this.way can proved members
of the temporary organisation be relied upon for ~uty each
year.. Special \'lork is not created, however, to give full time

" employment to the most desirable men - such perma~ent wor~
. depending on the intensity of forest manneement, exploitation,
planting, or stand improvement work being llildertaken on a par
ticular forest, and the degree to v/hich C.C~'C. labour is used
on all forest work.

, In selecting men for permanent en~loy~ent on rolY forest,
preference is invariably given to the most capable or indis
pensable members of.the fire protection staff. Apart from
their proven ability in a general or particular sense, those
men having the tact and.personality to contact members of the
public, and viho maintain a pride in their appearance, are given
most consideration. ~ley are paid from regular appropriations,
as distinct fron all emergency eI:1p10yees (paid from the "Fire
Fund"») Y/ear a forest officer 's badge, and th~ standal"'d uniform
for gu~rds, and are provided with car or anlilal transport,as
their duties require sarne. The positions usually occupied by
such employees are as follo\'1s:-

(i) Fore13t foremen - the most valuable of the proved local
employees, \'Tho ro"'e paid salaries \'Thich vary in accordance
with their all-round qualifications, and who.are capable
of a13suming charge'of any individual phase of prevention
or suppression work•..



(iii) Headquarters Guard \'lho is a qualif'ied loolrout-fireman, '"lith
special ability in handling adrJinistrative details, such
as timekceping, orders for supplies, fire and weather
reports and records etc., who can carryon as Acting
Ranger when so' required, but who is not usually required
to supervise nen engaged on protection or other f'orest
work. .

(ii)
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Foremen - of lesser raru{, and rated as Class 1, 2 or 3
foremen'Qn general duties on W11ich they are eoployed in
the forest. They are capable of taldng charge of any
suppression 'creYI or .crOY1S in c:t:1ergency, vlith the object
of'getting the best results) both from the standpoint of'
achieve~ent and of econooics.

•
e"

(iv) Lookout-firemen - who are most highly reg'arded in the Rocky
Mountain Heglon)and in that locality have.all ·the respon
sibility f'or vital initial attaclc on f'ires. They need
not necessarily be men of extensive experience in f'orest
\'lork, being chosen for their physical condition and
general alertness, capacity for the task allotted to them,
a~d their prospects of achieving hieher responsibilities.
In so~e cases, vlives of loolrout firemen cro."ry on detcction
work when their husbands are ordered .to attend-nearby
fires •. c. The free use of Lookout-firemen has no\'1 spread to
many Western Regions, where hundreds of men are employed
in this capacity at the height of any particular f'ire
season.· In the Pacif'ic Horth West Region, Lookout-f'ireoen
are engaged by the r.lOnth f'or the duration of' the f'ire
season, and are e.xpected. to be on duty continuously during
such season. For this continuous \"lorl: ·the men are alloi"led
two and a half days leave f'or each month worked, leave of
this nature being taken during any safe period of the season,
or at the coopletion of the season's \'lork;

(v) Labourers - Mep. are selected from temporary fire protection
staffs Who are capable of maintaining a good individual
output of worl:,and nho show distinct promise as potential
foremen. Younger lilen are often selected, provided they con
form to the general standard offering. ~lese ~en ~my be' ,
required to stand by in caop,or at home,onStmdays or holi
days without pay, but if employed on fire suppression on
such days are paid for their work.

(vi) Fe:!." dier.l guards - as their nULle ioplies they are Given
emplO~Tl:lOnt in emerGency, after beinG duly enrolled in this
capacity prior to each fire season.' loCany .01' them are
either forest permittees, or are employed by such pernittees,
and they have been proved to possess particular value on
areas \'lhere· conditions do not usually uo.rrant a· strOl1[; force
of regulro' employees or emergency patrols. Following
detailed instructions given them recarding the nature,and
sphere of their duties, they usually proceed to fires or
co~ence duty either autolilatically, or following a definite
call, when a fire occurs, or when certain hazard conditions
exist. In the Intel"'-Eountain Region of rlestern U.S.A. 1

serious conditions of haznrd at'e not constant throuShout
each fire se~son, so that a.lro."ge suppression force is
not always available. To be prepared for any condition
of emel"gency a strong "sl:eleton" staff is maintained,
tosether with some l50.per dien.Guards, and a nunilier of
co-operators. .
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C. Temporary employees, U.S. Forest Service.

Owing to the seasonal nature of the employment offered,
it is not easy to obtain suitable men who are pilling to accept
positions of responsibility for a short tern, and who nre cap
able of filling such positions. In sone cases it is possible
to obtain the services of the same men, of proved worth, for
succeeding fire seasons, but provision has usually to be made,
each season, for.the selection of at least part of the tem
porary staff required. In the Californian Region, for instance,
it is estimated that there is a 30 per cent "turnovcr"oin tem
porary employees between any two fire season~. Such selection
demands a good deal of care and experience on the part of forest
officers. It is possible in some districts to secure suitable
seasonal employees from forestry students who have not obtained

°any regular employment after completing their courses. Even
these students are SUbject to careful selection.

Temporary employees occupying "key" positions are paid from
reGular appropriations, made annually in accordance with fire
plans, from Forest Service funds. When unduly severe conditions
necessitate a reinforcenent of these tOl.'1pOrary eI:!ployees - the
additional men appointed, Y/ho can be classed as "Emergency
employees" are paid from the "Fire FUnd." Only in specially
approved cases do temporary employees wear the official badge
of the Forest Service, but they are'usually provided with a card
or letter of authority. As in the case of permanent employees,
they are required to furnish themselves with the standard Forest
Service Guard uniform. If food sup~lies are furnished by the
Forest Service, the cost of same (~25 or more) is deducted each
month from wages paid.

The usual emnloyment of temporary men is as follows:-

(i) Guards or "Patrols" - who are paid according to a locally
adopted grading and scale of wages;. and are Given a variety
of duties in times of emergency, although usually concentra
ted on patrols when fires are absent from the area. ~~ey
may provide their own horse or car equipment (on a nileage
basis), or be supplied with same by the Forest Service.

(ii) Lookouts ~ are selected for their capacity to endure isola
tion, from men who are intelligent enough to use instruments,
mru~e recordings etc. Only men of good physical condition
and tested eyesight are considered for selection,as already
discussed in "Dete.ction" plans. .

-
(iii) Lookout firOl~en·- Temporary appointments to these positions

are ~~de whon the usual number of employees classified us
lookout-firemen is not sufficient to cover all requirements
during tho .firo season. The qualifications demanded of
these men, are sinilar to those of regular e~loyees.

D. Emergency enployees~

(a) Co-operators - are selected from local settlers, or· other
°residents,ror the assistance they may furnish in voluntarily
detecting fires, or, in proceeding inmediately to any fires seen
by them. \Vhile their detection efforts are not paid for, it is
usual to pay the.se men standOl"'d rates for fire-fighting) in
accordance with the positions they filIon the luttel'" work.
They may be paid for time spent on "f11"'e training" if such train
ing is thought necessOl"'y, and if the co~operator is not ina
financial position to devote his own time to the training period.
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(b)" Wardens - in some Regions there are local men living near
~orests who have outstanding qualities o~ integrity, leader
ship, interest and experience in ~ire protection etc., and who
can be depended on to take e~~icient action in ~ire suppression
in the absence o~ a ~orest o~ficer. They are usually empowered
to incur expenses on their own initiative ~or labOur, transpor
tation and supplies, and are o~tel1 selected because of their
ability to ~nish or organise an ef~~cient local suppression
~orce. T'ney are paid according. to the number o~ hours worked,
in accordance with the duties they per~orm, fore~ample as
crew-leaders etc, they are paid more than usual 'rate ~L~ed ~or
wardens. Like co-operators, they may also be paid ~or any
training considered necessary on fire protection etc., (pro
vided they stipulate payment ~or such period)..

(c) Labour forces present on the forest - and employed either
by the Forest Service, any branch o~ the Federal Government,
contractors, or on any construction work for railroads, power,
lines etc. If these men are called on ~or service awo.y ~rom
their usual occupations, they are paid at standard rates for
fire fighting in accordance with pre-season arrangements made
~or obtaining their services in emergency. Forest Service
employees on a monthly basis are not p::tid at any extra rates,
irrespective of the time spent by them on suppression work.

(d) Reserve forces - called ~or suppression work from tovms,
,industrial plants. Their actual hiring is'done by a forest
o~~icel", or by an employment agency - men being reqUired to sign
contracts that they agree to work under speci~ied conditions.
Transportation is provided to and from the scene o~ the ~ire,
except that men cannot be paid ~or more than eight hours o~
travelling time in anyone day. lIen ~urnished .with transpor
tation meals etc, and not reporting ~or worlc,are liable to pro
secution ~or the costs o~ such transportation, and on charges of
~raud. Men are only hired i~ in good physical condition, suit
ably dressed, and between the ages of 18 and 50 years. T'nose
mon who appear to be either troublem~{ers or inten~erate,and
who insist on carrying large bundles o~ personal belongings,
etc., are not accepted. Any men classed as unsuitable, or un
satis~actory, or those quitting the job a~ter their arrival at
a ~ire, are paid o~f, and are not provided with return transpor
tation to their homes etc., unless they have worked longer than
10-20 days. ,If they have left the ~ire, ~or similar reasons,
after working 10 days or more they may be allowed payment ~or
return travel time by ordinary means of travel, but not costs
or means o~ transportation. No local labour is hired in any
locality where fires are suspected to have incendiary origin.

(e) Rates o~ Pay to Suppression Forces.

Regular rates are ~L~ed ~or each administrative· Region
(sometliaes varying within such Region) prior to each fire
season•. The rates paid in.several of these Regions are
illustrated in Table No. 44. Although somevlhat variable.
because of their application to a different fire season ~or
each Region, these rates at least show the scale of remunera
tion applicable for'various suppression duties. ~ong the
various conditions laid down ~or paycent o~ suppression crews
in different Regions, the following may be mention~d:-

1. Vfuen subsistence is ~nished by the Government -' hourly
rates o~ pay are reduced by ~ive cents per hour (up to·
12 hours») and daily rates by 50 cents per day.
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2. Payment for men hired, on an hourly basis, is based .on:-

'Actual number of hours worked under the direction of
0. forest officer. .
~alking time to .and 'from work; as determined locally,
e.G. In the Central Roclry I.Iountain Region - walking
time is based on two miles an hour on roads o~ trails,
and one mile per .hour across country. If horses are
used the speeds adopted are three, and one and 0. half
miles per hour, respectively. "
A roasonable (locally fixed) allowance to cover travel
from point of hire to the fire' ro1d return - not more
than eight hours per· day of.such travel ~eing paid
f~. .

(a)

(b)

(c)

5.

3. Transport to and from fires to be furnished by the Forest
Service whenever practicable.
Employees who are discharged or who leave the fire without
approval, are not to receive return transportation if they
have worked less than 10 to 20 days (according to Regions). ,
Only in extreme emergencies 'will crews be allovled to \'lork
more than 10 to 12 hours per day.
~ployees engaged on a daily or monthly basis are not
usually allowed overtime. In the Central Rocky Mountain
Region, a period of less than eight'hours for a daily
employee is paid to the neares~ quarter day. If daily
employees in the s~e Region are worked,for an unduly long
daily period, an hourly rate equal to one tenth of their
daily rate is used to calculate payment.
Employees must settle all disputes about time with the
timelceepel" or foreman before .they' acbept their. timeslip~

E. C.C.C. and other "relief" employees.

6.

7.

4.
'.

••

(a) C.C.C. enrollees - Although it is realised that C.C.C.
forces are inefficient by comparison with other labour sources,.
the maximum use is made of C.C.C. men before outside labour is
hired. Special arrangements are usually made for the selection
and training, in each camp, of those C.C.C. enrollees most
suitable fOl? fire suppression duty. Tney are ,'drafted into
special units of from 15 to 50 men, and are trained in fire
fighting by fire control training officers, and later by
experienced'officers connected with Camps. Re~lising that the
best of C.C.C. labour is-usually inferior in performance to
that from other sources, forest officers usually call for addi
tional ~en from the camps. They are rated in efficiency more or
less equal with outside labour hired in emergencies, but only
half as effective as the best local men available for regular
fire duty. A great deal of C.C.C. efficiency depends on the
training given by their Camp crew-leader; and also on tho limi
tations·placed on the number of hours enrollees arc kept at
suppression work without relief.

Selected men from C;C.C. camps may be given fire'-soason'
employment .....lith the Forest Service as lookouts, smokechasers
etc., when other· suitable men are not available.

Special squads of 15 men are~rsanised from smaller units,
of five men, each of vnlich is ,capable of independent action.
Larger squadS, up to 50 men, are usually built up from tho
numbers of 5 and 15 men units selected and ava~lable for fire
duty. '.

If it is thought necessary to organise the remaining members
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TAB LEN o. 44.

Sho~ing Rates of Pay to men employed in various capacities for fire suppression duty in various administrative Rogions of
the U.S. Forest Service_

CLASSIFICATIon,
NORTHERN ROCKY

MOUNTAIN REGIon
SEASOlI 1938

CEnTRAL ROCEY
MOUNTAIN REGIOn

SEASON 1939

LAKE STATES
REGION

SEASON 1939

per hour
u 'It

to.25-tO-30 per hour
It II U II

per day

per day
It ,II

It It

It II -ro
co
~......

day
u
II

It

Aoul"

hour
It

II

hour
day
hour

n

It

• II

It

II

to -20-10.25 per hoUr :
$0 -25 , ' It

14-16
i{4-66
$'5.16
$'4 ·66

44'00

$:0-40 . , It

$'5.00 II

J!.0.40-l5'0 .45 It

" $'0-35-$'0'45 n
t.4.00 It

$'5'00 n
, $3· 00-t3.. 50, It

'$'2-50-$3-00 It

JrO·25-$0-40
1(0-50
MO·55
to.60,

It

It

day
It

It

It

day
It

II

II

hour
It

hour
II

II

$0 •35-tO -40 pOl"
" It,ll

$:0 -46~to -45 It

$'4-50-1:5.00 It

J.!.4-00-,t4-50 It

$:5 -00-$'5.50 It

'13 -50...;t4 .00 It
, '

'$.4.50 It

~4.00-t4.50 It

$'0'40"';$'0.45 It
II It It

$'4 - 00,S'4 -50 It'

t..4 - 50"';$5·50 It

$:3.50-'$:4-00, It

t3'00~3.50 It

It

"

U'

day
It

It

It

day'
rr
II

"
",rr

hour

hour
It

II

II

It

"It-

II

II

It

It

It

per
""
It

It

II

to-30
$0'40
tO~45

~5.00
$5-50
~6-00
$5-00
$6-00

'$'3 ·00-$'4·00

t.5-00-i5·50
j{5·00
$0·45

u

$5-50
It

$4-50
$3-00
to.40
S --

Fire Fighters - hired reserve forces
II II _ from la.bour present on forest
tl It _ temporary tr per diemtl guards

Wardens or Co-operators in charge of l-4mon
Temporary Foremen - Class I_

II , ' U _ II 2.
It II _ II 3.

IICamp Boss lI
- under 50 men in Camp

" " more than 50 It " II
Time Keep,er'
IIPackers I - packing supplies fOl"' animal or

foot transport
Radio Operators
pump. It (porta.ble pumpers)
Ploughmen.Cor teamsters with plOUgh horses)
Cooks - camps of less than 25 men

II _ II II more rr 25 It

Assistant Cooks
Fluru{ies (in cookhouse)
Sa~yer~ (experienced men only)
Tractor Operator- Tractor 25-50 H_P.

" ",- II 50-55 H.P.
" II _ ~I + 55 It _P •

.. __---'---- .. .-_-.j L.-~'~':- .l...t'_'' _
I' .' ,
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of uny cump for fire duty, they m"'o f01"'1:1od into un'its of 3;
rather. than tho above units of 5 for men uith better quali
fications, the pUl'pose of mr..allor units .boi!l3 to exorcise
greater supervision over their activities.

The rcen selected as sLlo1cechasero, special squads, rese1"'ve
squads.etc.) maybe called out for such fire duty at any hour of
the. -day or liight, in accordance vlith pre-season arrange~ents made
~ith the Army authorities controlling oach Cru~p •

. .

As Cump authorities are still responsible for providing
meals or temporary camps for C.C.C. men omployed at fires, these
reen nro kept together as fm' as :rracticable, and m'e not mixed
more than necessm"'y v/ith other labour. They are not worked in
shifts longer than eight hours, .or for periods longe~ than five
days, uithout relief,unless ir.~ledicte relief is ter~orarily
~possible. After ill1y period of cmployment on fire suppression,
all C•.e. C. labour is rcquired to rest for a ttrecuperation period"
equivalent to that spent at the firo.

If C.C.C. enployees m"'c required to stand by for possible
duty durin[; riOvere conditions of hazUl'd, opportunity is' come
ti:w.es tal::en to spend such ti!:l.e in traininsthe er.::.ployees in
cle:mentnry rlethods of ::mppl'ess ion.

By ar1"'angCl::.ent \"lith Camp authorities, all details concern
ing supply of rations, equipnent, proper clothinG etc. to
suppression cre~s)ro'e finalised so that no delays are caused
\7hen calls are r.1adc. . ,

(b) 12:11)loyoes under E. R. A. (El.'ler·gencjr Relief Ad:;linist1"'ation).
~ncse men ro"'e often available in or nem"' forest areas, but

ro"'e not always up to the physical standard required of fire
fighters. nleoretically their seryices ean be arranged for,
at any time, on firp suppression v/orl:. If used on this vlOr1\:,
they are usu:a+lypaid from Forest Service "Fire Fundsl! for
tir:le spent by them ·on such w01"'k in e:;::cess of the monthly allo
cation of tine for \'/hich they al'e ordinm'il~'" required to wOl"'l::
on' their particular I!jobs". If it is found that such pa~ents
for exces s ti~e. lead. to incendiary acts, thcir ordinary vlO1"l::- .
ing time in the ensuing month is reduced b-:l the arnount of time
spent on fire fiGhting.

\'Jhen engaged f01'fires, they are usually put on tho SllllO

conditions of vior1:: and paynent as ordinary outside labour hired'
in emergencies. .

.Unlike C.C.C. employees, they can not be required to
"stand-by" in camps afte1'" their regular hours or days of
v/ork, although volunteers may be accepted for such "stand-by"
duty \7ithout payment except when called to fires.

It is difficult to obtain competent labour amonG this
class of employee, and only those men who conform to general
reqUirements of physique and ability are usually called out
for suppression duty. . ,

(c) Er:l'ployees under i"l.P.A. (Works Progress Administra.tion) who
are employed either in camps, or from 'their hOr.J.e~, are paid en-·
tirely by. the Forest Service for any periods spent on fire-
fighting. If such periods do not exceed three days, the'men
return to t/. P. A. proj ccts \'1ithout the1l'" rat ioned r/or1::in8 periods
being affected. For longer \"lorking pel'iods on fires, theil'"
rationed periods of ordinary uork are ~ubject to reconsidera~
tion. l.:en· are not usually called fl"oO r/.p.A. pl'ojects, unless
there is a nmrked shortage of ~ore proficient labour.
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(d) Youths under !l.Y.A. (lIat,ional Youth Administration) drafted
for firo-fighting in accordance with arrangements oade between
forest officers and U.Y.A~ ailininistrators, are considered as
temporary and emergency enployees of,the Forest Service' for
whatever period they are required by the Service. Responsibi
lity for their pay, sustenance, compensations, etc., rests with
the Forest Service during such period•

F. state Emnloyees.

The duties and conditions of the many employees of state
protective administrations, cannot be enumerated here, but an
interesting SUL1mary can be given of the class of labour
employed by a state (Louisiana) organisation:-

Louisiana "employs over 400 fire wardens at a flat re
I:IUneration of ,t250 per annum, for which suo wardens are ex
'pected to attack any f11"'e when, so requested by a lookout, or
to organise small suppression crews from their families and/or
friends. O'aing to almost chronic rural depression, the income
mentioned is Breatly prized by the wardens. All wardens are
connected to a telephone, and must have someone available at
all timos to t~ce a telephone call. Wardens are also required
to ~ork on holidays a~d during any season of the year.

, . By contrast - patrolmen employed by the Louisiana state
For~ster receive the sum of ~50 per month, plus $15 per month
for car and'other expenses, while towcrmen are employed on a
yearlong basis.

G. ~ining of personnel.

(a) Permanent employees - Although these men have, been
recruited for permanent employment because of their aptitude
and experience in various phases of fire control, they are
not allowed to rest on their laurels. It is freely admitted
by most foresters that the general skill and efficiency of
personnel engaged in fire protection lags sQme distance behind
the advances ,made in the knowledge of ' fire behaviour, applica
tion of planned fire 'control etc~ It is ,conceded that the lroy'
men in pernmnent positions are not always responsible for the
deficiencies of casual labour forces, and that l':1any peroanent
men may be faced with fires of far 'greater magnitUde, than
any preViously e:;~perienced by them, but it is felt that the
general results achieved in fire suppression still 'fall far
short of perfection. The whole problem centres in the appli
cation of principles and methods which should be well 1010wn
'to all those men who are charged with directing labour forces
in fire suppression work. I..!any of the shortcomings are,

,traceable to lacl~ of experience by all concerned in large
scale fires, but it has boen found that responsible and intel
ligent employees do not always grasp the significance of errors
or achievements on large fires, even when they have 'actually
had the requisite experience. ~1e lessons learned during
training over long periods are too often forgotten under the
stress of severe fire fighting. \Vhile the training of temporary
employees has been in practice for years, it is becoming more
generally realised that men subjected to such training requil'e
more specific technical direction, rather than 10nBer periods
of desultory training, if their performance is to be inmroved.
It is also generally conceded that higher officers of the fire
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control organisation require the most intensive and specific
training. With the gradual' bUilding up of an adequate staff
of fire control specialists among Regional forest officers,
and the freeing of such men from administrative ~uties in
other spheres, there should also be an eventual improvement .
in the standard of district officers,and of regular enWloyees,
within such districts. For the present, training may twre the
form of short but intensivo group camps held during early
spring, every fevi years, the issue of detailed instructions on
every phase of the \"lork to be performed by individuals. These
.efforts are followed' by intensive "checking up II and inspection
of all stages of preparedness, but. the extent of necessary
inprovOlnents 'in fire. suppression technique cannot be adequately
gauged until the whole organisation labours under severe strain•
This' generally means that assessments cannot be made regarding
hoped for improvements until fires are under control, by uhich
time the many variables such as weather conditions, fire be
haviour, labour deficiencies e.tc. vlill have obscured the issue.

Intensification of the technical aspects of training,
shortening the period betvlO'en training camps, stressing lead
ership values, and concentration of effort on the younger ~em
bers of the permanent staff, are the main endeavours being
made toWards most effective training of permanent employees.
Opportunities for the individual training of an employee who
shows the most response to general. or. group training, are not
neglected whenever officers have the time available.

In Western Regions recent emphasis has been laid on the
need for localising fire training of regulm' personnel. All
such personnel on a particular forest undergo a pre-season
period of training ina camp located each year in a different
part of the forest. In this way the forest organisation
becomes more closely lrnit, while employees acquire a usefUl
lrnoTI}edge of the adjoining territory not usually under their
supervision.

(b) Tenmorary Employe es .'

Difficulties of training this class of employee are
intensified owing to the large percentage of ine=~perienced

.men to be trained prior to each season, and, because of .
nunbers, the necessity of effecting such training by menns
of large groups. It is true that the instruction necessary
to these en~loyees may not be as intensive, 'or scientific,
as that attempted with permanent labour forces, except in
the case of such individuals as lookouts, guards, co-opera
tors etc., but it must be remembered that the majority of
these men vlill have the duty of directing any emergency
labour called in to large fires. .

Wherever practicable, all temporary e~lployecs engaged
for an individual fire season are given intensive group
training on general lines)~hile as much individual training
as possible is given to employees engaged on "specialist"
duties,such as lookouts, lookout-firemen, guards etc. The
srone arrangements can be made for wardens or co-operators
classed as energency employees. Like temporary en~loyees,
the latter may be paid for any time spent in undergoing
training.
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other emergency employees, such as labour crews in or
ncar the forest, C.C.C. en~ollees etc., are usually given
rUdimentary training by arrangement with those in charge of
their activities, or by selecting "fire crews" for training
(rind future suppress-ion duty) fror.L the most suitable men
available. As in the case of C.C.C. men, the appointment
of pamp persormel to positions in charge of. "fire-cre\'lslt
often allows an intensification of training •.

The need for intensive training of temporary employees
is particularly felt in Uestern Regions, owing to the great
seasonal expansion usually necessary in the labour forces on
l1ational Forests during the sevore conditions of SU1:1mer hazard.
In sone Regions, as in the case of California, Fire Control
Handbool:s are issued to permanent and te:r.1porary staffs, \'lhich
include detailed and specific instructions to temporary Guards
on all phases of their duties •

.In other Regions, as in the Pacific liOl... thrlest, a special
Regional Hanuol (208) is issued for the tl"'aining of ter.lporary
enployees, and can be used eithor as a te:::tbool: for group or
individual training, or as a roference manual for the uso
of those employees. Such .manuals usually give explicit
instructions reGarding the underl::entioned aspects of .fire
control:-

•
•

(a).
(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

Fire prevention - general ai:r.1s and nethods.
Tools, Equip:r.1ont and Q,uarters - their use, care ond
naintenance.
Detection - the essentials de:r.1andod for successful
perfor:r.1ance of duty.
Smoke-chasing - the essentials demanded for successful
performance of duty.'
Small .fire suppression - the i:r.1portance o.f e.fficiont
Ilfil"'st attaclc".
Reports - the.use of standard forms etc. in submitting
reports.
Advanced training for responsible positions such as
ltFire BOss", PUI:1P operators etc. '

,,
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CHAPTER X III.
. .

THE AlnWAL FmE COn"VROL PLA!T.

Each administrative division (Region) of the U.S. Forest
Service prepares Regional Handbooks uhich serve as local text
books of reference'in respect of Fire Control,either generally
or for any particular'phase of the.protection efforts ill the
ReGion~ Among such publications are the Regional Handbooks
for Fire Control, and' those for such detailed tasks as Law
Enforcement,' Guard Training etc. They conform to the standards
evolved for the entire. Service by senior adOinistrative officers,
f'ire and equipment specialists etc., but seel~ to broaden the
application of country-wide standal'ds accordinsto local ~on-·
ditions or needs. ~lej include detailed infornation of all
kinds, and act as general guides to local' administrative action.

, . ,

In 'order to'placo local plana for Fire Control 1:10r'e cleo.rly
in focus, to provide bases f'or necessary action either before
and during the f'ire season, or to furnish a yard stick by which
the success of loc'al planning can be neasUred, it is nOVI stand
ard practic'e for each adninistrative unit to prepare a pre-season
Fire Control Plan., Such plans are prepared, early in each cal
endal' yom", either for a single Hational ?orest, or for any
snal;ler unit .(~uch as a Ranger District) with such Forest •

. Fire Control Plans are concise but forceful o;:positions
of the objectives, actions ana instructions which will be
aWlered to in a particular adninistrativeunit durinG a single
aeason. Theil" purposeia to ensure that uriy adn.hlistl'ative
or other action durinG such season, in respect of fire protection,
1'lill be the :mos t deairable) and, at the SD.r.le tine, largely auto
matic, irrespective of any seasonal or hazard conditiona WIlich
~~y ·eventuate. . '

It follo\'lS that such a plan calls for intensive local
studi:, by the e;:ecutive officer concerned, or' the fil"e pl'ob
lem on' hispartlcular area, and of the nost efficient, practi
.cal and economical neans of acconplishing reasonably "fool
pl'oof" protection of such al'ea. In order to bear conparisol1
with those for other administrative units, the local plan l:nist
conform to the general objetitlves laid down for Fire Control

'by the Region concerned. This conformity between plans also
. pel'l:lits their goner'al co-ordination in the event of any
genoral dm1ger which tlu"eatena any unit concorned. Tho pro
duction of 0. ao.tiafactol"y and practical plan calla for. e::perience
and insi8ht on the part ,of local officers, and seol:s to eliminate

.the haphazm'd reasoninG, characteristic of e arlior plans for
local action.' ,

It'nust be conceded at the outset that no local officer
possessoa. occult or, other po\"~ers 1,"/hich enabl'e hiLl to predict
the aoasonal or other conditions of fire hazard which will pre
vail on his area during an approachinc i'il'e seaSon. T'ne purpose
of' Fire Control Plans ia not to assosa probabilities, but to
provide for any conceivable eventualities. Tnis can only be
done by applying extons i ve local l:no\"/led~o to car.efully bullt
up aclninistrativo recol"da of fire histOl"y in that locality.
Fire hi::;lol"ios provide instances of the varioua trenda, errors
&~d occurrencea to be guarded against in tho future, and enable
tho officer revievling Salae to yoncentrate. future endeavour on
any individual locality, or on any single agencies responaible
for fire, whilo neeting any possible set'of burning conditions
1,"Iith adequate forcea and' facilities.
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A. The Fire Atlas.

This is the compendium ~rom which all the signi~icant and
essential details of ~ire history can be extracted, in e~forts
to analyse the local situation which prevails, and to prepare

'plano for future action. T'ne Atlas includes both special "Fire
, Maps", and statistical in~ormation, compiled on special Forms,
~or the particular area o~ ~orest tO,be dealt withns a Protec-
tion Unit. The essentials of the Fire Atlas incl~de all or most
o~ the following:-

1. Maps-

e

.""
I

I

Ie
I

(a)

(b)

(c) ,

(d)

(e)

(1')

(g)

(h)

(i)

Fuel Type Naps - providing in1'ormationconcerning current
hazards, by classi~ying the ~uels on various parts o~ the
area according to the varying "rate ·o~ spread 1/, or resis
tance to control", of any fires" "\7hichmay "occur in such
fuels. , , '
Fire Occurrence Mans' - which reveal the ,risks prevailing.
~ney are prepal"ed from' 20 year' records' ot lightning ~ires,
and ~rom ten year records o~ man-caused ~ires, or for any
shorter periods in cases o~ less extensive records: ~lese
r.lUPS delineate "zones o~ ~ire occurrence" according to:-
(1) OriBin o~ fires

,(2) Season of burning'
(3) Frequency of fires '
(4) Size and severity of outbrewcs. "
Seen-Area Maps - \'lhich indicate the scope and effici'ency
of' detection plans. These maps show the location of +ook
out stations, volunteer detection units and. the "seen
area" from each of these points according to various Fuel
Types. ~ley also reveal the extent of unguarded areaS
having materia~ values at stake, 01" occurring in any pro-

. minent zones of fire occurrence. . :'
Transportation Uaps ~ \7~ich reveal the1'acilities available
~n the area for dif~erent routes of travel, together, with
definIte information concerning "times 'of travel" along any
particular route or" between any two points. "
COTIl."1lunication Maps - which, show the location o~ all tele
phone lines and instruments, existing or suitable sites
~or' s·upplementary radio units etc.' "
Man-pm"ler placement Viaps - sho'wing stations regularly'
occupied by smoke-chasers, permanent employees etc.
Tractor Use Mans - shOWing zones on the ~orest where tractors
and/or bulldozers can be readily and profitably used for
'~ire line construction because of the nature of the topo
graplly, ground ~uels etc., and the proximity of suitable
machines. ' " '
Aircra~t Use Hans - sho....ling zones whel"e 'the 'dropping o~
tools, equipment and supplies to ~ire fighters from air
craft is the most feasible and most economical method of
delivery.
Tanker Use Maps - shOWing the areas easily" served by tank
tl"uclcs, the most suitable routes of travel ~or these trucks,
locations o~,filling stations available ~or replenishing
tank supplies etc. In some more inaccessible ~orests these
maps indicate the areas which are ~eadily.~e~ved by portable
pumpers rather than tank trucks.' ,

2. Administrative Records.

These give exact and de~ailed information concerning past
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rires in regard to:-

(a) Costs of Prevention, Suppression etc. .
(b) Causes - by soasons, or ror.shorter (e.g. ten-day) periods.
(c) Detoction records - tho number or outbreaks actually

reported~ . .
(d) "Elapsed' time'" standards, assessed in previous years •..
(e) Any trends shown by man-caused riros, previous experienco

,with la~-enforcement.
(f) Records or previous damage - by area~ or by rinancial

estimates. .
(g) Previous efrorts at l'educing hazards - success and cost

of such effo'rts, .,.: .
or any other cUI:1ulative 1"ire data \'lhi'011 a1"e of assistance' in
analysing the situation, such as available local recordings
of fire TIeathor associated with previous seasons, or more par
ticularly correlated with previous rires.

B. The Annual Fire Plan.

The scope of this Plan must obviously depend on the local'
inportance of the "1"irecontl'ol job", but even in the case or
normally "sare" areas,provision rr.ust be :made, along broad
lines, for any_emergency. The units included within. a single
Plan may ranGe in area from.approxinately 1000 to 300,000 'acres
(76)~ Vnlile development o~·fire plans has been most narked on
National Forests, Fire Plan?~ are also prepared for such other
areas as those under the control of statc or County ~orestry
Authorities, or covered by Lando,mers r po-operative ·Assoc.ia
tions etc. On the other hand, arcas undor statc, County, or
Private oimership may be included within Fire Plans for Nation
al Forest areas. Intens~fied plans are usually necessary on
m"eas under logging activities, so that it is satisfactory to
note that at least one group of lumbermen on the rIest Coast ..
have carried 1"ire protection 1"0.1" enouGh to evolve.'lhat is
really a comprehensive Fire Plan (66).'

An attempt is made hereunder to classify some of the rr~in
considerations given prominence in any major Fire.Plan:-

1. Brief statement of the Values:at struce - on the whole or
any part of the area, froo the viewpoint of Tll~ber, ForaGe,
Uatershed, Recreation,. Wildlife or other values.

2. Short Recapitulation of Fire History of the ro"ca - stressing
the nost obvious leGsons 'or trends revealed by such lIistory,
such as causes of tho outbl'cak and/ol' spl'ead of any fil"cs •.

3. Tile Fire Control Objective for the unit - as. e:-:pressed by.
"permissible .Al'on of Burn" for any single season. . In cases
this figure nay be as low as 0·1 pOl" cent (202).'

4 •. ' Enur.:cl"ation of' c01:mrehensive Prevention"Activities to be .
undertalwn -
(a) Hazard reduction programme - on logging areas; private

property. etc. . .
(b) .Risk reduction progr~e - inclUding particular atten

tion to smokers, con~ers, visitors, industrial opera-
tions etc. .

(c) . Educational progrronr.:e - detailing m"ranger:.ents for
Exhibits; Lectures; Newspaper and Radio Publicity;
Preparation and Distribution of Literaturc; Law
enforccment arrap..ger.1ents; Contact:J "lith citizens,
officials etc.
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Co-operative agrecnents drroT.n un, or in the course of
cOl~pletion, with adjacent Regions, National Forosts,or
RanGer Districts of' the Forest Service; \7ith all other
Federal Govermnent Agencies; State County or PriVate
Agencies; Construction parties; Individual Co-operators
etc. in respect of mutual assistance' in preventing, detec
ting and suppressine·f'ires~ the nost logical and efficient
use of mun-porler equipr~ent etc." ,
Detection responsibility to be def'ined, for specific
areas, for the guidance of those participating e~g.
Primary Lookouts, Lool~out Firel:lel1, Patrols, Individual,
Co-operators, Aircraft etc. ,
Accepted Tine Standal'ds for the unit - the actual period
allo\'lCd i'or Diseovel~y,' Repol'ting, -IIGot-a\7ay ll; Travelling,
Time, in the event. of' an~r 'outbl' eal::. ~ ':, , . " •. .-
Location of all tools " nuppl:ies cauipI:.ent ..; either in the
i'iold,Ol' cached at Distl' ict C:lupel'visor rs or HegionalHec.d
qUUl'ters, 'with ,full'details regarding 'nur.ibel:'s, :available
for ili¥:lediate,use ,in the f'ield, and tho.D.0'iri 'roserve. '
Personnel - ' , '
(a)' ,Regional, Supervisor I n or Ranger IS staffs of Forest
, officers to be listed, \"Iithfull details of emer

gency plans for'communication by telephond 'etc •
. (b) Clear statement allocating DLlong officers and porman-'

ent employees the responsibility for any action that
may be necensary. Such responsibility e~bruces pre
season cohtacts, inspections arid general efforts at
"Preparedness If as \"/ell as emergency duties to be
talwn up concurrently vii th fire outbreak.

(c) The nmnber and sUGGested location of the vm'ious
clasnes of temporary employee requ~'ed to occupy
definite positions during the f'ire season.

". (d)' T.ne 'nature and extent of the training to be Given to
selected temporary employees, - such an outlines 'for
collective or individual training for .the val'ious
duties on which they will be employed., ,.

(0) Concise and e;=plicit instructions formulated for
issue to all permanent and temporary employees,

~individual co-operators, per diemeuards etc.,
detailing the nature of theil,'duties'before, during,
and after any outbreclcs of fire.

(f) Sources of' all e~ergency labour Ul'e listed, together
'with laboul' agents or 'officers to be contacted '\'/hen
such labour is required. '

Fil'e Danger Rating - "The use 'of such ratinGS is set ou~,
together ~ith all administrative action linked 'to the~.
The responsibility for various ·individual action under.
certain conditions of firo danger rating is also set out,
so that such action will automatically follow the fluc-
tuations sho\'l11 by ratings of aangel'. ' .. .
Initial attack to be made on any outbreak of fire - alloca
ting responsibility, tirr.e standards etc. to such attack,
to avoid overlappinG or confusion. ~ ,
~r.ergency Plans for unduly severe conditions, including:
(a) Reinforcements required in Guard or other forces

under certain conditions of fire danger rating,
including the use of C.C.C. labour, relief available
for key members of labour forces.

(b) Restrietions,necess~'yon the public, such as enforce
ment of co.repers or sr.lokers' permits, closuro of
sections (or the whole) of the forest to visitors.
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(c) Curtai1~cnt of any hazardous operations bysavIT.lills,
10881n8 or construction creus.

(d) Add~tiona1 means of communication to bo provided.
(0) The sources of emel~gency labour to be checked to

ensure such labour ~ill be available.
(f) Issue of "Stand-By" instructions to. all 'personnel,

or to other sources of assistance such as C.C.C~
or other labour forces •

Contracts entel"edinto for aircraft, truckior horse hire,
at any t~e during the season, are 'briefly isted to
indicate name of contractor, the nature of his. contract,
hire rates etc. ..
"Regional Overload Plan" - prepared 'fOl" use in emorgenci.os,
Y/11ich allows for Regional. interchange or relief of "over
head" during prolonged conditions of hazard; or in the
case~of severe fires •
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PAR T IV.

- SUP PRE S S ION ACT IV I T Y•
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CHAPTER XIV.

FIRE- ·SUPPRESSION.

A. ~le Suppression Policy of the U.S. Forest Service.

The established policy of the U.S. Forest Service in
respect of Fire Suppression, as determined by senior admin
istrative officors in 1935, is stated ~s folloVls:-

. "The approved protection policy.on·tho National Forests
'calls for f'ast, energeti~,and thorough suppression of all firos,

. in all locations, during possibly dangerous f'ire weather. filien
imInediate control is not thus attained, the ,policy then'oalls
for prompt calculating of'. the problems of the existing situa
tion and probabilities, of spread, and organizing to control
every such fire within "the first work pcrio.d I!. Failing in
this effort,the attack on each succeed~ng day.will be planned
and executed with the aim, without reservation, of obtaining
control before 10 0 'clock on the next morningll.

In transmitting this policy to the Forest Service, the
illlief Forester further stated:-

"No fixed rule can be given to :meet every situation, the
spirit implied in the policy itself will determine the action
to be taken in doubtful situations".

~

As lithe first work period II, means the peI'iod between dis
covery'of a fire and 10 a.m. on the succeeding'day, it will be
noted that a speedy initial attack is specified, irrespective
of' any weather or other conditions prevailing at tho ti~e of,
or following, the actual outbrewr. It follows that a con
siderable deg~ee of success can only be achieved with this
policy if most fire suppression'vlorlc is done during the night
hours, when burning conditions are, in most cases, much less
severe.

tIany United states foresters agree that apart from mechani
cal advances in the provision of new equipment for suppression
of fires, little progress has been made during the lastu7entYi
years in making the best possible use of man-power in fire-
fighting... .. .

In view of the hea~J expenditures on actual suppression1
it is felt that some progress in tilis direction is nqcessary,
and the present objective of speedy.inZial attack on all fires
is intended to reduce the nilllwer of ,large fires and the present
heavy costs of their suppre'ssion. Once a f'ii'e is out of control,
administrative officers are faced with tho problem of getting
adequate labour forces, supplies and equipment to the fire,
making the best possible use of them while they are required,
and at the same time trying to reduce costs to a minimum.

Criticism of suppression efforts is adrJittedly easy to
those unacquainted with the extremely variable number of fac
tors that lr.ust be contended with on any fire, while it can be
truly said that no two fires 'of any magnitude show identical

. behaviour. The present practice of the U.S. Forest Service
in subjecting all majoroutbrewcs to review by independent
specialists in Fire Control, does however, permit analyses of
all action tillcen. Such analyses indicate whether any major
errors of judgment were made in handling the fire, and should
at least av~id the repetition of similar errors on other fires.
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.
Some of the principles nO\"1 applied to fire suppression, aD

set out (202) in the "Suppression Code" for· Region No. II of
the Forest Service, riay be enmnerated here to indicate the scope
of the problem:-

•,

e·

e

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

-9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

Pro~~tness in Discovery, . Accuracy in Location, Speed and
Accuracy in Reporting.
ExhaustinG every resource to secure pertinent and corro
borated reports on outbrecl{s of fire.
Dispatch of a qualified nan or men, uho can reach the
fire first, and be fUlly informed and instructed.
Probabilities to be. calculated, and placed on record, for
every fire 7prior to sonding reinforcements. Such records
to be subsequently checked for accuracy and completeness •.
'According to calculations made, follow up initial action
~ith necessary assistance, and refill any key positions
vacated. .
Despatch .of the best available "fire boss" to the fir~,
together viith competent "overhead" as provided for in .
plans.
Prompt muster and despatch of necessary suppression units,
with adequate overhead, fully instructed, properly trans
ported - not overlooking lunches or neals en route, supplies,
regular and special equipment etc~
Conlluunication by suppression units with Headquarters by
telephoning en route to fire, and at first opportunity
after arrival, are vitally important. Radio to be used
uhere fires are three miles or more from telephones.
Continuous rind speedy travel to fires, by day orni@1t,
is compulsory unless impracticable. If possible provide
a horse fOl~ the "fire boss ". .
Thorough scouting of fires, if possible sketching saoe
on maps, should proceed as early as possible. .
IrrJUediate and aggressive'attacks required on all fires by
day or night, unless topographical ~eatures, fatigue etc.
m~te a night attack impracticable. Provision to be made

for lights. Dawn attack to be compUlsory. .
Tactics - On the basis of scouting and other information,
use the method which will effect control in shorte~t time,
avoid all unnecessary uork on fire., Make greatest possible
use of special equipnent (plows, punps etc.) where practic-
able. .
"Revamping" plan of attack - according to changes in \"leather,
fuel types, topography etc., andp~ovide for necessary re~n
forcements.
Camp locations to be as near as possible to the fire, with
provision for water haulage, transport of supplies etc.
Remain fully informed,at alltimes,of conditions on all
sectors, based on definite Imo'\'lledgo or information from
lookouts, scouts etc. Use radio to assist in obtaining
information and transmitting reports on fire to Headquarters.
Fire weather recordings or forecasts to be obtained from
nearest\available source to assist action at the fire.
Provis'ion for relief 'of overhead and crew if the job is
to exceed 18 hours of initial attack.
\'lritten orders. to be used in all cases, where possible,
to avoid-misunderstandings, and carbon copies retained.
l,laintain daily log of arrival of man-power at fire, by
various classes, by arrival and discharge of crews etc.
Important events such as rate of spread, success or
failure of control efforts, anticipated control etc.
Records also to be kept of important orders concerning
reinforcements, release of men etc., and these records
to be preserved.
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20. Care of all equipment, including its 'checking in and out
of the fire camp.. All equipment to be returned' to camp,
or properly accounted for, at the end of each shift.

21. The fire-boss to naintaina constant, steady, ~rsgressive,
assertive, cheerful, fair, alert and intelligent leader
ship,a~d to be al'aays on the' job with, or nhead, of his
subordinates.

22. "I.lopping up" to accompany or immediately follow completion .
of fire line, efforts to be c.oncentrated on lIcorrulling",
leaving picked men to naintuin fire lines until all forces

. are concentrated on "mopping up". .'
23. Release of men to be.correlated.with state of fire, weather

do.ta 7 o.nd after con"~mltation "lith the Forest .officer in
charge. ... .

24. Abandonment of fire permitted only \"/hen lIdead out", and
when the ·\'lithdrav/ul of all men has been approved 'by the
District Ranger or Supervisor. .

B. Hethods of Attack.

(i) Types of Fire - As types of fire gOvel'n the' action taken
on ·their suppression, the usuo.l classifiCation adopted ·.in
U.S.A. will be'explained here:- .

•

.(a)

(b)

(c)

'Surface fires - probably the nost common qf all fires in
U.S.A. They burn on or near the ground in the forest
litter,.ground cover, brush, reproduction etc. Fires
which burn only the surface layer of. accunIU,lated "duff"
are also claDsed as surface fires. Damage fronl this
type of fire is rarely sufficient to kill standing trees,'
but may.lead to subsequent dannse by insects or fungi to
such trees. Re3eneration, however, is usually damaged to
'a serious extent. Surface fires are noted for their
extreme rate of spread, owing to the nature of the fuels
usually consu~ed (e.g. mleat grass in Western forests,
or Wire graDS on the Longleaf Pine ridges of Southern
Forests), but they arc usually the :tlODt easily controlled
of all' fires.
Ground Fires - burn more slowly than surface fires, and
nre usually characteristic of those forests hnvins uccu
nulated layers of hu~s, peat or duff v/hich have becone
so comp'ucted that o:;~ygen supplien required by fires
cannot be readily obtained. They are not' so COl~llnOn as
surface fires because the fuels quoted above do not
r~adily dry outno'completely as to support combustion.
Vnlere eround fires do occur, they bUl'n with intense hoat
and are destructive to I:1ost ground and tree vegetation.
The danage montioned is duo to· the penetration of fires
to the upper layers of the mineral. soil, in which vege
tation roots are usually found. ¥fuile they do not spread
rapidly, ground fires are difficult to control, as the
fire edge or constructed fireline ~ust be thoroughly
e:mosed ·to'.the mineral soil for'a nufficient \'Ildth to
minimise the probable spread of fire through the lower
layel's of litter. Ground fires nay bo ful'ther subdivided
into duff or pent fires, the 1atter'bei~g particularly
noted for their ability to'burn for extended periods, and
to cause sovere damage or death to any tree vegetation
within the fire perineter.
Cro¥m fires - TIhich spread in the crowns of trees as well
as on the 1'orest floor'. They are 'usually confined to
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(d)

(e)

coniferous types" 'where death of the entire stand often.
rollows. As distinct from sl~face or ground fires" which
may spread in any direction" crown fires usually rollov
the direction of prevailing winds. Exceptions OCClU' in
the case of fir~s \"/hich autm:mtically lcl"orll1" '\lhen burn
ing up steep slopes a~ong heavy ground.fuels in the
absence of wind" but in such cases convectional currents'
have the sarr-e influence'as'wind has on level co~~try.

, In U. S. A. they are most COl1Xlon in the rough, topo
graphy and coniforou:J fo:::'ests of the !~orth \'lest" and in
the dense Pine stands and inflan.:lable ground fuels of
the Lakes states and Contral Atlantic Region - (e.g. nen
Jer~oy) •

Owing to the tre~endous heat developed by crown
fires" coupled with their' rapid rate of spread among
heavy types of ground fuels" they are noted for the
difficulty experienced in theil' control.,
spot Fires are due to the combined influence of prevail
ing vinus and of convection currents produced by exten
sive Cl'O\'l!l fires •. Small pieces of burning material are'
projected into the air by convection currents" and
carried' forward horizontally by vinds to start fires in
advance of the main fire", at distances depending on wind
strength" fuels" topogr.aphy, height of the stand \'/11ic11
is burning etc. spot f11'es I.1ake suppression \"lork near
the f~'ont (or "head") of a fire e;~trel:.ely hazardous 'or
temporarily impossible}thus haltinG efforts at control.
In othel" cases they l'equire the detachment of 'part of
tl1e 'labour force for patrol, suppression of spot fires
0.0 they occur ete.
Claosification of fires b size - in U.S.A. fires are
c assified by the U.S. Porest Sorvice accordin~ to the
size they have ter.lpol'Ul'ily or finally attained, being
arbitrro'ily grouped as follows:-

•
.'

'.

Class A - 0·25 acres or less
II B - 11101'e than 0'25 acres" but less' than 10 aC1'es

'II C frOh'1 10 acres up to 99 acres.-
tI D - frOr.l 100 aC1'es up to 299 aCl"es..
" E - 300 acren or 1:.ore.

(ii) Availablo means of 'controllin~ ~ires Forest fires
diffor materially from city or urban fires" in that'reliance
is not placed ,on tho a~most exclusive uso of vater" while
little attempt io l:lade in the forest to totally extinguish
the outbreak. ITith the best means at their disposal, forest
ers usually have sufficient difficulty in contructinG a fire
line around a fire" and holding the outbreak 'within Dueh fire
line. This is Imorm in U.S.A. as "corralling" a fire by
means of "held line"" and even around its perimeter the fire
is controlled, rather than cOJ:lpletely extinguished.

Tho principal meuna of controlling firea" TIhich are readily
availo.ble to fOl'esters." are 'water' and dirt. The use of che!:1i
eals, as already noted" offers SOBe possibilities, but is
still very much in the experimental ~tago.· .

(0.) Water - is the h'10st valuable :meims of e=~tinguishirig any
- type of forest fire" but is ral'ely available to the fire fighter

~ ....
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in sufficient quantity for use in direct attack. Incrcasing
'transport facilities by means of road construction, counled
vlith improved types of equipment fOl"' transporting or using
v/ater, has greatly facilitated the extended use of water on
forest fires during recent yero~s. Even now, however, the
use of water is largely confined to lI.rr.opping up" around the
edges of fires; or for sparing ~pplications at points \'There
fires threaten to overcome efforts at suppression by other
nethods. It can be stated that equipment is mado available,
and is freely used) in cases where watel~ can. be locat'ed OI'
readily transported. In Southern Forests, transport is com
parativelyeasy, and \'later can be 'distributed in large
quantities or evcn used by direct pumping or spraying from
tanl~ trucks. In the rough topography of most Uestern forests,
\'later is available in sufficient quantity, but it is dif~icult
to pump or transport.adequate supplies of \'later in such topo
graphy. In the Pacific North West'Region, Osborne (146) has
stated that the m~~imum development of modern wator-using
equipment could not extend the use 'of \"rater to more than 20
per cent of the fire' pericieters in that Region.

In isolated cases, water nay be gravitated to fires, or
pumped directly from strear.~, lllices etc. on to the flames •

(b) Dirt - is still used much more than water in controlling
forest;IIres and may be the solo means available, where urGent
initial attack does not rely on the use of; v/ater. E;~cept in
th~ case of slowly moving surface fires, which nay be sup
pressed by throwing dirt on the edge of the flames or by
direct "beating I!, dirt is used mainly as .a barrier along the
inner edGe of constructed fire lines, or for s~otherin~ burn
ing matel'ial such as roots, stumps etc. close to the outer
edge. The shovel still remains the principal tool of fire
fighters throughout the country •.
(iii) Methods of 'controlling firos:-·

On the majority of fires, control can only be effected by
constructing a lIfire-line" along the edge of the fil~e, or as
near as possible to that edge. 'Fire line construction usuallrr
,involves the clearing of ground fuels and also the lItrenching1
of the line down to mineral soil on a strip narrower than
the fire line. For surface fires, \'lllere only light ground
fuels are present, the fireline may be cleared to approximately
four feet in width, \'litho. trench eighteen inches \'lide on the
outer edge of 'the fire line •. The actual standard of the line
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construction necessarily varies with different fUel types,
topography, rates of fire .spread etc.

A~ong heavier fUels, ~here fierce surface fires show a
tendency to "crown", clero"'ing is much more important than
trenching 7 and the width of the cleared fireline may 'extend
to fifteen feet, with all vegetation removed therefrom.; In
such cases it is usually necessary to "burn out" the fire
line, as it is constructed, to avoid the necessity for.
tre~ching.

In attacking a fire by means of fire line construction,
full advantage is taken of any natural. barriers such as
clearings, burned areas, firebreclcs, roads etc. in order to
reduco tIle length of fireline necessary. Effort is concen
trated on preventing fires from spreading to areas ot;' high
value, or into areas of more difficult fuel typos, topography
etc. On those sectors where,' a direct attack is possible on
tho actual fire edge, without risk' of future "breakaway",
line construction is avoided.' Some areas of very 10YI hazard
may even be neglected altogether, ~llile attack.is concentrated
on more important and more urgent sections of the fire per'i
meter. In determining the mothod of control, for any parti
cular outbrewc fire fiGhters usually consider one or moro of
of those listed below:-

1. Direct Hethod -
Il'his involves a direct attack .on the firo edge, with

rwring or scraping burning materials into tho fire, cutting.
burning logs lying across the fire edge, throwing dirt on to
burning stumps etc. Water may be us~d,to secure direct
control, as in Sciuthern £'orests, or to cool the£'ire edge .
sU£'£'iciently to allow \'101'1: to proceed. The main advantages
of the method 0.1'0 that no risks nre .incurred through back
firing, and considerable progress can he made in "corralling ll •

There is no delay in deciding 'which"snags II nre dangerous,
and £'elling gangs c~ thus commence work on these' snags.

2. TT.'lo-Foot Hethod - ,
~his is a modi£'ication of the direct method'which is

used when water supplies are scarce, and \7hen'£'ires are burn
ing in deep litter. A trenched line is constructed down to
mineral soil, \'Iithin t ....;o or three feet of the firo odge,
and the litter and soil exca,vated is thro\'m into the £'ire,
which is permitted to burn out to the trench. The l:1~thod
is pa~ticularly use£'ul. in cases where a thick duff layer
makes it difficult to determine whether the edge of a fire
is actually. out, or in cases whero £'ire fighters ~e £'orced
to ,worlcsome little'distance from the heat of the fire. It
is a more costly method than the direct attack,. but is r.'luch
more reliable' in many cases. '

3. Parallel Method. -
~his method involves the construction of 0. fire line at

vaJ....ying distance from the f'ire edge, but" roughly parallel to
such edGe. It is used to avoid excessive heat or s~oke, ,to
shorten £'ire lines because of' irregularities in the fire peri
neter, or to include scattOl...·cd "spot II fires within the fire
line. The burning material between tho fireline and the fire
edge must be burned out,as tho line is const~lcted,to secure
the best results, and to have men concentrated near such
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burning uhile they are constructing a fire line. ~le method
is widely used, and is strongly advocated to avoid losses
previously experienced through the "breakanaytl of supposedly
safe fire edges. It is the most expensive method of line
construction, involving cleari~g of a new line, together with
trenching in most cases, but by effective scouting the actual
length of necessary fire line may be Greatly reduced. On ~~y
large and fierce fires in TIest~rn Regions it is the only
method of attack possible.

4.' Indirect 1.!ethod - (Backfiring) -
In this method firefighters drop back sone considerable

distance fron the fire edge to use 0. recently or previously
constructed fireline (or a firebreak, road or otherbm'rier),
from which to backfire. The success of the method depends .
greatly on the jUdgment of fire fighters in taking advantage
of the draught of the main fire,. slope variations, changes in
wind dil"ection etc~ to send a small checlc fil'e bacle to neet
0. main outbreak. It differs from the parallel :tIethod in
havine a greater distance between fire.and fireline, IIhile it
is also necessary to have a comuleted fireline before back
firing can be safely undertclcen. indirect methods are used
in those cases where. other nethods fail.or.llold no pro:r.lise of
success - they are often used on the lfhead lf of a main f1're
while other methods are being used elseYJhere on the fire peri
meter. The use of bacl~iring is usual+y associated with the
most severe weather or fire conditions, and for this reason
alone it can'be classed· as' a very rislq proceedure' unless
executed by experienced men. As stated by Folweiler urn
Brotm (51), the indiscl'iminri,te use of baclcfirine by ine;::perienced'
persons is so dangerous that certain fh'e laws forbid its use
e:::cept by fire Ylurdens or by other au thol""'ised pel""'sons. ~e
r.lethod is perhaps the only possible necns of controlling 1'ierce
bl""'ush fil'es, and .is widely used in California for fiGhting
fires in Chaparral areas •.

All the above nethods involve intensiVe patrol of fire
line (or edge) by reliable patrols, and also the felling of
all dangol""'ouS tl snags II \"Jithin the burned al'ea, a..'tlddetuiled
tlmoppins Up" etc., aftel""' l:ln.in suppression efforts are cOr:lpleted.
One or more. methods :tIay be used on a single large fire, the
actual seleetion of the method most suited to ffily particulro'
sector being a major l"esponsibility of the "Fire-boss l~ includ
ing as it does consideration of all local factors \7h1"ch in
fluence the rate of fire spread and the success of suppl'cssion
efforts. . "

(i~ Distribution of labour forces.

Carcful location of fire lines, to seCU1'e tho most ocono1':1i
cal control ,of a fire, cannot achieve the best results unle~s
r::ell m"le so distl"libuted along these fire lines that the r.1OS t
effective use of ~an-powcr reoults •. One of the cardir.::tl
principles adopted in suppression policy is that all possible
efforts should be made to secure initial COntrol of the nost
dangerous sectors of the fire. As such \"lork' is not only the
most ureent, but also tho l:lOst hU:3ardous phase of suppression
efforts, it follows that.the r::qst experienced men, under
capable direction, should be concentrated ~n the worst sectors.

As' regards the general rate of fi~eline construction,
most :foresters a.gree that it is far too low, evon with the

..
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" .

inexperienced labour COllJr.lonly u!3ed, \7hile' it shows little'
tendenc:r to improve. Efforts have thel'efo1"e been made to
plan the best pos sible location of ll~en in suppression C1"0\7S,
so that line construction will proceed at a mx:in~ rate 'of
speed•

The ovolution of these efforts is described hereunder:-.

1. Scmad l.:ethod ,- This can hm"'dly be· called a l::ethod in the
truc sense. 1.1en o.r1'iv in,; at a fire line cro""ryinG a particullll"
tool CO~J:lence u01'ldng \7ith sre:le in cOl7;puny vlith other men
using other tools. \Vllen a plll'ticular section of ·fire line is
cOEpleted the squad IT.ove fori'ic.rd and COl.1r:1CnCe an0 the1"" . section •

. !.:en CU"C orten in each other's "lay, or ore sta..'1dinG idle until,
,a certain section of the i'ireline is cOf:lpleted. T'ne only

. advantage apparent is a concentration of mall power at a plll'ti
cula1"" point if a .fire threatened to cross· the fire line there.
Val"ious. efforts l."lade to introduce so~e sys tem into the "squad

, nethod have been unsuccessful.

2. Station r':ethod -' In this method men are allotted .individual
section of l'ire line, after the standlll'ds of c'onstruction have
been deJ:lonstrated to them. Th.e lenGth of the section allotted
to oach man varies with the amount of construction involved.
The. method has the advroltnge of allqttins res~onsibility,so
that shirkers or. ineff·icient \'lor1:ers can be culled out. . After
completing the allotted section each r.UID moves forvw.rd to a
new section, or remains to carry out patrol or nopping up on
his original section. .The main disadvantages of the method are
the numbel" of tools usually requil"ed by each lUall, and the
possibility of a fire brewcing through between widely spaced
individuals. The method naturally involves considerable varia
tion in the standard of constructed'fire line.

The method may be modif'iod by having a special "clearing
cre\'/" to remove all vegetation and heaV-:J lit tel" along. the full
length of the proposed fire line, leaving individuals to carry
out trenchinG etc. of various sections as explained above.

3. Sector l;:ethod - In usinG this method) squads of men aro broken
up into small crews, each under a capable "cr'e'll boss II, and each
cre'w is allotted a .sectol' fOl"" the cor:lpletion of 'all fire line
construction bef'ore moving on to the next' sector. With efficient
direction this method is much more' successf'ul than the t~o methods
described above. It is particularly usef'ul where various sectors
of a fire are spreading nmch faster than others, enablinG a
concentration of effort.on these most dangerous sectors •

4. The One-lick Hethod - As descl""ibed by I.IcReynolds (125)~ this
method forms the entire suppression cretl into a line, each man
doing a certain tasle as the crew moves slowly. for\'/ard. Each
man has a tool for carrying out his particular' part of line
construction, with cutting tools at the head of the crew and
shovels etc. at the rear. Providqd the correct supply of
tools is available, men'may be detached at intervals f'rom the.
rear of the crew fOl' patrol 01' nopping up duty. As the men
do not actually stop \'lUlking,fireline construction is' undoubt

. edly speeded up by this l.'1ethod - in the case of lighter fuel
types such construction may even proceed at a rate approaching
normal walkill8 speed. There is thus no waste tine in "v;a11dng
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r.:.en into tho. fire tI. . Use of the method i~ admittedly' harder on
the men, Qut this_ can be relieved by halting the Cre'"l for brief·
rests at regular ·lnterval~~ To secure best ,results, the method
also involves some experience or preliminal'y training of all·
men engaged, as the line cannot be halted \"/hile an individual
receives instruction or correction. '
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Water using equipment may be used at the head of the sup
pression CreYI if construction is proceeding close to 'the actual
fire, or at the rear to assist in back-firing from the fireline •.
If difficulty is likely to be experienced in various sect.ors
oYling to diffel"ent tools required etc. ,additional· men can
follo~ at the rear of the crew,carrying the necessary variety
of tools, driruring ~ater supplies etc. McReynolds mentions
the efficient use of the reethod with a large crew of 192 men,
all of which were quite inexperienced except 'f'or .fol"or.:.en.

It is generally agreed that concentration outhis ·method,
wherever practicable, will result in. a great i~rovement in .
tl~e rate of line construction. Campbell (27) quotes figures
ahO\'ling the pl"oduction of' "hold-line" by this :method; as com
pared with ol"dinal"y squad oethods, in various fuel typos on
differont National Forests ~ithin,Region V:

FUEL TYPE and its classification
re Hazard Prevailing. '

Doug~as ~ir, slash and reproduction
"I:!edium High" . .
Brush, grass, logs, etc.
"I',!edium LoVI"
Lodge Pole and Ponderosa Pine~brush,
reproduction etc~ - "Medium Low"
Bug-killed'Lodge Pole Pine, 50 cent
dead and down -, "Medium Hi?,h" .

Rogue River Dense Brush - "High I:!edium r •.
V/illamette· n "and ,Fir reproduction,

some snags and logs - t1IIIedium" O· 48 o· 26

Deschutes

.~'..

(1) One Liclc ll:ethod (2) conventional I.:ethod

e··

In a further review of "the One Lick Hethod,it has been'
stated. (192) that the method is far superiol" to any other
employed in the South Western Region and all C.C.C. suppression
cre'ws have. been trained in'its use. Tho same revie~ mentions
even greater success in the Pacific North \wst Region, \"lhe1'e the
general use of the method during the 1939 season-increased fire
line construction rates by 40 per cent as compared \"lith the
previous three seasons·. In the latter ReGion, the method was
found very suitable.for usc by. untrained fire fighters, but
there was a teridency to construct more fire line than was
really necessary at many outbreaks.

5. Forty Man Crew - Another method adopted in the search for
less expensive fire construction is the development-of'·the
"Forty Han CreYI". .Hembers . of this suppre~sion crew are specially
selected 1'01" their fire fightinS expel'ience, their phy~ical fitness
pm7ers of endurance etc., and are required to stand by throughout
the fire season at central points. They are not meant to replace
smail crews charged TIith initial detection'and suppression measures,
but they are located at centres from TIhich they can be rushed, at
short notice 1 as f'irst reinforceI:l.ents. 1.~embers of tho. crew are
equippe'd \'lith a variety of special lightY/eight tool~, and \'lith
rations for a period of' three days, vlhich can be "back-packed II for
long distancos from the nearest road.
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The merits of' the "Forty', Man CreYl" are sumr.mrized (192)
as f'ollows:-

4.

3.

5.

1. The creu experiment has provided standards f'or tho selec
tion of' f'ire f'ighters. .
It has developed a self' contained unit)r~quiring no supply
of' any sort f'or a period of' 72 hours •
It has re-emphasised the benef'its resulting £'ron men 'being
in good physical condition.. .
It has illustrated tho importance of' team work on large
f'ires - as it produces a maxuuum output of' f'ire line with
a minimwn of' eff'ort.
The crew has achieved almost impossible accomplishments

. on critical sectors (ho,t spots), wher'e other crevls would
certainly f'ail.
Achievements of the crew under tho most critical condi
tions havo,stimulated a competitive spirit among other
suppression units. .
Because of' its reduced IItraveltiI:1e lt to inaccessible
f'ires -the crew effects better initial control. .
Use of' the crew reduces the neo'd for ,lIoverhead It on fires
and provides excellent training for f'uture members' of '
such 1I0verhead 11.

. that, ,
It is pointed: out/the output of the crow can be further

increased if packs, supplies etc. were delivered by air. It
is empHasised that thero is no need 'to limit the crew to the
exact number mentioned - on large fires especially, the crew
could oe readily'expanded, as so many of its members are cap
able of serving as 1I0verhead".

7.

8.

, 2.

•
•

•

-
Intensive studies mado (129A),by Matthews of' the Pacific

North West ~~periment Station,of the effect of' crew size on
the output of' constructed fireline, showed that such output
decreases as crew size increases. This indicates an even
greater need for the increased use of' trained f'irefighting .
units) such as the "forty-man" crew.' '

C. Factors ~overnlnB ef'fective Fire Suppression.

(i) Adherence to "Elapsed Time" Standards.

As used in f'ire control by the U.S. Forest Service,
"Elapsed Time 11 is the period' fixed to cover the time between'
the comrr.encement and completion-of any particular phase of
f'ire control. ~le f'ixing of' such periods is an essential
part of f'ire control planning, and 'enables the whole pro
tection force to f'unction on standards v/hich are selected
f'or the various values at stake, or for the various f'uel,'
hazards prevailing. Vfuile they serve an essential purpose
in setting out definite objectives for certain activities,
thoy also act as a spur to the personnel concerned, and as
a measure of ef'f'iciency. The usual standards determined in
.theFire Control Plan for each Forest) (or Protoction Unit),
aro as f'ollow:- ~

1. Discovery Time.
TIlis refers to the period uhich is permitted to elapse

bet~een the inception of a fire (or the rise of' a visible
smoke colunn), and.the time when it is discovered by 0. look
out. The l~its of such period are usually fixed at 15
minutes, ri1though an actual period ~~y not be specified. (as
in.Calif'ornia). The existence of large areas of' high hazard

..
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within sight "of lookouts may cause a reduction in' the discovery
period,owing to the need for urgent attack, but the prevailing
fuel types in the "seen area" of any lookout usually influence
the st::mdards fixed for detection dis.covery.

2. Reportinr, Ti~~.
'..i.his is the time which elapses bet....leen discovery by the

. lookout, and his report to the officer in charge of organising
s~ppression action. In California, the shor'test possible period·
is permitted for reporting fires - viz. two minutes for eom
munication by Forest Service telephone lines, or five minutes
when at least partial use has to be made of commercial lines.

In the Northern Rocley l~untain'Region,the corresponding .
times. fL~ed are five and fifteen minute~ respectively, but
in the majority of cases,tteporting Time is not permitted to
exceed five l.Iinutes, being l"educed to three minutes in the
Lake States Region.

3. Get-avray Tin:e.
'.L~lis is the time \"lhich elapses bet'\"leen receipt of' a fire

report) and the actual departure of the initial'. supprension erew.
.In this case a short period is unually fixed f'or the urgent
. despatch of a "f'lying s'quad U , with a longer period when a main

supprbnsion crew munt also be nent. Get-away Periods fixed f'or
the use of cars or for travel by foot are usually ,the s~e, but
a longer period 'is allowed when a horse 1s uned f'or travelling.
In Calif'ornia,getaway on 0. saddle horse is t~ed at f'ive minutes
or ten minutes if a pack horse' is also taken. D1 other Regions
the period fixed for horne trrivel is unually longer,but rarely
exceeds f'ifteen minutes - 110rses being kept tethered, if not
saddled,at tiw~s of hazard.

For the use of carn , or for travel by f'oot) a maximunl period
of five minutes is usually fixed, but in Ca11f'ornia this period
11as been reduced to two minutes. \Vhen larger crews are sent
by truck in response to the first report, tho pe,riod f'L"'{ed
varien from 10 to 15 minutes only. '

4. Travel Time.
'fl1is nattu"ally varien considerably. owing to va17ing topo

graphy, to differe~ces in the nmnber o~'oxinting roads, in the.
standards and surf'aces of such roads, and to the Lleans of
transport available:. fOl" use.' Dif'ferent periods are usually,
fixed, f'or travel during either day or night.

To illustrate the range of' specif'ied speeds for travelling
to fires, the standards laid down (20G) in Calif'ornia will be
quoted:-

On Foot
Over good trails
AC1"OSS country

On Horse
Uvcr good trails

Truclw of'
Passen0er cars or 10 cwt. trucks 50cut. c~ity
'=":::::'::';;::";;';::P~a;:';v;';;e:"-d~H::::i:-;G~h-'V;;;';'lo.~y"";s:;;';;'''''';'''''';;''';-''''';;'';;''';;'';';'~ 451.!.P.H. Sb L.p.l'_

Dirt or gravel L-:ain roads 50 " 25 "
Single traffic dirt road-flat country - 25l:!.PJI.· 201LEJI.

II . II " "-nteep " _ 12 " 12 II '
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II

"
25
20

Trucks of 20 CVlt. or greatel" . capac i tx .;;.D...;;./i:i.~V~TR~~A..;"VE;,..;;;;;.;L~--.;l;.;.H~G;;;;,;I;.;.rT.;;;.",.T~a:.;,:.:A;.;.VE.::::,t!;;::;L
Paved Hoads,', ,', 20 H.P.H. 20 H.P.H.
Unpaved 11'15 II 15 u

Cars or 10 cwt trucks _
Paved Roads 25 II

Unpaved II _ 20 "

, In other ReGions, longer periods are usually permitted' 
. Foot travel is specified Q,t 2 1I.P.H. on trails" and 1 or 1·5

I:I.P.H. across country - the corresponding figures laid dorm
for 1101'se travel being 3 l.I.~.H. arid lit or 2 I.I.P.H. respectively.

, For travel by cm~ or truck in ,vro~ious Regions" travelling
speeds are :t>.ade as fast, as possible consistent 'with safety. '
The speeds applicable to all forest roads are Imovm" so that
the time to be taken on any trip can be calculated within a
few minutes. Although speeds are not 'always scheduled as fast
as those laid down for California" (see abovo)',they do not
permit any Joitering. ,The tl'avel times scheduled hereunder for
the Horthern Rocky !,!ountain Region can be quoted as being, more
average than those adopted for California:-

•

, -
As noted preViously" it,is specified that all travel to

fire be continuous'" unle3s hazardous or' irJpossible dU1~ing night
hours,e.g. dUl~ill8 fog or by horse or foot. In the latter case
·the jOUl~ney must be reswned at dawn.

.'
•

5. Centrol Time
, ~his is the period which elapses ,between 'the arrival of the
first suppression unit and the tinie when the ,fire no longer
extends its perimeter. This period is not identical with total
time necessary for suppression,as a fire may be effeptively
"corralled" many hours before it ·is, sare enoU£jh'to vlithdraw
suppression forces. ,In a sUl~face fire there 'is usually a close
correlation between control time and total suppression time" ,
but this is rarely the case '\'lith large cro\'lll fires. ' At rirst
sight it' would seem quite inpossible to estimate the time
necessary to bring a going fire U11der control. On t~e other
hand it l~ust be l~eljel:lbel'ed that the Forest Service policy
calls for the corralling of all fires before 10 a.m.. on the
succeeding day" and to achieve this objective the local officor
must hav~ some ~eans 'of ~alculatL~ the n~ber of ~en necessary
to bring a fire under control within the period remaining before
10 a.m. next day. .

In most cases the initial attack is made by a'lIflying squad ll

which can reach the fire fastest" irrespective of probable ti~e
necessary for cont'rol. 'If a general reference to the location,

-of the fire,und the fire danger prcvniling,~ndicates the need
for a larger crew-without further consideration" t~in crew is
also despatched before the responsible officer co~pletes a

'thorough "ass.essl:1ent of the probabilities ". ' , ,

~le factors he must connider are as follows:-

1. Location of fire - in respect of fuel typen" slope"
General topography (angles of slope" exposure to ninds),
values at stw{e etc~

2. TIeathcr conditions prevailing - including reference to
readings, of the local f'ire danger metel', tll;lC of day"
season, wind direction and 3trength" beneral and local
forecast8.for the iillL~d~ate future etc.
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3.

8.

6.

4.

5.

7.

Rate of spread - as determined from tableD prepared for
the fuel type concorned,and for other fuel"typeD i!r.r.1ediately
in the path of the firo.
Anticipated rate of fire-line construction, as determined~
from tables already prepared for various fuel typos, or
from local Imowledge of the conditions, presence of natural
barriel~s ,likely to be of assistance etc. ,
Reports available concerning the size of' the fire, from
which local tablos will fUrnish details of its probable
perimeter. . -
TI!o number of men and tools available, their 'location,
degree of'crew fatigue on arrival at f~~e etc., including
reference to available,reinforcements of emergency labour.
Routes of travel, and average speeds, according to means
of transport ,available •
Available overhead, officers, regular employees etc. to
takechargo of suppression action.

Vfuile all of the above factors must influence the actual
number of men despatched, the actual number to bo sent is based
primarily on the followirig'procedure:-

•

• '

•

(a)

(b)

, (c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

Deternine the fire ,danger rating (Extrer.le, High, I;Iedium
etc.• ) from the local !.~eter. \. ,
For this rating, and for the fuel type in which the fire,
is burning, or to which it may extend, estDnate the rate
of spread for the fire, or make readings of sanie frOtl '
local tables.
With the above information in hand, estimate. the le~gth
of the fire pel"'ilr..eter by the time an adequate fOl~ce could
reach it by a prescribed route of travel, including also
the til:le \"/hich has elapsed since actual discovery.
From local tables giving estimated rates of fh"'e line con
stl"'uction per man hour in the fuel types concerned, or
from local lrnowledge of such rates of construction, esti
mated the nmnber of men required to be sent to the fire
immediately. ,
If this number is in excess of that already dispatched to
the fire - send an adequate second force h~ediately. .
,If sufficient men have already been sent, await advice from
the fire,or from lookouts,which will give fUl"'ther definite
information concerning rate of spread" difficulties 01'"
success in fire~line construction, local influences such
as wind direction and intensity etc •
Continue to send necessary reinforcements based on the method
outlined above, according to definite reports received con
cerning fire perimeter, fire line construction versus rate
of spread etc.; maintaining a close touch moanwhilewith
all available \7eather recordings ,f~casts, trends etc.;
and considering sU~h'factors as the approach of night or
day, changes 'in burning conditiono 'towardo \"/hich the fire
is spreading etc.
Once a stronG and sustained initial attack hao failed, re
consider the number of men required on the fire, depending,
on the length of working shifts to be used by the initial
crev/s, and by sufficient reinforcenents for the 'int~oducti~n
'of ohifts.

The "Fire Despatcher", \"lhO has charge of all administrative
action concerning the forwarding of men, tools and equipment,
maintains a full record, on special forms provided, of all cal
culations made by him of "probabilities". Such record includes
the "corral time" calculated by him, according to reports nade
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available by lookouts, or from the fire, and to the proceedure
adopted in estimating the hour at which such "corral II should be
completed. filien such,estimates have to be revised, and addi
tional forces despatched, a cOtlplete record of revised calcula
tions :must be made. Only in this 'limy can the despatcher, talw
action in a systematic way, or can a futUl~e assess~ent be made

1, from his records, of the 'correctness of such action. In .some
Regions, d~spatchers are assisted by specially prepared tables
indicating, as a general guide, necessary action to be taken
in sending suppression units to fires according to fire' danger
rating fuel types. The tables prepared for this purpose in
the Intermountain and Central Rocl~ 1~untain Regions are illus
trated in Tables Nos 45 and 46 respectively.

6. "Mopping-Up" Time.

It is rarely possible to lay down standards for the time to
be occupied in "Mopping-Up," a term applied to "securing" a: fire
once it has been conpletely, "corralled fl. The shorter the· period
occupied by such work, the s'ooner will. the he'avy suppression
costs of large fires be reduced by the withdrawal of men. 0 For
instonce,during the severe fire season in the Pacific North
West Region in 1939, as much as SO-90per cent of the t6~al
suppression costs of approximately $1,000,,000 expended by the
Region were incurred on "mC?p-up". Lessons learned from past
fires, at which careless_mopping-up along well constructed
fire lines only resulted in fresh outbreal:s" have bnbued
foresters wi~h the necessity for careful mopping-up. Present
methods of executing the worl~ aim at making the held fire-line
safe indefinitely, irrespective of the severity of any weather
conditions which might eventuate. The period is, of course,
greatly reduced if adequate water supplies are available,
together with necessary equipment, 'and the use of water on
mopping-up' is mandatory in most Regions. The period will,
however, be greatly increased if a l~~ge nuw~er of ' snags ~~o
burning" or 'likely to burn, in close-proximity to the fire
line. The length of the period, is also greatly affected by
the suppression technique adopted - if an adequate numbor of,
men has been detailed to mop-up various sectors while fire
line construction was,proceeding" the final mopping, up pro
ceedure is greatly simplified. Another fuctor to be considered
is the natural tendency of all suppression units to relax,
once fires are effectively "corralled", \"lhile it, is also diffi
cult to gauge the output of_labour forces engaged on mopping
up,owing to the scattering of man-power on the variety of duties'
concerned therewith. 0 0

Local administrative officers and/or "fire despatchers"
must have considerable local Imowledt;e of the burned area,
with which they can correlate in~ormation received from the

• fire front in determining what is a fair period to be spent on
mopping-up. Determination of the poriod actuallynecessnry
for the work, is, however" nore the responsibility of the
"Fire-Boss ", 1;/11.0 is in the best position to judge v/hether
undue risks are being taken in reducing the number of sup
pression'crews,too quickly. Once a fire is effectively cor
ralled, intensive effort is mostly concentrated on careful
mopping-up along its.entire perimeter, with the dual objec
tivo'of (a) consolidating under any weather conditions,
successes gained in suppression efforts" and (b) reducing the
number of men engaged at the. fire as soon as possible.
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Showing Number' of Men to be desnatched to Fires in'various Fuel TYpes, according to Fire Dan1er Conditions prevailing,
Travel Times to fire etc.) i1' the Control Time is to be limited to the lIFirst \'lork Period li • before lOa .m. -next dey).

Intermountain ReBion - U.S. Forest Service.

~ - Humidity Periods adopted in 'the Region - e.g. Iros. 1,2,3,4, & 5, correspond to Fire Danger Ratings of DorIT~nt,
. Low , Medium, High and Ext,rene, .respoctive1y.

NU1.1BER OF MEN FOR, IlITTIAL ATTACK on FIRES

"1234&5

(HUIUDITY PERIOD)·

BRUSH GRASS TYPES

1 2 .3 4 & 5

-t.1
o
Cl'-

6
8

10
14
18

134
245
367
5 8 10
9 12 14

(HUIITDITY PERIOD)

!LODGEPOLE AIID OTHER TYPESDOUGLAS FIR TYPE PONDEROSA PIllE TYPE .

. ,

(HUMIDITY PERIOD), (HUMIDITY PERIOD).
",

11
" "

2 3 4 & 5 I 2 3 4 & 5, .

'1 3 ·5 10
.

2 '4 9 36,
2 4 7 12 2 5 13 50
3 6 9 16 3 8 18 60

.' 5 9 14 25 4 11 25 81
8 14 18 37 5 16 33 104

;

5
6
8

10
,13 '

2 '3 3
345
467
78 9

11 12 ,12

TIME

TRAVEL

(HOURS)

2': ~
4 - 6
6 - 9
OVER 9

.,....
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TAB LEN O. '46.

Roc Uountain Re ion - U.S~ Forest Service'- Table ,showing Hu..~ber of men required for initial attack under neak
conditions for different Fuel Typos,und for average.Burning ~onditions,under various ratings of Fire Dan~er•

. FUEL TYPE WITH FUEL TYPE WITH ,FUEL TYPE ...·II TH
HIGH RATE OF SPREAD HEDIUM RATE OF SPREAD LOW RATE OF SPREAD

TRAVEL .
FIRE DANGER RATIlTG FIRE DANGER RATING FIRE DAlTGER RATInG

TIUE

HIGH liEDIUJ;I LOW - HIGH MEDIUM LOW HIGH l.lEDlm.r LO',"l.

HOURS - MINUTES \

0 - 15 2 1 1 2 ,I 1 1 1 1
0 - 30 3 2 1 2 1 1 1 1 1
0 - 45 5 2 2 3 'I 1 1 1 1
1 - 00 6 3 2 3 2 1 1 J. 1
1 - 15 9 4 3 4 2 1 J. J. 1
1 - 30 14 5 3 5 2- 2 .2 J. J.I' - 45 • 35 7 5 ·6 3 2 2 1 12 - 00 50 10 .6 ' 8 3 2 3 J. J.2 - 15 20 9 10 4 3' 3 I' ,J.
2 - 30 15- 5 4 4 2 12 - 45 33 7 5 4 2 I,•3 - 00 11 7 5 3 23 - 15 25 10 5 3 23 - 30 40 20 7 3 23 - 45 38 11 4' ' ·34 - 00 25 6 44 - 15 12 74 30

.-
4 - 45

~ - A, f1 high" rate of spread for a fuel type is 12 chain:Jper hour
A "Hedium'" 11 : " ' II ,,_ It It II It 8 It II " .

A II Lov," "It," It It" " tt It 4 It 11 It

I

I

I

. - I
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(ii) E£fective use o£ man-power.

The securing o£ best results from a lro~ge and varied
'assortment of labour is attempted,in the Fire Plan £or each Forost
unit,by allocating suf£iciont officers, or permanent eEployees,
to adequately supervise varying numbers of emergency employees.
Villile initial suppression effort is almost entirely the res
ponsibility o£ permanent employees, and is thus usually in ,
safo hands, forest protection systems DUst be thoroughly
organised to produce this much desired swift and certain
initial attack. The qualifications and responsibilities o£
all protection employees and "overhead tl have already been
explained in discussing general personnel pl~oblems, as they
affect suppression forces. It is the £ew large £ires which
cause most- serious damaGe to £orests, unless they can be met
by a properly organised,and well directed, labour £orce. It
is the duty o£ all administrative o£ficers to plan their
organisation,and so allocate responsibilitY,that the need £or
,excessive emergency labour does not arise, or i£ this does
happen that the most e£fective use is made of inexperienced
man-power. This allocation of responsibility is-discussed

,hereunder:-

(a) Responsibilities of "overhead" staff.

1. DESPATCHER.

In actual £ire suppression tasks on large (or small) £ires,
the principal responsibility is that o£ the Fire Despatcher,
some of his duties regarding 'the despatch of men haVing already
been explained in preceding pages. The despatcher, or "dis
patcher tl a's he is called in U.S.A., may not necessarily.be a
trained forester such as the District Ranger. In Il".a.n'y cases,
as in Eastern Regions, the Ranger hands over his despatching
duties to a tecllllically trained assistant,but in most of the
~ostern Regions, all despatching is handled by temporary but .:
experienced employees. Efforts arc made to give these temporary
employees as much worle as possible, outside the £ire season,
on the maintenance o£ roads, trails, telephones etc. or as
works £oremen in C.C.C. camps. ,In the Southern Region,loolcouts
\lho are employed throughout most of the 'J''''ear, often ,combine
detection duties with despatching. Tne'use o£ te~porary
eEployees in such a responsible position is the clearest pos
sible indication of the completeness of the District Ranger IS

Fil'O Plan.

Apart from estimating "control time ",' and from despatching
sufficient labour forcen to.complete corralling with such
,period,·the despatcher has other major, responsibilities as

. follows: -, _

(i) He receives and records' reports from all fires, from
lookouts etc., ro1d is also in constant cO~~lunication
with Ranger or Supervisor headqun~rters concerning
the spread of the fire, progress of suppression
action etc.

(ii) He r.mst be fully alive to the nece:Jsity for' fUl~thd'r
l'einforcen:ents fron tho sources mentioned in the
local Fire Plan, aftermillring any necessary provisions
for "Stand-By'! of extra men to be required. .

.....
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(iii) He fills, gaps left in the detection or other phases of
the p1'otoction organisation, due to the despatch of
"1>:ey" men to talw charge of suppression CreY1S.

(iv) Ho.vi~ despatched adoquate labour f01'ces to the fire
he nust follo~ up such action, as soon as possible, by
the despatch of adequate and neces sary supplies of tools, ,
equipment, food, ~ater, cnoping materials, cooks etc.

(v) 'rrnerever practicable he Lmst· o.l'ranGe for the despatch
and use of labour-saving machinery such as tro.ctors,
horses, ploughs etc., or for water required to assist
fire-fighting etc. •

(:vi) l:aintennnce of up-to-date vleather l'ocords from tho best
ava;i..lablo source, and 'the correlation of vleather trends
with actiol1 talwn, or requil'ed, on fires. .

(vil) Eaintenance of 0. map sho\"linS pl'oGress of fire, based on
all reports received.

(vil:i) Eaintain touch I"lith noighbou!'irlg forests, or, \"lith other
units or acencies co-operating in the supply of labour
and e.quipment. Ii' non have been called fro1:1 these SOUl'ces
for. initial attack, they must be retur.ned as soon as rein-
forcer.:ents can talw their place. ' '

(ix) Assur:1e cOr.lpleto chnrge. of all actioil tnken to\"lards sup-
. pression, until such time as the I~fire-boss" is able to

, , establish communication from the fire or fire c~p and
can direct all necess'ary. action from the scene of .opcra- '
tions •

. . (x) . I.Io.into.in 0. log of all action taken,r..esaages l'eceived o.nd
despatched, inclUding details of e:;~act times of such '
action.

(xi)' Prepnl"'e all necessary r?cords of the fire, on the f01'nlS
provided, including payr.;.ents to f11'e fighters and others',
total costs etc. I • •

~:li) Prepare all necessary inforliation for the press or for
other l~cc1iums of publicity, and iqmte notices to afulin
istrative officers concerning l'estrictions necessary on
the travel routes 01' on r...ovor::ents of the [;ene1'al public.

{xill.) Orcanise repail's' to those ,cOl~;nunications \"/hich have
failed, and direct the establis11r.ent 'of radio or tele
phonic cor..munication to supplCl::.ent thc..t alread:t existing,
nccordins to the size and location of the firo. lllis
\701'k involves the despatch of necessary radio 01' tele
phone r.mterinls, rlith comgetent operators m:d/or
nechxlics. - , .

(xi~ Al'rUUGe for despatch of tu'gently requi~od lighting
oquipnont, r;hel'e critical condition:::l probable on the)
succeeding day dictate} Eaxiom~ suppression effort at
ni~ht. .

2.: THE FIRE BOSS. usually the District Ranger is in actual
chm'ge of fire fighting, irrespective of \'lhether the nuilber
engaged is les3 than 't~enty, or e:;:cocds a. thousar..d. ,Provision
e::lsts, .howevol"',for the Rmlgor to be deposod frO!;'l the position
if the Forest Supervisor is not satisfied TIith his handling of
0. pm'ticular fire. On larger fires ho is allottedcortain
assistants)but he re~ains in central·control of the situation.
He attenpts·to obtain a thorouGh and constant personal know
ledGe of the behaviour of tho fire, and of all action p1'oceed
iug to~ards its suppression, but on larGO fires he nust remain
at a. central camp, to \'I11ic11 telephonic or radio cOl1;L1.unication
has beon effected, and l'cly on the reports oE his assistants,
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tran~:oitted to him by spocial "scouts". On 'smull fire~, '7ho1"e
lens than 25 lUen aJ,-'e enGaged', ho lnay combine direction of fire
fighting with the duties of ti~mekeeper, scout, and can~ fore
man, but for.large outbrew~s he requires assi~tants for such
taslrs •

(xii)

(xi)

(vi)

(Xi)'

(x)

(vili)

E~timating the extent of the suppression tusk, and the
nost .suitable methods of ·attacl~.
1~intnining con~tant touch with the progress of suppres
sionefforts as. compared vlith tho rate of firo spread.
lInking rapid decisions regarding tho need 1'01" certain
reinforcelr.cnts within p1"oscribed ti1:1o limits, the uses
of v/atel"-using or other1labour saving equipw.ent'•.
1.Iaintail1inG adequate supplies of tools, . equip:oent, .
food etc. .
Selecting the most cont1"al position 1'01' any necessary
fire comp or cronps, and directing the forvtarding of all 
necessary caoping equip:oent.
Directing the placement of suppr:es::don crevlS on the fire
line, and arranging for the introduction of shift work
if necessal"y.
Supervising arrival of men at tho fire camp or fh"e, and
their equipment- \'lith necessary tools, food supplies etc.
Dil"ccting' ,the preparation of neals to coincide VJith .the
C0ll111:cnCO:r.lcnt or comnletioll of shifts.
Diroctine the dutios, responsibilities etc. of all sub
ordinates.
IJaintaining constant cOlTl.r.:tl:nication with thc dispatcher
concerning progress of efforts at control, the noed for
furthcr reinforcements, supplies etc.
Reducing the 1abOtll' forces at the fire, as soon as .
weather conditions, or the completion 'ofllmopping up",
permit. _
Keeping a comprehensive lIlog11 of all suppression action
taken, and of directions issued.

Depending on the extont of the fire, the "F'ire-Bossll
usually requires the undermentioned assistants, each of these
having specified dutie~:-

(vii)

(iv)

(v) .

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

In general, his duties and respon~ibilities nay be ~uriU::1od
up as follows:-

(i) Fire .Scout - The "Scout ll on larger fires \"/ill either be
an eJ:perienced forest officer or permanent local employee. ' His

,principal duties are to scout the fire perimeter, guide the
movements or the necessary suppression action by labour forces,
select possible eomp sites, .locate water supplies for crump or
fire-fighting use, lr.aintain a record of the progress of the
fire (if possible by field sketching), keeping the Fire Boss
constantly inforned of such progress, making recon~~ndations
re control proceodure, and acting as messenGer between the
"Pire-Boss II and the fire. Whon and wherc possible, the "Fire
Scout ll carries a portable radio set 'to l:laintain constant .cmll-
munication with the "Fil'e Boss" .

I •• ,

I

I .•

'.

(ii) . Division Boss - This man is·required on very large fires
where separate suppression efforts are being conducted on various
"Secto1"s ",. 'Ii/hich may be manned from separate canps. A Division
Boss may have charge of two or 1:1ore sectors where distinct parts
of a single fire require separate handling. He l1].ust maintain
close touch with the Fire Boss by messenger, or by other means,
of communication,. to report progress and to ensure that action
being taken is in line TIith the general tactics adopted for the
v/hole fire.
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.(ili) Soctor Boss - This officer (usually a Forest Officer)
'Works under the. "Fire Boss" (or under one of the Division
Bosses ll on large fires) and usually has charge of·two to four
crews of 25 to 30 men each. He is charged with lo~al planning

. of the e~forts of his crews, over topographic sectors of one
mile or more, .to secure the best results at suppres sion from a
particular output of r~n-power~ He is responsible for the
safety of the crews under his direction and is in a position
to reco~end chanses in suppression strategy.

(iv) Crevi Foreman or IIBoss II - in charge of 25 to 30 men. 'This
foreman is an experienced regular employee charged with leadinG
his men in all necessary duties associated with fire line con
struction, or other suppression work. His main responsibility
is to produce the maxim~ output of effective nan-power from
l1is crew by having them distributed effectively, suitably
rested and· fed, pl~operly supplied Vii th necessary tools, etc.
It is the foreman's responsibility to discharge unsuitable men,
checl~ the movements of his crew (and their tool~) in-and out of
the:fire camp, care for injUl~ed employees etc. He maintains
'\7ritten l~ecql~ds of t1J:le v/ol'lced, fire line constructed, or
other necessary data.

(v) "strav/-Bos s II .in charge of 8 to 10" men, has intensified cOn
trol over largely inexperienced labour forces, and·seeks.to mclce
the best use of these men on duties assiVled to him by the Crew
Foreman. He closely supel~vises the \'lorl:: of' his gang, makes best
use of tool supplies, and ensures that the 111en eneaged kn0\7 hO"1
to use such tools. He is responsible for getting his men in and
out of the Fire Camp, arr~ging for their meals, for the handing
in or transfer of their tools etc. Separate "stra"I-Bosses II are
usually detailed for supervision of the clearing and other. crews
employed with Ploughing Units (horse or tractor drawn).. .

(vi) "Camp-Bas s" in charee of specially established Fire Ca.'TI.PS,
is preferably a Forest Officer under the direction of the Fire
Boss. In large camps he allocates the duties of Timekeeper to
an assistant. He is responsible for the layout, discipline,
sanitation etc. in.the enr.1p, supervises the cooking and serving
of suitable meals or lunches at specified times, tho checking.in
and out of' all tools, equipment, food etc., the shm~pening and
l~epair of tools. Assistance is also given to the "Firebo3s II in
relaying, receiving or transmitting messages, maintaining.tele
phonic or other communications, mochani"eal repairs to equipment
etc. .

In supervising time-keeping,he must maintain' a close
l~ecol~d of all men arriving or leaving the cam!', the" n1lr.1ber of
hOUl~S \'lOrked by each, travel time to \7hich each is entitled, and
also keep all necessary records of supplies, food, tools, equip-
ment etc. .

other officials who may be used on large f'iros (e.g. Cali
fornia Region) are those specially in charge of such individual

. tasks as COlr.munication, Transportation, Supply, Haintennnce of
Ir.echanical equipment etc.

(b) Some General factors to be considered.

In defining the responsibilities of those members of "over
head" concerned "lith fire suppression, most of the essential'
factors to be considered in organising man-power to the best
advantage have already been mentioned. All Regions of the
U.S. Forest Service, however, stress the importance of various
other factors tornlichparticular attention must always be given.
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Some of these are listed hereunder, TIithout any efforts at
their elaboration:-

Necessity ,f'or, adequate lIoverhead 1I - if ne'cessary, relief
or additional overhead to be sought from the Regional
Office,and in some cases, florm to the ,fire.
First attack to be' based on cxisting 01' "average bad 1I
burning conditions, but TIith larger fires reinforcement'
action to. proceed on the basis of "worst probable" condi
tions.
~le maximUm possible use,of weather forecasts if pos-

- sible (as in Uestern Regions) by the use of mobile weather
and forecasting units,tw{cn as near as possible to the f'iro.
In.deter~~ing strength of labour forces, due allowancQto
be ~ade for the use of inexperienced labour (such us C.C.C.
enrollees), or for ,fatigue of' the initial crcws~
qn large f'ires,shifts should conform toloc~l conditions,
but should not c::cocd 10-12 hOU1"'~" (except for fil"'st attack),
unless material gains will result~ Undue fatigue is avoided.
If saddle stock is available for uso by 1I0verhead" etc.,
make the fullest possible use of same.
All possible use to be made of any machinery of mechanical
equipment in the Vicinity, or available at short notice,
provided same can'reach the fire in short time, and be pro
fitable e~ployed there. ' . '

8. Hight i";'Qrk to be concentl"'ated on at all tilles unless better
results' can be obtained'bywalting until daylieht. ~e .
"day crei"l" should be breald'asted and sent out to the fire
line ready, to start '"lork at davm. '.

g. nle attack is to be sustained irrespective of conditions,
as even the'largost f'ires have an occasional lull which can
betaken advroltage of.

10. ~c morale of all Inen to be kept up, and the greatest care
tween not to expose inexperienced men to conditions of
serious danger. Food provided to the men should be adequate
and appetising. All lunches to be packed individually to
avoid lIbunching" of' men on'the fire line." .

11. All Fire-Camps to be kept in ol'derly condition, vlith no
undue noise permitted when crews are restine.

12. Inefficient TIork not to be exc~sed~ and all'TIaste in man
pOTIer, supplies, materials etc. to be avoided.

13.' Reduction in suppression forces to he co~enced once it is
definite that "corrallinGlI ,and "mop_upll have succeeded.
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CHAPTER YJi.

FIR E REP 0 R T S.

••
-•.

The i~portonce of f11'e: history to fh'e control planning
has already been en..."'Phas ised, toeethel' \"11th tho need for

\ . accurate information so that the fire history can bo built
up. lIodel"n policy in Fire Control co.lls fOl" co~plote records
of all kinds, \7ith ,the object of building up permanent statis
tical records for future reference. These records, coupled
with the various maps comprising the Fire Atlas,' form the basis
of all Fire Control Planning.

Val"ious standard forms are used by the U.S.,Forest. Service
for supplying information regarding all kinds of protection
efforts fu'J.d these aro sum~I:arised hereundel":-

• '

1.

2.

3.

5.

6.

Individual Fire Reports - are furnished by District Rangers)
within ten days of fire suppression,civins a mass of detail
ed inforr.mtion of all kinds for each reportable fiI'e. Form
929 of the U. S.Forest Service \"lhieh is used in l"eportinE;
individual fires, is illustrated in Appendix No. "pI! .
together \7ith instructions for itn use. It vlill bo_noted
that the forI:! is specially desiGned so that cll data there
on can be converted to a standard codo for ntatistical use.
Form 929 is used torecOl"ld only "statistical fires", or
those \"lhich endangel"· Hational FOl"est land,· and 'Il11ic11 are
suppressed wholly or in part by Forest Service employoos
or co-operators, or those on which any, suppression costs
al'e incurr'ed: The tern "co-operators' in the above defini
tion may include e ither. individuals 01' organisationn \'lith
whon co-operative protection is m"lrrolgcd. ~cro~ples of non
statistical f~'cs, which arc not reported on ForD 929, are
given in the printed instructions for use with the form.
~~tra Period fire Reports - for fires which renain uncon
trolled after the llli1irnt.Work Pel"iod ll has elapsed (e.G.
af'te:r' 10 a.m. on the day succeeding their discovery).
These reports Ul"e furnished 011 tlimeographed -fOr1':lS by the
District Ranser. , ,
Ten-Day ReDol"lts on Forn '928,_ Ul"lefurnished on prescribed
dates e.g. the lOth, 20th, and last day of each ~onth, by
Rangers to Supervisors, and by Supervisors to the Regional
Office. They ·list the occurrence of fires, genel"al con
ditions of hazard etc. prevailing etc.
Annual Rer>Ol'tS - of various kinds \"lel'e formerly furnished
on different foros·but have now been elininated because of
the ease with which statistical data can be extracted froo
Form 929. T'nene data include a stU:1..':1ary of fire dar.m.ge
appraisals.. .
Sl.U:J.:J1ary of action taken on State forests, privnte areas.
etc., under the control of State authorities. Sub~itted,.
on Forns926 A ~ S,to State Foresters by Supervisors of
the U.S. Forest Service - usually thl'oueh the Regional

.Office.
Fireman's Report - on Form 592 or on local forns - describ
ins action to.lr:en in initial nttacl; re suppre~sion, investi
gation of fire origin, rnto of spread etc. Collected by
Rnngel's and submitted to Suporviool"S, Ylit~in ten days of ,
fire supprossion)to assist in the preparation of Forn 929.
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Hmnel"oua other reporta', in accordanco \"lith stnndo.rd
practicc, but on local forr;illJare used In vro'ious Regio~a.
~on8 thcse rcporta are:- .

Telegraphic Rcports' - to Regional Offices,givil~ notice
of the occurrence of all large fires, of fires costing r::Ol'C
than tloa, those of extra period occurrence, nction tal::en
etc., - forwro'dcd on s~c dato by niVlt telegrmJ.
Fl'elil:linary ROPOl'tS - by mail, vl1thin 2·1 hOUNI of final

supprc3ston action, detallil1.[; tho 'occurrence of fil"es or
false alarms, supPl'ession efforts, appl'o::dmnte cos,t etc.
Loolmut Reports ~ collected bJ~ District Rangers nt suit
nbly S1101"t intervala 1 8...'1d forwarded to Supel'viaors. Locnl·
Fbl'1~13 nro . us'cd, on \"I11ich the lookout provides all informa
tion resnrding outbreaks etc.,TIithin n specified period.
Lightning Strike Occurrence - giving full details of plU:1ber
of strikes, locality, t~le, duration of storm etc. - C01:1
pleted on special local For~; and submitted in·thp sor~
'"lay as Lookout ~eportG (They L1Q.Y be conploted by either
Prit1al'y Lookouts· or Loolcout-Fil'emen).· .

(0) Specinl Roports on lro'ge fil'es such as "Held-Line Produc
tion II Repol't, CU1'rcnt Fil'o Record of Despatcher I s Action
etc., are submitted to Supervisors or Regional Foreaters,
for analysin and'rovieu, as soon as possiblo after co~ple-
tion of action on any firo. '

Theso Spocinl Reports 1:1ay be subr~ittod on n val'iety of
lo~al' forms, as in tho' Cnlifornin Rosion, \"Ihe1'e' tho 1"oll0i7ing
formG 0.1'0 used:-

(f) Forms for. Re-lmbursement of O.C.C. authoritios - detailing
at10unts due to the C.C.C. for neuls supplied by their com
missariat. to FOl'es.t officers, enployeos etc. fOl'rlarded by
C.C.C. Camp Commnnders t~ Forest Supervisors.

,.•...

. F.C.l.

II 2.

" 3.

II 4.

" 5.

"'6.

" 7.

"Firc OrGanisation Form",detailn the organisation
engaged on the fire and. its major achievements.
"Cmnulative Report" - ShOVliug building up labour force
on the fil'e..
"!.Ian Pm'ler Record" - - "mall-poner and overhend
engaged, and for what periods.
"Tl'anap0l'tation Sheet" - Showing details of all r.leans
of transport used~ _ .
"Crew Boss Time Report" - .The cre\"l employed by each
Crew Foren:nn, and the ~hifts worked by them.'
IICre'\"l BOSG Tool Record - Shovling all tools received,
rctUr~ed, etc. by each crew.
"Tor.1poro.ry. Fire Pl"opert~r Recol'd" - Detnilingall oquip
mont transported to.a firo in an individual truck or
pacli:: loud, or tranaforred frOB one Fire Camp to
another etc. .

. (
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CHAPTER ArvI.

ECOHOl:IICS OP 'FffiE' PROTECTION.'

A. Some Economic Aspects of,Fire Control POlicZ.

~1 previous pages al1'attempt has ,been made to show the
influence of uncontrolled fires on forests and on their
management. It has been indicated tlmt some degree of fire
protection is required if forests are to maintain or improve
their p1"oductive capacity•.

To a very large extent the 'fo1"est lands of the United
states have o.ll"eady been greatly depreciated in their pl"oduc
tive capacity because of indiscriminate e=-''''Ploitation and tm
controlled burning. For this reason, effective methods 'of
protecting such areas from fire are required. Partial pro
tection will only pCl"petuate the existing stands of unmer
chantable nnd partially stocl~ed forest, \1hile money invested
in such pm.,tial protection can be written off as a loss.
On the other hand, complete' exclusion of fi1"e from forests
is practically impossible, however efficient the protective
system involved. ~~perience in city and urban 'areas indicates
that large property losses can, 'and do, persist despite
scientific means of protecting such property ~~d despite
highly organised suppression methods. Even if total protec
tion fr01:l fire were possible in forests, the cost of r..n.in
taining such protection TIou~d be inordinately high.

It must be adL~itted,a~ the outset)th~t fire protection
exper..diture on any fOJ,"est area must bear some relation to
the values at stclce, nnd is thus directly correlated with
the aims and intensity of forest manUGement for that area.
If timber production is the main object of nianagementJ a suffi
cient degree of protection must be afforded to protect the '
growing crop, from darr~ge'or destruction. If watershed areas
owe their principal effectiveness, as SUCh, to a' forest cover,
the protection of such cover must be provided for indefi~itely.
The use of forests for recreational purposes has been discussed
alreadYJal1d the damaging effect of fire on scenic values needs
no elaboration, so that areas used for recreation must be
rigidly protected.- It has even been shown that fire protec
tion is a major factor in maintaining tho proper balance of '
environn~ntal conditions for wildlife in forest areas. As
any individual forest may include 'most of tho above considera
tions in its mnnagement aims, it follov'lS that o.ny evaluation
of the values at still~e is rather difficult to achieve.

. .
Reference to the oarly pages of this report viII indicate

tllat the economic n~cessity for preventing o.nd/or controlling
forest fires is by no menns generally admitted in U.S.A. On'
the contl"ary, certain regions like the South o.dhere "to pioneer
ing beliefs that,btu"ning actually benefits the forest, irres
pective of the nature of such burning. Vfuile great progress
has been made ,in a general moven:ent to conserve national
resources) the public still regard forests as inexhaustible
in timber wealth irrespective of the uoount of burni~~ done
in these forests. 'Some of ,the efforts necessary to overcome
public disinterest in the protection problem, such 'as educa-,

,tion, laW' enforcement, strengthening of State organisations
controlling Forestry et~., have alroady'been mentioned.
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Tne greatest need o~ all is, however; the provision of
"assured and continuous ~inancial support ~or a long-range
scheme that would extend and improve the existing' e~~orts at
Fire Oontrol. The value of _a rapid and sure initial attaclc
has been explained in previous pages, together with the need
~or heavy capital expenditure in providing. tho detection,
transportation, equipment etc. necessary to furnish this
initial attack. Because .o~ their exposure to uncontrolled
~ires, many areaS lack the existing values which warrant such
e~penditure, although their protection would prove pro~itable
eventually. . ,

, ,

The issues would be much plainer i~ all ~orest land was
ovmed by Federal' or State Governments, in which case ~ire pl"'o
tection·could be handled as a national problem, and necessary
improvements e~~ecte~ by direct budgetary appropriations.
The whole position is, however, greatly complicated when one
consider,S that nome 70 per cento~ the entire ~orest estate
o~ the nation is held .in private ownership by some ~our and
a hal~million separate OiVUerS. Although much of this private'
~orest land is hardly i"lorth the costs of fire protection, it
must be remembered that some 60 per cent~of tlle old growth
timber crop of the United States is in priyate.lands. It is
admitted by competent forest authorities that inequitable
ta."'Cation of forest lands is a serious obstacle to the con
tinued growing of timber crops on much forest land, so that
private owners of forest land can hardly be expected to incur .
material expenditure on fire protection, more especially vJhen
one considers that these landowners are the~olves responsible
for less than a quarter of the acreage bl~nt over each year on
private lands. In addition~landowners_should not be expected
to contribute towards the cost of protecting their forest land
from firo, because such lund happens to be situated on water
shed areas. The sel'iousneso of the latter problem can best be
emphasised by indicating the fact that some two-~hirds of
the forest area ·having a protective influence on watersheds is
at present in private hands.

In short, fire protection as a national problem must remain
a national responsibility. If the Federal GovernL~ent assumes

.responsibility for enormous recla.~ation or other expenditures in
flood· control, ,erosion control etc., it should at least assume
responsibility for national forest protection,' if only to 'reduce
the ultimate costs of reclamation. The State' Governments should
also assume a greater share of responsibility, inasmuch as any
conservation of ,private timber resources builds up the resources
of the state concerned, while States such as Oalifornia, with
extensive communities dependent on il'rigation schemes, r.mst have

. soroo real intol'est in preventing firo on vlatershed arOas., As
noted earlier in this report, the Ohief FOl'osrerof the United
states has sUGGested that current annual expenditures on the
fire protection o~ State and Private Forest land be increased,
from a total slightly exceeding Eight million dollQ.J:'s, t6 a total
of Eighteen and a half million dollars, quite apart from 0.0.0.
expenditures, approxL":1ating 17 !lillion dollars per annum, on the
fire protection of these lands. The Ohief Forester agrees that
the Federal Government should bear the Greater part of such
increased expenditure, by increasing its present annual contri
bution of approximately 1~ million dollars to ,an ai}nual total
of 9 million dollars •

. .
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·Increased appropriations for fire protection do not
in themselves constitute a remedy for the economic lossos
associated with fires on private forest lands. ~~e need
for planning in fire protection,· if n~~i~~ efficiency is
t'o be associated with due econOl~y, has already been empha
oioed in these pages, and any increased contributions by
Governnents should be expended in accordance with such plan
ning. Private owners must conform to ouch planning.and con
tribute towards its execution, at least to the best of their
ability.' Since the' Federal Government first extended finan
cial assistance to the states, and to private. ovmero, for
fire protection, the great majorit'y of the States, have
improved their forest legislation and adninistrations.
l.!achinery thus e:;:::ists for a furthel" extension of Fire Control,
through tho State authoritieo, to private lands requiring sar.-e.
Sooner or later, Fire Control rr.eaSUl"es in rural co~~unitles
must 'assume a form similar to the compulsory contribution
imposed on all property ownors for the suppreosion of fh"es
in urban centrco. Vith increased contributions from Govern
mental sourceq those made by private owners may be reduced,
but they will coritinue' to vm"y according to tho relative
values of respective areas ,of private forest. ~ith protec
tion from fh"'e ultimately improved on these linea, there VJould
no longer be any serious obstacle to the development of forest
fire insurance on a large scale, contributions by private .'
ormers being sli[)htly increased in the fora of insurance
premiums. For the present, however, such schemes for large
scale insUl"nncehave small promise of success.

It is perhaps oignificant ·to note, as mentioned in the
1938/39 Annual Report of the Chie.f of the U. S. 'Fol"est, Service
(195), that the present trend tonards x::u.chdesired: improvenent :1ntl1e '
fire protection o.f Southern' forests is the"organisation of '.
such protection on a CountY-Wide basis, with all private
owners contributing to sallie, according to compulsory assess-
ments made o.f their, forest values. Such extensions of tIle
present system of co-operative protective organisations in
rural centres TIould seem to offer the best means of 8enerally
imp~ovin& forest fire protection on private lands, even thoU[;h
the p~esent voluntary system of contributions VlaS changed to

. c.ompulsory payr.lents of assessI::lents made by Local Government
authorities. '

B. Fire Control Objectives.

The object of planned Fire Control is to secure adequate
protection for any forest area, by menns of expenditures havill8
SODe close l"elationship to the values at stake, and the risl::s
prevailins thereon. . r.rhe tern "Adequacy of ~ire Protection II has
been defined (190) by the li'orest Sel"vice as "that 1'/11ich results
in the miniwnm total of d~D..Ge, ,1. e., cost of protection plus
.da~aGe, TIith indirect losses, reductions in value to the public,
as by the bUl"ning of vlutersheds, etc. included". In determin
ing i'/hethel> the pl"otection offered to any area .could be termed
adequate, 'United states foresters have used two ~all1 st~~durds
of c0::1par1so'n based, respectively, on "The Least Cost T'nqorylf
and "Permissable area of bUl"n".

(i) The Least Cost Theory - as explained by Flint (48) and
others, this theol"y postulated that the amount to be opent on
Fire Control on, any individual forest area, plus est~atcd
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dru.;tage in spito of fire control l should equal the total of .
suppression costs and·dm~age to the forest uhich resulted in
the absenee of any control neast~eG. In actual practice) it
TIas usually proved that ~here fire control TIas planned on
this basis l the total costs involved were usually fm~ loss
than those occurring' prior to the introduction of control

. ::leo.surcis. Even if the total oxpenditure in oach case rlere
the sur;e l tho.t incurred on a plnnned bunis \'lould be lal'Gely
spent on pl~evention o.nd pre-suppression Lleasul~esl .so that
the material losses experienced in the forost TIould be Sl~eo.tly
reduced. In estimating d8Xluge' to forest stands):!. t \70.3 of
courso llecessar:{ to ·prepuro dU::l:rl.ge appruisals as already
describecl in these pUGes l but in advocatinG the use of the
theory I Flint considered only the wJ.tel~ial lossos to tho
ti~illor standI and not the' indirect losses sustuined by the
site l 01' to the rcsene1'ativc capo.city of' the sto.nd o.fte11
death or severe do.r;:.aGe. In 'upplJrins this theory for the
deternination of relutive vo.lues in various forest stands I

Hornby (88)' appro.incd dnwIse at half the value of 0. uature
strold l this figure to be used as un averace·tlll'ouGhout the
Rotation. To this figure Hornpy added vo.l~yinG cu::.ounts for
recreation values l accordins to the extent such areas TIere
used for the purpose. On romote and inaccessible forests,he
used a ninit1Ul;1 valuation of only··one clollar pel' acre l one
half of which TIas fo~ ·~ecreation values.

Provided accura~e appraisals of past da~aGe are available
in respect of nuterial nnd indirect losses to the forest l the
T."wthod of estimating 'prevention' and p11c-supprcssion e:~pendi
turen providcd for by tho theorYI in applicable to any adnin
istrative unit.·

Such a r:1ethod 'will deDonstrate I in' a practical \'lay, vJhether
restricted expenditul~es on tho tV/O iter.1S abovementioned arc
lilmlJ- to result in hemT'J damage I or \'lhether heavy e:;:pendi-
ture on thene items in not Ymrrunted becaune of the 10\"1 values
at stake. ,Application of the :t:ethod necessarily implies
tllat expenditures llentioned (pre-suppressionl prevention etc.)
will be the result of carefully fornulated plans for Fire Con
trol, in accordOllce vlith modern conceptions of such planning •.
(1i)' Permissable area of burn (or "Allowable Burn") •

Orline to difficulties expe'rienced in appraising the
c:::tent of fire dam.age to f011~st areaS I many forcsters adopted
as their standard .01' adequate .protectionl the pe11centage which
the area actually burned over annually formed of the total area
unde11 protection. Such frercentnge \1aS then cOl:lpared to an
arbitrary percentaGe of 'allowable burn" for the adninistrative
unit concerned. This arbitrO.l~Y f.igul';e vias based on tho l1r:lount
of burning \'1hich any f01~est typo could v/ithstand l "l1ithout
seriously ~pairinG forest values,according to the purposes of
managC1:lent. 'The ratio betr/cen the porcentage burned ove11
annually, and that prescribed by the "allor/able burn"I indica
ted TIh~ther protection could be classed as adequate.or inad
equate. Early efforts at Gr'.bftrnri)..y fixing the "allo\'lable"
burnl usually aimed at selectinG a fiGure \'/h1ch.\'las less than
existing percentagos·of bUl~ned areal in the hope of ac~iev-
ing SOl:1e ir;lprovement in e:dstinr; measures of £i1'0 control.
In some cases this goal \laS achieved I . and new and mOl~e e::act
ing. sta~dards of alloTIable burn uere fL~ed•. These early
efforts did not l hOYleVer I allow comparison bet\'lCen various
adnlinistrative units l as they did not allow for the wide
variationn .existing in fuols l cl~atel risks etc.,bet\"leen
various forest regions.
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In order that the st:mdo.rds of ef'f'iciency reached in
various regions might be better compared, the U.S. Forost
Service prepared a list showing tre percentages of' '!allovmblo
burn" for each of the principal f'Ol"'ost typos in the' country.
As described by ICotol~ and others (215), this list \"las prepared

"after f'u~l consideration of the f'ollo~ing ,mnjor. factors:-.

(i) '1'11.0 da.mage \"/hich' '0. given 1'11"'0 will cause to p1"'esent and
'potential tinfuer growth,and to oth~r forest .values.

(ii) The dOLlage \7hic11 a given fire Vlill cause to the pro-
ductivity of' the site. .

(iii)' The dif'ficulty experionced in restocldn[; the area
after burning. '

(iv).. The extent to which any firo \1ill increase the.difa
culties,and the costs,of future fire protection.

. Tho list prepared of' the "allo\7ableburn l/ 1'01"' each
forest typo is illus trated in Table 110. 4" 7. It will be noted
that the Spruce and \~lite Pine types havo the lowest'rat~ng,
whilo the f'igure fixed for the Longleaf Pine ~~e is thirty
tines as high. In p1"'epa1"'ing the values shown in the list,
the. ar.ea covered by those fi1"'OS used f'01' silvicultural or
protective purposes.was not included.

From the list prepared for the various types, it is pos
sible .to prepare additional dats showing broadly comparable
percentages of' allo~able burn f'or any given RegiOl1,or s~~ller
administrative unit. A distinction was m~de as regards owner
ship - the pel"'centD.Ges adopted f'01"' dif1'ereilt· Regional and
ownership classes being shovffi in Table No. 48, together with'
comparisons made, for such classes, between actual annual burns
f'rOr.l 1926' to 1930 and f'ixed "allo\7able' burn" percentages •. 'Fron.
this' latter Table it v/ill be. noted that, f'or. the f'ive year
poriod indicated, the area of' actual burn on state and Private
lands ViaS eleven times as great as the "allovlable burn" for
these aroas, while the total' area burnt on Hational FOl'ostS
practically coincided \7ith the .pel"'centage f'ixed as "alloY/able".
As a compal"'ison, it niGht· be stated that f'igures del'ived f'rom.
Table No. 3 which S'hO\"l the areas burnt f'or various classes of
f'orest oYmership during the period 1934-38, show that on'
National Forests, the pe~centage of' actual annual burn during
this period WaS only 43 per cent of the f'igure quoted 'as ,"allov[
able" for such F01"'ostS. ' Progress is also noticeable, during the
latter period, on State and Pl'ivate Forests,. the percentage of'
actual annual burn beir..g 7·97 tilnes the "allo'llS.ble lf percentage'
1'01'" theso Forests, as compared \7ith eleven ·times the ,"allowable
burn" during the period 1926-30•

'. The excessive 'figures of allm"rable blll'll still -sho\"/11 fOl"'
State and Private lands are due to the'tr~mendous acreage qurnt
annually on f'orest n1'oas having virtu~lly no f'ire protect~on
'(see Table No.3). ' -

Table Ho. 48' shorls how the Southern Region constitutes the
. most - serious problem, notWithstanding the 1'act that the "allow

able burn" f'ixed 1'01'" thisR,egion Vlo.S :much higher than elsenhcro.
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TAB LEN O. 47.

Showing Indices adopted for Effective Fire Control in
Various FOl~est t1'ypes - (from a National Flnn l'Ol~ Amorican

Forestry (215)- P.1399)

•

·e·

•

TYPE

Ynlito Pine
Spruce
Larch-Fir - \1hite Pine
Northern Hardwood
Bottomland "
Larch-Fir
Douglas Fir
True Fir
Norviay Pine
Ponderosa Pine
l\lixod conifers (California)
Jack Pine
Appalachian Hardwood'
Aspen

<Slash Pine
<Lodge Pole. Pine
Shortleaf ,,-
Loblolly II

Sand Pine
Oklahoma HardvlOod
Longleaf Pine

Recreation Values
~atersheds .
Brush nndNon-Timbered
Non-Cow~ercinl Forests

AtmUAL
ALLOWABLE

BURN (per cent)

0'10~;
0.10
0'15
0'20
0'20
0'25
0·2 - 0'3
0·2 0'3
0·3
0'3
O'S
0·5
0'5
0'7
0·7
1'0
1'0
1'0
1·0
1·0
3·0

o - o· 5.
0·4 - 2·5
2·5
2·0
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TAB L E IT O. 48.

Showing,Objectives in Fire Control on National Forest and
and on State and Private li'orest land by various Ref-ions'_

,. .
" .

(From - A Uationa1 Plan for Ar.:erican Forestry (215 - P. 1399
,'1400) _

RATIO OF ACTUAL ANNUAL
AILO·;lABLE BURN BURN TO ALLOrlABLE BURN

1926-30

REGION
STATE AND NATIONAL STATE AND

PRIVATE PRIVATE lJATIONAL
FORESTS FORESTS FORESTS FORESTS

per cent per cen
HEH ENGLAND 0·16 0'13 1·84 0'015
HIDDLE ATLAUTIC 0·35 0'16 2'97 3-79
LAKES STATES 0.36 0'43 2·70 0'85
CEnTRAL 0'59 ' 0- 50 5-36 1·03
SOUTHERN 1·34 O· 90 14'19 1'02
PACIFIC COAST 0'49 0'27 4'96 2'78
NORTHER N ROCh.~ l.~TU. 1·05 0'56 0-99 0·87
SOUTHERN " " 0'41 0'49 0'56 o· 70
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C. Expenditures.

,(i) Fire Control Costs and their trends.

The total costs incurred by the U.S. Forest Service,and
by State, and private agencies, on Fire Protection have already
been mentioned in discussing the 8eneral costs o~ Fire Pro
tection,and the co-operative e~forts made between Federal and
State Governments. Reference to Table No.7 \"/ill sh0'\1 that
Fire Control costs on National Forests increased ~rom 3'58
cents per acre, for the year ending 30/6/34, to 7'76 cents
per acre during 1936/37.

~lis expenditure included Prevention, Pre-Suppression
and Suppression Costs·in the proportions shorm horoundcr:

i

!year Ending 30/6/34 Year Ending 30/6/37

Prevention Costs 17·9 pOl" cont i3'2 per cent
Pre-Suppression Costs 70.9 . II II 70'7 '11 II

Supuression Costs 11'2 " II 16'1 " II-
TOTAL 100'0 100'0

It will be noted that by fur 'tho gre~test proportion o~
expenditure has been~or Pre-Suppression,and that the propor
tion,shown by this cost has been stable, TIhile prevention and
Suppression Cost~ have changed irregularly.

The preponderance o~ Pre-Supprossion expenditure is due
largely to the activities of the C.C.C. in,the construction
of roads, trails ~irebreaks, lookout stations, telephone sys-
tems etc. .

As shown in preceeding pa8en,the annual C.C.C. expendi-
ture cha~goable to State and Private Forests, in connection with,
Fire Contro1 7has recently boenl:;a."C t:b.m ti'fuethe total o~ all other
expendituroon such areos Opinions differ as.to the effectivo
noss of ouch o~ the C. C•.C. expenditure7 and v/hether it is dil"ect
ly chargeable to the For,ests concerned, more especially as the'
primary aim of C. C. C. cri.mpo was the rehabilitation of A1:l.Cl"ican ..
youth, and not their use as employment agencies. As discussed
later, the U.S. Forest Service have charged only_ a proportion
of actual C. C. C. costs to Fire Control or other '"lorl:: on Hational.
Forest areas, the rate o~ ~1~50 per diem beinG used to assess
the value of C.C.C. labour. ~ithout the assistance of the C.C.C,
it is doubt~ul vlhether National FOl"ests could have been given
their present protection within a period of many ye~"s. It
must be remembered that,prior to their dedieation,and to the
introduction of Fire Control ~casures, the ~ajority of tho
National FOl"ests could be classed as "wilderness areas ", lack
ing almost all their present facilities of road travel, detec
tion and telephonic services, residences, etc. ~~e same, was
true, to a lessor e:::tent; of the State' and Private ~orest aroas,
\,lhe1"0 Fire Control impl"'over.lOnts are larGely due to C. C. C.
activitios.
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':lith most forest nl'eas in U.S.A. in rathcl~ a backwal?d
stntc as fal~, ns" forest mnna.c;e!l;.ent is concerried, "Fire Control
costs, nnd pnrticulm~ly those necesnary for "Pl"le-suppression ll,

must re!:lain nt a high level for 'nO!:le time. T'ne successful
initial attack on Y/hich Fil~c Control deI>cnds, demnnds larGe
expenditures on, rrprE?-suppression". Th,e figure of 7·76 cents
per' acre, uhich reprqsents the totnl costs of Fire Control
on Hational Forests cl1.11~ing the finOl1cial year 1936/37 is
probably adequnte - in fact it exceeds 'the estimate of 6·83
cents per ncre per annum mentioned by competent authorities
,(215)' as beinG neces sary for the 'pl"lotection of National FOl~ests.
This fiGure includes, howevel~, a considerable output of nan-

, pOYlCr by C. C.C. enrollees, and' its l:1aintennncc is based on a
continum1ce of support from the C.C.C. organisation.' In the
absence of such support,the U.S. Forest Service' woul~ bo in a
difficult position,a3 fire 'protection of its forest areas could
hardly be developed from fUnds usually available for forestry
pUl~poses, nor would such funds allow the emplo~nent of necessary
I:mn-pOy/er during the SUI:'.ner seasons.' ,

As National FOl'ests (and other areas of forest) become
!:lore intensively managed,permanent and trained lnbour forces
\7ill be avnilable fOl"l necesnary e!I1plO~l1ent on .fire protection,
while trn!l3portatiol1 systems and other improve;:aonts will be
used for genoral l:lanaSOl;lOnt purposes, and \7ill no ,10nsOl~ be"
dil"lectly chargenble to Fire Contl'ol. In addition, the pl"lO
tection of forests over 101~ periods will 'eliri~nate nany exis
ting arens of high hnzD.l'ds, such as those of poor ,stocking, or
those ca1"11~ying infln~1D.ble.brush, snags etc. Jud,icious" expen
dituren on fire prevention should also cnuse 'a gradual decline
in the existinG larGe percentage of man-caused fires. '

The ultllmte tl'end \"Iill thus be a Llate1'ial l"'eduction in
pl~e-suppresnion conts; \"1i th a pO:Jsible slight 1nC1"1eo.se in pre
vention costs, while suppression costs shouldshow"n decline
vii th better trnined labour forces, and with the e;::tension of
labour nnvinG equipment. Even if a reduction in totnlcost:J
of Fire Control on National POl~ests cnnnot be rea'lised in the
i~~ediate future, it cnn at least be anticipated •.

ITo such reduction in total costs can be c.nticipated for
State and Private f01"1ests" in fnct e;::penditul~en on these al"leas
!:;,ust continue to increaso until protection is extended more
goneral11" and, until con:Jidel"lnble inpro,vononts m"lo n;,ac1e' in tho
stnnclnrd of fire control measures on' such .fol'ests.

(1i) Allocation of Expenditures.,

No definite datn aro available c'oncern1n[; the allocntion
of c:::penditurcs on state a...'1.d Pl~ivnte fOl'Cr::ts for fil~o conh"lol,
monsures. On the other hand figurer:: ur::ually quoted: to s11O\"I
the comparative co-opornt1ve contributionn of :?edernl" stnte,
ar..d Privnte aGencies to such i'i1~e contl'ol a:L'e not truly indi-,
cative, as they lal~gely iGIt0ro suppl~e3sion costs. In addition,
no' attempt is made to allocate the heaVy fire control e;::pendi
ture by C.C.C. cm::.ps on forest lands ormed by, state al}d other
agencies.

Discussion \'lill thel'ef'oro be confined to tho prnctice in
operntion on Hational Forests, ns deterr.lined by 'the U. s.
F01~ost Service. Tne, conts of Pire Control for the U. S. }fol"est
Service, as described by Scott. (156) arc sub-divided into the
nain lleadings discunsed in thone pases, viz - Prevention" Pre
SUPP1'lession and Suppression" \"Ihich include the underl:J.entioned
itOl:lS: -
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Prevention ~ All conts of educational efforts, admonitory'
action, laYl enforcement wOl'l{) hazard reduction etc.
Pre-Suppression - ~le\ costs of organising protection (to~
gether with all allied expenses)l up to the point \'lhere the
suppression of actual Or reported fires co~ences.
Suppression - includes the cost of suppression all' fires,
01' in connection with false. alarms. Costs of dOl:iage .
appraisal, where necessary in prepro'ing fire reports, and
of reconditioning fire~ools and equipment after use in
fire supprensionlare also.included•.

(b)

(n)

(c)

Haintenance ,(i) Of' all f11'e. control i:r.lpl'over.).ents e.g.
Lookout stations, firebreal:::s etc. etc.'.

(ii) Fire control's share in the maintenance
of general forest improvements) such as
those made to Ran[!;er Stations, roads,
trails, telephone line etc. (distribu
tion is mado on the basis of annual .

.labour . costs in connection vrith the abov~
ll:1prover.'lents) •

Dep1'eciation (i) On all 'fire contl'ol imnrOV01:ient·s.
(ii) " II equipnent used to assist' fire control,

based on the use made of such equipr:lCllt t at
standard ratos per hour o~ mile for notorised
or other larGe equipment, and on the original

.cost of tools, smaller equipment, as allo
cated \'1hen thes'e tools' etc. arc YlQrn out,.
broken or lost. . .

(iii) Ph-o control's share of depreciation on
general forest i~provements,allocatedin
similar fashion to maintenance'of such
improvements (see (a) (ii) above).

The value of C.C.C. or other "Relief" Labour, used on Fire
Control'work, where such payments are not made directly·
by the Forest Sel'vice, fron allotnents received by the

. Service for enployinS such laboUl' on forest w01'11:. In co:c
puting the value of such labour" an "efficienc:r rating II

of tl'50, per effective .man-day, is made.

The f1cost adjust~ents" described above constitute almost
two-thirds of the total expenditures on Fire Control, and they
arc allocated, with direct labot~ Gosts, into the separate head
ings of Prevention, 'Pre-Suppression, Olld Suppression, to give
the per acrc figures enumerated in Table Ho. 7.

, Since 1934, all direct expendituros on the above ite~
have been supplemented by "cost adjustnonts" made for'indirect
expenditUl'es associated with Fire Control. .These "cost. adjust
~lents II include the undel'zuentioned items:-•.,
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CHAPTER ;""VII.

FOREST FIRE INSURANCE.

Tne significance of the proper management and protection
of private forests in U.S.A. to the general. improve~ent of
forestry, and to the general public interest, 11as already been
mentioned in these pages. The present difficulty is to recon
cile the numerous problems associated with private tL~bor-growins

.01', forest management, to the national needs. r/11ile the Federal
and State authorities are co-operating, in many instances, to
assist the development of private forestry, investors refuse to
believe that there is a satisfactory ratio.between risk and
return in tinfuer-growing'on private lands. Until recentl~ the'
lQ~bering 'industry on private forest lands has been conducted on
a liquidation policy, instead of being regarded as a long term
investment. Apro't from t~~ation troubles, this liquidation
policy has largely been dictated by. fear of losing timber
assets tl~ough fire. This possibility of irreparable' loss 'has
rendered adequate £inancing of the tiobcr industry almost ir.~os
sible, and with a shortage of I"lorking capital, op.erators have
been precluded £ro~ practising any form of continuous operation,
much less any suggestion of sustained yield working. From the
broad viewpoin~ of national economy, qu~te apart from the
necessary reaintenance of numerous forest values, the liqUida
tion of private forest assets is to be deplored, and any
possible ren.edial action encouraged •.

Forest Fire insurance, which has proved such a signal
'success in Swedon, Finland, and Norway, has recently come under
notice as a possible remedy. to the situation, particularly since
recent achievements in fire protection of forests in U.S.A.
have demonstrated the long debated fact. that fire damage to
forests can be held to a "satisfactory maximm:l". Fire insUl'allce
of fore.sts should not be regal'ded as a substitute for fire pro
tection. On the contrary. the introduction of insurance to forest
areas would call for even more systematic and efficient efforts
at fire protection. As in the case of other private enter-.
prises, insur~~ce of pr~vate forest assets would not only
increase their value as an investment, but would relieve owners
of their present responsibility for effective protection 'of
forests •

In. their efforts to overcome the present speculative phase
in the lur.lbel'ing industry, certain more thOUghtful operators
have loolmd to insurance '7ith some hope, but have found that
the sr.mll. amount of business being accepted by insurance COrl
panies was only effected through the pa~~ent of unduly high
premiUL~s. Admittedly, insurance companies cannot be expected
to undel'\"lrite isolated "parcels" of forest' fire insurance at
10VI premiums. .

Reduction of existing premiUL1s ca~ only be' effected by a
more general participation,by landowners, in any sound insurance
schemes offering. Even then, rates must remain high until
compa...~ies."feel theil' '7ay" and build up adequate reserves of
funds aGainst the not-impossible conflagrations of unusual
sevel'ity which ca"n and do occur. .

, In addition, companies can hardly be expected to confine
their l'islcs to' a restricted locality, when a si11[;le· fire of
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unusual sevority in that locality would result'in a tre~endous
liability. For this reason, local 'and reutual insurance co~
panie~ could novor hopo to succeed, unless ble~sed \"lith extra
ordinary good fortune.' Not only Dust any successful schomo of
fire insuranco become widoly accepted before its proDi~ can
be reduced to a minimun, but its sphero of operations DUst '
extend over various climatic (,and forest) l'egions of 'the nation
to avoid undue losses in a single soason.

The difficulties 'associated with the correct appraisal of
the firo risl(, or of the standing crop, on any individual forest
area havo hlso been serious obstacles to tho introduction of
forest fire insurance, but· these difficulties have largely·
been elininated by practical efforts nado,along thoso lines) by
tho U. S. Forost Sel'vice in fire' control planning, timber. surveys
etc. The Forost Servico have gono a step further, as already
described (see Page 2~, in their ~othods of appraising dm1ago
to both :r.1Crchantable and im.vrrature timber stands.

Fl'om the standpoint of forest fire protection, the' intro
duction of comprehensivo systems of forest f11'e insurance would
be an undoubted stimulus. ~1nors of ti~C1berlands, once convinced
of its practical possibilities, would undoubtedly fall into line
fro:rl motives of soli' intorost, \"lhile 'insurance conpanies would
provide an impetus to all efforts at improving tho thoory and

. practice of firo control. FrO:rl the national viewpoint, it would
oven seem deSirable for the Federal and State·Govornr.~nts, to
assist the establishmont of all roputable efforts at forest fire
insurance, by providing loans or baclcing to any oporating Com
panios during ~'initial period.

. .
In an adlilirab.lo analysis and presontation of tho possibili

ties of introducing Forost Fire Insurance to the Pacific Coast
St~tos, Shepard (159) has recoritly denonstrated, at least on
paper, that such insurance: is~easible and profitable II at the com
paratively low premiura of O~45 pOl' cent, prOVided reasonablo

'precautions are observed. This promiULl is based on adequate
reservos for pel'iodical severe losses, and also on asstU"'ed" "
annual premium incomes of ~150,OOO. With hiGher inco~es, the
pre:rliUI:1 rate could bo Gradually . reduced" as reserves v/ero
built up, so that with an annual incone of approxinately one
million dollars, premiunw could be reduced to 0·30 per cent.

The deductions by Shepard ussumeall tho moro i:lportance
\"lhon one cons idol'S that approx.i:rlately tY/o-thirds of the entire
l':1erchantablo ti:rlber crop of the United stato~ is located within
tho \/03torn States' I"Ihic11 the inventigation embraced. In his
final advocacy of instU'unce 1'01' i'ol'est areas in thoso statos,
Shepard stros~ed tho fact tlmt any company entering the field
TIould require courage anddeternination, whilo forest owners
would be required to lend both support and co-operation if
both partios \"lero to achieve, necessary success in the undor-'
taldng.
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FOREST FIRE DANGER METER
For use:1n .the coastal plain regions of the .

. southeastern United 'States

IMPORTA"T:~ R.ad InstructIon booklet-before attempting
to use thIs ~.t.r.

FI RE DANG ER 'TODA Y
AVERAGE· CONDITIOM Of LESSER VEGETATION

• I It 0 V£ L0CIT Y Gr•• n TransltlonJ Cured': .•.w'te. per hour -J..

-...I

2~ .6 0; more
I

18.6 to ~.5 - I
12.6 to 18.' -..'

I
7.' to 12.'

~

j
,.~ 'to 1."

~
0 to ).~ -..

NUMBER OF DAYS S'NCE 0.50·
OR MORE RAIN

FuEL MOISTURE COMTENT

.11 PERCEIIT

AI
25.1
or

Mora

atleles'
).9

or ,le'I'

I
- I

CLASS OF FIBE DANGER
FOR TODAY

Dlrectlonl; (11 Set slide so that the present nu~be, of dlJI~
lInea 0.,0· or Mor. r.ln .pp••r, tn. the ~pp.r wIndow In the tofu.n'
lftdlcatlng the exlltlng Gondltlon of yegetatlon and In the. row op
po,tte •••Iur.d wInd Yeloelt,. (2t Reid todly's.f1,. d.no.,'ell'l~
In th. lo•• r window below ~.Isur.d fuel .ollture.

Refer to presuppresslon plan for deta~ Is of fi re

control organization requtred for each fire danger

c I ass.
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~..
/ I

~
~

FIRE DANGER TOMORROW

TOWORROW'S CONDITIOII Of L£SS£R VEGETATIOII
. PRE 01 ClED

wIND VELOCITY Gr ..... Tran,ltlon Cur.d

'Strong
-.....

i
Fr •• h' -..'

I
Moderate -..

Gentl.

Light

V.r., lIght

MUN!ER OF DAYS S,IIICE 0.,0·
OR MORE RAil

PREDICTED STATE Of WEATHER

FOR TOMORROw

1

J
J

~

I
·1

Rain

I ,

CLASS OF FIRE DANGER
FOR TOMORROW

I' Dlr.ctlonll ell Set ,lid. 10 that the pr••ent nu.... ' of dl'.
stnea 0.,0· or Mor. rlln app.ars In the upper _Indow In the column
IndIcatIng the exl.tlng conditIon of vegetatIon and In the. row op
poslte wInd. class predlct.d for tomorrow. (2' Read tomorrow', cless
of fIr.· danger In t~e lower wIndow below the pr.dlcted stlt. of
we It M r fo r. tomor row.

't

t
I ssued by r-

U.S. DEPT. OF AGRICULTURE FOREST SERVICE

Appalacht.an Forest Experiment Sta., Ashevi lie, N.C.

N.ter Trpe ?
D.slgn.d by G.orge N. J'Mtlon

October, 1939
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A P P E H D I X "C".

Snnmle Invitation forTIro~ded to landowners in the State of
l:ontal1a, HeGion Ho. I of the Forest Service, nhen the areas
O\'mod by such ormers l~equil'e "listing"ullder pl'otection aGree
t1ents •

u.s. Departnent of Agriculture
FOl'est Service

...................., ............,
,1 C!TY) - (STATE)

............. , 19 .. ~
(DATE)

Do or l!J.'1...........

The ••••••••••••••• Uational Forest is g'ivin8 the oymers of
tit1bered and forest lunds, lyinG in.the vicinity of this Forest,
an opporttUlity to protect_the Sre;le' frOLl fil~e by payinG in advance
a small ar:l.ount per ncre, into 0. co-operative ·fund. The charge
for this:p~otection is ••.•• cents per acre. .

Contributions received uill be used for fire patrol and sup
. pression. The State La\"! reco;:;nises the U. S. Forest 'Sel'vice 0.0 0.

competent ar;ency to protect privately onned lando i'l~0r;1 fi1~e.

The recorda of this Forest indicnte that you 0\7n tL":lbered
and forested lands totallin,3 e.bout .•.. ".•.• ncres, described ns
f:ollor!c ...........................................•....................................................

'If JTou desire to have thene lailds listed for protection,
pleo.ne forTIard YOlW contribution for t , together TIith
thin lettel', to tho Regional Fiscal AGent, U. S. FOl'est SCl'vice,
i.linsouln l:ontnnn., :on or before ••••••••.•.••• ,19... Your remit
tance should bo I:mdo pa~rable to the ReGionnl Fiocal f.sent,
?orest Service. Plense sIgn tho Lotter of Trnnsnittal, printed
belor;, on tho blank line ovel' the. Y/ol'd "Co-operator" •

Ii' i'0l' any re:::.sOl1 you do not rrish to lis t f01' pl'otection
0.11 the lands described above, plec..se indicate to me bofore you
send YOlU' contpilmtion, tho po.rticulal1 tl~acts ~loU \7ioh to have
protected. I shall then sOl-:.d you a nell forl~ or letter, revised
to correspond TIlth your instructions.

Very sincerely yoUl~s,

.....................
Forest Supervisor.
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APP2lfDI Un".

•
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SJJ,:PLE :fIRE AGHEEIIENT.

(Uned \7i th m:lO.ll bi"mel~n of Inncl. in ReGion lTo. I, at flat
ratos coverinG lJoth l~re-supPl'ension and supprennion).

TIIIS AG·REE:,:El:T, l:adc tlli~ day of i •••••••• 19 .• ,
by [L.'1d b et\"/een••••••.....• '•••.•• of••••••••••••• , here inafter
called. the co-operator, and the FOl~est Supervinor of•••••••••••
Hational FOl~cnt, on behalf of the United Staten, for the pro
tection fron f11'e of' til:1.berecl lands of the co-operc.tol'.

1. The Co-operator \7ill, durinG the continuance of this
.lV;reenent, deposit annually tilth the Fiscnl J(;ent, Forest 'SeI'vice
Einsoula, l:oritana, in accordance \"lith the pl~ovisions of 'the Act
of ConGl'ess of' Eurch 0, 1925 (43 Stat. 1132)" t per aC1'e for
the protection of the folloning desc1'ibed lands •••••••••••••••..•.................................................................
approximately ••••••.••• acren, shol'111 on the lilap hereto attached.
This yCUl'ly deponit, ::U:lOuntins to t .. ... " shall' be nade on or
befol~e Ea;l 1 of each ~leUl~ covel~ed'by thi3 a.sreenent.

2. The Forest Supervisor \"/ill p1"lovide fire control for the said
lands) each yeur covel~ed b~l this. ag1"eenent, sir:lilar to that given
by hir.l to the lands of the United Stateo vlithin said Hational
FOl'est, provided, that nothing in this D.gl'eer,lent shall l'elieve
the co-operator from responsibility for any fire nhich shall be
the reoult of' his neGli~ent, 1"iil.ful or tUllanful acts, conduct,
or opel'ations, nOl' shall operate to prevent the United states'
frol~l recovorin£j the fire suppression expenses inCU1'red for any
such f11'e, as \"Jell a3 the omount of the da::la~e done by DJ.1Y nuch
fil"c, to the lands, t mber or othel" prope1~t:)T of thc United staten"
and -the co-ope1'ato1' shall l'eir.1burse the "Un1ted staten for the
cost. of' suppression by the Forest Service of all .r11'e3 caused by,
or originating in connection "lith, . the opel>ations of tho co
operator upon its naid lal1d3.

3. This ag1'eement shull be in force fro1.'1 the uate of e:::ecutiol1
hel'eof to April 30, 19 ••• , both dateD inclusive, pl'ovided COn[!;l'eDn
shall n~ake the necessary appl'opl'iationD .r01~ oach yeur until the

:said date. Should Congress fail to nillec nuch appropriations at
any time durinG the continuance of this ag1'eement, then the
obligation of the United states to i'u1'nish protection to the said
lands of the co-operator nhall cease at the expiration of the
period for uhich appropriationD are available, and tpe Forest
Superv;i.sor shall DO notify the co~ope1'ator.

4. Either party to this a.c;reel:lent nay tel"Irrinato the Sal:le, by
vritten notice to the other pcrty,betueen December 1 of any year
covel~ed by this· asroement and l!arch 1 of the yeur i:t1l:1ediately
follorling.

5. Ho metlbe1"l of, or llelegate to Congrons, 01' Resident Cor.U:lisnioner,
3h8.11 bo c.dmitted to any shure pal't of this agreCl:lent, or to OIly
benefit to arise the1"lefrolll. Hothing, however, herein contained
nhnll be construed to e:::tend to any incorporated conpany, if the
agrcer.lont be for the [:;ene1'al. benefit of such corporation· 01'
compan:l' .

•••••••••••••••• ~.~ ••.••• Co-operat·or •

•• •••••• •••••••• •Forent SupervIsor •

.~
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A P P ~ n D I X "E" •

SAl.pm cO-Op:crL\TlVE AG!tr.'2I.:ElrT.

(To be tUled in ReGion :To. I \"lith lo.l'ge o\"mers)at flat
rates for pre-suppression, and pro-rata actual costs

for suppression).

TIllS AGRERI7E1JT, I:Iado tl1io ~ day of · 19 .. ,
betueen the united Stutes of America by the ReGional Forester,
HOl'thel'n ReGion, FOl'est Se1'vice, Dopart:r;lent of A:.;riculture, here- ! ,J
innfter called the ReGional F01'ester, and the .•........... 00.00.

Company, he1'einafter called the Conpany.

,'rIITHESSETH: rJllcl'eas the COl:'!pany orms 01' controls cel'taintracts
01' ~'orest lands interr.1ingled with or adjacent to fOl'est lands of
the United States and forest lands protected by the United
States'vlithin or adjacont to ••• 0 ••• 0 • 0 00 0 •• 0 0 0 • Hational FOl'est"
ll...'tld -

rJIIE:.1JSAS: The oxistence of forest fires' on any. of the aforesaid
lands joopnJ.'disos the forest and th'ilier on tho lands of' both
the parties hereto, and it is to the lr.utual advo....."1taSe of the
United States and tho COL-:pany to co-operat() in preventinG, ,con
tl'ollil10 and speedily extinGuishing all forest fil"es occ1.u'ring
on ml~l of the aforesaid lands. Uml, THEREl."ORE, in considcration
of any of the prouises and of the r::utual pror.liaes 'hereinafter
set forth, it is hereby agreed ris follous:- (

I

As used in this agreelr.ont, fll'e prevention and presuppression
costs shall include the costs of construction and I:mintenance of
necessary fire il:'lPl'ovOl:~ents7and all e::penses neccssCJ.7 and inci- .
dental to the contl'ol of fil'es, except expenses for their 'silppres- : '
sion as hereinafter defined. .

\ I

!.
I

~;
•
~.
I

I
.Z

~'
• 1,

s·1. The COl:lpany shall, pl'ior to Eay 1 of each year,,' describe
in vll'iti~ and. file \'lith the Supervisol" of the. r-o '00.000 •• 00 0 ~ •• 0.

Hational Forest, a' list of the lar-c1s, "111ich under the terms of
this acroeEent viII be subject to firo control tunder direction
of the ReGional FOl'ester for the ensuing fil'e seuson.

Fire suppression costs shall include all c~ponses' of and
incidental to the actual supprc.ssion 01" e:::tin[juishncnt of fil"cs.

•
i
~

3. lJ.1J:w runount \'/hich shall be paid by the COl:lpany to thc United 'i
States for suppressing each fil'c, shall, be detel'!ained by thc per- !

centusc ratio \"/hich the area btU'Iled upon the lands listed by the ~
CO1:1pany ,under this ~recr.lcnt, bears to the total urea blu'nt on
lTationaJ. F01'cst lands" plus all areas blll"ned on lands \"lhich ha.ve
been listed \'lith tho United states Forest Service for £il'e sup
pression thereon.

2. On 01' befOl'e "\91'il 1 of each year, the l'ate f01' fil'e prevcn
tion and pre-suppression for the ensuing fil'e season shull be
determined b:,r the RCGional Porentcr or his repl'esentative, and
the duly uuthol'ised l'opresentutive of tho" Conpany, 011 tho basis
of actual avcra..r:;e costs 0 T!lO Cor.r;po.n~,.. \"1ill I:1a1co payr.:.cnt .for i'ire
I)1'evention and pre-suppression costs on' or bei'ol'e Hay 1 of each
yoar, in accordance \"lith the instructions in u lcttcr of 'trans
1:1ittul to be furnished to the CorJpany by the ReGional FCH'oster.

f
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~. ~~pendituresfor fire suppression uill be pro-rated and paid
currently as far as practicable, and, as soon as pos~ible after
the cl08e of each fire season, the accounts '"lill be adjusted and
final settlement made •. Any amounts due to the United states s11all
be paid in accordnnce 'with the instruction3 in the letter of trans
Mittal to be ftu"nished the Compnny by the ReGional Forester •

5. ~le ReGional Forester agrees to provide the Sill~e degree of
fire control on the lands of the Company nhich are covered by

. this aGreement, as is given the interminc;led or adjacent national
Forest lands.

6. J!othing in this agroely.ent- shall relieve the COLlpm1.Y fron res
ponsibility' fOl" any fire \'Jhich shall be the result of its neg
ligent, vTilful 01" unla\'lful acts, conduct '01' operation::?,' nor shall

. operate to prevent the United states from recoverins the fire-.
suppres3ion.expense incurred for any such fire, as \'lell.as the
illllount of the dar.w.ge done by any such fire to the lnnds, .til~lber
or other property of the United states.

7. This agreer.lOnt 8hall be in fOl"ce and effect upon execution
by both the Con~ro1Y mld the Resional Forester and tmtil it shall
be revoked or terminated in the manner pr?vided for by pnragraph
eight hereof.

PROVIDED that should.Concress fail to make an appropriation for
fire control at any time dUl"'ing the continuance of this agreement,
then the obliGation of the United States to prevent and suppress

.fires on the lands listed by the Cor:lpany shall cease at the
expiration of the period fOl' \"lhich appropriations are available,
and the Regional Forester shall so notify the Company.

8. Eithel'" the Conpany or the Re~ional FOl"ester may, by \"rritten
notice to the other submitted not less than 30 days in p.dvance,
terminate' this agreetlOnt at any tine botv/een Deceraber 1 of any
year and I,Iay ~ of' the next succeeding yew. .

9. no member of, 01'" delegate to Concress, or Resident Cor:nnissioner,
shall be adnitted to any shwe or part of this aGreement or to
any benefit to arise therofron. 1Jothing, howevor, hereL'1 con- .
tained shall be construed to extend to any incorporated coup any;
if the agreement be for the genel"al benefit of such corporation
or C Ol:1p any .

-,

By •••••••••·••••••••••••• By••••• ~ .••••••.president.
Regional Forester.

---------------------~---------

111 YIITHESS WHEREOF, the Company by its •••••••.•••••••• , and tho
United Stutes by its Rogional Forester, 11ave executed this agree
ment o~ the day and date first above nritten•

• UHITED STNl'ES OF. AI.1ERICA • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • C0IIPlilJY

!.:EI.:ORAlmUII OF AGREEl.rr:mT.
-------------------------------

Between the UNITED STATES.and the ••••••••••••••••• Lu..,,:mer Company
...•.•............. • 10 ..

Under the terms of that c01... tain aGreen:ent dated •••••••••• 19 ••
made and ent01'ed into bJ'" and between the ••••••••••••. Company and
the Unitod states of Ar:1crica, it is hereby aGreed. by and between
the ••••••••••••• of the Company, and the Regional Forester, that the
prevention and pro-suppression costs for the season of 19 ••• , shall
be t ... .pre acre for lands listed undel'" this aGl'eement for protec
tion.

• •••••••••••.•••••.•• • COtlpan':r
By ••••••••••.•••••••
-r (TITLE) .
E~ ••.•.••.••••.••..•ReG~onal FOl'estc:

r::.;lj



37

51

50

36

52

35

..

..

..

6'47

38-39

42'43

44'45

40'41

54-55

56-57

Cod. Nos. Col.
Nos.

'lo • -. :'~
, .I

.".,. -."

Ranger District • _
r •

Regional Fire Number. ••_

PHYSICAL CONDITIONS

\I F II

6

o.Pt.ol origin in •••n or.o Irom 0'1'2'3 L.O. Slo.L; ._,,_) L -J
. . loccupled" (not DC~Up/~)

b. Visibilily rolinQ: • _

. (milel). .'

Co Discovery di.tonc••--------~~-------.-Imtr,iJ~-.~-.------~----.---

d. Dong.r rating cro... •
r

._._•••_•• •__
• ,,,gIOnallymbal)

.. Wind v.locily otUm. 01 Ilrst OItOCkr. •__'-_".._.J.---••--~------.
,mil's

.b. Ar.o wh.n di.cov.r.d:..__••_.~ •• ~_••~._: .

k. EI.volion obov•••0-le••I'_•••_._•• ••••••••_••_._._•••• ._••_.
.' . . (het)

I. SIOP.:7.-.-•••••••••~-.-.---l"c;;;i)---~-~-.-.--~--.-.---_

t Wind velocily. at lime of weol.st run:__••• • ...._. • _
• . (mil.u

'3' Timb.r type 01 point of oriQin:. ._._r_~ _."..--..---..-_..--
rrl1!Jional Iymbal"

h. Fu.llyp. ot point 01 origin: ••••__._., •__~. "_._••__• __~_. •
, . trl!(lianal Iymbal)

I. Worst lu.llyP' on or.o:-------.--~--'li••---.----••~r•••·••-~..;---.-
"(lianal $ymbal"

I. Expo.ur.:•• ._. •• • •••_•• _••_:. ••_•••_._

e. Ate~ on arriyah.._ ••__~.:_•.:..: ._•.:.._••__:••_.' :".:-.

8

9

12

16

4-7

(wi th d.irections for use) - used bj

U.S. Foresl- Service

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
FOREST SE.RVICE

INDIVIDUAL FIRE REPORT
ALL CLASSES OF FIRES

APPENDIX

IDENTIFICATION

Fire Report Form

Go Nomlcf firo\ _

'3' V.or dlsco....d:.__• •__• __••••__• .,. ••_•••••_

f. supervisor's fir.'~~mber:. ~. ._••_~.__~__"'--_------.-_-

to For.sl:_._•• ._. • • _

k. Counly'. ••• • ~.--.------.---•••••••

, "b. RonQ.r's fire number: _

d. R.gion: :-. •• _

II. Month discov.r.d:•••••••••••••••••__• ._•••_._•••••~ ._':_0.

c: Twp.' Ro S. M.r. _

l Day· di.cov.r.d'._...__._.. .... ._. .;,.__••__~__._~~._.

I. SIOI.'._•• _. __._:- . • ._._.,~

L RonQ.r dislric I:__;~_.:.;~...;._••_.~__••• • _:.~-~••-~.

a: G.n.rcil:__.:.: ••• ..;_·..;;._.~.~~~••__••••_• ..;• ..;.~ •••••• ••:. _

i

form 929
Revll.d
Octob.r. 1939

,-LASS OFawI-C...;.'od_._N_OS-t'....:=""15-11-7_ ......._ ........__. B_~...;.H_A_V_I_O_R_O_F...;.._FI_R_E.............._ .............._~I--C_od_._No_s.+C.:::N~....:'-i3

~~~~~~~~~~====~~~~::::::::~~:::::~~~===~==t10. Character of fir. on arrival...• _

3. .CAUSE OF FIR'E Code Nos. Col.
Nos.

IO"~'"\ ".
I
\

I
!
i
t

'1
I.

\.
.\

I
I

10

b. Speclfic:..._••__....·.. ..·...._•• ••_._. ._

79

68

6.5-67

63'64

58-62

n'78 .

k. Mil.s trovel.d cro.. counlr, b, Inil/ol oUack force:•••••__• __._....J

I. Mileslroveled b, rood by Inll/ol attack lorct: :

'e. Perimet.r in chain. ot first Oltockl__• •• • __~• ...:.._.:._. .

f. Perim.t.r in chain. wh.n controll.d:.~ • __•••••_._._.__• ·

!l' Mox.lIG. 01 lin. workers: • •••_~_. • •__••__.,, _

h. MaX. no. of men mObiliztd••__._._._••• ._••_:_••_ •• •__••

.- .
·f. No.·m.·.'k.'2nd. rel~forcements'::_-- " _._..2- :_:"_..__.__.

J. Miles trov.l.d b, trail by Inlll!!1 atfQCk lorce: • •• ••_

":Co Pprld.lo• •••-.-r_~-.:.r------~..----.----.-......,~".--._-- ..-
. ",am.".,' .: .• • (locar,11lU •. '..

, d. No. m.n in 1st. ·ottockd••_._J. 80SS:'·.---.---.l,'-.'-r-----.--".~. I ~~. .• _0" • IUJmt~ •..•

:it. No. m.n In 1st• t~inlorcem.nis:~.:...:..~~••••_ ••_._••~••• •••.
. .". .. .

17-18
______• 7'-.-- d.·Ar.o wh.n controlled:..L-.-- • :1L..__:__

r
..._._

7
.l

19 . (N.F.ondo/ll.rinlid.) . ,ounid'

25-26

'. 22~23
---~ ...--

. t A>I. chains p.rl~.ter increase p.r hour,orioln to ollock~•• ••__._
I---t-'="-t I

Ti:cr "'-'"

A.M
PM

- ••_~ 7i:'DT --:---'.

. Hour

TIME
Oat.

FIRE. STARTED ON

QU.": l._••J
0. OrlQin: known:!.___ •••• ._

b. Oi.covered:_._~._ ••• _

c. Closs of p.opl.: •• ••••••__••••__•••• •• • .....

d. lI.oson'_. •• .., _

Co R.port.d:.~_ ••••__ .-••••-- ---••••~. ••••-. -"k:"ij:- ~.::••

d. Flr.t Ollock:_.__~_. -.--.---- --~-.~-. .~••••• 7i:a: :~:~

"ISl. r.lnforc.'!'••ti••_. _._.___ ••_;_.__•

5

h. Max. no. m.n mobnized: - ••----•• ----.- •••--. '/i:'&j"- •• _

l Fire controU.d:. ••---. .--.- •••••• "{T-d]"

REMARKS': ...

!l' Max. no. lin. workers:. •• _

I. Fire mopp.d up:._

II. Fire out, ••__••

I
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~
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Fires from any cause, confined to private lands, which
do not endanger Forest Service protected lands and
are suppressed by landowners or others responsible
for their suppression with or without Forest Service
aid.

(h)

" ,.,.:, .~

The Regional Fire Number will not be assigned by the
reporter. Such numbers'will be entered in one unbroken
series in the Regional office as reports are checked and mailed
to Washington.

For Oass "e" and larger fires, every item not blocked
out on the form must be filled in. Enter "0" Of "none" or
"unknown" if no other entry is applicable. The only excep-
tions are as follows: J

. Item "d, Reason," Block 3: Follow Regional instructions•
, '.~ .

Blocks 11 an~ 12: Follow Regional instrUctions.

Block 14: Fill in only those spaces where there is burned
acreage or damage to record. . . .

For Oass "B" fires, fill out all spaces as for "C' fires with
the following exception: . . .

Block' 14: 'Make one entry only. That one 'will be the
acreage burned and will go in the proper spaCe in either
item A or B. See instructions for Block 14.

For Class "A" nres, do not fill in any blocks po the back
of the form except Blocks II, 12 (follow Regiqnal instruc
tions for these), and Block 13. Every item on front of form
must be filled in as for "C' fires. '

1IDENTIFICATION BLOCK ..

• .' (a) Name 01 fire: Enter name which received greatest
~ usedunng period of aCtion. Name shOuld usually
. associate fire with nearest prominent ~graphic or

cultural feature. . I

(b) lVtriger'.r fire nllmher: Number fires conJeciJtively in
the order in which they are reported on 929 by Dis.
trict Ranger. Numbering will begin with firSt 929
report of each calend~r year. '

(c) Township-lVtnge, Section, Meridian: ~In country
having a rectangular survey, enter legal description
of point of origin. If there is rio rectangUlar survey,
follow Regional instructions. •

(d) Region: Enter nwDber of Region resPonsible for
action. Example-Region 1, Region 2, etC~ For inter
Regional fires, enter in parenthesis the nuinber of the
second Region. '. I

(e) Porest: Enter name of Forest resP6nsibl~ for action.
For inter·Forest fires enter second ForeSt in paren.
thesis. :

1

; - -'.,

'" .
.. '.'-

•

GENERAL

INSTRUCTIONS FOR PREPARATION OF FORM 929
(Revbed October, 1939 - Effedive Januarr 1..19(0)

, ,", .... -.

(e) Individual incendiary sets when all sets burn to
gether and are suppressed as one fire. In this event
all sets will be reported as one fire.

(f) Individual incendiary sets which are suppressed sep
arately, where less than ~ mile intervenes between
any two adjacent sets. Only one fire will be reported
for any such sets. .

(g) Burning buildings, automotive equipment, haystacks,
sawdust piles, etc., which under the prevailing con
ditions are not a menace to Forest Service protected
lands. ..

The following instructions and interpretations apply to
individual items or captions within designated blocks. They
apply to the Administrative entries only. Coding instructions
will he issued by each Regional Forester.

929 reports must be prepared for each statistical fire. (929
reports for non·statisuca1 fires are optional with a Region
or a Forest but shall not be assigned a Ranger's or Super.
visor's number and should otherwise be plainly marked as
non·statistical.)

A statistical fire, in National Forest practice, is a fire
which is suppressed wholly or in part by Forest Service em
ployees or cooperators and on which action is taken either to
prevent the fire from spreading to or burning over National
Forest 01' other lands for which the Forest Service assumes
protection responsibility. Suppression action must be actual
work on the fire itself and fully defensible in respect to the
threat of spreading to National Forest lands or Forest Service
protected lands. When National Forest land is protected by
some other agency~ a fire should be reported and given a
regular serial number, even if no Forest ServiCe employee
participated in its suppression. When the required data can
not be obtained on such fires for items in bfocks 5, 6, 7, 'S,
and 10, enter "unknown."

Representative examples of non·staliItical fires are as
follows:

(a) Fires that have gone out naturally when reached.

(b) Railroad fires confined to the right.of.way which do
not endanger Forest Service protected land and are
suppressed by railroad employeeS with or without
Forest Service help.

• (c) Small fires resulting from legitimate slash or debris
burning operations when extinguished by the causa.
tive agency. .

(d) Abandoned campfires which because of the condi.
tion of forest fUels or' weather conditions cannot
spread, or are confined to improved fireplaces 01'
stoves. .

~-
I

\

74-

..

Code Nos.

. ..

Outlide N.F.
Nol Prol. b F.S.

141

MAP RECORD

SCale••_ ••__ Inches -, mile

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

--------r~--~~--
I
I
I
I
I
I·
I

I·

•

12

•••

C. DOl' report wrlllen--••••-ldO;T••----••-7mon;i>r--•••--.-·7ilorr-···--

cI. By------·--··-7na;;;r···--··-·--·-··-·-j'i/ii;j"-·-····-- ··---···l .
~ ,_.,.•._ ~.-.- ......"....,..--_ ~:.~--------, -"'.."""= ~:-__.-_.:-~-------:'---, .....,.,,~ ~-----------""':""--- __....,.. ~:~.-1

., ,

Type Acres

e

9

;1

II

10

4-7

20·ZZ

....

Cal. Olher insid. ; CaL. Outside N.F. Code Nos Col.
Cod. Nol. NOI. N. F. . Cad. Nal. NOI. Prot. b F.S. . NOI.

•

III

N.F.Landl

SUMt"tARY OF FIRE DAMAGE .
(Item. Aand B for Class Band' ia,:er fir••'only: Items C. D. and E for Class Cand larger fires anI )

r-~·

. it

Objects of Damage

•

d.lmp,avemenls (dollan} _

f. Olher vakies (dollo'sl... _

b. Recreallon (dollars)':'_.__•••

Co Wild lif' Idolla,.).1...... _

a. Watershed (dallars) ,_-1 ~ _

d. TOTAL VALUES (daltors)__

C. Other values Idollars) _

o.M.8.I.I.lvalume)._________ _ __
(converl cordi inla M.8.M.)

b. Young grawlh lacres)' .-1I- -l ~

... Forag. (dallars)._·~...:.. _

REMARKS:

9- TOTAL VALUES Idallors)-':-_

E.GRANO TOTAl. DAMAGE Idallarsl.__~

O.Nan·Iimber resources dafllaged:__

b Tolol chainI of loll Ilne. •__• _

14

c Tolal man hours an line: • • __• _

a Talal chains 01 hetd lin.'- ••_•• _

t Clan 01 fir" _

r. Timber resources destrared'__'__H'

•• 51011' • • •

10

Co Supervisori fire number:. _

b. Foresl: .,.-_

II. Year dllco.ered'•••__~ • _

a. Reglon'-----------------------.--.----

0. Examined ond opproved---7do;r------""{,;,Dn;i,J--••••--"{y-,-;a.---
b. Approv1no 'offlcer__• ._. •••••_ ••••••_•••__•••__•••_.__

Inam.) I'''',}

I A. Acr.. fo,n' land bumed!_•• _

II. Acr.. non·faresl land barned:.- _

. d Av. chainl of IIeld lin. per man hour of labar:_. _

~9-~CO~ul~.;al~li~re~l~ge;ne~ra~1~ca~UI~.}~:-~--§§§=-=-=-=-=--=-=-.: F=-=--=--=.=--~-§--~-I --.--.------

ACCO MPLIS HMENTS Cad. Nal. ~:~. I L.:TO:..;,TA:.,;;L:..;,AC,;,;.;,;;RE;;,:S;;,:--;.;J.,;,:;-_;;;:_.;;;_.;;;. -:-.-.....J ~"""":"'"-:-:--:-::-:-~
(Class Band largerfires ani) (Complm Dbtw,foblunfyl("qu.sfedbyR.F:)

IZ-15~ .-__"_nD_'a_ptJ._rl...;..Of_"_';u_'a._r_"_port._'1 - •

~~I Ihil fire belllll r.parled 10 lhe Slale by analher agencyr ynl- ....J . oal-•• ._J '. ,;

b. II anlwer 10 Ih. ~bov. qUllllon !I Irn), Oi'l Ih. IlGmt 01 Ih. Ogenc1•• ._. ~I

....,..,.---------,r------~-·l-. :r-----C~R~O=:S;:-;S~R';:'E;::FE~R;:;-:E;:;N:;-:C;;E=---lrc-o-de-,;o-s.T.:C::ol-,. ~REA BU R~iED BY TIM'BER'TYPES
9 (Class B and larger fires ani 1 NOI.
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(g) Timber Iype al point of origin: Enter ltegional sym
bol describing timber type observed at point of origin.

(h) Puellype at point of origin: Enter ReBional syniliol
.. for the fuel type observed at point of o~igin.

(i) Worsl fuel type on area: Enter Regiorial symbol for
the fuel type which contributed most to difficulty of
control. '

0) ExpoJure: Enterthe predominating exposure at point
of origin of the fire. Use one of the following sym
bols which is most descriptive of the exposure: N, S,
E, W, NE, NW, SE, SW, Bat, cleek bottom, mixed,
ridgetop.

(k) Elevalion above Jea level: Enter elevation in feet
above sea level at point of origin.

•
(I) Slope: Enter average slope in per cent at head of

fire on arrival of first attacking force.

(b) ViJibility, rating: Enter visibility rating in miles at
time of dis~very. Obtain rating frocinearest visi-
bility rating station. .

(c) Discovery distance: Enter to nearest mile the hori
zontal distance betWeen point of origin and point
from which, fire was discovered.

(d) Danger r4!ing dllJ: Enter Regional symbol for Dan
.ger Class existing on day of discovery for the area in
which fire started. . .

(e) Wind velocity at lime of firJt allark: Enter estimated
wind velocity at fire in miles per hour on arrival of
first ~acking force. .

(I) Wind velocity at lime of greateJt run: Enter esti
. mated wind velocity at fire in miles per hour during
greatest run.' .

0) Fire mopped up: Enter date, hour, and 'minute when
organized mop-up work was completed.
To figure elapsed "fire mopped up" time subtract (i)
from (j).
For ~efinition of "mopping up" see 1939 Glossary
of Terms.

(k) Fire alit: Enter date, hour, and minute when patrol
was discontinued and fire abandoned.

GPHYSICAL CONDITIONS BLOCK .~

(a) Point of origin in Jeen area from 0-1.~d L. 0, Sta.:
Enter actual number of planned occupied lookout
statjons from 0 to 3 that can Jee poin~ of origin of
fire. Enter actual number of plannecl lookout sta
tions from 0 to 3 that are not occupied, but which if
they were, would see point of origin,2! fire. Count
e~e.rgency stations and unconstructed s?tions if they
are 10 the planned system. Do not incl~decooperator
detectors. ' .'

;.,' ..
., , ..

3

, •. ~ " t •

• r ,..,.;_

,,',. ." '\ ~ .. , . :

. . . . .
, ~ .. -. .' ~ ..

First allark: Enter date, hour, and minute first ac
tual suppression work on the fire is started.
To figure elapsed "first ,attack" time subtract (c)
from (d).

First reinforcementJ: Enter date, hour, and minute
first reinforcements to the initial attacking forC" ar-
rive on fire.' ,
To figure elapsed "first reinforcements" time subtract
(d) from (e). If none arrived, enter "none,"

Second rein/prcementl: Enter date, hour, and min
ute second reinforcements arrive on fire.
To figure elapsed "2nd reinforcements" time subtract
(e) from (f). If none arrived, enter "none,"

Reported: Enter date, hour, and minute instructions
concerning fire are received by man who goes to fire.
To figure elapsed "report" time subtract (b) from
(c) •

Discovered: Enter date, hour, and minute when
discoverer of fire becomes certain that object seen is
a. fire or when he makes a report on which action is
taken.
To figure elapsed "discovery" time subtract (a) from
(b).

..Max. no. line workerJ: .Enter the date, hour, and
minute when number of control line workers, in
cluding those off. shift, and conuol'line overhead,
reaches the maXimum. For this arid the following
item (h) only, make no particular effort to record
minutes accurately on fire fighting jobs lasting 24
hours or more.
To figure "max. no. line workers" time subtract (c)
from (g).

(h) Max. no. men mobilized: Enter the date, hour, and
minute when total manpower (including service of
supply) mobilized for the fire, reaches the maximum.
To figure "max. no. men mobilized" time subtract
(c). from (h).

(g)

(f)

(e)

(d)

(i) Fire controlled: Enter date, hour, and minute when
the control line was completed.
To figure elapsed "fire controlled" time subtract (d)
from (i).
For definitions of "control line" and "control a. fire,"
see 1939 Glos~ary of Terms.

(b)

(c)

15 TIME BLOCK

,\1 ",General: Follow the action of the man doing the first
effective work on the fire line in recording specific and

! elapsed-time records. The time of the first discovery which
resUlts in first effective work on the line is to be recorded
in every case. Where no elapsed time occurs, enter "0,"
In A.M; and P.M. column use "A" for A.M:.; "P" .for P.M.

(a) Time of origin: Enter known or best guess of the
date, hour, and. minute the fire started. Indicate
whether "known" or "guess" by check mark.

..,,*,,

..•

GENERALt SPECIFIC
CLASS 011

PEOPLE

Lightning Ligbming Moonshinc" Camper
Railroad Berry ltnd- Oil or gas well U FisbefilWl
Lumbering burning Playing with Hunter
Camfelire Blasting matches Picnicker
Smo r. Bralceshoe Power linc SJ .Traveler
Debris-burning Branding Pyromania Consuuaion-
Incendiuy Burning building Range burning worker
Miscellaneous Burning vehiclc Refuse burning11 Miner

Cooking firc Repelling preda- Timberman
ExhaustS tory animals Rancher·farmer
Fireworb Righl-of.way Srockman
Pue1sparb· clearing Oilier
Fusee Rubbish, (If caused by
Glass· disposal'· lighming
Grudge lire S.felJ-strip classify as
Hot asbes burning "Oilier")
House or nove Slash dise>sal

Bue sparb' Smoking
Insect and snake Smoking bees

control' or game
tb lire Sponraneous

nd c1earin~' combustion
Logging line Tie disposal
Meadow Wanning lire

burning· Othcr

(a) National ForeJt land.

(b) Other inside: Refers to non-National Forest lands
inside the National Forest boundaries.

LIST FOR "CAUSE OF FIRE" BLOCK

(d) Other outJide not prot. by F. S.: Refers to lands not
protected by the Forest Service but on which action
is taken to prevent fires from spreading to lands un
der the protection of the Forest Service.

(c) OutJide prot. by F. S.: Refers to lands outside Na·
tional Forest boundaries on which the Forest Service
has assumed protection responsibility.

t For definitions see 1939 Glossuy of Tcrms Used in Forest Fire Control.
t Such as fires from exhaust pipes of automobiles, uucb. and traCtOrt.
• Such as fires from locomotives and smokcsracb of IIwmllb and donkey

engines. Do not use this specific cause for fires from tparb from open fires
for, cooking or warming, house Bues. or Bues of naves tiled in bouses,
tetlts, or out of doors•

• Do nOt include fires from glass placed by incendiaries.
'For fires from all chimneys or Stove pipes projecting from dwellings or WllS

, or from pipes of .stoves act up in the open.
• Include fires ser for control of ncb, red bugs, boll weevils, etc. Do noc use

this spcci.lic cause for fires started in smoking bees.
'Do not use for fires caused by burning of stubble or grass from fields.
• Including fires from blow or sheaves. •
• Including fires from burning of stubble or grass from fields before plowmg.
II Include fires from stilla: their desuuaion by ltw officers: also fires set for

chance to sell liquor to fire fightert.
.u Use for fires ·from operation or burning of such wells.
.. Includc only fires caused by e1eeuical current from transmission lines.
IISuch as fires from sawmill refuse burnert and from burning of dead animalJ.
t. Such as fires from burning of village dumps or rubbish from around homes.
IIUse this for all fires attributed to "smoker" in thc general cause list.

4FIRE STARTED ON BLOCK

Enter the point of origin of fire strictly in accordance with
the' following scheme. (In Regions 7, 8, and 9, for "Nation11
Forest Boundaries," read "Protection Boundaries" when
protection boundaries are drawn inside legal boundaries of
National Forests or Purchase areas.)

2

~ ••_.__.•... ...."'_._____._. • ~,~. --.........."""-'4.>:-

•....

(I)

(k)

(i)

(j)

(f) SuperviJor'J fire number: Number fires consecutive
ly as 929's are received by Supervisor's office. Num
~ering will begin with the first 929 report of each
calendar year.

(g) Year discovered: Enter year of discovery.

(h) Month diJrovered: Enter month of discovery.

j'3CAUSE OF FIRE BLOCK .

. (a) Gekeral cauJe: Select from the 'General cause list
prdvided herein, the most appropriate cause and en
ter PPposite the word "General" in this block.
Fo( incendiary fires enter the number of sets in paren-
thesis after the word "incendiary:' -

(b) Spkific cause: Select from the Specific cauJe list .
proVided herein, the most appropriate cause and en
tei'opposite the word "Specific" 'in this block. Be
ca#ful not to use "other" when the proper specific
catUe is included in the list. When "other" is used,
write in the appropriate specific cause in parenthesis
imWediately following. For example, "Other (Sig
natfire) ."

~.
(c) ClffIJ of people: Select from the ClasJ of people list

prqvided herein, the most appropriate classification
ang enter opposite words "Class of people" in thisbl?,
Bep.reful not to use "other" when the proper spe
ci~~ class is included in the list. When "other" is
us~, write in the appropriate specific class in paren
th~is immediately following. For example, "Other
(Olildren) :'

fi' ;

~I .
(d) Re4,ron: To be used in conformity with Regional

• 1'" •

msttUCt1ons•

Day diJrovered: Enter day of discovery.

State: Enter name of State in which fire originated.
Enter "Canada" or "Mexico" when fires originate in
thOse countries. For inter-State fires, enter name of
second State in parenthesis.

1
County: Enter name of County in which fire orig-
inated.

RtJ~ger Distrirt: Enter name of Ranger District re
sponsible for action. For inter-District fires, indicate
oth~r District in parenthesis.

2CLASS QF FIRE BLOCK

FO{ Class of Fire, enter the letter symbol descriptive

of Pte Oass:
.b% acres or less.
B=More than % acre but less than 10 acres.
<'=10 acres or more but less than 100 acres.
0::100 acres o~ more, but less than 300 acres.
E::300 acres or more.

I
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(g) Average chains of perimeter increase per hour from
origin to aJiack: Divide the perimeter in chains at
the time of first attack (item e) by the elapsed time
in hours and tenths of hours from origin to' attack
(d-a in the time block). Enter the result here in
chains and tenths. Round off decimal fractions to
nearest tenth of a chain~ Example: If the perimeter
is 25 chains and' elapsed, time is one hour arid 40
minutes: . . ,

25 Ch ,!. - .. .. ,.

1.7~. -.: ~4.7 chains increase per hour.

8ACCESSIBILITY AND MANPOWER BLOCK .

'(~). RQgular actiQ;':" Enter 'check~ after w~rds "reg
, war "2itioo" if liest action on the fire line was taken
by F~rest, Service employees or Forest Service co
operators.' . ,

Indepe~dent action: Enter check mark after words
.. "indeperiderit action" if first action' on the lidt'line

.' 'was not taken by Forese Service employees or Forest
. Service cooperators... .

(b) Discovered by: This refers to the lirst discovery
".' which resulted in initiation of control action. Record

in this space one of the following classes cif dis·
coverer:

Lookout-Established lookout stations of Forest
Service and o~ef,organized protective agencies.

Patrolmen-Moving detection personnel.

O~herf. ~..!:!~ploy~es-.Includes Fores~ officers,
crewm_e~; pr~Ject .men, packers, truck drfrerS, etC~

. . ; _ .. '" .
Planned Coaperators-Thosewith whom lire con·
trol contract orcboperative arrangement exists.

.. . '. ~ ...
F. S. PermiJius--':Includes all persons. holding
special-use or free~use permits or grilZing, timber
sale: arid similar contracts. Includes agents and em·
ployees of such permittees. .

Airpl;m~' Qbse~~ers:-!ric1udes ~r":p~ison dis·
coveting a'lire from aucralt. .' I

• • '. , .•" , < • .: ':~"'.

Others-Any· discoverer not included,in above
classes.

LocaJio1T-Refers to location of observer at time
discovery was'made.

(c) Reported to: Enter na1:l1e. of lim man to go to lire.

" :z.;,c~t;~fl;;~'R~f~~s'~ i~~~;i~~"~lthe same man at cite
. time he' receivesinsttuctions or information causing

him to go.to ~e ~ lire. , .

(d) No. men in first attack: Bo!s: Enter number of men
. in,in~?al a~ck, including the boss. Enter name of the

boss In charge of the initial attacking crew.

(e) No. men in first reinforcements: Enter number of
men, including the boss, reaching fire as first rein
forcements to initial attacking force. If none arrived,
enter "none:' .

....•..

4

7BEHAVIOR ,OF: FIRE BLOCK .

(a) Ch~~fJe~~ffife"o~'arrival: Ifldicate the' behavior of
the 4r~ 'at Its most active point by one of the follow
ing terms, each of which is defined in parenthesis:
~;.. .

Smoldering-(Include fires that are smoldering'
or;Jlaming but making a linear spread of 2 feet
or~l~s per hour.)

6e'e'ping:'-(Linear spread of over 2 feet but less
th~ 10 c:haltts per hour, andwithout spotting or ",
crowning.)' . .. ..:

r ' ,
R!f~ning~(Linear spread of 10 chains' or over'
pq hour,' but without spotting or crowning.)

Si~!;ing-:-<TJse. this for a fire throwing wind•
bome,'fire.stanmg sparks or embers ahead, reo
gardless of rate of spread.) .

Cr.~wning-(Use this for,any fire.adv~cing pri.
~rily' from crmyn to crown iti· biush~ or tree
grpWtli, regardless of the' rate of,'spread.)

i 1 ' • ,'; - -, ••

I
(b) Area when discovered: Enter estimate4 area of the

lire in acres' and tenths when'lirst s"ecn:Ifless'than
one·ieriili~acre in size, 'record 'in" hWi'dreclths afan
acre.\~f less than one-hundiedth"ofa:n:-acre;;r'ecord as
a "sppt."U more than, 10 acres in size, enter to the

, ! • ' ~ ... \:0..,. '\ ; - ,- " t" .

near~acre. . ",:,~ ;',':1.";:.,, ~" •.

(c) Arej on arrival:' Enter the areailo~j arrival of liest
attaq;ing force in acres and tenths.'if area.is less than
one-iepth acre,'. recOrd in hunaredths Of an' acre. If
less #n one-hundredth ofa.n'~qe~ record as a: "spot:'
If arr- is greater than 10 acres~ enter to the nearest
acre.p.' A' ."

1'" " .,
(d). Am!! when controlled: When final 'area lies on both

sides,pf a National Forest' boundary, it will be en·
tere~i-tl,two separate figures, the total of which will
not P,~ en~ered,but w~ichwill equal the total acreage
of fire~ In the first parenthesis, enter the total of the
area ~urned on both NF land and other land inside
the National Forest boundary. (Inside protection
bowi14ry in Regions 7, 8, and 9, when the protec·
tion ~tp~ary is drawn insi?e the legal boun~~ry.)
In ~~ ~~cofld parenthesis, enter the total of the area
burnT<! outside the NF boundary (or protection
boun~ary ~hen,it is inside the legal boundary)
whettxer such lands are. protected by Forest Service
or n~t. In either or both of these parept?~es enter
final IU'~ in acres and tenths. Where area IS less than
one-tenth !leee, record,area in·hundredths of an' acre.
If le$s'- than one-hundredth of an acre, record as a
"spot." Where area is more than 10 acres, enter to
the n~rest.acre. When there is no area to report in
one d£ the parentheses, enter "0."

(e) Peri~eter in chains at first aJiack: Enter the perim.
eter Qf the fire in chains at the time of first attack.

(f) Perimeter. in chains. when controlled: Enter final
peruneter of lire in chains.
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(b) YOlmg' growth (arm): Enter by land location in M4tJes'.lI11d 511tplemenlal 'Report!::An occasioral fi;c will •
Columns I, 2, 3, and 4 the nearest whole number of cause bumed are:t and damage m (1) one Forest but m two
acr~ of young growth destroyed. This figure is con- States. .(2) twO Forests in one State and in eitherone or two
tained in. the "acres of for~ landbumed'.' given in Regions, and i (3) .two Forests ead11ying in adiiferent State
~t~,1i..;:;··t '. ':i .,., ' '1 ';', ~ i ,I. ' ' • with the two Forests included in' either'ooe or two Regions.

10 addition, tires may sweep in' or threaten to sweep in from
(e) Other'values (dollars): Enter to nearen doUarin Canada. or·MexiCo.' ~' .. ~'.,'" '," , " .. ",
,~~,S:~11~inP,t~:.~,~,at1d~, th9.val?Cof o~er t~~r 'j',;l .".,.....

.,. ·~'lrc~ d~troyed.. ;· ., ;. . ' '. . 10'sudt insrances it is; ii~satY to keep'4~~ [~rds of'
• i, (drToiaJ~4Jlm":(dollar,) :.,Eni~r to nearest doUar in area bumed and damage done by Forests, States; and Conn- .•
. . Cotuinn$ 1; 2,' 3: iilcl4 the' total value of "timber re- tries. This will be accomplished bY 'making niaster and sup- r

soUreesdeStrored:'This figure will be the calculated pJemental reports for each sud1 &re.. .
"(ahle~qf{a) p'~ the ~Culated value of (b) plus " ", '. '. " . ... .. ,.
the~~ligure10 (e). . The AWler R.ep~/wili ~ve the wo~ds "Master Report" .

. . , .etlfeeed just above the IdentiJication Bloclc, No.1 on page 1
D. Non-1'i.tnb'er'ReSources Damaged: ,of the form. .All bJock.s will be filled out in the usual.manner

• ~ ;'·t >;." ",. j ,

(a) Wat;rfh!d (dollais): ·Enter to ~earest dollar in, , except Summary of Fire O~ge Blode. No. 14. The name
Columnsl, 2, 3, and 4th~ appratsed ~aJueof~the' or triunber of any other Region; Forest, State or Country to
datriageto watersheds.' "';," . ·~i~~~ ~~~.~~pt shoU1,d~en'be add~ .111 'f4r'enlhesk

" . .,. ,';. on, tli~ appro.pru.~e fme or Imes,.ln th~ ~ross Reference
(b) R~f~~~.'ti~~'(JolWi) :'.Enter ~.neatest dolIu in, ~l•.. · ~ Block.~No.9. ,The Summary of FireDamaue Bloc:k. No. 14,

un.w~ l~ 2, 3,.and 4the appwsed value otthe dam,;,;~: Will shoW orilytlie acreage bwned 'and.d~ie~done in the
",,~8ltt~. ~~~o.~r~ttt.C~s., ., .' .. ' ;. Foresr;Scite;'orCOuriiry inwhim menre ongitiated. )

(e)' 'Wiltli;';(J~/k~~i);En~er to nearest'doi~ i~ Col- T.'he Su~~' t'-' R' I! .• ill' I.. ..I. ,,~·~·-;·~,S I
.. . ;i~!l~t~,~3/and'4·the.appwsed ~alue"ot~eaam- . 7meO:tal R{a'!!~~re;l: ~;~=id&~~'ciniKEct

IlgtT ~wi1d.life resources . . ~N . ", N {"~th"~' i 'umb'. d bl~;" ·1..-':uld 'I.. 'J:II 'd -'>;;),J.;'~:'!df.i,,\i.i.· ;"i,'~ c·> ·...:),.:.n 1t'::,7· i 0., o.,~. 0R,es::n ... ere ..~~ .' pe.iJ i.e ,Ul except.
(d) ImP.r.qr~"!~~t!(dollars): Enter to .~earest dol~~r in.. ', } .Cros.~ R..ef~ren~.. No.?; S~of.Pire...I?~.se, NO•. 1'1; .

Columns' I,' ~;.3,: and ·4···tl:Je·appratsed damage ~o' '. and, If so uutruCted by the Regtonat,F~~~er, .the Report to
, imBrp~epts:·~.nodndudethe value oHmprove- ~e S~e Block. No. 13. .... .. , .'

meqts uo1eis'destroyed as II result oEa'forest .lire." ......, •.~.\.~ \•. , , .. ' . .:c, . ',. ,.' .....•.. " ,.'.> ~ i r
.. ,F.of'~J:¥Pl~:;·:If ah~~l'~ d~t~oyed:l?Y' ~ n~:~~~ Cross Referenc: B~ock:inthis sup~!emenu.l report: '.
caus~d bY aspaddrOm alireplace,'lts .yalue would ,~ m lt~.(e) •.Supemsors fire n~er. stem; (d), year,
nqi ~e inoiided here: However, if it were'destroyed Item (f) , class of tire; and item, (g) ; atise:O£ nee.' (General
as' p,,'t6ult of a. sPark from. foreSt fire,; i~ va1\1'e cauSe) with ei:actly the same entrieS as inthe Mister Report.
WoAldbe~OWit>t~·.· i . '.'•. ':'i ~w ."" ;",', ..... '. ,.... ,
:"{'.':: : .•.• , ':: '.' ~,,' ._.; .;. ";",,,:" .~. Ftllm the remalOtng Items In the Cross Reference BlOck

(e) Po rage (dollars): Enter to. nearest dollar in CoI- as f..oll0."" • , .,.. ' . ." . ,,'. ,.; .,' .,', . L ".j
unlnS I, 2,'3, and 4 the app'raised dama~e tD'i;r:uUlg. . ". '.'" .~ , , ", ',";. ,'. < • . --! " ".' .". <. '. .'

., . . ,. .. . 1:1 ,.. , , .Re - Same unb' ,. . ,
(f) O'~erv4N~~JJ()Jlarl):':EttrectQpCar~ doUu in ~.~~ fI~=~oJved·~tWoe~~~r;%~diJn~f£~t

'. ' : Cofp.mns·l, 2,'3, .llnd-:l· the appr~ed!vatu~,~f atl the nWnber of Re,~on to which'nre s!'ept"folIo~ed', in t.~:
. d ~f. dafnagc:td PO!l.1.i.mbe.. rresogrr;:~ < tl"., :..,enthesl·!·. by .L.'-: f'1la." •... ' h'ch' ti .......•... <. d (..'.. ,.:~ ,,":.,' .', . .' •. , ' '.1 " .. , numUI;;1O ,,~gtonlnw I rcot1gtnate.·
(g) To(f1llaIim'(follars): Enic:r!on~re~t.doH~r.!h.e ");~'1')" .:,~;.>: :':~'" !:: ,::.;"," ':';.~ ,V:",'i,.lC

j ~-:"';;
total r~corded damage to noo-timber resources. b. P~re!'. Same mme as on M~.llepl)~;i.f ~~y ()Oe

It ", . , • ,~ ,.... '., Forest .s mvoJved. 1£ f¥'8 Fer~~reJ.PYplye4ti~~ li!S~
E. Gral1d Tptal Damage (DoUa1'3). the name of the Forest to whIch nre swept, followed, in pai

..Enter·J rietrest dollu .in ,Columns 1, 1,3,:and 4' the retJJhe~is, by rwne of Forest in which" lite originated.· t,
grand ictal~a~ cmised by the lite. This nguee is' a surD- , . . ., ." .' '. ., ' /
mation ofl#C; dtndD;"g.· " , .., ... ';. ',' < ,e. Slate::~~ as ~ 'MasterReport'l~ State or

• .'" • ; ',' '.', '. , . . ,J ':' ", . Country to which fiee $'Wept is the same as the Scate or Coun-
Da'?lage .0/'1 o!,fJiJ~ ltmJs not pro!e(te~ hI Pores! Service: :try in'which fie: ·ori~mate~.,I( oor;:~tei ~r".· th,e oame of

In ~IltngQ\1t Pl,~~ .4, foHow. any speo&~ t~cruc:nons from the'State to whIch fire swept, followed,' in parenthesill by
.Regional ~rest~. I!, the~ of such 1tU~ctIOnS, ap~ly ..na.rn,e pf.State or.Coun tMT in which·.fitc 00..:"......... ·· ....
the folloWIng rules: Ormt acreage and damage from staus- "',,'" . ',--~I., -,': ., .'':'~. .

tical fiees ill areas Eroteaed by other'oigwied'proteaive Fil! in 'he Summary 01 Fire 'Vamdge' Block to show only
agen~ies; p'ut inchUle acreag~ and dam~ge from s~tistial the Acreage burned and damage done in the Region and/or
Iires lQ ar~ nOf pro~ed by other organized ageooes. Forest and/or State to which the fire swept. '. ')

h:»· L/~,,: . /
...... '.'
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